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Introduction
Chapitre 1

Introduction

1.1 Contexte

La géométrie est omniprésente dans le monde physique dans lequel nous vivons et, de ce fait, les modèles géométriques et le calcul géométrique sont présents dans beaucoup de domaines scientifiques et technologiques, comme la conception assistée par ordinateur, la production, l’infographie, la robotique, la biologie moléculaire, les systèmes d’information géographique, l’astrophysique, la vision par ordinateur, la métrologie ainsi que beaucoup d’autres.

Depuis les années 70, la recherche en géométrie algorithmique s’est appliquée à fournir une base solide pour l’étude des algorithmes géométriques, quel que soit le domaine d’application. Traditionnellement, la communauté de géométrie algorithmique s’est intéressée aux objets linéaires comme les droites, les segments, les polygones dans le plan, et les points et polyédres en dimension trois et plus. Un savoir-faire énorme a été acquit sur les algorithmes géométriques au cours de ces trente dernières années.

Pour beaucoup d’applications, en particulier dans les domaines de l’infographie et de la modélisation géométrique, il est nécessaire de manipuler des objets plus généraux comme des surfaces données sous forme implicite ou paramétrique. Typiquement, de tels objets sont gérés en les approximant par des objets élémentaires comme des triangles. Cette approche est extrêmement importante et elle a été utilisée dans presque tous les logiciels utilisables qui existent dans l’industrie et la recherche aujourd’hui. Cette approche a cependant quelques inconvénients. Premièrement, l’utilisation d’une forme approchée à la place de la géométrie exacte originelle crée des disparités géométriques qui peuvent être source de problèmes (comme la célèbre faille entre l’aile et le corps de l’avion). Une source de problème provient du fait que des milliers si ce n’est des centaines de milliers de triangles sont généralement nécessaires pour approcher de façon adéquate des objets courbes. Il faut également noter que les objets courbes qu’il est nécessaire de manipuler dans les algorithmes géométriques ne sont pas nécessairement des objets tridimensionnels concrets, mais également des objets mathématiques abstraits qui ne sont pas linéaires et qui peuvent être définis en dimension supérieure. Par exemple, l’ensemble des droites en dimension trois qui sont tangentes à trois polyèdres, un objet central dans les problèmes de visibilité, défini une surface quadratique réglée ; également, les droites tangentes à une sphère en trois dimensions correspondent, dans l’espace projectif en cinq dimensions, à l’intersection de deux hyper-surfaces quadratiques.
La géométrie algorithmique classique a peu à offrir lorsqu’il s’agit de manipuler la géométrie exacte d’objets courbes. Les difficultés liées au calcul géométrique sur les objets courbes sont, la généralisation (ou, plus généralement, une complète refonte) des algorithmes et structures de données les plus fondamentales (comme les diagrammes de Voronoï, les algorithmes de balayage, et les arrangements), l’intrusion de problèmes algébriques et donc le besoin de logiciels algébriques efficaces, l’explosion du nombre de cas dégénérés (dans les applications géométriques, ils sont souvent la norme et non l’exception) et donc une difficulté accrue pour produire des logiciels robustes, et le besoin d’incorporer dans l’analyse de complexité la complexité arithmétique, l’hypothèse du modèle «real RAM» que les opérations prennent un temps constant n’étant pas approprié dans ce contexte.

1.2 Survol et méthodologie

Au cours des dernières années, j’ai centré mes activités de recherches sur la géométrie algorithmique effective dédiée aux objets non linéaires. Les objets courbes considérés ne sont pas nécessairement des objets tridimensionnels concrets, mais également des objets mathématiques abstraits. Mes contributions sur ce sujet sont centrées, premièrement, sur les propriétés structurales, combinatoires, et algorithmiques de structures géométriques sur les droites et segments de droite en trois dimensions dans le contexte des problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle et, deuxièmement, sur l’algorithmique des objets géométriques courbes et, en particulier, les quadriques.

Concernant les problèmes algorithmiques, je me concentre sur les algorithmes qui prennent en compte la géométrie exacte des objets, en particulier lorsqu’ils sont courbes. En outre, l’effectivité des algorithmes est un point clé. Les algorithmes effectifs doivent être robustes et efficaces. Un algorithme est robuste s’il termine quelles que soient les entrées, en particulier si elles sont dégénérées, et qui reporte des résultats topologiquement cohérents. Un algorithme efficace est un algorithme qui termine raisonnablement rapidement sur des données réalistes où le temps d’exécution est évalué à la fois expérimentalement et théoriquement.

Répondre à ces objectifs algorithmiques exige des outils mathématiques qui sont à la fois géométriques et algébriques. En particulier, nous avons besoin de davantage de connaissance de base sur la géométrie des droites et des surfaces dans une variété d’espaces et de dimensions. Nous avons également besoin d’adapter des méthodes algébriques sophistiquées, souvent prohibitives en temps de calcul dans un contexte général, pour un usage spécifique sur des problèmes géométriques.

Je présente dans ce document mes contributions principales sur les sujets de la visibilité tridimensionnelle et des droites de l’espace et sur le calcul géométrique avec des surfaces algébriques de faible degré et en particulier les quadriques.

Il faut noter que ces deux directions de recherche sont fortement liées. Une illustration pragmatique de ce fait est que, dans plusieurs de mes contributions à la visibilité tridimensionnelle et propriétés des droites de l’espace, la méthodologie et les techniques de preuve sont fortement basées sur l’utilisation de surface algébrique de faible degré et, en particulier, sur les quadriques (voir chapitres 5, 6, 7, 13, et 18). Plus concrètement, les liens entre ces deux sujets de recherches sont bien illustrés par les deux exemples suivants. D’abord, les droites transversales à trois droites dans l’espace définissent une surface réglée qui est quadratique. Par conséquent,
le calcul des droites transversales à quatre droites, une opération de base dans les problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle, revient, dans un certain sens, à couper deux surfaces quadra-
iques. Deuxièmement, il est utile dans l’étude des droites en 3D de les représenter comme des points d’un certain espace. Malheureusement, la paramétrisation des droites projectives en 3D ne peut pas être aussi simple que pour des points et des plans : on sait qu’il n’existe pas de «modèle algébrique» pour l’espace des droites qui est lui-même un espace projectif [PW01, p. 143]. Le mieux que l’on puisse espérer est une paramétrisation des droites par les points d’une hyper-surface quadratique $\Psi$ dans l’espace projectif en dimension cinq (la quadrique de Plücker). Maintenant, chaque condition de tangence en trois dimensions à un équivalent dans cet espace à cinq dimensions : les droites coupant une droite donnée correspondent à l’intersection d’un hyper-plan de $\mathbb{P}^5(\mathbb{R})$ avec $\Psi$ et les droites tangentes à une sphère correspondent à l’intersection d’une hyper-surface de degré 2 avec $\Psi$. En ce sens, les problèmes de visibilité dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ (ou $\mathbb{R}^3$) peuvent être formulés comme des problèmes sur des arrangements de surfaces de bas degré dans $\mathbb{P}^5(\mathbb{R})$. Ceci prouve que les problèmes de visibilité 3D sont intrinsèquement non linéaires, même lorsque les objets initiaux sont polyédriques. Connaissant la difficulté des problèmes de calcul effectif sur les arrangements de quadriques en trois dimensions, il devient clair que le développement de calculs de visibilité certifiés et effectifs représente un énorme défi de recherche.

Je présente dans les sous-sections suivantes une courte description du contexte et de la méthodologie de mes travaux sur les objets courbes, la robustesse, et l’effectivité des calculs. Puis, dans les chapitres 2 et 3, je présente une description de mes contributions sur, premièrement, les problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle et les propriétés des droites de l’espace et, deuxièmement, sur le calcul géométrique effectif sur les surfaces algébriques de bas degré et, en particulier, les quadriques. Les articles correspondants sont présentés dans les parties II et III.

**Objets courbes**

Confrontées à des objets courbes, la plupart des applications utilisent des approximations polyédriques de ces objets et appliquent des algorithmes sur ces approximations. Cette approche mène inévitablement à des modèles géométriques de très grande taille ce qui a un impact négatif sur l’efficacité. En outre, le résultat des calculs est nécessairement approché et la cohérence topologique ne peut pas être garantie.

La recherche d’algorithmes de plus en plus efficaces pour manipuler ces approximations polyédriques est cruciale du fait de l’application de cette approche et en raison de l’augmentation incessante de la taille de ces maillages. Les calculs géométriques peuvent cependant être effectués directement sur les objets courbes. Malheureusement, la géométrie algorithmique fournit des méthodes efficaces principalement lorsque les modèles sont décrits comme une collection d’objets linéaires.

La plupart des objets apparaissant en infographie et en modélisation géométrique sont algébriques ou semi algébriques, c’est-à-dire, définis par des équations et des inéquations polynomials. Ainsi, l’algèbre et le calcul formel jouent un rôle fondamental dans le calcul géométrique non linéaire. Beaucoup d’opérations au coeur des algorithmes traitant d’objets courbes se ramènent à évaluer, manipuler et résoudre des systèmes d’équations polynomials.

Le calcul formel et le calcul symbolique fournissent une approche possible à la réalisation de ces opérations. Des outils bien connus comme les résultats, les bases de Gröbner et les sé-
quences de Sturm se sont avéré être un moyen fiable pour résoudre des problèmes géométriques simples. Chaque problème peut être formulé algébriquement de différentes manières et il est connu en calcul formel que le choix de la formulation algébrique d’un problème peut avoir un impact crucial sur le temps de calcul et rendre, ou non, le calcul possible en pratique. En outre, la traduction algébrique d’un problème tend à obscurcir l’information de nature géométrique. Trouver des formulations qui ont à la fois un sens géométrique et qui se prêtent bien aux manipulations symboliques est toujours un problème difficile. Néanmoins, les avancés récentes en calcul formel ont ouvert de nouvelles possibilités pour le calcul géométrique sur des surfaces courbes. En effet, l’efficacité des systèmes de calcul formel a été nettement améliorée au cours de ces dernières années et des problèmes géométriques non triviaux peuvent maintenant être résolus (voir, par exemple, le chapitre 18 sur les diagrammes de Voronoï de droites). Cependant, exécuter des calculs algébriques efficacement tient plus d’un art que d’une science et l’utilisation de ces outils devrait entrer seulement en fin de processus, une fois que le problème a été complètement étudié d’un point de vue géométrique, comme le montre l’exemple suivant.

Considérons le problème de décider si quatre sphères données admettent un nombre infini de tangentes communes (réelles). Ce problème peut être directement traduit en système polynomial (de degré douze) qui peut être résolu, ou, en utilisant la caractérisation géométrique du chapitre 5, on peut vérifier si les quatre sphères ont leurs centres alignés et, si oui, vérifier si elles admettent une tangente commune (ce qui peut être testé avec un prédicat de bas degré). Il devrait être clair que la deuxième approche est beaucoup plus efficace que la première. Cet exemple est significatif, mais l’intuition nous dit également que plus le degré des surfaces considérées est petit, plus les algorithmes peuvent tirer profit de la géométrie.

En général, les difficultés inhérentes à la généralisation des approches de la géométrie algorithmique aux objets courbes sont de plusieurs natures et maîtriser ce défi implique de développer une recherche multidisciplinaire impliquant géométrie algorithmique, calcul formel, mathématiques des courbes et surfaces, et géométrie algébrique réelle et complexe.

En effet, comparé aux objets linéaires, la manipulation des objets courbes même les plus simples est un défi sérieux et l’intrusion des mathématiques et du calcul formel est souvent massif (voir le chapitre 5 sur la caractérisation des dégénérescences des droites tangentes à quatre sphères, les chapitres 14, 15, 16 sur l’intersection de deux quadriques, et le chapitre 18 sur les diagrammes de Voronoï de droites). De plus, les algorithmes de base doivent être reconsidérés et parfois entièrement repensés pour s’adapter aux objets courbes (voir, encore le travail sur les quadriques, et chapitre 9 sur le calcul des droites et segments de droites tangents à quatre parmi \( k \) polytopes). Les problèmes de robustesse et de dégénérescence sont également plus difficile à gérer lorsque l’on manipule des objets courbes que des objets linéaire et ils nécessitent souvent des outils multidisciplinaires (voir les chapitres 5 et 6 sur la caractérisation des dégénérescences des droites tangentes à quatre sphères ou transversales à plusieurs segments, le chapitre 9 sur les droites tangentes à des polytopes arbitraires, et les chapitres 15 et 16 sur les intersections dégénérées de deux quadriques).

**Robustesse**

Les algorithmes géométriques sont souvent décrits sous deux hypothèses très fortes qui ne sont pas réalisistes dans la pratique. Il s’ensuit que les implantations de ces algorithmes sont fréquemment non robustes c’est-à-dire que, dans la pratique, les solutions produites sont parfois
1.2. SURVOL ET MÉTHODOLOGIE

La première hypothèse classique est que les données sont supposées en position générique, c’est-à-dire qu’elles évitent des positions dégénérées pour lesquelles l’algorithme n’est pas conçu. Ces hypothèses sont souvent spécifiques, en particulier dans les cas raisonnablement simples : par exemple, un ensemble de points est souvent supposé tel qu’aucun triplet de points ne soient alignés. Ces hypothèses sont généralement considérées pour rendre la lecture (et la rédaction) des articles plus aisées, mais il arrive fréquemment que la généralisation de tels algorithmes aux cas dégénérées soit loin d’être trivial. Les hypothèses de gériquité sont également souvent très générales et ne donnent pas de contraintes réalisantes : par exemple, des données sont parfois supposées algébriquement génériques, c’est-à-dire qu’elles ne satisfont aucune contrainte algébrique ; il s’ensuit, en particulier, que les données numériques sont toutes transcendantes, hypothèse non réaliste. De plus, les hypothèses de position générique sont très contraignantes en pratique car, dans des applications géométriques, les dégénérances sont souvent la norme, pas l’exception. C’est partiuculièrement vrai en infographie et en modélisation géométrique. L’exemple de la figure 1.1 illustre ce point. Tandis que l’intersection générique de deux quadriques en position générique est une courbe gauche de degré quatre, il est clair que la plupart, si ce n’est tous les arcs de courbes décrivant le bord du cavalier sont planaires. En d’autres termes, ces courbes sont des exemples d’intersections dégénérées de quadriques. Enfin, il faut noter que, même dans les cas où les hypothèses de position générique sont très spécifiques, les algorithmes ne sont pas nécessairement aptes à déterminer si les données rentrent dans ce cadre ; en effet, déterminer si des données sont en position dégénérée revient, en général, à déterminer si une, ou plusieurs, expressions algébriques sont nulles, ce qui n’est pas faisable, a priori, lorsqu’une arithmétique flottante de précision fixe est utilisée.

La deuxième hypothèse classique est que le modèle de calcul considéré est le modèle «real RAM». Ce modèle n’est pas réaliste, en particulier pour les algorithmes géométriques, et, dans la pratique, si une arithmétique flottante de précision fixe est utilisée, les algorithmes géométriques peuvent produire des solutions franchement erronées, boucler à l’infini ou ne pas terminer suite à une erreur fatale. Ces erreurs se produisent généralement lorsque les données sont
en position dégénérée (non détectée comme telle), mais peuvent également se produire dès que les données sont proches de situations dégénérées.

Le concept de robustesse pour les algorithmes géométriques est très lié à ces deux notions de dégénérescence et de modèle de calcul. En effet, les algorithmes, qui sont théoriquement corrects sous des hypothèses de position générique et un modèle de calcul «real RAM», ne sont généralement guère utilisables dans la pratique, en particulier s’ils sont implantés naïvement avec une arithmétique flottante de précision fixe.

Rappelons qu’un objet géométrique a plusieurs structures. L’une est numérique, générale-
ment algébrique, et décrit le plongement de l’objet dans l’espace. Les autres sont généralement
topologiques, décrivant la topologie de l’objet, et combinatoires, encodant, par exemple, les in-
cidences entre les éléments constituant l’objet. Lorsque les calculs numériques sont approchés,
ces approximations peuvent créer des incohérences entre les informations contenues dans les
structures combinatoires/topologiques et numériques. Ces incohérences sont à la source de la
quasi-totalité des problèmes de robustesse des algorithmes géométriques.

Formellement, la définition la plus acceptée pour la notion de robustesse des algorithmes
géométriques est la suivante. Un algorithme est dit robuste si, sous un modèle de calcul réaliste,
généralement une arithmétique flottante de précision finie, l’algorithme calcule une solution
qui est la solution exacte pour un jeu de données proche de celui effectivement donné ; de plus,
suivant le contexte, par exemple si l’algorithme calcule une structure géométrique, il est généra-
lement accepté que la partie numérique de la solution puisse seulement être une approximation
de la solution exacte (d’un jeu d’entrées proche de celui effectivement donné). Par exemple,
pour le calcul d’enveloppe convexe de points du plan, un algorithme qui calcule l’enveloppe
convexe de points, chacun dans un voisinage des points donnés, sera dit robuste alors même
que, lorsque trois points d’entrée sont alignés (ou presque alignés), l’enveloppe convexe calcul-
lée peut ne pas contenir le point milieu. Un autre exemple est celui d’un algorithme de calcul
d’intersection de deux objets ; si l’intersection calculée est une approximation de l’intersection
d’une instance perturbée des deux objets donnés, l’algorithme sera dit robuste même si la to-
pologie de l’intersection calculée peut être fausse (par exemple, l’ensemble vide au lieu d’une
courbe).

Une notion clef reliée à la robustesse est le paradigme du calcul géométrique exact. Dans
cet paradigme, les calculs sont effectués de manière à ce que les branchements des algorithmes
soient effectués correctement et donc que les structures topologiques et combinatoires calculées
soient mathématiquement exactes ; les quantités numériques calculées peuvent être approchées,
mais doivent être cohérentes avec les structures topologiques et combinatoires associées. Les
algorithmes développés dans ce cadre sont généralement dits certifiés et ils sont nécessairement
robustes. Bien entendu, ce paradigme n’a d’intérêt qu’avec un modèle de calcul réaliste, par
exemple avec une arithmétique flottante de précision arbitraire, puisque avec le modèle «real
RAM», tous les calculs sont exacts et donc nécessairement corrects.

Les décisions effectuées dans un algorithme géométrique sont encapsulées dans une notion
de prédicat. L’évaluation d’un prédicat géométrique est équivalente à déterminer, dans l’espace
des configurations, la cellule d’un arrangement de surfaces qui contient le point correspondant à
la configuration donnée. En d’autres termes, l’évaluation d’un prédicat géométrique peut se ra-
mener à l’évaluation des signes d’un ensemble d’expressions, généralement polynomiales voire
algébrique, en les quantités numériques d’entrées. Un exemple simple est celui qui consiste
da déterminer si un point donné est à droite, à gauche, ou sur une droite orientée donnée. Le
paradigme du calcul géométrique exact exige que les prédicats soient évalués correctement, ce qui assure que les branchements effectués durant l’algorithme soient corrects et ainsi que les structures combinatoires et topologiques du résultat soient exactes. Rappelons que ce paradigme n’exige pas que les quantités numériques du résultat soient exactes. Il faut noter, que l’évaluation du signe d’une expression polynomiale ou algébrique est un problème à part entière dans un modèle de calcul réaliste, utilisant, par exemple, une arithmétique flottante de précision arbitraire.

De manière générale, la résolution d’un problème géométrique dans ce paradigme revient à
– caractériser les dégénérescences, lesquelles peuvent être intrinsèques ou algorithmiques ;
– traduire chaque décision géométrique (et branchement de l’algorithme) en la détermination des signes d’expressions algébriques ;
– déterminer exactement et efficacement le signe de ces expressions algébriques.

Caractériser les situations dégénérées est crucial car des configurations dégénérées non détectées résultent, en général, en des erreurs d’exécution fatales ou des résultats erronés (lesquels peuvent être très éloignés du résultat correct). Les dégénérescences sont essentiellement de deux types différents : les dégénérescences peuvent être intrinsèques, c’est-à-dire inhérentes au problème et doivent être gérées par tout algorithme qui prévoit de résoudre le problème de façon robuste, ou algorithmiques, c’est-à-dire induit par des choix algorithmiques. Décrire complètement et correctement les dégénérescences apparaissant dans un problème ou un algorithme géométrique est souvent un problème délicat, mais l’efficacité pratique d’un logiciel est souvent liée à leurs traitements. Une étude soigneuse des dégénérescences intrinsèques peut mener à des algorithmes très efficaces, comme nous l’avons montré par nos travaux sur l’intersection de quadriques (voir les chapitres 14 à 17). Une analyse fine des dégénérescences algorithmiques (et non intrinsèques) peut également suggérer des modifications structurelles des algorithmes qui mènent à des améliorations de performance, comme l’a montré le travail de P. Angelier sur les complexes de visibilité 2D [Ang02].

Il faut cependant noter que la gestion des dégénérescences augmente de façon importante le nombre de cas à traiter et donc le nombre de procédures dédiées du logiciel. Théoriquement, une solution alternative pour éviter ce problème est de perturber symboliquement les données pour éloigner les configurations géométriques des situations dégénérées (voir le survol par Sugihara [Sug00]). Cette approche intéressante a été utilisée avec succès pour certains problèmes, mais son applicabilité est limitée pour plusieurs raisons. Une perturbation symbolique doit transformer toute donnée en position générique, ceci pour toute instance dégénérée, ou non, du problème. Déterminer une telle perturbation est généralement difficile et nécessite en premier lieu d’identifier précisément l’ensemble des configurations dégénérées, ce qui est une partie substantielle du travail requis pour traiter entièrement les dégénérescences. En second lieu, une perturbation symbolique peut inutilement ralentir le calcul. En effet, résoudre une instance générique d’un problème implique généralement des calculs arithmétiques plus coûteux que pour des instances dégénérées. Les travaux sur les intersections de quadriques ont montré précisément cela (voir le chapitre 17). Dans la mesure où les données géométriques sont souvent dégénérées de par leur conception (primitives alignés, objets au contact, etc.), ceci peut avoir un impact important sur l’efficacité globale des algorithmes. Enfin, lorsque les données sont dégénérées, un algorithme appliquant une perturbation symbolique ne résout pas, a priori,
le problème donné. En effet, la solution est obtenue comme limite de solutions du problème perturbé ; cette limite peut être structurellement différente de la solution réelle de l’instance donnée. Par exemple, lors du calcul d’intersection de deux objets qui sont tangents en un point, si la perturbation les rend strictement disjoints, la limite de l’intersection de l’instance perturbée sera l’ensemble vide au lieu d’un point. Pour des applications où l’exactitude est importante, cette approche peut s’avérer inacceptable.

Une fois qu’un prédicat géométrique a été identifié, il faut le traduire en l’évaluation de signes d’expressions algébriques. Ce problème, s’il est relativement simple pour des problèmes géométriques élémentaires, peut s’avérer très délicat pour des primitives géométriques même assez simples. L’exemple suivant illustre bien ce fait. Considérons un ensemble de sphères tridimensionnelles de rayons arbitraires. Du point de vue de la visibilité 3D, caractériser les dégénérescences exige de détecter les quadruplets de sphères qui admettent un nombre infini de tangentes communes. Si l’on peut se satisfaire d’une telle description haut niveau, la condition pour quatre sphères d’avoir un nombre infini de tangentes communes ne se traduit pas a priori simplement en l’évaluation de signes d’expressions algébriques. Récemment, nous avons prouvé (à l’aide d’outils de géométrie projective complexe) que les instances dégénérées de quadruplets de sphères sont ceux dont les centres sont alignés et qui admettent au moins une tangente commune (voir le chapitre 5). Cette condition est beaucoup plus précise que la simple contrainte d’avoir un nombre infini de tangentes communes et elle peut être simplement traduite en l’évaluation de signes d’expressions polynomiales de bas degré et être évalué efficacement.

Il faut noter, cependant, que résoudre un prédicat n’exige pas nécessairement l’évaluation du signe d’expressions algébriques. En effet, considérons le problème du calcul du nombre de racines réelles d’un polynôme univarié (sans carré). Ceci peut être fait par l’évaluation de polynômes pré-calculés, comme ceux d’une séquence Sturm, ou par dichotomie, en utilisant la règle de Descartes et l’algorithme d’Uspensky [RZ04]. Il est connu que la seconde méthode est plus efficace que la première, en particulier pour des polynômes de haut degré. Néanmoins, la plupart des prédicats géométriques simples sont habituellement résolus par l’évaluation d’expressions algébriques et la détermination de leurs signes.

Une fois qu’un prédicat géométrique a été identifié et traduit en l’évaluation de signes d’expressions algébriques, les signes ne peuvent pas, en général, être évalués en utilisant une arithmétique flottante de précision fixe : si une instance de problème est presque dégénérée, la valeur d’une expression dont le signe doit être évalué peut être plus petite que l’erreur d’arrondi dans l’évaluation de l’expression en arithmétique flottante à précision fixe. Par conséquent l’évaluation du signe de l’expression peut être incorrecte et amener ultérieurement à des erreurs d’exécution fatales ou des résultats totalement erronés. L’évaluation exacte ef efficace des prédicats géométriques est habituellement effectuée en utilisant une arithmétique exacte avec précision arbitraire et des filtres. Quand la valeur de l’expression évaluée est suffisamment éloignée de zéro, un filtre peut calculer le signe exact de l’expression sans calculer sa valeur exacte ; typiquement un filtre emploie une arithmétique d’intervalle sur des nombres flottants avec une précision fixe ; lorsque l’intervalle calculé ne contient pas zéro le signe de l’expression est celui des bornes de l’intervalle. Autrement, lorsque la valeur de l’expression est proche de zéro, c’est-à-dire lorsque le filtre échoue (typiquement lorsque l’intervalle calculé contient zéro), l’expression est calculée exactement si elle est polynomiale à coefficients entiers (ou rationnels). Sinon, l’expression est généralement évaluée avec une arithmétique d’intervalle sur des nombres flottants d’une précision fixe mais suffisante pour atteindre les bornes de séparation.
1.2. SURVOL ET MÉTHODOLOGIE

ce qui assure que si l’intervalle contient zéro alors l’expression est nulle [BFM+01, LPY04]. Cette dernière approche, développée dans les bibliothèques de programmation CORE [COR] et LEDA [LED], a le grand mérite de permettre aux utilisateurs de manipuler simplement des expressions algébriques et donc de pouvoir accélérer les temps de développement de programmation. Cependant les bornes de séparation sont généralement très pessimistes et, en termes d’efficacité de calcul, il est plus efficace de traduire l’évaluation des prédicats géométriques en la détermination de signes d’expressions polynomialies à coefficients entiers.

Le degré des polynômes (à coefficients entiers) exprimant des prédicats géométriques est une mesure directe du nombre de bits requis pour l’évaluation exacte de ces polynômes. Le degré est ainsi une mesure d’efficacité algorithmique : plus le degré est élevé, plus les filtres échoueront souvent et plus coûteuse sera l’évaluation exacte. Traduire des décisions géométriques en des prédicats de bas degré permet donc de limiter le coût arithmétique des évaluations et donc d’améliorer les performances algorithmiques. Cependant, la mesure de l’efficacité algorithmique de l’évaluation d’un prédicat par le degré des polynômes impliqués est un modèle qui semble approprié seulement pour des prédicats simples. En effet, l’exemple mentionné précédemment sur la détermination du nombre de racines réelles d’un polynôme montre les limites de tels modèles. En conclusion, il convient noter que décider si une stratégie d’évaluation d’un prédicat géométrique est de degré minimal, ou non, semble être, en général, un problème très difficile.

Mes travaux rentrent dans le cadre du paradigme du calcul géométrique exact et, de ce fait, mon approche des problèmes géométriques inclut une caractérisation systématique des dégénérescences (voir les chapitres 5, 6, 8, 9, 15, 16, et 17) et la conception de prédicats de bas degré pour répondre aux décisions géométriques correspondantes (voir les chapitres 5 et 8). Je ne travaille cependant pas sur la conception de filtres arithmétiques qui est un champ de recherche indépendant ; j’utilise par contre les réalisations existantes de tels filtres comme ceux qui sont développés dans le noyau de la bibliothèque d’algorithmes géométriques CGAL.

Performances

En géométrie algorithmique, la performance d’un algorithme a été historiquement mesurée en termes de complexité (temporelle) asymptotique dans le pire cas et dans le modèle de calcul «real RAM». Dans ce modèle, des algorithmes optimaux en temps (et en espace) sont souvent le but. Si les algorithmes optimaux dans les pires cas sont clairement importants, ils ne sont pas toujours les plus efficaces dans la pratique ; par exemple, l’algorithme «quicksort» est reconnu comme l’algorithme de tri le plus rapide dans la pratique alors qu’il est implanté en utilisant la version de l’algorithme de complexité $\Theta(n^2)$ dans le cas le pire plutôt que la version de complexité $\Theta(n \log n)$ qui est optimale dans le cas pire. De plus les algorithmes optimaux peuvent être affreusement compliqués ; l’algorithme linéaire de Chazelle pour trianguler un polygone simple [Cha91] est unanimement considéré comme inimplantable [Ski97, pp. 355-357]. Néanmoins, l’étude de la complexité d’algorithmes dans le cas le pire reste cruciale, ne serait-ce que parce que cela fournit un point de départ pour des analyses plus fines.

Si la taille du résultat d’un algorithme peut changer sensiblement, le but est alors de concevoir des algorithmes qui optimisent la complexité exprimée en termes de deux paramètres, la taille de l’entrée et la taille de la sortie ; ces algorithmes sont dits sensibles à la sortie. Ceci peut être illustré pour le calcul de l’enveloppe convexe de points en deux dimensions. Bien que
l’enveloppe convexe puisse contenir tous les points d’entrée, elle peut également n’en contenir que trois. Un algorithme optimal dans le cas le pire calcule l’enveloppe convexe de \( n \) points en temps \( \Theta(n \log n) \) alors que l’on peut aussi calculer l’enveloppe convexe en temps \( \Theta(n \log h) \) où \( h \) est la taille de la sortie [CSY97]. Clairement, l’avantage d’un algorithme sensible à la sortie est encore plus important lorsque la taille de la sortie peut être grande ; c’est par exemple le cas lorsque l’on calcule l’ensemble des droites tangentes à quatre parmi \( n \) objets en trois dimensions, ensemble qui peut compter jusqu’à \( \Theta(n^4) \) droites.

La complexité dans le cas le pire d’algorithmes géométriques, en particulier en trois dimensions et plus, est souvent peu significative de par l’existence d’exemples pathologiques qui n’apparaissent jamais en pratique. Un exemple typique est celui de données qui induisent un temps de calcul exponentiel dans l’algorithme du simplexe en programmation linéaire. Lorsque l’analyse de complexité dans le cas le pire est inappropriée, une autre option est de faire une analyse probabiliste de l’algorithme dans lequel on suppose une distribution sur les entrées et l’on en déduit une complexité moyenne. Cette approche est souvent très difficile même pour des cas simples comme les distributions uniformes (voir, par exemple, le chapitre 11). Bien que de telles distributions simples puissent être considérées comme non pertinentes puisque les données réelles ne sont généralement pas distribuées uniformément, une analyse probabiliste donne malgré tout toute une information pertinente sur la performance de l’algorithme ; on peut en effet argumenter que si les distributions uniformes ne sont pas réalistes, les distributions dans le cas le pire ne le sont guère plus.

Un algorithme randomisé est un algorithme qui fait des choix aléatoires. Une analyse de la complexité d’un algorithme randomisé donne une borne de complexité moyenne qui s’applique à toute donnée ; aucune hypothèse sur la distribution des données n’est faite. L’algorithme « quicksort » randomisé est l’exemple classique. Les algorithmes randomisés ont eu un succès énorme dans la communauté de géométrie algorithmique parce qu’ils sont généralement très simples à mettre en application et qu’ils sont performants [Sei91]. Bien que les algorithmes randomisés ne devraient vraisemblablement pas être employés dans les applications de temps réel critique (comme l’atterrissage d’un avion), la randomisation est une bonne approche, en général.

La performance des algorithmes peut souvent être améliorée en appliquant d’abord un algorithme simple si les données présentent certaines caractéristiques spéciales. Une illustration de ce fait est, encore, donnée par nos travaux sur l’intersection de quadriques ; les cas dégénérés sont reconnus et gérés par des algorithmes spécialisés plus rapides (voir les chapitres 15 à 17).

Un choix judicieux des structures de données peut avoir un impact énorme sur l’efficacité d’un algorithme. Des décompositions hiérarchiques de l’espace comme les octrees est un exemple classique en infographie. Quand le problème implique de répondre à un nombre important de requêtes, ceci peut être facilité par un prétraitement des données dans une structure de données. Évidemment, l’espace mémoire utilisé est un paramètre important.

Quand l’analyse théorique d’un algorithme prouve qu’il est asymptotiquement efficace ou quand nous ne sommes pas capable d’obtenir une analyse fine, l’étape suivante est d’implanter l’algorithme et d’analyser sa complexité pratique (en temps et espace mémoire) sur des données aléatoires et réelles. Cette étape a posé beaucoup de problèmes dans la communauté de géométrie algorithmique en partie en raison des problèmes de robustesse discutés dans la section précédente. Beaucoup, si ce n’est la plupart, des algorithmes géométriques publiés considèrent seulement des données non dégénérées. Si la généralisation de ces algorithmes à des données
dégénérées ne pose souvent pas de problème théorique majeur, il n’en reste pas moins que le tra-
vail requis est souvent substantiel, voire délicat. De plus, comme la plupart des scènes typiques,
en particulier en infographie, contiennent des dégénérescences, il est nécessaire, pour tester les
algorithmes sur des données réalistes, de développer ces algorithmes pour qu’ils acceptent tout
type de données.

Pour récapituler, l’objectif est de concevoir et d’implanter des algorithmes, corrects sur tout
type de données, qui requièrent une quantité raisonnable d’espace mémoire et dont le temps
de calcul est raisonnable sur des données réalistes. La complexité devra également être étudiée
théoriquement et expérimentalement.
CHAPITRE 1. INTRODUCTION
Chapitre 2

Propriétés des droites et segments de $\mathbb{R}^3$ et problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle

2.1 Introduction

Les problèmes informatiques de visibilité tridimensionnelles sont apparus il y a une trentaine d’années avec l’arrivée de la visualisation des objets 3D. En trois décennies, le décalage entre la théorie et la pratique s’est agrandi et les performances du matériel informatique ont graduellement complété le manque de compréhension théorique. Les calculs de visibilité sont centraux dans les problèmes en informatique graphique et beaucoup de problèmes sont souvent considérés résolus dans la pratique, bien qu’ils n’aient pas nécessairement de solutions satisfaisantes. Par exemple, le calcul des limites d’ombre et de pénombre induite par une source lumineuse non ponctuelle et le calcul de l’ensemble des obstacles visuels entre deux polygones quelconques sont des exemples typiques de problèmes de visibilité qui sont essentiels pour le rendu réaliste des scènes 3D et qui n’ont aucune solution satisfaisante : ces problèmes sont, dans la pratique, approchés par beaucoup de requêtes de visibilité de point à point. Pour développer de nouvelles solutions algorithmiques pour ces questions, il est nécessaire d’améliorer la compréhension des phénomènes de visibilité tridimensionnelle.

Il faut noter que, pour résoudre la plupart des problèmes de visibilité, la communauté d’infographie s’est orientée, il y a des décennies, vers des solutions matérielles dédiées comme les z-buffers ou, plus récemment, les GPUs (Graphics Processing Units). Cependant, ces solutions sont principalement employées pour calculer des images 2D et très rarement pour calculer des simulations de transfert de lumière dans des scènes 3D. La raison en est que les solutions matérielles sont appropriées pour traiter des ensembles bidimensionnels de rayons (par exemple, un z-buffer peut être utilisé pour calculer efficacement la vue d’un point) mais ne sont pas appropriées pour les questions générales de visibilité qui traitent, par essence, d’ensembles quadridimensionnels de rayons (les droites en 3D ont quatre degrés de liberté).

Mes objectifs de recherches concernant la visibilité 3D sont principalement la conception et l’implantation de solutions algorithmiques pour des problèmes de visibilité 3D. Plus précisément, je m’intéresse à deux défis principaux qui sont (i) calculer les limites d’ombre et de pénombre induites par une source lumineuse non ponctuelle et (ii) résoudre les problèmes de visibilité de surface à surface, c’est-à-dire de répondre à des requêtes du type : deux éléments
de surfaces sont-ils mutuellement (partiellement) visibles ?

Pour atteindre ces objectifs, nous avons d'abord besoin d’une meilleure compréhension des propriétés des ensembles de droites et de segments qui sont tangents ou transversaux à des objets dans une scène tridimensionnelle. Cette direction de recherche fondamentale est intéressante indépendamment de toute application directe et a été le centre de mes activités de recherches sur le sujet depuis 2000. En particulier, la majeure partie des travaux que je présente ici est centrée sur les propriétés structurelles et combinatoires des ensembles de droites et segments de droite en trois dimensions dans le contexte de problèmes de visibilité.

Ces travaux mènent également à des solutions algorithmiques pour des problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle. En particulier, l’étude de l’ensemble des segments libres et tangents à quatre parmi \( k \) polytopes mène à un algorithme pour le calcul de tels segments (voir le chapitre 9) ; une brève description d’une implantation d’une version préliminaire de cet algorithme est donnée dans le chapitre 10. Plus généralement, ces travaux devraient également mener à un algorithme pour calculer le squelette de visibilité, une structure de données qui code des informations de visibilité [DDP97]. Il est également à noter que les travaux sur la caractérisation des configurations dégénérées de droites tangentes à des polytopes (voir les chapitres 6 et 9) et les travaux sur les prédictifs pour le calcul de telles droites (voir chapitre 8) est critique pour n’importe quelle implantation robuste de tels algorithmes. En conclusion, il faut mentionner que les travaux présentés dans le chapitre 9 sur les propriétés des droites tangentes à des polytopes a également mené à de nouveaux résultats combinatoires sur la complexité de l’ombre induite, sur un plan, par des sources lumineuses polygonales en présence d’obstacles polyédriques (voir le chapitre 13). Ces résultats sont critiques pour la compréhension de la structure de l’ombre et de la pénombre induite par des sources lumineuses non triviales et devraient, à terme, avoir un impact sur les techniques pour calculer de tels objets exactement et efficacement.

Je présente maintenant un panorama sur la visibilité 3D et, dans la section 2.2, un résumé de mes contributions sur le sujet.

Survol

Dans une scène donnée, deux points se voient si le segment de droite les joignant ne coupe aucun obstacle de la scène. Ainsi, l’étude de la visibilité est essentiellement l’étude des segments de droite libres dans une scène donnée. L’ensemble des segments libres est borné par des segments qui sont tangents à des obstacles de la scène ; en trois dimensions, une droite est tangente à quatre objets, au plus, en position générale. Dit autrement, si l’on considère un point de vue mobile dans une scène 3D, la vue changera quand un nouvel objet apparaît (ou disparaît) derrière un obstacle ; quand ceci se produit, il y a une droite passant par le point de vue, tangente à l’obstacle et tangente également au nouvel objet. Il est ainsi impératif de comprendre les propriétés de tangence entre les droites et des obstacles afin de répondre à des questions de visibilité.

Comme mentionné ci-dessus, deux défis principaux en visibilité 3D sont (i) le calcul des limites d’ombre et de pénombre induites par une source lumineuse non ponctuelle et (ii) la résolution de problèmes de visibilité de surface à surface, c’est-à-dire de répondre à des requêtes du type : deux éléments de surfaces sont-ils mutuellement (partiellement) visibles ? Les structures de donnée classiques basées sur une décomposition spatiale, comme les octrees ou les partitions binaires (binary space partition) aident peu à cet égard. Ces structures sont, en effet,
conçues pour répondre à des requêtes de visibilité point à point ou à des lancés de rayon, c’est-à-dire des problèmes qui sont intrinsèquement de dimension deux (la dimension de l’ensemble de droites passant par un point). Ces structures sont très efficaces pour répondre à ce type de requêtes mais ne sont pas adéquates pour des problèmes de visibilité de surface à surface, lesquels impliquent des ensembles de droites coupant deux surfaces, c’est-à-dire des ensembles de dimension quatre.

Une structure de données qui a été proposée pour coder des informations de visibilité 3D est complexe de visibilité, qui, grossièrement, est une partition de l’espace des segments de droite non obstrués et maximaux en des cellules connexes de segments qui sont tangents exactement aux mêmes objets. La structure a été présentée par Pocchiola et Vegter en deux dimensions [PV96b] et par Durand, Drettakis, et Puech en trois dimensions [Dur99,DDP02]. En deux dimensions, le complexe de visibilité a été étudié en détail [PV96a,Riv97,HH02,AP03b] ainsi que ses applications en rendu réa liste [ORDP96,CF99]. En trois dimensions, dû au fait que cette structure a des cellules de dimension jusqu’à quatre, Durand et al. ont présenté, pour des raisons pratiques, le squelette de visibilité, la structure définie par les cellules de dimension zéro et un du complexe de visibilité [DDP97]. Ils ont proposé une implantation montrant que l’utilisation du squelette mène à des images de meilleures qualités pour des simulations lumineuses ainsi qu’une amélioration du temps de calcul, comparé aux algorithmes antérieurs [DDP99].

En dépit de ces résultats positifs leur approche pilote a souffert de deux problèmes majeurs : premièrement, la faible performance de leur algorithme, basée sur une énumération systématique de toutes les possibilités menant à une complexité dans le pire cas de $\Theta(n^5)$ et une complexité observée de $\Theta(n^{2.5})$ grâce à l’utilisation d’heuristiques [Dur99] et, deuxièmement, au manque de robustesse de leur implantation qui exige des interventions manuelles coûteuses pour enlever les dégénérescences des scènes données. En conséquence, la plus grande scène qu’ils ont été en mesure de gérer n’excède pas 1.500 triangles [DDP99].

Quelques années plus tard, Duguet et Drettakis ont proposé un algorithme robuste en pratique pour calculer une section bidimensionnelle du squelette de visibilité dans laquelle les droites contenant des segments libres maximaux sont supposées être toutes concurrentes (éventuellement à l’infini) [DD02]. Leur implantation a géré avec succès des scènes de plus de 100.000 polygones montrant que, dans le contexte restreint de sources lumineuses ponctuelles ou de sources lumineuses à l’infini, cette approche mène à des images de meilleure qualité en simulation d’éclairage ainsi qu’à des améliorations de temps de calcul comparé aux algorithmes précédents.

Il y a deux raisons pour lesquelles peu de recherche a été faite sur les problèmes de visibilité 3D exacte. D’une part, ces problèmes sont extrêmement difficiles en particulier parce que, comme mentionné précédemment, ces problèmes sont intrinsèquement non linéaires, même lorsque traitant de données polyédriques, et sont de dimension relativement élevée puisque l’espace des droites en 3D est de dimension quatre. L’autre raison est que l’espace mémoire requis pour des structures de données de visibilité a toujours été considéré énorme en raison des bornes de complexité théorique : la taille du squelette de visibilité est $\Theta(n^4)$ dans le pire cas pour $n$ triangles. Durand [Dur99] a observé une taille empirique de $\Theta(n^{2.4})$, qui est malheureusement toujours trop grande pour des applications pratiques sur des grosses scènes d’infographie. Cependant la petite taille des scènes considérées diminue sérieusement la validité de cette complexité asymptotique expérimentale puisqu’il n’est pas clair qu’elle correspond au comportement asymptotique. Je présente également, dans la prochaine section, des résultats
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théoriques qui soutiennent l’idée que ces limites sont, en effet, excessivement pessimistes pour des applications pratiques.

2.2 Résumé des contributions

2.2.1 Introduction

En premier lieu, je présente brièvement mes contributions, et leur pertinence, sur les problèmes de visibilité 3D et les propriétés des droites de l’espace. Je présente alors, dans les sections 2.2.2 à 2.2.9, une description plus détaillée, bien que concise, de ces résultats.

Je présente premièrement quelques résultats sur les propriétés structurelles des droites qui sont tangentes ou transversales à quatre primitives en trois dimensions. Chapitre 5 présente d’abord une caractérisation des configurations de quatre sphères en 3D qui admettent un nombre infini de tangentes communes. Cette caractérisation est complète et élémentaire : les sphères doivent avoir leurs centres alignés et avoir au moins une tangente commune. Cette élégante caractérisation résout une conjecture de T. Theobald et conclue une série de (sept) papiers qui étudient des variantes de ce problème où les sphères sont congruentes ou certaines des sphères sont remplacées par des droites.

Chapitre 6 présente ensuite une caractérisation de l’ensemble des droites transversales à quatre (et, plus généralement, n) segments en trois dimensions. Nous montrons, en particulier, que quatre segments en 3D admettent au plus 4 composantes connexes de transversales communes et possiblement exactement 4 transversales. Ce résultat est fondamental et étonnant puisque quatre droites en 3D admettent au plus 2 composantes connexes de transversales communes.

Dans le chapitre 7, nous étudions le nombre de tangentes communes à quatre triangles (une droite est tangente à un triangle si elle coupe son bord). Nous prouvons que le nombre de telles tangentes communes peut être, étonnamment, aussi élevé que 62. La construction correspondante est composée de triangles très fins, mais nous avons également procédé à des expériences sur cinq millions de quadruplets de triangles aléatoires ; nous avons obtenu plusieurs quadruplets de triangles qui admettent 40 tangentes communes et nous avons observé que les quadruplets qui ont des tangentes communes admettent au moins 16 tangentes avec une probabilité d’au moins 15%. Nous montrons également une limite supérieure de 162 qui est valide également pour toute configuration arbitraire de triangles où chaque droite tangente peut devenir une composante connexe de droites tangentes. Il faut enfin noter que, si la limite inférieure de 62 est déjà étonnamment grande, l’écart entre les bornes inférieure et supérieure (dans le pire cas) reste grand.

Relié à ces problèmes, le chapitre 8 présente une étude de divers prédicats sur les droites transversales à des droites et des segments en 3D. En particulier, nous calculons les degrés des méthodes standard d’évaluation de ces prédicats. Nous prouvons que les degrés de certaines de ces méthodes sont étonnamment hauts (jusqu’à 168), ce qui peut expliquer pourquoi les calculs impliquant des droites transversales en arithmétique flottante avec précision fixe sont enclins à des erreurs. Nos résultats suggèrent également la nécessité d’explorer des approches alternatives aux méthodes standard de calcul de ces quantités. En effet, des prédicats efficaces pour résoudre de telles requêtes élémentaires sont importants pour développer des solutions
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Je présente ensuite plusieurs résultats sur les propriétés combinatoires des structures géométriques dans le contexte de la visibilité tridimensionnelle. Chapitres 9 et 11 portent sur la complexité du complexe de visibilité, une structure de données qui codent l’information de visibilité, qui est, grossièrement, une partition de l’espace des segments de droite non obstrués et maximaux en des cellules connexes de segments qui sont tangents aux mêmes objets. Chapitre 12 se concentre sur la taille des silhouettes de polyèdres et chapitre 13 sur la complexité de l’ombre et de la pénombre induite par des sources lumineuses non ponctuelles.

Chapitre 9 présente de nouvelles bornes combinatoires sur l’ensemble des droites et segments non obstrués qui sont tangents à des polyèdres convexes arbitraires qui peuvent se couper. En particulier, nous montrons que $k$ tels polytopes avec $n$ arêtes au total admettent, dans le pire cas, $\Theta(n^2k^2)$ composantes connexes de droites et segments libres maximaux tangents à au moins quatre de ces polytopes. Ceci améliore significativement les résultats précédents c’est-à-dire la borne triviale de $O(n^4)$ et la même borne de $O(n^2k^2)$ pour le cas considérablement plus simple de polyèdres convexes disjoints en position générale algébrique [EHHZ00, BDD+02]. Ce résultat implique également que le complexe de visibilité admet $\Theta(n^2k^2)$ sommets, dans le cas le pire. Plus généralement, cette borne est également valide pour la taille du complexe de visibilité dans sa totalité mais, si la preuve est triviale pour des polytopes en position générique, elle est plus subtile (et non publiée) pour des polytopes en position arbitraire.

Chapitre 11 porte sur la taille du complexe de visibilité pour des objets uniformément distribués. Nous montrons que, parmi $n$ boules de rayon unité uniformément distribuées dans $\mathbb{R}^3$, le nombre moyen de segments non obstrués, maximaux, et tangents à quatre boules est linéaire. Ce résultat se généralise dans diverses directions. En particulier, cette borne s’applique également à la taille moyenne de l’ensemble du complexe de visibilité de boules unités uniformément distribuées. Ceci mène également à une borne de $O(n^2)$ sur la taille moyenne du complexe de visibilité de polyèdres ou polygones aléatoires de complexité totale $O(n)$ et de rapport d’aspect borné. Ces résultats améliorent de manière significative la borne précédemment connue de $O(n^{8/3})$ pour des boules unités [DDP02].

Les résultats des chapitres 9 et 11 montrent que la prise en compte de la structure fondamentale d’une scène peut fournir de nouvelles informations de complexité sur les structures de données en visibilité 3D. En outre, ces résultats montrent que les limites précédemment connues (mentionnées dans la section précédente) étaient, en effet, pessimiste et que le coût en espace mémoire pour ces structures de données n’est pas nécessairement prohibitif. Il y a donc espoir que ces structures puissent s’avérer utiles dans des applications réalisistes d’infographie.

Chapitre 12 fournit une base théorique au phénomène largement observé que, pour une grande classe des objets, la taille de la silhouette d’un polyèdre est beaucoup plus petite que la taille du polyèdre entier. Nous montrons que la silhouette d’un polyèdre qui approxime une surface d’une manière raisonnable a une taille moyenne de $O(\sqrt{n})$ où la moyenne est prise sur l’ensemble des points de vue et $n$ est la complexité du polyèdre ; les surfaces peuvent être non convexes et non différentiable et elles peut avoir des bords. Il faut bien noter que la moyenne est prise sur l’ensemble des points de vue pour une surface donnée, et non pas prise sur un ensemble de surfaces. Ceci confirme une croyance largement admise en infographie et est le premier résultat de complexité pour des silhouettes de polyèdres non convexes.

Finalement, le chapitre 13 présente des résultats combinatoires sur la taille de l’ombre et
de la pénombre induite par des sources lumineuses non triviales. Un point est dans l’ombre s’il ne voit aucune source lumineuse même partiellement ; un point est en pleine lumière s’il voit entièrement toutes les sources lumineuses ; autrement, il est dans la pénombre. Tandis que la frontière entre la pénombre et la pleine lumière est relativement bien comprise, moins est connu sur le bord de l’ombre et le calcul de telles frontières est un problème difficile dans le cas de sources lumineuses non ponctuelles. Nous présentons plusieurs limites inférieures étonnantes. En particulier, une source lumineuse en forme de segment peut induire sur un plan, en présence de deux triangles, jusqu’à quatre composantes connexes d’ombre ; également, les deux triangles peuvent être remplacé par deux polytopes disjoint non «fin» (de rapport d’aspect borné) et de taille totale $n$ pour induire $\Theta(n)$ composantes connexes d’ombre dans le cas le pire. Pour des sources lumineuses polygonales dans une scène formée par $k$ polytopes de complexité totale $n$, nous prouvons que l’ombre peut admettre $\Omega(n^2k^3 + nk^5)$ composantes connexes et a complexité $O(n^3k^3)$. Ces résultats sont les premières bornes non triviales sur la taille de l’ombre et montrent que l’ombre peut être étonnamment compliquée, même en présence de «gros» obstacles disjoints. Plus généralement, ces travaux améliorent la compréhension de la structure de l’ombre pour des sources lumineuses non ponctuelles et il est possible d’espérer que cela mène à de nouveaux algorithmes pour les calculer exactement et efficacement.

Les résultats ci-dessus se concentrent sur les propriétés structurelles et combinatoires d’ensembles de droites ou de segments de droite qui sont tangents ou transverses à des primitives. Certains de ces résultats sont également critiques pour le développement d’algorithmes robustes et efficaces pour la visibilité 3D. En particulier, dans le chapitre 9, l’étude de l’ensemble des segments libres tangents à quatre parmi $k$ polytopes mène à un algorithme pour calculer de tels segments (voir section 9.5). Chapitre 10 présente une vidéo qui décrit une implantation d’une version préliminaire de cet algorithme. Plus généralement, cet algorithme peut également calculer le squelette de visibilité dans son entier pour des polytopes disjoints, mais sa généralisation à des polytopes qui peuvent se couper ou des polyèdres disjoints mais non convexes est un sujet futur de recherche. Il est également à noter que les travaux sur la caractérisation des configurations dégénérées de droites tangentes à des polytopes (voir chapitres 6 et 9) et les travaux sur les prédicats pour le calcul de telles droites (voir chapitre 8) sont critiques pour toute implantation robuste de tels algorithmes.

En conclusion, je mentionne quelques autres résultats sur des problèmes de visibilité 3D et 2D que je n’ai pas inclu dans ce document car ils sont d’une nature relativement différente des résultats que j’ai mentionné jusqu’ici. D’abord, dans un contexte de prototypage rapide par couches, nous avons proposé une solution pratique, par approximation, au problème du calcul d’une stratégie de découpage en tranches optimales et de direction optimale de découpe pour réduire au minimum le volume des régions qui sont inaccessibles à une fraiseuse à deux degrés de liberté demi pendant le processus de fabrication [LLB04, Lau05]. Cette stratégie a été testée avec succès et est maintenant employée par le CIRTES1, une entreprise de recherche en prototypage rapide. Nous avons également présenté des résultats préliminaires sur le problème du calcul effectif de graphes de visibilité de sphères [MDC05] et nous avons résolu plusieurs problèmes de visibilité en deux dimensions. En particulier, nous avons montré des bornes théoriques et fait une évaluation expérimentale de la taille du complexe de visibilité d’objets dis-

---

tribués aléatoirement dans le plan [ELPZ07] et présenté un algorithme pour le lancer de rayons paraboliques [CEK+07].

Je présente maintenant une description plus détaillée de ces résultats.

2.2.2 Tangentes communes à des sphères dans $\mathbb{R}^3$

Les droites tangentes à des sphères ont été étudiées de manière récurrente ces dernières années. Macdonald al. [MPT01] ont montré que quatre sphères unités ont, au plus, 12 tangentes communes en général, et un nombre infini si et seulement si les centres sont alignés. La borne de 12 a été indépendamment obtenue par Devillers et al. [DMPT03]. Dans le cas fini, cette borne est fine [DMPT03, MPT01] et dans le cas particulier où les sphères unités ont leurs centres coplanaires mais non alignés, cette borne descend à 8 [Meg01]. Cependant, la borne supérieure de 12 reste valide lorsque les sphères ont des rayons arbitraires. Sottile et Theobald [ST02] ont montré qu’il y a $3 \cdot 2^{n-1}$ tangentes communes complexes à $2n - 2$ sphères de rayons arbitraires dans $\mathbb{R}^n$ et qu’il existe des exemples de telles sphères avec toutes leurs tangentes communes réelles.

Récemment, des progrès ont également été accomplis dans la compréhension des variétés de tangentes communes à des sphères et transversales à des droites. Theobald [The02] décrit les configurations de trois droites et une sphère ayant un nombre infini de tangentes/transversales communes. Megyesi et al. [MST03] ont ensuite caractérisé les familles de deux droites et deux quadriques de $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ ayant un nombre infini de tangentes/transversales, et appliqué leurs résultats au cas de deux droites et de deux sphères de $\mathbb{R}^3$. Enfin, Megyesi et Sottile [MS05] ont classifié les familles d’une droite et trois sphères de $\mathbb{R}^3$ ayant un nombre infini de tangentes/transversales.

Le problème de la caractérisation des configurations de quatre sphères de rayons quelconques ayant un nombre infini de tangentes communes est resté ouvert. Citant Theobald [The02] : «We conjecture that there does not exist any configuration with four balls of arbitrary radii, non-collinear centers and infinitely many common tangent lines.»² Dans le chapitre 5, nous confirmons cette conjecture et prouvons le résultat suivant.

**Theorem 2.1.** Quatre sphères distinctes de $\mathbb{R}^3$ ont un nombre infini de tangentes réelles communes si et seulement si elles ont des centres alignés et au moins une tangente réelle commune.

Plus précisément, nous montrons que quatre sphères ayant un nombre infini de tangentes (réelles) communes soit eu un cercle en commun (possiblement dégénéré en un point), soit chaque sphère a un cercle de tangence avec une unique quadrique de révolution ayant pour axe de symétrie la droite passant par tous les centres (voir figure 2.1) ; une telle quadrique est unique et peut être un cône, un cylindre ou un hyperbololoïde à une nappe. En outre, les tangentes communes aux quatre sphères sont exactement les tangentes communes à trois d’entre elles.

L’idée de la preuve est la suivante. Considérant une droite paramétrée par un point $p$ et une direction $v$, nous caractérisons d’abord les droites tangentes à quatre sphères comme les solutions de trois équations en $p$ et $v$. Nous éliminons ensuite $p$ de ce système d’équations.

²Nous conjecturons qu’il n’existe pas de configuration de quatre boules de rayons arbitraires, de centres non alignés, et ayant un nombre infini de tangentes communes.
Fig. 2.1 – Deux exemples de quatre sphères ayant un nombre infini de tangentes communes.

Ceci donne deux courbes dans l’espace projectif 2D des directions, dont l’intersection contient toutes les directions pour lesquelles une droite tangente aux quatre sphères existe. Nous prouvons alors que ces deux courbes se coupent en un nombre fini de points.

L’idée principale de cette preuve est que si les deux courbes, considérées comme courbes projectives complexes, ont une composante commune de dimension positive, cette composante coupe, dans l’espace complexe, la conique imaginaire \( |v|^2 = 0 \) et nous prouvons que ce n’est pas le cas.

2.2.3 Transversales à des segments de droite en trois dimensions

Nous posons, dans le chapitre 6, la question élémentaire suivante : Quelle est la taille de l’ensemble des transversales à un ensemble arbitraire de \( n \) segments de droite dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) ? Ici, un segment peut être ouvert, semi-ouvert, ou fermé, et il peut être dégénéré en un point ; les segments peuvent se couper ou même se chevaucher. Puisqu’une droite dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) a quatre degrés de liberté, elle peut couper au plus quatre droites ou segments en position générique. Réciproquement, il est bien connu que quatre droites en position générique admettent zéro ou deux transversales ; de plus, quatre droites arbitraires dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admettent zéro, une, deux, ou un nombre infini de transversales [HCV52, p. 164]. Nos résultats montrent, au contraire, que quatre segments de droite arbitraires admettent jusqu’à quatre transversales ou un nombre fini.

Nous décrivons entièrement la structure des composantes connexes des transversales à un ensemble de \( n \) segments de droite dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). Génériquement, l’ensemble des transversales à quatre segments se compose de zéro, une, ou deux droites. Nous cataloguons les cas non génériques et prouvons que \( n > 3 \) segments arbitraires dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admettent au plus \( n \) composantes connexes de droites transversales et que cette borne peut être réalisée dans certaines configurations quand les segments sont coplanaires, ou quand ils appartiennent à un hyperboloïde à une nappe (voir la figure 2.2). Ceci implique également une borne supérieure fine de \( n \) sur le nombre de permutations géométriques de segments de droite dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

Plus précisément, nos résultats sont les suivants. Deux transversales à un ensemble de segments sont dites dans la même composante connexe si et seulement si l’une des transversales peut être déplacée continûment en l’autre transversale tout restant une transversale de \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) à l’ensemble des segments. (Pour les ensembles de droites transversales considérés ici, les notions de connexe et connexe par arc sont équivalentes puisque tous les ensembles sont semi algébriques.)

\(^1\)Une cubique et une quartique si les centres sont affinement indépendant et une conique et une sextique si les centres sont coplanaires sans trois alignés.
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FIG. 2.2 – Deux vues d’un hyperboloïde à une nappe contenant quatre segments et les quatre composantes connexes de leur transversales (correspondant aux régions grisées). Les quatre segments sont symétriques par rotation autour de l’axe de l’hyperboloïde.

D’une manière équivalente, les deux points dans l’espace des droites (par exemple, dans l’espace de Plücker [PW01]) correspondant aux deux transversales sont dans la même composante connexe de l’ensemble des points correspondant à toutes les transversales à l’ensemble des segments.

Notre résultat principal est le théorème suivant.

Theorem 2.2. Un ensemble de \( n \geq 3 \) segments de droite arbitraires dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admettent tout nombre de 0 à \( n \) de composantes connexes de droites transversales. Plus précisément, l’ensemble des droites transversales est composé d’au plus deux droites isolées sauf si les segments sont dans l’une des trois configurations suivantes :

1. les \( n \) segments sont contenus dans une famille de générateur de (a) un paraboloïde hyperbolique ou (b) un hyperboloïde à une nappe, ou
2. ils sont tous concourants, ou
3. ils sont tous dans un plan, à la possible exception d’un groupe de un ou plusieurs segments qui coupent le plan en un même point.

Dans les cas 1(a) et 2, les transversales forment au plus une composante connexe. Dans les cas 1(b) et 3, les transversales peuvent avoir n’importe quel nombre de 0 à \( n \) de composantes connexes. De plus, dans le cas 3, si tous les segments ne sont pas coplanaires, ce nombre est au plus \( n - 1 \).

Dans les cas 1–3, chaque composante connexe peut être formé d’un nombre infini de droites transversales ou être réduit à une droite isolée. Par exemple, trois segments formant un triangle et un quatrième segment coupant l’intérieur du triangle en un point ont exactement trois transversales (figure 2.3 montre un exemple similaire avec un nombre infini de transversales). En outre, les quatre segments dans la figure 2.2 peuvent être raccourcis de sorte que les quatre composantes connexes de transversales se réduisent à quatre transversales isolées.

Nous montrons également qu’une conséquence simple de notre théorème est la borne suivante sur le nombre de permutations géométriques de \( n \) segments dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

Corollary 2.3. Un ensemble de \( n \geq 3 \) segments disjoints deux à deux dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admet au plus \( n \) permutations géométriques et cette borne est fine.
Enfin, nous montrons également qu’un algorithme de complexité temporelle $O(n \log n)$ pour calculer les transversales à $n$ segments découle directement de la preuve du théorème ci-dessus.

L’idée de la preuve est comme suit. Nous considérons d’abord les droites supports des segments, c’est-à-dire, les droites contenant les segments donnés (définie verticale si le segment correspondant est un point). Nous prouvons théorème 2.2 en étudiant l’ensemble des droites transversales à trois segments dans les trois cas différents suivants, qui couvrent toutes les possibiltés, mais ne sont pas exclusifs : (i) trois droites supports sont deux à deux non coplanaires, (ii) deux droites supports sont coplanaires, et (iii) tous les segments sont coplanaires.

Par exemple, dans le premier cas et si, en outre, toutes les $n \geq 3$ droites supports sont dans une famille de générateur d’un hyperboloïde à une nappe (voir figure 2.2), les droites transversales sont les droites de la seconde famille de générateur et elles peuvent être paramétrées par des points sur une ellipse, par exemple, par leurs points d’intersection avec une ellipse contenue dans l’hyperboloïde à une nappe. Ainsi, l’ensemble des transversales aux $n$ segments correspond à l’intersection de $n$ intervalles sur cette ellipse. Cette intersection peut avoir tout nombre de composantes connexes de zéro jusqu’à $n$, et n’importe laquelle de ces composantes connexes peut être réduite à un point sur l’ellipse. L’ensemble des transversales peut ainsi avoir tout nombre de composantes connexes de zéro jusqu’à $n$, et n’importe laquelle de ces composantes connexes peut être réduite à une transversale isolée. Figure 2.2 montre deux vues d’une configuration avec $n = 4$ segments et quatre composantes connexes de transversales.

2.2.4 Droites tangentes à quatre triangles en trois dimensions

Nous étudions dans chapitre 7 la question élémentaire suivante : Quel est le nombre de tangentes communes à quatre triangles ? Nous établissons des bornes supérieures et inférieures sur ce nombre. Nous prouvons en particulier que ce nombre peut être, étonnamment, aussi élevé que 62.

Une droite est dite tangente à un triangle si elle coupe le bord du triangle. Soit $n(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4)$ le nombre de droites tangentes à quatre triangles $t_1, t_2, t_3$, et $t_4$ dans $\mathbb{R}^3$. Ce nombre peut être infini si les droites supports des bords des triangles ne sont pas en position générale.

Notre première étape est de considérer la relaxation algébrique de ce problème géométrique dans lequel nous remplacions chaque bord d’un triangle par la droite dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ le contenant, et étudions l’ensemble des droites de $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ qui coupent une droite support de chaque triangle.
Puisqu’il y a de $3^4 = 81$ tels quadruplets de droites supports, ceci est la disjonction de 81 instances du problème classique du calcul des transversales à quatre droites données dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$. Comme il y a deux telles transversales à quatre droites données en position générale, nous pouvons escompter que cette relaxation algébrique a 162 solutions. Nous disons que quatre triangles $t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4$ sont en position générale (algébrique) si chacun des 81 quadruplets de droites supports ont deux transversales dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ et les 162 transversales sont deux à deux distinctes. Soit $\mathcal{T}$ l’espace des configurations de tous les quadruplets de triangles dans $\mathbb{R}^3$ et $T \subset \mathcal{T}$ l’ensemble des quadruplets de triangles en position générale. Ainsi si $(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4) \in T$, le nombre $n(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4)$ est fini et est au plus 162.

Nous nous intéressons en premier lieu au nombre

$$N := \max \left\{ n(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4) \mid (t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4) \in T \right\}.$$

Nos résultats concernant ce nombre sont doubles. D’abord, nous prouvons que $N \geq 62$.

**Theorem 2.4.** Il existe quatre triangles disjoints dans $\mathcal{T}$ qui admettent 62 tangentes communes.

L’idée est de perturber une configuration de quatre droites dans $\mathbb{R}^3$ avec deux transversales réelles. Les triangles dans notre construction sont très fins : le plus petit angle a une mesure d’environ $10^{-11}$ degrés (voir figure 2.4(b)). Nous avons également procédé à des expériences sur cinq millions de quadruplets de triangles aléatoires (en six mois de temps CPU). Il apparaît que des quadruplets aléatoires ont fréquemment un nombre substantiel de tangentes communes. Nous avons obtenu plusieurs quadruplets de triangles qui admettent 40 tangentes communes (voir figure 2.4(a)) et nous avons observé que les quadruplets qui ont des tangentes communes admettent au moins 16 tangentes communes avec une probabilité d’au moins 15%.

Nous pouvons améliorer la borne supérieure sur $N$ quand les triangles sont disjoints.

**Theorem 2.5.** Quatre triangles dans $T$ admettent au plus 162 tangentes communes distinctes et au plus 156 si les triangles sont disjoints.

Nous croyons, cependant, que les bornes supérieures que nous présentons sont loin d’être optimales. Quand les quatre triangles ne sont pas en position générale, le nombre de droites
tangentes peut être infini. Dans ce cas, nous pouvons regrouper ces tangentes par composantes connexes : deux tangentes sont dans la même composante si on peut déplacer continûment une droite en l’autre tout en restant tangent aux quatre triangles. Chaque quadruplet de bords des triangles peut induire jusqu’à quatre composantes de tangentes communes (voir le chapitre 6), donnant une borne supérieure triviale de 324. Ceci peut être amélioré.

**Theorem 2.6.** Quatre triangles ont au plus 162 composantes connexes de tangentes communes et au plus 156 si les triangles sont disjoints.

Enfin, nous prouvons également un résultat sur la parité du nombre de tangentes.

**Theorem 2.7.** Si \((t_1,t_2,t_3,t_4) \in T\), alors \(n(t_1,t_2,t_3,t_4)\) est pair.

Ce résultat peut ne pas sembler étonnant dans la mesure où les transversales à des droites viennent par paires. Cependant, cet argument usuel ne s’applique pas ici car nous cherchons des tangentes aux triangles et non des transversales aux droites supports. Fréquemment, seulement l’une des deux transversales réelles à un quadruplet de droites supports est tangente aux triangles.

### 2.2.5 Prédicats pour des droites transversales en trois dimensions

Le calcul de droites transversales à des droites ou segments est une opération importante dans les problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle ; voir les chapitres 7, 9, 13 et [DD02, DDP97, DDP02, EGHHZ00, PD90]. Dans le chapitre 8, nous étudions divers prédicats et leurs degrés dans le contexte des droites transversales à droites et segments en trois dimensions.

Un prédicat est une fonction qui renvoie une valeur d’un ensemble discret. Typiquement, les prédicats géométriques répondent à des questions du type « un point est-il à l’intérieur, à l’extérieur, ou sur le bord d’un ensemble ? ». Nous considérons les prédicats qui sont évalués près des fonctions booléennes de prédicats élémentaires, ces dernier étant des fonctions qui renvoient le signe \((-\, , 0 \text{ ou } +\) d’un polynôme multivarié dont les arguments sont un sous-ensemble des paramètres d’entrée du problème donné (voir, par exemple, [BP00]). Le degré d’une procédure pour évaluer un prédicat est le degré maximum, en les paramètres d’entrée, parmi tous les polynômes impliqués dans l’évaluation du prédicat par la procédure. Dans ce qui suit nous parlons, par abus de langage, de cette mesure comme du degré du prédicat. Le degré d’un prédicat est un concept intéressant parce qu’il fournit une mesure du nombre de bits requis pour une évaluation exacte du prédicat quand les paramètres d’entrée sont des nombres entiers ou des nombres en arithmétique flottante : le nombre de bits exigés est alors, grossièrement, le produit du degré avec le nombre maximum de bits utilisés pour représenter chaque paramètre d’entrée.

Dans le chapitre 8, nous étudions tout d’abord le degré des prédicats standard pour le calcul du nombre de droites transversales à quatre droites ou à quatre segments en trois dimensions ; rappelons que quatre droites de \(\mathbb{R}^3\) admettent 0, 1, 2 ou un nombre infini de droites transversales et que quatre segments admettent jusqu’à 4 ou un nombre infini de droites transversales (voir le chapitre 6). Nous considérons également le prédicat pour déterminer si un segment transversal à quatre droites et de longueur minimale est obstrué, ou non, par un triangle. Enfin, nous étudions le prédicat pour comparer deux plans définis par deux points donnés et chacun contenant un
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troisième point (rationnel) ou une droite transversale à quatre droites ou segments. Ce prédicat apparaît dans l’algorithme par balayage d’un plan autour d’une droite pour calculer l’ensemble des segments libres minimaux tangents à quatre parmi \( k \) polyèdres convexes en 3D (voir les chapitres 9 et 10).

Notre étude montre que les procédures standard pour résoudre ces prédicats ont un degré élevé. En particulier, nous montrons que déterminer si un segment minimal transversal à quatre segments est obstrué, ou non, par un triangle peut être évalué par un prédicat de degré 90 en les coordonnées des points définissant les quatre segments et le triangle. En outre, le prédicat pour comparer deux plans, dans un algorithme par balayage autour d’une droite, chaque plan défini par l’axe de rotation et par une droite transversale, peut être évalué par une procédure de degré 168 en les coordonnées des points définissant les droites d’entrée. Ces degrés très élevés peuvent aider à comprendre pourquoi les algorithmes pour résoudre les problèmes de visibilité 3D sont sujets à des erreurs lorsque l’on utilise une arithmétique flottante de précision fixe.

2.2.6 Droites et segments libres tangents à des polyèdres convexes arbitraires en trois dimensions

Nous étudions dans les chapitres 9 et 10 la complexité et le calcul d’ensembles de droites et de segments de droites tangents à des polyèdres dans une scène tridimensionnelle constituée de polyèdres convexes. Nous présentons, dans le chapitre 9, deux types de résultats. D’abord nous présentons de nouvelles bornes combinatoires sur le nombre de droites ou segments libres tangents à quatre polytopes. Nous présentons ensuite un algorithme pour calculer ces segments libres. Dans le chapitre 10, nous présentons une brève description d’une vidéo illustrant notre algorithme et son implantation dans le cas de polytopes disjoints. Je détaille maintenant ces résultats.

**Bornes combinatoires.** Nous montrons que parmi \( k \) polytopes, de complexité totale \( n \), qui peuvent se couper, le nombre de droites tangentes à n’importe quel choix de quatre polytopes est dans le pire cas infini ou \( \Theta(n^2k^2) \). L’aspect le plus étonnant de ce résultat est que cette borne (qui est fine) est la même que les polytopes se coupent ou non. Ceci est en contraste avec la situation en deux dimensions où nombre de tangentes à deux polygones convexes est toujours quatre s’ils sont disjoints, et peut être linéaire en la taille des polygones s’ils se coupent. Notre résultat est également valide pour des polytopes en position arbitraire : nous ne faisons aucune hypothèse de position générale. Les polytopes peuvent se couper de n’importe quelle façon ; ils peuvent se recouvrir ou coïncider. Ils peuvent être dégénérés en des polygones, des segments, voir même des points. Tandis que quatre polytopes en position générale (comme définie dans [BDD+02]) admettent un nombre fini de tangentes communes, quatre polytopes en position arbitraire peuvent admettre un nombre infini de tangentes communes ; nous considérons alors les composantes connexes (définie dans l’espace des droites) de cet ensemble de tangentes.

Nos résultats principaux sont, précisément, les suivants.

**Theorem 2.8.** Étant donné \( k \) polytopes dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) avec \( n \) arêtes au total, il existe dans le cas le pire \( \Theta(n^2k^2) \) composantes connexes de segments libres maximaux tangents à au moins quatre de ces polytopes. Cette borne s’applique également au nombre de composantes connexes de droites, possiblement obstruées, tangentes à au moins quatre de ces polytopes.
FIG. 2.5 – Une droite tangente à $k$ polytopes en des sommets.

Ce résultat améliore significativement les bornes précédemment connues c’est-à-dire la borne triviale de $O(n^4)$ et la même borne supérieure de $O(n^2k^2)$ pour le cas considérablement plus simple de polyèdres convexes disjoints en position générale algébrique [EGHHZ00, BDD+02]. Il est à noter que, lorsque $k > 4$, aucun des deux résultats énoncés dans le théorème 2.8 n’implique l’autre puisqu’une droite tangente à au moins quatre parmi $k$ polytopes peut contenir plusieurs segments libres maximaux tangents à quatre polytopes mais peut également n’en contenir aucun.

Lorsque $k = 4$, le théorème 2.8 implique qu’il y a $\Theta(n^2)$ composantes connexes de droites tangentes aux quatre polytopes, ce qui améliore la borne précédemment connue de $O(n^3 \log n)$ qui découle de la même borne sur la complexité de l’ensemble des droites transversales à un ensemble de polyèdres (ici quatre) avec $n$ arêtes au total [Aga94]. Nous prouvons, de plus, une borne plus fine quand l’un des quatre polytopes a peu d’arêtes.

**Theorem 2.9.** Étant donné 3 polytopes avec $n$ arêtes au total et un polytope avec $m$ arêtes, il y a dans le cas le pire $\Theta(mn)$ composantes connexes de droites tangentes à ces quatre polytopes.

Nous montrons également le résultat suivant qui est plus puissant, bien que plus technique, que le théorème 2.8. Alors que le théorème 2.8 borne le nombre de composantes connexes de tangentes, le théorème 2.10 borne le nombre de tangentes isolées avec une notion de multiplicité. Par exemple, une droite passant par $k$ sommets et tangente aux $k$ polytopes correspondants (voir figure 2.5) est comptée $\binom{k}{2}$ fois, ce qui est le nombre d’ensembles minimaux de sommets qui admettent cette droite comme transversale isolée. Bien qu’aucun de ces théorèmes n’implique l’autre, nous montrerons que la borne supérieure du théorème 2.8 se déduit facilement du théorème 2.10.

**Theorem 2.10.** Étant donné $k$ polytopes de $\mathbb{R}^3$ avec $n$ arêtes au total, il existe dans le cas le pire $\Theta(n^2k^2)$ ensembles minimaux d’arêtes (ouvertes) et de sommets, pris parmi les polytopes, qui admettent une transversale isolée, possiblement obstruée, tangente à ces polytopes.

**Algorithm.** Nous portons à présent notre attention sur le calcul des segments libres qui sont des transversales isolées de leurs sommets et arêtes supports et qui sont tangents aux polytopes correspondants. Durand et al. [DDP02] ont proposé un algorithme pour ce problème de complexité temporelle $O((n^3 + p) \log n)$ dans le pire cas, où $p$ est la taille de la sortie ; cet algorithme, basé sur un double balayage, est avéré difficile à mettre en application. Durand et al. ont également
présenté un algorithme de complexité $\Theta(n^5)$ dans le pire cas qui utilise des heuristiques intéressantes qui induisent une complexité raisonnable de $\Theta(n^{2.5})$ dans la pratique [DDP97]. Nous présentons un algorithme de complexité temporelle $O(n^2k^2\log n)$ et spatiale $O(nk^2)$, dans le cas le pire, qui est aisément implantable et emploie seulement des structures de données simples ; les polytopes peuvent se couper et être en position arbitraire. Il est à noter que Hornus [Hor06] a récemment montré comment le complexe de visibilité de polyèdres convexes disjoints peut être entièrement calculé avec cet algorithme comme point de départ. Une version préliminaire de cet algorithme a été décrite pour des polyèdres convexes disjoints dans la thèse de Goaoc [Goa04] et implantée par Zhang ; le chapitre 10 présente une brève description d’une vidéo illustrant cet algorithme et son implantation.

**Theorem 2.11.** Étant donné $k$ polytopes de $\mathbb{R}^3$ avec $n$ arêtes au total, nous pouvons calculer, en temps $O(n^2k^2\log n)$ et espace $O(nk)$, toutes les droites (possiblement obstruées) qui sont des transversales isolées de leur ensemble de supports (arêtes et sommets) et qui sont tangentes aux polytopes correspondants. Nous pouvons également calculer, en temps $O(n^2k^2\log n)$ et espace $O(nk^2)$, tous les segments libres minimaux qui sont des transversales isolées de leurs supports et qui sont tangents aux polytopes correspondants.

Il convient de noter que notre algorithme ne fournit pas les points extrémaux (possiblement à l’infini) des segments libres maximaux. Le calcul de ces points extrémaux pour chaque segment peut être fait en lançant des rayons en temps $O(\log^2 n)$ par rayon avec un prétraitement de complexité temporelle et spatiale $O((nk)^{2+\varepsilon})$ [AS96]. De telles structures de données pour le lancer de rayons ne sont cependant pas aisément implantables. Une solution alternative peut être d’effectuer des lancés de rayons en temps $O(k\log n)$ par rayon en utilisant la structure hiérarchique de Dobkin-Kirkpatrick sur chaque polytope, ce qui nécessite un prétraitement de complexité totale temporelle $O(n\log n)$ et spatiale $O(n)$ [DK83].

Pour souligner l’importance de considérer des polytopes pouvant se couper, on peut observer que les scènes, par exemple en infographie, contiennent généralement des objets non convexes. Ces objets peuvent être décomposés en ensembles de polyèdres convexes. Il faut cependant noter que simplement décomposer ces objets en polyèdres convexes d’intérieurs disjoints peut induire une scène d’une complexité beaucoup plus élevée qu’une décomposition en polytopes qui se coupent. D’ailleurs, la décomposition d’un polyèdre en polytopes d’intérieurs disjoints peut présenter de nouvelles tangentes qui n’étaient pas présentes dans la scène originale ; en effet une droite tangente à deux polytopes le long d’une face commune n’est pas tangente à leur union.

L’importance de considérer des polytopes en position arbitraire vient du fait que les scènes, par exemple en infographie, sont généralement pleines de dégénérescences dans la mesure ou quatre polytopes admettent fréquemment (en pratique) un nombre infini de tangentes communes et également car les polytopes partagent souvent des arêtes ou des faces. Il peut également y avoir plus de composantes connexes de tangentes quand les objets sont en position dégénérée ; c’est, par exemple, le cas pour des segments de droites (voir chapitre 6). Il faut de plus noter que nous n’avons pas pu trouver un argument de perturbation garantissant la préservation de toutes (ou au moins une fraction constante) les composantes connexes de tangentes et nous avons la conviction que trouver une telle perturbation n’est pas chose facile.
Tab. 2.1 – Bornes sur la complexité de l’ensemble des droites libres ou segments libres maximaux en présence d’objets de complexité totale $n$. Les complexités moyennes sont données pour une distribution uniforme des centres des boules.

### 2.2.7 Le nombre moyen d’événements visuels est linéaire

Le complexe de visibilité, une partition de l’ensemble des segments libres maximaux, a été proposé comme structure de données unifiée codant des informations de visibilité dans une scène [PV96b] et a été employée dans des applications de rendu réaliste [DDP02]. D’autres structures de données ont été introduites, notamment la structure de lancé de rayon de Pellegrini [Pel93], le graphe d’aspect [PD90] et les enveloppes visuelles [Lau94] ; voir [Dur00] pour un récent survol.

Un problème avec ce type de structures de données qui peut empêcher leurs applications pratiques est leur taille potentiellement énorme ; la taille du complexe de visibilité d’un ensemble $n$ triangles de $\mathbb{R}^3$ est $\Theta(n^4)$ dans le cas le pire [DDP02], ce qui est prohibitif même pour des scènes de taille relativement modeste. Les exemples de cas le pire sont cependant artificiels et, en effet, Durand, Drettakis et Puech [DDP97] fournissent une preuve empirique indiquant que ces bornes supérieures pires cas sont en grande partie pessimistes dans des situations pratiques ; ils observent un taux de croissance quadratique, quoique pour des scènes assez petites. En 2D, alors que la complexité dans le pire cas du complexe de visibilité est quadratique, les résultats expérimentaux suggèrent fortement que la taille du complexe de visibilité d’un ensemble de triangles dispersés est linéaire [CF99].

Notre but est de fournir des arguments théoriques pour soutenir ces observations. Dans ce but, nous étudions la taille moyenne du complexe de visibilité ou, d’une manière équivalente, le nombre moyen d’événements visuels, pour des scènes de $\mathbb{R}^3$. Un événement visuel est un changement combinatoire dans la vue depuis un point de vue mobile ; un tel événement se produit quand la direction de vue devient tangente à quelques objets. Pour des ensembles d’objets convexes en position générale dans $\mathbb{R}^3$, la direction de vue peut être tangente à au plus quatre objets. Les événements visuels correspondent ainsi des segments de droite non obstrués et tangents à au plus quatre objets ; les événements visuels combinatoirement différents correspondent à des faces distinctes du complexe de visibilité.

Dans le chapitre 11, nous montrons que le nombre moyen de segments libres maximaux et
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tangents à quatre boules parmi \( n \) boules unités uniformément distribuées dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), est linéaire. Ceci améliore la borne supérieure de \( O(n^{8/3}) \) par Durand et al. qui découle de la borne de \( O(n^{8/3}) \) sur le nombre moyen de droites (possiblement obstrué) tangentes à quatre boules pour le même modèle [DDP02].

L'idée de notre preuve est que, étant donné un segment tangent à quatre boules, la probabilité que ce segment ne soit obstrué par aucune autre boule est la probabilité que le volume cylindrique de rayon 1 autour du segment ne contienne aucun centre des autres boules. Cette probabilité diminue grossièrement de manière exponentielle avec la longueur du segment, ce qui induit le résultat. Nous montrons alors une borne linéaire sur la taille moyenne du complexe de visibilité de \( n \) boules unités uniformément distribuées dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). Un calcul simple nous donne également le même résultat pour la distribution de Poisson.

Nos résultats généralisent des manières suivantes. Nous montrons que, pour certains types d'événements visuels, la borne linéaire s'applique également à des boules de rayons quelconques mais bornés, à des objets polyédriques, chacun inclu entre deux boules concentriques de rayons fixes, et même à des objets fins tels que des polygones, chacun inclu entre deux cercles concentriques de rayons fixes et dont les centres et les normales sont uniformément distribués. Pour les autres types d'événements visuels (c'est-à-dire ceux qui se produisent près de la frontière de la scène – voir la section 11.7.3 pour les détails), nous prouvons seulement une borne de \( O(n^2) \) qui est tout de même une amélioration par rapport à la précédente borne de \( O(n^{8/3}) \) de Durand et al. [DDP02].

Naturellement, les objets dans les scènes d'infographie sont rarement distribués uniformément ou selon une distribution de Poisson. Nous avons choisi ce modèle parce qu'il permet de mener à bien les preuves de résultats théoriques. Ceci est important dans un contexte où il y a peu de résultats rigoureux qu'ils soient théoriques ou expérimentaux. Le même modèle, quoique avec des hypothèses de simplification significatives, a été également employé pour étudier complexité moyenne du lancé de rayons [SKHBS02, SKM98] et de l'élimination des parties cachées par objet (occlusion culling) dans des environnements 2D urbains [NFLYCO99]. Il est intéressant à noter que Szirmay-Kalos et al. [SKHBS02], après avoir établi des bornes sur la complexité moyenne du lancé de rayons dans des scènes composées de boules unités distribuées selon un processus de Poisson, ont testé leurs algorithmes sur un nombre restreint de scènes réalistes. Les résultats qu'ils obtiennent sont conformes à ceux de leurs bornes théoriques fournissant de ce fait une preuve que ce modèle a un sens. Aucun autre modèle n'a été largement admis la communauté d'infographie et, en fait, produire des scènes aléatoires significatives pour tester des algorithmes est un problème important. On peut noter que plutôt que d'essayer de produire des scènes aléatoires, une approche alternative a été employée pour étudier la complexité moyenne du lancé de rayons où la scène est fixée et ce sont les rayons qui sont distribués aléatoirement (voir, par exemple, [ABCC02]).

### 2.2.8 Une borne supérieure sur la taille moyenne des silhouettes

La silhouette d’un polyèdre d’un point de vue donné est, grossièrement, l’ensemble des arêtes incidentes à une face avant et une face arrière. Les silhouettes apparaissent dans divers problèmes d’infographie comme l’élimination des faces cachées et le calcul d’ombre (voir [Dug04, DD02, EGHHZ00] pour quelques références récentes) et des algorithmes pour les calculer efficacement ont été largement étudiés (voir le survol d’Isenberg et al. [IFH+03]). Les
silhouettes sont également importantes dans l’identification de forme ; Sander et al. [SGG⁺00] affirment que la silhouette est une des informations visuelles les plus significatives de la forme d’un objet.

C’est un fait largement admis que la silhouette d’un polyèdre est généralement beaucoup plus petite que le polyèdre entier. Sander et al. [SGG⁺00], par exemple, énoncent l’affirmation récurrente que la silhouette d’un maillage est souvent de taille $\Theta(\sqrt{n})$ où $n$ est le nombre d’arêtes du maillage. Une étude expérimentale par Kettner et Welzl [KW97] confirme cette affirmation pour un ensemble d’objets réalistes. Cette étude expérimentale a été prolongée par McGuire [McG04] à une plus grande base de données de plus grands objets pour laquelle la taille observée des silhouettes est approximativement $n^{0.8}$.

Il y a peu de résultats théoriques soutenant ces observations. Kettner et Welzl [KW97] montrent qu’un polyèdre convexe qui approche une sphère avec une distance de Hausdorff $\varepsilon$ a $\Theta(1/\varepsilon)$ arêtes, et une projection orthographique aléatoire d’un tel polytope à $\Theta(1/\sqrt{\varepsilon})$ arêtes en moyenne. Alt et al. [AGG03] donnent des conditions pour lesquelles il peut être montré que la silhouette d’un polyèdre convexe de taille $n$ a une taille moyenne $O(\sqrt{n})$ et donnent des conditions additionnelles pour lesquelles la taille dans le cas le pire est nécessairement sous-linéaire.

Dans le chapitre 12, nous étudions la taille moyenne des silhouettes de polyèdres non convexes. La convexité est une hypothèse très forte qui était cruciale dans les résultats théoriques précédents. Ici, nous supposons plutôt que le polyèdre est une bonne approximation d’une surface fixée mais non nécessairement convexe.

Nous présentons un résultat théorique soutenant l’affirmation que, pour une grande classe d’objets, la taille moyenne de la silhouette d’un polyèdre est beaucoup plus petite que la taille du polyèdre entier. Nous montrons que la silhouette d’un polyèdre qui approche une surface d’une manière raisonnable a une taille moyenne de $O(\sqrt{n})$ où la moyenne est prise sur l’ensemble des points de vue et $n$ est la complexité du polyèdre ; les surfaces peuvent être non convexes, non différentiables, et elles peuvent avoir des bords. Il faut noter que la moyenne est prise sur l’ensemble des points de vue pour une surface donnée, et non pas prise sur un ensemble de surfaces. Ceci confirme une croyance largement admise en infographie et est le premier résultat de complexité pour des silhouettes de polyèdres non convexes.

### 2.2.9 Sur la complexité de l’ombre et de la pénombre

Les ombres jouent un rôle central dans la perception humaine [MKK98, Wan92]. Une grande variété d’approche a été considérée pour simuler et faire du rendu d’ombres (voir, par exemple, les survols [Dur00, WPF90]) et beaucoup de méthodes font une utilisation intensive de matériel informatique dédié (voir le survol [HLHS03]). Malheureusement, le calcul d’ombres réalistes est un problème difficile, en particulier dans le cas de sources lumineuses non ponctuelles. Cette difficulté est en partie due à la structure complexe des ombres. Nous étudions, dans le chapitre 13, cette structure.

Un point est dit dans l’ombre s’il ne voit aucune source lumineuse même partiellement ; un point est en pleine lumière s’il voit entièrement toutes les sources lumineuses ; autrement, il est dans la pénombre. Tandis que la frontière entre la pénombre et la pleine lumière est raisonnablement bien comprise (voir section 13.3), le bord de l’ombre est moins bien compris. Néanmoins,
il y a une littérature étendue sur le sujet du calcul explicite de ces frontières d’ombre ; voir, par exemple, [DF94, DDP97, DDP99, DDP02, Hec92, NN83, SG94, Tel92].

Dans le chapitre 13, nous prouvons diverses bornes, récapitulées dans les tableaux 2.2 et 2.3, sur la complexité de l’ombre et de la pénombre induite par une source lumineuse segment ou polygonale sur un plan en présence d’obstacles polyédriques convexes. En particulier, nous montrons qu’une source lumineuse segment peut induire, en présence de deux triangles, quatre composantes connexes d’ombre (voir figure 2.6). Nous montrons que l’ombre induite par une source lumineuse segment et deux “gros” obstacles convexes de complexité totale \( n \) peut avoir \( \Omega(n) \) composantes connexes dans le cas le pire. Nous prouvons également une borne inférieure de \( \Omega(nk^2 + k^4) \) sur le nombre maximum de composantes connexes de l’ombre et une borne supérieure de \( O(nk^3) \) sur sa complexité pour une scène composée d’une source lumineuse segment et \( k \) polytopes disjoints de complexité totale \( n \). Enfin, nous prouvons que l’ombre induite sur un plan par une (ou plusieurs) source lumineuse polygonale dans une scène constituée de \( k \) polyèdres convexes de complexité totale \( n \) peut avoir \( \Omega(n^2k^3 + nk^5) \) composantes connexes et a une complexité dans \( O(n^3k^3) \). Ces bornes sont les premières sur la taille de l’ombre en termes de \( k \) et \( n \).

Ces résultats sont surprenants, premièrement, car ils montrent que l’ombre induite par une unique source lumineuse segment peut avoir beaucoup de composantes connexes. Le fait que l’ombre peut avoir quatre composantes connexes avec seulement deux triangles comme obstacles est une surprise totale. Nos bornes inférieures de \( \Omega(nk^2 + k^4) \) et \( \Omega(n^2k^3 + nk^5) \) composantes connexes, pour \( k \) polytopes de complexité totale \( n \) sont plutôt pathologiques dans le sens où la plupart des obstacles sont très longs et minces. Cependant, nous présentons également un exemple avec \( \Omega(n) \) composantes connexes en présence de deux “gros” polygones ou polytopes de complexité \( O(n) \). En ce qui concerne les bornes supérieures de \( O(nk^3) \) et \( O(n^3k^3) \), même

### Tableau 2.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scènes</th>
<th>Bornes inférieures</th>
<th>Bornes supérieures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source lumineuse : segment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 triangles</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>( O(1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 «gros» polytopes</td>
<td>( \Omega(n) )</td>
<td>( O(n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k ) polytopes</td>
<td>( \Omega(nk^2 + k^4) )</td>
<td>( O(nk^3) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Tableau 2.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scène</th>
<th>Bornes inférieures</th>
<th>Bornes supérieures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k ) polytopes</td>
<td>( \Omega(n\alpha(k) + km + k^2) )</td>
<td>( O(n\alpha(k) + km\alpha(k) + k^2) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2.2 – Bornes inférieures sur le nombre de composantes connexes et bornes supérieures sur la complexité de l’ombre induite sur un plan en présence de \( k \) polytopes de complexité totale \( O(n) \).

Tab. 2.3 – Bornes sur la complexité de la pénombre induite sur un plan par une source lumineuse polygonale de complexité \( m \) en présence de \( k \) polytopes de complexité totale \( O(n) \).
si l’écart entre ces bornes reste grand, ces bornes améliorent sensiblement les seules bornes précédemment connues pour ce problème qui sont les bornes triviales de $O(n^4)$ et $O(n^6)$. Il est également intéressant à noter que la preuve de la borne supérieure dans le cas de sources lumineuses polygonales utilise comme lemme clef le lemme principal (Main Lemma) du chapitre 9 sur le nombre de droites coupant une droite donnée et tangente à trois polytopes. Enfin, il est intéressant de préciser que même pour les cas les plus simples de sources lumineuses de non ponctuelles, obtenir les bornes fines sur la complexité de l’ombre et comprendre sa structure est un problème très difficile.

Ces résultats montrent que l’ombre, qui est bornée par des arcs de coniques, est intrinsèquement beaucoup plus compliquée que la frontière entre la pénombre et la pleine lumière qui est bornée par des segments de droites et pour laquelle nous montrons que la complexité dans le pire cas est dans $\Omega(n\alpha(k) + km + k^2)$ et $O(n\alpha(k) + km\alpha(k) + k^2)$, où $m$ est la complexité de la source lumineuse polygonale.
Chapitre 3

Géométrie algorithmique non linéaire sur les quadriques en trois dimensions

3.1 Introduction

Les surfaces algébriques réelles de faible degré comme les quadriques présentent un bon compromis entre la simplicité, la flexibilité, et les capacités de modélisation et elles jouent un rôle majeur dans la construction de modèles précis d’environnements physiques pour la simulation et le prototypage. Par conséquent, le calcul géométrique avec des surfaces courbes a une longue et riche histoire. Néanmoins, nos travaux récents sur la paramétrisation exacte et optimale de l’intersection de quadriques (voir les chapitres 14 à 17) ont prouvé que, même sur des problèmes bien étudiés, des améliorations étonnantes peuvent être accomplies. De plus, les avancés récentes dans le calcul exact et l’amélioration constante des outils algébriques disponibles ont ouvert de nouvelles allées de recherche pour effectuer, dans ce domaine, des calculs certifiant la topologie. En particulier, les performances des systèmes de calcul algébrique se sont sans cesse améliorées au cours de ces dernières années et nous pouvons maintenant résoudre des problèmes non triviaux (voir le chapitre 18). Cependant, en dépit de succès récents, les systèmes de calcul algébrique demeurent coûteux en temps de calcul et mémoire vive et leur utilisation efficace tient plus d’un art que d’une science. L’expérience a également prouvé qu’avoir une compréhension géométrique complète des problèmes avant de recourir à de tels systèmes augmente considérablement les chances de succès. Néanmoins, beaucoup de travail reste à effectuer pour obtenir des algorithmes géométriques exacts traitant d’objets courbes, même de faible degré.

3.2 Résumé des contributions

3.2.1 Introduction

Ma réalisation principale a été l’achèvement du premier algorithme et implantation exacts, complets, quasi optimaux, et utilisables pour paramétrer l’intersection de deux quadriques réelles dans l’espace projectif tridimensionnel (voir les chapitres 14 à 17). Cet algorithme est une percée sur un problème en suspens de longue date et, s’il reste matière à des améliorations mineures, le problème est maintenant en grande partie clos.

Plus précisément, nous avons présenté (voir le chapitre 15) la première classification de paires de quadriques basée sur le type de leur intersection dans l’espace projectif réel (par exemple, une quartique non singulière, une quartique nodale, une cubique et une droite, deux coniques, etc.). Basé sur cette classification, nous avons présenté le premier algorithme pratique qui identifie correctement, sépare et calcule une paramétrisation de toutes les composantes algébriques de l’intersection et fournit toute l’information topologique appropriée (voir les chapitres 14 à 16). La paramétrisation est de plus simple dans le sens où (i) la paramétrisation est rationnelle lorsque une telle paramétrisation existe (autrement l’intersection est une quartique non singulière et toute paramétrisation implique nécessairement la racine carrée d’un polynôme) et (ii) le nombre de racines carrées apparaissant dans les coefficients de la paramétrisation est toujours minimal, excepté dans un nombre restreint de cas bien identifiés, dans lesquels les coefficients peuvent impliquer une racine carrée supplémentaire. Nous avons également implanté cet algorithme en C++ et nous avons montré que notre implantation est extrêmement efficace dans la pratique, sur des exemples génériques, dégénérés aussi bien que sur des données réelles (voir le chapitre 17) ; l’implantation typiquement calcule des paramétrisations d’intersection de quadriques avec des coefficients d’entrée ayant 50 chiffres en moins que 50 millisecondes sur un PC standard. Notre code peut être téléchargé des sites web du LORIA et de l’INRIA³ et il peut également être testé via une interface web⁴.

J’ai également commencé récemment à travailler sur le problème du calcul de l’axe médian ou du diagramme de Voronoï de polyèdres en trois dimensions. Un tel diagramme est une partition de l’espace en cellules, chacune comprenant l’ensemble des points les plus proches d’un objet que de tous les autres. De plus, l’ensemble des points équidistants à deux droites (ou à une droite et à un point) est une quadrique et l’ensemble des points équidistants à trois droites est l’intersection de deux quadriques. Le chapitre 18 présente une caractérisation de la topologie des diagrammes de Voronoï de trois droites. Nous prouvons que la topologie est invariante pour des droites en position générale et nous obtenons une propriété de monotonicité sur les arcs du diagramme. Nous en déduisons un algorithme simple pour ordonner des points le long d’un tel arc, lequel est vraisemblablement d’un réel intérêt pour de futurs algorithmes efficaces pour le calcul de l’axe médian d’un polyèdre. La technique de preuve, qui utilise fortement les outils modernes de calcul formel, est également intrinsèquement intéressante.

Je présente maintenant, dans les sections 3.2.2 et 3.2.3, une description plus détaillée de ces résultats.

⁴http://www.loria.fr/equipes/vegas/qi
3.2.2 Intersection de deux quadriques


La section 3.2.2.4 présente d’abord une amélioration importante de l’algorithme de Levin qui calcule une paramétrisation quasi optimale de l’intersection de deux quadriques dans le cas générique, c’est-à-dire quand l’intersection est une quartique non singulière (voir la figure 3.1); la paramétrisation est quasi optimale dans le sens où, quand l’intersection est une quartique non singulière, le nombre de racines carrées apparaissant dans les coefficients de la paramétrisation est minimal ou minimal plus un. La section 3.2.2.5 présente ensuite la première classification des paires de quadriques basée sur le type de leur intersection dans l’espace projectif réel (par exemple, quartique non singulière, quartique nodale, cubique et droite, deux coniques, etc.). Basé sur cette classification, la section 3.2.2.6 présente des algorithmes calculant des paramétrisations quasi optimales pour tous les types possibles d’intersection singulière (voir la figure 3.1); la paramétrisation est quasi optimale dans le sens où elle est rationnelle et que le nombre de racines carrées apparaissant dans les coefficients de la paramétrisation est minimal ou minimal plus un. Ceci induit un algorithme pratique qui identifie, sépare et calcule des paramétrisations quasi optimales de toutes les composantes algébriques de l’intersection, pour tout type possible d’intersection. Enfin, la section 3.2.2.7 présente une implantation exacte et efficace de cet algorithme.

3.2.2.1 Panorama

Les plus simples de toutes les surfaces courbes, les quadriques (c’est-à-dire, les surfaces algébriques de degré deux), sont des objets géométriques fondamentaux qui apparaissent dans des contextes divers tant en modélisation géométrique, classification statistique, reconnaissance de formes, et géométrie algorithmique. Le calcul de l’intersection de deux quadriques quelconques est un problème fondamental et une représentation paramétrique exacte de l’intersection est souvent souhaitable. Par exemple, ces calculs sont à la base d’opérations géométriques complexes comme le calcul d’enveloppes convexes de morceaux de quadriques [HI95], d’arrangements de quadriques [BHK+05, MTT05, SW06, Wol02], et de la frontière de solides modelés à base de quadriques [KCF+04, Sar83].

Jusqu’à récemment, la seule méthode générale connue pour calculer une représentation paramétrique de l’intersection de deux quadriques quelconques était due à Levin [Lev76, Lev79]. Elle est basée sur une analyse du faisceau défini par les deux quadriques, c’est-à-dire l’ensemble des combinaisons linéaires des deux quadriques.

Bien que fondamentale, la méthode de Levin a de sérieuses limitations. Quand l’intersection est singulière ou décomposable, une paramétrisation par des fonctions rationnelles existe, mais la méthode du faisceau de Levin ne la trouve pas et produit une paramétrisation qui implique la racine carrée d’un polynôme. En outre, quand une représentation en arithmétique flottante est utilisée, la méthode de Levin peut produire des résultats qui sont topologiquement erronés et
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Elle peut même échouer à produire une paramétrisation. D’autre part une implantation correcte basée sur une arithmétique exacte est essentiellement hors de portée parce que la méthode de Levin introduit des nombres algébriques de degrés assez élevés. Une bonne indication de cette impraticabilité est que même pour l’exemple générique simple de la section 14.8.2, la paramétrisation exacte calculée par l’algorithme de Levin’s (calculé à la main avec Maple) prend plus de 100 mégaoctets d’espace mémoire !

Au cours des années, le travail sérial de Levin a été prolongé et raffiné dans différentes directions. Wilf et Manor [WM93] utilisent la classification sur $\mathbb{C}$ des intersections de quadriques par la caractéristique de Segre (voir [Bro06]) pour conduire la paramétrisation de l’intersection par la méthode du faisceau. Récemment, Wang, Goldman et Tu [WGT03] ont amélioré la méthode en rendant possible le calcul d’information structurelle sur l’intersection et ses diverses composantes connexes et en calculant une paramétrisation par des fonctions rationnelles si elle existe. La question de savoir si leur algorithme est numériquement robuste est discutable.

Une autre méthode, d’orientation algébrique, a été présentée par Farouki, Neff et O’Connor [FNO89] lorsque l’intersection est dégénérée. Dans de tels cas, en utilisant une combinaison de concepts classiques (caractéristique de Segre) et d’outils algébriques (factorisation des polynômes multivariés), les auteurs montrent que le type morphologique de la courbe d’intersection peut être obtenu sûrement. Un intérêt notable de cette méthode est qu’elle peut produire une paramétrisation exacte de l’intersection dans des cas simples, quand les quadriques d’entrée ont des coefficients rationnels. Aucune implantation de cet algorithme n’est cependant connue.

Plutôt que de limiter le type de l’intersection, d’autres ont cherché à restreindre le type des quadriques d’entrée, tirant profit du fait que des informations géométriques peuvent alors aider à calculer la courbe d’intersection [GM91, Mil87, MG95, SJ92, SJ94]. Des procédures spécialisées sont conçues pour calculer la courbe d’intersection dans chaque cas particulier. Même si de telles approches sont numériquement plus stables que les approches algébriques, elles sont essentiellement limitées à la classe des quadriques dites naturelles (c’est-à-dire, les plans, cônes droits, cylindres circulaires et sphères) et des intersections planaires.

Peut-être le plus intéressant des algorithmes connus pour calculer une représentation explicite de l’intersection de deux quadriques arbitraires est la méthode de Wang, Joe et Goldman [WJG02]. Cette méthode algébrique est basée sur une bijection birationnelle entre la courbe d’intersection et une courbe cubique plane. La cubique est obtenue par projection depuis un point se trouvant sur l’intersection. La classification et la paramétrisation de l’intersection sont alors obtenues en utilisant des résultats classiques sur les cubiques planes. Les auteurs affirment que leur algorithme est le premier à produire une classification topologique complète de l’intersection (singularités, nombre et types de composantes connexes, etc.). Cependant, le calcul du centre de la projection utilise (une version améliorée de) l’algorithme de Levin ; soit une arithmétique flottante est employée et le point ne sera en général pas exactement sur la courbe, ce qui peut mener à une classification incorrecte, soit une arithmétique exacte est employée et les paramétrisations calculées impliqueront des nombres algébriques de degrés élevés, limitant de ce fait de leur utilité pratique.

Un problème relié au calcul de l’intersection de deux quadriques est la classification des faisceaux de quadriques en fonction du type de leur intersection. La classification des faisceaux de quadriques sur les complexes (c’est-à-dire basé sur le type de l’intersection dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$) a été réalisée par Segre au dix-neuvième siècle [Seg83]. Son utilité pratique est cependant limitée puisque la classification est définie dans l’espace complexe, alors que nous sommes intéressé...
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en premier lieu par les parties réelles de l’intersection.

Classifier les faisceaux de quadriques sur les réels, c’est-à-dire basé sur le type de l’intersection dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$, est un problème important d’intérêt indépendant du calcul de l’intersection. Une telle classification est également critique pour paramétrer l’intersection de deux quadriques pour deux raisons. Premièrement, elle donne de l’information structurelle sur la courbe d’intersection qui peut être employée pour conduire un algorithme de calcul d’une paramétrisation de la courbe d’intersection (voir le chapitre 16); deuxièmement, c’est un préalable pour prouver l’optimalité ou la quasi-optimalité des paramétrisations calculées (voir le chapitre 16). Je rappelle maintenant les travaux antérieurs sur la classification des faisceaux de quadriques sur les réels.

Dans le contexte de la représentation de la géométrie des combinaisons booléennes de volumes bornés par des quadriques, Ocken, Schwartz, et Sharir [OSS87] ont montré en 1987 comment deux quadriques peuvent être simultanément diagonalisées en utilisant une transformation réelle projective et ils ont employé cette diagonalisation pour paramétrer l’intersection de deux quadriques. L’analyse est cependant incomplète et quelques morphologies d’intersection sont manquées pouvant mener à des classifications incorrectes. En particulier, les cas lorsque le polynôme caractéristique du faisceau a deux racines doubles, correspondant à des morphologies entre autres du type droite et cubique ou quatre droites en formant un quadrilatère gauche, sont manquant.

Le résultat suivant sur la classification des faisceaux de quadriques basées sur le type réel de l’intersection a été obtenu en 2002 par Tu, Wang, et Wang [TWW02] qui ont classifié les faisceaux dans le cas générique, c’est-à-dire quand l’intersection est une quartique non singulière (dans l’espace complexe) et dont le nombre de composantes connexes dans l’espace réel est deux, un, ou zéro. Il est à noter que Wang et Kraskauskas [WK04] ont également obtenu des résultats sur la classification des faisceaux dans le cas générique sous l’hypothèse additionnelle que le faisceau est généré par deux ellipsoïdes de l’espace affine. Reliés à ces résultats, Wang, Wang, et Kim ont également obtenu des résultats sur la séparation de deux ellipsoïdes affines [WWK01].

En Septembre 2005, Tu, Wang, Mourrain, et Wang ont publié un rapport de recherche [TWMW05] présentant une classification des faisceaux très similaire à celle présentée au chapitre 15 (également publié dans la thèse de Dupont en 2004 [Dup04]). Ils utilisent comme outil mathématique de base le théorème des paires de formes canoniques d’Uhlig et raffinent la classification des faisceaux de quadriques sur les complexes d’exactement la même manière que nous. Il y a cependant des différences entre les deux approches. D’abord, nous classifions les faisceaux en utilisant l’inertie des quadriques aux racines multiples du polynôme caractéristique du faisceau, excepté dans un nombre restreint de cas où des conditions géométriques simples permettent de distinguer les cas. En revanche, Tu et al. classifient les faisceaux en utilisant l’inertie des quadriques entre les racines du polynôme minimal du polynôme caractéristique dans certains cas) et se base sur des expansions de Puiseux pour déduire de l’information aux racines (multiples) du polynôme caractéristique. En second lieu, la classification de Tu et al. est limitée aux faisceaux non dégénérés (c’est-à-dire les faisceaux dont le polynôme caractéristique n’est pas identiquement nul), tandis que notre classification couvre tous les cas possibles. Troisièmement, en plus de la classification de tous les types de morphologie de l’intersection réelle de quadriques, nous présentons également un algorithme pour calculer efficacement ce type morphologique de l’intersection de deux quadriques.
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quelconques dans l’espace projectif réel.

3.2.2.2 Préliminaires

La quadrique associée à une matrice réelle symétrique $S$ de taille $4 \times 4$ est l’ensemble $Q_S = \{ \mathbf{x} \in \mathbb{P}^3 \mid \mathbf{x}^T S \mathbf{x} = 0 \}$, où $\mathbb{P}^n = \mathbb{P}(\mathbb{R})^n$ dénote l’espace projectif réel de dimension $n$. On peut noter que toute matrice de la forme $\alpha S$, où $\alpha \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \{0\}$, représente la même quadrique $Q_S$. Quand l’espace ambiant est $\mathbb{P}^3$ au lieu de $\mathbb{P}(\mathbb{R})^3$, la quadrique est simplement $Q_S$ sans ses points à l’infini.

Étant donné une matrice réelle symétrique $S$ de taille $n+1$, la matrice supérieure gauche de taille $n$, dénotée $S_{\mu}$, est appelée la sous matrice principale de $S$ et son déterminant est appelé le sous-déterminant principal de $S$.

La matrice $S$ étant symétrique, toutes ses valeurs propres sont réelles. Soit $\sigma^+$ et $\sigma^-$ les nombres de valeurs propres positives et négatives de $S$, respectivement. Le rang de $S$ est la somme de $\sigma^+$ et $\sigma^-$. Nous définissons l’inertie de $S$ et $Q_S$ comme la paire $(\max(\sigma^+, \sigma^-), \min(\sigma^+, \sigma^-))$. (Notons que l’inertie est généralement définie comme la paire $(\sigma^+, \sigma^-)$, mais notre définition est ici plus appropriée dans le sens où $Q_S$ et $Q_{-S}$ sont la même quadrique. Une matrice $S$ et quadrique $Q_S$ sont dites singulières si le déterminant de $S$ est nul ; autrement elles sont non singulières.

L’inertie d’une quadrique dans $\mathbb{P}^3$ est un concept fondamental qui remplace d’une certaine façon le type usuel d’une quadrique dans $\mathbb{R}^3$ ; le tableau 3.1 rappelle la correspondance entre les inerties dans $\mathbb{P}^3$ les types dans $\mathbb{R}^3$.

Dans $\mathbb{P}^3$, toutes les quadriques qui ne sont pas d’inertie $(3, 1)$ sont soit des surfaces réglées soit ne sont pas des surfaces (comme une droite ou un point). De plus, les quadriques d’inertie $(3, 1)$ sont les seules à avoir un déterminant strictement négatif. Les quadriques non singulières sont celles de rang 4, c’est-à-dire celles d’inertie $(4, 0), (3, 1)$ et $(2, 2)$. Les quadriques d’inertie $(4, 0)$ sont néanmoins vides de points réels. Une quadrique de rang 3 est appelée un cône. Un cône est dit réel si son inertie est $(2, 1)$ ; autrement, il est dit imaginaire et ses points réels sont réduits à son point singulier. Une quadrique de rang 2 est une paire de plans. La paire de plans est réelle si son inertie est $(1, 1)$ ; elle est dite imaginaire si son inertie est $(2, 0)$ et ses points réels sont réduits aux points singuliers, c’est-à-dire la droite d’intersection des deux plans. Une quadrique d’inertie $(1, 0)$ est un plan double et est nécessairement réelle.

Soient $S$ et $T$ deux matrices réelles symétriques de même taille et $R(\lambda, \mu) = \lambda S + \mu T$. L’ensemble

$$\{ R(\lambda, \mu) \mid (\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \}$$

est appelé le faisceau des matrices engendré par $S$ et $T$. Par simplicité, nous écrivons parfois un élément du faisceau comme $R(\lambda) = \lambda S - T$, $\lambda \in \mathbb{R} = \mathbb{R} \cup \{\infty\}$. Associé au faisceau de matrices est le faisceau de quadriques $\{ Q_{R(\lambda, \mu)} \mid (\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \}$. Rappelons que l’intersection de deux quadriques distinctes d’un faisceau est indépendante du choix de ces deux quadriques. Enfin, la forme binaire

$$\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) = \det R(\lambda, \mu)$$

est appelé le polynôme caractéristique du faisceau.
La méthode de Levin

L’algorithme d’intersection de quadriques de Levin [Lev76,Lev79] étant sémi-nal dans presque tous les travaux sur l’intersection de quadriques, y compris les nôtres, nous commençons par rappeler les étapes principales de cet algorithme de calcul d’une représentation paramétrée de l’intersection de deux quadriques implicites distinctes $Q_S$ et $Q_T$ de $\mathbb{R}^3$. De cette brève description, nous identifions où cet algorithme introduit des nombres algébriques de hauts degrés et pourquoi c’est un problème.

L’idée fondamentale de l’algorithme de Levin est la suivante : si (par exemple) $Q_S$ est d’un certain « bon » type, alors $Q_S$ admet une paramétrisation qui est linéaire en l’un de ses paramètres et la substitution de cette paramétrisation dans l’équation implicite de $Q_T$ induit une équation de degré 2 en l’un des paramètres (au lieu d’une équation de degré 4) qui peut être facilement résolue pour obtenir une représentation paramétrique de $Q_S \cap Q_T$. Si par contre ni $Q_S$ ni $Q_T$ n’est d’un « bon » type, alors on peut trouver dans le faisceau engendré par $Q_S$ et $Q_T$ une quadrique $Q_R$ d’un « bon » type ce qui nous ramène à la situation précédente en remplaçant $Q_S$ par $Q_R$.

**Theorem 3.1** ([Lev76]). **Le faisceau engendré par deux quadriques distinctes quelconques contient au moins une quadrique réglée simple, c’est-à-dire, l’une des quadriques énumérées dans le tableau 3.2 ou l’ensemble vide.**
### 3.2. RÉSUMÉ DES CONTRIBUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quadriques</th>
<th>équation canonique ((a, b &gt; 0))</th>
<th>paramétrisation (\tilde{X} = [x, y, z], u, v \in \mathbb{R})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plan simple</td>
<td>(x = 0)</td>
<td>(\tilde{X}(u, v) = [0, u, v])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plan double</td>
<td>(x^2 = 0)</td>
<td>(\tilde{X}(u, v) = [0, u, v])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plans parallèles</td>
<td>(ax^2 = 1)</td>
<td>(\tilde{X}(u, v) = [-\frac{1}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v]), (\tilde{X}(u, v) = [-\frac{1}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plans sécants</td>
<td>(ax^2 - by^2 = 0)</td>
<td>(\tilde{X}(u, v) = [\frac{a}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v], \tilde{X}(u, v) = [-\frac{1}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paraboloïde hyperbolique</td>
<td>(ax^2 - by^2 - z = 0)</td>
<td>(\tilde{X}(u, v) = [\frac{a}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v], \tilde{X}(u, v) = [-\frac{1}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylindre parabolique</td>
<td>(ax^2 - y = 0)</td>
<td>(\tilde{X}(u, v) = [u, au^2, v])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cylindre hyperbolique</td>
<td>(ax^2 - by^2 = 1)</td>
<td>(\tilde{X}(u, v) = [\frac{1}{2\sqrt{a}}(u + \frac{1}{a}), \frac{1}{2\sqrt{b}}(u + \frac{1}{a}), v])</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 3.2** – Paramétrisations des quadriques réglées simples [Lev76].

Plus en détail, la méthode de Levin est la suivante.

1. Déterminer une quadrique réglée simple dans le faisceau \(\{Q_S(\lambda) = Q_{S,T} \mid \lambda \in \mathbb{R}\}\) engendré par \(Q_S\) et \(Q_T\), ou reporter une intersection vide. Puisque les quadriques réglées simples ont un sous-déterminant principal nul, ceci peut être réalisé en calculant un \(\lambda_0 \in \mathbb{R}\) tel que \(\det(R_u(\lambda_0)) = 0\) et \(Q_R = Q_R(\lambda_0)\) soit réglée simple ; d’après le théorème 3.1, une telle quadrique existe dans le faisceau ou l’intersection est vide. Supposons maintenant que l’intersection n’est pas vide et que \(Q_R\) et \(Q_S\) sont distincts. Nous avons alors \(Q_S \cap Q_T = Q_S \cap Q_R\).

2. Déterminer une matrice de transformation orthonormale \(P_u\) qui envoie \(R_u\) en forme diagonale en calculant les valeurs propres et les vecteurs propres normalisés de \(R_u\). Déduire une matrice de transformation \(P\) qui envoie \(Q_R\) sous forme canonique. Dans le repère orthonormal dans lequel \(Q_R\) est canonique, \(Q_R\) peut être paramétré par l’une des paramétrisations \(\tilde{X}\) du tableau 3.2.

3. Calculer la matrice \(S' = P^TSP\) de la quadrique \(Q_S\) dans le repère canonique de \(Q_R\) et considérer l’équation

\[
\tilde{X}^T S' \tilde{X} = a(u)v^2 + b(u)v + c(u) = 0 
\]  

(3.1)

où \(\tilde{X}\) a été augmenté d’une quatrième coordonnée égale à 1. (Les paramétrisations du tableau 3.2 sont telles que \(a(u), b(u)\) et \(c(u)\) sont des polynômes du degré au plus quatre en \(u\).)

Résoudre (3.1) en \(v\) en fonction de \(u\) et déterminer le domaine de définition de \(u\) sur lequel les solutions sont définies, c’est-à-dire l’ensemble des \(u\) tels que \(\Delta(u) = b^2(u) - 4a(u)c(u) \geq 0\). Substituer \(v\) par son expression en termes de \(u\) dans \(\tilde{X}\) donne une paramétrisation de \(Q_S \cap Q_T = Q_S \cap Q_R\) dans le repère orthonormal dans lequel \(Q_R\) est canonique.

4. Reporter \(P\tilde{X}(u)\), la paramétrisation de \(Q_S \cap Q_T\) dans le repère initial et le domaine des \(u \in \mathbb{R}\) pour lesquels la paramétrisation est définie sur \(\mathbb{R}\).

Cette méthode est très élégante et puissante puisqu’elle donne une représentation explicite de l’intersection de deux quadriques quelconques. Cependant, elle est loin d’être idéale du point
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de vue de la précision et de la robustesse puisqu’elle introduit des nombres non rationnels à divers endroits. Ainsi, si une arithmétique flottante est utilisée pour représenter les nombres, le résultat peut être erroné (géométriquement et topologiquement) ou, également, le programme peut ne pas être capable de calculer une paramétrisation (en particulier dans étape 1 lorsque les types des quadriques $Q_R(\lambda_0)$ ne sont pas calculés correctement). En théorie, une arithmétique exacte pourrait être utilisée, sauf que cela ralentirait sérieusement les calculs. En pratique, cependant, une implantation correcte utilisant une arithmétique exacte semble hors de portée en raison du degré élevé des nombres algébriques impliqués.

Examinons de manière plus approfondie les sources potentielles d’instabilité numérique dans l’algorithme de Levin.

– Étape 1 : $\lambda_0$ est la racine d’un polynôme de degré trois à coefficients rationnels. Dans le cas le pire, $\lambda_0$ est donc exprimée avec des radicaux de profondeur deux (deux racines carrées imbriquées). Puisque déterminer si $Q_R(\lambda_0)$ est une quadrique régulée simple nécessite de calculer son type Euclidien (ce qui n’est pas nécessairement une tâche facile dans la mesure où $Q_R(\lambda_0-\epsilon)$ et $Q_R(\lambda_0+\epsilon)$ peuvent être et sont généralement de type différent), cette étape est vraisemblablement la plus grande source de problèmes de robustesse.

– Étape 2 : Puisque $Q_R$ est une quadrique régulée simple, le polynôme caractéristique de $R_u$ est un polynôme de degré trois ayant zéro comme racine et dont les coefficients sont dans l’extension de corps $\mathbb{Q}(\lambda_0)$. Ainsi, les valeurs propres non nulles de $R_u$ peuvent impliquer des radicaux imbriqués de profondeur trois. De plus, comme les vecteurs propres correspondants doivent être normalisés, les coefficients de la matrice de transformation sont exprimés avec des radicaux imbriqués de profondeur quatre dans le pire des cas.

Les coefficients de la paramétrisation $\vec{X}$ de $Q_R$ étant exprimés avec des racines carrées des coefficients de l’équation canonique $Q_{P^TRP}$ (voir le tableau 3.2), les coefficients de la paramétrisation de $Q_S \cap Q_T$ peuvent impliquer des radicaux imbriqués de profondeur cinq dans le pire des cas.

– Étape 3 : Calculer le domaine sur lequel $\vec{X}$ est défini revient à résoudre l’équation de degré quatre $\Delta(u) = 0$ dont les coefficients contiennent des radicaux imbriqués de profondeur cinq dans le pire des cas.

Il est intéressant de noter que cette description dans le pire des cas est en fait le cas générique. En effet, étant donné deux quadriques quelconques à coefficients rationnels, le polynôme $\mathrm{det}(R_u(\lambda))$ n’a génériquement aucune racine rationnelle (une conséquence du théorème d’irréductibilité de Hilbert).

3.2.2.4 L’algorithme générique

Nous présentons, dans le chapitre 14, une première mais majeure amélioration de la méthode du faisceau de Levin pour calculer des représentations paramétriques de l’intersection de quadriques. Cet «algorithme générique» évite l’apparition de la plupart des radicaux apparaissant dans l’algorithme de Levin. Nous montrons que cet algorithme produit des paramétrisations quasi optimales dans le cas générique, c’est-à-dire quand l’intersection est une quartique non singulière. Ces paramétrisations sont cependant non optimales pour toutes les intersections singulières et il sera nécessaire de raffiner cet algorithme pour les cas singuliers (voir les chapitres 15 et 16). Cet algorithme est cependant suffisamment simple, robuste et efficace pour être intéressant en tant que tel. Nous donnons ici une brève description de cet algorithme et des idées
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>inerție de S</th>
<th>équation canonique ( (a,b,c,d &gt; 0) )</th>
<th>paramétrisation ( \vec{X} = [x,y,z,w] )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(4,0)</td>
<td>( ax^2 + by^2 + cz^2 + dw^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( Q_S = \emptyset )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3,0)</td>
<td>( ax^2 + by^2 + cz^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( \vec{X} = [\frac{ut+av}{a}, \frac{us-bst}{b}, \frac{ut-av}{\sqrt{ac}}, \frac{us+bst}{\sqrt{bd}}], (u,v), (s,t) \in \mathbb{P}^1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2,2)</td>
<td>( ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( \vec{X} = [uv, \frac{u^2-abc^2}{2b}, \frac{u^2+abc^2}{2\sqrt{bc}}, s], (u,v), s \in \mathbb{P}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2,1)</td>
<td>( ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( \vec{X} = [0,0,0,0], (u,v) \in \mathbb{P}^1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>( ax^2 + by^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( \vec{X} = [u, \sqrt{ab}, u, v], (u,v) \in \mathbb{P}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td>( ax^2 - by^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( \vec{X}_1 = [u, \sqrt{ab}, u, v], \vec{X}_2 = [u, -\sqrt{ab}, u, v], (u,v) \in \mathbb{P}^2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1,0)</td>
<td>( ax^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( \vec{X} = [0,0,0,0], (u,v) \in \mathbb{P}^1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3.3 – Paramétrisation des quadriques projectives d’inertie distinctes de (3,1). Dans la paramétrisation des cônes projectifs, \( \mathbb{P}^2 \) dénote l’espace réel quasi projectif de dimension deux défini comme quotient de \( \mathbb{R}^3 \setminus \{0,0,0\} \) par la relation d’équivalence \( \sim \) où \( (x,y,z) \sim (y_1,y_2,y_3) \) si et seulement si \( \exists \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \{0\} \) tel que \( (x,y,z) = (\lambda y_1, \lambda y_2, \lambda^2 y_3) \).

Idées clefs. Le premier élément de notre approche est de travailler, non dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), mais dans l’espace projectif réel \( \mathbb{P}^3 \). Rappelons que, dans l’espace projectif, les quadriques sont caractérisées par leur inertie (c’est-à-dire, par le nombre de valeurs propres positives et négatives de la matrice \( 4 \times 4 \) associée), tandis que dans l’espace Euclidien elles sont caractérisées par leur inertie et l’inertie de leur sous-matrice principale (voir le tableau 3.1).

Dans notre algorithme, les quadriques d’inertie différente de (3,1) (i.e., les quadriques réglées) jouent le rôle des quadriques réglées simples dans la méthode de Levin. Dans le tableau 3.3, nous présentons un nouvel ensemble de paramétrisations propres\(^5\) des quadriques projectives réglées qui sont linéaires en l’un de leurs paramètres et utilisent, dans le pire des cas, un nombre minimal de racines carrées\(^6\).

Un élément clef de notre approche découle du théorème suivant, qui correspond, dans l’environnement projectif, au théorème de Levin sur l’existence de quadriques réglées simples dans un faisceau.

**Theorem 3.2.** Dans un faisceau engendré par deux quadriques distinctes quelconques, l’ensemble \( S \) des quadriques d’inerties différentes de (3,1) n’est pas vide. De plus, si aucune quadrique de \( S \) n’est à coefficient rationnel, alors l’intersection des deux quadriques est réduite à deux points distincts.

\(^5\) Une paramétrisation est propre s’il y a bijection entre les points de la quadrique et les paramètres.\(^6\) Notons qu’il y a une dépendance entre le degré minimal d’une paramétrisation en l’un de ses paramètres et le degré du corps des coefficients. Par exemple, Wang, Joe et Goldman [WJG97] donnent des paramétrisations de quadriques qui ont des coefficients rationnels mais qui sont quadratiques en tout de leurs paramètres.
Ce théorème, que nous prouvons en utilisant les résultats d’Uhlig [Uhl73, Uhl76] sur les diagonalisations simultanées par bloc de paires de matrices réelles symétriques, généralise le théorème 3.1. En effet, il assure que les deux quadriques dont nous calculons finalement l’intersection ont des coefficients rationnels, excepté dans un cas très spécifique où l’intersection est réduite à deux points. Ce résultat nous permet donc d’éviter l’apparition de nombreux radicaux dans l’algorithme.

Le dernier élément sous-jacent à notre approche est l’utilisation de la réduction de Gauss des formes quadratiques pour diagonaliser une matrice symétrique et calculer une forme canonique de la quadrique projective associée, au lieu de l’approche traditionnelle par calcul de valeurs et vecteurs propres employée par Levin. Comme la transformation de Gauss est rationnelle (les coefficients de la matrice $P$ qui envoie $S$ sous forme canonique sont rationnels), cette transformation évite également l’apparition de certains radicaux dans l’algorithme. Il faut noter que cette transformation ne crée pas de problème lors de la paramétrisation de la quadrique sous forme canonique (de matrice associée $S' = P^T S P$) puisque, d’après la loi de Sylvester sur l’inertie, $S$ et $S'$ ont la même inertie [Lam73].

Survol de l’algorithme. Nous pouvons maintenant décrire les étapes générales de notre algorithme générique.

Soit $R(\lambda) = \lambda S - T$ le faisceau engendré par les quadriques $Q_S$ et $Q_T$ de $\mathbb{P}^3$ et soit $D(\lambda) = \det(R(\lambda))$ le polynôme caractéristique du faisceau. Il faut rappeler que si cet algorithme est valide pour tout type d’intersection, il n’est réellement efficace que dans le cas où $D(\lambda)$ n’est pas identiquement nul et n’a aucune racine multiple. Dans les autres cas, un meilleur algorithme est décrit dans les chapitres 15 et 16. L’esquisse de l’algorithme d’intersection est comme suit.

1. Calculer une quadrique $Q_R$ à coefficients rationnels dans le faisceau, tel que $\det R > 0$ si c’est possible et $\det R = 0$ sinon. (S’il n’existe pas de tels $R$, l’intersection est réduite à deux points, que nous calculons.) Si l’inertie de $R$ est $(4,0)$, nous reportons une intersection vide. Supposons par simplicité que $Q_S \neq Q_R$ et donc que $Q_S \cap Q_R = Q_S \cap Q_T$.

2. Si l’inertie de $R$ n’est pas $(2,2)$, appliquer la réduction de Gauss à $R$ et calculer un repère dans lequel $P^T R P$ est diagonal.

Si l’inertie de $R$ est $(2,2)$, sa paramétrisation du tableau 3.3 contient en général deux racines carrees mais on peut en éviter une de la manière suivante. D’abord, calculer un point rationnel suffisamment près de $Q_R$ tel que la quadrique du faisceau passant par ce point ait la même inertie que $Q_R$. Remplacer $Q_R$ par cette quadrique. Ce point rationnel peut être utilisé pour calculer un repère dans lequel $P^T R P$ est la matrice diagonale $\text{diag}(1,1,-1,-\delta)$, avec $\delta \in \mathbb{Q}$.

Dans le repère local, $Q_R$ peut être paramétré par la paramétrisation $X$ du tableau 3.3 en impliquant au plus une racine carrée. Calculer la paramétrisation $P X$ de $Q_R$ dans le repère global.

3. Considérer l’équation

$$\Omega : (P X)^T S(P X) = 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

L’équation $\Omega$ est de degré au plus 2 en (au moins) un des paramètres. Résoudre $\Omega$ pour ce paramètre en termes de l’autre (ou des autres) et calculer le domaine de définition de la solution.
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4. Substituer ce paramètre dans $P\vec{X}$ donne une paramétrisation de l’intersection de $Q_S$ et $Q_T$.

**Exemple.** Il est intéressant de noter que quoique notre algorithme produise une paramétrisation exacte de l’intersection de deux quadriques, il tend à produire une paramétrisation «simple». Il est en particulier intéressant de comparer les paramétrisations exactes produites par notre algorithme aux paramétrisations approchées produites par d’autres algorithmes. Nous donnons ici un exemple (voir les chapitres 14 et 17 pour d’autres exemples).

Considérons l’exemple 4 de [WJG02], qui est l’intersection d’un cylindre elliptique et d’un hyperboloïde à une nappe (voir figure 3.2) d’équations :

$$\begin{align*}
4x^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0, \\
x^2 + 4y^2 - z^2 - w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}$$

Dans [WJG02], les auteurs trouvent la paramétrisation suivante pour la courbe d’intersection :

$$X(u) = \begin{pmatrix}
0.0 \\
1131.3708u^3 - 5760.0u^2 + 10861.1602u - 8192.0 \\
-1600.0u^3 + 10861.1602u^2 - 21504.0u + 11585.2375 \\
1600.0u^3 + 3620.2867u^2 + 5120.0u + 11585.2375
\end{pmatrix} \pm \begin{pmatrix}
-80.0u + 1181.0193 \\
0.0 \\
0.0 \\
0.0
\end{pmatrix} \sqrt{905.0967u^3 - 3328.0u^2 + 2896.3094u}$$

(3.3)

avec $u$ dans l’adhérence de $\mathbb{R}$ et tel que la racine carrée soit définie. Les auteurs rapportent une erreur de calcul sur cet exemple (mesurée comme distance maximale d’un d’échantillon de points sur la courbe aux quadriques données) de l’ordre de $O(10^{-7})$. En comparaison, notre algorithme produit la paramétrisation exacte et simple suivante (en moins 10 ms sur un PC standard) :

$$X(u) = \begin{pmatrix}
2u^3 - 6u \\
7u^2 + 3 \\
10u^2 - 6 \\
2u^3 + 18u
\end{pmatrix} \pm \begin{pmatrix}
-2 \\
u \\
2u
\end{pmatrix} \sqrt{-3u^4 + 26u^2 - 3}.$$

**Conclusion.** Cet algorithme représente déjà une amélioration substantielle sur l’algorithme de Levin et ses améliorations ultérieures. En effet, nous prouvons que, quand l’intersection est
une quadrique non singulière (le cas générique), l’algorithme calcule des paramétrisations qui sont optimales ou quasi optimales en nombres de radicaux impliqués ; en d’autres termes, il y a au plus une racine carrée inutile dans les coefficients des paramétrisations. Nous prouvons également que décider si cette racine carrée peut être évitée est, en général, hors de portée et que la paramétrisation est optimale dans certains cas. De plus, notre algorithme permet, pour la première fois, de calculer dans la pratique une forme paramétrée exacte de l’intersection de deux quadriques arbitraires à coefficients rationnels.

Même si cet algorithme se concentre sur le cas générique de l’intersection en une quadrique non singulière, il peut également être employé quand l’intersection est singulière. Malheureusement, ceci ne mène pas toujours à une paramétrisation de l’intersection avec seulement des fonctions rationnelles (que l’on sait exister pour les intersections singulières car elles sont de genre zéro). En particulier, quand l’intersection C est une quadrique singulière, Ω est irréductible puisque C l’est, et résoudre Ω dans l’une de ses variables induit dans la paramétrisation une racine carrée d’un polynôme.

Calculer des paramétrisations avec des fonctions rationnelles dans tous les cas d’intersection singulière nécessite de repenser la base de notre algorithme. Essentiellement, tandis que l’idée de l’algorithme générique est d’employer une quadrique intermédiaire rationnelle $Q_R$ de rang maximum dans le faisceau, l’algorithme raffiné emploiera à la place une quadrique intermédiaire rationnelle de rang minimum.

Procéder de cette façon aura le double avantage de calculer des paramétrisations les plus simples possibles et de mieux contrôler la taille de leurs coefficients. Le prix à payer est la multitude des cas et la nécessité de développer des procédures dédiées pour les différents types d’intersection dans l’espace projectif réel. Ceci est le sujet des sections 3.2.2.5 et 3.2.2.6 et des chapitres 15 et 16.

3.2.2.5 Classification des faisceaux

Nous présentons dans le chapitre 15 la première classification des faisceaux de quadriques basées sur le type de leur intersection dans l’espace projectif réel. Un résumé de cette classification est présenté dans les tableaux 3.4 et 3.5. Nous montrons également comment cette classification peut être utilisée pour calculer efficacement le type réel de l’intersection de deux quadriques du faisceau. En particulier, nous montrons comment des calculs avec des nombres non rationnels peuvent être évités pour déterminer le type de l’intersection quand les quadriques d’entrée ont des coefficients rationnels.

Comme nous le verrons dans le chapitre 16, cette classification est critique pour notre algorithme de paramétrisation de l’intersection de deux quadriques. En effet, notre algorithme détermine d’abord, en utilisant cette classification, le type réel de l’intersection et utilise alors l’information structurelle associée à la courbe d’intersection pour conduire l’algorithme de calcul d’une paramétrisation.

Il est cependant à noter que, quoique la classification des faisceaux sur les réels soit présentée ici comme une étape intermédiaire dans un processus plus global (c’est-à-dire de paramétrisation de l’intersection), cette classification est intéressante intrinsèquement. Elle est par

---

7En effet, décider à si une racine carrée peut être évitée revient, en général, à décider si une surface de degré 8 contient un point rationnel. De plus, éliminer, le cas échéant, cette racine carrée inutile revient à calculer un point rationnel sur cette surface de degré 8.
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| Segre | racines de $\mathcal{D}(\lambda,\mu)$ dans $\mathbb{C}$ | rang ou inertie de $R(\lambda_1,\mu_1)$ | rang ou inertie de $R(\lambda_2,\mu_2)$ | type de $s$ | type de l’intersection dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$
|-------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------|---------------------------------|
| [1111] | 4 racines simples               |                                 |                                 |         | quartique lisse ou $\emptyset$ ; voir [Fin37] & [TWW02] (ou aussi Th. 14.5 & 14.25)
| [112]  | 1 racine double                 | (3,0)                           | réel                            | +       | quartique nodale ; noeud isolé  |
| [112]  | 1 racine double                 | (2,1)                           | réel                            | −       | quartique nodale ; singularité concave |
| [112]  | 1 racine double                 | (2,1)                           | réel                            | +       | quartique nodale ; singularité concave |
| [11(n)]| 1 racine double                 | (2,0)                           | réel                            | +       | $\emptyset$                      |
| [11(n)]| 1 racine double                 | (2,0)                           | réel                            | −       | deux points                      |
| [11(n)]| 1 racine double                 | (2,1)                           | réel                            | −       | deux coniques non sécantes      |
| [11(n)]| 1 racine double                 | (3,0)                           | réel                            | −       | $\emptyset$                      |
| [11(n)]| 1 racine double                 | rang 2                          | complexe et deux droites simples & une droite double |
| [11(n)]| 1 racine double                 | rang 2                          | complexe                        | −       | deux coniques sécantes ; sing. concave |
| [13]   | racine triple                   | rang 3                          | quartique cuspidaire             |
| [121]  | racine triple                   | (2,0)                           | point                            |
| [121]  | racine triple                   | (1,1)                           | deux coniques tangentes          |
| [1(11)]| racine triple                   | rang 1                          | conique                          |
| [1(11)]| racine triple                   | rang 1                          | $\emptyset$                      |
| [4]    | racine quadruple                | rang 3                          | cubique et droite tangente       |
| [31]   | racine quadruple                | (1,1)                           | −                                 |
| [31]   | racine quadruple                | (1,1)                           | conique                          |
| [22]   | racine quadruple                | (2,0)                           | +                                 |
| [22]   | racine quadruple                | (1,1)                           | conique et deux droites sécantes sur la conique |
| [211]  | racine quadruple                | rang 1                          | droite double                     |
| [211]  | racine quadruple                | rang 1                          | +                                 |
| [1(11)]| racine quadruple                | rang 0                           | point                            |
| [22]   | 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | quadruple non singulière du faisceau |
| [22]   | 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | +                                 |
| [2(11)]| 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | conique et deux droites sécantes |
| [2(11)]| 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | $\emptyset$                      |
| [1(11)]| 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | deux points                      |
| [1(11)]| 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | deux points                      |
| [1(11)]| 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | quatre droites (quadrilatère gauche) |
| [1(11)]| 2 racines doubles               | rang 2                          | deux droites sécantes             |

Tab. 3.4 – Classification des faisceaux dans le cas où $\mathcal{D}(\lambda,\mu)$ n’est pas identiquement nul. $(\lambda_1,\mu_1)$ dénote une racine multiple de $\mathcal{D}(\lambda,\mu)$ (si une existe) et $(\lambda_2,\mu_2)$ une autre racine (non nécessairement simple). Si $(\lambda_1,\mu_1)$ est une racine double alors $s$ est le signe de $\det(\lambda \mathcal{S} + \mu T)$ en $(\lambda,\mu) = (\lambda_1,\mu_1)$ ; si $(\lambda_1,\mu_1)$ est une racine quadruple alors $s$ est le signe de $\det(\lambda \mathcal{S} + \mu T)$ pour tout $(\lambda,\mu) \neq (\lambda_1,\mu_1)$. Lorsque le polynôme caractéristique à une ou des racines multiples, les autres racines simples ne sont pas indiquées. La caractéristique de Segre est mentionnée par clarté, mais n’est pas nécessaire pour la classification.
### Tab. 3.5 – Classification des faisceaux dans le cas où $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)$ est identiquement nul. Dans la partie inférieure du tableau, les quadriques du faisceau ont un point singulier $p$ en commun. 

La conique associée à une racine de $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu)$ correspond à la matrice $3 \times 3$ supérieure gauche de $R(\lambda, \mu)$ après transformation par une congruence envoyant $p$ sur $(0, 0, 0, 1)$. La conique associée à une racine de $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu)$ correspond à la matrice $3 \times 3$ supérieure gauche de $R(\lambda, \mu)$. $(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$ dénote la racine multiple de $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu)$ (si une existe) et $(\lambda_2, \mu_2)$ une autre racine. Lorsque $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu)$ a une racine multiple, les autres racines simples ne sont pas indiquées. La caractéristique de Segre est mentionnée par clarté, mais n’est pas nécessaire pour la classification.

Notre preuve utilise fortement le résultat d’Uhlig sur la diagonalisation simultanée par blocs de paires de matrices symétriques réelles [Uhl73, Uhl76]. L’idée est la suivante. Pour chaque type possible (réel ou complexe) et multiplicité des racines du polynôme caractéristique du faisceau, nous calculons, en utilisant le résultat d’Uhlig, la forme canonique des deux quadriques que nous intersectons. Les formes canonicques de ces deux quadriques sont des quadriques dont les matrices associées sont diagonales par blocs et qui sont obtenues à partir des deux quadriques d’entrées par une même transformation de congruence, laquelle préserve les racines (valeurs et multiplicités) du polynôme caractéristique du faisceau. Nous déduisons alors de ces formes canoniques des formes normales de ces deux quadriques sur les réels, par translation et changement d’échelle envoyant les racines du polynôme caractéristique sur des valeurs simples. Ces formes normales sont dans un sens les «plus simples» paires de quadriques ayant comme intersection le type donné. Le faisceau normal correspondant est équivalent par une transformation projective réelle à tout faisceau de quadriques ayant le même type d’intersection réel et complexe.

Par exemple, quand le polynôme caractéristique du faisceau a une racine double et deux
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3.2.1 Racines réelles simples, les deux quadriques, sous leur forme normale, ont comme équations $y^2 + a z^2 + b w^2 = 0$ et $x y + c w^2 = 0$ avec $a, b, c$ égal à $\pm 1$. Leur intersection est une quartique nodale dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ et, selon les valeurs de $a, b, c$, l’intersection, dans $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$, est un point, une quartique nodale avec un noeud isolé, ou une quartique nodale avec une singularité convexe (voir le tableau 3.4).

Il convient noter que les transformations projectives réelles qui envoient les quadriques d’entrée sous forme normale, si elles préservent le type réel de l’intersection, peuvent impliquer des nombres irrationnels. Il s’ensuit que ces transformations ne sont pas pratiques pour calculer, dans les faits, l’intersection de deux quadriques. Cependant, elles servent parfaitement leur objectif pour classifier les faisceaux de quadriques selon leur intersection.

3.2.2.6 Paramétrisation des intersections singulières

Notre classification des faisceaux de quadriques sur les réels nous permet de déterminer efficacement le type réel de l’intersection de deux quadriques données. Nous pouvons en outre nous concentrer sur les intersections singulières (c’est-à-dire autre qu’une quartique non singulière) puisque l’algorithme générique du chapitre 14 produit des paramétrisations quasi optimales quand l’intersection est non singulière.

Dans le chapitre 16, nous concevons, pour chaque type réel d’intersection singulière, un algorithme pour calculer une paramétrisation optimale ou quasi optimale, c’est-à-dire une paramétrisation avec au plus une racine carrée inutile dans les coefficients. Quand une paramétrisation est possiblement non optimale, nous montrons que tester si la paramétrisation est non optimale et, dans ce cas, déterminer une paramétrisation optimale est équivalent à trouver un point rationnel sur une conique (possiblement à coefficient non rationnel). Nous donnons également, pour chaque type d’intersection réel, des exemples dans le pire des cas où le nombre maximum de racines carrées est atteint. Un récapitulatif de ces résultats est présenté dans le tableau 3.6.

La philosophie générale de ces algorithmes raffinés est de modifier l’algorithme générique de telle façon que nous utilisions comme quadrique intermédiaire $Q_R$ une quadrique rationnelle du faisceau de rang minimum (au lieu de rang maximum). Nous verrons, dans le chapitre 16, que cette philosophie a le double avantage (i) d’éviter l’apparition de racine carrée d’un polynôme dans les paramétrisations des intersections singulières et (ii) de réduire au maximum le nombre de radicaux dans les coefficients des paramétrisations. Un avantage additionnel est que cela permet de réduire la taille des coefficients des paramétrisations (voir le chapitre 17).

3.2.2.7 Une implantation exacte et efficace

Nous présentons, dans le chapitre 17, la première implantation complète et efficace d’un algorithme de calcul d’une paramétrisation exacte de l’intersection de deux quadriques quelconques, données sous forme implicite, à coefficients entiers. (On peut noter que les quadriques à coefficients rationnels ou nombres flottants peuvent être trivialement décrites avec des coefficients entiers.) L’algorithme implanté est celui décrit dans les chapitres 14 à 16.

Précisément, notre implantation a les propriétés suivantes :

– elle calcule une forme paramétrée exacte de l’intersection de deux quadriques à coefficients entiers de tailles arbitraires ;
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segre</th>
<th>type réel de l’intersection</th>
<th>pire format de la paramétrisation</th>
<th>optimalité de la paramétrisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>quartique non singulière</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}, [\xi, \Delta]) ), ( \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>point rationnel sur une surface de degré 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[112]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11(11)</td>
<td>quartique nodale</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>point rationnel sur une conique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deux points</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}) )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conique</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}, [\xi, \mu]) ), ( \mu \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}) )</td>
<td>optimal si ( \sqrt{\delta} \not\in \mathbb{Q} ), point rationnel sur une conique si ( \sqrt{\delta} \in \mathbb{Q} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deux coniques non tangentes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}, \sqrt{\delta'})[\xi] )</td>
<td>point ( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta'}) )-rationnel sur une ( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta'}) )-conique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>quartique cuspidale</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(21)]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(111)]</td>
<td>deux coniques tangentes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>cubique et droite tangente</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(31)]</td>
<td>conique</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conique et deux droites</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(22)]</td>
<td>droite simple non sécantes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>coupant une droite double</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2(11)]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deux droites doubles concurrentes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>cubique et droite non tangentes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2(11)]</td>
<td>conique et point</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>conique et deux droites</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ne coupant pas la conique</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(11)(11)]</td>
<td>deux points</td>
<td>( \mathbb{K}[\xi] ), degree ( \mathbb{K} ) = 4</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deux droites non sécantes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{K}[\xi] ), degree ( \mathbb{K} ) = 4</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>quatre droites (quadrilatère gauche)</td>
<td>( \mathbb{K}[\xi] ), degree ( \mathbb{K} ) = 4</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(3)]</td>
<td>conique et droite double</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>point</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>deux droites concurrentes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{K}[\xi] ), degree ( \mathbb{K} ) = 4</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>droite double</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>deux droites doubles</td>
<td>( \mathbb{K}[\xi] ), degree ( \mathbb{K} ) = 4</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>une droite simple et une droite triple concurrentes</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(11)]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(21)]</td>
<td>deux droites doubles</td>
<td>( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi] )</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3.6 – Anneaux de définition des coordonnées projectives de la paramétrisation des composantes de l’intersection et optimalité, dans tous les cas où l’intersection est de dimension zéro ou un. \( \delta, \delta' \in \mathbb{Q} \).
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– aucune hypothèse n’est faite sur le type des quadriques d’entrée ou le type de leur intersection ;
– elle identifie de façon certifiée, sépare, et paramétrise toutes les composantes algébriques de l’intersection et donne toute l’information topologique appropriée ;
– la paramétrisation est rationnelle quand elle existe ; autrement l’intersection est une quartique non singulière et la paramétrisation implique la racine carrée d’un polynôme ;
– la paramétrisation est soit optimale en le degré de l’extension de corps, sur \( \mathbb{Z} \), qui contient les coefficients de la paramétrisation ou, dans un petit nombre de cas bien identifiés, implique une racine carrée possiblement inutile ;
– l’implantation est efficace et peut typiquement calculer des paramétrisations de l’intersection de quadriques avec des coefficients d’entrée ayant une cinquantaine de chiffres en moins de 50 millisecondes sur un PC standard.

Notre code peut être téléchargé sur les sites web du LORIA et de l’INRIA\(^8\). L’implantation C++ peut également être testée par l’intermédiaire d’une interface web\(^9\).

Nous prouvons également des bornes théoriques sur la taille des coefficients de sortie et comparons ces bornes aux valeurs observées. Grossièrement, la taille d’un coefficient de sortie est son logarithme à base le maximum (en valeur absolue) des coefficients des quadriques d’entrée. Par exemple, nous prouvons que, quand l’intersection est générique, les coefficients entiers de sortie ont une taille d’au plus \( 38 + 50h_p \) où \( h_p \) est la taille des coordonnées du point rationnel \( p \) choisi près de la quadrique \( Q_R \) dans l’étape 2 de l’algorithme générique. Nous observons également que, en pratique, pour des quadriques aléatoires avec des coefficients jusqu’à 10.000 chiffres, la taille des plus grands coefficients de sortie n’excède jamais 36. Ceci découle partiellement du fait que, dans la pratique, les coordonnées de \( p \) sont bornées par une constante et que \( h_p \) tend ainsi vers zéro quand la taille des coefficients d’entrée tend vers l’infini. Nous n’avons cependant aucune explication de pourquoi la limite de 36 est atteinte au lieu de 38.

Nous avons également fait des observations intéressantes sur la taille des coefficients de sortie dans les cas d’intersections singulières qui valident un choix de conception de l’algorithme. Nous observons, par exemple, que lorsque l’intersection est une cubique et une droite qui sont tangentes, la taille observée des coefficients de la cubique tend approximativement vers 8 ou 15 selon que la quadrique intermédiaire \( Q_R \) utilisée dans l’algorithme est choisie avec un rang minimal ou un rang maximal (c’est-à-dire avec une inertie \( (2,1) \) ou \( (2,2) \)). Ceci montre que notre décision de choisir une quadrique intermédiaire \( Q_R \) avec un rang minimal est une bonne stratégie concernant taille des coefficients de sortie.

Nous présentons également une analyse de performances expérimentales sur des données aléatoires et réelles. Par exemple, nous montrons que l’intersection de deux quadriques avec des coefficients aléatoires jusqu’à 50 chiffres prend approximativement 50 millisecondes et que les intersections des paires de quadriques dans le jeu d’échec de la figure 1.1 prend, en moyenne, 3.4 millisecondes sur un PC standard.

\(^9\)http://www.loria.fr/equipes/vegas/qi
3.2.3 Le diagramme de Voronoï de trois droites

Le diagramme de Voronoï d’un ensemble d’objets disjoints est une décomposition de l’espace en cellules, une cellule par objet, telles que la cellule associée à un objet se compose de tous les points qui sont plus près de cet objet que de tous les autres objets. Nous considérons, dans le chapitre 18, les diagrammes de Voronoï de droites dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) avec une métrique Euclidienne.

Les diagrammes de Voronoï ont été le sujet d’une quantité énorme de travaux de recherche. Pour des points, ces diagrammes et leurs complexités sont bien compris et des algorithmes optimaux aussi bien que des implantations robustes et efficaces existent pour leur calcul en toute dimension (voir, par exemple, [Aur91, AK99, BDP\(^+\)02, BDS\(^+\)92, CSY97, CS89a, For97, OBSC00, PT06, Sei81]). Néanmoins, quelques problèmes importants demeurent et ils sont toujours étudiés dans des publications récentes. Cette situation est également vraie pour les diagrammes de Voronoï de segments et polygones en deux dimensions [Kar04].

Pour les droites, segments, et polyèdres en trois dimensions, beaucoup moins est connu. En particulier, déterminer la complexité combinatoire du diagramme de Voronoï de \( n \) les droites ou segments de droites dans \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) est un problème majeur non résolu. La meilleure borne inférieure connue est \( \Omega(n^2) \) et la meilleure borne supérieure est \( O(n^{3+\varepsilon}) \) [Sha94]. Il est conjecturé que la complexité de tels diagrammes est quasiment quadratique. Dans le cas spécifique d’un ensemble de \( n \) droites avec un nombre fixé \( c \) d’orientations possibles, Koltun et Sharir en ont montré une borne supérieure de \( O(n^2+\varepsilon) \), pour \( \varepsilon > 0 \) [KS03].

Il y a peu d’algorithmes pour calculer exactement les diagrammes de Voronoï d’objets linéaires. La majeure partie de ces travaux a été effectuée dans le contexte du calcul de l’axe médian d’un polyèdre, c’est-à-dire du diagramme de Voronoï des faces du polyèdre [Cul00, Mil93]. Des progrès ont été récemment obtenus sur le problème connexe du calcul d’arrangements de quadriques (chaque cellule du diagramme de Voronoï est une cellule d’un tel arrangement) [BHK\(^+\)05, KKM99, MTT05, SW06, SS97]. Enfin, beaucoup d’articles présentent des algorithmes calculants des approximations de diagrammes de Voronoï (voir, par exemple, [DZ02, ER02, HCK\(^+\)99, TT97]).

Dans le chapitre 18, nous posons le problème fondamental de comprendre la structure du diagramme de Voronoï de trois droites. Une implantation robuste et efficace de diagrammes de Voronoï d’objets linéaires tridimensionnels exige un traitement complet des situations de base, c’est-à-dire des diagrammes de trois et quatre droites, points ou plans. Nous croyons également que cette étape est nécessaire pour pouvoir accomplir des progrès sur les questions de complexité, et en particulier pour prouver des bornes fines dans les pires cas. Nous présentons ici une caractérisation complète de la géométrie et la topologie du diagramme de Voronoï dans le cas élémentaire mais néanmoins difficile de trois droites en position générale.

Notre résultat principal, qui confirme une conjecture de Koltun et Sharir [KS03], est le suivant (voir la figure 3.3).

**Theorem 3.3.** La topologie du diagramme de Voronoï de trois droites deux à deux non coplanaires et qui ne sont pas parallèles à un même plan est invariante. Le trisecteur est composé de quatre branches infinies d’une quartique non singulière\(^{10} \) ou d’une cubique et d’une droite qui ne se coupent pas dans \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \). Chaque cellule de dimension deux est composée de deux

---

\(^{10}\)Une quartique non singulière est une courbe irréductible de degré quatre sans point singulier dans \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \).
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**Fig. 3.3** – Diagramme de Voronoï de trois droites $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, et $\ell_3$ en position générale : (a) face de Voronoï de dimension deux de $\ell_1$ et $\ell_2$, c’est-à-dire l’ensemble des points équidistants de $\ell_1$ et $\ell_2$ et plus proche d’eux que de $\ell_3$. (b) Projection orthogonale d’une face 2D sur un plan $\mathcal{P}$ muni d’un repère $(X,Y)$; la normale au plan est parallèle à la perpendiculaire commune de $\ell_1$ et $\ell_2$ et les axes $X$ et $Y$ sont parallèles aux droites bissectrices (dans $\mathcal{P}$) de la projection de $\ell_1$ et $\ell_2$ sur $\mathcal{P}$. La face 2D est bornée par quatre arcs d’une quartique non singulière.

...composantes connexes sur un parabololoïde hyperbolique qui sont bornées, respectivement, par trois et une des branches du trisecteur.

La technique de preuve, qui utilise fortement les outils modernes de calcul formel, est intéressante en tant que tel. Nous présentons également une caractérisation géométrique des configurations de trois droites (qui sont deux à deux non coplanaires et pas toutes parallèles à un même plan) dont le trisecteur n’est pas générique, c’est-à-dire qui consiste en une cubique et une droite.

La caractérisation du théorème 3.3 induit quelques propriétés fondamentales du diagramme de Voronoï de trois droites qui sont susceptibles d’être utiles pour l’analyse de complexité et le développement d’algorithmes efficaces pour le calcul de diagrammes de Voronoï et axes médians de droites ou polyèdres. Précisément, nous obtenons les résultats suivants.

**Propriété de monotonicité.** Étant donné trois droites deux à deux non coplanaires et non parallèles à un même plan, il existe une direction dans laquelle chacune des quatre branches du trisecteur est monotone.

**Theorem 3.4.** Soit $p$ un point qui appartient soit à (i) une cellule de dimension deux soit à (ii) la cellule de dimension un du diagramme de Voronoï de trois droites deux à deux non coplanaires et non parallèles à un même plan. Il existe des tests linéaires semi-algébriques pour

(i) décider sur quelle composante connexe de la cellule 2D le point $p$ appartient, ou

(ii) décider sur quelle branche du trisecteur le point $p$ appartient.

De plus, si les trois droites sont rationnelles, ces tests linéaires sont rationnels$^{11}$. Dans ce cas,

$^{11}$Un test linéaire rationnel signifie que les polynômes (dont les signes déterminent la composante connexe) sont de degré un en les coordonnées du point $p$ et ont des coefficients rationnels.
Il existe également un test semi algébrique linéaire pour
(iii) ordonner des points sur chaque branche du trisecteur.

On peut remarquer que les tests (i) et (ii) permettent de répondre à des questions de la forme : 
etant donné un point, déterminer dans quelle composante connexe de quelle cellule il se trouve. 
Notons également que les tests (ii) et (iii) devraient être utiles pour calculer des diagrammes de 
Voronoï de \( n \) droites puisque cela exige de localiser des points équidistants à quatre droites sur 
un arc de Voronoï de trois de ces droites.

L'idée de la preuve du théorème 3.3 est la suivante. Nous considérons trois droites en position 
générale, c'est-à-dire deux à deux non coplanaires et non parallèles à un même plan. L'idée 
est de montrer que la topologie du trisecteur est invariante par déformation continue sur l'ensemble 
de tous les triplets de trois droites en position générale et que cet ensemble est connexe. 
Le résultat découle alors de l'analyse de n'importe quel exemple.

Nous prouvons que le trisecteur est toujours homéomorphe à quatre droites deux à deux 
non coplanaires. Pour cela, nous prouvons que le trisecteur est toujours non singulier dans 
\( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) et a quatre points simples réels à l'infini. Pour prouver que le trisecteur est toujours non 
singulier, nous étudions le type de l'intersection de deux bissecteurs, qui sont des paraboloides 
hyperboliques.

Nous utilisons le résultat classique que l'intersection de deux quadriques est une quartique 
non singulière (dans \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \)) sauf lorsque le polynôme caractéristique de leur faisceau a (au moins) une racine multiple. Afin de déterminer quand cette équation a une racine multiple, nous déterminons quand son discriminant, \( \Delta \), est nul.

Ce discriminant a plusieurs facteurs, dont certains sont trivialement toujours strictement 
positifs. Nous montrons que le facteur restant, appelé le «gros facteur», est nul (sur les réels) 
seulement si un (petit) polynôme \( F \) est nul. Nous pressentons deux preuves de ce résultat. Nous pressentons tout d'abord une preuve simple et élégante, mais qui ne donne aucune intuition 
à savoir comment nous avons découvert ce résultat. Nous pressentons ensuite une preuve qui 
utilise fortement les outils modernes de calcul formel et qui ne demande aucune compréhension 
de la géométrie intrinsèque du problème. Cette preuve nous a initialement permis d'obtenir 
le résultat et, en partant de ce résultat, nous avons pu obtenir la preuve directe. Cette preuve 
originelle est de plus intéressante en elle-même car elle utilise une technique qui peut être 
appliquée à d'autres problèmes.

L'idée de cette preuve est la suivante. Nous montrons que le gros facteur est toujours positif 
ou nul en utilisant le package Maple RAGLib [RAG]. Ceci implique qu'il est nul seulement 
quand toutes ses dérivées partielles sont nulles. Nous considérons ainsi le système composé du 
gros facteur et de toutes ses dérivées partielles, et calculons sa base de Gröbner. Ceci donne 
trois équations de degré six. Nous considérons séparément deux composantes de solutions, une 
sur laquelle le polynôme \( F \), mentionné précédemment, est nul et l'autre sur laquelle \( F \neq 0 \).

Quand \( F \neq 0 \), des manipulations et simplifications, qui sont intéressantes en tant que telles, 
induisent une autre base de Gröbner, ayant les mêmes racines réelles, qui est composée de trois 
équations degré quatre. Nous prouvons qu'une de ces équations n'a aucune racine réelle ce qui 
implique que le système n'a pas de racine réelle et donc que \( \Delta = 0 \) n'a pas de racine réelle 
sur la composante considérée. Nous pouvons ainsi conclure que, dans ce cas, le trisecteur est 
toujours une quartique non singulière dans \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \). Quand \( F = 0 \), nous montrons, en substituant
\( F = 0 \) dans \( \Delta \) et en utilisant la classification des intersections de quadriques sur les réels (voir le tableau 3.4) que le trisecteur est une cubique et une droite qui ne se coupent pas dans \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \).

Nous pouvons ainsi conclure que le trisecteur est toujours une quartique non singulière ou une cubique et une droite qui ne se coupent pas dans l’espace réel et que donc le trisecteur est toujours non singulier dans \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \).

Nous montrons alors que le trisecteur contient toujours quatre points simples réels à l’infini et ainsi qu’il est toujours homéomorphe à quatre droites qui sont deux à deux non coplanaires. Il s’ensuit que la topologie des diagrammes de Voronoï est invariante par déformation continue sur tout ensemble connexe de triplets de droites en position générale. Nous montrons que l’ensemble des triplets de droites en position générale est connexe ce qui implique que la topologie des diagrammes de Voronoï est invariante. Enfin, nous déterminons la topologie du diagramme pour un triplet (quelconque) de trois droites, ce qui donne le résultat.
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Conclusion

Je présente, dans ce document, mes travaux récents les plus significatifs sur des problèmes de géométrie algorithmique non linéaire sur les droites et quadriques en trois dimensions. J’ai argumenté que l’étude des propriétés fondamentales et de l’algorithmique sur des primitives géométriques non linéaires est une direction de recherche utile et nécessaire qui est complémentaire à la recherche plus conventionnelle sur le calcul géométrique portant sur des primitives linéaires discrétisées.

La première partie de ce document présente un ensemble de travaux sur les droites et les segments de droite qui sont tangents ou transverses à des objets tridimensionnels. Des résultats récents sont présentés sur leurs propriétés structurelles et combinatoires, ainsi que sur l’algorithmique concernant leur calcul. Ces résultats sont appliqués aux problèmes du calcul de structures de données globales pour les problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle, lesquels ont motivé l’étude de tels ensembles de droites et segments. Ces travaux me mènent à croire que nous pouvons raisonnablement escompter obtenir des solutions algorithmiques robustes et certifiées à certains problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle difficiles comme le calcul exact et efficace des limites d’ombre et de pénombre. Il est utile de rappeler à nouveau que de tels algorithmes n’ont pas pour but de concurrencer en vitesse les techniques utilisant du matériel dédié en infographie, mais plutôt de fournir des solutions robustes et exactes au lieu d’approximations. Il est en effet utile de savoir, de temps à autre, la réponse correcte certifiée, ne serait-ce que pour pouvoir valider des méthodes ad-hoc.

Dans la deuxième partie de ce document, je présente des progrès substantiels sur deux problèmes bien connus de calcul géométrique sur des primitives courbes simples, à savoir des quadriques. Les travaux sur l’intersection de deux quadriques, hormis de fournir de nouveaux résultats théoriques, démontrent qu’une étude soignée de la géométrie mène à des réalisations efficaces et robustes. Les travaux sur la topologie des diagrammes de Voronoï de trois droites (une partition de l’espace par des morceaux de quadriques) montre, en outre, que les systèmes de calcul formel ont atteint un point où ils peuvent être employés efficacement pour prouver des théorèmes sur des problèmes géométriques non triviaux. Cependant, nous avons vu qu’exécuter de tels calculs algébriques tient plus d’un art que d’une science, en particulier, parce que, même pour des problèmes géométriques non linéaires apparemment simples, les calculs requis sont souvent à la limite des possibilités de tels systèmes. Cet ensemble de travaux montre que des progrès significatifs peuvent être accomplis sur divers problèmes classiques de géométrie algorithmique non linéaire et que des approches non discrétisées peuvent être extrêmement efficaces.
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dans la pratique.

En dépit de réels progrès, il reste beaucoup de travail. Concernant les problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle, des solutions algorithmiques pour calculer efficacement des structures de visibilité, comme le squelette de visibilité, sont maintenant en vue. Ceci donne l’espoir de pouvoir apporter des solutions effectives à des problèmes comme celui du calcul des limites d’ombre et de pénombre induites par des sources lumineuses non triviales ou comme celui du calcul de requêtes de visibilité de surface à surface. Ces problèmes restent cependant en grande partie ouverts. De nombreux problèmes sur le calcul géométrique avec des surfaces algébriques de bas degré restent également ouverts. Par exemple, il n’y a aucune implantation robuste et efficace pour calculer des arrangements, ou des morceaux d’arrangements, de quadriques ou pour le problème connexe du calcul de diagrammes de Voronoï de polyèdres. Les méthodes actuelles sont loin d’être efficaces et/ou utilisables et, bien que les complexités algorithmiques et arithmétiques de ces problèmes soient intrinsèquement élevées, il y a certainement beaucoup de possibilité d’amélioration que ça soit au niveau théorique ou pratique.
Deuxième partie

Propriétés des droites et segments de $\mathbb{R}^3$ et problèmes de visibilité tridimensionnelle
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Common tangents to spheres in $\mathbb{R}^3$

Cet article a été publié dans Discrete Computational Geometry [BGLP06] ainsi que dans la thèse de X. Goaoc [Goa04].

Abstract

We prove that four spheres in $\mathbb{R}^3$ have infinitely many real common tangents if and only if they have aligned centers and at least one real common tangent.

5.1 Introduction

A major issue in geometric computing is to handle degenerate inputs properly in order to design robust algorithms. This often requires recognizing such an input to begin with. In 3D visibility problems, which are ubiquitous in computer graphics and image synthesis, objects with a set of common tangents of improper dimension constitute degenerate configurations, as detailed in the survey of Durand [Dur00]. In this paper, we determine all degenerate configurations of four distinct spheres, that is all configurations of four spheres with infinitely many common tangents.

The study of real lines tangent to basic geometric objects has been very active in recent years. This topic includes two closely related directions of research, namely the characterization of degenerate configurations and the enumeration of lines satisfying geometric constraints. Usually, these problems are approached by studying the degeneracies and counting the number of solutions of some specific polynomial system. The difficulty often resides in eliminating imaginary solutions, solutions at infinity, and components of positive dimension of solutions in order to retain only real affine solutions.

The case of lines tangent to spheres has been persistently investigated. Macdonald et al. [MPT01] proved that four unit spheres have at most 12 common tangents in general, and infinitely many common tangents if and only if the centers are aligned. The bound of 12 was independently obtained by Devillers et al. [DMPT03]. Examples show that, in the finite case, this bound is tight [DMPT03, MPT01], yet, according to Megyesi [Meg01], it drops to 8 in the case of unit spheres with coplanar but non-collinear centers. However, the upper bound of 12 remains valid when the spheres have arbitrary radii. Sottile and Theobald [ST02] proved that there are $3 \cdot 2^{n-1}$ complex common tangent lines to $2n - 2$ general spheres in $\mathbb{R}^n$, and that there exists a choice of spheres with all common tangents real.

Recently, progress has also been made in understanding the varieties of common tangents to spheres and transversals to lines. Theobald [The02] described the configurations of three lines and a sphere having infinitely many common tangents/transversals. Next, Megyesi et al. [MST03] characterized the families of two lines and two quadrics of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ with infinitely many tangents/transversals, and applied their results to the case of two lines and two spheres of $\mathbb{R}^3$. Last, Megyesi and Sottile [MS05] classified the families of one line and three spheres of $\mathbb{R}^3$ with infinitely many tangents/transversals.

The question of characterizing the positions of four spheres of various radii with infinitely many common tangents remained open. Quoting Theobald [The02] : “We conjecture that there does not exist any configuration...”
with four balls of arbitrary radii, non-collinear centers and infinitely many common tangent lines.” In this paper, we confirm this expectation and prove

**Theorem 5.1.** Four distinct spheres in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) have infinitely many real common tangent lines if and only if they have aligned centers and at least one real common tangent.

More precisely we prove that four spheres with infinitely many common real tangents either intersect in a circle, possibly degenerating to a point, or each sphere has a circle of tangency with one and the same quadric of revolution with symmetry axis the line through all centers (see Figure 5.1); such a quadric is *unique* and can be a cone, a cylinder or a hyperboloid of one sheet. Furthermore, the common tangents to the four spheres are exactly the common tangents to any three of them.

![Figure 5.1](image-url) – Two examples of quadruples of spheres with infinitely many common tangents.

After introducing some notations and preliminaries in Section 5.2, we treat the case of four spheres with affinely independent centers in Section 5.3. Next, we handle in Section 5.4 the more intricate case of spheres with coplanar centers, no three aligned. Section 5.5 ends the proof of Theorem 5.1 with the case of three aligned centers. We obtain, at the same time, the algebraic and semi-algebraic conditions on radii and mutual distances between centers, which characterize four spheres with infinitely many common real tangents.

### 5.2 Preliminaries

**Notations**

Our proofs use points and vectors from \( \mathbb{R}^n \) and from the real and complex projective spaces of dimension \( n, \mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{R}) \) and \( \mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{C}) \). We make no distinction between a point \( p \) and the vector from the origin of the frame to \( p \). For more clarity, we denote an element of \( \mathbb{R}^n \) by \((a_1, \ldots, a_n)\), and an element of \( \mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{R}) \) or \( \mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{C}) \) by \((a_1 : \ldots : a_{n+1})\).

For any two vectors \( a, b \) of \( \mathbb{R}^n \), \( \mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{R}) \), or \( \mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{C}) \), we denote by \( a \cdot b \) their dot product, by \( a \times b \) their cross product, and by \( |a|^2 \) the dot product \( a \cdot a \) (note that \( |a|^2 \) is not the square of the norm of \( a \) when \( a \) has imaginary coordinates).

Let \( S_i \) denote the sphere of \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) with center \( c_i \) and radius \( r_i > 0 \), for \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \), and \((e_1, e_2, e_3)\) be an orthonormal frame of \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). Without loss of generality, we assume that \( c_1 \) is the origin of our frame. The axis of a set of spheres with aligned centers is the line going through these centers.

**Tangents to four spheres**

We begin by reviewing the description of the common tangent lines to four spheres as solutions of a polynomial system, as in [MPT01]. We represent a line in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) by its closest point to the origin \( p \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) and its direction vector \( v \in \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R}) \). Let \( M \) denote the matrix \([c_2, c_3, c_4]^T\) and \( \Phi_0 \) and \( \Phi_2(v) \) be the vectors

\[
\Phi_0 = \begin{pmatrix}
|c_2|^2 + r_1^2 - r_2^2 \\
|c_3|^2 + r_1^2 - r_3^2 \\
|c_4|^2 + r_1^2 - r_4^2
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \Phi_2(v) = -\begin{pmatrix}
(c_2 \cdot v)^2 \\
(c_3 \cdot v)^2 \\
(c_4 \cdot v)^2
\end{pmatrix}.
\]
Lemma 5.2. The lines tangent to the four spheres $S_1, \ldots, S_4$ are the common solutions $(p, v)$ in $\mathbb{R}^3 \times \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})$ of the equations

\begin{align*}
p \cdot v &= 0, \\
|p|^2 &= r_i^2, \\
2|v|^2 M p &= \Phi_2(v) + |v|^2 \Phi_0.
\end{align*}

\textbf{Proof.} A couple $(p, v) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \times \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})$ represents a line if and only if Equation (5.1) is satisfied. A line $(p, v)$ is tangent to sphere $S_i$ if and only if its squared distance to $c_i$ is $r_i^2$ that is, if and only if

$$|(c_i - p) \times v|^2 = r_i^2 |v|^2.$$ 

Expanding this equation yields

$$|c_i \times v|^2 + |p \times v|^2 - 2(c_i \times v) \cdot (p \times v) = r_i^2 |v|^2.$$

Applying to $(c_i \times v) \cdot (p \times v)$ the scalar triple product identity $a \cdot (b \times c) = b \cdot (c \times a)$, then the vector triple product identity $a \times (b \times c) = (a \cdot c)b - (a \cdot b)c$ and finally using Equation (5.1) we get

$$(p \times v) \cdot (c_i \times v) = c_i \cdot [(v \times (p \times v)) = c_i \cdot ((v \cdot v)p - (v \cdot p)v) = |v|^2 c_i \cdot p.$$ 

Since $p$ and $v$ are orthogonal, $|p \times v|^2 = |p|^2 |v|^2$ and thus Equation (5.4) becomes

$$2|v|^2 c_i \cdot p = |c_i \times v|^2 + |v|^2 (|p|^2 - r_i^2).$$ 

As $|c_i \times v|^2 + (c_i \cdot v)^2 = |c_i|^2 |v|^2$, we finally get that

$$2|v|^2 c_i \cdot p = -(c_i \cdot v)^2 + |v|^2 (|c_i|^2 + |p|^2 - r_i^2).$$

Equation (5.5) for $i = 1$ is equivalent to Equation (5.2) since $c_1$ is the origin of the frame. It follows that the four equations (5.5) for $i = 1, \ldots, 4$ are equivalent to the two equations (5.2) and (5.3). 

The approach used to show that infinitely many tangent lines to spheres can only happen when the centers of the spheres are aligned is as follows. We eliminate $p$ among the equations (5.1)-(5.3), giving two curves\footnote{A cubic and a quartic when the centers are affinely independent, a conic and a sextic when the centers are coplanar with no three aligned.} in the 2D projective space of directions, whose intersection contains all directions along which a common tangent line to the four spheres is observed. We then prove that, when the centers are non-collinear, the two curves intersect in a finite number of points.

The key idea behind the proofs of Section 5.3 (affinely independent centers) and Section 5.4 (coplanar centers) is that if the two curves, envisaged as complex projective curves, had a common component of positive dimension, this component would intersect the imaginary conic $|v|^2 = 0$ and we show that this is not the case. Intersecting the curve with $|v|^2 = 0$ is inspired by the relation of the Grassmannian of lines in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ with the $(p, v)$ coordinate system, well adapted to the representation of lines in the affine part $\mathbb{R}^3 \subset \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$.

It should be stressed that any solution to the problem of characterizing sets of four spheres with infinitely many tangent lines must be computational to some extent, because while we are interested in real lines, the “native” system of equations is over $\mathbb{C}$. Any understanding of the system should involve sensitivity to complex degeneracies. In our proof, computations flow towards revealing such complex degeneracies, but are short-circuited by use of reality assumptions.
5.3 Affinely independent centers

We first investigate the case of spheres with affinely independent centers.

**Proposition 5.3.** Four spheres with affinely independent centers have at most twelve common tangent lines.

**Proof.** First note that matrix $M$ is invertible since the spheres have affinely independent centers. Considering $(p, v)$ in $\mathbb{R}^3 \times \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})$, we have $|v|^2 \neq 0$ and thus Equations (5.1)-(5.3) are equivalent to the three equations

\[ p = M^{-1} \left( \frac{\Phi_2(v)}{2|v|^2} + \frac{1}{2} \Phi_0 \right), \tag{5.6} \]

\[ (M^{-1} \Phi_2(v) + |v|^2 \Phi_0) \cdot v = 0, \tag{5.7} \]

\[ |M^{-1} \Phi_2(v) + |v|^2 \Phi_0|^2 = 4r_1^2 |v|^4. \tag{5.8} \]

Equation (5.6) expresses the point $p$ in terms of the direction vector $v$, proving that there is at most one line tangent to the four spheres with a given direction. The remaining equations are a cubic (5.7) and a quartic (5.8) in $v$, and their intersection represents the directions $v \in \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})$ along which there is a tangent to the four spheres. We want to prove that the cubic and the quartic intersect in at most 12 points in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})$. For that purpose we prove this property in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$, by contradiction.

If the cubic and the quartic have in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$ a common component of positive dimension, this component intersects the conic $|v|^2 = 0$; this is a property of any two curves in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$ which does not dispute the fact that the real solutions of Equations (5.6)-(5.8) satisfy $|v|^2 \neq 0$. We now prove that the intersection in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$ of the cubic (5.7), the quartic (5.8) and the conic $|v|^2 = 0$ is empty. This system simplifies to

\[
\begin{align*}
|v|^2 &= 0, \\
(M^{-1} \Phi_2(v)) \cdot v &= 0, \\
|M^{-1} \Phi_2(v)|^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The first two equations express the fact that $M^{-1} \Phi_2(v)$ is on the tangent at $v$ to the smooth conic $|v|^2 = 0$, and the last that $M^{-1} \Phi_2(v)$ itself is on that conic. It follows that $M^{-1} \Phi_2(v)$ and $v$ are one and the same projective point. Thus there exists $\mu \neq 0$ in $\mathbb{C}$ such that

\[ M^{-1} \Phi_2(v) = \mu v, \text{ that is } \Phi_2(v) = \mu Mv. \]

Expanding this last equality yields $-(c_i \cdot v)^2 = \mu c_i \cdot v$, for $i = 2, \ldots, 4$, which implies that every term $c_i \cdot v$ is 0 or $-\mu$. This leads to

\[ Mv = -\mu \begin{pmatrix} a_2 \\ a_3 \\ a_4 \end{pmatrix} \tag{5.9} \]

where each $a_i$ is equal to 0 or 1. Let $a$ denote the vector of the $a_i$. Plugging $v = \mu M^{-1} a$ in the equation of the conic $|v|^2 = 0$ yields

\[ \mu^2 |M^{-1} a|^2 = 0. \]

The vector $M^{-1} a$ is real, thus $\mu = 0$ or $a = 0$. In both cases, Equation (5.9) implies $v = 0$. Thus there is no common solution in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$ for the system of the conic, the cubic and the quartic, hence the cubic (5.7) and quartic (5.8) cannot intersect in a curve. By Bezout’s Theorem, they intersect in at most 12 points, and since there is at most one line tangent to the four spheres with a given direction by Equation (5.6), this completes the proof. \(\square\ \square\)

5.4 Coplanar centers

We now treat the more intricate case of four spheres whose centers are coplanar but such that no three centers are aligned.
Proposition 5.4. Four spheres with coplanar centers, no three aligned, have at most twelve common tangents.

Let \((p, v) \in \mathbb{R}^3 \times \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})\) represent a line tangent to the four spheres \(S_1, \ldots, S_4\). By Lemma 5.2, \((p, v)\) is solution of Equations (5.1)-(5.3). As in Section 5.3, we start by extracting from these equations two equations in \(v\).

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the sphere centers span the plane \((e_1, e_2)\):

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
  c_{21} & c_{22} & 0 \\
  c_{31} & c_{32} & 0 \\
  c_{41} & c_{42} & 0
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Let \(M_{12}\) be the \(2 \times 2\) upper left sub-matrix of \(M\), which is invertible since no three centers are aligned. For any vector \(a\), let \(a_{12}\) be the vector that consists of the first two rows of \(a\) and \(a_3\) be its third row.

Let us first assume that \(v_3 \neq 0\). It follows from \(p \cdot v = 0\) that

\[
p_3 = -\frac{p_{12} \cdot v_{12}}{v_3}, \quad (5.10)
\]

and \(p_{12}\) is characterized using Equation (5.3):

\[
2|v|^2 p_{12} = M_{12}^{-1} \cdot (\Phi_2(v))_{12} + |v|^2 (\Phi_0)_{12}.
\]

Let \(\Psi_2(v) = M_{12}^{-1} \cdot (\Phi_2(v))_{12}\) and \(\Psi_0 = M_{12}^{-1} \cdot (\Phi_0)_{12}\). As \(\Phi_2(v)\) and \(\Psi_2(v)\) do not depend on \(v_3\), we may write them as \(\Phi_2(v_{12})\) and \(\Psi_2(v_{12})\). Then

\[
2|v|^2 p_{12} = \Psi_2(v_{12}) + |v|^2 \Psi_0. \quad (5.11)
\]

Substituting the expression of \(p_3\) from Equation (5.10) in Equation (5.2) gives

\[
|p_{12}|^2 + \left(\frac{p_{12} \cdot v_{12}}{v_3}\right)^2 - r_1^2 = 0.
\]

Then multiplying by \(4|v|^4 v_3^2\) and substituting \(2|v|^2 p_{12}\) by its expression from Equation (5.11) gives the following sextic equation in \(v\):

\[
v_3^2 |\Psi_2(v_{12}) + |v|^2 \Psi_0|^2 + ((\Psi_2(v_{12}) + |v|^2 \Psi_0) \cdot v_{12})^2 - 4|v|^4 v_3^2 r_1^2 = 0. \quad (5.12)
\]

For any \(p, q\) in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\), we have, by transposition:

\[
(Mp) \cdot q = p \cdot (M^T q).
\]

Let \(\omega\) be a non-zero kernel vector of \(M^T\). Then \((Mp) \cdot \omega = p \cdot (M^T \omega) = 0\). Substituting the expression of \(Mp\) from Equation (5.3), we obtain that \(v\) must be on the following conic:

\[
\Phi_2(v_{12}) \cdot \omega + |v|^2 \Phi_0 \cdot \omega = 0. \quad (5.13)
\]

Notice that Equations (5.12) and (5.13), obtained for \(v_3 \neq 0\), are still valid for \(v_3 = 0\) by continuity. We thus get the following lemma.

Lemma 5.5. The direction \(v \in \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})\) of a line tangent to the four spheres \(S_1, \ldots, S_4\) satisfies the sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13).

Lemma 5.6. If the sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13) admit a component of positive dimension of common solutions in \(\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})\), then it intersects the conic \(v_3^2 = 0\) and any point \(v\) in the intersection satisfies

\[
\exists \lambda \in \mathbb{C}, \quad \Psi_2(v_{12}) = \lambda v_{12} \quad (5.14)
\]

\[
\Phi_2(v_{12}) \cdot \omega = 0. \quad (5.15)
\]
Proof. If Equations (5.12) and (5.13) share a component of positive dimension in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$, then this component, seen as a curve of $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$, intersects the conic $|v|^2 = 0$. Let $v \in \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$ be in this intersection. Then Equation (5.13) becomes Equation (5.15). Now, it follows from $|v|^2 = 0$ that $v_3 = -|v_{12}|^2$, and thus Equation (5.12) becomes

$$-|v_{12}|^2|\Psi_2(v_{12})|^2 + (\Psi_2(v_{12}) \cdot v_{12})^2 = 0.$$ 

Since $|x|^2|y|^2 - (x \cdot y)^2 = \det(x, y)^2$ for any $x, y \in \mathbb{C}^2$, the equation is equivalent to $\det(v_{12}, \Psi_2(v_{12})) = 0$ which is equivalent to Equation (5.14) ($v$ is on $|v|^2 = 0$ so we cannot have $v_{12} = 0$).

In the following we consider the centers $c_1 = 0, c_2, c_3, c_4$ as 2D points (i.e., we forget the third coordinate, which is 0). For any vector $x \in \mathbb{R}^2$ we denote by $x^\perp$ its orthogonal vector obtained by a rotation of angle $\pi/2$.

Lemma 5.7. If Equations (5.14) and (5.15) have a common solution $v_{12}$ in $\mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{C})$, it must satisfy $v_{12} = c_i^\perp$ and $v_{12} \cdot (c_j - c_k) = 0$, with $\{i, j, k\} = \{2, 3, 4\}$ (which implies that $c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4$ are the vertices of a trapezoid).

Proof. From $M^T \omega = 0$ we get

$$M^T \omega = \begin{pmatrix} M^T_{12} & c_4 \\ 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \omega_{12} \\ \omega_3 \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} M^T_{12} \omega_{12} + \omega_3 c_4 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} = 0.$$ 

Thus $\omega_{12} = -\omega_3 (M^T_{12})^{-1} c_4$ and $\omega_3 \neq 0$ (otherwise, $\omega_{12} = 0$ thus $\omega = 0$ contradicting its definition). Now, we can write Equation (5.15) as $(\Phi_2(v_{12}))_{12} \cdot \omega_{12} - (c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2 \omega_3 = 0$, and substituting our expression of $\omega_{12}$ yields

$$-\omega_3 (\Phi_2(v_{12}))_{12} \cdot ((M^T_{12})^{-1} c_4) - (c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2 \omega_3 = 0,$$

which simplifies, by transposition, into

$$(M^{-1}_{12} (\Phi_2(v_{12}))_{12}) \cdot c_4 + (c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2 = 0.$$ 

Hence, an equivalent expression for Equation (5.15) is:

$$\Psi_2(v_{12}) \cdot c_4 + (c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2 = 0.$$ 

Substituting $\Psi_2(v_{12}) = \lambda v_{12}$ from Equation (5.14) into (5.16) leads to

$$(c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2 = -\lambda c_4 \cdot v_{12}.$$ 

By a similar reasoning, we can express the conic (5.15) using $c_2$ or $c_3$ in expressions similar to Equation (5.16), and the above argument yields that:

$$(c_i \cdot v_{12})^2 = -\lambda c_i \cdot v_{12}, \quad i = 2, 3, 4.$$ 

(5.17)

If $c_i \cdot v_{12} \neq 0$ for $i = 2, 3$, and 4 then $(c_2 - c_3) \cdot v_{12} = (c_2 - c_4) \cdot v_{12} = 0$ and, since $c_2, c_3$ and $c_4$ are not aligned, $v_{12} = 0$ contradicting $v_{12} \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{C})$. Hence, $v_{12}$ must be orthogonal to some $c_i, i \in \{2, 3, 4\}$. Since $v_{12} \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{C})$, we can assume that $v_{12} = c_i^\perp$. Since no three centers are aligned, $v_{12}$ is orthogonal to neither $c_j$ nor $c_k$, with $\{i, j, k\} = \{2, 3, 4\}$. Thus Equation (5.17) yields

$$-\lambda = c_j \cdot c_i^\perp = c_k \cdot c_i^\perp,$$

and so $c_i^\perp \cdot (c_j - c_k) = 0$.

This means that the segments $c_i c_i$ and $c_j c_k$ are parallel and thus the centers of the spheres are the vertices of a trapezoid.

Lemma 5.8. If the sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13) have a common component of positive dimension in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{C})$, Equations (5.14) and (5.15) have at least two distinct solutions in $\mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{C})$. 


Proof. Assume that the sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13) share a component of positive dimension. Then by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7, Equations (5.14) and (5.15) admit a common solution \( v_{12} = c_4^+ \) for \( i = 2, 3, \) or 4. By relabeling if necessary, we can assume \( v_{12} = c_4^+ \). Suppose, for a contradiction, that \( c_4^+ \) is the unique common solution of Equations (5.14) and (5.15).

By Lemma 5.6, any point in the intersection of the conic \(|v|^2 = 0\) and the common component of the sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13) satisfies Equations (5.14) and (5.15). Thus any such point satisfies \( v_{12} = c_4^+ \) and \(|v|^2 = 0\), and is equal to one of the two points of coordinates \((c_4^+ : \pm i|c_4|)\). Hence the common component contains at least one of these two points.

The common component of the sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13) is either the conic itself or a line. In the latter case, the equation of the line is real because otherwise its conjugate is also contained in the conic and in the sextic (since their equations are real); the sextic then contains the conic, which corresponds to the first case. Hence the equation of the common component is real in both cases. Thus, since the common component contains one of the two points \((c_4^+ : \pm i|c_4|)\), it also contains its conjugate, hence the two points.

We now discard the case where the common component is the conic by deriving a contradiction with our assumption that no three centers are collinear. If the conic is contained in the sextic, it meets \(|v|^2 = 0\) in the two points \((c_4^+ : \pm i|c_4|)\), which are therefore tangency points. This means that Equation (5.16), which is our conic mod \(|v|^2 = 0\), has a double root at \( v_{12} = c_4^+ \). Since any degree-two polynomial in \( v_{12} \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{C}) \) that has \( c_4^+ \) as double root is proportional to \((c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2\), we get that

\[
\Psi_2(v_{12}) \cdot c_4 = \alpha(c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2
\]

for some \( \alpha \in \mathbb{C} \) and all \( v_{12} \in \mathbb{P}_1(\mathbb{C}) \). Computing \( \det(M_{12})M_{12}^{-1} \) gives the matrix with columns \([-c_4^a,c_4^b] \), thus our equation becomes

\[
\Psi_2(v_{12}) \cdot c_4 = \frac{1}{\det(M_{12})} \left[ (c_4^1 \cdot c_4)(c_2 \cdot v_{12})^2 - (c_4^2 \cdot c_4)(c_3 \cdot v_{12})^2 \right] = \alpha(c_4 \cdot v_{12})^2.
\]

Since the four centers form a trapezoid we have \( c_4 = v (c_2 - c_3) \) for some \( v \in \mathbb{R}^3 \). Replacing \( c_4 \) by its expression and simplifying by factor \( c_4 \cdot c_2 = -c_4 \cdot c_3 \) yields

\[
(c_2 \cdot v_{12})^2 - (c_3 \cdot v_{12})^2 = \kappa((c_2 - c_3) \cdot v_{12})^2,
\]

for some \( \kappa \in \mathbb{C} \). Writing \( v_{12} = xc_4^a + yc_4^b \) we obtain

\[
(c_2 \cdot c_3^a)^2(y^2 - x^2 - \kappa(x+y)^2) = 0
\]

for all \((x,y) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{C})\), which forces the proportionality of \( c_2 \) and \( c_3 \) and their alignment with \( c_1 \). Thus, if no three centers are aligned the conic cannot be contained in the sextic.

Now we examine the second alternative, when the common component of the sextic (12) and the conic (13) is a line. This line contains the two points \((c_4^+ : \pm i|c_4|)\) and thus contains the point \((c_4^+ : v_3)\) for all \( v_3 \in \mathbb{C} \). Thus all the coefficients of the sextic (5.12) viewed as an equation in \( v_3 \) with coefficients depending on \( v_{12} = c_4^+ \) must vanish. In particular the constant and the coefficient of \( v_3^2 \) minus \(|c_4|^4\) times the coefficient of \( v_3^2 \) both vanish and are equal to

\[
\Psi_2(c_4^+) \cdot c_4^+ + |c_4|^2 |c_0^+ \cdot c_4^+ = 0,
\]

\[
|\Psi_2(c_4^+)|^2 + 2|c_4|^2 |\Psi_0 \cdot c_4^+| \cdot 0 = 0.
\]

From the proof of Lemma 5.7, we know that \( \Psi_2(c_4^+) = \lambda c_4^+ \) with \( \lambda = -c_2 \cdot c_4^+ = -c_3 \cdot c_4^+ \). Thus, the relations become

\[
|c_4|^2(\lambda + \Psi_0 \cdot c_4^+) = 0,
\]

\[
\lambda |c_4|^2(\lambda + 2\Psi_0 \cdot c_4^+) = 0.
\]

Since no three centers are aligned, \( \lambda \neq 0 \) and \(|c_4|^2 \neq 0\), and these two equations imply \( \lambda = 0 \), a contradiction. \(\Box\)
Lemma 5.9. The sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13) cannot have a component of positive dimension of common solutions.

Proof. Assume that the sextic (5.12) and the conic (5.13) have a common component of positive dimension. Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 yield that Equations (5.14) and (5.15) then have at least two distinct solutions among \{c^1_2, c^1_3, c^1_4\}. By relabeling the centers, we may assume these solutions are \(c^1_2\) and \(c^1_4\). Lemma 5.7 gives that
\[
c^1_2 \cdot (c^4_2 - c^3_3) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad c^1_4 \cdot (c^4_2 - c^3_2) = 0.
\]
Thus, \(c_2\) is proportional to \(c^4_2 - c^3_3\), and \(c_3\) is proportional to \(c^4_2 - c^3_2\). Therefore, \(c_2 + c_3 = c_5\) and the centers form a parallelogram. By translating our frame to the center of that parallelogram, we may assume that the centers are at \(a = (a_1, a_2, 0), b = (b_1, b_2, 0)\), \(-a\) and \(-b\), with corresponding radii \(r_i, i = 1, \ldots, 4\). On occasion, we abuse notation, and allow \(a\) and \(b\) to stand for \((a_1, a_2)\), respectively \((b_1, b_2)\).

Subtracting Equation (5.5) for \(i = 1\) from its expression for \(i = 3\) leads to
\[
4(a \cdot p) = r^2_3 - r^2_1,
\]
and the same operation for \(i = 2\) and \(i = 4\) yields
\[
4(b \cdot p) = r^2_2 - r^2_1.
\]
This shows that the first two coordinates \(p_{12}\) of \(p\) are determined by centers and radii alone, and remain constant. Thus, all the common tangents to the four spheres meet the line perpendicular to the plane of the centers in \(p_{12}\).

A theorem in the preprint [MS05] addresses a situation of this nature and shows that the common tangents to three spheres which meet at the same time a fixed line cannot be infinitely many unless their three centers are collinear. We give here an independent proof which continues the above line of thought.

Recall that (12) and (13) were obtained from (1)-(3) by eliminating \(p\). Operating “in reverse”, it is easy to see that a one-dimensional component of solutions for (12) and (13) would produce a one-dimensional family of solutions for (1)-(3). We show now this cannot happen.

Rewriting (5.5) for the centers \(a\) and \(b\) gives
\[
(a \cdot v)^2 = |v|^2 \left(|a|^2 + |p|^2 - \frac{1}{2}(r^2_1 + r^2_2)\right), \tag{5.18}
\]
\[
(b \cdot v)^2 = |v|^2 \left(|b|^2 + |p|^2 - \frac{1}{2}(r^2_2 + r^2_3)\right). \tag{5.19}
\]
Let \(\alpha = |a|^2 - \frac{1}{2}(r^2_1 + r^2_2)\) and \(\beta = |b|^2 - \frac{1}{2}(r^2_2 + r^2_3)\). Subtracting (5.19) from (5.18) gives the conic
\[
((a + b) \cdot v_{12}) (\langle a - b \rangle \cdot v_{12}) = |v|^2 (\alpha - \beta). \tag{5.20}
\]
Multiplying (5.18), (5.19), and \(v^2_3\) together and dividing by \(|v|^2\) gives
\[
(a \cdot v_{12})^2(\beta + |p_{12}|^2 + p^2_3)v^2_3 = (b \cdot v_{12})^2(\alpha + |p_{12}|^2 + p^2_3)v^2_3,
\]
or equivalently, using (5.10),
\[
(|p_{12}|^2 v^2_3 + (p_{12} \cdot v_{12})^2)((a + b) \cdot v_{12})((a - b) \cdot v_{12}) = v^2_3(\alpha(b \cdot v_{12})^2 - \beta(a \cdot v_{12})^2). \tag{5.21}
\]
For the conic (5.20) and the quartic (5.21) to have a common one-dimensional component, it is necessary that equality holds for any \(v_{12} \in \mathbb{P}^1\) and some adequate value(s) for \(v_3\). Indeed, the projection \(v \mapsto v_{12}\) of the common component cannot be constant, for with fixed \(v_{12}\) and (already known) fixed \(p_{12}\), equations (5.10) and (5.18) (or (5.19)) would determine only a finite number of solutions \(v_3\).

Evaluating (5.20) and (5.21) at \(v_{12} = (a + b)^{-1}\), we find no possible value for \(v_3\), unless \(\alpha = \beta\). Returning this necessary condition into (5.20) implies \(v_{12} = (a \pm b)^{-1}\) contradicting the fact that (5.20) and (5.21) holds for all \(v_{12} \in \mathbb{P}^1\). □
We now conclude on the case of spheres with coplanar centers.

**Proof of Proposition 5.4.** By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.9, there are finitely many directions along which the spheres have a common tangent. For each such direction \( v \), a line tangent to the four spheres projects onto a plane orthogonal to \( v \) into a point that lies on the common intersection of the four circles obtained as the boundary of the projection of each sphere. There are thus at most two lines tangent to the four spheres per direction. Hence there are finitely many lines tangent to the four spheres. Now, the bound of 12 directly follows from the non-coplanar case (Proposition 5.3) by continuity. 

\[ \square \]

### 5.5 Collinear centers

We conclude in this section the proof of Theorem 5.1. We first establish the following lemma.

**Lemma 5.10.** The common tangents to three distinct spheres with collinear centers and no common intersection are, if any, the ruling(s) of a single quadric of revolution with symmetry axis the line through all centers. This quadric can be a cone, a cylinder, or a hyperboloid of one sheet.

**Proof.** Suppose that three distinct spheres with collinear centers admit a common tangent. Such a tangent is not orthogonal to the axis of the three spheres since they have no common intersection. Furthermore, such a tangent remains tangent after a rotation about this axis. Thus the common tangents to the three spheres are the rulings of a collection \( \mathcal{Q} \) of quadrics of revolution with symmetry axis the line through all centers (see Figure 5.1); these quadrics have to be cylinders, cones, or hyperboloids of one sheet. Assume for a contradiction that \( \mathcal{Q} \) consists of more than one quadric.

We take the line through the centers to be the \( y \)-axis in some \((x,y)\)-plane. This plane intersects the quadrics of \( \mathcal{Q} \) into a collection \( \mathcal{C} \) of conics symmetric with respect to the \( y \)-axis which have equations of the following form:

\[
  x^2 + Ay^2 + By + C = 0, \quad A \leq 0, \quad B^2 - 4AC \leq 0. \tag{5.22}
\]

The \((x,y)\)-plane also intersects the three spheres into three circles, with centers \((0, \alpha_i)\) and radii \(r_i\), \(i = 1, \ldots, 3\), that are tangent to the conics of \( \mathcal{C} \). Since these conics and circles are symmetric with respect to the \( y \)-axis, two of them are tangent if and only if they intersect in exactly two points with same \( y \)-coordinate. Thus a conic (5.22) and a circle of center \((0, \alpha_i)\) and radius \(r_i\) are tangent if and only if

\[
  (x^2 + Ay^2 + By + C) - (x^2 + (y - \alpha_i)^2 - r_i^2) = 0
\]

has a double solution in \( y \), i.e. the discriminant vanishes:

\[
  \delta_i = (B + 2\alpha_i)^2 - 4(A - 1)(C + r_i^2 - \alpha_i^2) = 0. \tag{5.23}
\]

For the three circles, this gives a system of three equations in the three indeterminates \((A, B, C)\). This system is linear in \( C \) (with a non-zero coefficient since \( A \leq 0 \)) and thus has more than one solution only if the linear system in \((A, B)\)

\[
\begin{cases}
  \delta_1 - \delta_2 = ((\alpha_1^2 - \alpha_2^2) - (r_1^2 - r_2^2))A + (\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)B + r_1^2 - r_2^2 = 0 \\
  \delta_1 - \delta_3 = ((\alpha_1^2 - \alpha_3^2) - (r_1^2 - r_3^2))A + (\alpha_1 - \alpha_3)B + r_1^2 - r_3^2 = 0
\end{cases}
\]

does, that is only if the determinant of the coefficients of \( A \) and \( B \), and the determinant of the constant coefficients and the coefficients of \( B \) both vanish. The sum of these determinants also vanishes and is equal to

\[
\begin{vmatrix}
  \alpha_1^2 - \alpha_2^2 & \alpha_1 - \alpha_2 \\
  \alpha_1^2 - \alpha_3^2 & \alpha_1 - \alpha_3
\end{vmatrix} = (\alpha_1 - \alpha_2)(\alpha_1 - \alpha_3)(\alpha_2 - \alpha_3).
\]

Hence at least two centers are equal which implies that one sphere is strictly contained in another. The three spheres thus have no common tangent, a contradiction. 

\[ \square \]
Remark 5.11. Actually solving the system (5.23), $i = 1, 2, 3$, yields, in terms of radii and oriented distances between centers $d_{ij} = \alpha_j - \alpha_i$:

$$A = \frac{1}{D} (r_1^2 d_{23} + r_2^2 d_{31} + r_3^2 d_{12}),$$

$$B^2 - 4AC = \frac{-1}{d_{23}d_{31}d_{12}D} (r_1 d_{23} + r_2 d_{31} + r_3 d_{12}) (r_1 d_{23} + r_2 d_{31} - r_3 d_{12})$$

$$(r_1 d_{23} - r_2 d_{31} + r_3 d_{12}) (-r_1 d_{23} + r_2 d_{31} + r_3 d_{12}),$$

where $D = d_{23}d_{31}d_{12} + r_1^2 d_{23} + r_2^2 d_{31} + r_3^2 d_{12}$.

We can now prove Theorem 5.1.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Consider four distinct spheres with infinitely many real common tangents. By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, the centers of at least three of the spheres are aligned.

If these three spheres intersect in a circle, their common tangents are the tangents to that circle in its plane. To be tangent to infinitely many of these lines, the fourth sphere has to contain that circle (and, if that circle is degenerate to a point, the four spheres must have the same tangent plane at this point). Thus all four spheres have aligned centers.

If the three spheres with aligned centers do not have a common intersection, then by Lemma 5.10 their common tangents are the rulings of a single quadric having their axis as axis of revolution. To be tangent to infinitely many lines contained in this quadric, the fourth sphere must have its center on the axis of the quadric (and adequate radius as determined below), hence the four spheres have aligned centers.

Conversely, four spheres with aligned centers and at least one common tangent have infinitely many common tangents, by symmetry of revolution. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.1 and provides the finer geometric characterization stated in Section 5.1.

As shown above, four spheres with collinear centers and no common intersection admit infinitely many real common tangents if and only if there exists a conic (5.22) whose coefficients $A, B, C$ satisfy Equation (5.23) for all $i = 1, \ldots, 4$. These four equations admit a solution if and only if the relation obtained by eliminating $A, B, C$ is satisfied. One can put the result in the permutation invariant form in terms of the oriented distances $d_{ij} = \alpha_j - \alpha_i$ and the radii $r_k$:

$$\sum_{k=1}^{4} r_k^2 \prod_{l \neq k} d_{ij} = 0. \quad (5.24)$$

In order to obtain infinitely many real common tangents, the coefficients $A, B, C$ must also satisfy the semi-algebraic conditions

$$A \leq 0, \quad B^2 - 4AC \leq 0 \quad (5.25)$$

noted in (5.22). $A$ and $B^2 - 4AC$ can be obtained in terms of the $d_{ij}$ and $r_k$ by solving the system of equations, as illustrated after Lemma 7.

The case of four spheres intersecting in a common circle or tangent in a common point is a limit case of the situation above, and thereby subject to the same algebraic and semi-algebraic conditions.

Remark 5.12. When a configuration of four spheres is given in terms of the Cartesian coordinates of the four centers $c_i = (x_i, y_i, z_i)$ and the corresponding radii $r_i$, expressing the collinearity of the centers involves quadratic equations in their coordinates, and, in view of $d^2_{ij} = (x_j - x_i)^2 + (y_j - y_i)^2 + (z_j - z_i)^2$, testing Conditions (5.24) and (5.25) amounts to evaluating polynomials of degree at most five in the Cartesian coordinates and radii.

5.6 Conclusion

This paper answers a question left open for several years by characterizing the sets of four spheres of various radii with infinitely many common tangent lines. This completes the description of degeneracies for common tangents to spheres in $\mathbb{R}^3$. 


Some of our results generalize to the case of quadric surfaces. In a companion paper [BGLP03] we characterize the families of quadrics in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ whose common tangents sweep another quadric surface. The result of the present paper appears as a particular case obtained by considering real tangents to real spheres. Extending our characterization to quadruples of quadrics with infinitely many real common tangents remains an open problem.

Results of the kind proved in this paper have applications in the field of 3D visibility. Given a 3D scene, combinatorial changes appearing in the view of a moving observer occur when traversing special surfaces known as visual event surfaces. Such surfaces are swept by lines having prescribed contact with the objects of the scene. Various data structures based on visual events, like the visibility complex or the visibility skeleton [Dur00], have been proposed to speed up visibility computations. The 0-dimensional elements of these structures appear as discrete lines tangent to four objects. Failing to recognize that four objects admit infinitely many tangent lines leads to errors in the computations of these types of data structures. Hence, recognizing configurations of four objects with infinitely many tangent lines is crucial to the robustness of visibility computations. Our theorem settles the case of four spherical objects in $\mathbb{R}^3$. 
Chapitre 6

Transversals to line segments in three-dimensional space

Cet article a été publié dans Discrete Computational Geometry [BEL+05].

Abstract

We completely describe the structure of the connected components of transversals to a collection of \( n \) line segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). Generically, the set of transversal to four segments consist of zero or two lines. We catalog the non-generic cases and show that \( n \geq 3 \) arbitrary line segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admit at most \( n \) connected components of line transversals, and that this bound can be achieved in certain configurations when the segments are coplanar, or they all lie on a hyperboloid of one sheet. This implies a tight upper bound of \( n \) on the number of geometric permutations of line segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

6.1 Introduction

A \( k \)-transversal to a family of convex sets in \( \mathbb{R}^d \) is an affine subspace of dimension \( k \) (e.g. a point, line, plane, or hyperplane) that intersects every member of the family. Goodman, Pollack, and Wenger [GPW93a] and Wenger [Wen98] provide two extensive surveys of the rich subject of geometric transversal theory. In this paper, we are interested in 1-transversals (also called line transversals, or simply transversals) to line segments. In \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), this question was studied in the 1980’s by Edelsbrunner et al. [EMP+82]: they proved that the set of transversals to \( n \) line segments has total description complexity \( O(n) \) and can be computed in \( O(n \log n) \) time; moreover, it follows from their work that the set of transversals consists of up to \( n \) connected components (see Section 6.3.3). Here we study the subject in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

We address the following basic question: What is the cardinality and geometry of the set of transversals to an arbitrary collection of \( n \) line segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) ? Here a segment may be open, semi-open, or closed, and it may degenerate to a point; segments may intersect or even overlap. Since a line in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) has four degrees of freedom, it can intersect at most four lines or line segments in generic position. Conversely, it is well-known that four lines or line segments in generic position admit zero or two transversals; moreover, four arbitrary lines in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admit zero, one, two, or infinitely many transversals [HCV52, p. 164]. In contrast, our work shows that four arbitrary line segments admit up to four or infinitely many transversals.

Our interest in line transversals to segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) is motivated by visibility problems. In computer graphics and robotics, scenes are often represented as unions of not necessarily disjoint polygonal or polyhedral objects. The objects that can be seen in a particular direction from a moving viewpoint may change when the line of sight becomes tangent to one or more objects in the scene. Since the line of sight then becomes a transversal to a subset of the edges of the polygons and polyhedra representing the scene, questions about transversals to segments arise very naturally in this context.
As an example, the visibility complex [DDP02, PV96b] and its visibility skeleton [DDP97] are data structures that encode visibility information of a scene; an edge of these structures corresponds to a set of segments lying in line transversals to some \(k\) edges of the scene. Generically in \(\mathbb{R}^3\), \(k\) is equal to three. In degenerate configurations, however, \(k\) can be arbitrarily large. Such degenerate configurations can arise, for instance in architectural scenes, which frequently contain many coplanar edges. It is thus essential for computing these data structures to characterize and compute the transversals to \(k\) segments in \(\mathbb{R}^3\). Also, to bound the size of the visibility complex one needs to bound the number of connected components of transversals to \(k\) arbitrary line segments. The present paper establishes the actual bound.

As mentioned above, in the context of 3D visibility, lines tangent to objects are more relevant than transversals; lines tangent to a polygon or polyhedron along an edge happen to be transversals to this edge. (For bounds on the space of transversals to convex polyhedra in \(\mathbb{R}^3\) see [PS92].) The literature related to lines tangent to objects falls into two categories. The one closest to our work deals with characterizing the degenerate configurations of curved objects with respect to tangent lines. MacDonald, Pach, and Theobald [MPT01] give a complete description of the set of lines tangent to four unit balls in \(\mathbb{R}^3\). Megyesi, Sottile, and Theobald [MST03] describe the set of lines meeting two lines and tangent to two spheres in \(\mathbb{R}^3\), or tangent to two quadrics in \(\mathbb{R}^3\). Megyesi and Sottile [MS05] describe the set of lines meeting one line and tangent to two or three spheres in \(\mathbb{R}^3\). A nice survey of these results can be found in [The97]. Very recently, in an as yet unpublished manuscript, Borcea, Goaoc, Lazard, and Petitjean completed this study by characterizing the set of lines tangent to four spheres in \(\mathbb{R}^3\).

The other category of results deals with lines tangent to \(k\) among \(n\) objects in \(\mathbb{R}^3\). For polyhedral objects, de Berg, Everett, and Guibas [dBEG98] showed a \(\Omega(n^3)\) lower bound on the number of free (i.e., non-occluded by the interior of any object) lines tangent to four among \(n\) disjoint homothetic convex polyhedra. Brönnimann et al. [BDD+02] showed that, under a certain general position assumption, the number of lines tangent to four among \(k\) bounded disjoint convex polyhedra of total complexity \(n\) is \(O(n^2k^2)\). For curved objects, Devillers et al. [DDE+03] presented a simple \(\Omega(n^2)\) lower bound on the number of free maximal segments tangent to four among \(n\) unit balls, and give a bound of \(O(n^3)\) (due to Devillers and Ramos) for \(n\) arbitrarily sized balls. Agarwal, Aronov, and Sharir [AAS99] showed an upper bound of \(O(n^3+\varepsilon)\) on the complexity of the space of line transversals to \(n\) balls; recently, with Koltun, they showed that the same upper bound holds for the complexity of the set of lines that do not intersect \(n\) balls [AAKS05]. Durand et al. [DDP02] showed an upper bound of \(O(n^{8/3})\) on the expected number of possibly occluded lines tangent to four among \(n\) uniformly distributed unit balls. Under the same model, Devillers et al. [DDE+03] recently showed a bound of \(\Theta(n)\) on the expected number of maximal free line segments tangent to four among \(n\) balls.

A topic closely related to line transversals is that of geometric permutations. A geometric permutation of \(d\) pairwise disjoint convex objects in \(\mathbb{R}^d\) is an ordering of the objects (or its reverse) such that the objects are met in that order by a line transversal. Worst-case bounds for general convex objects are known: \(2n - 2\) is tight in two dimensions [ES90], while in any dimension the best known bounds are \(\Omega(n^{d-1})\) [KLL92] and \(O(n^{2d-2})\) [Wen90]. The gap was closed for spheres by Smorodinsky et al. [SMS00], who showed that \(n\) spheres in \(\mathbb{R}^d\) admit up to \(\Theta(n^{d-1})\) geometric permutations, and the same bound was also shown true for “fat” objects [KV01]. Recently, Cheong et al. [CGN05] improved the known bounds for congruent balls, by showing that \(n\) balls in \(\mathbb{R}^d\) of same radius admit at most two geometric permutations if \(n \geq 9\), and at most three otherwise.

### 6.2 Our results

We say that two transversals to a collection of line segments are in the same connected component if and only if one of the transversals can be continuously moved into the other while remaining a transversal in \(\mathbb{R}^3\) to the collection of line segments. (For the sets of line transversals considered here, the notions of connected and path-connected components are equivalent since all sets are semi-algebraic.) Equivalently, the two points in line space (e.g., in Plücker space [PW01]) corresponding to the two transversals are in the same connected component of the set of points corresponding to all the transversals in \(\mathbb{R}^3\) to the collection of line segments.

Our main result is the following theorem.

**Theorem 6.1.** A collection of \(n \geq 3\) arbitrary line segments in \(\mathbb{R}^3\) admits any number from 0 to \(n\) of connected components of line transversals. More precisely, the set of line transversals consists of at most two isolated lines unless the segments lie in one of the following three configurations:
1. the \( n \) segments are all contained in lines of one ruling of (a) a hyperbolic paraboloid or (b) a hyperboloid of one sheet, or
2. they are all concurrent, or
3. they all lie in a plane, with the possible exception of a group of one or more segments that all meet that plane at the same point.

In cases 1(a) and 2, the transversals form at most one connected component. In cases 1(b) and 3, the transversals can have any number from 0 to \( n \) of connected components. Moreover, in case 3, if all segments are not coplanar, this number is at most \( n - 1 \).

In cases 1–3, each connected component can consist of infinitely many lines or reduce to an isolated line. For example, three segments forming a triangle and a fourth segment intersecting the interior of the triangle in one point have exactly three transversals (Figure 6.2b shows a similar example with infinitely many transversals). Also, the four segments in Figure 6.1 can be shortened so that the four connected components of transversals reduce to four isolated transversals.

A simple consequence of our theorem is the following bound on the number of geometric permutations of \( n \) segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

**Corollary 6.2.** A set of \( n \geq 3 \) pairwise disjoint segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admits up to \( n \geq 3 \) geometric permutations and this bound is tight.

**Proof.** By the theorem above, \( n \) segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admit up to \( n \) connected components of line transversals. Within a connected component, the lines transversals must intersect the segments in the same order. Otherwise by continuity there would exist a line in that component where two objects would intersect somewhere on that line, a contradiction. Hence the upper bound. The lower bound is proved by the configuration of Figure 6.1 generalized to \( n \) segments: the \( n \) geometric permutations are all the permutations of the form \((i, i+1, \ldots, n, 1, \ldots, i-1)\) for \( 1 \leq i \leq n \).

Finally, as discussed in the conclusion, an \( O(n \log n) \)-time algorithm for computing the transversals to \( n \) segments follows directly from the proof of Theorem 6.1.

### 6.3 Proof of Theorem 6.1

Every non-degenerate line segment is contained in its **supporting line**. We define the supporting line of a point to be the vertical line through that point. We prove Theorem 6.1 by considering the following three cases which cover all possibilities but are not exclusive.

1. Three supporting lines are pairwise skew.
2. Two supporting lines are coplanar.
3. All the segments are coplanar.

We can assume in what follows that **the supporting lines are pairwise distinct**. Indeed, if disjoint segments have the same supporting line \( \ell \), then \( \ell \) is the only transversal to those segments, and so the set of transversals is either empty or consists of \( \ell \) and the theorem is satisfied. If some non-disjoint segments have the same supporting line, then any transversal must meet the intersection of the segments. In that case, we can replace these overlapping segments by their common intersection and the theorem for the smaller collection will imply the result for the original collection.

#### 6.3.1 Three supporting lines are pairwise skew

Three pairwise skew lines lie on a unique doubly-ruled hyperboloid, namely, a hyperbolic paraboloid or a hyperboloid of one sheet (see the discussion in [PW01, §3]). Furthermore, they are members of one ruling, say the “first” ruling, and their transversals are the lines in the “second” ruling that are not parallel to any of the three given skew lines.
Consider first the case where there exists a fourth segment whose supporting line \( \ell \) does not lie in the first ruling. Either \( \ell \) is not contained in the hyperboloid or it lies in the second ruling. In both cases, there are at most two transversals to the four supporting lines, which are lines of the second ruling that meet or coincide with \( \ell \) [HCV52, p. 164]. Thus there are at most two transversals to the \( n \) line segments.

Now suppose that all the \( n \geq 3 \) supporting lines of the segments \( s_i \) lie in the first ruling of a hyperbolic paraboloid. The lines in the second ruling can be parameterized by their intersection points with any line \( r \) of the first ruling. Thus the set of lines in the second ruling that meet a segment \( s_i \) corresponds to an interval on line \( r \). Hence the set of transversals to the \( n \) segments corresponds to the intersection of \( n \) intervals on \( r \), that is, to one interval on this line, and so the transversals form one connected component.

Consider finally the case where the \( n \geq 3 \) supporting lines lie in the first ruling of a hyperboloid of one sheet (see Figure 6.1). The lines in the second ruling can thus have any number of connected components from zero up to \( n \), and any of these connected components may consist of an isolated point on the circle. The set of transversals can thus have any number of connected components from zero up to \( n \), and any of these connected components may consist of an isolated transversal. Figure 6.1 shows two views of a configuration with \( n = 4 \) line segments having four connected components of transversals.

### 6.3.2 Two supporting lines are coplanar

Let \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) be two (distinct) coplanar supporting lines in a plane \( H \). First consider the case where \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) are parallel. Then the transversals to the \( n \) segments all lie in \( H \). If some segment does not intersect \( H \) then there are no transversals; otherwise, we can replace each segment by its intersection with \( H \) to obtain a set of coplanar segments, a configuration treated in Section 6.3.3.

Now suppose that \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) intersect at point \( p \). Consider all the supporting lines not in \( H \). If no such line exists then all segments are coplanar; see Section 6.3.3. If such lines exist and any one of them is parallel to \( H \) then all transversals to the \( n \) segments lie in the plane containing \( p \) and that line. We can again replace each segment by its intersection with that plane to obtain a set of coplanar segments, a configuration treated in Section 6.3.3.

We can now assume that there exists a supporting line not in \( H \). Suppose that all the supporting lines not in \( H \) go through \( p \). If all the segments lying in these supporting lines contain \( p \) then we may replace all these segments by the point \( p \) without changing the set of transversals to the \( n \) segments. Then all resulting segments are coplanar, a configuration treated in Section 6.3.3. Now if some segment \( s \) does not contain \( p \) then the only possible transversal to the \( n \) segments is the line containing \( s \) and \( p \).

We can now assume that there exists a supporting line \( \ell_3 \) intersecting \( H \) in exactly one point \( q \) distinct from \( p \) (see Figure 6.2(a)). Let \( K \) be the plane containing \( p \) and \( \ell_3 \). Any transversal to the lines \( \ell_1 \), \( \ell_2 \), and \( \ell_3 \) lies in \( K \) and goes through \( p \), or lies in \( H \) and goes through \( q \).

If there exists a segment \( s \) that lies neither in \( H \) nor in \( K \) and goes through neither \( p \) nor \( q \), then there are at most two transversals to the \( n \) segments, namely, at most one line in \( K \) through \( p \) and \( s \) and at most one line in \( H \) through \( q \) and \( s \).
We can thus assume that all segments lie in \( H \) or \( K \) or go through \( p \) or \( q \). If there exists a segment \( s \) that goes through neither \( p \) nor \( q \), it lies in \( H \) or \( K \). If it lies in \( H \) then all the transversals to the \( n \) segments lie in \( H \) (see Figure 6.2(b)). Indeed, no line in \( K \) through \( p \) intersects \( s \) except possibly the line \( pq \) which also lies in \( H \). We can again replace each segment by its intersection with \( H \) to obtain a set of coplanar segments; see Section 6.3.3. The case where \( s \) lies in \( K \) is similar.

We can now assume that all segments go through \( p \) or \( q \) (or both). Let \( n_p \) be the number of segments not containing \( p \), and \( n_q \) be the number of segments not containing \( q \). Note that \( n_p + n_q \leq n \).

Among the lines in \( H \) through \( q \), the transversals to the \( n \) segments are the transversals to the \( n_q \) segments not containing \( q \). We can replace these \( n_q \) segments by their intersections with \( H \) to obtain a set of \( n_q \) coplanar segments in \( H \). The transversals to these segments in \( H \) through \( q \) can form up to \( n_q \) connected components. Indeed, the lines in \( H \) through \( q \) can be parameterized by a point on a circle, for instance, by their polar angle in \( \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z} \). Thus the set of lines in \( H \) through \( q \) and through a segment in \( H \) corresponds to an interval of \( \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z} \). Hence the set of transversals to the \( n_q \) segments corresponds to the intersection of \( n_q \) intervals in \( \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z} \) which can have up to \( n_q \) connected components.

Similarly, the lines in \( K \) through \( p \) that are transversals to the \( n \) segments can form up to \( n_p \) connected components. Note furthermore that the line \( pq \) is a transversal to all segments and that the connected component of transversals that contains the line \( pq \) is counted twice. Hence there are at most \( n_p + n_q - 1 \leq n - 1 \) connected components of transversals to the \( n \) segments.

To see that the bound of \( n - 1 \) connected components is reached, first consider \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) lines in \( H \) through \( p \), but not through \( q \). Their transversals through \( q \) are all the lines in \( H \) through \( q \), except for the lines that are parallel to any of the \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) given lines. This gives \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) connected components. Shrinking the \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) lines to sufficiently long segments still gives \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) connected components of transversals in \( H \) through \( q \). The same construction with \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) line segments in plane \( K \) gives \( \lceil n/2 \rceil \) connected components of transversals in \( K \) through \( p \). This gives \( n - 1 \) connected components of transversals to the \( n \) segments since the component containing the line \( pq \) is counted twice. Figure 6.3(a) shows an example of four segments having three connected components of transversals.

### 6.3.3 All the segments are coplanar

Let \( H \) be the plane containing all the \( n \) segments. There exists a transversal not in \( H \) if and only if all segments are concurrent at a point \( p \). In this case, the transversals consist of the lines through \( p \) together with the transversals lying in \( H \). To see that they form only one connected component, notice that any transversal in \( H \) can be translated to \( p \) while remaining a transversal throughout the translation. We thus can assume in the following that all transversals lie in \( H \), and we consider the problem in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \).

We consider the usual geometric transform (see e.g. [EMP+ 82]) where a line in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) with equation \( y = ax + b \) is mapped to the point \((a,b)\) in the dual space. The transversals to a segment are transformed to a double wedge; the double wedge degenerates to a line when the segment is a point. The apex of the double wedge is the dual of the line containing the segment.
A transversal to the \( n \) segments is represented in the dual by a point in the intersection of all the double wedges. There are at most \( n + 1 \) connected components of such points [EMP+ 82] (see also [Ede87a, Lemma 15.3]). Indeed, each double wedge consists of two wedges separated by the vertical line through the apex. The intersection of all the double wedges thus consists of at most \( n + 1 \) convex regions whose interiors are separated by at most \( n \) vertical lines.

Notice that if there are exactly \( n + 1 \) convex regions then two of these regions are connected at infinity by the dual of some vertical line, in which case the segments have a vertical transversal. Thus the number of connected components of transversals is at most \( n \).

To see that this bound is sharp consider the configuration in Figure 6.3(b) of four segments having four components of transversals. Three of the components consist of isolated lines and one consists of a connected set of lines through \( p \) (shaded in the figure). Observe that the line segment \( ab \) meets the three isolated lines. Thus the set of transversals to the four initial segments and segment \( ab \) consists of the three previously mentioned isolated transversals, the line \( pb \) which is isolated, and a connected set of lines through \( p \). This may be repeated for any number of additional segments, giving configurations of \( n \) coplanar line segments with \( n \) connected components of transversals.

### 6.4 Algorithmic considerations and conclusion

While algorithmic issues have not been the main concern of the paper, we note that the proof of Theorem 6.1 leads to an \( O(n \log n) \)-time algorithm in the real RAM model of computation. First reduce in \( O(n \log n) \) time the set of segments to the case of pairwise distinct supporting lines. Choose any three of these lines. Either they are pairwise skew or two of them are coplanar. If they are pairwise skew (see Section 6.3.1), their transversals, and hence the transversals to all \( n \) segments, lie in one ruling of a hyperboloid. Any segment that intersects the hyperboloid in at most two points admits at most two transversals that lie in that ruling. Checking whether these lines are transversals to the \( n \) segments can be done in linear time. Consider now the case of a segment that lies on the hyperboloid. Its set of transversals, lying in the ruling, can be parameterized in constant time by an interval on a line or a circle depending on the type of the hyperboloid. Computing the transversals to the \( n \) segments thus reduces in linear time to intersecting \( n \) intervals on a line or on a circle, which can be done in \( O(n \log n) \) time. If two supporting lines are coplanar (see Section 6.3.2), computing the transversals to the \( n \) segments reduces in linear time to computing transversals to at most \( n \) segments in one or two planes, which can be done in \( O(n \log n) \) time [EMP+ 82].

Finally, note that we did not consider in this paper, for simplicity, segments that can extend to lines or half-lines in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) although our theorem holds in those situations as well. For example, in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \), the transversals to \( n \geq 3 \) lines of one ruling of a hyperboloid of one sheet are all the lines of the other ruling with the exception of the lines...
6.4. ALGORITHMIC CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCLUSION

parallel to the $n$ given lines. Thus, in $\mathbb{R}^3$, the transversals form $n$ connected components. Notice however that our theorem does not hold for lines in projective space $\mathbb{P}^3$; in this case, our proof directly yields that, if a set of lines admit infinitely many transversals, they form one connected component.
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Lines tangent to four triangles in three-dimensional space

Cet article a été accepté pour publication dans Discrete Computational Geometry [BDLS07].

Abstract

We investigate the lines tangent to four triangles in $\mathbb{R}^3$. By a construction, there can be as many as 62 tangents. We show that there are at most 162 connected components of tangents, and at most 156 if the triangles are disjoint. In addition, if the triangles are in (algebraic) general position, then the number of tangents is finite and it is always even.

7.1 Introduction

Motivated by visibility problems, we investigate lines tangent to four triangles in $\mathbb{R}^3$. In computer graphics and robotics, scenes are often represented as unions of not necessarily disjoint polygonal or polyhedral objects. The objects that can be seen in a particular direction from a moving viewpoint may change when the line of sight becomes tangent to one or more objects in the scene. Since this line of sight is tangent to a subset of the edges of the polygons and polyhedra representing the scene, we are also led to questions about lines tangent to segments and to polygons. Four polygons will typically have finitely many common tangents, while five or more will have none or three or fewer will have either none or infinitely many.

This paper follows a series of papers by the authors and their collaborators investigating such questions. The paper [BDD+07] investigated the lines of sight tangent to four convex polyhedra in a scene of $k$ convex but not necessarily disjoint polyhedral objects, and proved that there could be up to but no more than $\Theta(n^2k^2)$ connected components of such lines. The same bound for the considerably easier case of disjoint convex polyhedra in algebraic general position was proved earlier [EGHHZ00, BDD+02]. The paper [BEL+05] offers a detailed study of transversals to $n$ line segments in $\mathbb{R}^3$ and proved that although there are at most two such transversals for four segments in (algebraic) general position, there are at most $n$ such connected components of transversals in any case. Dealing with curved objects in $\mathbb{R}^3$, the paper [BGLP06] studies the tangent lines to four arbitrary spheres and [DDE+03] shows that there is a linear expected number of maximal non-occluded line segments tangent to four among $n$ uniformly distributed unit balls.

Halperin and Sharir [HS94], and Pellegrini [Pel94], proved that, in a polyhedral terrain, the set of free lines with $n$ edges has near-cubic complexity. De Berg, Everett and Guibas [dBEG98] showed a $\Omega(n^3)$ lower bound on the complexity of the set of free lines (and thus free segments) among $n$ disjoint homothetic convex polyhedra. Recently, Agarwal et al. [AAKS05] proved that the set of free lines among $n$ unit balls has complexity $O(n^{3+\varepsilon})$. For related books and surveys, see [Ede87b, GPW93b, PW01, Wen98].

In this paper, we consider the case of four triangles in $\mathbb{R}^3$, and establish lower and upper bounds on the number of tangent lines.
A triangle in $\mathbb{R}^3$ is the convex hull of three distinct (and non-collinear) points in $\mathbb{R}^3$. A line is tangent to a triangle if it meets an edge of the triangle. Note that a line tangent to each of four triangles forming a scene corresponds to an unoccluded line of sight in that scene. If there are $k > 4$ triangles, then the bound $\Theta(k^4)$ of [BDD+07] stands (as the total number of edges is $n = 3k$ and one of the lower bound examples is made of triangles). We thus investigate the case of four triangles. Let $n(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4)$ be number of lines tangent to four triangles $t_1, t_2, t_3,$ and $t_4$ in $\mathbb{R}^3$. This number may be infinite if the lines supporting the edges of the different triangles are not in general position.

Our first step is to consider the algebraic relaxation of this geometric problem in which we replace each edge of a triangle by the line in $\mathbb{CP}^3$ supporting it, and then ask for the set of lines in $\mathbb{CP}^3$ which meet one supporting line from each triangle. Since there are $3^4 = 81$ such quadruples of supporting lines, this is the disjunction of 81 instances of the classical problem of transversals to four given lines in $\mathbb{CP}^3$. As there are two such transversals to four given lines in general position, we expect that this algebraic relaxation has 162 solutions. We say that four instances of the classical problem of transversals to four given lines in $\mathbb{CP}^3$.

Our primary interest is the number

$$N := \max\{n(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4) \mid (t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4) \in T\}.$$ 

Our results about this number $N$ are two-fold. First, we show that $N \geq 62$.

**Theorem 7.1.** There are four disjoint triangles in $T$ with 62 common tangent lines.

The idea is to perturb a configuration of four lines in $\mathbb{R}^3$ with two real transversals, such as in Figure 7.1. The triangles in our construction are very ‘thin’ — the smallest angle among them measures about $10^{-11}$ degrees. We ran a computer search for ‘fatter’ triangles having many common tangents, checking the number of tangents to 5 million different quadruples of triangles. It appears that random quadruples of realistic triangles often have a fair number of common tangents. Several had as many as 40 common tangents, and quadruples that admit common tangents have 16 tangents or more with probability at least 15%. This is discussed in Section 7.5.

We can improve the upper bound on $N$ when the triangles are disjoint.

**Theorem 7.2.** Four triangles in $T$ admit at most 162 distinct common tangent lines. This number is at most 156 if the triangles are disjoint.

We believe, however, that the upper bounds we give here are far from optimal. When the four triangles are not in general position, the number of tangent lines can be infinite. In this case, we may group these tangents by connected components: two line tangents are in the same component if one may move continuously between the two lines while staying tangent to the four triangles. Each quadruple of edges may induce up to four components of tangent lines [BEL+05], giving a trivial upper bound of 324. This may be improved.
7.2 A construction with 62 tangents

Consider the four triangles whose vertices are given in Table 7.1.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Theorem 7.3.** Four triangles have at most 162 connected components of common tangents. If the triangles are disjoint, then this number is at most 156.

We have one more result which we do not prove in this paper, but is proved in the companion research report [BDLS05] and is relevant to mention here.

**Theorem 7.4.** If \((t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4) \in T\), then \(n(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4)\) is even.

This result may not seem surprising as complex roots come in conjugate pairs. However, this usual argument does not apply because we seek tangents to triangles and not transversals to lines. Frequently, only one of two real transversals to a quadruple of supporting lines is tangent to the triangles. The main new idea behind Theorem 7.4 is that such tangent lines essentially come in pairs.

In our proof of Theorem 7.4, we consider four moving triangles, and show that common tangents are created and destroyed in pairs, and so the parity of \(n(t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4)\) does not change. There are two cases to consider. The first is when two real tangents which are transversal to the same four edges coalesce and become a pair of complex conjugate transversals; this is the ‘usual’ argument. The second case is when a real transversal to edges \(e_1, e_2, e_3, e_4\) moves off of \(e_4\) and is thus no longer tangent to the four triangles. In doing so, it must pass through a vertex \(v\) of \(e_4\). In this case, there is a real transversal to edges \(e_1, e_2, e_3\), and some other edge \(e'_4\) meeting \(v\) which simultaneously moves off of \(e'_4\), also passing through the vertex \(v\). Theorem 7.4 follows as there are triangles in \(T\) with no common tangents. We give a complete proof in the research report version [BDLS05].

Theorems 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 are proved in Sections 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4, respectively. Section 7.5 discusses our search for ‘fat’ triangles with many common tangents.
The two clusters of conics. The three lines, \( m \) and \( \ell' \) such as in Figure 7.1. The resulting triangles of Theorem 7.1 are very thin. In degrees, their smallest angles are

\[
\begin{align*}
t_1 & : 6.482 \times 10^{-12}, & t_2 & : 8.103 \times 10^{-5}, & t_3 & : 4.253 \times 10^{-2}, & t_4 & : 2.793. \\
\end{align*}
\]

The construction. The lines given parametrically by

\[
\ell_1 : (t,1,t), \quad \ell_2 : (t,-1,-t), \quad \ell_3 : (t,t,\frac{1}{3}), \quad \text{and} \quad \ell_4 : (t,0,0),
\]

have two transversals \( \lambda_1 : \left(\frac{1}{2},2t,t\right) \) and \( \lambda_2 : \left(-\frac{1}{2},2t,-t\right) \).

For each \( i = 1,2,3,4 \), let \( Q_i \) be the hyperboloid spanned by the lines other than \( \ell_i \). For example, \( Q_3 \) has equation \( z = xy \). The intersection of \( Q_i \) with a plane containing \( \ell_i \) will be a conic which meets \( \ell_i \) in two points (corresponding to the common transversals \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) at \( t = \pm\frac{1}{2} \)). We choose the plane \( \pi_i \) so that these two points lie in the same connected component of the conic. Here is one possible choice

\[
\pi_1 : x = z, \quad \pi_2 : x = -z, \quad \pi_3 : x = y, \quad \text{and} \quad \pi_4 : y = 0.
\]

For each \( i \), let \( C_i \) be the conic \( \pi_i \cap Q_i \), shown in the plane \( \pi_i \) in Figure 7.3. Here, the horizontal coordinate is \( t \), the parameter of the line \( \ell_i \), while the vertical coordinate is \( y-1 \) for \( \pi_1 \), \( y+1 \) for \( \pi_2 \), \( y-\frac{1}{2} \) for \( \pi_3 \), and \( z \) for \( \pi_4 \).

For each \( i = 1,\ldots,4 \), rotate line \( \ell_i \) in plane \( \pi_i \) very slightly about a point that is far from the conic \( C_i \), obtaining a new line \( k_i \) in \( \pi_i \) which also meets \( C_i \) in two points. Consider now the transversals to \( \ell_i \cup k_i \), for \( i = 1,\ldots,4 \). Because \( k_i \) is close to \( \ell_i \) and there were two transversals to \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3, \ell_4 \), there will be two transversals to each of the 16 quadruples of lines obtained by choosing one of \( \ell_i \) or \( k_i \), for \( i = 1,\ldots,4 \). By our choice of the point of rotation, all of these will meet \( \ell_i \) and \( k_i \) in one of the two thin wedges they form. In this wedge, form a triangle by adding a third side so that the edges on \( \ell_i \) and \( k_i \) contain all the points where the transversals meet the lines. The resulting triangles will then have at least 32 common tangents. We claim that by carefully choosing the third side (and tuning the rotations) we are able to get 30 additional tangents.

To begin, look at Figure 7.4 which displays the configuration in \( \pi_4 \) given by the four triangles from Table 7.1. Since the lines \( \ell_i \) and \( k_i \) for \( i = 1,2 \) are extremely close, the four conics given by transversals to them and to \( \ell_3 \) cannot be resolved in these pictures. The same is true for the four conics given by \( k_3 \), so that each of the conics conics are clusters of four nearby conics. The picture on the left is a view of this configuration in the coordinates for \( \pi_4 \) of Figure 7.3. It includes a secant line \( m_4 \) to the conics. We choose coordinates on the right so that \( m_4 \) is vertical, but do not change the coordinates on \( \ell_4 \). The horizontal scale has been accentuated to separate the two clusters of conics. The three lines, \( \ell_4, k_4, \) and \( m_4 \) form the triangle \( t_4 \). Let its respective edges be \( e_4, f_4, \) and \( g_4 \). Each edge meets each of the eight conics in two points and these 48 points of intersection give 48 lines tangent to the four triangles.

This last assertion that the 16 lines transversal to \( m_4 \) and to \( \ell_i \cup k_i \) for \( i = 1,2,3 \) meet the edges of the triangles \( t_1, t_2, \) and \( t_3 \) needs justification. Consider for example the transversals to \( \ell_4 \) and \( k_4 \), and \( \ell_3 \). These form a ruling of the doubly-ruled quadric \( Q_4 \) and are parameterized by their point of intersection with \( \ell_1 \). The intersection of \( Q_4 \) with \( \pi_1 \) is the conic \( C_4 \). Since the intersections of the conic \( C_4 \) with the segment \( g_4 \) supported on \( m_4 \) lie between its

\[^1\text{http://www.math.tamu.edu/~sottile/stories/4triangles/index.html}\]
intersections with $\ell_4$ and $k_4$, the corresponding transversals to $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, $\ell_3$, and $g_4$ meet $\ell_1$ between points of $\ell_1$ met by common transversals to $\ell_4 \cup k_4$ and $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, and $\ell_3$. The same argument for the other lines and for all $8$ conics justifies the assertion.

Naïvely, we would expect that this same construction (the third side cutting all eight conics in $\pi_t$) could work to select each of the remaining sides of the triangles $g_3$, $g_2$, and $g_1$, and that this would give four triangles having $32 + 16 + 16 + 16 = 96$ common tangents. Unfortunately this is not the case. In the earlier conference version of this paper [BDLS04], we gave a construction that we claimed would yield $88$ common tangents. Attempting that construction using Maple revealed a flaw in the argument and the current construction of four triangles with $62$ common tangents is the best we can accomplish.

In $\pi_4$, the conics come in two clusters, depending upon whether or not they correspond to $\ell_3$ or to $k_3$. In order for the edge $g_4$ to cut all conics, the angle between $\ell_4$ and $k_4$ has to be large, in fact significantly larger than the angle between $\ell_3$ and $k_3$. Thus in $\pi_3$, the conics corresponding to $\ell_4$ are quite far from the conics corresponding to $k_4$, and the side $g_3$ can only be drawn to cut four of the conics, giving eight additional common tangents. Similarly, $g_2$ can only cut two conics, and $g_1$ only one. In this way, we arrive at four triangles having $32 + 16 + 8 + 4 + 2 = 62$ common tangents, which has been verified by computer.

\section{Upper bound for disjoint triangles in general position}

Four triangles in general position have at most $162$ common tangents. If the triangles are disjoint, we slightly improve this upper bound to $156$. Our method will be to show that not all $81 = 3^4$ quadruples of edges can give rise to a common tangent. Our proof follows that for the upper bound on the number of tangents to four polytopes [BDD+02], limiting the number of configurations for disjoint triangles in $\mathbb{R}^3$. We divide the proof into two lemmas, which do not assume general position. The application of the lemmas to the proof of [BDD+02], however, requires the general position assumption.

In order for a tangent to meet an edge $e$, the plane it spans with $e$ must meet one edge from each of the other triangles. A triple of edges, one from each of the other triangles, is contributing if there is a plane containing $e$ which meets the three edges. We say that an edge $e$ stabs a triangle $t$ if its supporting line meets the interior of $t$.

\begin{lemma}
Let $e$ be an edge of some triangle. If $e$ stabs exactly one of the other triangles, then there are at most $26$ contributing triples of edges. If $e$ stabs no other triangle, then there are at most $25$ contributing triples.
\end{lemma}

It is not hard to see that if $e$ stabs at least two of the other triangles, then each of the $27 = 3^3$ triples of edges can be contributing.

\begin{proof}
Suppose that $e$ is an edge of some triangle. Let $\pi(\alpha)$ be the pencil of planes containing $e$. (This is parameterized by the angle $\alpha$.) For each edge $f$ of another triangle $t$, there is an interval of angles $\alpha$ for which $\pi(\alpha)$ meets $f$. Figure 7.5 illustrates the two possible configurations for these intervals, which depend upon whether or not $e$ stabs the triangle $t$. The intervals are labeled 1, 2, and 3 for the three edges of $t$. When $e$ stabs $t$, these intervals cover the entire range of $\alpha$ and the picture is actually wrapped. Call this a \textit{stabbing diagram}. When the supporting line of $e$ does not meet $t$, these intervals do not cover the entire range of $\alpha$, and there are two endpoints and one interior

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig7.4}
\caption{Configuration in plane $\pi_4$.}
\end{figure}
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**Fig. 7.5** — Stabbing and non-stabbing configurations.

**Fig. 7.6** — Configurations with 26 and 25 contributing triples.

vertex of the diagram. If the supporting line of $e$ meets an edge of $t$, then the two endpoints of the non-stabbing diagram wrap around and coincide. Call either of these last two configurations a non-stabbing diagram.

To count contributing triples, we line up (overlay) diagrams from each of the three triangles not containing $e$ and count how many of the 27 triples $\{1, 2, 3\}^3$, one from each triangle, occur at some value of $\alpha$. For example, Figure 7.6 displays a configuration with 26 contributing triples (where $e$ stabs a single triangle) and a configuration with 25 contributing triples ($e$ stabs no other triangles). The configuration on the left is missing the triple $(2, 3, 3)$, while the configuration on the right is missing the triples $(2, 2, 3)$ and $(3, 3, 2)$.

These configurations are the best possible. Indeed, begin with two non-stabbing diagrams in which all 9 pairs of edges occur. (If only 8 pairs occurred, there would be at most 24 contributing triples.) The unique way to do this up to relabeling the edges is given by the lower two diagrams in either picture in Figure 7.6. These two diagrams divide the domain of $\alpha$ into six intervals (the two at the ends are wrapped). The five pairs involving $1$ occur in two intervals, but four exceptional pairs $\{(2, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), (3, 3)\}$ occur uniquely in different intervals.

Consider now a third diagram. An exceptional pair extends to three contributing triples only if all three sides in the third diagram meet the interval corresponding to that pair. If the third diagram is stabbing, then one of its three vertices lies in that interval—thus there is at least one triple which does not contribute. If the third diagram is non-stabbing, then either the middle vertex or else both endpoints must lie in that interval—thus there are at least two triples which do not contribute.

**Lemma 7.6.** At most 78 quadruples of edges of four disjoint triangles can lead to a common tangent.

**Proof.** First consider the maximum number of stabbing edges between two triangles. If the triangles are disjoint, then there are at most three stabbing edges; one triangle could have three edges stabbing the other. Indeed, if at least two supporting lines of a triangle $t$ meet another triangle $t'$ which is disjoint from $t$, then $t$ lies entirely on one side of the plane supporting $t'$, and thus no supporting lines of $t'$ can meet $t$. Figure 7.7(a) shows a configuration in which all three supporting lines of $t$ stab $t'$.

Consider now the bipartite graph between 12 nodes representing the edges of the four triangles and 4 nodes representing the triangles. This graph has an arc between an edge $e$ and a triangle $t$ if the line supporting $e$ stabs $t$. (We assume that $e$ is not an edge of $t$.) We just showed that the edges of one triangle $t$ can have at most three arcs incident on another triangle $t'$, and so this graph has at most 18 edges.

Let the weight of a triangle be the number of arcs emanating from its edges in this graph. As the graph has at most 18 arcs, at least one triangle has weight less than 5. We argue that there is a triangle of weight at most 3. This is immediate if the graph has 15 or fewer edges. On the other hand, this graph has more structure. If it has 18 edges, then all pairs of triangles are in the configuration of Figure 7.7(a), and so every triangle has weight a multiple of 3, which implies that some triangle has weight at most 3. If the graph has 17 edges, then there is exactly one pair
7.4 Upper bounds on the number of components

Let $F$ and $I$ be the sets of quadruples of edges, one from each of four triangles, whose supporting lines have finitely and infinitely, respectively, many common transversals. Let $n_F$ and $n_I$ be the sum over all quadruples of edges in $F$ and $I$, respectively, of the numbers of connected components of common transversals to each quadruple of edges. Note that the number of quadruples in $F$ and $I$ is $|F| + |I| = 81$.

Consider a connected component $c$ of common transversals to a quadruple of edges $q \in I$. The arguments of [BEL+05] show that $c$ contains a line that meets a vertex of one of the four edges. That line is thus transversal to another quadruple $q'$ of edges. Thus, the connected component $c$ of common transversals to $q$ is connected with a connected component $c'$ of common transversals to $q'$. If $q' \in F$ we charge the component $c \cup c'$ to $c'$. Otherwise $q$ and $q'$ are both in $I$ and the component $c \cup c'$ is counted twice. The number of connected components of tangents to four triangles is thus at most $n_F + n_I/2$.

Since any four lines admit at most two or infinitely many transversals, $n_F \leq 2|F|$. Also, any four segments admit at most four connected components of common transversals [BEL+05], thus $n_I \leq 4|I|$. Hence, the number of connected components of tangents to four triangles is at most $2|F| + 2|I| = 162$.

This still may overcount the number of connected components of tangents, but further analysis is very delicate. Such complicated arguments are not warranted as we have already obtained the upper bound of 162 common tangents to four triangles in $T$. As in Section 7.3, if the triangles are disjoint, then not all quadruples of edges can contribute, which lowers this bound to 156.

7.5 Random triangles

We proved Theorem 7.1 by exhibiting four triangles having 62 common tangents. We do not know if that is the best possible. Since the geometric problem of determining the tangents to four triangles is computationally
Table 7.2 – Number of triangles with a given number of tangents, out of 5,000,000 randomly constructed triangles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,515,706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>331,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>646,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>403,679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>637,202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>327,159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>358,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>238,913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>253,396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>114,046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>80,199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>44,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>27,726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>12,426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>5,796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2,016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.3 – Four triangles with 40 common tangents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Triangle</th>
<th>Vertices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(t_1)</td>
<td>(−4, −731, −336)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t_2)</td>
<td>(531, −631, −820)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t_3)</td>
<td>(586, −205, 952)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(t_4)</td>
<td>(330, −141, −908)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

feasible—it is the disjunction of 81 problems with algebraic degree 2 and simple inequalities on the solutions—we investigated it experimentally.

For this, we generated 5,000,000 quadruples of triangles whose vertices were points with integral coordinates chosen uniformly at random from the cube \([-1000, 1000]^3\). For each, we computed the number of tangents. The resulting frequencies are recorded in Table 7.2. This search consumed over six months of CPU time on 1.2GHz processors at the MSRI and a DEC Alpha machine at the University of Massachusetts in 2004. It is archived on the web page accompanying this article.

In this search, we found four different quadruples of triangles with 40 common tangents, and none with more. Based on this \(iid\) random model, we find that the probability that the four triangles have at least one tangent is around 69.7%, and that the expected number of tangents is somewhat around 6.325, with a standard deviation of about 12.93. The vertices of one are given in Table 7.3. These triangles are rather ‘fat’, in that none have very small angles. Contrast that to the triangles of our construction in Section 7.3. In Figure 7.8 we compare these two configurations of triangles. On the left is the configuration of triangles from Table 7.3, together with their 40 common tangents, while on the right is the configuration of triangles having 62 common tangents. The triangles are labeled in the second diagram, as they are hard to distinguish from the lines. As we remarked in Section 7.3, many of the lines are extremely close and cannot be easily distinguished; that is why one can only count eight lines in this picture.

Fig. 7.8 – Triangles with many common tangents.

†www.math.tamu.edu/~sottile/stories/4triangles/index.html
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Chapitre 8

Predicates for line transversals in 3D

Cet article a été soumis à Computational Geometry : Theory and Applications [ELL+06]. Une version courte est parue dans les proceedings de la 18th Canadian Conference on Computational Geometry.

Abstract

In this paper we study various geometric predicates for determining the existence of and categorizing the configurations of lines in 3D that are transversal to lines or segments. We compute the degrees of standard procedures of evaluating these predicates. The degrees of some of these procedures are surprisingly high (up to 168), which may explain why computing line transversals with finite-precision floating-point arithmetic is prone to error. Our results suggest the need to explore alternatives to the standard methods of computing these quantities.

8.1 Introduction

Computing line transversals to lines or segments is an important operation in solving 3D visibility problems arising in computer graphics [BDD+07, DD02, DDP97, DDP02, EGHHZ00, PD90]. In this paper, we study various predicates and their degrees concerning line transversals to lines and segments in 3D.

A predicate is a function that returns a value from a discrete set. Typically, geometric predicates answer questions of the type “Is a point inside, outside or on the boundary of a set?” We consider predicates that are evaluated by boolean functions of more elementary predicates, the latter being functions that return the sign (−, 0 or +) of a multivariate polynomial whose arguments are a subset of the input parameters of the problem instance (see, for instance [BP00]). By degree of a procedure for evaluating a predicate, we mean the maximum degree in the input parameters among all polynomials used in the evaluation of the predicate by the procedure. In what follows we casually refer to this measure as the degree of the predicate. We are interested in the degree because it provides a measure of the number of bits required for an exact evaluation of our predicates when the input parameters are integers or floating-point numbers; the number of bits required is then roughly the product of the degree with the number of bits used in representing each input value.

In this paper, we first study the degree of standard procedures for determining the number of line transversals to four lines or four segments in 3D; recall that four lines in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admit 0, 1, 2 or an infinite number of line transversals and that four segments admit up to 4 or an infinite number of line transversals [BEL+05]. We also consider the predicate for determining whether a minimal (i.e., locally shortest) segment transversal to four line segments is intersected by a triangle. These predicates are ubiquitous in 3D visibility problems. The latter predicate, for instance, can be used for determining whether two triangles see each other in a scene of triangles (that is, for determining whether there exists a segment joining the two triangles and that does not properly intersect any of the other triangles). Finally, we study the predicate for ordering planes through two fixed points, each plane containing a third rational point or a line transversal to four segments or lines. This predicate arises in the rotating plane-sweep algorithm that computes the minimal free segments tangent to four among \( k \) convex polyhedra in 3D [BDD+07].
Our study shows that standard procedures for solving these predicates have high degrees. We study, in particular, procedures that involve computing the Plücker coordinates of the line transversals involved in the predicates. Throughout the paper, the points defining input geometric primitives (which can be lines, segments, and triangles) are, by assumption, given by their Cartesian coordinates and the degrees of the procedures for evaluating predicates are expressed in these coordinates. We show that, for determining the number of transversals to four lines or four segments, such standard methods lead to procedures of degree 22 or 36, respectively. For determining whether a minimal segment transversal to four line segments is intersected by a triangle, we show that these methods lead to a procedure of degree 78. Also, for ordering, in a rotational sweep about a line, two planes, each defined by a line transversal to four lines, such methods lead to a procedure of degree 144. Furthermore, in some implementations, the Plücker coordinates of the relevant line transversals are computed in a way that the degrees of these procedures are even higher; for instance, the procedure for evaluating predicates, the latter method is not appropriate because it uses singular value decomposition for which we only know of numerical methods and thus the line transversals cannot be computed exactly, when needed.

Each line can be described using Plücker coordinates (see [Sho98], for example, for a review of Plücker coordinates). If a line \( \ell \) in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) is represented by a direction vector \( \vec{u} \) and a point \( p \) in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) then \( \ell \) can be represented by the six-tuple \((\vec{u}, \vec{u} \times \vec{op})\) in real projective space \( \mathbb{P}^5 \), where \( O \) is any arbitrarily fixed, origin and \( \times \) denote the cross product. The side product \( \circ \) of any two six-tuples \( \ell = (a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4, a_5, a_6) \) and \( k = (x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, x_5, x_6) \) is \( \ell \circ k = a_4x_1 + a_5x_2 + a_6x_3 + a_1x_4 + a_2x_5 + a_3x_6 \). The fundamental importance of the side product lies in the fact that a six-tuple \( k \in \mathbb{P}^5 \) represents a line in 3D if and only if \( k \circ k = 0 \); this defines a quadric in \( \mathbb{P}^5 \) called the Plücker quadric. More generally, recall that two lines intersect in real projective space \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) if and only if the side product of their Plücker coordinates is zero. Notice that this implies that there is a predicate for determining whether two lines intersect in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) which is of degree two in the Plücker coordinates of the lines and, if the lines are each defined by two points, of degree three in the Cartesian coordinates of these points.

Oriented lines of \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), with direction vector \( \vec{u} \) and through a point \( p \), can be represented similarly by a six-tuple \((\vec{u}, \vec{u} \times \vec{op})\) in real oriented projective space (\( \text{i.e.}, \) the quotient of \( \mathbb{R}^6 \setminus \{0\} \) by the equivalence relation induced by positive scaling). The sign (positive or negative) of the side operator of two oriented lines \( \ell \) and \( k \) then determines on which “side” of \( \ell \), \( k \) lies; for instance, if \( op \) and \( oq \) are two lines oriented from \( o \) to \( p \) and from \( o \) to \( q \) and \( \ell \) is an arbitrarily oriented line such that \( \ell \) p, \( q \), and \( o \) are not coplanar, then \( (\ell \circ op)(\ell \circ oq) \leq 0 \) if and only if \( \ell \) intersects segment \( pq \) (see Figure 8.1(a)).

Given four lines \( \ell_1, \ldots, \ell_4 \), our problem here is to compute all lines \( k = (x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4, x_5, x_6) \in \mathbb{P}^5 \) such that \( k \circ \ell_i = 0 \), for \( 1 \leq i \leq 4 \), which can be written in the following form:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
  a_4 & a_5 & a_6 & a_1 & a_2 & a_3 \\
  b_4 & b_5 & b_6 & b_1 & b_2 & b_3 \\
  c_4 & c_5 & c_6 & c_1 & c_2 & c_3 \\
  d_4 & d_5 & d_6 & d_1 & d_2 & d_3
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
  x_1 \\
  x_2 \\
  x_3 \\
  x_4 \\
  x_5 \\
  x_6
\end{pmatrix} = 0
\]

(8.1)
where the rows of the $4 \times 6$ matrix contain the Plücker coordinates of the four lines. This can be rewritten as

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
 a_6 & a_1 & a_2 & a_3 \\
 b_6 & b_1 & b_2 & b_3 \\
 c_6 & c_1 & c_2 & c_3 \\
 d_6 & d_1 & d_2 & d_3 \\
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
 x_3 \\
 x_4 \\
 x_5 \\
 x_6 \\
\end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix}
 a_4 x_1 + a_5 x_2 \\
 b_4 x_1 + b_5 x_2 \\
 c_4 x_1 + c_5 x_2 \\
 d_4 x_1 + d_5 x_2 \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
 0 \\
 0 \\
 0 \\
 0 \\
\end{pmatrix}.
$$

(8.2)

Let $\delta$ denote the determinant of the above $4 \times 4$ matrix. Assuming $\delta \neq 0$, we can solve the system for $x_3$, $x_4$, $x_5$, and $x_6$ in terms of $x_1$ and $x_2$. Applying Cramer's rule, we get

$$
\begin{cases}
 x_3 = -\frac{\alpha_1 x_1 + \beta_1 x_2}{\delta} \\
 x_4 = -\frac{\alpha_2 x_1 + \beta_2 x_2}{\delta} \\
 x_5 = -\frac{\alpha_3 x_1 + \beta_3 x_2}{\delta} \\
 x_6 = -\frac{\alpha_4 x_1 + \beta_4 x_2}{\delta}
\end{cases}
$$

where $\alpha_i$ (respectively $\beta_i$) is the determinant $\delta$ with the $i^{th}$ column replaced by $(a_4, b_4, c_4, d_4)^T$ (respectively $(a_5, b_5, c_5, d_5)^T$). We rewrite this system as

$$
\begin{cases}
 x_1 = -u \delta \\
 x_2 = -v \delta \\
 x_3 = \alpha_1 u + \beta_1 v \\
 x_4 = \alpha_2 u + \beta_2 v \\
 x_5 = \alpha_3 u + \beta_3 v \\
 x_6 = \alpha_4 u + \beta_4 v
\end{cases}
$$

(8.3)

with $(u, v) \in \mathbb{P}1$. Since $k$ is a line, we have $k \cap k = 0$, which implies

$$
x_1 x_4 + x_2 x_5 + x_3 x_6 = 0.
$$

Substituting in the expressions for $x_1 \ldots x_6$, we get

$$
Au^2 + Buv + Cv^2 = 0
$$

(8.4)

where

$$
A = \alpha_1 \alpha_4 - \alpha_2 \delta, \\
B = \alpha_1 \beta_4 + \beta_1 \alpha_4 - \beta_2 \delta - \alpha_3 \delta, \\
C = \beta_1 \beta_4 - \beta_3 \delta.
$$

Solving this degree-two equation in $(u, v)$ and replacing in (8.3), we get (assuming that $A \neq 0$) that the Plücker coordinates of the transversals lines $k$ are:

$$
\begin{cases}
 x_1 = B \delta \pm \delta \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC} \\
 x_2 = -2A \delta \\
 x_3 = -B \alpha_1 + 2A \beta_1 \pm \alpha_1 \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC} \\
 x_4 = -B \alpha_2 + 2A \beta_2 \pm \alpha_2 \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC} \\
 x_5 = -B \alpha_3 + 2A \beta_3 \pm \alpha_3 \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC} \\
 x_6 = -B \alpha_4 + 2A \beta_4 \pm \alpha_4 \sqrt{B^2 - 4AC}.
\end{cases}
$$

(8.5)

**Lemma 8.1.** Consider four lines, given by the Cartesian coordinates of pairs of points, that admit finitely many line transversals in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$. If the four lines are not parallel to a common plane, the Plücker coordinates of their transversals in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ can be written as $\phi_i + \varphi_i \sqrt{\Delta}$, $i = 1, \ldots, 6$, where $\phi_i$, $\varphi_i$, and $\Delta$ are polynomials of degree at most 17, 6, and 22, respectively, in the coordinates of the input points. Otherwise, the Plücker coordinates of the transversals can be written as polynomials of degree at most 19. Moreover, these bounds are, in the worst case, reached for three of the coordinates.
Proof. The assumption that the four lines admit finitely many transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) ensures that the 4 \( \times \) 6 matrix of Plücker coordinates (in (8.1)) has rank 4. Consider first the case where the four input lines are not all parallel to a common plane. Then, the 4 \( \times \) 3 matrix of the direction vectors of the four lines has rank 3. By the basis extension theorem, this matrix can be complemented by one of the other columns of the matrix of Plücker coordinates (of (8.1)) in order to get a 4 \( \times \) 4 matrix of rank 4. We can thus assume, without loss of generality, that the 4 \( \times \) 4 matrix of (8.2) has rank 4.

Since, by assumption, the four lines admit finitely many transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \), \( A, B, \) and \( C \) in (8.4) are not all zero. We compute the degree, in the coordinates of the input points, of the various polynomial terms in (8.5). For each input line \( \ell_i \), the first three and last three coordinates of its Plücker representation have degree 1 and 2, respectively. Hence \( \delta, \alpha_1, \) and \( \beta_1 \) have degree 5 and \( \alpha_i, \beta_i \) have degree 6 for \( i = 2, 3, 4 \). Hence, \( A, B, \) and \( C \) have degree 11 and the bounds on the degrees of \( \phi_i, \varphi_i, \) and \( \Delta \) follow. Note, in particular, that, if \( A \neq 0 \), these bounds are reached for \( i = 4, 5, 6 \).

Consider now the case where the four input lines are parallel to a common plane. Since the four lines admit finitely many transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \), they are not parallel. It follows that the 4 \( \times \) 3 matrix of the direction vectors of the four lines has rank 2. Two vectors, say \( (a_i, b_i, c_i, d_i) \) for \( i = 1, 2 \), are thus linearly independent and, by the basis extension theorem, the corresponding 4 \( \times \) 2 matrix can be complemented by two other columns (say, \( (a_i, b_i, c_i, d_i) \) for \( i = 4, 5 \)) of the matrix of Plücker coordinates (of (8.1)) in order to define a 4 \( \times \) 4 matrix of rank 4. As above, a straightforward computation gives the Plücker coordinates of the line transversal. We get

\[
x_1 = \alpha_1 u, \quad x_2 = \alpha_2 u, \quad x_3 = -u \delta, \quad x_4 = \alpha_3 u + \beta_3 v, \quad x_5 = \alpha_4 u + \beta_4 v, \quad x_6 = -v \delta
\]

where \((u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R})\) is solution of the equation

\[
A' u^2 + B' u v = 0 \quad \text{where} \quad A' = \alpha_1 \alpha_3 + \alpha_2 \alpha_4 \quad \text{and} \quad B' = \alpha_1 \beta_3 + \alpha_2 \beta_4 + \delta^2. \tag{8.6}
\]

\( \delta, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, \beta_3, \beta_4 \) have degree 6 and \( \alpha_3, \alpha_4 \) have degree 7 (and \( \beta_1 = \beta_2 = 0 \)) thus \( A' \) and \( B' \) have degree 13 and 12, respectively. Note that \( A' \) and \( B' \) are not both zero since there are finitely many transversals. The Plücker coordinates of the transversals can thus be written as polynomials of degree at most 19 and, for one of the transversals (the one not in the plane at infinity), this bound is reached for three coordinates (namely, \( x_4, x_5, x_6 \)). \( \square \)

Lemma 8.2. Consider four lines, given by the Cartesian coordinates of pairs of points, that admit finitely many line transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \). If the four lines are not parallel to a common plane, we can compute on each transversal two points whose homogeneous coordinates have the form \( \phi_i + \varphi_i \sqrt{\Delta}, i = 1, \ldots, 4 \), where \( \phi_i, \varphi_i, \) and \( \Delta \) are polynomials of degree at most 17, 6, and 22, respectively, in the coordinates of the input points. Otherwise, we can compute on each transversal two points whose homogeneous coordinates are polynomials of degree at most 19. Moreover, these bounds are reached, in the worst case, for some coordinates.

Proof. Denote by \( w_1 \) (resp. \( w_2 \)) the vector of the first (resp. last) three coordinates of \( (x_1, \ldots, x_6) \), the Plücker coordinates of a line \( k \), and let \( n \) denote any vector of \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). Then, if the four-tuple \( (w_2 \times n, w_1 \cdot n) \) is not equal to \((0, 0, 0, 0)\), it is a point (in homogeneous coordinates) on the line \( k \) (by Lagrange’s triple product expansion formula). By considering the axis unit vectors for \( n \), we get that the four-tuples \((0, x_6, -x_5, x_1), (-x_6, 0, x_4, x_2), (x_5, -x_4, 0, x_3)\) that are non-zero are points on the transversal lines \( k \). Either five of the six Plücker coordinates of \( k \) are zero or at least two of these four-tuples are non-zero and thus are points on \( k \). In the latter case, the result follows from Lemma 8.1.

In the former case, two points with coordinates 0 or 1 can easily be computed on line \( k \) since the line is then one of the axis or a line at infinity defined by the directions orthogonal to one of the axis. \( \square \)

Remark 8.3. In some implementations (for instance, the one of [Red03]), the 4 \( \times \) 4 submatrix of the matrix of Plücker coordinates (see (8.1)) used for computing the line transversals is chosen, by default, as the leftmost submatrix whose determinant has degree 7 in the coordinates of the input points. In this case, the Plücker coordinates of the line transversals are written as \( \phi_i + \varphi_i \sqrt{\Delta}, i = 1, \ldots, 6 \), where \( \phi_i, \varphi_i, \) and \( \Delta \) are polynomials of degree at most 20, 7, and 26, respectively, in the coordinates of the input points (and these bounds are reached). Similarly for the homogeneous coordinates of two points on the transversals.
8.3 Predicates

8.3.1 Preliminaries

We start by two straightforward lemmas on the degree of predicates for determining the sign of simple algebraic numbers. If \( x \) is a polynomial expression in some variables, we denote by \( \deg(x) \) the degree of \( x \) in these variables. This first lemma is trivial and its proof is omitted.

**Lemma 8.4.** If \( a, b, \) and \( c \) are polynomial expressions of (input) rational numbers, the sign of \( a + b\sqrt{c} \) can be determined by a predicate of degree \( \max\{2\deg(a), 2\deg(b) + \deg(c)\} \).

**Lemma 8.5.** If \( \alpha_i, \beta_i, \delta, \mu, i = 1, 2, \) are polynomial expressions of (input) rational numbers, the sign of \( \alpha_1 + \beta_1\sqrt{\delta} + (\alpha_2 + \beta_2\sqrt{\delta})\sqrt{\mu} \) can be obtained by a predicate of degree

\[
\max\{4\deg(\alpha_1), 4\deg(\beta_1) + 2\deg(\delta), 4\deg(\alpha_2) + 2\deg(\mu), 4\deg(\beta_2) + 2\deg(\delta) + 2\deg(\mu), 2\deg(\alpha_1) + 2\deg(\beta_1) + \deg(\delta), 2\deg(\alpha_2) + 2\deg(\beta_2) + 2\deg(\mu) + \deg(\delta)\}.
\]

**Proof.** The predicate is to evaluate the sign of an expression of the form \( a + b\sqrt{\mu} \), where \( a = \alpha_1 + \beta_1\sqrt{\delta}, b = \alpha_2 + \beta_2\sqrt{\delta}, \) and \( \alpha_i, \beta_i, \mu, \delta \) are rational. This can be done by evaluating the signs of \( a, b, \) and \( a^2 - b^2\mu \). The first two signs can be obtained by directly applying Lemma 8.4. On the other hand, \( a^2 - b^2\mu \) is equal to \( A + B\sqrt{\delta} \) with \( A = \alpha_1^2 + \beta_1^2\delta - 2\alpha_1\beta_1\delta - \beta_1^2\mu \) and \( B = 2\alpha_1\beta_1 - 2\alpha_2\beta_2\mu \). The sign of \( A + B\sqrt{\delta} \) can be determined by another application of Lemma 8.4, which gives the result. \( \square \)

8.3.2 Transversals to four lines

We consider first the predicate of determining whether four lines admit 0, 1, 2, or infinitely many line transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) (that is lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) that intersect, in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \), the four input lines). An evaluation of this predicate directly follows from the algorithm described in Section 8.2 for computing the line transversals. Recall that, in the sequel, all input points are, by assumption, given by their Cartesian coordinates.

**Theorem 8.6.** Given four lines defined by pairs of points, there is a predicate of degree 22 in the coordinates of these points to determine whether the four lines admit 0, 1, 2, or infinitely many line transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \).

**Proof.** We consider three cases. First, if the four lines are parallel, which can easily be determined by a predicate of degree 3, then they admit infinitely many line transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \). Second, if the four lines are not parallel but parallel to a common plane, which can easily be determined by a predicate of degree 3, then the four lines admit infinitely many transversals if Equation (8.6) is identically zero and, otherwise, 2 line transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \); this can thus be determined with a predicate of degree 13 (see the proof of Lemma 8.1). Finally, if the four lines are not parallel to a common plane, they admit infinitely many transversals if Equation 8.4 is identically zero and, otherwise, 0, 1, or 2 transversals depending on the sign of \( \Delta \) (in Lemma 8.1) which is of degree 22 in the coordinates of the points defining the lines. \( \square \)

Note that if the leftmost (instead of the rightmost) \( 4 \times 4 \) submatrix of the matrix of Plücker coordinates (in (8.1)) is used for computing line transversals (see Remark 8.3) then the procedure described in the above proof has degree 26 instead of 22.

All line transversals are defined in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) except in the case where the four input lines are parallel to a common plane, in which case the intersection of this plane with the plane at infinity is a line transversal at infinity. Note also that, determining whether a line transversal in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) is transversal in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) amounts to determining whether the transversal is parallel to one of the four input lines \( \ell_i \), that is if their direction vectors are collinear. This can be done, by Lemmas 8.1 and 8.4, by a predicate of degree 36 in the Cartesian coordinates of the points defining the input lines.

Note, however, that if the points defining the \( \ell_i \) have rational coordinates and if the transversal is parallel to one of the \( \ell_i \), the Plücker coordinates of the transversal are rational; indeed, the multiplicative factor of the direction vectors is rational (since one of the coordinates of the direction vector of the transversal is rational, e.g.,
8.3.3 Transversals to four segments

We consider here the predicate of determining how many transversals four segments of \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) admit. Recall that four segments may admit up to 4 or infinitely many line transversals \([BEL^+05]\). In this section, we prove the following theorem.

**Theorem 8.7.** Given four line segments, there is a predicate of degree 36 in the coordinates of their endpoints to determine whether those segments admit 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or infinitely many line transversals.

Note that if, the leftmost (instead of the rightmost) \( 4 \times 4 \) submatrix of the matrix of Plücker coordinates (in (8.1)) is used for computing line transversals (see Remark 8.3) then the procedure described below for the predicate of Theorem 8.7 has degree 42 instead of 36.

We consider, in the following, the supporting lines of the four segments, that is, the lines containing the segments; in the case where one (or several) segment is reduced to a point, we consider as supporting line, any line through this point and parallel to at least another supporting line. We first consider the case where the four supporting lines admit finitely many transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3 \); this can be determined by a predicate of degree 22, by Theorem 8.6.

**Lemma 8.8.** Given four segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) whose supporting lines admit finitely many line transversals in \( \mathbb{P}^3 \), determining the number of transversals to the four segments can be done with a predicate of degree 36 in the coordinates of their endpoints.

**Proof.** Let \( \ell \) denote an (arbitrarily) oriented line, as well as its Plücker coordinates, that is transversals to the four lines; \( \ell \) can be computed as described in Section 8.2. We consider the predicate of determining whether \( \ell \) intersects each of the four segments, in turn. Let \( p \) and \( q \) denote the endpoints of one of these segments. For any two distinct points \( r \) and \( s \), denote by \( rs \) the Plücker coordinates of the line \( rs \) oriented from \( r \) to \( s \); depending on the context, \( rs \) also denotes the line through \( r \) and \( s \) or the segment from \( r \) to \( s \).
8.3. PREDICATES

If a point \( o \) does not lie in the plane containing line \( ℓ \) and segment \( pq \) (see Figure 8.1(a)), then line \( ℓ \) intersects segment \( pq \) if and only if the oriented line \( ℓ \) is on opposite sides of the two oriented lines from \( o \) to \( p \) and from \( o \) to \( q \), that is if \( (ℓ ⊙ op) (ℓ ⊙ oq) ≤ 0 \) (recall that \( ⊙ \) denotes the side operator – see Section 8.2).

On the other hand, point \( o \) lies in a plane containing line \( ℓ \) and segment \( pq \) if and only if \( ℓ \) intersects (in \( \mathbb{P}^3 \)) both lines \( op \) and \( oq \), that is both side operators \( ℓ ⊙ op \) and \( ℓ ⊙ oq \) are zero. By choosing point \( o \) to be for instance \((1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)\), or \((1,1,1)\), we ensure that one of these points will not be coplanar with \( ℓ \) and segment \( pq \) unless segment \( pq \) lies on \( ℓ \).

Hence the predicate follows from the sign of side operators of the line transversal and of a line defined by two points, one of which with coordinates equal to 0 or 1. The degree of the Plücker coordinates of the line through these two points is thus 1 (in the coordinates of the input points). Hence, by Lemma 8.1, the predicate can be computed by determining the sign of polynomials of degree at most 20 if the input lines are parallel to a common plane and, otherwise, by determining the sign of expressions of the form \( a + b\sqrt{c} \) where \( a, b \) and \( c \) have degree at most 18, 7, and 22, respectively; moreover, these bounds are reached. By Lemma 8.4, the predicate thus has degree 36, which concludes the proof.

We now consider the case where the four lines admit infinitely many transversals. Recall that, in \( \mathbb{P}^3 \), four lines or line segments admit infinitely many transversals only if [BEL+05]:

1. they lie in one ruling of a hyperbolic paraboloid or a hyperboloid of one sheet,
2. they are all concurrent, or
3. they all lie in a plane, with the possible exception of a group of one or more that all meet that plane at the same point.

We treat the cases independently.

**Lemma 8.9.** Given four segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) whose supporting lines are pairwise skew and admit infinitely many line transversals, determining the number of their line transversals can be done with a predicate of degree at most 36 in the coordinates of their endpoints.

**Proof.** When four lines are pairwise skew, their common transversals can be parameterized by their points of intersection with one of the lines; moreover, the set of common transversals to the four segments corresponds (through this parameterization) to up to four intervals on that line and the transversals that correspond to the endpoints of these intervals contain (at least) one endpoint of the segments [BEL+05]. We can compute and order all these interval endpoints and determine whether there exists a transversal (to the four segments) through each midpoint of two consecutive distinct interval endpoints. By construction and by [BEL+05], the four segments admit such a transversal if and only if they admit infinitely many transversals.

The set of interval endpoints, on, say, segment \( s_1 \) is a subset of the endpoints of \( s_1 \) and of the intersection points of \( s_1 \) with the planes containing \( s_2 \) and an endpoint of \( s_3 \) or \( s_4 \) and of the intersection points of \( s_1 \) with the planes containing \( s_3 \) and an endpoint of \( s_2 \). The coordinates of these points can be trivially computed as rational expressions of degree 4 in the coordinates of the segment endpoints. The coordinates of the midpoints are thus rational expressions of degree at most 8.

The transversal to the four lines through (any) one of these midpoints intersects line \( ℓ_2 \) and lies in the plane containing line \( ℓ_3 \) and the considered midpoint; the coordinates of the intersection point between this plane and \( ℓ_2 \) are rational expressions of degree at most 19. Finally, determining whether a transversal (to the four lines) through two points whose coordinates are rational expressions of degree 8 and 19 is a transversal to each of the four segments can be done, as in the proof of Lemma 8.8, using side operators. Hence, we can decide whether the four segments admit infinitely many transversals with a predicate of degree at most 36 since the Plücker coordinates of the line transversal are of degree at most 35.

Now, if the four segments admit finitely many transversals, we can determine the number of transversals as follows. As mentioned above, the set of transversals can be parameterized by intervals on a line and the interval endpoints correspond to transversals that go through a segment endpoint. A transversal is isolated if and only if it corresponds to an interval that is reduced to a point. Thus, a transversal is isolated only if it goes through two distinct segment endpoints (the segments necessarily have distinct endpoints since, by assumption, their supporting lines are pairwise skew and thus no segment is reduced to a point). Determining whether the lines through two distinct endpoints intersect the other segments can easily be done, as described in the proof of Lemma 8.8, by...
computing the sign of side operators which are here of degree 3 in the coordinates of the segment endpoints.

Lemma 8.10. Given four segments in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) whose supporting lines are not pairwise skew and admit infinitely many line transversals, determining the number of their line transversals can be done with a predicate of degree 7 in the coordinates of their endpoints.

Proof. First, note that testing whether two segments intersect can be done using side operators with a predicate of degree 3. The four lines containing the segments are not pairwise skew and they admit infinitely many line transversals. Thus, they are all concurrent or they all lie in a plane \( H \), with the possible exception of a group of one or more that all meet that plane at the same point [BEL+05]. Four cases may occur:

(i) all four lines lie in a plane \( H \),
(ii) three lines lie in a plane \( H \) and the fourth line intersects \( H \) in exactly one point,
(iii) two lines lie in a plane \( H \) and two other lines intersect \( H \) in exactly one and the same point,
(iv) three lines are concurrent but not coplanar.

Differentiating between these cases can be done by determining whether sets of four segment endpoints are coplanar (which is a predicate of degree 3). We study each case in turn.

Case (i). The four segments are coplanar. Any component of transversals contains a line through two distinct segment endpoints. Hence the four segments have finitely many transversals if and only if any line through two distinct endpoints that is a transversal to the four segments is an isolated transversal. This only occurs\(^{12}\) (see Figure 8.1(b)) when the transversal goes through the endpoints of three segments such that the segment, whose endpoint is in between the two others, lies (in \( H \)) on the opposite side of the transversal than the two other segments. This can be tested by computing the sign of scalar products and side operators between the transversal and the lines through a point \( o \) not in \( H \) and the segment endpoints (see Figure 8.1(b)). This leads to a predicate of degree 4.

Case (ii). Three lines lie in a plane \( H \). Testing whether the fourth segment intersects the plane \( H \) can easily be done by computing the point of intersection between \( H \) and the line containing the fourth segment, leading to a predicate of degree 3. If the fourth segment does not intersect plane \( H \), the four segments have no transversal unless the first three segments are concurrent in which case the four segments have one or infinitely many transversals depending on whether the four lines supporting the segments are concurrent. Otherwise, let \( p \) denote the point of intersection. We assume that the three segments in \( H \) are not concurrent; otherwise the four segments have infinitely many transversals. Thus, any component of transversals contains a line through \( p \) and through a segment endpoint. Hence the four segments have finitely many transversals if and only if any line through \( p \) and a segment endpoint that is a transversal to the four segments is an isolated transversal. Testing whether such a line is a transversal to all segments can be done, as in the proof of Lemma 8.8, by computing the sign of side operators of the line transversal and of lines through a segment endpoint and a point \( o \) not in \( H \); the coordinates of point \( p \) are rational expressions of degree 4, thus the Plücker coordinates of the transversal have degree at most 6, which leads to a predicate of degree 7. Such a line transversal is isolated (see Figure 8.1(c)) if and only if\(^{13}\) the transversal goes through two endpoints of two distinct segments that lie on the same side (in plane \( H \)) of the transversal or not depending whether \( p \) is in between the two endpoints or not. This test can be done by computing the sign of scalar products and side operators between the transversal and the lines through a point \( o \) not in \( H \) and the segment endpoints (see Figure 8.1(c)). This test also leads to a predicate of degree 7. We can thus determine the number of isolated transversals with a predicate of degree 7.

Case (iii). Two lines lie in a plane \( H \) and two other lines intersect \( H \) in exactly one and the same point. (Note that there may be two instances of plane \( H \) for a given configuration.) This case can be treated similarly as Case (ii).

---

\(^{12}\)For simplicity, we do not discuss here the case where the line transversal contains one of the four segments.

\(^{13}\)We assume here for simplicity that the line transversal contains no segment.
Case (iv). Three lines are concurrent but not coplanar. If none of the three corresponding segments intersect, they have no common transversal. If only two segments intersect, the three segments have exactly one transversal; checking whether that transversal intersects the fourth segment can easily be done with a predicate of degree 3. Now, if the three segments intersect, then the four segments have infinitely many transversals if they are concurrent or if their supporting lines are not concurrent. Otherwise, if the four segments are not concurrent but their supporting lines are, the four segments then have a unique transversal. This can also be checked with a predicate of degree 3.

We can now conclude the proof of Theorem 8.7. By Theorem 8.6, we can determine with a predicate of degree 22 whether the four lines containing the four segments admit finitely many transversals in $\mathbb{P}^3$. If the four lines admit finitely many transversals, then, by Lemma 8.8, determining the number of transversals to the four segments can be done with a predicate of degree 36. Assume now that the four lines admit infinitely many transversals. Note that determining whether the input lines are pairwise skew can easily be done with a predicate of degree 3. Thus, by Lemmas 8.9 and 8.10, determining whether the four segments admit 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or infinitely many line transversals can be done by a predicate of degree at most 36. Hence, we can determine the number of transversals to four segments with a predicate of degree 36.

\subsection{Transversals to four segments and a triangle}

We consider here the predicate of determining whether a minimal segment transversal to four line segments is intersected by a triangle. Given a line transversal $\ell$ to a set $S$ of segments, a triangle $T$ occludes $\ell$ if $\ell$ intersects $T$ and if there exist two segments in $S$ whose intersections with $\ell$ lie on opposite sides of $T$. We describe a method for evaluating the predicate for determining whether a triangle occludes a transversal to a given set of line segments and establish its degree.

\begin{theorem}
Let $\ell$ be a line transversal to four line segments that admit finitely many transversals and let $T$ be a triangle. There is a predicate of degree 78 in the coordinates of the points defining the segments and the triangle to determine whether $T$ occludes $\ell$.
\end{theorem}

\begin{proof}
Let $\ell$ denote an oriented line transversal to segments $s_1, \ldots, s_4$, each defined by two points $e_i$ and $f_i$, $i = 1, \ldots, 4$, and let $T$ be a triangle defined by three points $p$, $q$, and $r$. The Plücker coordinates of $\ell$ can be computed as described in Section 8.2. We only consider the case where the four lines containing segments $s_i$ have finitely many transversals because, otherwise, since the four segments admit finitely many transversals, each transversal goes through at least one endpoint of the four segments and it is straightforward that the degree of the predicate is then much smaller.

We first determine whether $\ell$ intersects $T$ by taking the side product of $\ell$ with each supporting line of $T$ (oriented consistently); $\ell$ intersects $T$ if and only if no two side products have opposite signs ($i.e.$, $\pm 1$). Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 8.8, there is a predicate of degree 38 for determining the sign of these side operators.

Assuming that $\ell$ intersects $T$, we next find the point of intersection. By Lemma 8.2, $\ell$ can be represented parametrically in the form $\pi + tr$. We determine the value of $t$ for which the determinant of $p, q, r, \pi + tr$ is equal to zero; denote this value of $t$ by $t_0$. This determinant has the form $a_0 + b_0t_0$, where, by Lemma 8.2, $a_0$ and $b_0$ are polynomials of degree 22 if $s_1, \ldots, s_4$ are parallel to a common plane or, otherwise, have the form $\phi + \phi\sqrt{\Delta}$ where $\phi, \Delta$ have degree 20, 9, and 22, respectively, in the coordinates of $p, q, r, e_i, f_i$.

Now, for each segment $s_i$, we compute the point of intersection of $s_i$ with $\ell$ in terms of the parameter $t$ using the method similar to that of the previous section: choose a point $o_i$ not in the plane determined by $s_i$ and $\ell$ and compute the value $t$ for which the determinant of $e_i, f_i, o_i, \pi + tr$ equals 0. Denote this value by $t_i$. Since $o_i$ can be chosen with all coordinates equal to 0 or 1, we get, similarly as in the previous paragraph, that each of these determinants has the form $a_i + b_i t_i$ where $a_i$ and $b_i$ are polynomials of degree 21 if $s_1, \ldots, s_4$ are parallel to a common plane or, otherwise, have the form $\phi + \phi\sqrt{\Delta}$ where $\phi, \Delta$ have degree 19, 8, and 22, respectively.

Determining whether $T$ occludes $\ell$ is now only a matter of determining whether $t_0$ lies between two of the values $t_i, i = 1, \ldots, 4$, which requires only that we be able to compare $t$-values, that is, compute $\text{sign}(t_i - t_j)$. Observe that $t_i - t_j = \frac{a_i b_j - a_j b_i}{b_j t_i - b_i t_j} < 0$, so $\text{sign}(t_i - t_j) = \text{sign}(a_i b_j - a_j b_i) \text{sign}(b_i) \text{sign}(b_j)$. It follows from the above characterization of the $a_i$ and $b_i$ that a product $a_i b_j$ is either a polynomial of degree 43 if $s_1, \ldots, s_4$ are parallel to a common plane or, otherwise, has the form $\phi + \phi\sqrt{\Delta}$ where $\phi, \Delta$ have degree at most 39, 28, and 22,
 respectively (and these bounds are reached in the worst case). Applying Lemma 8.4 yields a predicate of degree 78, which concludes the proof.  

Note that, if the leftmost (instead of the rightmost) $4 \times 4$ submatrix of the matrix of Plücker coordinates (in (8.1)) is used for computing line transversals (see Remark 8.3) then the procedure described above for the predicate of Theorem 8.11 has degree 90 instead of 78.

### 8.3.5 Ordering planes through two fixed points, each containing a third (rational) point or a line transversal

Let $\ell$ be a line defined by two points $v_1$ and $v_2$, and $\overline{\ell}$ be the line $\ell$ oriented in the direction $v_1v_2$.

We define an ordering of all the planes containing $\ell$ with respect to the oriented line $\overline{\ell}$ and a reference point $O$ (not on $\ell$). Let $P_0$ be the plane containing $O$ and $\ell$, and let $P_1$ and $P_2$ be two planes containing $\ell$. We say that $P_1 < P_2$ if and only if $P_1$ is encountered strictly before $P_2$ when rotating counterclockwise about $\overline{\ell}$ a plane from $P_0$ (see Figure 8.2a).

Let $p_i$ be any point on plane $P_i$ but not on $\ell$, for $i = 1, 2$, and let $D(p, q)$ denote the determinant of the four points $(v_1, v_2, p, q)$ given in homogeneous coordinates.

**Lemma 8.12.** With $\chi = D(O, p_1) \cdot D(O, p_2) \cdot D(p_1, p_2)$, we have:

- (a) If $\chi > 0$ then $P_1 > P_2$.
- (b) If $\chi < 0$ then $P_1 < P_2$.
- (c) If $\chi = 0$ then
  - (i) if $D(p_1, p_2) = 0$, then $P_1 = P_2$.
  - (ii) else if $D(O, p_1) = 0$, then $P_1 < P_2$.
  - (iii) else $P_1 > P_2$.

**Proof.** Assume first that $D(O, p_1) \cdot D(O, p_2) > 0$, that is, that $p_1$ and $p_2$ lie strictly on the same side of the plane $P_0$ (see Figure 8.2b). Then the order of $P_1$ and $P_2$ is determined by the orientation of the four points $(v_1, v_2, p_1, p_2)$, that is by the sign of $D(p_1, p_2)$. It is then straightforward to notice that $P_1 > P_2$ if and only if $D(p_1, p_2) > 0$. Hence, if $\chi > 0$, then $P_1 > P_2$ and, if $\chi < 0$, then $P_1 < P_2$.

Suppose now that $D(O, p_1) \cdot D(O, p_2) < 0$, that is, that $p_1$ and $p_2$ lie strictly on opposite sides of the plane $P_0$ (see Figure 8.2c). The order of $P_1$ and $P_2$ is then still determined by the sign of $D(p_1, p_2)$. However, $P_1 > P_2$ if and only if $D(p_1, p_2) < 0$. Hence, we have in all cases that, if $\chi > 0$, then $P_1 > P_2$ and, if $\chi < 0$, then $P_1 < P_2$.

Suppose finally that $\chi = 0$. If $D(p_1, p_2) = 0$, then $p_1$ and $p_2$ are coplanar, and $P_1 = P_2$. Otherwise, if $D(O, p_1) = 0$, then $P_0 = P_1$ thus $P_1$ is smaller to all other planes (containing $\overline{\ell}$), and in particular $P_1 \leq P_2$. Furthermore, since $D(p_1, p_2) \neq 0$, $P_1 \neq P_2$ and thus $P_1 < P_2$. Otherwise, $D(O, p_2) = 0$ and we get similarly that $P_2 < P_1$. \qed
Computing a point on a plane defined by \( \ell \) and a line transversal. We want to order planes \( P_i \) that are defined by line \( \ell \) and either a rational point not on \( \ell \), or by a line transversal to \( \ell \) and three other lines. In the latter case, we consider a point on the line transversal (which is non-rational, in general; see Lemma 8.2). The following lemma tells us that, in general, such a plane \( P_i \) contains no rational points outside of \( \ell \), and that in the cases where it does contain such a rational point, the line transversal is then rational. Hence, if the points computed on the line transversal, as described in Lemma 8.2, are not rational, there is no need to search for simpler points on the plane (but not on \( \ell \)).

Lemma 8.13. The plane \( P \) containing a rational line \( \ell \) and a line transversal to \( \ell \) and three other segments, each determined by two rational points, contains in general no rational points except on \( \ell \). Furthermore, if plane \( P \) contains a rational point not on \( \ell \), then the line transversal is rational.

Proof. Suppose that the plane \( P \) contains a rational point \( p \) not on \( \ell \). Then the plane contains three (non-collinear) rational points, \( p \) and two points on \( \ell \), and thus \( P \) is a rational plane. This plane intersects the three other segments in three points, all of which are rational and lie on the transversal. So the transversal is a rational line which implies that the discriminant \( B^2 - 4AC \) in Equation (8.5) is a square, which is not the case in general.

Comparing two planes. We want to order planes \( P_i \) that are defined by either line \( \ell \) and another (input rational) point not on \( \ell \), or by line \( \ell \) and a line transversal to \( \ell \) and three other lines.

By Lemma 8.12, ordering such planes about \( \ell \) amounts to computing the sign of determinants of four points (in homogeneous coordinates). Two of these points are input (affine rational) points on \( \ell \) \((v_1 \text{ and } v_2)\) and each of the two other points is either an input (affine rational) point \( r_i \), \( i = 1, 2 \), or is, by Lemma 8.2 (and Lemma 8.13), a point \( u_i \) whose homogeneous coordinates have degree at most 19 (in the coordinates of the input points) or a point of the form \( p_i + q_i \sqrt{\Delta_i} \), \( i = 1, 2 \), where the \( \Delta_i \) have degree 22 and where the \( p_i \) and \( q_i \) are points with homogeneous coordinates of degree at most 17 and 6, respectively. If the four points are all input points, then the determinant of the four points has degree 3 in their coordinates.

If only three of the four points are input points, then the determinant of the four points is either a polynomial of degree 22 or it has the form \( D(p_1, r_1) + D(q_1, r_1) \sqrt{\Delta_1} \) where the degrees of the \( D(\cdot) \) are 20 and 9, respectively, in the coordinates of the input points. Hence, by Lemma 8.4, the sign of this expression can be determined with a predicate of degree 40.

Finally, if only two of the four points are input points, then the determinant has one of the following forms (depending on whether the quadruples of lines defining the transversals are parallel to a common plane); the degrees are given in terms of the coordinates of the input points:

(i) \( D(u_1, u_2) \) which is of degree 40.

(ii) \( D(u_1, p_1) + D(u_1, q_2) \sqrt{\Delta_1} \) where the \( D(\cdot) \) have degree 38 and 27, respectively.

(iii) \( D(p_1, p_2) + D(q_1, p_2) \sqrt{\Delta_1} + (D(p_1, q_2) + D(q_1, q_2) \sqrt{\Delta_1}) \sqrt{\Delta_2} \) where the \( D(\cdot) \) have degree 36, 25, 25, and 14, respectively.

Hence, by Lemma 8.5, the sign of these expressions can be determined with a predicate of degree at most 144 (and the bound is reached in the worst case). We thus get the following result.

Theorem 8.14. Let \( \ell \) be an oriented line defined by two points, let \( p_0 \) be a point not on \( \ell \), and let \( P_0 \) be the plane determined by \( \ell \) and \( p_0 \). Given two planes \( P_1, P_2 \) containing \( \ell \) there is a predicate which determines the relative order of \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) about \( \ell \) with respect to \( P_0 \) having the following degree in the coordinates of the input points:

(i) degree 3 if \( P_i,i = 1, 2 \) are each specified by a (input) point \( p_i \);

(ii) degree 40 if \( P_1 \) is specified by a point \( p_1 \) and \( P_2 \) is determined by a line transversal to \( \ell \) and three other lines \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3 \), each specified by two (input) points.

(iii) degree 144 if \( P_i,i = 1, 2 \) are each determined by a line transversal to \( \ell \) and three other lines \( \ell_i,1, \ell_i,2, \ell_i,3 \), each specified by two (input) points.

Remark 8.15. Similarly as before, note that, if the leftmost (instead of the rightmost) \( 4 \times 4 \) submatrix of the matrix of Plücker coordinates (in (8.1)) is used for computing line transversals (see Remark 8.3) then the predicates of Theorem 8.14 have degree 3, 46, and 168.
three points that define a plane and perturb one of these points by at most \( \varepsilon \) which is, of course, independent of the precision used. We use the same experimental scheme as above, that is, we chose at random a line that is not perturbed and is thus common to the two planes, and the other defined as a transversal to the common line and to three other random lines. We are interested in evaluating our predicate in the case where the two planes are very close together, that is, when there is significant risk of producing an error when using finite-precision floating-point arithmetic.

We generate two sets of four lines. Each line of the first set is determined by two points, all of whose coordinates are double-precision floating-point numbers chosen uniformly at random from the interval \([-5000, 5000]\). The second set of lines is obtained by perturbing the points defining three of the lines of the first set; the fourth line is not perturbed and is thus common to the two sets. To perturb a point \( p \), we translate it to a point chosen uniformly at random in a sphere centered at \( p \), with radius \( \varepsilon \).

We compute, for each of these two sets of four lines, a line transversal. If either set of four lines does not admit a transversal (which happens roughly 24% of the time), we throw out that data and start again. Otherwise, we choose a transversal in a consistent way for the two sets of four lines, that is, such that one transversal converges to the other when \( \varepsilon \) tends to zero. Each transversal, together with the common line, defines a plane.

For various values of \( \varepsilon \), varying from \( 10^{-2} \) to \( 10^{-10} \), we evaluate the predicate using double-precision floating-point interval-arithmetic until we obtain 1000 pairs of planes for which the computation of the predicate fails. We measure the percentage of time that the computation fails. The results of these experiments are shown in Table 8.1.

We observe, as expected, that when \( \varepsilon \) is sufficiently small (\( 10^{-10} \)), that is, when the two planes are often close enough to each other, the fixed-precision interval-arithmetic predicate fails with high probability and that this probability decreases as \( \varepsilon \) increases. When \( \varepsilon = 10^{-2} \), the probability of failure is close to zero. Finally, we have also observed that the predicate fails when the angle between the two planes is less than roughly \( 10^{-8} \) radians, which is, of course, independent of \( \varepsilon \).

Note finally that the percentage of failure of the degree 168 predicate using fixed-precision interval-arithmetic is, as expected, high compared to lower-degree predicates. Table 8.1 also shows the failure rate for the degree 3 predicate related to Theorem 8.14(i). We use the same experimental scheme as above, that is, we chose at random three points that define a plane and perturb one of these points by at most \( \varepsilon \).

All the experiments were made on a i686 machine with AMD Athlon 1.73 GHz CPU and 1 GB of main memory using the CGAL interval number type with double-precision floating-point numbers [CGA].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predicates</th>
<th>( \varepsilon )</th>
<th>( 10^{-12} )</th>
<th>( 10^{-10} )</th>
<th>( 10^{-8} )</th>
<th>( 10^{-6} )</th>
<th>( 10^{-4} )</th>
<th>( 10^{-2} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>degree 168</td>
<td>99.6%</td>
<td>50.4%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.008%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degree 3</td>
<td>99.5%</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td>0.08%</td>
<td>0.001%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 8.1 – Percentages of failure of the degree 168 and degree 3 predicates using double-precision floating-point interval-arithmetic, for \( \varepsilon \) varying from \( 10^{-12} \) to \( 10^{-2} \).
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Lines and free line segments tangent to arbitrary three-dimensional convex polyhedra
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Abstract

Motivated by visibility problems in three dimensions, we investigate the complexity and construction of the set of tangent lines in a scene of three-dimensional polyhedra. We prove that the set of lines tangent to four possibly intersecting convex polyhedra in $\mathbb{R}^3$ with a total of $n$ edges consists of $\Theta(n^2)$ connected components in the worst case. In the generic case, each connected component is a single line, but our result still holds for arbitrarily degenerate scenes. More generally, we show that a set of $k$ possibly intersecting convex polyhedra with a total of $n$ edges admits, in the worst case, $\Theta(n^2k^2)$ connected components of maximal free line segments tangent to at least four polytopes. Furthermore, these bounds also hold for possibly occluded lines rather than maximal free line segments.

Finally, we present a $O(n^2k^2\log n)$ time and $O(nk^2)$ space algorithm that, given a scene of $k$ possibly intersecting convex polyhedra, computes all the minimal free line segments that are tangent to any four of the polytopes and are isolated transversals to the set of edges they intersect; in particular, we compute at least one line segment per connected component of tangent lines.

9.1 Introduction

Computing visibility relations in a 3D environment is a problem central to computer graphics and engineering tasks such as radio propagation simulation and fast prototyping. Examples of visibility computations include determining the view from a given point, and computing the umbra and penumbra cast by a light source. In many applications, visibility computations are well-known to account for a significant portion of the total computation cost. Consequently a large body of research is devoted to speeding up visibility computations through the use of data structures (see [Dur00] for a survey).

One such structure, the visibility complex [DDP02, PV96b], encodes visibility relations by partitioning the set of maximal free line segments. The size of this partition is intimately related to the number of maximal free line segments tangent to four objects in the scene; for a scene of $n$ triangles in $\mathbb{R}^3$, the complex can have size $\Theta(n^4)$ in
the worst case [DDP02], even when the triangles form a terrain (see [CS89b] or Figure 9.1). The complex is thus potentially enormous, which has hindered its application in practice. However, there is evidence, both theoretical and practical, that this estimation is pessimistic. The lower bound examples, which are carefully designed to exhibit the worst-case behavior, are unrealistic in practice. For realistic scenes, Durand et al. [DDP97] observe a quadratic growth rate, albeit for rather small scenes. For random scenes, Devillers et al. [DDE+03] prove that the expected size of the visibility complex is much smaller; for uniformly distributed unit balls the expected size is linear and for polygons or polyhedra of bounded aspect ratio and similar size it is at most quadratic. Also, in 2D, while the worst-case complexity of the visibility complex is quadratic, experimental results strongly suggest that the size of the visibility complex of a scene consisting of scattered triangles is linear [CF99].

While these results are encouraging, most scenes are not random. In fact, most scenes have a lot of structure which we can exploit; a scene is typically represented by many triangles which form a much smaller number of convex patches. In particular, if a scene consists of \( k \) disjoint convex polyhedra with a total of \( n \) edges, then under a strong general position assumption, the number of maximal free line segments tangent to four of the polyhedra is at most \( O(n^2k^2) \); this follows directly from the bound proved in [EGHHZ00] on the number of combinatorial changes of the silhouette map viewed from a point moving along a straight line, and was also later proved in [BDD+02].

We present in this paper a generalization of these results. After preliminary definitions, we give a detailed account of our results and then present related previous work.

**Preliminary definitions.** We consider a scene that consists of a finite number of polytopes, not necessarily disjoint, not necessarily fully dimensional, and in arbitrary position. The definitions below are standard, yet carefully phrased in a way that remains valid in those situations.

A **polytope** is the convex hull of a point set. A plane is **tangent** to a polytope if it intersects the polytope and bounds a closed half-space that contains the polytope. A face, an edge, or a vertex of a polytope in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) is the 2, 1 or 0-dimensional intersection of the polytope with a tangent plane. Note that, with this usual definition of polytopes, edges and faces are closed and they are not subdivided in any way.

A line or segment is **tangent** to a polytope (whether or not the latter is fully dimensional) if it intersects the polytope and is contained in a tangent plane. In a given plane, a line is tangent to a polygon if it intersects the polygon and bounds a closed half-plane that contains the polygon. With these definitions, given a polygon in a plane \( \pi \), and a line contained in \( \pi \) that intersects the relative interior of this polygon, the line is tangent to the polygon when considered as a polytope in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), but not tangent to the polygon in the plane \( \pi \).

The set of lines in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) has a natural topological structure, namely, that of Plücker space [Sto91]. The set of lines tangent to at least four polytopes is a subspace, whose **connected components** correspond to lines that can be continuously moved one into the other while remaining tangent to at least four polytopes.\(^\text{14}\) A line or line segment is **free** if it is tangent to each polytope that its relative interior intersects;\(^\text{15}\) otherwise it is **occluded**. A free line segment is a **maximal free line segment** if it is not properly contained into another free line segment. The space of line segments also has a natural topological structure and the **connected components** of maximal free line segments tangent to at least four among the \( k \) polytopes are defined similarly as for lines.

\(^\text{14}\)The set of polytopes to which the line is tangent might change during the motion.

\(^\text{15}\)When the polytopes are fully dimensional, a segment is free if it does not intersect the interior of any of them. Our definition ensures that a segment is free also when it intersects and is coplanar with a two-dimensional polytope. The endpoints of a free segment may also lie on the boundary of a polytope.
A support vertex of a line is a polytope vertex that lies on the line. A support edge of a line is a polytope edge that intersects the line but has no endpoint on it (a support edge intersects the line at only one point of its relative interior). A support of a line is one of its support vertices or support edges. The supports of a segment are defined similarly. Notice that it follows from the definition of polytopes that any line has at most two supports in any given polytope.

A line is isolated with respect to a set of edges and vertices if the line cannot be moved continuously while remaining a common transversal to these edges and vertices. Furthermore, we say that a set of edges and vertices admits an isolated transversal if these edges and vertices admit a common transversal that is isolated with respect to them. Finally, a line is isolated if it is isolated with respect to a set of some, and hence all, of its supports.

Our results. In this paper we present two types of results, combinatorial bounds and algorithms.

Combinatorial bounds. We generalize the result of [BDD+02, EGHHZ00] in two ways. First, we consider polytopes that may intersect. We show that among \( k \) polytopes of total complexity \( n \), the number of lines tangent to any four of them is in the worst case either infinite or \( \Theta(n^2k^2) \). The most surprising aspect of this result is that the bound (which is tight) is the same whether the polytopes intersect or not. This is in sharp contrast to the 2D case, where the number of tangents of two convex polygons is always 4 if disjoint, and could be linear in the size of the polygons if they intersect. Second, we consider polytopes in arbitrary position: we drop all general position assumptions. The polytopes may intersect in any way; they may overlap or coincide. They may degenerate to polygons, segments or points. While four polytopes in general position (as defined in [BDD+02]) may admit an infinite number of common tangents, four polytopes in arbitrary position may admit an infinite number of common tangents which can be partitioned into connected components.

Our main results are, more precisely, the following.

Theorem 9.1. Given \( k \) polytopes in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) with \( n \) edges in total, there are, in the worst case, \( \Theta(n^2k^2) \) connected components of maximal free line segments tangent to at least four of the polytopes. This bound also holds for connected components of possibly occluded lines tangent to at least four of the polytopes.

These results improve the trivial bound of \( O(n^4) \). Note that, when \( k \neq 4 \), neither of the two results stated in Theorem 9.1 implies the other since a line tangent to at least four among \( k \) polytopes may contain many, but does not necessarily contain any, maximal free line segments tangent to four polytopes.

When \( k = 4 \), Theorem 9.1 implies that there are \( \Theta(n^2) \) connected components of lines tangent to the four polytopes, an improvement on the previously known upper bound of \( O(n^3\log n) \) which follows from the same bound on the complexity of the set of line transversals to a set of polyhedra (here four) with \( n \) edges in total [Aga94]. Moreover, we prove a tighter bound when one of the four polytopes has few edges.

Theorem 9.2. Given 3 polytopes with \( n \) edges in total and one polytope with \( m \) edges, there are, in the worst case, \( \Theta(mn) \) connected components of lines tangent to the four polytopes.

We also prove the following result which is more powerful, though more technical, than Theorem 9.1. Whereas Theorem 9.1 bounds the number of connected components of tangents, Theorem 9.3 bounds the number of isolated tangents with some notion of multiplicity. For example, the line in Figure 9.2 is counted \( \binom{4}{2} \) times which is the number of minimal sets of vertices that admit that line as an isolated transversal. Although neither theorem implies the other, we will prove in Proposition 9.23 that the upper bound of Theorem 9.1 is easily proved using Theorem 9.3.

Theorem 9.3. Given \( k \) polytopes in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) with \( n \) edges in total, there are, in the worst case, \( \Theta(n^2k^2) \) minimal sets of open edges and vertices, chosen from some of the polytopes, that admit a possibly occluded isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes.

Algorithm. We now turn our attention to the computation of all free segments that are isolated transversals to their set of supports and tangent to the corresponding polytopes. Durand et al. [DDP02] proposed an algorithm for this problem with worst-case time complexity \( O((n^3 + p)\log n) \) where \( p \) is the output size; this algorithm, based on a double-sweep, has proven to be difficult to implement. Durand et al. also presented an algorithm with \( \Theta(n^2) \) worst-case time complexity that incorporates interesting heuristics leading to reasonable performance in practice [DDP97]. We present an algorithm that uses, in the worst case, \( O(n^2k^2\log n) \) time and \( O(nk^2) \) space,
is readily implementable, and uses only simple data structures. The polytopes may intersect and be in arbitrary position. A preliminary version of this algorithm was described for disjoint convex polyhedra in X. Goaoc’s Ph.D. thesis [Goa04].

**Theorem 9.4.** Given $k$ polytopes in $\mathbb{R}^3$ with $n$ edges in total, we can compute, in $O(n^2 k^2 \log n)$ time and $O(nk)$ space, all the possibly occluded lines that are isolated transversals to their set of supports and tangent to the corresponding polytopes. We can also compute, in $O(n^2 k^2 \log n)$ time and $O(nk^2)$ space, all the minimal free segments that are isolated transversals to their set of supports and tangent to the corresponding polytopes.

It should be noted that our algorithm does not provide the endpoints (possibly at infinity) of the maximal free segments. Computing the endpoints of each such segment can be done by shooting rays in $O(\log^2 n)$ time per ray using $O(nk^{2+\varepsilon})$ preprocessing time and storage [AS96]. Such ray-shooting data structures are not, however, readily implementable. Alternatively, each ray-shooting query can be answered in $O(k \log n)$ time after $O(n \log n)$ preprocessing time and using additional $O(n)$ space by applying the Dobkin-Kirkpatrick hierarchy on each polytope [DK83].

To emphasize the importance of considering intersecting polytopes, observe that computer graphics scenes often contain non-convex objects. These objects, however, can be decomposed into sets of convex polyhedra. Notice that simply decomposing these objects into convex polyhedra with disjoint interiors may induce a scene of much higher complexity than a decomposition into intersecting polytopes. Moreover, the decomposition of a polyhedron into interior-disjoint polytopes may introduce new tangents which were not present in the original scene; indeed a line tangent to two polytopes along a shared face is not tangent to their union.

The importance of considering polytopes in arbitrary position comes from the fact that graphics scenes are full of degeneracies both in the sense that four polytopes may admit infinitely many tangents and that polytopes may share edges or faces. There may actually be more connected components of tangents when the objects are in degenerate position; this is, for instance, the case for line segments [BEL+05]. Also, we could not find a perturbation argument that guarantees the preservation of all (or at least a constant fraction of) the connected components of tangents and we do not believe that finding such a perturbation is a simple matter.

**Related results.** Previous results on this topic include those that bound the complexity of sets of free lines or free line segments among different sets of objects. They are summarized in Table 9.1.

Recently, Agarwal et al. [AAS04] proved that the set of free lines among $n$ unit balls has complexity $O(n^{3+\varepsilon})$. Devillers et al. showed a simple bound of $\Omega(n^2)$ [DDE+03] for this problem, and Koltun recently sketched a bound of $\Omega(n^3)$ (personal communication, 2004).

The complexity of the set of free line segments among $n$ balls is trivially $O(n^4)$. Devillers and Ramos showed that the set of free line segments can have complexity $\Omega(n^2)$ (personal communication 2001, see also [DDE+03]). When the balls are unit size, the $\Omega(n^2)$ lower bound for the set of free lines holds. A lower bound of $\Omega(n^4)$ that applies to either case was recently sketched by Glisse (personal communication, 2004).

We mention two results for polyhedral environments. Halperin and Sharir [HS94] and Pellegrini [Pel94] proved that, in a polyhedral terrain with $n$ edges, the set of free lines has near-cubic complexity. De Berg, Everett and Guibas [dBEG98] showed a $\Omega(n^3)$ lower bound on the complexity of the set of free lines (and thus free segments) among $n$ disjoint homothetic convex polyhedra.
9.2. MAIN LEMMA

We prove in this section a lemma which is fundamental for the proofs of the upper bounds of Theorems 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3. Consider four polytopes \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), with \( p, q, r, \) and \( s \geq 1 \) edges, respectively, and let \( e \) be an edge of \( S \).

**Main Lemma.** There are \( O(p + q + r) \) isolated lines intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) excluding those that lie in planes that contain \( e \) and are tangent to all four polytopes.

The proof of the Main Lemma is rather complicated because it handles polytopes which may intersect as well as all the degenerate cases. To assist the reader, we first give an overview of the proof. We then state preliminaries and definitions in Section 9.2.2. In Sections 9.2.3 and 9.2.4, we bound the number of so-called “generic tangent lines”. In Section 9.2.5, we bound the number of “non-generic tangent lines”. Finally, in Section 9.2.6, we pull these results together to conclude the proof of the Main Lemma.

### 9.2.1 Proof overview

The proof is inspired by a method which was, to our knowledge, first used in [BDEG94] (and later in [dB-HoK97, EGHHZ00, BDD+02]). We present here an overview of the proof in which we do not address most of the problems arising from degeneracies. In particular, some definitions and remarks will require more elaboration in the complete proof.

We sweep the space with a plane \( \Pi_t \) rotating about the line containing \( e \). The sweep plane intersects the three polytopes \( P, Q, \) and \( R \) in three, possibly degenerate or empty, convex polygons denoted \( P_t, Q_t, \) and \( R_t, \) respectively (see Figure 9.3). During the sweep, we track the bitangents, that is, the lines tangent to \( P_t \) and \( Q_t, \) or to \( Q_t \) and \( R_t, \) in \( \Pi_t \). As the sweep plane rotates, the three polygons deform and the bitangents move accordingly. Every time two bitangents become aligned during the sweep, the common line they form is tangent to \( P, Q, \) and \( R \).

In any given instance of the sweep plane \( \Pi_t \), we consider the pairs of bitangents (one involving \( P_t \) and \( Q_t, \) and the other \( Q_t \) and \( R_t, \) that share a vertex of \( Q_t \) (see Figure 9.3). The isolated lines intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) are isolated transversals with respect to a tuple of supports that consists of \( e \) and the supports of two such bitangents. We consider all candidate such tuples of supports as the sweep plane rotates.

Such a tuple induced by an instance of the sweep plane changes as the plane rotates only when a support of a bitangent changes. We define critical planes in such a way that the supports of the bitangents do not change as the sweep plane rotates between two consecutive critical planes. As the sweep plane rotates, the supports of a bitangent change if a support starts or ceases to be swept, or if, during its motion, the bitangent becomes tangent to one of the polygons along an edge of that polygon (see Figure 9.4). In the latter case, this means that the bitangent crosses a face or contains an edge of one of the polytopes. We thus define two types of critical planes: an instance of the...
sweep plane is critical if it contains a vertex of one of the polytopes, or if it contains a line that lies in the plane containing a face of one of the polytopes, and is tangent to another of the polytopes (see Figures 9.4 and 9.5). We will show that the number of critical planes is $O(p + q + r)$.

When the polytopes intersect there may exist a linear number of bitangents in an instance of the sweep plane (two intersecting convex polygons may admit a linear number of bitangents, as is the case for two regular $n$-gons where one is a rotation of the other about its center). Thus there can be a linear number of candidate tuples induced by any instance of the sweep plane, and the linear number of critical planes leads to a quadratic bound on the total number of distinct candidate tuples. In the detailed proof of the lemma, we amortize the count of candidate tuples over all the critical planes to get a linear bound on the number of distinct candidate tuples and thus on the number of isolated lines intersecting $e$ and tangent to $P$, $Q$, $R$ and $S$; this bound will however not hold for those isolated lines that lie in planes that contain $e$ and are tangent to all four polytopes. Indeed, the number of such isolated tangent lines can be quadratic, in degenerate cases; for instance, four polytopes such that a plane contains edge $e$ and a face of linear complexity from each other polytope may admit in this plane a quadratic number of such isolated tangent lines (one through each of a quadratic number of pairs of vertices).

### 9.2.2 Preliminaries and definitions

We can assume without loss of generality that $P$, $Q$, $R$ and $S$ have non-empty interior. Indeed, since the set of isolated tangent lines to the four polytopes is zero-dimensional, there is always room to extend any polytope with empty interior in such a way that none of the original isolated tangent lines are lost.
9.2. MAIN LEMMA

We say that a line properly intersects a polygon if it intersects its relative interior. In the sequel, we use this definition only when the line and polygon are coplanar. Notice that a line that contains a segment is tangent to the segment as well as properly intersects it.

Let \( l_e \) be the line containing \( e \) and let \( \Pi_t \) denote the sweep plane parameterized by \( t \in [0, \pi] \) such that \( \Pi_t \) contains the line \( l_e \) for all \( t \) and \( \Pi_0 = \Pi_\pi \). Each plane \( \Pi_t \) intersects the three polytopes \( P \), \( Q \), and \( R \) in three, possibly degenerate or empty, convex polygons, \( P_t, Q_t, \) and \( R_t \), respectively (see Figure 9.3).

For any \( t \), a bitangent to polygons \( P_t \) and \( Q_t \) is a line tangent to \( P_t \) and \( Q_t \) in \( \Pi_t \) (the line may intersect the polygon \( R \) in any way, possibly not at all). For any \( t \), let a \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple be the unordered set of all supports in \( P \) and \( Q \) of one of the bitangents to polygons \( P_t \) and \( Q_t \). Note that a support in \( P \) may be identical to a support in \( Q \), in which case the \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple does not contain duplicates. Also note that a \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple consists of exactly one support in \( P \) and one support in \( Q \) (possibly identical) except when the corresponding bitangent is tangent to \( P \) (or \( Q \)) along a face (either intersecting the face properly or containing one of its edges) \( t \); then the \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple contains two supports in \( P \) (or \( Q \)) instead of one. A \( PQ \)-tuple is a set of edges and vertices that is a \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple for some \( t \). We define similarly the \( (Q_t, R_t) \)-tuples and \( QR \)-tuples.

We say that a \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple is maximal for some \( t \) if it is not contained in any other \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple, for the same \( t \). Note that a \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple is non-maximal for some \( t \) if and only if all its supports intersect \( \Pi_t \) in one and the same point, and \( P_t \) and \( Q_t \) are not equal to one and the same point (see Figure 9.7(b)).

For any \( t \), let a \( (P_t, Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple be the union of a \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple and a \( (Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple that share at least one support in \( Q \). A \( (P_t, Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple is maximal for some \( t \) if it is not contained in any other \( (P_t, Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple, for the same \( t \). A \( PQR \)-tuple is a set of edges and vertices that is a \( (P_t, Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple for some \( t \). Note that a \( PQR \)-tuple typically consists of three supports, one from each polytope, and consists, in all cases, of at most two supports in \( P \), at most three supports in \( Q \), and at most two supports in \( R \).

A line intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P, Q, R \) and \( S \) is called a generic tangent line if and only if it intersects \( S \) only on \( e \) and is tangent to \( P_t, Q_t, \) and \( R_t \) in some plane \( \Pi_t \). Otherwise it is called a non-generic tangent line. A non-generic tangent line properly intersects a face of \( S \) or properly intersects \( P_t, Q_t, \) or \( R_t \) in some plane \( \Pi_t \). In the latter case \( P_t, Q_t, \) or \( R_t \) is a face or an edge of \( P, Q, \) or \( R \) lying in \( \Pi_t \); thus a non-generic tangent line is (in both cases) tangent to \( P, Q, R \) and \( S \) in a plane containing a face or two edges of these polytopes, a degenerate situation.

In the following three subsections, we bound the number of generic and non-generic tangent lines. It is helpful to keep in mind that, as observed earlier, two convex polygons in a plane \( \Pi_t \) (such as \( P_t \) and \( Q_t \)) may admit a linear number of tangents if they intersect.

9.2.3 Generic tangent lines

**Lemma 9.5.** The set of supports in \( P, Q, \) and \( R \) of a generic tangent line is a \( PQR \)-tuple.

**Proof.** Any generic tangent line \( \ell \) is tangent in \( \Pi_t \) to \( P_t, Q_t, \) and \( R_t \) for some value \( t \). Thus the set of supports of \( \ell \) in \( P \) and \( Q \) (resp. in \( Q \) and \( R \)) is a \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple (resp. a \( (Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple). Moreover the \( (P_t, Q_t) \)-tuple and the \( (Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple contain the same supports in \( Q \), and thus their union is a \( (P_t, Q_t, R_t) \)-tuple, hence a \( PQR \)-tuple. \( \square \)

We now define the critical planes \( \Pi_t \) in such a way that, as we will later prove, the set of \( (P_t, Q_t, R_t) \)-tuples is invariant for \( t \) ranging strictly between two consecutive critical values. We introduce two types of critical planes: the \( \Psi \)-critical and \( \Phi \)-critical planes.

A plane \( \Pi_t \) is \( \Psi \)-critical if it contains a vertex of \( P, Q, \) or \( R \), not on \( l_e \). (The constraint that the vertex does not lie on \( l_e \) ensures that the number of \( \Psi \)-critical planes is finite even in degenerate configurations.) A plane \( \Pi_t \) is \( \Phi \)-critical relative to an ordered pair of polytopes \( \{P, Q\} \) if (see Figure 9.5) it contains a line \( \ell \) such that

(i) \( \ell \) lies in a plane \( \Psi \neq \Pi_t \) containing a face of \( P \), and

(ii) \( \ell \) is tangent in \( \Psi \) to polygon \( Q \cap \Psi \) or \( P \cap \Psi \), at some point not on \( l_e \).

For simplicity, we do not require that \( \ell \) is tangent to \( P \); this leads to overestimating the number of common tangents to \( P, Q, R \), and \( S \) but only by an asymptotically negligible amount. Note that not all lines in \( \Psi \) tangent to \( Q \) are tangent to the polygon \( Q \cap \Psi \) when that polygon is a face or edge of \( Q \) lying in \( \Psi \). Note also that we define \( \Pi_t \) to be \( \Phi \)-critical when \( \ell \) is tangent to \( P \cap \Psi \) at some point not on \( l_e \) only for handling the very degenerate case where \( Q \cap \Psi \) is an edge of \( Q \) and there exists a line in \( \Psi \) that properly intersects \( Q \cap \Psi \) and is tangent to \( P \cap \Psi \) along an
edge that has an endpoint on $l_e$ (see Figure 9.6). Note finally that if $\ell \in \Pi_r$ satisfies (i) and is tangent, in $\Psi$, to $P \cap \Psi$ at some point not on $l_e$ then polytope $Q$ plays no role and thus $\Pi_r$ is $F$-critical relative to $(P, Q)$ for all polytopes $Q$.  

F-critical planes relative to $(Q, P)$, $(Q, R)$, and $(R, Q)$ are defined similarly. A plane $\Pi_r$ is *F-critical* if it is $F$-critical relative to pairs of polytopes $(P, Q)$, $(Q, P)$, $(Q, R)$, or $(R, Q)$.

The values of $t$ corresponding to critical planes $\Pi_r$ are called *critical values*. We call $V$-critical and $F$-critical events the ordered pairs $(t, o)$ where $t$ is a critical value and $o$ is a vertex or line depending on the type of critical event. In a $V$-critical event, $o$ is a vertex of $P, Q,$ or $R$ that belongs to $\Pi_r \setminus l_e$. In an $F$-critical event, $o$ is a line lying in some plane $\Pi_r$ and satisfying Conditions (i-ii) above. A critical event is a $V$-critical or $F$-critical event.

**Lemma 9.6.** There are at most $\frac{2}{3}(p + q + r)$ $V$-critical events and $\frac{8}{3}(p + 2q + r)$ $F$-critical events.

**Proof.** The number of $V$-critical events is at most the total number of vertices of $P$, $Q$, and $R$, and hence is less than two thirds the total number of edges of $P$, $Q$, and $R$. We now count the number of $F$-critical events relative to polytopes $(P, Q)$. Let $\Psi$ be a plane containing a face of $P$, and suppose that for some plane $\Pi_r$, line $\ell = \Pi_r \cap \Psi$ satisfies Conditions (i-ii). Plane $\Psi$ does not contain $l_e$ because otherwise both $l_e$ and $\ell$ lie in the two distinct planes $\Psi$ and $\Pi_r$, so $\ell = l_e$ but then $\ell$ cannot satisfy Condition (ii). Furthermore, $\ell$ and $l_e$ intersect or are parallel since they both lie in $\Pi_r$. Thus if $\Psi \cap l_e$ is a point then $\ell$ contains it, and otherwise $\Psi \cap l_e = \emptyset$ and $\ell$ is parallel to $l_e$.

If $\Psi \cap l_e$ is a point, there are at most four candidates for a line $\ell$ in plane $\Psi$ going through $\Psi \cap l_e$ and tangent to $Q \cap \Psi$ or $P \cap \Psi$ at some point not on $l_e$. Likewise, if $\Psi \cap l_e$ is empty, there are at most four candidates for a line $\ell$ in plane $\Psi$ that is parallel to $l_e$ and tangent to $Q \cap \Psi$ or $P \cap \Psi$. In either case, each candidate line is contained in a unique plane $\Pi_r$, for $t \in [0, \pi]$, since $\ell \neq l_e$ (if $\ell$ contains a point not on $l_e$). Hence, a face of $P$ generates at most four $F$-critical events relative to $(P, Q)$. Therefore the number of critical events relative to $(P, Q)$ is at most $\frac{2}{3}p$ since the number of faces of a polytope is at most two thirds the number of its edges. Hence the number of critical events relative to $(P, Q)$, $(Q, P)$, $(Q, R)$ and $(R, Q)$ is at most $\frac{2}{3}(p + 2q + r)$.  

The following lemma states that the critical planes have the desired property. Let $u_e$ be the set of supports of $l_e$ in $P$ and $Q$ and let $u$ denote some $(P, Q_i)$-tuple.

**Lemma 9.7.** Let $t^*$ be the endpoint of a maximal interval throughout which $u \neq u_e$ is a maximal $(P, Q_i)$-tuple. Then $t^*$ is a critical value. Moreover, there exists a $V$-critical event $(t^*, v)$ or a $F$-critical event $(t^*, m)$ such that $u$ contains $v$ or an edge with endpoint $v$, or $u$ is contained in the set of supports of $m$.

The proof of this lemma is rather long and intricate; we postpone it to Section 9.2.4. Note that, as stated, this lemma only applies under the assumptions that $u$ is maximal and distinct from $u_e$. These assumptions are made in order to simplify the proof of Lemma 9.7; we don’t suggest that the lemma is false without them.

\(^{16}\text{Such an interval could be open or closed, a single point or an interval of positive length.}\)
Fig. 9.6 — Plane $\Pi_t$ contains a line $m$ such that (i) $m$ lies in a plane $\Psi \neq \Pi_t$ containing a face of $P$, and (ii) $m$ is tangent to polygon $P \cap \Psi$ at some point not on $l_e$; however $m$ is not tangent to $Q \cap \Psi$. If the definition of F-critical planes was not considering such plane $\Pi_t$ to be F-critical then Lemma 9.7 would not hold. Indeed the set $u$ of supports of line $\Pi_{t^*} \cap \Psi$ is a maximal $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuple for some but not all $t$ in any open neighborhood of $t^*$, and, although $\Pi_t$ is V-critical, there exists no V-critical event $(t^*, v)$ such that $u$ contains $v$ or an edge with endpoint $v$.

**Lemma 9.8.** Any edge or vertex of $P$ or $Q$ is in at most 2 PQ-tuples that are maximal $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuples for all $t$ in any given non-empty interval\(^{16}\) of $\mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$.

**Proof.** Let $\tilde{t}$ be an element of a non-empty interval $J$ of $\mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$ and $x$ be an edge or vertex of $P$ or $Q$. If $x$ does not intersect $\Pi_t$ then no $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuple contains $x$. If $x$ intersects $\Pi_t$ in one point then there are, in general, at most two lines in $\Pi_t$ going through $x$ and tangent to $P_t$ and $Q_t$ (see Figure 9.7(a)); in all cases there are at most 3 $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuples containing $x$ (see Figure 9.7(b)), however at most 2 of them are maximal. If $x$ intersects $\Pi_t$ in more than one point, $x$ is an edge lying in $\Pi_t$. Then any line in $\Pi_t$ intersecting $x$ and tangent to $P_t$ or $Q_t$ contains an endpoint of $x$ and thus $x$ belongs to no $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuple.

Hence at most 2 PQ-tuples contain $x$ and are maximal $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuples for $t = \tilde{t}$, and thus at most 2 PQ-tuples contain $x$ and are maximal $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuples for all $t$ in $J$. \(\square\)

**Lemma 9.9.** There are at most $O(p + q + r)$ PQR-tuples.

**Proof.** In order to count the number of distinct $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples, we charge each maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple to a critical event. We then show that each critical event is charged at most a constant number of times. It then follows from Lemma 9.6 that there are $O(p + q + r)$ distinct maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples. A maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple consists of at most two supports in $P$, at most three supports in $Q$, and at most two supports in $R$, and thus contains at most $(2^2 - 1)(2^3 - 1)(2^2 - 1)$ distinct subsets with at least one support in each of $P$, $Q$ and $R$. Each maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple thus contains at most a constant number of distinct $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples, which implies the result.
Let $s$ be a maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple and let $J$ be any maximal connected subset of $\mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$ such that $s$ is a maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple for all $t \in J$. Let $u$ be a maximal $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuple and $u'$ a maximal $(Q_t, R_t)$-tuple such that the union of $u$ and $u'$ is $s$ and such that $u$ and $u'$ share at least one support in $Q$.

First, suppose that $J = \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$. Then $u$ is a maximal $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuple for all $t \in \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$. Thus each support in $u$ intersects $\Pi_t$ for all $t \in \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$ and intersects $l_e$; moreover each support in $u$ intersects $\Pi_t$, only on $l_e$ for all $t \in \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$ except possibly for one value of $t$. Since $P$ and $Q$ have non-empty interior, $P_t \cup Q_t$ is not reduced to a point for all $t$ in some interval of positive length. For all $t$ in such an interval, since $u$ is maximal, the union of the supports in $u$ intersects $\Pi_t$ in at least two distinct points. These at least two distinct points lie on $l_e$ for some values of $t$ by the above argument. Thus, for these values of $t$, $l_e$ is the only line in $\Pi_t$ whose set of supports contains $u$. Hence $u$ is the set of supports of $l_e$. The same property holds for $v$ and thus $s$ is also the set of supports of $l_e$. We can thus assume in the following that $J \neq \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$, and only count the maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples that are not the set of supports of $l_e$.

Interval $J$ is thus a non-empty interval of $\mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$; it can be open or closed, a single point or an interval of positive length. Let $w_0$ and $w_1$ denote the endpoints of $J \neq \mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$.

If $s$ contains a vertex $v$, or an edge with endpoint $v$, such that $v$ lies in $\Pi_{w_i} \setminus l_e$, for $i = 0$ or 1, then we charge $s$ to the V-critical event $(w_i, v)$. Otherwise, we charge $s$ to an F-critical event $(w_i, m)$ where $m$ is a line in $\Pi_{w_i}$ whose set of supports contains $u$ or $u'$. Such a V-critical or F-critical event exists by Lemma 9.7.

We now prove that each critical event is charged by at most a constant number of distinct maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples. As mentioned before, that will imply the result.

Consider a V-critical event $(t^*, v)$ that is charged by a maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple $s$. By the charging scheme, $s$ contains a support $x$ that is $v$ or an edge with endpoint $v$, and $s$ is a maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple for all $t$ in at least one of three intervals, $\{t^*\}$ and two open intervals having $t^*$ as endpoint; denote these intervals by $J_1, J_2, J_3$.

By Lemma 9.8, at most 2 PQ-tuples contain $x$ and are maximal $(P_t, Q_t)$-tuples for all $t$ in $J_i$. Moreover, each of these PQ-tuples contains at most 2 supports in $Q$, and each of these supports belongs to at most 2 QR-tuples that are maximal $(Q_t, R_t)$-tuples for all $r$ in $J_i$. Thus at most 8 PQR-tuples contain $x$ and are maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples for all $r$ in $J_i$, for each $i = 1, \ldots, 3$. Hence any V-critical event $(t^*, v)$ is charged by at most 24 distinct maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples.

Consider now an F-critical event $(t^*, m)$ that is charged by a maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple $s$, and define as before $u$ and $u'$. By the charging scheme, the set of supports of $m$ contains $u$ or $u'$ (or both); suppose without loss of generality that it contains $u$. The set of supports of $m$ contains at most two supports in $P$ and at most two supports in $Q$. Since $u$ contains at least one support in $P$ and at least one support in $Q$, there are at most $3^2$ choices for $u$.

By the charging scheme, $s$ is a maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuple for all $t$ in at least one of 3 intervals, $\{t^*\}$ and two open intervals having $t^*$ as endpoint; denote by $J_1, J_2, J_3$ these intervals. It follows from Lemma 9.8 that, for each support $x$ of $Q$ in $u$, at most 2 QR-tuples contain $x$ and are maximal $(Q_t, R_t)$-tuples for all $r$ in $J_i$. There are at most $3^2$ choices for $u$ (as shown above), 2 for $x$, 3 for $i$ and 2 for the QR-tuples containing $x$. Hence any F-critical event $(t^*, m)$ is charged by at most $2^2 \times 3^3 = 3^5$ distinct maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples.

Therefore each critical event is charged by at most a constant number of distinct maximal $(P_t, Q_t, R_t)$-tuples, which concludes the proof.

\[\square\]

**Corollary 9.10.** There are at most $O(p + q)$ PQ-tuples.

**Proof.** Replace $R$ by a copy of $Q$ in Lemma 9.9. Any PQ-tuple is also a PQQ-tuple, and there are at most
\(O(p + q + q) = O(p + q)\) of these. \(\square\)

**Proposition 9.11.** There are \(O(p + q + r)\) isolated generic tangent lines.

**Proof.** A generic tangent line is transversal to \(e\) and to the edges and vertices of a PQR-tuple, by definition and Lemma 9.5. An isolated generic tangent line is thus an isolated transversal with respect to a set of edges and vertices that consists of a PQR-tuple and either edge \(e\) or one or both of its endpoints. The number of such sets is four times the number of PQR-tuples, which is in \(O(p + q + r)\) by Lemma 9.9. The result follows since each such set consists of at most eight edges and vertices (at most two supports from each of the four polytopes) and thus admits at most eight isolated transversals [BEL+05]. \(\square\)

### 9.2.4 Proof of Lemma 9.7

Recall that \(u_e\) denotes the set of supports of \(l_e\) in \(P\) and \(Q\), and that Lemma 9.7 states the following.

Let \(t^*\) be the endpoint of a maximal interval throughout which \(u \neq u_e\) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple.

Then \(t^*\) is a critical value. Moreover, there exists a V-critical event \((t^*, v)\) or a F-critical event \((t^*, m)\) such that \(u\) contains \(v\) or an edge with endpoint \(v\), or \(u\) is contained in the set of supports of \(m\).

We can assume that \(u\) contains no vertex \(v\) and no edge with endpoint \(v\), such that \(v\) lies on \(\Pi_t \setminus l_e\) because otherwise \((t^*, v)\) is a V-critical event such that \(u\) contains \(v\) or an edge with endpoint \(v\), which concludes the proof.

We prove a series of lemmas that yields Lemma 9.7. Indeed, we prove the existence of a line \(m\) in \(\Pi_t\) whose set of supports contains \(u\) (Lemma 9.14) such that (i) \(m\) lies in a plane \(\Psi \neq \Pi_t\) containing a face of \(P\) (Lemma 9.15), and (ii) \(m\) is tangent to polygon \(Q \cap \Psi\) or \(P \cap \Psi\), at some point not on \(l_e\) (Lemma 9.16). This proves that \(\Pi_t\) contains a line \(m\) whose set of supports contains \(u\) and such that \((t^*, m)\) is an F-critical event, which concludes the proof.

By hypothesis, for any sufficiently small open neighborhood \(N\) of \(t^*\) whose endpoints are denoted by \(t_0\) and \(t_1\), \(u\) is not a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for some \(t \in N\) and \(u\) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for \(t = t^*\) or for all \(t \in (t^*, t_1)\) (or by symmetry for all \(t \in (t_0, t^*)\)).

We only consider in the following supports in \(P\) and in \(Q\); polytope \(R\) plays no role. We start by proving two preliminary lemmas.

**Lemma 9.12.** Each support in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) in exactly one point (possibly on \(l_e\), for all \(t\) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \(N\) of \(t^*\)).

Moreover, the union of all supports in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) in at least two distinct points for all \(t \neq t^*\) in \(N\). This property also holds for \(t = t^*\) if \(u\) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple.

**Proof.** Since \(u\) is a \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for some \(t\) in every open neighborhood of \(t^*\), each support in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) for some \(t\) in every open neighborhood of \(t^*\). It thus follows from the assumption that \(u\) contains no vertex \(v\) and no edge with endpoint \(v\), such that \(v\) lies on \(\Pi_t \setminus l_e\), that each support in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) for all \(t\) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \(N\) of \(t^*\). It follows that each support in \(u\) either lies in \(l_e\) or intersects \(\Pi_t\) in exactly one point for all \(t \in N\). However, no edge of \(u\) lies in \(l_e\) because otherwise, if \(x\) denotes such an edge of, say, \(P\), then any line tangent to \(P_t\) in \(\Pi_t\) and intersecting \(x\) contains an endpoint of \(x\) which is a vertex of \(P\); thus, by definition, \(u\) does not contain \(x\) but one of its endpoints. Hence each support of \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) in exactly one point for all \(t \in N\).

We now prove that the union of the supports in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) in at least two distinct points for any \(t \in N\) such that \(u\) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple. Suppose for a contradiction that the union of the supports in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) in one single point \(v\) for some \(t \in N\) such that \(u\) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple. Then polygons \(P_t\) and \(Q_t\) are both reduced to point \(v\) because otherwise \(u\) is not maximal (otherwise, a line in \(\Pi_t\) tangent to \(P_t\) and \(Q_t\) at \(v\) can be rotated about \(v\) until it becomes tangent to \(P_t\) or \(Q_t\) at some other points). Thus \(v = P_t = Q_t\) is a vertex of \(P\) and of \(Q\) because the polytopes have non-empty interior. Hence \(u = \{v\}\) because each support in \(u\) contains \(v\). It follows that \(v\) lies on \(l_e\) since each support in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) for all \(t \in N\). Moreover, since \(P_t\) and \(Q_t\) are both reduced to point \(v = l_e \cap P = l_e \cap Q\), the set \(u_e\) of supports of \(l_e\) is \(u\), contradicting the hypotheses of Lemma 9.7.

Thus, if \(u\) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for all \(t \in (t^*, t_1)\), the union of the supports in \(u\) intersects \(\Pi_t\) in at least two distinct points for all \(t \in (t^*, t_1)\) and thus for all \(t \neq t^*\) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood of \(t^*\). Also,
Lemma 9.13. If \( u \) is a maximal \((P^*,Q^*)\)-tuple then \( u \) consists of at least three supports.

Proof. Note that it follows from Lemma 9.12 that \( u \) contains at least two supports. Suppose for a contradiction that \( u \) consists of only two supports. By Lemma 9.12, they intersect \( \Pi_t \) in exactly two distinct points for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \( N \) of \( t^* \). Thus there exists for all \( t \in N \) a unique line \( m_t \) in \( \Pi_t \) whose set of supports contains \( u \); moreover \( m_t \) is continuous in terms of \( t \). Since \( u \) is a maximal \((P^*,Q^*)\)-tuple, the set of supports of \( m_t \) is \( u \). Thus, for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small \( N \), the set of supports of \( m_t \) is \( u \). Thus the set of supports of \( m_t \) is invariant for \( t \in N \) and since \( m_t^* \) is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \), line \( m_t \) is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) for all \( t \in N \).

Hence, for all \( t \in N \), line \( m_t \), whose set of supports is \( u \), is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) in \( \Pi_t \). Thus \( u \) is a maximal \((P_t^*,Q_t^*)\)-tuple for all \( t \in N \). Moreover, \( m_t \) is the unique line in \( \Pi_t \) whose set of supports contains \( u \), thus \( u \) is a maximal \((P_t^*,Q_t^*)\)-tuple for all \( t \in N \), contradicting the hypotheses of the lemma.

Lemma 9.14. There exists a line \( m \) in \( \Pi_t^* \) whose set of supports contains \( u \) that is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) along an edge of one of them, say of \( P_t^* \).

Proof. Consider first the case where \( u \) is a maximal \((P_t^*,Q_t^*)\)-tuple. There exists in \( \Pi_t^* \) a line \( m \) tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \), whose set of supports is \( u \). By Lemma 9.13, the set \( u \) of supports of \( m \) contains at least three supports, and hence at least two supports in \( P \) (or in \( Q \)). Furthermore, the supports of \( m \) in one polytope intersect \( \Pi_t^* \) in distinct points (by definition of supports). Thus \( m \) intersects \( P_t^* \) (or \( Q_t^* \)) in at least two distinct points and is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \). The result follows since \( P_t^* \) (and \( Q_t^* \)) is convex.

Consider now the case where \( u \) is a maximal \((P_t^*,Q_t^*)\)-tuple for all \( t \in (t^*,t_1) \). Then, for all \( t \in (t^*,t_1) \), there exists a line in \( \Pi_t^* \) tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) and whose set of supports is \( u \). Moreover, by Lemma 9.12, this line is unique for each \( t \in (t^*,t_1) \) and varies continuously in terms of \( t \in (t^*,t_1) \). When \( t \) tends to \( t^* \), the line tends to a line \( m_{t^*} \) in \( \Pi_t^* \) which is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) and whose set of supports contains \( u \). If its set of supports strictly contains \( u \) then \( m_{t^*} \) is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) along an edge of one of them because the polygons are convex, and hence we can choose \( m = m_{t^*} \) to complete the proof. Otherwise, \( u \) is a \((P_t^*,Q_t^*)\)-tuple.

We can suppose that \( u \) is a non-maximal \((P_t^*,Q_t^*)\)-tuple since we already treated the case where \( u \) is maximal. There exists in \( \Pi_t^* \) a line tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) whose set of supports is \( u \). Since \( u \) is non-maximal this line is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) at a shared vertex, and can be rotated about this vertex in \( \Pi_t^* \) until it becomes tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) at some other points, which must occur because \( u \) is non-maximal; let \( m \) denote the resulting line. The set of supports of \( m \) contains \( u \) and \( m \) is tangent to \( P_t^* \) and \( Q_t^* \) along an edge of one of them because the polygons are convex.

Lemma 9.15. Line \( m \) lies in a plane \( \Psi \neq \Pi^* \) containing a face of \( P \).

Proof. By Lemma 9.14, \( m \) contains an edge of \( P_t^* \); see Figure 9.8. This edge either intersects the relative interior of some face of \( P \) in which case we take \( \Psi \) to be the plane containing that face, or it is an edge of \( P \) in which case
we take \( \Psi \) to be a plane, different from \( \Pi_t \), containing one of the two faces of \( P \) incident to that edge. \( \square \)

Let \( m_t \) be the line \( \Psi \cap \Pi_t \) for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \( \mathcal{N} \) of \( t^* \); line \( m_t \) is well defined since \( \Psi \cap \Pi_t \) is line \( m \) by Lemmas 9.14 and 9.15.

**Lemma 9.16.** Line \( m \) is tangent to \( P \cap \Psi \) or to \( Q \cap \Psi \), at some point not on \( l_e \).

**Proof.** We assume for a contradiction that line \( m \) does not satisfy the lemma, i.e., \( m \) is not tangent to \( P \cap \Psi \) or to \( Q \cap \Psi \) at any point other than on \( l_e \). We prove that the set of supports of \( m \) is \( u \) and is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small neighborhood \( \mathcal{N} \) of \( t^* \), contradicting the hypotheses of Lemma 9.7 and thus proving Lemma 9.16.

Since \( m \) is tangent to \( Q \) (by Lemma 9.14), \( m \) is tangent to \( Q \cap \Psi \) only on \( l_e \) (see Figure 9.9(a)), or \( m \) properly intersects \( Q \cap \Psi \) which is then a face or an edge of \( Q \) (see Figure 9.9(b))\(^{17}\). Similarly \( m \) is tangent to \( P \cap \Psi \) only on \( l_e \), or \( m \) properly intersects it; however \( P \cap \Psi \) is necessarily a face of \( P \) by Lemma 9.15.

The following Lemmas 9.17 and 9.18 imply that the set of supports of \( m_t \) is invariant and equal to \( u \) for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \( \mathcal{N} \) of \( t^* \). Moreover, since \( m_t \) varies continuously with \( t \) and \( m = m_{t^*} \) is tangent to \( P_{t^*} \) and \( Q_{t^*} \) (by Lemma 9.14), line \( m_t \) is tangent to \( P_t \) and \( Q_t \) for all \( t \in \mathcal{N} \). Hence \( u \) is a \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for all \( t \in \mathcal{N} \).

As we have seen before, \( m = m_{t^*} \) is tangent to \( P \) in at least two points (by Lemma 9.14), thus \( m_{t^*} \) intersects its supports in at least two distinct points. Moreover the set of supports of \( m_{t^*} \) is \( u \). Thus there is a unique line in \( \Pi_{t^*} \) whose set of supports contains \( u \). Hence \( u \) is a maximal \((P_{t^*}, Q_{t^*})\)-tuple.

By Lemma 9.12, \( m_t \) is the unique line in \( \Pi_t \) whose set of supports contains \( u \) for all \( t \neq t^* \) in \( \mathcal{N} \). Thus \( u \) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for all \( t \neq t^* \) in \( \mathcal{N} \).

Hence \( u \) is a maximal \((P_t, Q_t)\)-tuple for all \( t \in \mathcal{N} \), contradicting the hypotheses of Lemma 9.7 and thus concluding the proof of Lemma 9.16. \( \square \)

**Lemma 9.17.** The set of supports of \( m_t \) is \( u \) for some \( t \) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \( \mathcal{N} \) of \( t^* \).

**Proof.** We first prove that the supports in \( u \) are supports of \( m_t \) for all \( t \in \mathcal{N} \). A support vertex in \( u \) lies on \( l_e \) by Lemma 9.12 and thus lies in \( \Pi_t \) for all \( t \). A support vertex in \( u \) also lies on \( m \) by Lemma 9.14 and thus lies in plane \( \Psi \) by Lemma 9.15. Hence, for all \( t \in \mathcal{N} \), the support vertices in \( u \) lie on \( m_t \), and thus are supports of \( m_t \).

In order to prove that the support edges in \( u \) are supports of \( m_t \), it is sufficient (by Lemma 9.14) to prove that the support edges of \( m \) are supports of \( m_t \). The support edges of \( m \) in \( P \cap \Psi \) (see Figure 9.9(b)) because \( \Psi \) contains \( m \) and a face of \( P \) (indeed if \( m \) intersects an edge of \( P \) not in \( \Psi \) then \( m \) contains one of its endpoints, and thus the edge is not a support). Thus all the support edges of \( m \) lie in \( \Psi \) and \( m \) contains none of their endpoints (by definition). Since \( m_t \) lies in \( \Psi \) for all \( t \) and \( m_{t^*} = m \), line \( m_t \) intersects all the support edges of \( m \) and contains none of their endpoints for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \( \mathcal{N} \) of \( t^* \). Hence the support edges of \( m \) in \( P \) are supports of \( m_t \) for all \( t \in \mathcal{N} \).

\(^{17}\)Note that in these two situations, two edges of two distinct polytopes are then coplanar (in the first case an edge of \( Q \) and \( e \) are coplanar, and in the later case a face of \( P \) is coplanar with a face or an edge of \( Q \)). Hence proving this lemma is straightforward under some general position assumption that excludes such situations.
Consider the case where \( Q \cap \Psi \) is a face or an edge of \( Q \). Similarly as for \( P \), the support edges of \( m \) in \( Q \) lie in plane \( \Psi \), and thus are supports of \( m \) for all \( t \in N \).

Consider now the case where \( m \) is tangent to \( Q \cap \Psi \) only on \( l_e \), at, say, point \( v \) (see Figure 9.9(a)). Then \( v \) lies in \( \Psi \) (since \( m \subset \Psi \) by Lemma 9.15) and also lies in \( \Pi_t \) for all \( t \) (since \( l_e \subset \Pi_t \) for all \( t \)). Hence \( m_t \) contains \( v \) for all \( t \in N \). Moreover, \( m_t \) is tangent to \( Q \cap \Psi \) only at \( v \) for all \( t \in N \). Hence the set of supports of \( m_t \) in \( \Psi \) is invariant for all \( t \in N \).

We have so far proved that the set of supports of \( m_t \) contains \( u \) for all \( t \in N \).

We now prove that the set of supports of \( m_t \) is invariant for \( t \) ranging in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \( N \) of \( t^* \).

Lemma 9.18. The set of supports of \( m_t \) is invariant for \( t \) ranging in any sufficiently small open neighborhood \( N \) of \( t^* \).

Proof. First if \( m = \ell_e \) then \( m_t = \ell_e \) for all \( t \in N \) because \( \Psi \) contains \( m = \ell_e \) (by Lemma 9.15) and \( \Pi_t \) contains \( \ell_e \) for all \( t \) (by definition). Thus the set of supports of \( m_t \) is invariant for all \( t \in N \). We now assume that \( m \neq l_e \).

Line \( m \) is tangent to polygon \( P_{\ell_r} \) along an edge by Lemma 9.14. Thus \( m \) is tangent to \( P \) in at least two points. Hence, since \( P \cap \Psi \) is a face of \( P \) and \( m \) lies in \( \Psi \), either \( m \) properly intersects \( P \cap \Psi \) or \( m \) is tangent to \( P \cap \Psi \) along one of its edges. In the later case, the edge does not lie in \( e \) since \( m \neq l_e \), thus \( m \) is tangent to \( P \cap \Psi \) at some point not on \( e \), contradicting our assumptions. Hence \( m \) properly intersects the face of \( P \) in \( \Psi \).

It follows that, if \( m \) contains a vertex of \( P \), then this vertex is an endpoint of a support edge of \( m_t \) for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood of \( t^* \) (indeed \( m_t \) lies in \( \Psi \) and tends to \( m \) when \( t \) tends to \( t^* \)). By Lemma 9.17, the set of supports of \( m_t \) is invariant for all \( t \) in any sufficiently small open neighborhood of \( t^* \). Hence, if \( m \) contains a vertex of \( P \), this vertex is an endpoint of a support edge of \( u \). By assumption \( u \) contains no edge with endpoint on \( \Pi_t \) \( \cap \ell_e \), thus \( m \) contains no vertex of \( P \) except possibly on \( \ell_e \) (since \( m \) lies in \( \Pi_t \)). It thus follows that the set of supports of \( m_t \) in \( P \) is invariant for \( t \) ranging in any sufficiently small open neighborhood of \( t^* \) (since \( m_t \subset \Psi \) tends to \( m \) when \( t \) tends to \( t^* \) and all supports of \( m \) lie in \( \Psi \)).

Now consider the case where \( m \) properly intersects \( Q \cap \Psi \) which is a face or an edge of \( Q \). Similarly as for \( P \), \( m \) contains no vertex of \( Q \) except possibly on \( l_e \) and thus the set of supports of \( m_t \) in \( Q \) is invariant for \( t \) ranging in any sufficiently small open neighborhood of \( t^* \).

Finally, consider the case where \( m \) is tangent to \( Q \cap \Psi \) only on \( l_e \). Then, as in the proof of Lemma 9.17, the set of supports of \( m_t \) in \( Q \) is invariant for all \( t \) ranging in any sufficiently small open neighborhood of \( t^* \), which concludes the proof.

9.2.5 Non-generic tangent lines

We count here the number of non-generic tangent lines. Note that, as mentioned before, there are no such lines under some adequate general position assumption.

Proposition 9.19. There are at most \( O(p + q + r) \) isolated non-generic tangent lines except possibly for those that lie in planes that contain \( e \) and are tangent to all four polytopes.

Proof. An isolated non-generic tangent line lies in plane \( \Pi_t \) for some \( t \) and contains (at least) two distinct points, each of which is a vertex of \( P \), \( Q \), \( R \), or \( S \), or a point of tangency between the line and one of the polygons \( P_t \), \( Q_t \), and \( R_t \). indeed, otherwise the line can be moved in \( \Pi_t \) while keeping the same supports.

We count first the isolated non-generic tangent lines that contain two distinct points of tangency with two of the polygons \( P_t \), \( Q_t \), and \( R_t \) in \( \Pi_t \) for some \( t \). Consider such a line \( \ell \) tangent to, say, \( P_t \) and \( Q_t \) in \( \Pi_t \). Line \( \ell \) is non-generic and thus properly intersects a face of \( S \) or a face or an edge of \( R \) lying in \( \Pi_t \). If \( \ell \) properly intersects
9.3. UPPER BOUNDS

We prove in this section the upper bounds of Theorems 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3. The lower bounds are proved in Section 9.4. Consider \( k \) pairwise distinct polytopes \( P_1, \ldots, P_k \) with \( n_1, \ldots, n_k \) edges, respectively, and \( n \) edges in total.

**Lemma 9.20.** For any edge \( e \) of \( P_t \), there are \( O(n_j + n_l + n_m) \) sets of open edges, chosen from \( P_t, P_j, P_l, \) and \( P_m \), that admit an isolated transversal that intersects \( e \) and is tangent to these four polytopes.

**Proof.** Any isolated transversal to a set of edges is isolated with respect to the set of all its supports. It is thus sufficient to bound the number of sets of open edges, chosen from \( P_t, P_j, P_l, \) and \( P_m \), that are intersected by an isolated line that intersects \( e \) and is tangent to these four polytopes, The Main Lemma states that there are \( O(n_j + n_l + n_m) \) isolated lines intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P_t, P_j, P_l, \) and \( P_m \), excluding those that lie in planes that contain \( e \) and
are tangent to all four polytopes. Any of these $O(n_j + n_l + n_m)$ isolated lines intersects at most two open edges in any polytope. Thus there are $O(n_j + n_l + n_m)$ sets of open edges (chosen from $P_j$, $P_l$, $P_l$, and $P_m$) that are intersected by one of these isolated lines. Now consider any isolated line that lies in a plane that contains $e$ and is tangent to all four polytopes. This plane contains all the open edges that are intersected by the isolated line. Thus these edges (and any subset of them) admit no isolated transversal.

\[ \square \]

**Lemma 9.21.** A minimal set of open edges and vertices that admit an isolated transversal consists of (i) two vertices, (ii) one vertex and one or two edges, or (iii) two, three, or four edges.

**Proof.** Consider a minimal set of open edges and vertices that admits an isolated transversal. The elements are necessarily distinct because the set is minimal. If the set contains two vertices, it contains no other element since the two vertices admit a unique transversal.

Suppose now that the set contains one vertex. None of the open edges contain the vertex because otherwise such an edge would be redundant. Thus, the vertex and any segment define either a line, and thus admit an isolated transversal, or they define a plane. If none of the other edges intersect that plane in a unique point, the vertex and all open edges admit zero or infinitely many common transversals, a contradiction. Thus there exists an edge that intersects the plane in a unique point. Hence, the vertex and two open edges admit a unique transversal, and the minimal set contains no other element.

Suppose finally that the set only contains open edges. The characterization of the transversals to a set of line segments [BEL’05] shows that either two, three or four of these line segments admit at most two transversals, or that the set of common transversals to all the open line segments can be parameterized by an open set of parameters in $\mathbb{R}^2$, $\mathbb{R}$ or $\mathbb{R}/\pi\mathbb{Z}$. In the latter case, the edges admit no isolated transversal, a contradiction. Hence, the minimal set of edges consists of two, three or four edges. (Note that two or three edges may admit an isolated transversal if that transversal contains one or two of the edges.)

\[ \square \]

We can now prove the upper bound of Theorem 9.3.

**Proposition 9.22.** There are $O(n^2k^2)$ minimal sets of open edges and vertices, chosen from some polytopes, that admit an isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes.

**Proof.** We bound the number of minimal sets depending of their type according to Lemma 9.21. First, there are $O(n^2)$ pairs of vertices, pairs of edges, and sets of one vertex and one edge. Hence, at most $O(n^2)$ such pairs admit an isolated transversal.

Consider a minimal set of one vertex and two open edges, chosen from some polytopes, that admit an isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes. The open edges do not contain the vertex because otherwise they admit no isolated transversal. Thus the vertex and each edge define a plane. For each of the $O(n^2)$ planes defined by a vertex and an open edge not containing it, there are $O(k)$ lines in that plane that are tangent to one of the polytopes at some point other than the vertex. Hence there are $O(n^2k)$ sets of one vertex and two edges, chosen from some polytopes, that admit an isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes.

It is straightforward to show that three open edges admit an isolated transversal only if the line containing one of the edges intersects the two other edges. Since any line intersects at most two open edges in any of the $k$ polytopes, there are $O(nk^2)$ sets of three open edges that admit an isolated transversal.

Consider now the case of four edges, chosen from at most three polytopes, that admit an isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes. The two edges chosen from the same polytope belong to the same face, and the isolated transversal lies in the plane containing that face. Each of the two other open edges intersects that plane in one point, because otherwise the four open edges admit zero or infinitely many transversals. For each of the $O(n)$ planes containing a face of one of the polytopes, and each of the $O(n)$ edges intersecting that plane in exactly one point, there are at most $2k$ lines in that plane that contain this point and are tangent to one of the $k$ polytopes at some other point. Hence there are $O(n^2k^2)$ sets of four open edges, chosen from at most three polytopes, that admit an isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes.

We finally bound the number of sets of four edges, no two chosen from the same polytope. By Lemma 9.20 and by summing over all $n$ edges $e$ of the polytopes, the number $T$ of sets of four open edges, chosen from four polytopes, that admits an isolated transversal that is tangent to these four polytopes satisfies
\[ T \leq n \sum_{j=1}^{k} C (n_j + n_l + n_m), \]

where \( C \) is some constant. Since each \( n_i, 1 \leq i \leq k \), appears \( \binom{k-1}{2} \) times in the sum, it follows that

\[ T \leq C n \sum_{1 \leq i \leq k} n_i \binom{k-1}{2} = C n^2 \binom{k-1}{2} \]

so \( T \) is in \( O(n^2k^2) \) as claimed. \( \square \)

The above result implies the following upper bounds and in particular those of Theorem 9.1.

**Proposition 9.23.** There are \( O(n^2k^2) \) connected components of maximal free line segments tangent to at least four of the polytopes. This bound also holds for connected components of possibly occluded lines tangent to at least four of the polytopes. Furthermore, the same bound holds for isolated such segments or lines.

**Proof.** We prove the proposition for possibly occluded lines tangent to at least four of the polytopes; the proof is similar for maximal free line segments. By Proposition 9.22, there are \( O(n^2k^2) \) minimal sets of open edges and vertices, chosen from some polytopes, that admit an isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes. The bound on the number of connected components thus follows from the fact that any connected component of lines tangent to four polytopes contains an isolated line. Indeed, any non-isolated line can be moved while keeping the same set of supports until (at the limit) the line intersects a new edge or vertex. During the motion, the line remains tangent to all four polytopes since it keeps the same supports (except at the limit); if the line has more than one degree of freedom, this can be repeated until the line becomes isolated. \( \square \)

We now prove the upper bound of Theorem 9.2. We start by two preliminary lemmas.

**Lemma 9.24.** Four possibly intersecting convex polygons in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) admit at most a constant number of connected components of line transversals.

**Proof.** Consider the usual geometric transform where a line in \( \mathbb{R}^2 \) with equation \( y = ax + b \) is mapped to the point \((-a, b)\) in the dual space (see e.g. [SA95, §8.2.1]). The transversals to a convex polygon are mapped to a region bounded from above by a convex \( x \)-monotone curve and from below by a concave \( x \)-monotone curve; such a region is called stabbing region, and the curves are referred to as the upper and lower boundaries of the stabbing region. The transversals to four polygons are mapped to the intersection of four stabbing regions. There exists no transversal of a given slope if and only if the lower boundary of a stabbing region lies above the upper boundary of another stabbing region at that slope. Two such boundaries intersect in at most two points, and thus the transversals to four polygons form at most a constant number of connected components of transversals. \( \square \)

As in Section 9.2, let \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) be four polytopes in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), with \( p, q, r, \) and \( s \geq 1 \) edges, respectively, and let \( e \) be a closed edge of \( S \).

**Lemma 9.25.** There are \( O(p + q + r) \) connected components of lines intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \).

**Proof.** As in the proof of Proposition 9.23, any connected component of lines intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) contains an isolated line. The Main Lemma thus yields that there are \( O(p + q + r) \) connected components of lines intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) except for the components that only contain isolated lines that lie in planes that contain \( e \) and are tangent to all four polytopes.

We show that there are at most a constant number of connected components of lines intersecting \( e \) and tangent to \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) that lie in planes that contain \( e \) and are tangent to all four polytopes. There may be infinitely many such planes that intersect \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) only on \( e \), but all the lines tangent to the four polytopes in all these planes belong to the same connected component. Besides these planes there are at most two planes containing \( e \) and tangent to all four polytopes. In any such plane, the lines tangent to the four polytopes are the transversals to the four polygons that are the faces, edges, or vertices of \( P, Q, R, \) and \( S \) lying in the plane. Lemma 9.24 thus yields the result. \( \square \)

We can now prove the upper bound of Theorem 9.2.
Proposition 9.26. Given 3 polytopes with $n$ edges in total and one polytope with $m$ edges, there are $O(mn)$ connected components of lines tangent to the four polytopes.

Proof. Let $S$ denote the polytope with $m$ edges. First, if $S$ consists of a single point, it is straightforward to show that there are $O(n)$ connected components of lines tangent to the four polytopes. Otherwise, by summing over all the edges of $S$, Proposition 9.25 yields that the number of connected components of lines tangent to the four polytopes is $O(mn)$.

9.4 Lower bounds

We provide in this section the lower-bound examples needed for Theorems 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3. The following proposition proves the lower bound of Theorem 9.2.

Lemma 9.27. There exist four disjoint polytopes of complexity $n$ such that the number of common tangent lines is finite and $\Omega(n^2)$. There also exist two polytopes of complexity $n$ and two polytopes of complexity $m$ such that the number of common tangent lines is finite and $\Omega(mn)$.

Proof. We consider four planar regular polygons $P, Q, R, \text{ and } S$, each with $n$ vertices, embedded in $\mathbb{R}^3$. $P$ is centered at the origin and parallel to the $yz$-plane, $Q$ is obtained from $P$ by a rotation of angle $\frac{\pi}{n}$ about the $x$-axis, and $R$ and $S$ are obtained from $P$ and $Q$, respectively, by a translation of length 1 in the positive $x$-direction (see Figure 9.10). We transform the polygons $P$ and $Q$ into the polytopes $P'$ and $Q'$ by adding a vertex at coordinates $(\epsilon, 0, 0)$. Similarly, we transform the polygons $R$ and $S$ into the polytopes $R'$ and $S'$ by adding a vertex at coordinates $(1 + \epsilon, 0, 0)$.

For $\epsilon$ sufficiently small, the lines tangent to $P', Q, R', \text{ and } S'$ are the lines through a vertex of $P' \cap Q'$ and a vertex of $R' \cap S'$. Since $P' \cap Q'$ and $R' \cap S'$ have $2n$ vertices each, there are $4n^2$ tangent lines. Now, moving $P'$ and $S'$ by $2\epsilon$ in the $x$ direction ensures the disjointness of the polytopes while preserving the existence of the tangents if $\epsilon$ is small enough.

Replacing $R'$ and $S'$ in the above construction by regular polygons each with $m$ vertices yields the $\Omega(mn)$ lower bound in the case of two polytopes of complexity $n$ and two polytopes of complexity $m$.

We now prove the lower bounds of Theorems 9.1 and 9.3. The following proposition directly yields these bounds since the number of isolated tangents to any four of the polytopes is less or equal to the number of sets of open edges and vertices in at most four polytopes that admit an isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes.

Lemma 9.28. There exist $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$ such that the number of maximal free line segments tangent to four of them is finite and $\Omega(n^2k^2)$. Moreover these segments lie in pairwise distinct lines.
The lower bound example is similar to the one with four polyhedra. For simplicity suppose that \( n \) and \( k \) are such that \( \frac{n}{4} \) and \( \frac{k}{4} \) are integers. We first take a \( \frac{n}{4} \)-regular polygon \( A_1 \) in the plane \( x = 0 \). Next we consider a copy, \( B_0 \), of \( A_1 \) scaled by a factor of \((1 + \varepsilon)\), and on each edge of \( B_0 \) we place \( \frac{k}{4} \) points. Polygon \( B_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq \frac{k}{4} \), is constructed by taking the \( i^{th} \) point on each edge of \( B_0 \). If \( \varepsilon \) is small enough, the intersection points of \( A_1 \) and \( B_i \) are outside the other polygons \( B_j \) for \( 1 \leq j \leq \frac{k}{4} \) and \( i \neq j \). Now the \( A_0 \), for \( \frac{k}{4} \leq i \leq \frac{k}{4} \), are constructed as copies of \( A_1 \) scaled by a factor \( 1 + \frac{x}{4} \) (see Figure 9.10). For the moment, all polygons lie in plane \( x = 0 \). We now construct 4 families of \( \frac{k}{4} \) polygons each:

- \( P_i \) is a copy of \( A_j \) translated by \( i\varepsilon \) in the negative \( x \) direction
- \( Q_i \) is a copy of \( B_i \) translated by \( i\varepsilon \) in the positive \( x \) direction
- \( R_i \) is a copy of \( B_i \) translated by \( 1 - i\varepsilon \) in the positive \( x \) direction
- \( S_i \) is a copy of \( A_j \) translated by \( 1 + i\varepsilon \) in the positive \( x \) direction

Any choice of four polygons, one in each family \( P_i \), \( Q_j \), \( R_l \) and \( S_m \), reproduces the quadratic example of Lemma 9.27 with polygons of size \( \frac{\varepsilon}{4} \) and thus with total number of tangents larger than \( (\frac{\varepsilon}{4}) \times 4 \times \left( \frac{\varepsilon}{4} \right)^2 = \frac{\varepsilon^2 k^2}{16} \). Furthermore the lines tangent to \( P_i \), \( Q_j \), \( R_l \) and \( S_m \) are only occluded by \( P_{i'} \) and \( S_{m'} \) for \( i' > i \) and \( m' > m \), that is, beyond the portion of the tangents containing the contact points. The \( k \) polygons can be transformed into \( k \) convex polyhedra as in Lemma 9.27.

### 9.5 Algorithm

Using the sweep-plane algorithm outlined in Section 2.1, we can compute in \( O(n^2k^2 \log n) \) time all minimal sets of open edges and vertices, chosen from some of the polytopes, that admit a possibly occluded isolated transversal that is tangent to these polytopes. Now, for some of these lines, the segment joining the contact points with the polytopes is free. We can use standard, but complicated, ray-shooting data structures in order to determine which of these \( O(n^2k^2) \) segments are free; this can be done in \( O(\log^2 n) \)-time per query using \( O((nk)^{2+\varepsilon}) \) preprocessing time and storage [AS96].

We present in this section a solution that uses \( O(n^2k^2 \log n) \) time and \( O(nk^2) \) space. We adapt the algorithm outlined in Section 2.1 to directly compute the minimal sets of edges and vertices admitting an isolated line transversal that contains a free segment tangent to their respective polytopes. Our algorithm has better time and space complexities than the previously mentioned approach, and is readily implementable. Moreover, the space complexity drops to \( O(nk) \) if no occlusion is taken into account. Precisely, we prove the following theorem which is more powerful, though more technical, than Theorem 9.4 and directly yields it.

**Theorem 9.29.** Given \( k \) polytopes in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) with \( n \) edges in total, we can compute in \( O(n^2k^2 \log n) \) time and \( O(nk) \) space all the minimal sets of open edges and vertices, chosen from some of the polytopes, that admit an isolated, possibly occluded, line transversal tangent to these polytopes. We can also compute, in \( O(n^2k^2 \log n) \) time and \( O(nk^2) \) space, all the minimal sets of open edges and vertices that admit an isolated line transversal containing a maximal free segment that is tangent to these polytopes. Furthermore, the algorithm reports which of the transversals contains such a free line segment.

For ease of presentation, we describe a simplified version of the algorithm in which we assume that the polytopes are in generic position; see Section 9.5.2 for details. Using the same techniques as in Section 2, it is straightforward though tedious to generalize the algorithm for arbitrary situations. We also only detail the algorithm for the case of minimal sets of four edges, no two chosen from the same polytope; the other sets of at most four edges and vertices can be computed similarly.

#### 9.5.1 Algorithm overview and data structures

The input to our algorithm is a set of possibly intersecting polytopes structured in a standard way so that classic incidence queries can be performed in constant time (see, for instance, [BY98, §9.1]).

We consider each polytope edge, \( e \), in turn and sweep a plane around it between its two incident faces. During the sweep we create and maintain the following objects.
Combinatorial polygons. The sweep plane intersects each polytope in a (possibly empty) convex polygon whose vertices correspond to polytope edges. For each of these polygons, we maintain the set of vertices, each represented by its corresponding polytope edge, in a data structure that admits logarithmic-time vertex insertion, deletion and look-up operations, as well as ray-shooting queries. This can be done with a balanced binary search tree (see [O'R98, §7.9.1]).

Combinatorial bitangents. The algorithm keeps track of the lines contained in the sweep plane and tangent to two polygons. The polytopes properly intersected by such a bitangent between its two supports are its blockers. A bitangent is represented by (pointers to) its two supports and a set of its blockers, ordered by polytope index, stored in a balanced binary search tree.

Polytope edges. We associate with each polytope edge a list of pointers to the combinatorial bitangents it supports in the current sweep plane.

Critical events. The sweep stops at critical events at which time combinatorial polygons and bitangents are updated. In addition to the V- and F-critical events defined in Section 9.2.3, we introduce the following two new types of events at which the set of blockers of some combinatorial bitangents may change. A T-critical event occurs whenever three bitangents, supported by a PQR-tuple, become aligned (see Figure 9.11b). An I-critical event occurs when the sweep plane contains a point of intersection between an edge and a face of two (distinct) polytopes (see Figure 9.12).

Each event is represented by a data structure providing pointers to the primitives that define it: a vertex for a V-event, a bitangent and a face for a F-event, three bitangents for a T-event, and a face and an edge for an I-event. In addition, for a T-event, we store a bit of information specifying which of the line transversals to $l_4$ and the three support edges defines the T-event. Note that the critical value of each critical event can be computed in constant time from the information associated with the event; it thus does not need to be explicitly stored.

Finally, critical events are sorted in the order in which they appear during the sweep and stored in an event queue supporting insertion and deletion in logarithmic time.

9.5.2 Generic position assumption

Our generic position assumption is that the ordered set of events does not change under any arbitrarily small perturbation of the input polytopes. This assumption corresponds to (i) the events are generic, and (ii) no two events occur in the same sweep plane, except for F- and I-critical events induced by the same pair of edge and face. The genericity of the events is ensured by (but not characterized by) the following geometric conditions:

V-critical events: no vertex lies on a line containing another edge,
F-critical events: no two edges in two distinct polytopes are coplanar,
I-critical events: if an edge intersects a face of another polytope, it does so properly and not on a line containing another edge,
T-critical events: any four lines containing polytope edges admit zero or two transversals.

9.5.3 Initialization

For each new sweep, we initialize the event queue and construct the combinatorial polygons and combinatorial bitangents as follows.

Combinatorial polygons. Computing the combinatorial polygons in the initial sweep plane can easily be done in $O(n)$ time.

Combinatorial bitangents. The bitangent lines to two polygons $P$ and $Q$ in the initial sweep plane through a given vertex of $P$ can be computed by a binary search on $Q$ in $O(\log n)$ time. The blockers of a given bitangent can be found using one ray-shooting query per combinatorial polygon, for a total time of $O(k \log n)$. Altogether, the $O(nk)$ combinatorial bitangents can thus be computed in $O(nk^2 \log n)$ time.

Event queue. There are $O(n)$ V-critical events and $O(nk)$ I-critical events, since an edge intersects a polytope in at most two faces. The $O(nk)$ edge-face intersection points are computed and stored once before the beginning of
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the first sweep; this computation can be done by using brute force in $O(n^2)$ time, and with $O(nk)$ space, since it is done once for all the sweeps. For each sweep, all the V- and I-critical events can then be inserted in $O(nk \log n)$ time. For each of the $O(nk)$ combinatorial bitangents, we also insert F- and T-critical events in $O(k \log n)$ time as explained in Section 9.5.4 (Lemma 9.30). In total, initializing the event queue takes $O(nk^2 \log n)$ time per sweep.

Thus, initializing all the combinatorial polygons, bitangents, and the event queue can be done in $O(nk^2 \log n)$ time per sweep plus $O(n^2)$ time overhead for a total of $O(n^2k^2 \log n)$ time as announced in Theorem 9.29.

9.5.4 Updating the event queue

Every time a new combinatorial bitangent is created, we compute and insert into the queue new F- and T-events as described below. Let $e_1$ and $e_2$ denote the two support edges of a new combinatorial bitangent. Let $\Pi_{t_0}$ denote the critical plane at which the new combinatorial bitangent is created.

New T-critical events. See Figure 9.11a-b. Consider all the bitangents having $e_1$ as support edge and compute the set of support edges (distinct from $e_1$ and $e_2$) of all these bitangents. Compute the intersection of this set with the similar set for $e_2$; this can be done in $O(k \log k)$ time by ordering the edges by their indices. For each edge $e_3$ in that set, insert a T-event for each line transversal to $\ell$, $e_1$, $e_2$, and $e_3$ if the transversal is tangent to the three polytopes containing $e_1$, $e_2$, and $e_3$; this test can be done in constant time. Each of the at most $k$ insertions into the event queue takes $O(\log n)$. Thus computing and inserting the new T-critical events takes $O(k \log n)$ time per new bitangent.

New F-critical events. Consider in turn each of the four faces incident to one of the two support edges. Let $e_1$ and $f$ denote the considered edge and face. We compute a candidate F-event, in constant time, as follows. Compute the line $\ell$ (if any) that lies in the plane $\Psi$ containing $f$ and goes through $l_e$ and $e_2$ (see Figure 9.11c). If $\ell$ is tangent to the polytope containing $e_2$, $\ell$ defines an F-event. We reject this F-event if $\ell$ does not intersect $e_1$ (in such a case, the edge $e_1$ does not intersect the sweep plane at the F-event and thus the combinatorial bitangent to $e_1$ and $e_2$ would have been deleted at some V-event before the F-event). We also discard this F-event if it occurs at the critical value $t_0$ where the (considered) bitangent is created (that is $\Pi_{t_0}$ contains $\ell$); we discard such F-events because when a bitangent is created at an F-event, we do not re-insert the same F-event into the queue. We thus retain at most four F-events, at most one for each of the four faces incident to one of the two support edges. If no F-event is retained, the bitangent will be deleted at a V-critical event and no new F-critical event is created. If more than one F-event
is retained, we need only keep the first one, since, as we shall see in Section 9.5.5.2, the combinatorial bitangent will be deleted at the first of these events.

Again, let $f$ denote the face incident to edge $e_1$ that induces that F-critical event. If the other support edge, $e_2$, intersects face $f$ (see Figure 9.11d), then this event will be treated as an I-critical event and again we create no new F-event. Otherwise, we insert the F-event into the queue in $O(\log n)$ time. We thus get the following lemma.

Lemma 9.30. Each time a combinatorial bitangent is created, the event queue can be updated in $O(k \log n)$ time.

9.5.5 Processing events

9.5.5.1 V-critical events

Let $v$ denote the vertex that induces a V-critical event. As the sweep plane reaches $v$, all edges incident to $v$ start or cease to be swept; we call the former starting edges and the latter terminating edges. Let $Q$ denote the polytope to which $v$ belongs and let $\Pi_0$ be the sweep plane containing $v$. When processing a V-event, we perform the following operations.

Create and delete combinatorial bitangents. Suppose first that the critical plane through $v$ properly intersects $Q$. Consider in turn each combinatorial bitangent supported by a terminating edge, $e_t$, incident to $v$ and let $h$ denote the other support edge of this bitangent. We check all starting edges incident to $v$ to find the edge $e_s$ such that the line in $\Pi_{h+\epsilon}$ through $e_s$ and $h$ is tangent to $Q$ for $\epsilon > 0$ arbitrarily small. We create a new combinatorial bitangent and delete the old one; in fact, we simply replace $e_s$ by $e_t$ in the combinatorial bitangent, create a pointer from edge $e_s$ to the bitangent, and update the event queue. After handling the last bitangent supported by edge $e_t$, delete all the pointers from $e_t$ to the bitangents.

The critical plane through $v$ contains $O(k)$ bitangents through $v$, thus, by continuity, at most $O(k)$ combinatorial bitangents are deleted and created. Each deletion and creation takes linear time in the degree of $v$ plus $O(k \log n)$ time for updating the event queue (Lemma 9.30). Hence, since the sum of the degrees of the vertices is $O(n)$, this step takes $O(nk^2 \log n)$ time in total for all non-extremal V-events.

Suppose now that the critical plane through $v$ is tangent to $Q$ and that all edges incident to $v$ are starting. For each edge not incident to $v$, we can decide in constant time whether it supports a bitangent through $v$ in the critical plane through $v$. If so, we check, for each edge incident to $v$, if the line in plane $\Pi_{h+\epsilon}$ that goes through these two edges is tangent to $Q$ for $\epsilon > 0$ arbitrarily small. If so, we create a new combinatorial bitangent. By continuity, $O(k)$ bitangents are created in total time $O(n + kd)$ where $d$ is the degree of $v$. For each of these newly created bitangents, we compute its set of blockers in (brute force) $O(n)$ time and update the event queue in $O(k \log n)$ time (Lemma 9.30). This takes $O(nk \log n)$ time per event, hence $O(nk^2 \log n)$ time per sweep since there are at most two sweep planes tangent to any polytope.

Finally, if all edges incident to $v$ are terminating, we delete all the $O(k)$ bitangents supported by these edges; for each bitangent, deleting its blockers and the pointer from the edge not incident to $v$ can be done in $O(k)$ time. Hence, this takes $O(k^2)$ time per critical event and $O(k^3)$ time per sweep.

Update the combinatorial polygon associated with $Q$. This takes $O(\log n)$ time per polytope edge incident to $v$, thus $O(n \log n)$ time in total for all V-events.

Hence, processing all V-events takes $O(nk^2 \log n)$ time per sweep.

9.5.5.2 F-critical events

We process an F-critical event as follows. Let $b$ and $f$ denote the bitangent and face associated with the event. Let $e_1$ and $e_2$ denote the two support edges of $b$ such that $e_1$ is the edge that belong to $f$ (see Figure 9.11c-d). By construction of F-events (see Section 9.5.4), $e_2$ does not intersect face $f$ (see Figure 9.11c), thus the bitangent $b$ is deleted and a new combinatorial bitangent is created.

Bitangent $b$ is removed from the lists of bitangents supported by $e_1$ and $e_2$ in $O(k)$ time. The support edges of the new bitangent are $e_2$ and the edge $e_1' \neq e_1$ of $f$ that is intersected by the line in the plane $\Psi$ (containing $f$) through $l_e$ and $e_2$ (see Figure 9.11c). This edge $e_1'$ is also one of the two edges adjacent to $e_1$ in its combinatorial polygon. Edge $e_1'$ can thus be computed in $O(\log n)$ time. As usual, the new bitangent is added to the lists of bitangents supported by $e_1'$ and $e_2$. We then compute all the blockers of this new bitangent by performing one
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First determine if the segment \( e \) support edges in the segment met in that order at points \( p \) most two points, there are \( O(nk) \) F-events per sweep. Hence, the total time complexity for processing all F-events is \( O(nk^2 \log n) \) per sweep.

### 9.5.5.3 I-critical events

An I-event is associated with a face \( f \) of some polytope \( P \) and an edge \( e_1 \) of some other polytope \( Q \). Let \( p \) denote the point of intersection between \( f \) and \( e_1 \). The sweep plane, \( \Pi_0 \), that contains \( p \) intersects the two polytopes \( P \) and \( Q \) in two polygons \( P_0 \) and \( Q_0 \). See Figure 9.12. Point \( p \) lies on an edge of \( P_0 \); the two endpoints of this edge are the intersection of two edges of \( P \), say \( e_0 \) and \( e_2 \). These two polytope edges can be computed in \( O(\log n) \) time using the combinatorial polygon associated with \( P \).

**Create or delete combinatorial bitangents.** If the two polygons \( P_0 \) and \( Q_0 \) are tangent at \( p \) (see Figure 9.12a), the two combinatorial bitangents whose pairs of support edges are \( (e_0, e_1) \) and \( (e_1, e_2) \) are either created or deleted at the I-event. If these bitangents appear in the list of bitangents having edge \( e_1 \) as support, we remove them from the list and delete them; this can be done brute force in \( O(k) \) time. Otherwise we create these two combinatorial bitangents. We compute their set of occluders in \( O(k \log n) \) time by intersecting the bitangents with all the polytopes using their associated combinatorial polygons. Finally, we update the event queue in \( O(k \log n) \) time.

**Update sets of blockers.** Consider now each of the \( O(k) \) bitangents having \( e_1 \) as a support edge except for the two bitangents that might have just been created. We update its set of blockers as follows. First, note that only polytope \( P \) may have to be added to, or removed from, the set of blockers. Two situations occur: either the geometric bitangent segment joining the two support edges in \( \Pi_0 \) properly intersects polygon \( P_0 \), or not. In the first case (e.g., segment \( pq \) in Figure 9.12), polytope \( P \) was and remains a blocker of the bitangent. In the second case (e.g., segment \( pr \) in Figure 9.12), \( P \) has to be either removed from, or added to, the set of blockers. This can be done in \( O(k \log k) \) time by searching for \( P \) in the set (recall that polytopes are ordered by their index in a binary search tree).

Processing an I-event thus takes \( O(k \log n) \) time. Since any polytope edge intersects any other polytope in at most two points, there are \( O(nk) \) I-events which can be processed in \( O(nk^2 \log n) \) time in total per sweep.

### 9.5.5.4 T-critical events

Suppose that on the line transversal to \( e_1, e_2, e_3 \) and \( l_e \) (the one associated to the T-event) edges \( e_1, e_2, e_3 \) are met in that order at points \( p_1, p_2, p_3 \). Let \( Q_e \) be the polytope containing \( e_i, 1 \leq i \leq 3 \).

**Update sets of blockers.** Update the occluder set for the bitangent with support edges \( e_1 \) and \( e_3 \) by either removing \( Q_2 \) (if it appears in the set) or adding \( Q_2 \) (if it does not appear in the set); this can be done in \( O(\log n) \) time.

**Output.** First determine if the segment \( p_1 p_3 \) is unoccluded by checking if the set of blockers of the bitangent with support edges \( e_1 \) and \( e_3 \) is empty or reduced to \( Q_2 \). If so and if the segment intersects the reference edge \( e \), then it
is a free segment transversal to the four edges \(e, e_1, e_2, e_3\). In order to report each such transversal exactly once, we report it only if the reference edge \(e\) is smaller than \(e_2\) for some global ordering of all edges. This can be done in constant time.

There are \(O(nk^2)\) T-critical events per sweep (see the proof of Proposition 9.22), thus all the T-events can be processed in \(O(nk^2 \log n)\) time per sweep.

### 9.5.6 Complexity

Note first that we assume a model of computation in which bounded-degree algebraic polynomials may be evaluated in constant time. See [ELL+06] for a detailed description of the predicates concerning line transversals that are used in this algorithm.

In this model of computation, we have described a \(\Theta(n^2 k^2 \log n)\)-time algorithm for computing all the minimal sets of edges, no two chosen from the same polytope, that admit an isolated line transversal containing a free segment that is tangent to all these polytopes. As mentioned earlier, the sweep-plane algorithm can be easily modified to report all types of minimal support sets.

The space used by the algorithm is \(\Theta(nk^2)\) in the worst case. To see this, first notice that storing the combinatorial polygons and the V-, F- and I-critical events uses \(O(nk)\) space. There are also \(O(nk)\) combinatorial bitangents in any sweep plane. Storing the combinatorial bitangents thus requires \(\Theta(nk^2)\) space since, in the worst case, \(\Theta(nk)\) of them may be intersected by \(\Theta(k)\) polytopes. Furthermore, there may be \(\Theta(nk^2)\) T-events in the queue since each of the \(\Theta(nk)\) bitangents may share a support with \(\Theta(k)\) other bitangents. This yields the bounds of Theorem 9.4 for computing minimal free segments.

Notice that, with a slight modification to the algorithm, and no increase in the time complexity, we can reduce the storage requirement of the T-events to \(O(nk)\). To do this we maintain the bitangents sorted by polar angle around each vertex of the combinatorial polygons, which can easily be done since the cyclic ordering changes only at T-critical events or when a bitangent is created or deleted. Since two bitangents become aligned only when they are neighbors in this cyclic ordering, we only need to maintain the T-events for pairs of consecutive bitangents and there can only be \(O(nk)\) of these at any one time.

Finally, the bounds of Theorem 9.4 that concern the computation of potentially occluded isolated lines tangent to polytopes are obtained by noticing that we need not maintain the sets of blockers of the bitangents which reduces the space requirements for the combinatorial bitangents to \(O(nk)\).

### 9.6 Conclusion

We have presented a tight bound on the number of (connected components of) lines and maximal free line segments that are tangent to at least four among \(k\) possibly intersecting polytopes in arbitrary position. A problem that we leave open is to prove that the same bound holds for the combinatorial complexity of the set of all maximal free line segments among \(k\) polytopes.

We have also shown how to compute in near-optimal worst-case time all the minimal free line segments that are isolated transversals to their set of supports and tangent to the corresponding polytopes. We believe that our algorithm can also be made to report all connected sets of minimal free segments that are transversal to the same set of edges. A problem that we have not solved, however, is to compute in the same time and space complexities, respectively, the polytopes supporting the endpoints of the corresponding maximal free line segments.
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Towards an implementation of the 3D visibility skeleton

Cet article court présentant une vidéo va être publié dans les proceedings du 23th ACM Annual Symposium on Computational Geometry [ZELW07].

Abstract

In this note we describe the contents of a video illustrating an algorithm for computing the 3D visibility skeleton of a set of disjoint convex polytopes. The video can be found at http://www.cs.mcgill.ca/~lzhang15/video/ with file name socg07visidemo.mov.

10.1 Introduction

The 3D visibility skeleton is a graph whose vertices correspond to the maximal free line segments that are transversal to four edges of at least three distinct polytopes and tangent to those polytopes; its arcs correspond to sets of maximal free line segments that are tangent to three polytopes [DDP97]. The visibility skeleton has been used for visibility computations such as computing shadow boundaries [DDP99, DD02].

This video demonstrates a sweep plane algorithm for capturing the vertices of the 3D visibility skeleton of a set of polytopes in 3D [Goa04, BDD+07].

10.2 The algorithm

The input of the algorithm is a set of \( k \) disjoint convex polytopes in general position with \( n \) edges in total. The output of the algorithm is the set of \( O(n^2k^2) \) vertices of the 3D visibility skeleton of the input polyhedra. The algorithm, which runs in \( O(n^2k^2 \log n) \) time, can also be used to compute the arcs of the skeleton.

The algorithm performs a rotational plane sweep around each edge \( e \) of each polytope, sweeping from one incident face of that edge to the other incident face. The sweep plane intersects the polytopes in at most \( k \) disjoint convex polygons, which change their shape as the sweep plane rotates. Figure 10.1(a) shows one position of the sweep plane, drawn as a faint grid, as it rotates around edge \( e \) of polytope \( C \). Polytopes \( A \) and \( B \) are intersected by the sweep plane. Polytope \( C \) lies above the plane, with edge \( e \) in the plane. Polytope \( D \) lies below the plane. Figure 10.1(b) shows the view inside the sweep plane. The polytopes \( A \) and \( B \) intersect the plane in convex polygons \( A \) and \( B \), which support 4 bitangents. Figure 10.2 shows the 2D visibility skeleton corresponding to Figure 10.1(b). The circular cycle of directed arcs gives the ordering of the 4 bitangents around polygon \( A \); the cycle of the remaining directed arcs gives the ordering of the 4 bitangents around polygon \( B \).

During the sweep, the algorithm maintains the 2D visibility skeleton of the intersected polytopes [PV96a]. The 2D visibility skeleton for the convex polygons in the initial sweep plane is computed and then used to determine
the initial queue of critical events that will occur during the sweep. The sweep planes at which these critical events occur are called event planes. At a critical event, the 2D visibility skeleton may change its topology and the algorithm updates it, as well as the queue of critical events.

There are three types of critical events. A V-event occurs when the sweep plane encounters a polytope vertex that supports one or more bitangents in the sweep plane. A T-event occurs when two or three bitangents become colinear. An F-event occurs when a bitangent becomes colinear with a face of a polytope. There are $O(nk^2)$ events per sweep, and they can be computed and processed in $O(nk^2 \log n)$ time in the usual sweep algorithm paradigm.

The vertices of the 3D visibility skeleton are captured during the sweep, as they correspond to the V, T, F-events whose associated bitangents intersect the edge $e$ that the sweep plane is rotating about. After the $n$ sweeps, a description of the arcs of the 3D visibility skeleton can be computed, although the details are not illustrated in the video.

### 10.3 Implementation issues and technical details

Although the algorithm as described in [BDD+07] works for any set of possibly intersecting convex polytopes in any configuration, the current implementation requires that the polytopes satisfy certain general position assumptions\(^\text{18}\).

\(^{18}\)The precise definition of our general position assumptions is straightforward but lengthy. It guarantees, for example, that each critical event corresponds to a unique position of the sweep plane.
The key predicate of the sweep algorithm compares two event planes, to order their occurrences in the sweep. A detailed study of this predicate and its degree is given in [ELL+06].

The algorithm was implemented in C++ using the CGAL [CGA] library. We used the CORE library [COR] to perform exact comparisons of algebraic numbers. To compute the 2D visibility skeleton we used the CGAL-based package due to Angelier and Pocchiola [AP03a], based on the Greedy Flip Algorithm [AP03b, PV96a].

The graphical output was produced using the Geomview software [Geo] through the interface provided by the CGAL library. We took snapshots of the Geomview window display, while rotating the viewpoint to provide a 3D view of the objects in the display window. Finally, we used iMovie [iMo] to assemble all the snapshots together into the final video. We used the Audacity [Aud] software for the audio.
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Chapitre 11

The expected number of 3D visibility events is linear

Abstract

In this paper, we show that, amongst $n$ uniformly distributed unit balls in $\mathbb{R}^3$, the expected number of maximal non-occluded line segments tangent to four balls is linear. Using our techniques we show a linear bound on the expected size of the visibility complex, a data structure encoding the visibility information of a scene, providing evidence that the storage requirement for this data structure is not necessarily prohibitive. These results significantly improve the best previously known bounds of $O(n^{8/3})$ [DDP02].

Our results generalize in various directions. We show that the linear bound on the expected number of maximal non-occluded line segments that are not too close to the boundary of the scene and tangent to four unit balls extends to balls of various but bounded radii, to polyhedra of bounded aspect ratio, and even to non-fat 3D objects such as polygons of bounded aspect ratio. We also prove that our results extend to other distributions such as the Poisson distribution. Finally, we indicate how our probabilistic analysis provides new insight on the expected size of other global visibility data structures, notably the aspect graph.

11.1 Introduction

Visibility computations are central in computer graphics applications. Computing the limits of the umbra and penumbra cast by an area light source, identifying the set of blockers between any two polygons and determining the view from a given point are examples of visibility queries that are essential for the realistic rendering of 3D scenes. In global illumination algorithms, where the flow of light in a scene is simulated according to the laws of geometrical optics, visibility computations are excessively costly. In fact, more than half of the overall computation time can routinely be spent on visibility queries in radiosity simulations [HSD94].

One approach to speeding up rendering is to store global visibility information in a data structure which can then be efficiently queried. The visibility complex, a partition of the set of maximal free line segments, has been proposed as a unified data structure encoding the visibility information of a scene [PV96b] and has been used for rendering purposes [DDP02]. Other related data structures include Pellegrini’s ray-shooting structure [Pel93], the aspect graph [PD90] and the visual hull [Lau94]; see [Dur00] for a recent survey.

One problem with these types of data structures which may prevent their application in practice is their potentially enormous size; the size of the visibility complex of a set of $n$ triangles in $\mathbb{R}^3$ is $\Theta(n^4)$ in the worst case [DDP02], which is prohibitive even for scenes of relatively modest size. Worst-case examples are somewhat artificial and indeed Durand, Drettakis and Puech [DDP97] provide empirical evidence indicating that these
worst-case upper bounds are largely pessimistic in practical situations; they observe a quadratic growth rate, albeit for rather small scenes. In 2D, while the worst-case complexity of the visibility complex is quadratic, experimental results strongly suggest that the size of the visibility complex of a scene consisting of scattered triangles is linear [CF99].

Our goal is to provide theoretical evidence to support these observations. To this end we investigate the expected size of the visibility complex, or equivalently, the expected number of visibility events, occurring in scenes in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). A visibility event is a combinatorial change in the view of a moving observer; such an event occurs when the viewing direction becomes tangent to some objects. For sets of convex objects in general position in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), the viewing direction can be tangent to at most four objects. Visibility events thus correspond to maximal non-occluded line segments tangent to at most four objects; combinatorially different visibility events correspond to the faces of the visibility complex.

In this paper we prove that the expected number of maximal non-occluded line segments tangent to four balls, amongst \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), is linear. This improves the previously known upper bound of \( O(n^8/3) \) by Durand et al. who proved the more general result that the expected number of (possibly occluded) lines tangent to four balls is \( O(n^8/3) \) for the same model [DDP02]. The intuition behind our proof is that, given a line segment tangent to four balls, the probability that this segment is not occluded by any other ball is the probability that a cylinder-like volume of radius 1 about the segment is free from the centers of the other balls. This probability decays roughly exponentially fast with the length of the segment, yielding the result. Using our techniques we then show a linear bound on the expected size of the visibility complex of \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \). A simple computation then provides us with the same result for the Poisson distribution.

Our results generalize in the following ways. We show that, for certain types of visibility events, the linear bound also applies to balls of various but bounded radii, to polyhedral objects enclosed between two concentric balls of fixed radius, and even to non-fat objects such as polygons, enclosed between two concentric circles of fixed radius, whose centers and normals are uniformly distributed. For the remaining types of visibility events (namely those occurring close to the boundary of the scene – see Section 11.7.3 for the details), we prove only an \( O(n^2) \) bound, which is still an improvement over the bound by Durand et al. [DDP02].

Of course objects in graphics scenes are seldom distributed uniformly or according to a Poisson point process. We chose this model because it allows tractable proofs of theoretical results. This is important in a context where there are few rigorous results either theoretical or experimental. The same model, albeit with significant simplifying assumptions, has also been used to study the average complexity of ray shooting [SKHBS02, SKM98] and occlusion culling for 2D urban scenes [NFLYCO99]. It is interesting to note that Szirmay-Kalos et al. [SKHBS02], after establishing bounds on the average complexity of ray shooting in scenes consisting of unit balls distributed according to a Poisson point process, tested their algorithms on a small number of realistic scenes. The results they obtain are consistent with those predicted by the theoretical results thus providing some evidence that the model is helpful. No other model has been widely accepted by the graphics community and, in fact, generating meaningful random scenes usable for testing algorithms is a major problem. (Note that rather than attempting to generate random scenes, an alternative approach, which has been used to study the average complexity of ray shooting, is to fix the scene and randomly distribute the rays; see, for example, [ABC02].)

Previous results on this topic include those that bound the number of lines and the number of free (i.e., non-occluded) lines amongst different sets of objects. They are summarized in Table 11.1. Agarwal, Aronov and Sha-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Worst-case</th>
<th>Expected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>possibly occluded lines amongst unit balls</td>
<td>( \Theta(n^4) )</td>
<td>( O(n^5) ) [DDP02]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free lines amongst unit balls</td>
<td>( \Omega(n^2) ) [⋆], ( O(n^{3+\varepsilon}) ) [AAS99]</td>
<td>( \Theta(n) ) [⋆]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free lines amongst disjoint homothetic polytopes</td>
<td>( \Omega(n^3) ) [dBEG98]</td>
<td>( \Theta(n) ) [⋆]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free segments amongst unit balls</td>
<td>( \Omega(n^2) ) [⋆], ( O(n^4) )</td>
<td>( \Theta(n) ) [⋆]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>free segments amongst arbitrary sized balls</td>
<td>( \Omega(n^4) ) [DR01], ( O(n^4) )</td>
<td>( \Theta(n) ) [⋆]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>visibility complex of unit balls</td>
<td>( \Omega(n^2) ) [⋆], ( O(n^4) )</td>
<td>( \Theta(n) ) [⋆]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11.1 – Known bounds on the complexity of the set of lines, free lines or maximal free line segments tangent to 4 amongst \( n \) objects. The expected complexities are calculated for the uniform distribution. The results referenced by * are established in this paper.
rir [AAS99] showed an upper bound of $O(n^{3+\varepsilon})$ on the complexity of the space of line transversals of $n$ balls by studying the lower envelope of a set of functions. A study of the upper envelope of the same set of functions yields the same upper bound on the number of free lines tangent to four balls [DR01]. Agarwal et al. [AAS99] also showed a lower bound on the complexity of the space of line transversals of $n$ balls of $\Omega(n^3)$ for arbitrarily sized balls and $\Omega(n^2)$ for unit sized balls. De Berg, Everett and Guibas [dBEG98] showed a $\Omega(n^3)$ lower bound on the number of free lines (and thus free segments) tangent to four amongst $n$ disjoint homothetic convex polyhedra. Recently, Devillers and Ramos [DR01] presented a simple $\Omega(n^2)$ lower bound on the number of free segments tangent to 4 amongst $n$ arbitrarily sized balls, which also holds for non-intersecting balls. We also present a simple $\Omega(n^2)$ lower bound on the number of free segments tangent to 4 amongst $n$ unit balls.

In the next section we carefully define the problem and state our main results. In Section 11.3 and Section 11.4 we prove the expected upper and lower linear bounds on the number of free segments tangent to four balls. In Section 11.5 we extend this result to the visibility complex. We present in Section 11.6 a $\Theta(n^2)$ worst-case lower bound. In Section 11.7 we discuss extensions of our results to some other models. We conclude in Section 11.8.

## 11.2 Our model and results

We first describe our objects and their distribution. Let $n \in \mathbb{N}$ and $\mu$ be a positive constant. A sample scene consists of $n$ unit radius balls $B_1, \ldots, B_n$ whose centers $p_1, \ldots, p_n$ are independently chosen from the uniform distribution over a universal ball $\mathcal{U}$ of radius $R$ centered at $O$. Since we distribute the centers $p_i$ over $\mathcal{U}$, the balls $B_i$ may intersect each other and are contained in the ball, denoted $\mathcal{U}^{+}$, whose radius is $R + 1$ and whose center is that of $\mathcal{U}$.

We define the radius $R$ of the universal ball $\mathcal{U}$ to be a function of $n$ satisfying

$$R^3 = n/\mu.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11.1)

The constant $\mu$ reflects the density of the balls in the sense that the expected number of centers lying in any given solid of volume $V$ in the universe is $\frac{\mu}{3}V$. (The model is interesting only if $n$ is asymptotically proportional to $R^3$. Indeed, if $\frac{n}{R^3}$ tends to infinity when $n$ tends to infinity, then the universe gets entirely filled up with balls and visibility events only occur in $\mathcal{U}^{+} \setminus \mathcal{U}$. Conversely, if $\frac{n}{R^3}$ tends to zero when $n$ tends to infinity, then the balls get scattered so far apart that the probability that any four (or three) balls have a common tangent goes to zero.)

We now define the visibility complex of a set of objects [PV96b]. A free or non-occluded segment is a line segment that does not intersect the interior of any object. A free segment is maximal if it is not properly contained in another one. Thus, the endpoints of a maximal free segment are either on an object or at infinity. We say that two maximal free segments are similar if their endpoints lie on the same objects (possibly at infinity). The visibility complex of a collection of objects is roughly defined as the partition of the space of maximal free segments into connected components of similar segments.\(^{19}\) Its faces have dimension between 0 and 4; when the objects are in adequate general position, a $k$-dimensional face corresponds to a connected set of similar maximal non-occluded line segments tangent to $4 - k$ objects.

In order to bound the total number of faces of the visibility complex, we first bound the number of 0-faces. To do this, we count the $T4$-segments, which are the free segments tangent to 4 balls with endpoints on two of those balls. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between 0-faces and $T4$-segments when the objects are in adequate general position, this yields a bound on the expected number of vertices of the visibility complex. Note that since the balls are contained in $\mathcal{U}^{+}$, the $T4$-segments are also contained in $\mathcal{U}^{+}$.

Our main result is the following.

**Theorem 11.1.** The expected number of $T4$-segments amongst $n$ uniformly distributed unit balls is $\Theta(n)$.

We extend this result to the higher dimensional faces of the complex.

**Theorem 11.2.** The expected size of the visibility complex of $n$ uniformly distributed unit balls is $\Theta(n)$.

\(^{19}\)Formally, we consider the space of free segments quotiented by the equivalence relation that is the transitive and reflexive closure of the inclusion. In other words, two free segments are identified if they are both contained in the same maximal free segment. This allows the cells of the partition to be connected.
We also present an $\Omega(n^2)$ worst-case lower bound on the number of $T4$-segments amongst $n$ unit balls in $\mathbb{R}^3$ (see Proposition 11.27). In fact the lower bound holds for the number of $k$-faces of the visibility complex, for all $k$ between 0 and 4.

### 11.3 The expected number of $T4$-segments is at most linear

The general idea behind the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 11.1 is the following. For any ordered choice of four balls, we bound from above the probability that a line is tangent to these balls in the given order and is not occluded in between its contact points with the balls. Then we sum these probabilities over all ordered quadruples of balls and all potential tangent lines to these balls.

For any two points $p$ and $q$, and positive real number $\alpha$, let $\mathcal{H}(p, q, \alpha)$ denote the union of all the balls of radius $\alpha$ centered on the line segment $pq$ (see Figure 11.1). We first show that a line is tangent to four balls $B_i, B_j, B_k$ and $B_l$ in that order only if $p_j$ and $p_k$ are in $\mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2)$. Thus the volume of $\mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) \cap U$ gives an upper bound on the probability that a line tangent to the four balls, in the given order, exists.

We next show that a segment tangent to four balls $B_i, B_j, B_k$ and $B_l$ in that order, at points $t_i, t_j, t_k$ and $t_l$, respectively, is not occluded if and only if the centers of all remaining balls are outside or on the boundary of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1)$. The volume of $U \setminus \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1)$ gives an upper bound on the probability that the tangent segment is not occluded. Thus, to get an upper bound on that probability, we need a lower bound on the volume of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1) \cap U$.

To bound the probability that a $T4$-segment exists, we integrate over the distance between $p_i$ and $p_l$, and over the distance from $p_l$ to the boundary of the universe $U$. This integral is split into three parts covering the cases where

(i) $B_i$ and $B_l$ are close to one another,

(ii) at least one of $B_i$ and $B_l$ is entirely inside the universe,

(iii) $B_i$ and $B_l$ are not close to one another and both are partially outside the universe.

In each case we over-estimate the volume of $\mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) \cap U$ and under-estimate the volume of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1) \cap U$. We apply the same general proof technique in each of the three cases. While Case (ii) illustrates the main idea behind the proof (Case (i) being a simplified version), extending this idea to Case (iii) is technically challenging because of the difficulties caused by the boundary of the universe.

#### 11.3.1 Definitions

Let $N$ be the set of ordered 4-tuples $(i, j, k, l)$ chosen from $\{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$ such that $i, j, k, l$ are pairwise distinct. In our model, the probability that four centers are collinear is zero, so we may assume that any set of four balls admits at most 12 real common tangent lines [DMPT01, MPT01]. Moreover, the real common tangent lines correspond to the real solutions of a degree 12 system of equations. For any set of four balls we order arbitrarily the 12 solutions.

Given four balls $B_i, B_j, B_k$ and $B_l$, we denote by $\mathcal{L}_{i, j, k, l}^{\omega}$, for $\omega$ in $\{1, \ldots, 12\}$, the event that the $\omega^{th}$ solution of the system is real, that the corresponding real tangent line is tangent to the four balls $B_i, B_j, B_k$ and $B_l$ in that order, and that $p_i$ is not closer than $p_l$ to the boundary of $U$. Whenever $\mathcal{L}_{i, j, k, l}^{\omega}$ occurs, we denote the points of tangency of that line on $B_i, B_j, B_k, B_l$ by $t_i, t_j, t_k, t_l$, respectively. Let $\delta_{i, j, k, l}^{\omega}$ be the event that $\mathcal{L}_{i, j, k, l}^{\omega}$ occurs and the line segment $t_l t_i$ is not occluded. Notice that if $\delta_{i, j, k, l}^{\omega}$ occurs, the balls $B_i, B_j, B_k, B_l$ define a $T4$-segment, and that a $T4$-segment corresponds to a unique $\delta_{i, j, k, l}^{\omega}$.

Let $x_i$ be the random variable representing the distance from $p_i$ to $p_l$, and $y_i$ (resp. $y_l$) be the random variable denoting the distance from $p_i$ (resp. $p_l$) to the boundary of the universe.

In the sequel, a random point $p$ denotes a point chosen from the uniform distribution over $U$.

#### 11.3.2 The Proof

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the $T4$-segments and the events $\delta_{i, j, k, l}^{\omega}$ that occur. We thus have the following straightforward lemma.
11.3. THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF T4-SEGMENTS IS AT MOST LINEAR

Lemma 11.3. The expected number of T4-segments amongst \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls is

\[
\sum_{i,j,k,l} \sum_{a=1}^{12} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a).
\]

We bound the probability \( \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a) \) by integrating over the distance \( x \) between \( p_i \) and \( p_l \), and over the distance \( y \) from \( p_i \) to the boundary of the universe \( U \). The integral is split into three parts covering the cases where (i) the balls \( B_i \) and \( B_l \) are close to one another, (ii) \( p_i \) is at distance at least 1 from the boundary of \( U \), and (iii) the balls \( B_i \) and \( B_l \) are not close to one another and \( p_i \) is at distance less than 1 from the boundary of \( U \). Note that in the last case, if \( \delta_{i,j,k,l}^a \) occurs, then both ball centers \( p_i \) and \( p_l \) are within distance 1 from the boundary of \( U \). Two balls are considered close to one another if their centers are closer than some sufficiently large constant; for technical reasons which are embedded in the proof of Proposition 11.29, we actually define close to mean distance at most 6.

Lemma 11.4. \( \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a) \leq I_{x \leq 6} + I_{y \geq 1} + I_{x > 6, y < 1} \), where

\[
I_{x \leq 6} = \int_{x=0}^{6} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a | x_i = x) \cdot \Pr(x \leq x_i < x + dx),
\]

\[
I_{y \geq 1} = \int_{x=0}^{2R} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a | x_i = x, y_i \geq 1) \cdot \Pr(x \leq x_i < x + dx | y_i \geq 1),
\]

\[
I_{x > 6, y < 1} = \int_{x=6}^{2R} \int_{y=0}^{1} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a | x_i = x, y_i = y_i, y_i \leq y_i) \cdot \Pr(x \leq x_i < x + dx) \cap (y_i \leq y_i) | y_i = y_i) \cdot \Pr(y \leq y_i < y + dy).
\]

Proof. By the Total Probability Theorem (see [Pap91]),

\[
\Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a) = \int_{x=0}^{2R} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^a | x_i = x) \cdot \Pr(x \leq x_i < x + dx).
\]
Lemma 11.6. Let \( \gamma \) denote any of the following events: \( (x_{ij} = x, y_i = y) \), \( (x_{ij} = x, y_i = y_i) \), and \( (x_{ij} = x, y_i = y_i) \). The next three lemmas are used to bound \( \Pr(\delta_{ij,k,l}^o) \) appearing in the three integrals \( I_{\leq 6}, I_{\geq 1} \) and \( I_{>6,0,0} < 1 \).

**Lemma 11.5.** If a line is tangent to four balls \( B_i, B_j, B_k, B_l \) in that order at \( t_i, t_j, t_k, t_l \), respectively, then \( p_j, p_k \in \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) \). Also, the segment \( t_l t_i \) is not occluded if and only if the interior of \( \mathcal{H}(t_l, t_i, 1) \) does not contain the center of any other ball.

**Proof.** Segment \( t_l t_i \) is contained in \( \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 1) \). Since \( t_j \) and \( t_k \) belong to that segment, \( t_j \) and \( t_k \) are also in \( \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 1) \). Thus \( p_j, p_k \) are both in \( \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) \). See Figure 11.1 (a).

The segment \( t_l t_i \) is occluded if and only if some ball \( B_\gamma, \gamma \neq i, j, k, l \), properly intersects it, that is the center of \( B_\gamma \) lies in the interior of \( \mathcal{H}(t_l, t_i, 1) \). See Figure 11.1 (b). \( \square \)

**Lemma 11.6.** \( \Pr(p \in \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) | \Xi) \leq \frac{(3x + 8)}{R^3} \).

**Proof.** \( \Pr(p \in \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) | \Xi) = \frac{\text{Volume of } \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) \cap \mathcal{U}}{\text{Volume of } \mathcal{U}} | \Xi \leq \frac{\text{Volume of } \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2)}{\text{Volume of } \mathcal{U}} | \Xi \).

When \( \Xi \) occurs, \( x_{ij} = x \) and the volumes of \( \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) \) and \( \mathcal{U} \) are \( \frac{4\pi}{3} (3x + 8) \) and \( \frac{4\pi}{3} R^3 \), respectively. Thus

\[
\Pr(p \in \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 2) | \Xi) \leq \frac{3x + 8}{R^3}.
\]

\( \square \)
Lemma 11.7. \( \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid \Xi) \leq \frac{(3x + 8)^2}{R^6} \cdot \Pr(p \notin H(t_i, t_j, 1) \mid L_{i,j,k,l}^0, \Xi)^{n-4}. \)

\textbf{Proof.} If \( \delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \) occurs, then \( L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \) necessarily occurs, thus

\[
\Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid \Xi) = \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \cap L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid \Xi) = \Pr(L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid \Xi) \cdot \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid L_{i,j,k,l}^0, \Xi).
\]

By Lemma 11.5, \( \Pr(L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid \Xi) \) is bounded by the probability that \( p_j \) and \( p_k \) belong to \( H(p_i, p_j, 2) \) given \( \Xi \), and \( \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid L_{i,j,k,l}^0) \) is equal to the probability that for all \( \gamma \neq i,j,k,l \), point \( p_\gamma \) is outside \( H(t_i, t_j, 1) \) given \( \Xi \). Since all the points are independently drawn from the uniform distribution over \( \mathbb{U} \), Lemma 11.6 yields the result.

We consider the three integrals \( I_{x \leq 6} \), \( I_{x \geq 1} \) and \( I_{x > 6, y < 1} \) in the following subsections, and prove that each is bounded by \( O \left( \frac{1}{n^3} \right) \). This will complete the proof of the upper bound of Theorem 11.1 since, by Lemmas 11.3 and 11.4, the expected number of \( T4 \)-segments is less than \( 12 \binom{n}{3} (I_{x \leq 6} + I_{x \geq 1} + I_{x > 6, y < 1}) \).

\( B_i \) and \( B_l \) are close to one another

We prove here that \( I_{x \leq 6} \) is \( O \left( \frac{1}{n^3} \right) \). When \( B_i \) and \( B_l \) are close to one another, the probability that there exist two other balls, \( B_j \) and \( B_k \), defining a line tangent to \( B_i, B_j, B_k, B_l \) in that order, is small enough that we do not need to consider occlusions in order to get the bound we want.

We first bound the term \( \Pr(x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx) \) appearing in the integral \( I_{x \leq 6} \).

Lemma 11.8. \( \Pr(x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx) \leq \frac{3x^2}{R^3} dx. \)

\textbf{Proof.} When \( p_i \) is given, \( p_l \) must belong to a spherical shell between two spheres of center \( p_i \) and radii \( x \) and \( x + dx \). The probability \( \Pr(x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx) \), if \( p_l \) is known, is exactly the volume of the part of the spherical shell inside \( \mathbb{U} \) divided by the volume of \( \mathbb{U} \). The volume of the part of the spherical shell inside \( \mathbb{U} \) is bounded from above by the volume of the spherical shell which is \( 4\pi x^2 dx \). Since the volume of \( \mathbb{U} \) is \( \frac{4}{3} \pi R^3 \) we get the claimed bound. (The exact value of \( \Pr(x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx) \) is actually given in [Mat99, San76] but the above approximate bound is enough for our purposes.)

Proposition 11.9. \( I_{x \leq 6} \) is \( O \left( \frac{1}{n^3} \right) \).

\textbf{Proof.} Recall that (see Lemma 11.4)

\[
I_{x \leq 6} = \int_{x=0}^{6} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid x_{i,l} = x) \cdot \Pr(x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx).
\]

By Lemma 11.7,

\[
\Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid x_{i,l} = x) \leq \frac{(3x + 8)^2}{R^6} \cdot \Pr(p \notin H(t_i, t_j, 1) \mid x_{i,l} = x, L_{i,j,k,l}^0)^{n-4} \leq \frac{(3x + 8)^2}{R^6}.
\]

It thus follows from Lemma 11.8 that

\[
I_{x \leq 6} \leq \int_{x=0}^{6} \frac{(3x + 8)^2}{R^6} \cdot \frac{3x^2}{R^3} dx = \frac{\mu^3}{n^3} \int_{x=0}^{6} 3x^2 (3x + 8)^2 dx = O \left( \frac{1}{n^3} \right).
\]

\( \square \)
B_1 is entirely inside \( \mathcal{U} \)

For the integral \( I_{\geq 1} \), occlusions must be taken into account. To this aim, we bound from below the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) in the following lemma.

**Lemma 11.10.** When \( L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \) occurs and \( y_i \geq 1 \), the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{\pi}{12} x_i \).

**Proof.** Let \( K \) be the ball having diameter \( p_{i,j} \). Note that \( K \) and \( p_1 \) are both contained in \( \mathcal{U} \) and in \( \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \). The convex hull of \( p_1 \) and \( K \) is thus contained in \( \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \cap \mathcal{U} \), and its volume is larger than the volume of the ball \( K, \frac{\pi}{12} \), plus the volume of a cone of apex \( p_{i,j} \), base a disk whose boundary is a great circle of \( K \), and of height greater than \( x_i - 1 \). The volume of that cone is at least \( \frac{\pi}{12} (x_i - 1) = \frac{\pi}{12} x_i - \frac{\pi}{12} \).

We now bound the probability that a tangent line segment \( t_{i,j} \) is not occluded by any of the other \( n - 4 \) balls, given that the line segment \( t_{i,j} \) exists and the ball \( B_i \) is entirely contained in \( \mathcal{U} \).

**Lemma 11.11.** \( \Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_i \geq 1, L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu x}{16} \right) \).

**Proof.** First notice that

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_i \geq 1, L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \right) = 1 - \frac{\text{Volume of } \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \cap \mathcal{U}}{\text{Volume of } \mathcal{U}} \bigg|_{x_{i,l} = x, y_i \geq 1, L_{i,j,k,l}^0}.
\]

By Lemma 11.10, the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is bounded from below by \( \frac{\pi}{12} x \). Since the volume of \( \mathcal{U} \) is \( \frac{4}{3} \pi R^3 \), we get

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_i \geq 1, L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \right)^{n-4} < \left( 1 - \frac{x}{16R^3} \right)^{n-4}.
\]

For any \( 0 \leq t \leq 1 \), we have \((1-t)^{n-4} < e^{-t} \) thus

\[
(1-t)^{n-4} \leq e^{-t(n-4)} = e^{-t(n-4)} \leq e^t e^{-t} < 55 e^{-t}.
\]

Now \( 0 \leq x \leq 2R \) and \( R \geq 1 \) since \( B_1 \) is entirely inside \( \mathcal{U} \). Thus \( 0 \leq \frac{x}{16R^3} \leq \frac{1}{8R^3} \leq 1 \) and

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_1, t_1, 1) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_i \geq 1, L_{i,j,k,l}^0 \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{n x}{16R^3} \right)
\]

\[
= 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu x}{16} \right).
\]

The following proposition now bounds the integral \( I_{\geq 1} \).

**Proposition 11.12.** \( I_{\geq 1} \) is \( O \left( \frac{1}{R^3} \right) \).

**Proof.** Recall that

\[
I_{\geq 1} = \int_{x = 0}^{2R} \Pr(\bar{S}^0_{i,j,k,l} \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_i \geq 1) \cdot \Pr(x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx \mid y_i \geq 1).
\]

By Lemmas 11.7 and 11.11 we have

\[
\Pr(\bar{S}^0_{i,j,k,l} \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_i \geq 1) \leq \frac{(3x + 8)^2}{R^6} \cdot 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu x}{16} \right).
\]

Similarly as in Lemma 11.8 we have

\[
\Pr(x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx \mid y_i \geq 1) \leq \frac{3x^2}{R^3} dx.
\]
Thus we get

\[ I_{s \geq 1} \leq \int_{x=0}^{2R} \frac{(3x+8)^2}{R^6} \cdot 0.55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu x}{16} \right) \cdot \frac{3x^2}{R^7} dx \]

\[ \leq \frac{\mu^3}{n^2} \int_{x=0}^{+\infty} 3x^2(3x+8) \cdot 0.55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu x}{16} \right) dx. \]

Changing \( \mu x \) by \( z \) we get integrals of the kind

\[ \int_{0}^{\infty} z^r \exp(-z) dz \]

which is bounded by a constant and thus \( I_{s \geq 1} \) is \( O \left( \frac{1}{n^2} \right) \). \( \square \)

**Bₗ and Bₗ are not close to one another and Bₗ is partially outside U**

The only remaining task is to bound the integral \( I_{s \geq 6, y < 1} \). As in the previous case, we need to bound from below the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_l, t_l, 1) \cap U \). Here, however, the tangent \( t_l t_l \) can be entirely outside \( U \), so the bound of Lemma 11.10 does not apply and a more intricate proof is needed. We need to distinguish two cases depending on the distance of segment \( t_l t_l \) from \( O \), the center of \( U \).

To this aim, we introduce two new types of events. For any \( s \in R \), let \( \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(s) \) (resp. \( \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(s) \)) be the event that \( \mathcal{L}_{i,j,k,l}^0 \) occurs and the line segment \( t_l t_l \) is at distance greater (resp. less) than \( R + 1 - s \) from \( O \). For reasons that will become clear in the proof of Lemma 11.15, we consider \( s = y \).

The next five lemmas are used to bound the first term of the integral \( I_{s \geq 6, y < 1} \).

**Lemma 11.13.** For any random point \( p \) in \( U \), \( \Pr(\mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 | x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} = y, y_{i,l} \leq y_i) \) is equal to

\[
\Pr \left( \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \right) \cdot \Pr \left( P \not\in \mathcal{H}(t_l, t_l, 1) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} = y, y_{i,l} \leq y_i, \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \right) \]

\[ + \Pr \left( \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \right) \cdot \Pr \left( \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \right) \cdot \Pr \left( P \not\in \mathcal{H}(t_l, t_l, 1) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} = y, y_{i,l} \leq y_i, \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \right). \]

**Proof.** \( \mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 \) implies \( \mathcal{L}_{i,j,k,l}^0 \), which can be split into \( \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \), \( \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \), and the event that \( \mathcal{L}_{i,j,k,l}^0 \) occurs and the line segment \( t_l t_l \) is at distance exactly \( R + 1 - y \) from \( O \). This later event occurs with probability 0, thus

\[
\Pr(\mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 | x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} = y, y_{i,l} \leq y_i) = \]

\[
\Pr(\mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 \cap \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} = y, y_{i,l} \leq y_i) \]

\[ + \Pr(\mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 \cap \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} = y, y_{i,l} \leq y_i), \]

which can be expanded into

\[
\Pr(\mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} = y, y_{i,l} \leq y_i) \]

\[
\cdot \Pr(\mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 | x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} \leq y_i, \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y)) \]

\[
+ \Pr(\mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \mid x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} \leq y_i) \]

\[
\cdot \Pr(\mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 | x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} \leq y_i, \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y)). \]

When \( \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y) \) occurs, the probability

\[
\Pr(\mathcal{S}_{i,j,k,l}^0 | x_{i,l} = x, y_{i,l} \leq y_i, \mathcal{J}_{i,j,k,l}^0(y)) \]

...
is the probability that the tangent is not occluded, that is, \( p_{ij} \) does not belong to \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \) for all the \( n - 4 \) values of \( \gamma \neq i, j, k, l \). The same argument holds for \( \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^\circ(y^\frac{1}{2}) \). Since the \( p_{ij} \) are independent, we get the result. \( \square \)

In order to bound the two terms in Lemma 11.13,

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \mid x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y, \mathcal{F}_{i,j,k,l}^\circ(y^\frac{1}{2}) \right)^{n-4}
\]

and

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \mid x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y, \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^\circ(y^\frac{1}{2}) \right)^{n-4}
\]

we need to bound the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \cap \mathbb{U} \) from below.

**Lemma 11.14.** When \( x_i \geq 6, y_l \leq y_i \leq 1, \mathcal{L}_{i,j,k,l}^\circ \) occurs and segment \( t_i t_l \) is at distance less than \( R + 1 - s \), \( 0 \leq s \leq 1 \), from the center of \( \mathbb{U} \), then the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \cap \mathbb{U} \) is larger than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x_i - 5) s \sqrt{5} \).

**Proof.** We give here the idea of the proof; full details can be found in Appendix A. Let \( t \) be the closest point on segment \( t_i t_l \) from \( O \), and \( D \) be a unit radius disk centered at \( t \) in a plane containing \( O \), the center of \( \mathbb{U} \). We define a quadrilateral with vertices \( a, b, a', b' \) such that \( a \) and \( a' \) are the closest and the farthest points, respectively, in \( D \cap \mathbb{U} \) from \( O \), and \( b \) and \( b' \) are the points of intersection of \( \partial D \) and the perpendicular bisector of segment \( a a' \) (see Figure 11.2). Let \( v \) be equal to \( R + 1 \) minus the distance from \( O \) to segment \( t_i t_l \). We prove that the convex hull of \( a, b, a', b' \) and \( p_l \), which is included in \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \cap \mathbb{U} \), has volume greater than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x_i - 5) \min(2\sqrt{2}, v, \sqrt{7}) \). It follows that, for any \( 0 \leq s \leq 1 \), if segment \( t_i t_l \) is at distance less than \( R + 1 - s \) from \( O \), then \( v \geq s \) and the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \cap \mathbb{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x_i - 5) s \sqrt{5} \). \( \square \)

**Fig. 11.2 — For the sketch of the proof of Lemma 11.14 \((v \in (0, 1))\).**

**Lemma 11.15.** For any random point \( p \in \mathbb{U} \), \( x \geq 6 \) and \( 0 \leq y \leq 1 \),

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \mid x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y, \mathcal{F}_{i,j,k,l}^\circ(y^\frac{1}{2}) \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x - 5)^2}{8 \sqrt{2} \pi} \right)
\]

and

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1, 1) \mid x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y, \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^\circ(y^\frac{1}{2}) \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x - 5)^2}{8 \sqrt{2} \pi} \right).
\]
Furthermore, if \( x \geq 6\sqrt{R} \) then

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_l, N_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x-5)}{8\sqrt{2\pi}} \right).
\]

**Proof.** Let \( x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y \) and suppose first that event \( \mathcal{H}_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \) occurs. Since \( p_t \) is at distance \( R - y \) from \( O \), the segment \( t_dt_t \) is at distance less than \( R + 1 - y \) from \( O \), and thus, by Lemma 11.14, the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x - 5) \sqrt{2^3} \), which is bigger than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x - 5) y^2 \) since \( 0 \leq y \leq 1 \) (we bound \( y \sqrt{2} \) from below by \( y^2 \) only so that we can actually compute the integral \( f_1 \) in the proof of Proposition 11.20). We now follow the proof of Lemma 11.11, except that the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is now bounded from below by \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x - 5) y^2 \) instead of \( \frac{x}{12} \). We get

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_l, \mathcal{H}_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x-5)y^2}{8\sqrt{2\pi}} \right).
\]

When \( N_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \) occurs, the segment \( t_dt_t \) is at distance less than \( R + 1 - y^2 \) from \( O \), and thus, by Lemma 11.14, the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is bounded from below by \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x - 5) \sqrt{2^3} y^3 = \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x - 5) y^3 \). Then, as before, we get

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_l, N_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x-5)y}{8\sqrt{2\pi}} \right).
\]

Now, if \( x \geq 6\sqrt{R} \), the length of the tangent \( t_dt_t \) is at least \( 6\sqrt{R} - 2 \). Since \( x \geq 6 \), \( R > 3 \) and a simple computation shows that \( 6\sqrt{R} - 2 \) is bigger than \( 2\sqrt{2R + 1} \) which is the length of the longest line segment that may entirely lie inside \( \mathcal{U}^+ \setminus \mathcal{U} \). Thus \( \text{dist}(O, t_dt_t) \leq R = R + 1 - s \) with \( s = 1 \) and, by Lemma 11.14, the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} (x - 5) \). Then, as before, we get

\[
\Pr \left( p \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_1) \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_l, N_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \right)^{n-4} < 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x-5)}{8\sqrt{2\pi}} \right).
\]

**Lemma 11.16.** \( \Pr(N_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_l) \leq \frac{(3x+8)^2}{R^6}. \)

**Proof.** The event \( N_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \) occurs only if \( L_{i,j,k,l}^o \) occurs. The result thus follows since, by Lemmas 11.5 and 11.6, \( \Pr(L_{i,j,k,l}^o \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_l) \leq \frac{(3x+8)^2}{R^6} \).

**Lemma 11.17.** If \( y < 1 \), then

\[
\Pr \left( \mathcal{H}_{i,j,k,l}^o(y_i^2) \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_i = y \right) \leq 81 \pi^2 \frac{(x+6)^2}{R^6}.
\]
Proof. A “far” tangent $t_i$ is at distance at least $R + 1 - y^3$ from the center $O$ of $\mathcal{U}$. Such a segment also lies in $\mathcal{H}(p_i, p_i, 1)$. Let $E$ be the part of $\mathcal{H}(p_i, p_i, 1)$ lying outside of the sphere of radius $R + 1 - y^3$ and center $O$. See Figure 11.3 (a). Now, both $p_j$ and $p_k$ must be in the region inside $\mathcal{U}$ and within distance 1 from $E$. Denote this region by $K$. Then

$$\Pr\left( T_{i,j,k}(y^3) \mid x_{i,j} = x, y_j = y, y_l \leq y_l \right) \leq \left( \frac{\text{Volume of } K}{\text{Volume of } \mathcal{U}} \right)^2.$$

By Proposition 11.32, which we prove in Appendix B, the volume of $K$ is bounded from above by $12\pi^2(x + 6)y$, which yields the result. Here we give the intuition of the proof. Refer to Figure 11.3. First notice that the “length” of $K$ is at most $x + 4$. Since $K$ is enclosed in between a sphere of radius $R$ and one of radius $R - y^3$, its “height” is at most $y^3$. For the “width”, consider Figure 11.3 (b) which shows a cross-section of $K$ taken with a plane through $O$ and perpendicular to $p_i p_l$. The “width” of $K$ is no more than 2 times the “width” of $E$. The “height” of $E$ can be bounded by some constant times $y^3$; thus its “width” can be bounded by some constant times $\sqrt{y^3} = y^3$. Thus, intuitively, the volume of $K$ is smaller than $(x + 4)y^3y^3 = (x + 4)y$, up to a constant, and the result follows.

We now bound the two last terms of the integral $I_{x>6,y<1}$.

**Lemma 11.18.** $\Pr(y \leq y_i < y + dy) \leq \frac{3dy}{R}$.

**Proof.** The event $(y \leq y_i < y + dy)$ occurs only if $p_i$ lies in the spherical shell delimited by the two spheres centered at $O$ of radii $R - y$ and $R - y - dy$ whose volume is smaller than $4\pi R^2 dy$. Dividing by the volume of $\mathcal{U}$ proves the result.

**Lemma 11.19.** For $6 \leq x \leq 2R$ and $y \leq 1$, we have

$$\Pr((x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx) \cap (y_i \leq y_i) \mid y_i = y) \leq \frac{6xydx}{R^3}.$$

**Proof.** The probability $\Pr((x \leq x_{i,l} < x + dx) \cap (y_i \leq y_i) \mid y_i = y)$ is equal to the volume of the region (shown in grey in Figure 11.4) which is the intersection of the region in between the two spheres centered at $p_i$ and of radii $x$ and $x + dx$, and the region in between the two spheres centered at $O$ and of radii $R$ and $R - y$, divided by the volume.
of \(\mathcal{U}\). We prove in Proposition 11.37 in Appendix C that the volume of that region is at most \(8\pi xy dx\). Roughly speaking, the volume bounded by the four spheres is at most \(8\pi xy dx\) because, its “thickness” is \(dx\), its “height” is \(y\) and its “radius” is \(x\). Dividing by the volume of \(\mathcal{U}\) proves the result.

\[I_{x>6,y<1} \leq \int_{x=6}^{2R} \int_{y=0}^{1} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega} | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i) \cdot \Pr((x \leq x_i < x+dx) \cap (y_l \leq y_i) | y_i = y) \cdot \Pr(y \leq y_i < y+dy).\]

By Lemmas 11.18 and 11.19, we get

\[I_{x>6,y<1} \leq \int_{x=6}^{2R} \int_{y=0}^{1} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega} | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i) \cdot \frac{6xy dx}{R^3} \cdot \frac{3dy}{R}.\]

By Lemma 11.13, \(\Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega} | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i)\) is equal to

\[\Pr(\mathcal{I}_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega}(y^{\frac{2}{3}}) | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i) \cdot \Pr(3(\mathcal{I}(t_i, t_l, 1) | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i, \mathcal{I}_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega}(y^{\frac{2}{3}}))^{n-4} + \Pr\left(\mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega}(y^{\frac{2}{3}}) | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i\right) \cdot \Pr(\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{I}(t_i, t_l, 1) | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i, \mathcal{N}_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega}(y^{\frac{2}{3}}))^{n-4}.

We split the integral at \(x = 6\sqrt{R}\). When \(x \geq 6\sqrt{R}\), the distance from \(O\) to the tangent \(t_i t_l\) is less than \(R\) (see the proof of Lemma 11.15), which is less than \(R + \gamma^{\frac{2}{3}}\) for any \(y\) in \((0, 1)\). Thus, for any \(x \geq 6\sqrt{R}\) and \(y \in (0, 1)\), the probability \(\Pr(\mathcal{I}_{i,j,k,l}^{\omega}(y^{\frac{2}{3}}) | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_i)\) is equal to 0. It then follows from Lemmas 11.15, 11.16 and
11.17 that \( I_{x > 6, y < 1} \leq J_1 + J_2 + J_3 \) with

\[
J_1 = \int_{x=6}^{\sqrt{R}} \int_{y=0}^{1} 81\pi^2 \frac{(x+6)^2 y^2}{R^6} \cdot 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x-5)y}{8\sqrt{2}\pi} \right) \cdot \frac{6xy}{R^3} \cdot \frac{3dy}{R},
\]

\[
J_2 = \int_{x=6}^{\sqrt{R}} \int_{y=0}^{1} \frac{(3x+8)^2}{R^6} \cdot 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x-5)y}{8\sqrt{2}\pi} \right) \cdot \frac{6xy}{R^3} \cdot \frac{3dy}{R},
\]

\[
J_3 = \int_{x=6\sqrt{R}}^{2\sqrt{R}} \int_{y=0}^{1} \frac{(3x+8)^2}{R^6} \cdot 55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu(x-5)y}{8\sqrt{2}\pi} \right) \cdot \frac{6xy}{R^3} \cdot \frac{3dy}{R}.
\]

Changing \( \frac{\mu(x-5)}{8\sqrt{2}\pi} \) by \( z \) in the three integrals and \( y^2 \) by \( y' \) in \( J_1 \), we get

\[
J_1 \leq \frac{K}{\sqrt{R}} \sum_{a=0}^{u=3} \int_{c=0}^{\sqrt{R}} \int_{y'=0}^{1} z^a y' \exp(-zy') \, dz \, dy',
\]

\[
J_2 \leq \frac{K}{\sqrt{R}} \sum_{a=0}^{u=3} \int_{c=0}^{\sqrt{R}} \int_{y=0}^{1} z^a y \exp(-zy) \, dz \, dy,
\]

\[
J_3 \leq \frac{K}{\sqrt{R}} \sum_{a=0}^{u=3} \int_{c=0}^{\infty} \int_{y=0}^{1} z^a y \exp(-z) \, dz \, dy,
\]

where \( K \) and \( c \) are some positive constants.

Note first that \( J_3 \) is bounded from above by \( \frac{K}{\sqrt{R}} \sum_{a=0}^{u=3} \int_{c=0}^{\infty} z^a \exp(-z) \, dz \). These integrals are bounded by a constant, thus \( J_3 = O \left( \frac{1}{R^{10}} \right) \).

To bound the integrals \( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \), we now compute the integral

\[
\int_{c=0}^{A} \int_{y=0}^{1} z^a y \exp(-zy) \, dz \, dy \quad (11.3)
\]

for \( u \in \{0, \ldots, 3\} \) and \( A > 0 \), for example with Maple [Map]. For \( u = 0 \) it is equal to

\[
\frac{\exp(-A) + A - 1}{A} \quad (11.4)
\]

For \( u = 1 \), the integral (11.3) is equal to

\[
\exp(-A) + \ln A + Ei(1,A) + \gamma - 1 \quad (11.5)
\]

where \( Ei(1,A) \) denotes the exponential integral \( \int_{1}^{\infty} \frac{\exp(-A t)}{t} \, dt \) and \( \gamma \) denotes Euler’s constant. Finally, for \( u = 2 \) or 3, the integral (11.3) is equal to

\[
\exp(-A) P_1(A, u - 1) + P_2(A, u - 1) \quad (11.6)
\]

where \( P_i(A, u - 1) \) denotes a polynomial of degree \( u - 1 \) in \( A \).

When \( A \) tends to \( \infty \), (11.4) tends to 1, (11.5) is equivalent to \( \ln A \) (since \( Ei(1,A) \) tends to 0) and (11.6) is equivalent to the leading monomial of \( P_2(A, u - 1) \) which is of degree \( u - 1 \leq 2 \). This guarantees that for \( A = c\sqrt{R} \) and \( u \in \{0, \ldots, 3\} \), the integral (11.3) is \( O(R) \). It follows that \( J_1 \) and \( J_2 \) are \( O \left( \frac{1}{R^{10}} \right) \).

Since \( R^3 = n/\mu \), we get that \( I_{x > 6, y < 1} \leq J_1 + J_2 + J_3 = O \left( \frac{1}{R^{10}} \right) = O \left( \frac{1}{n^{10}} \right) \).

We can now conclude the proof that the expected number of \( T_4 \)-segments is \( O(n) \), because, by Lemmas 11.3, 11.4, and Propositions 11.9, 11.12, and 11.20, the expected number of \( T_4 \)-segments is smaller than

\[
\sum_{(i,j,k,l) \in \mathbb{N}^{12}} \left( O \left( \frac{1}{n^{10}} \right) + O \left( \frac{1}{n^{7}} \right) + O \left( \frac{1}{n^{3}} \right) \right) = O(n).
\]
11.4 The expected number of $T4$-segments is at least linear

In this section, we prove that the expected number of $T4$-segments amongst $n$ uniformly distributed unit balls is $\Omega(n)$. To do this, we bound from below the probability that four given balls have a given $T4$-segment. The key step is to give a condition on the relative positions of four unit balls that guarantees that they have exactly twelve common tangent lines. We use here the notation as defined in Section 11.3.1.

**Lemma 11.21.** Let $e$ be a real number satisfying $\frac{\sqrt{2}}{4} < e < 2$ and let the radius $R$ of $\mathcal{U}$ be strictly greater than $e$. There exists an $\varepsilon > 0$ such that for any point $p \in \mathcal{U}$, there exist three balls $\Gamma_1(p), \Gamma_2(p), \Gamma_3(p)$ of radius $\varepsilon$ contained in $\mathcal{U}$ and satisfying the following conditions:

- $p$ and the centers of the $\Gamma_i(p)$ form a regular tetrahedron with edges of length $e$, and
- for any triple of points $(p_1, p_2, p_3)$, $p_i$ taken from $\Gamma_i(p)$, the four unit balls centered at $p$, $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ have exactly 12 distinct tangent lines.

**Proof.** Macdonald, Pach and Theobald proved [MPT01, Lemma 3] that 4 unit balls centered on the vertices of a regular tetrahedron with edges of length $e$, $\frac{\sqrt{2}}{4} < e < 2$, have exactly 12 distinct real common tangent lines. Moreover, these 12 tangent lines correspond to the 12 real roots of a system of equations of degree 12, thus each tangent line corresponds to a simple root of that system of equations. It thus follows that for any sufficiently small perturbation of the 4 ball centers, the 4 perturbed balls still have 12 real common tangent lines. Let $\varepsilon > 0$ be such that the 4 ball centers can move distance $\varepsilon$ in any direction while keeping 12 distinct common tangents.

Now, for any point $p \in \mathcal{U}$, consider a regular tetrahedron with edge length $e$ having $p$ as a vertex and such that the other vertices are at distance at least $\varepsilon$ from the boundary of $\mathcal{U}$; for example, we can choose the other three vertices on a plane perpendicular to the segment $Op$. Let $\Gamma_1(p), \Gamma_2(p), \Gamma_3(p)$ be the balls of radius $\varepsilon$ centered at the vertices, distinct from $p$, of that tetrahedron. By the previous reasoning, for any $q \in \Gamma_1(p)$, $r \in \Gamma_2(p)$, and $s \in \Gamma_3(p)$, the four unit balls centered at $p$, $q$, $r$ and $s$ have exactly twelve tangents.

Now, by Lemma 11.3, the expected number of $T4$-segments is

$$\sum_{(i,j,k,l) \in N^{10}} \sum_{\varepsilon} \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0).$$

Thus we only need to bound from below the probability that the event $\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0$ occurs.

**Lemma 11.22.** $\Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0)$ is $\Omega \left( \frac{1}{n^3} \right)$.

**Proof.** Assume that $n > 8\mu$ so that the radius $R = \sqrt[3]{n/\mu}$ of $\mathcal{U}$ is larger than 2 and let $T(p)$ be the set $\Gamma_1(p) \times \Gamma_2(p) \times \Gamma_3(p)$ where $\Gamma_i(p)$ and $\varepsilon$ are defined as in Lemma 11.21. First, note that

$$\Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0) \geq \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \cap (p_i, p_j, p_k) \in T(p_i))$$

$$= \Pr((p_i, p_j, p_k) \in T(p_i)) \cdot \Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid (p_i, p_j, p_k) \in T(p_i)).$$

Since $\Gamma_1(p_i), \Gamma_2(p_i), \Gamma_3(p_i)$ are three balls of radius $\varepsilon$ entirely contained in $\mathcal{U}$, we have

$$\Pr((p_i, p_j, p_k) \in T(p_i)) = \left( \frac{\frac{4}{3}\pi \varepsilon^3}{\frac{1}{3}\pi R^3} \right)^3 = \frac{\mu^2 \varepsilon^9}{n^3}.$$  

By Lemmas 11.5 and 11.21, the event $(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid (p_i, p_j, p_k) \in T(p_i))$ occurs if and only if the interior of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, 1) \cap \mathcal{U}$ does not contain the center of any ball. Note that the volume of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, 1) \cap \mathcal{U}$ is at most the volume of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, 1)$, which is at most $\frac{4}{3} \pi + \pi(2 + 2\varepsilon)$ since the length of $t_i$ is at most $\varepsilon + 2 + 2\varepsilon$. It follows that

$$\Pr(\delta_{i,j,k,l}^0 \mid (p_i, p_j, p_k) \in T(p_i)) \geq \left( 1 - \frac{\pi(\frac{4}{3} + 2 + 2\varepsilon)}{\text{Volume}(\mathcal{U})} \right)^{n-4}.$$
Since \( e < 2 \), we get, after some elementary calculations, that
\[
\Pr(\delta^0_{i,j,k,l} \mid (p_i, p_j, p_k) \in T(p_l)) \geq \left(1 - \frac{(6 + 2e)\mu}{n}\right)^{n-4}.
\] (11.7)

We thus have
\[
\Pr(\delta^0_{i,j,k,l}) \geq \mu^4 e^4 n^4 \left(1 - \frac{(6 + 2e)\mu}{n}\right)^{n-4}.
\]

Since \( \left(1 - \frac{(6 + 2e)\mu}{n}\right)^{n-4} \) tends to \( e^{-(6 + 2e)\mu} \) when \( n \) tends to infinity, we get
\[
\Pr(\delta^0_{i,j,k,l}) = \Omega\left(\frac{1}{n^4}\right).
\]

This completes the proof of the lower bound of Theorem 11.1 since the expected number of \( T4 \)-segments amongst \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls is, by Lemmas 11.3 and 11.22,
\[
\sum_{(i,j,k,l) \in N} \sum_{\omega=1}^{12} \Pr(\delta^0_{i,j,k,l}) = \sum_{(i,j,k,l) \in N} \sum_{\omega=1}^{12} \Omega\left(\frac{1}{n^4}\right) = \Omega(n).
\]

### 11.5 The expected size of the visibility complex is linear

In this section we prove Theorem 11.2, that the expected size of the visibility complex of a set of \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls is linear.

We say that the balls are in general position if any \( k \)-dimensional face of the visibility complex is a connected set of maximal free segments tangent to exactly \( 4 - k \) balls. We can assume that the balls are in general position since this occurs with probability 1. We give a bound on the expected number of \( k \)-faces, for \( k = 0, \ldots, 4 \).

**Lemma 11.23.** The expected number of 0-faces is \( \Theta(n) \).

**Proof.** A 0-face of the visibility complex is a maximal free line segment tangent to 4 balls. Each maximal free line segment tangent to 4 balls contains a \( T4 \)-segment and each \( T4 \)-segment is contained in one maximal free line segment. Thus, by Theorem 11.1, the expected number of 0-faces is linear.

To deal with the faces of dimension \( k \geq 1 \), we divide them into two classes. A \( k \)-face is *open* if it is incident to at least one \( (k - 1) \)-face, otherwise it is *closed*. When the balls are in general position, the number of \( k \)-faces incident to a particular \( (k - 1) \)-face is constant. In the proof of the following lemmas, any constant can be used. However, for completeness, we will use the exact values, but without justifying them.

**Lemma 11.24.** The expected number of 1-faces is \( \Theta(n) \).

**Proof.** Note that a 0-face corresponds to a maximal free segment tangent to 4 balls and it is incident to those 1-faces corresponding to free segments tangent to 3 amongst those 4 balls. So, a 0-face is incident to exactly six 1-faces, which implies that the number of open 1-faces is 6 times the number of 0-faces, and is thus \( \Theta(n) \) by the previous lemma.

Proving that the expected number of closed 1-faces is \( O(n) \) can be done in a way very similar to the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 11.1. The difference is that we consider now only three balls and thus in all proofs, we forget ball \( B_k \). We have to consider only \( \binom{4}{3} \) triples of balls instead of \( \binom{4}{4} \) quadruples, but we remove from the integral the probability \( \Pr(p_k \in \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_j, 2)| x_3 = x) \leq \frac{3(2x + 8)}{2^{10}} \). Since \( \frac{3x + 8}{2^{10}} = \mu \), this amounts to dividing the terms over which we integrate by \( \mu(3x + 8) \) which does not change the general shape of the integrals (a polynomial multiplied by an exponential) which are convergent. Notice that \( B_i, B_j, B_l \) and \( \emptyset \) now define a set of segments \( t_i, t_l \), rather than just a single segment. However, those segments define a closed 1-face only if none of them is occluded by one of the \( n - 3 \) remaining balls. Any particular choice of a tangent \( t_i, t_l \) in the 1-face will give a relevant cylinder \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1) \) to use in the proofs.\[\square\]
Lemma 11.25. The expected number of $2$-faces is $\Theta(n)$.

**Proof.** Since a $1$-face has five incident $2$-faces, the tight linear bound on the number of $1$-faces gives a tight linear bound on the number of open $2$-faces. The closed case is solved similarly to the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 11.1. We now consider $\binom{n}{2}$ pairs of balls $B_i, B_j$ and we remove from the integrals the probability $Pr(p_j, p_k \in H(p_i, p_l, 2)|x_i, l = x) \leq \left(\frac{3x+8}{R^3}\right)^2$ which gives an $O(n)$ bound on the number of closed $2$-faces. □

Lemma 11.26. The expected numbers of $3$-faces and $4$-faces are $\Theta(n)$.

**Proof.** A $3$-face, corresponding to lines tangent to a ball, can only be closed if $n = 1$. The number of open $3$-faces is linear by the fact that in general position a $2$-face is incident to four $3$-faces. The number of $4$-faces is linear since a $3$-face is incident to three $4$-faces. □

### 11.6 Worst-case lower bound

We provide here a $\Omega(n^2)$ lower bound on the number of $k$-faces in the visibility complex. Recall that for the case of $n$ arbitrarily sized balls, Devillers and Ramos [DR01] presented a simple $\Omega(n^3)$ lower bound on the number of free segments tangent to $4$ balls, which is also the number of vertices in the visibility complex. Their lower bound (see Figure 11.5) consists of (i) $\frac{n}{3}$ balls such that the view from the origin consists of $\frac{n}{3}$ disjoint disks centered on a circle, (ii) $\frac{n}{3}$ balls such that the view from the origin consists of $\frac{n}{3}$ disks whose boundaries are concentric circles intersecting (in projection) all the disks of (i), and (iii) $\frac{n}{3}$ tiny balls centered around the origin such that from any point on these $\frac{n}{3}$ tiny balls the view of the balls in (i) and (ii) is topologically invariant. Note that finding a $\Omega(n^3)$ lower bound on the number of free segments tangent to $4$ balls, amongst $n$ balls of bounded radii, is to the best of our knowledge, open.

![Fig. 11.5 – Quadratic view from the origin [DR01].](image)

**Proposition 11.27.** The number of $k$-faces in the visibility complex of $n$ disjoint unit balls in $\mathbb{R}^3$ is $\Omega(n^2)$ for all $k$ between $0$ and $4$.

**Proof.** We first observe that the size of the visibility complex of $n$ unit balls can trivially be quadratic by having the balls sparsely distributed in the space such that any pair of balls defines a closed $2$-face.

Getting a quadratic number of free lines tangent to four balls amongst a set of $n$ unit balls can be done by taking balls $B_i$ centered at $(2i, 0, 0)$ for $1 \leq i \leq \frac{n}{2}$ and balls $B'_j$ centered at $(2j, 10, 0)$ for $1 \leq j \leq \frac{n}{2}$. Then, for
any $i$ and $j$, the line through the points $(2i+1, 0, 1)$ and $(2j+1, 10, 1)$ is free and can be moved down so that it comes into contact with the four balls $B_i, B_{i+1}, B'_j$ and $B'_{j+1}$. This argument proves that the number of $k$-faces, for $0 \leq k \leq 2$, can be quadratic.

The free segment $(2i, 1, 0)(2j, 9, 0)$ belongs to the 4-face consisting of maximal free segments with endpoints on $B_i$ and $B'_j$. Thus there is a quadratic number of 4-faces. The bound also applies to 3-faces by considering lines tangent to $B_i$ and stabbing $B'_j$.

In the above construction, the balls can be pushed together (they will intersect) so that they fit inside a spherical universe of radius $\sqrt{n/\mu}$ without changing the result. Note also that the above construction can be slightly perturbed to obtain the same result for a set of $n$ unit balls, disjoint or not, with no 4 centers coplanar.

\[ \square \]

## 11.7 Generalizations

In this section we provide several generalizations of our results.

### 11.7.1 Poisson distribution

Consider a set of unit balls whose centers are drawn by a 3-D Poisson point process of parameter $\mu$ in the universe $\mathcal{U}$. By a Poisson point process of parameter $\mu$ in $\mathcal{U}$ [GS92], we mean that we generate $X$ random points inside $\mathcal{U}$ so that

\[
\Pr(X = k) = \frac{(\mu \cdot \text{Volume}(\mathcal{U}))^k \cdot \exp(-\mu \cdot \text{Volume}(\mathcal{U}))}{k!}
\]

and for any disjoint subsets $M$ and $M'$ of $\mathcal{U}$, the number of the points inside $M$ and the number of points inside $M'$ are independent random variables. Note that Equation (11.8) yields that the expected number of points inside $\mathcal{U}$ is $\mu \cdot \text{Volume}(\mathcal{U}) = \frac{4}{3} \pi n$.

The following simple argument shows that our results extend to this distribution. Let $X$ be the random variable representing the number of centers of unit balls generated by a Poisson point process with parameter $\mu$ in $\mathcal{U}$, and let $Y$ be the random variable representing the number of $T4$-segments amongst those balls. The expected number of $T4$-segments is

\[
E(Y) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} E(Y|X = k) \cdot Pr(X = k).
\]

Theorem 11.1 gives $E(Y|X = k) = \Theta(k)$ and

\[
Pr(X = k) = \frac{(\frac{4}{3} \pi n)^k \cdot \exp(-\frac{4}{3} \pi n)}{k!}.
\]

Thus

\[
E(Y) = \Theta \left( \frac{4}{3} \pi n \cdot \exp(-\frac{4}{3} \pi n) \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{(\frac{4}{3} \pi n)^{k-1}}{(k-1)!} \right)
\]

\[
= \Theta(n \cdot \exp(-\frac{4}{3} \pi n) \cdot \exp(\frac{4}{3} \pi n)) = \Theta(n).
\]

Therefore the expected number of $T4$-segments amongst $n$ balls whose centers are generated by a Poisson point process with parameter $\mu$ in $\mathcal{U}$ is $\Theta(n)$. Similarly this bound extends to the expected size of the visibility complex.

We now investigate various models in which we change the shape of the universe or the nature of the objects.

### 11.7.2 Smooth convex universe

Our results can be generalized to the case where the universe is no longer a ball, but a homothet of a smooth convex set with homothety factor proportional to $\sqrt{n}$. This can be achieved by considering the radius of curvature of the boundary of the universe, instead of $R$, in the proofs of the lemmas dealing with tangents outside the universe.
11.7.3 Other objects

Let \( r_{\text{min}} \) and \( r_{\text{max}} \) be two strictly positive real constants. In the following, we bound the expected number of \( T4 \)-segments amongst balls whose radii vary in the interval \([r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}]\), amongst polyhedra each enclosed between two concentric balls of radii \( r_{\text{min}} \) and \( r_{\text{max}} \), and amongst polygons each enclosed between two concentric circles of radii \( r_{\text{min}} \) and \( r_{\text{max}} \). The centers of the concentric balls or circles are called the centers of the polyhedra or polygons, respectively. In each case a \( T4 \)-segment is called outer if the centers of the two extremal objects it is tangent to are farther apart than \( 6r_{\text{max}} \) and are both at distance less than \( 2r_{\text{max}} \) from the boundary of \( U \). Otherwise the \( T4 \)-segment is called inner.

For these models, the proof of the \( \Omega(n) \) lower bound on the expected number of \( T4 \)-segments (Section 11.4) generalizes directly because, for the kind of objects we consider, there always exist placements of four of them such that they admit at least one common tangent line with multiplicity one.

**Balls of various radii**

We have considered a model where all the balls have the same radius. If we allow the radii to vary in the interval \([r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}]\), then the proof of the linear upper bound on the expected number of inner \( T4 \)-segments generalizes almost immediately by considering the volumes \( \mathcal{H}(p_1, p_1, 2r_{\text{max}}) \) and \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, r_{\text{min}}) \) instead of \( \mathcal{H}(p_1, p_1, 2) \) and \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, 1) \).

Section 11.3.2 generalizes immediately to prove that the expected number of \( T4 \)-segments tangent to four balls \( B_i, B_j, B_k \) and \( B_l \) in that order such that \( p_i \) and \( p_l \) are closer to one another than \( 6r_{\text{max}} \) is \( O(n) \). The only difficult task for extending Section 11.3.2 is the proof of the following analog of Lemma 11.10.

**Lemma 11.28.** When \( x_{i,j} \geq 6r_{\text{max}}, x_i \geq 2r_{\text{max}} \) and \( L_{i,j,k,l} \) occurs, the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, r_{\text{min}}) \cap U \) is greater than \( \frac{\pi}{24}r_{\text{min}}^2(x_{i,l} - 6r_{\text{max}}) \).

**Proof.** The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 11.10. Refer to Figure 11.6. Let \( m \) be the midpoint of segment \( t_i t_l \) and \( K \) be the sphere of diameter \( r_{\text{min}} \) centered on the point \( c \) lying on segment \( t_i p_i \) at distance \( \frac{1}{2}r_{\text{min}} \) from \( t_i \). The sphere \( K \) is entirely inside \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, r_{\text{min}}) \cap U \), \( m \) lies in \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, r_{\text{min}}) \) and a straightforward computation shows that \( m \) is in \( U \) since \( t_i \) is in \( U \) at distance at least \( r_{\text{max}} \) from its boundary and \( t_i \) is at distance at most \( r_{\text{max}} \) from \( U \). Thus \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, r_{\text{min}}) \cap U \) contains the convex hull of \( K \) and \( m \) which contains the cone of apex \( m \), of base a disk whose boundary is a great circle of \( K \), and of height from the distance \( m \) to the center \( c \) of \( K \). Now

\[
x_{i,l} = |p_i p_l| \leq |p_i c| + |cm| + |mt_l| + |t_l p_l|
\]

\[
\leq r_{\text{max}} + |cm| + \frac{1}{2} |t_l t_i| + r_{\text{max}}
\]

\[
\leq 2r_{\text{max}} + |cm| + \frac{1}{2} (x_{i,l} + 2r_{\text{max}}).
\]

Thus \( |cm| \geq \frac{1}{2}x_{i,l} - 3r_{\text{max}} \) and the volume of the cone is at least \( \frac{1}{3} \pi \left( \frac{r_{\text{min}}}{2} \right)^2 (\frac{1}{2}x_{i,l} - 3r_{\text{max}}) = \frac{\pi}{24}r_{\text{min}}^2(x_{i,l} - 6r_{\text{max}}). \)

**Fig. 11.6** – For the proof of Lemma 11.28.
The rest of Section 11.3.2 generalizes easily for proving that the expected number of T4-segments tangent to four balls $B_i, B_j, B_k$ and $B_l$ in that order such that $p_i$ and $p_l$ are farther apart than $6\gamma_{\text{max}}$ and $p_j$ is farther than $2\gamma_{\text{max}}$ from the boundary of $U$, is $O(n)$. Hence the expected number of inner T4-segments is $O(n)$.

Our proof cannot be extended to provide a linear upper bound on the expected number of outer T4-segments. This is because, if balls $B_i$ and $B_l$ are of radius $r_{\text{max}}$ then a line segment $t_it_l$ tangent to $B_i$ and $B_l$ might be outside $U$ and at distance greater than $r_{\text{min}}$ from its boundary. Then $\mathcal{H}(t_it_l, r_{\text{min}})$ does not intersect $U$ and we cannot bound $\Pr((t_i, t_l, r_{\text{min}})) \cap U$ from below by a positive constant as in Lemma 11.14, which is crucial for the proof of Lemma 11.15 and thus for Proposition 11.20.

However, by not taking into account the occlusion in the proof of Proposition 11.20, we get that the expected number of outer T4-segments is $O(n^2)$. Refer to the proof of Proposition 11.20 and consider $I_{x>6\gamma_{\text{max}}, y<2\gamma_{\text{max}}}$, the analog of $I_{x>6\gamma_{\text{max}}, y<1}$ for this case. The analogs of Lemmas 11.6 and 11.7 yield that

$$\Pr(\bar{\delta}_{i,j,k,l} | x_i = x, y_i = y, y_l \leq y_l) \leq \frac{(3xR_{\text{max}}^2 + 8y_{\text{max}}^3)^2}{R^6}.$$ 

Lemma 11.18 still holds and we can easily prove the analog of Lemma 11.19. Both results imply that

$$I_{x>6\gamma_{\text{max}}, y<2\gamma_{\text{max}}} \leq \int_{x=6\gamma_{\text{max}}}^{2R} \int_{y=0}^{2\gamma_{\text{max}}} \frac{(3xR_{\text{max}}^2 + 8y_{\text{max}}^3)^2}{R^6} \cdot \frac{6x y dx}{R^3} \cdot \frac{3dy}{R} = O\left(\frac{1}{R^6}\right) = O\left(\frac{1}{n^2}\right).$$

Hence the expected number of inner T4-segments is $O(n)$ and the expected number of outer T4-segments is $O(n^2)$. This still improves the result of Durand et al. [DDP02] who proved a bound of $O(n^{8/3})$ for the same model.

In this section we have assumed that the sphere centers are uniformly distributed but we have made no assumption on the distribution of the radii of the spheres in the interval $[r_{\text{min}}, r_{\text{max}}]$, which are thus assumed to be worst case. The addition of some hypothesis on the radii distribution may yield better results on the number of outer T4-segments.

### Polyhedra of bounded aspect ratio

Consider polyhedra of constant complexity, each enclosed between two concentric balls of radii $r_{\text{min}}$ and $r_{\text{max}}$ whose centers are uniformly distributed in $U$. In such a case, as for balls of various radii, the $O(n)$ bound on the expected number of inner T4-segments immediately applies as well as the $O(n^2)$ bound on the expected number of outer T4-segments.

### Polygons of bounded aspect ratio

Our proof technique can also be generalized to non-fat 3D objects such as polygons. Consider polygons of constant complexity enclosed between two coplanar concentric circles of radii $r_{\text{min}}$ and $r_{\text{max}}$, and whose centers and normals are independently chosen from the uniform distributions over $\mathbb{R}^3$ and $S^2$. Let $T_1, \ldots, T_n$ be such polygons with respective normals $n_1, \ldots, n_n$ and centers $p_1, \ldots, p_n$.

Four polygons $T_i, T_j, T_k$ and $T_l$ have a common tangent line that meet them in that order only if $p_j$ and $p_l$ lie in $\mathcal{H}(p_i, p_k, 2\gamma_{\text{max}})$. This implies, as in Section 11.3.2, that the expected number of T4-segments tangent to four polygons $T_i, T_j, T_k$ and $T_l$ in that order such that $p_l$ and $p_i$ are closer to one another than some constant, say $6\gamma_{\text{max}}$, is $O(n)$.

When such a tangent, denoted $t_{it_l}$, exists, it is not occluded only if, for any $\gamma \neq i, j, k, l$, point $p_{\gamma}$ does not lie in the interior of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, r_{\text{min}} \cos \theta_{\gamma})$ where $\theta_{\gamma}$ denotes the angle between $n_{\gamma}$ and the supporting line of $t_{it_l}$ (see Figure 11.7 (a) and Lemma 11.5). Let $\gamma$ be an integer distinct from $i, j, k$ and $l$. By the Total Probability Theorem, the probability that $T_i$ does not occlude the tangent line segment $t_{it_l}$ is bounded from above by

$$\int_0^{\pi/2} \Pr(p_{\gamma} \notin \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, r_{\text{min}} \cos \theta_{\gamma}) | \theta_{\gamma} = \theta) \cdot \Pr(\theta \leq \theta_{\gamma} < \theta + d\theta).$$
Similarly as in Lemma 11.28, when the tangent \( t, t_l \) exists, \( x_{i,l} \geq 6r_{max} \) and \( y_i \geq 2r_{max} \), the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t, t_l, r_{min}) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{\pi}{24} (r_{min} \cos \theta_t)^2 (x_{i,l} - 6r_{max}) \). Thus

\[
\Pr \left( p_t \notin \mathcal{H}(t, t_l, r_{min} \cos \theta_t) \mid \theta_t = \theta \right) \leq 1 - \frac{(r_{min} \cos \theta_t)^2 (x_{i,l} - 6r_{max})}{32R^3}.
\]

The probability that \( \theta_t \) is in between \( \theta \) and \( \theta + d\theta \) is \( \sin \theta \, d\theta \), which corresponds to twice the area of the spherical shell between the latitudes \( \theta \) and \( \theta + d\theta \) on the unit sphere, divided by the area of the unit sphere (see Figure 11.7 (b)). Thus when \( p_t \) is at distance greater than \( 6r_{max} \) from \( p_l \) and at distance greater than \( 2r_{max} \) from the boundary of \( \mathcal{U} \), the probability that \( t_t \) does not occlude the tangent line segment \( t_t t_l \) is bounded from above by

\[
\int_{\theta = 0}^{\pi/2} \left( 1 - \frac{(r_{min} \cos \theta_t)^2 (x_{i,l} - 6r_{max})}{32R^3} \right) \sin \theta \, d\theta = 1 - \frac{r_{min}^2 (x_{i,l} - 6r_{max})}{96R^3}.
\]

Then, similarly as in Lemma 11.11, the probability that the tangent line segment \( t_t t_l \) is not occluded, when \( p_i \) is at distance greater than \( 6r_{max} \) from \( p_l \) and at distance greater than \( 2r_{max} \) from the boundary of \( \mathcal{U} \), is at most

\[
55 \exp \left( -\frac{\mu r_{min}^2 (x_{i,l} - 6r_{max})}{96} \right).
\]

We thus get the analog of Proposition 11.12 for the model considered here which implies that the expected number of \( T_4 \)-segments tangent to four polygons \( T_i, T_j, T_k \) and \( T_l \) in that order such that \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) are farther apart than \( 6r_{max} \) and \( p_i \) is farther than \( 2r_{max} \) from the boundary of \( \mathcal{U} \) is \( O(n) \).

We thus get that the expected number of inner \( T_4 \)-segments is \( O(n) \). Moreover, as for balls of various radii, the expected number of outer \( T_4 \)-segments is \( O(n^2) \).

### 11.8 Conclusion

In this paper, we proved that the expected number of \( T_4 \)-segments amongst \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) is \( \Theta(n) \). We also proved that the expected size of the visibility complex of \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls is \( \Theta(n) \). Equivalently the expected number of combinatorially different visibility events amongst \( n \) uniformly distributed unit balls is \( \Theta(n) \). We then proved that \( \Theta(n) \) also bounds the expected number of \( T_4 \)-segments occurring not too close to the boundary of the universe for various other models such as \( n \) uniformly distributed polyhedra, or polygons, of bounded aspect ratio and constant complexity. For these models, we also provided a \( O(n^2) \) bound on the expected number of all the \( T_4 \)-segments.

This paper is an attempt to analyze the average-case behavior of the size of visibility structures. The distribution models of scene objects investigated here are theoretical in nature since objects in graphics scenes are seldom distributed uniformly or by a Poisson process. However, our results are important in a context where there are
few rigorous results either theoretical or experimental. They provide theoretical ground to support the empirical evidence indicating that the worst-case upper bound on the number of visibility events is largely pessimistic in practical situations. As a consequence, there is reason to believe that an output-sensitive algorithm for computing all visibility events may work in practice.

Practitioners will be concerned about the size of the constant hidden in the $\Theta$ notation. We have calculated (in the proofs of Section 11.3) this constant to be no larger than $2^{16} \mu^3 + 2^{31} \mu + 2^{37} e^{-n/3} (\mu^2 + 1/\mu^2)$. Of course this is shocking. We suppose that the constant is actually much smaller. However estimating it in practice is a difficult problem which is still to be solved. After solving this problem, an interesting experiment will be to compare the number of visibility events occurring in a realistic graphic scene with the theoretical bound for uniformly distributed objects.

The results proved here also provide new insight on the complexity of other visibility structures. Consider for instance the aspect graph, a partition of viewpoint space into maximal connected regions by surfaces along which visibility events are observed. As explained in [Pet95], the complexity of the aspect graph is dominated by $\delta^m$, where $\delta$ is the degree of the surface corresponding to lines “tangent” to 3 objects and $m$ the dimension of the viewpoint space. For a scene composed of $n$ disjoint spheres, $\delta$ is trivially $O(n^3)$, so the aspect graph has $O(n^6)$ orthographic views and $O(n^9)$ perspective views. However the results of this paper show that the expected value of $\delta$ is $\Theta(n)$ since the expected number of families of lines tangent to three objects (related to the 1-faces of the visibility complex) is linear and the degree of each family is bounded. It would thus be interesting to get a good bound on the expected value of $\delta^2$ and $\delta^3$ which is related to bounding the expected value of the square and the cube of the number of combinatorially different visibility events. Note that the former would also give the standard deviation of the expected number of combinatorially different visibility events. Similar observations hold for the polyhedral case.

11.9 Appendix A. Volume of the intersection of a 3D hippodrome with a ball

Recall that $U$ is a ball of radius $R$ centered at $O$. Let $B_i$ and $B_l$ be two unit balls whose centers $p_i$ and $p_l$ are in $U$, within distance 1 from its boundary, and distance $x \geq 6$ apart. Let $t_i t_l$ be a line segment tangent to $B_i$ and $B_l$ at its endpoints. The section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition which leads directly to Lemma 11.14.

**Proposition 11.29.** For any $0 \leq s \leq 1$ such that segment $t_i t_l$ is at distance less than $R + 1 - s$ from $O$, the volume of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1) \cap U$ is larger than $\frac{1}{8 \sqrt{2}} (x - 5) s \sqrt{s}$.

![Fig. 11.8](image)

**Fig. 11.8** – For the definition of $t$ and $C$ ($C$ is shown from the side view).

We proceed as follows. Let $v$ be such that the distance from $O$ to the segment $t_i t_l$ is $R + 1 - v$, and let $t$ be the point on segment $t_i t_l$ closest to $O$ (see Figure 11.8). Assume without loss of generality that $t$ is closer to $t_i$ than to
Lemma 11.30. The volume of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, 1) \cap \mathcal{U}$ is greater than
\[
\frac{1}{3} \min \left( 2, \frac{2\sqrt{v}}{\sqrt{2}} \right) \cdot \min \left( \frac{x-2}{2}, (x-2) \cos \theta - 1 \right).
\]

Proof. Let $a$ denote the closest point on $C$ from $O$, $a'$ the farthest point in $D \cap \mathcal{U}$ from $O$, and $b$ and $b'$ the two points of intersection of $C$ and the perpendicular bisector of segment $aa'$ (see Figure 11.9).

The volume of $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, 1) \cap \mathcal{U}$ is greater than the volume of the convex hull of $a,b,a',b'$ and $p_i$ because $\mathcal{H}(t_i, t_i, 1) \cap \mathcal{U}$ is convex and contains these five points. The volume of this polyhedron is equal to one third of the area of its base, the quadrilateral with vertices $a,b,a',b'$, times its height, the distance from $p_i$ to the plane $\mathcal{P}$ containing $a,b,a',b'$.

We first compute a lower bound on the area of the quadrilateral with vertices $a,b,a',b'$. If $v \leq 2$ (see Figure 11.9 (a) and (b)), then the length of $aa'$ is equal to $v$, and a simple calculation gives that the length of $bb'$ is equal to $2\sqrt{v - \frac{v^2}{2}} \geq \sqrt{2v}$. Thus the area of the quadrilateral $a,b,a',b'$ is greater than $\frac{2\sqrt{v}}{\sqrt{2}}$. If $v > 2$ (see Figure 11.9 (c)), then $C$ is entirely contained in $\mathcal{U}$ and the area of the quadrilateral $a,b,a',b'$ is equal to $2$. Thus, the area of the quadrilateral is at least $\min(2, \frac{2\sqrt{v}}{\sqrt{2}})$.

The volume of the polyhedron is thus greater than $\frac{1}{3} \min(2, \frac{2\sqrt{v}}{\sqrt{2}})$ times the distance from $p_i$ to the plane $\mathcal{P}$. We consider two cases.

First, suppose that $t$ belongs to the interior of the segment $t_i t_i$ (see Figure 11.8 (a)). Then, the height is equal to the distance from $t_i$ to $t$ since $p_i$ and $a,b,a',b'$ belong, respectively, to the two planes, orthogonal to $t_i t_i$ and passing through $t_i$ and $t_i$, respectively. Since $t_i$ and $t_i$ belong to $B_i$ and $B_i$, they are at least distance $x - 2$ apart, thus $t$ and $t_i$ are at least distance $\frac{x-2}{2}$ apart. Thus, the height from $p_i$ to $\mathcal{P}$ is at least $\frac{x-2}{2}$.

Second, suppose that $t = t_i$ (see Figure 11.8 (b)); $t \neq t_i$ since we assumed that $t$ is closer to $t_i$ than to $t_i$. Refer to Figure 11.10. Let $A$ and $B$ be the orthogonal projections of $p_i$ and $t_i$ onto $\mathcal{P}$, respectively. Note that the lengths of $Ap_i$ and $Bt_i$ are the distances from $p_i$ and $t_i$ to the plane $\mathcal{P}$, respectively.

Considering the triangle $\triangle Ap_i t_i$ and that the distance between $t_i$ and $p_i$ is $1$, we obtain that $|Ap_i| = |At_i| - |t_i p_i| = |At_i| - 1$, where $|ab|$ denotes the length of segment $ab$. Since $A \in \mathcal{P}$ and the length of $Bt_i$ is the distance from $t_i$ to the plane $\mathcal{P}$, the length of $At_i$ is greater than that of $Bt_i$, thus $|Ap_i| > |Bt_i| - 1$.

To bound the length of $Bt_i$, we now consider the triangle $\triangle Bt_i t$. The angle $\angle Bt_i t$ is the angle between the normal of the plane $\mathcal{P}$ and $t_i t_i$, that is, by definition, $\theta$. So the length of $Bt_i$ is the length of $t_i t_i$ times $\cos \theta$ and, since $|t_i t_i| = x - 2$, $|Bt_i|$ is greater than $(x - 2) \cos \theta$. Thus the length of $Ap_i$ is greater than $(x - 2) \cos \theta - 1$. 

Fig. 11.9 — For the definition of $a,a',b,b'$. 

$t_i$. Let $C$ (resp. $D$) be the unit radius circle (resp. disk) centered at $t$ in the plane, denoted $\mathcal{P}$, containing the vectors $\mathcal{O} t$ and the cross product of $\mathcal{O} t$ and $i_i$. Let $\theta$ be the angle between the plane orthogonal to $t_i t_i$ and $\mathcal{P}$. We first prove the following lemma.
Fig. 11.10 – The height from \( p_t \) to \( \mathcal{P} \) is greater than \( |t_i t_l| \cos \theta - 1 \).

Hence the distance from \( p_t \) to the plane \( \mathcal{P} \) is greater than \( \min(\frac{x^2}{2}, (x-2) \cos \theta - 1) \) and thus the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{1}{4} \min(2, \frac{\sqrt{3}}{\sqrt{2}}) \cdot \min(\frac{x^2}{2}, (x-2) \cos \theta - 1) \). \( \square \)

The following lemma bounds \( \cos \theta \).

Lemma 11.31. The angle \( \theta \) is such that \( \cos \theta \geq \frac{\sqrt{7}}{4} \).

**Proof.** Note first that this lemma is intuitively obvious. Indeed (see Figure 11.8 (b)), if \( x \) is sufficiently large and if \( t_i \) is the closest point on segment \( t_i t_l \) to \( O \), then the angle between the plane supporting \( C \) and the segment \( t_i t_l \) is necessarily close to \( \pi/2 \), which implies that \( \theta \) is close to 0. We now prove the lemma.

Refer to Figure 11.10 and consider the triangle \( \triangle Ot_i t_l \). Let \( |ab| \) denote the length of segment \( ab \). Then the law of cosines yields

\[
\begin{align*}
|Ot_i|^2 &= |Ot_i|^2 + |t_i t_l|^2 - 2 \cdot |Ot_i| \cdot |t_i t_l| \cdot \cos(\frac{\pi}{2} + \theta) \\
&= |Ot_i|^2 + |t_i t_l|^2 + 2 \cdot |Ot_i| \cdot |t_i t_l| \cdot \sin \theta
\end{align*}
\]

which gives that

\[
\sin \theta = \frac{|Ot_i|^2 - |t_i t_l|^2}{2 \cdot |Ot_i| \cdot |t_i t_l|}.
\]

The centers \( p_i \) and \( p_t \) of balls \( B_i \) and \( B_l \) are distance \( x \geq 6 \) apart and at distance less than 1 from the boundary of \( \mathcal{U} \), so \( |t_i t_l| \geq 4, |Ot_i| \geq R - 2 \) and \( |Ot_l| \leq R + 1 \). Hence

\[
\sin \theta \leq \frac{(R+1)^2 - (R-2)^2 - 4^2}{2 \cdot (R-2) \cdot 4} \leq \frac{6(R-2)}{8(R-2)} = \frac{3}{4}.
\]

Using \( \cos \theta = \sqrt{1 - (\sin \theta)^2} \) proves that \( \cos \theta \geq \frac{\sqrt{7}}{4} \). \( \square \)

We can now conclude the proof of Proposition 11.29. For any \( 0 \leq s \leq 1 \), if segment \( t_i t_l \) is at distance \( R + 1 - v \leq R + 1 - s \) from the center of \( \mathcal{U} \), then \( v \geq s \). By Lemma 11.31, \( (x-2) \cos \theta - 1 \geq \frac{x^2}{2} \), which means that \( \min(\frac{x^2}{2}, (x-2)(x-2) \cos \theta - 1) \geq \frac{x^2}{2} \). Thus Lemma 11.30 gives that the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} \min(2\sqrt{2}, \sqrt{5}) \cdot \min(2\sqrt{2}, \sqrt{5}) \cdot \min(2\sqrt{2}, s\sqrt{5}) = \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} s\sqrt{5} (x-5) \) since \( s \leq 1 \). Hence the volume of \( \mathcal{H}(t_i, t_l, 1) \cap \mathcal{U} \) is greater than \( \frac{1}{6\sqrt{2}} s\sqrt{5} (x-5) \).

11.10 Appendix B. Volume of \( K \)

Recall that \( \mathcal{U} \) is a ball of radius \( R \) centered at \( O \). Let \( p_i \) and \( p_l \) be two points in \( \mathcal{U} \) within distance 1 of its boundary and distance \( x \) apart. Let \( y \) be a real number such that \( 0 \leq y < 1 \). Let \( F \) be the open ball with center \( O \) and
Proof. Let $E$ be the part of $\mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 1)$ that is outside $F$ and $K$ be the intersection of $\cup$ with the union of all unit balls centered on points in $E$ (see Figure 11.3). This section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition used in the proof of Lemma 11.17.

Proposition 11.32. The volume of $K$ is bounded from above by $12\pi^2(x+6)y$.

Lemma 11.33. If $z \in \cup$ is at distance less than 1 from $E$, then $z$ is at distance less than 1 from $E \cap \partial F$.

Proof. Let $z \in \cup$ and $w \in E$ be two points at distance less than 1 and refer to Figure 11.11. Let $w'$ be the point of intersection of $\partial F$ and the ray from $O$ through $w$. For any ball $B$ centered in $\cup$, $B \setminus F$ lies in the cone of center $O$ and base $B \cap \partial F$. Thus $E = \mathcal{H}(p_i, p_l, 1) \setminus F$ lies in the cone of center $O$ and base $E \cap \partial F$. Hence the ray from $O$ through $w$ lies in this cone and $w' \in E \cap \partial F$. On the other hand, $|zw'| \leq |zw|$ since $z \in F$, $w' \in \partial F$ and $w$ lies outside $F$ on the ray from $O$ through $w'$. Thus, since $w' \in E \cap \partial F$ and $|zw| < 1$ by hypothesis, the distance from $z$ to $E \cap \partial F$ is less than 1.

The above lemma implies that $K$ is the intersection of $\cup$ with the union of all unit balls centered on $E \cap \partial F$. To bound the volume of $K$, we enclose $E \cap \partial F$ in a subset of $\partial F$ that will be easier to deal with.

Let $B(p)$ denote the ball of unit radius centered at $p$. Let $\pi(p)$ be the point that maximizes (under inclusion) the intersection $\partial F \cap B(q)$ for all $q$ on the ray from $O$ through $p$. A simple computation yields that the distance between $\pi(p)$ and $O$ is

$$R_y = \sqrt{(R + 1 - y^2)^2 - 1}.$$ 

Thus $\pi$ is the orthogonal projection onto the sphere centered at $O$ of radius $R_y$. Now let $\pi'(p)$ be the point that maximizes (under inclusion) the intersection $\partial F \cap B(q)$ for all $q$ on the ray of $\cup$ through $p$ (that is the part inside $\cup$ of the ray from $O$ through $p$). Similarly, $\pi'$ is the orthogonal projection onto the sphere centered at $O$ of radius $R' = \min(R, R_y)$.

Let $G$ be the union of the spherical caps $\partial F \cap B(\pi'(p))$ for all $p$ on the segment from $p_i$ to $p_l$ (see Figure 11.12). Let $H$ denote the points of $\cup$ at distance less than or equal to 1 from $G$ (see Figure 11.13).

Lemma 11.34. $K \subseteq H$.

Proof. $E \cap \partial F$ is the union of $\partial F \cap B(p)$ for all $p$ on the segment from $p_i$ to $p_l$. Furthermore, for any such $p$, $\partial F \cap B(p) \subseteq \partial F \cap B(\pi'(p))$ by definition of $\pi'$ since $p \in \cup$. Thus $E \cap \partial F$ is contained in $G$.

By Lemma 11.33, $K$ is the intersection of $\cup$ with the union of all unit balls centered on $E \cap \partial F$. Thus $K$ is contained in $H$, the union of all unit balls centered in $G$.

To bound the volume of $H$ from above, we first bound the area of its section by planes $\Pi$ that contain $O$ and are orthogonal to the plane, denoted $(O, p_i, p_l)$, containing $O$, $p_i$ and $p_l$ (see Figures 11.13 and 11.14).
Lemma 11.35. The area of $\Pi \cap H$ is less than $12 \pi y$.

Proof. The section of $G$ by a plane $\Pi$ is a circular arc on $\partial F$. If $\Pi$ intersects the segment $p_i p_l$, let $p$ denote the point of intersection, then the circular arc is the intersection of $\partial F$ and the disk $B(\pi(p_i)) \cap \Pi$ (refer to Figures 11.12 and 11.14). Otherwise, the circular arc is the intersection of $\partial F$ and the disk $B(\pi(p_i)) \cap \Pi$ or $B(\pi'(p_i)) \cap \Pi$ (see Figure 11.12). The disk has radius 1 in the former case and radius less than one in the latter case. In both cases the center of the disk is at distance $R'$ from $O$. Thus the length of the circular arc $G \cap \Pi$ is maximal if and only if $\Pi$ intersects the segment $p_i p_l$. Thus the area of $\Pi \cap H$ is maximal if and only if $\Pi$ intersects the segment $p_i p_l$. Hence we can assume that $\Pi$ is such a plane. Let $p$ denote its intersection with segment $p_i p_l$.

Let $a$ and $b$ denote the endpoints of $G \cap \Pi$ and refer to Figure 11.14. Points $a$ and $b$ are the intersection of $\partial F$ and the circle in $\Pi$ of radius 1 centered at $\pi'(p)$. The lines $(Oa)$ and $(Ob)$ split $\Pi \cap H$ into three parts, a left, a central and a right part. Symmetries with respect to the lines $(Oa)$ and $(Ob)$ send the left and right parts into the central one. Hence, the area of $\Pi \cap H$ is bounded by 3 times the area of its central part. This part is delimited by the two rays from $O$ through $a$ and $b$, and the two circles in $\Pi$ with center $O$ and radii $R$ and $R - y^2$. So, if $\alpha$ denotes
the length of the circular arc $ab$, the area $A$ of the central part is

$$A = \frac{\alpha}{2\pi(R+1-y^2)} \cdot \pi(R^2 - (R - y^2)^2) = \frac{\alpha}{2(R+1-y^2)} \cdot \pi = \alpha y^2.$$

We now bound the length $\alpha$ of the arc $ab$. We choose an orthonormal frame $(\pi'(p), X, Y)$ in $\Pi$ such that $O$ has coordinates $(0, -R')$ (see Figure 11.14). Recall that $a$ is one of the intersection points of the circle centered at $\pi'(p)$ of radius 1 and the circle centered at $O$ of radius $R + 1 - y^2$. A simple computation yields that the coordinates $(X_a, Y_a)$ of $a$ are equal to

$$Y_a = \frac{(R+1-y^2)^2 - 1 - R^2}{2R}, \quad |X_a| = \sqrt{1-Y_a^2}.$$

If $R' = R$, then

$$Y_a = \frac{y^2 + 2R - 2Ry - y^2 - 2y^2}{2R} = 1 - \frac{y^2(1 + \frac{2 - y^2}{2R})}{1 - 2y^2},$$

which implies that

$$|X_a| \leq \sqrt{1 - (1 - 2y^2)^2} = \sqrt{4y^2 - 4y^4} \leq 2y^2.$$

Now if $R' \neq R$, then $(R+1-y^2)^2 - 1 \leq R^2$ by definition. Expanding this inequality yields

$$y^2 + 2R - 2Ry^2 - y^2 \leq 0,$$

$$y^2 \geq \frac{y^2 + 2R}{2(R+1)} \geq \frac{R}{R+1} \geq \frac{1}{2}.$$

Thus $\sqrt{2y^2} \geq 1$ and since $|X_a| = \sqrt{1-Y_a^2} \leq 1$ we get $|X_a| \leq \sqrt{2y^2}$. Hence, in both cases,

$$|X_a| \leq 2y^2.$$

Thus the length of the circular arc $ab$ is (see Figure 11.15)

$$\alpha = (R+1-y^2) \cdot 2 \arcsin \left( \frac{|X_a|}{R+1-y^2} \right) \leq (R+1-y^2) \cdot 2 \arcsin \left( \frac{2y^2}{R+1-y^2} \right).$$

A straightforward computation shows that $\arcsin(x) - \pi x \leq 0$ for any $x \in [0, 1]$. Thus

$$\alpha \leq (R+1-y^2) \cdot 2 \pi \frac{2y^2}{R+1-y^2} = 4 \pi y^2.$$
Since the area $A$ of the middle part is less than or equal to $\alpha y^2$,

$$A \leq 4\pi y^3 y^2 = 4\pi y.$$  

This implies that the area of $\Pi \cap H$ is less than or equal to $12\pi y$.  

\[\square\]

**Lemma 11.36.** The volume of $H$ is bounded from above by $12\pi^2 (x + 6) y$.

**Proof.** We express the volume of $H$ by an integral using spherical coordinates $(r, \theta, \phi)$ in an orthogonal frame $(O, \hat{X}, \hat{Y}, \hat{Z})$ such that the plane $(O, \hat{X}, \hat{Y})$ contains $p_1$ and $p_l$ (see Figure 11.13). A plane $\theta = $ constant contains the $\hat{Z}$-axis and thus is a plane $\Pi$. Let $1_H(r, \theta, \phi)$ denote the indicator function of $H$; $1_H(r, \theta, \phi)$ is equal to 1 if the point of coordinates $(r, \theta, \phi)$ belongs to $H$ and to 0 otherwise. Then

$$\text{Volume of } H = \int_{\phi} \int_{\theta} \int_{r} 1_H(r, \theta, \phi) \cdot r^2 \sin \phi dr d\theta d\phi.$$  

Since $H$ is inside $\cup$, $r \cdot 1_H(r, \theta, \phi) \leq R \cdot 1_H(r, \theta, \phi)$. Moreover $\sin \phi \leq 1$, thus

$$\text{Volume of } H \leq R \int_{\theta} \left( \int_{\phi} \int_{r} 1_H(r, \theta, \phi) \cdot r dr d\phi \right) d\theta.$$  

The double integral in parentheses is equal to the area of the section of $H$ by a plane $\Pi_\theta : \theta = $ constant. By Lemma 11.35, this area is less than $12\pi y$, which is independent of $\theta$. Moreover the area is equal to 0 when $\Pi_\theta$ does not intersect $H$. Let $\Delta \theta$ denote the angle between the two extreme planes $\Pi_\theta$ that intersect $H$. Thus we have

$$\text{Volume of } H \leq R \cdot 12\pi y \cdot \Delta \theta.$$  

We now bound $\Delta \theta$. Refer to Figure 11.16. Let $\Pi_o$ and $\Pi_i$ be the two extreme planes that intersect $H$. Let $u_i$ and $u_l$ be the two points of intersection of $H$ with $\Pi_i$ and $\Pi_l$, respectively; $u_i$ and $u_l$ lie on $\partial \cup$. Let $o_i$ and $o_l$ be the two points in $G$ at distance 1 from $u_i$ and $u_l$, respectively. $\pi(p_i)$ and $\pi(p_l)$ are at distance 1 from $o_i$ and $o_l$, respectively.

The angle between the two extreme planes $\Pi_\theta$ and $\Pi_i$ is, as before,

$$\Delta \theta = 2 \arcsin \frac{|u_i u_l|}{R} \leq 2 \pi \frac{|u_i u_l|}{R} = \pi \frac{|u_i u_l|}{R}.$$  

Now we bound $|u_i u_l|$ by the length of the polygonal line shown in Figure 11.16.

$$|u_i u_l| \leq |u_i o_i| + |o_i \pi(p_i)| + |\pi(p_i) p_i| + |p_i p_l| + |p_l \pi(p_l)| + |\pi(p_l) o_l| + |o_l u_l|$$  

$$= 1 + 1 + |\pi(p_i) p_i| + x + |p_l \pi(p_l)| + 1 + 1.$$
We show that \(|\pi'(p_i)p_i|\) and \(|p_i\pi'(p_i)|\) are less than 1. \(\pi'(p_i)\) is inside \(U\) at distance less than 1 from \(\partial F\) which lies outside \(U\). Thus \(\pi'(p_i)\) is inside \(U\) at distance less than 1 from its frontier. Point \(p_i\) is also inside \(U\) at distance less than 1 from its frontier. Since \(p_i\) and \(\pi'(p_i)\) are on the same ray starting from \(O\), they are at distance less than 1 apart. Similarly for \(\pi'(p_i)\) and \(p_i\). Hence

\[
\Delta \theta \leq \pi \frac{|u_iu_i|}{R} \leq \pi \frac{x + 6}{R}.
\]

Therefore

\[
\text{Volume of } H \leq R \cdot 12 \pi y \cdot \Delta \theta \leq 12 \pi^2 y (x + 6).
\]

Proposition 11.32 follows from Lemmas 11.34 and 11.36.

### 11.11 Appendix C. Volume of the intersection of two spherical shells

We prove in this section the following proposition used in the proof of Lemma 11.19.

**Proposition 11.37.** Let \(R > 0\), \(x \in [6, 2R]\), \(y \in [0, 1]\) and \(p\) be a point at distance \(R - y\) from \(O\). The volume of the intersection of the region in between the two spheres centered at \(p\) and of radii \(x\) and \(x + dx\), and the region in between the two spheres centered at \(O\) and of radii \(R\) and \(R - y\) (see Figure 11.17) is bounded from above by \(8 \pi xy dx\).

![Diagram](image)

**Proof.** Define the balls \(B_1\) with center \(O\) and radius \(R\), \(B_2\) with center \(O\) and radius \(R - y\), \(B_3\) with center \(p\) and radius \(x\) and finally \(B_4\) with center \(p\) and radius \(x + dx\). Let \(V\) denote the intersection of \((B_1 \setminus B_2)\) and \((B_4 \setminus B_3)\). We prove that the volume of \(V\) is less than \(8 \pi xy dx\).

Since \(dx\) is infinitesimally small, the volume of \(V\) is \(A dx\) where \(A\) is the area of the intersection of the sphere \(\partial B_3\) with \(B_1 \setminus B_2\).

Let \((p, X, Y, Z)\) be an orthogonal reference frame whose center is \(p\) and whose \(X\)-axis is oriented along \(\overrightarrow{Op}\) (see Figure 11.17). Notice that all spheres are centered on that axis. Let \(C_1\) (resp. \(C_2, C_3\)) denote the circle that is
the boundary of the intersection of $B_1$ (resp. $B_2, B_3$) and the plane $(p, X, Y)$ in which Figure 11.17 is drawn. The equations of these circles are, in the frame $(p, X, Y)$,

$$
C_1 : (X + R - y)^2 + Y^2 = R^2, \\
C_2 : (X + R - y)^2 + Y^2 = (R - y)^2, \\
C_3 : X^2 + Y^2 = x^2.
$$

Since $C_3$ is centered at a point on $C_2$ and has radius $x \geq 6 > 1 \geq y$, $C_3$ intersects or encloses $C_1$ and $C_2$. In fact, $C_3$ intersects or encloses $C_1$ and $C_2$ in one of the three following ways.

**Case 1 :** If $6 \leq x < 2R - 2y$ then $C_3$ intersects both $C_1$ and $C_2$ (see Figure 11.17 (a)).

**Case 2 :** If $2R - 2y < x < 2R - y$ then $C_3$ intersects $C_1$ and encloses $C_2$ (see Figure 11.17 (b)).

**Case 3 :** If $2R - y < x$ then $C_3$ encloses both $C_1$ and $C_2$. In that case, $V$ is empty and the volume is 0.

In the first case, let $X_1$ (resp. $X_2$) be the abcissa of the points of intersection of circles $C_1$ (resp. $C_2$) and $C_3$. Note that $X_1 \geq X_2$ and their values can be computed directly from the equations of the circles $C_1, C_2$ and $C_3$:

$$
X_1 = \frac{R^2 - x^2 - (R - y)^2}{2R - 2y}, \quad X_2 = \frac{-x^2}{2R - 2y}.
$$

Using the fact that $y \leq x \leq 2R - 2y$ we get

$$
X_1 - X_2 = \frac{y(2R - y)}{2R - 2y} = y \left( 1 + \frac{y}{2R - 2y} \right) \leq 2y, \\
-X_1 - X_2 = \frac{2x^2 - y(2R - y)}{2R - 2y} \leq 2x \left( \frac{x}{2R - 2y} \right) \leq 2x.
$$

We now bound from above the area $A$ of the surface $\partial B_3 \cap (B_1 \setminus B_2)$ by the area of a larger surface which depends on the sign of $X_1$. If $X_1 \geq 0$, the surface consists of a cylinder of axis the $X$-axis, of radius $x$ and height $X_1 - X_2$, and of two annuli in the planes $X = X_1$ and $X = X_2$, of inner radius $\sqrt{x^2 - X_1^2}$ and $\sqrt{x^2 - X_2^2}$ respectively, and outer radius $x$ (see Figure 11.18 (a)). If $X_1 \leq 0$, the surface consists of a cylinder of axis the $X$-axis, of radius $\sqrt{x^2 - X_1^2}$ and height $X_1 - X_2$, and of an annulus in the plane $X = X_2$, of inner radius $\sqrt{x^2 - X_2^2}$ and outer radius $\sqrt{x^2 - X_1^2}$ (see Figure 11.18 (b)). In both cases that surface is larger than $\partial B_3 \cap (B_1 \setminus B_2)$ by convexity.

If $X_1 \geq 0$, the area of the cylinder is $2\pi x (X_1 - X_2) \leq 4\pi xy$ and the area of the annuli are $\pi x^2 - \pi (x^2 - X_i^2) = \pi X_i^2$, $i = 1, 2$. Since $X_1 \geq 0$, $X_1 \leq y \leq x$ and thus $\pi X_i^2 \leq \pi xy$. We also have from the expression of $X_1$ that $R^2 - x^2 - (R -
\[ y^2 \geq 0 \text{ and thus } x^2 \leq y(2R - y). \] Thus

\[
\pi X_2^2 = \pi \frac{x^2}{2R - 2y} \leq \pi y \frac{x}{2R - 2y} \frac{2R - y}{2R - 2y} = \pi xy \frac{x}{2R - 2y} \left(1 + \frac{y}{2R - 2y}\right).
\]

It thus follows from \( y \leq x \leq 2R - 2y \) that \( \pi X_2^2 \leq 2\pi xy \). Hence \( A \leq 7\pi xy \).

If \( X_1 \leq 0 \), the area of the cylinder is \( 2\pi \sqrt{x^2 - X_1^2} (X_1 - X_2) \leq 2\pi x (2y) \) and the area of the annulus is \( \pi (x^2 - X_1^2) - \pi (x^2 - X_2^2) = \pi (X_1 - X_2)(-X_2 - X_1) \leq 4\pi xy \). Thus \( A \leq 8\pi xy \).

Consider now the second case \( 2R - 2y < x \leq 2R - y \) (see Figure 11.17 (b)). For a fixed value of \( y \), \( A \) is the area of a spherical cap whose perimeter and curvature decreases as \( x \) increases. Thus \( A \) is a decreasing function of \( x \). Since the bound \( A \leq 8\pi xy \) is valid for \( x = 2R - 2y \) and \( 8\pi xy \) is an increasing function of \( x \), \( A \leq 8\pi xy \) for any \( x \geq 2R - 2y \). \( \square \)
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An upper bound on the average size of silhouettes
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Abstract

It is a widely observed phenomenon in computer graphics that the size of the silhouette of a polyhedron is much smaller than the size of the whole polyhedron. This paper provides, for the first time, theoretical evidence supporting this for a large class of objects, namely for polyhedra that approximate surfaces in some reasonable way; the surfaces may be non-convex and non-differentiable and they may have boundaries. We prove that such polyhedra have silhouettes of expected size $O(\sqrt{n})$ where the average is taken over all points of view and $n$ is the complexity of the polyhedron.

12.1 Introduction

The silhouette of a polyhedron with respect to a given viewpoint is, roughly speaking, the set of edges incident to a front and a back face. Silhouettes arise in various problems in computer graphics such as hidden surface removal and shadow computations (see [Dug04, DD02, EGHHZ00] for some recent references) and algorithms to compute them efficiently have been well-studied (see the survey by Isenberg et al. [IFH+03]). They are important in shape recognition; Sander et al. [SGG+00] claim that the silhouette “is one of the strongest visual cues of the shape of an object”.

It is a widely accepted fact that the silhouette of a polyhedron is usually much smaller than the whole polyhedron. Sander et al. [SGG+00], for instance, state the largely repeated claim that the silhouette of a mesh is often of size $\Theta(\sqrt{n})$ where $n$ is the number of faces of the mesh. An experimental study by Kettner and Welzl [KW97] confirms this for a set of realistic objects. This experimental study was extended by McGuire [McG04] to a larger database of larger objects for which the observed size of the silhouette is approximately $n^{0.5}$.

There are few theoretical results supporting these observations. Kettner and Welzl [KW97] prove that a convex polyhedron that approximates a sphere with Hausdorff distance $\varepsilon$ has $\Theta(1/\varepsilon)$ edges, and a random orthographic projection of such a polytope has $\Theta(1/\sqrt{\varepsilon})$ silhouette edges. Alt et al. [AGG03] give conditions under which it can be proved that the average silhouette of a convex polyhedron has size $O(\sqrt{n})$ and give additional conditions under which the worst-case size is provably sub-linear.

The goal of this paper is to study the average silhouette size of non-convex polyhedra. Convexity is a very strong assumption, which was crucial in the previous theoretical results. Here, rather, we assume that the polyhedron is a good approximation of some fixed (not necessarily convex) surface. Notice that it is very difficult to guarantee anything on the worst-case complexity of the silhouette of a polyhedron unless it approximates a strictly
Convex surface. Alt et al. [AGG03] give an example of a polyhedral approximation of a section of a cylinder with worst-case silhouette size $\Theta(n)$ (see Figure 12.1). Moreover, their example can be modified in such a way that the surface is smooth, and its polyhedral approximation is as “nice” as one might hope (for instance, it can be required that the faces are fat triangles that all have almost the same size).

In this paper we prove an upper bound on the expected size of the silhouette for random viewpoints. We prove that the silhouette of a polyhedron that approximates a surface in a reasonable way has expected size $O(\sqrt{n})$. Note that the average is taken over all viewpoints for a given surface, and not on a set of surfaces.

In Section 12.2, we define precisely the notion of silhouette for polyhedra and general surfaces. We then present and prove our main result in Section 12.3 and conclude in Section 12.4.

12.2 Definitions

The term silhouette has been used in the literature to represent several different notions, depending on the application, reflecting such issues as: is the object considered opaque or transparent? Is occlusion taken into account? Is one interested by what the eye perceives, i.e., a plane curve, or by the space curve which gave birth to it? In the area of photography, for instance, a silhouette (also called apparent boundary) is defined as an outline of a solid object, as cast by its shadow, that appears dark against a light background (Figure 12.2(a)). In the field of computer vision, by contrast, the silhouette (also called rim, profile or contour generator) is roughly defined as the curve on the surface that separates front face regions from the back ones, either for opaque (Figure 12.2(b)) or for transparent (Figure 12.2(c)) objects.

In this paper we prove an upper bound on the size of the transparent silhouette; since such a silhouette contains the apparent boundary and the contour, our bounds also apply to all these types of silhouettes. In the rest of the paper the term silhouette will be used to mean transparent silhouette.
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In the rest of this section we give a formal definition of silhouettes of polyhedra and then provide a definition for more general surfaces.

12.2.1 Polyhedra

The (transparent) silhouette of a polyhedron from a viewpoint (possibly at infinity) is the set of edges that are adjacent to a front face and a back face. A face is considered a front face if the angle between its normal vector and a vector from a point of the face to the viewpoint is acute, and a back face if that angle is larger than $\pi/2$. If the point of view is in the plane containing the face, we refer to the definition of silhouettes for the case of general surfaces. The normal vectors should point outwards, but what really matters is that the orientation is consistent for the two faces that share this edge, so this definition also applies to non-orientable (necessarily self-intersecting) polyhedra.

In this paper, we call complexity of a silhouette (of a polyhedron) its number of edges.

12.2.2 General surfaces

Our objective is to bound the size of the silhouette of a polyhedron. To achieve this goal, we need to relate the silhouette of the polyhedron to the silhouette of the surface it approximates, which means we need a definition of silhouettes that applies to a larger class of objects. Although this may seem unintuitive, we first define the silhouette as a set of rays, and then relate this to the more usual concept of a set of points on the surface.

Let $S$ be a compact 2-manifold without boundary. It separates $\mathbb{R}^3$ in two non-empty open regions; call $\mathcal{O}$ and $\mathcal{O}'$ their closures (so $\mathcal{O} \cap \mathcal{O}' = S$ and $\mathcal{O} \cup \mathcal{O}' = \mathbb{R}^3$). Let $V$ be a viewpoint not on $S$ but possibly at infinity. The (transparent) silhouette of $S$ from $V$ is the set of rays $R$ starting from $V$ that are tangent to $S$ in a non-crossing way ($R$ may cross $S$ elsewhere). More formally, we require that there exists an open segment $u$ of $R$ that contains a connected component of $R \cap S$ and is contained either in $\mathcal{O}$ or $\mathcal{O}'$.

This definition defines a set of rays. The silhouette can also be seen as the trace of this set of rays on the surface. More precisely, for each ray $R$ on the silhouette, we consider the closest point to $V$ on each connected component of $R \cap S$ that satisfies the non-crossing property. This definition is consistent with the one given for the particular case of polyhedra, and is the one we will use in this paper.

For a given viewpoint at infinity, we define the (projected) length of the silhouette as the length (counted with multiplicity if several points have the same projection) of the projection of the silhouette, along the direction given by the viewpoint, on an orthogonal plane.

Remark. The definition of the silhouette can be extended to cases where $S$ is not a 2-manifold, but an immersion of a compact 2-manifold. More precisely, we have a 2-manifold $S'$ and an application $f : S' \to \mathbb{R}^3$ such that $S = f(S')$ and for any point on $S'$ there exists a neighborhood $U$ of that point such that $U$ and $f(U)$ are homeomorphic. The local orientation is sufficient to decide whether $R$ crosses $S$ or not (note that more complicated things can happen than crossing or being tangent, even with smooth surfaces; for instance, the surface may ripple an infinite number of times in the neighborhood of a point, making it impossible to define on which side of $S$ $R$ is near the intersection point). This remark extends to the whole paper and, in particular, to Theorem 12.1. However, we do not give either a definition or a proof of this, as it would uselessly make everything more obscure.

12.3 Main results

Let $S$ be a compact 2-manifold without boundary whose silhouettes have finite average length, silh$(S)$, where the average is taken over all viewpoints at infinity. Let $P_n$ be a polyhedron with $n$ triangular faces, that is homeomorphic to $S$ through $f_n : P_n \to S$, such that:

1. the length of any edge of $P_n$ is at least $\frac{\alpha}{\sqrt{n}}$ and
2. for any point $x$ on $P_n$, $d(x, f_n(x)) < \frac{\beta h(x)}{\sqrt{n}}$ where $h(x)$ is the smallest height of the triangle(s) of $P_n$ that contain(s) $x$,

where $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are two arbitrary positive numbers and $d()$ denotes the Euclidean distance.
Theorem 12.1. The expected complexity of the silhouette of $P_n$ is $O(\sqrt{n})$, where the average is taken over all viewpoints at infinity. More precisely, for any $n$, the expected complexity is at most

$$\left(15\beta + \frac{24}{\alpha} \text{silh}(S)\right) \sqrt{n}.$$ 

Note that the bound is valid for any $n$ and any polyhedron $P_n$ satisfying the above assumptions. Note also that the bound depends on $S$ only by the average length of its silhouette.

We first clarify the meaning of the hypotheses on $P_n$ and their implications. We then prove Theorem 12.1 in Section 12.3.2. We finally show in Section 12.3.3 how Theorem 12.1 can be generalized to surfaces with boundary and viewpoints at finite distance. In particular, we prove the following result.

Let $S'$ be any compact two-manifold with boundary of finite length and whose silhouette has finite average length (taken over all viewpoints at infinity).

**Theorem 12.2.** Any mesh $P_n$ with $n$ triangular faces that approximates $S'$ according to Hypotheses 1 and 2 has a silhouette of expected complexity $O(\sqrt{n})$ when the viewpoint is chosen uniformly at random in a ball.

### 12.3.1 Meaning of the hypotheses

Hypothesis 1 is here to avoid short edges. The main idea of the proof is to link the complexity of the silhouette to its length, and arbitrarily short edges would make this impossible. Now the $\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}}$ factor makes sense: intuitively, since the polyhedron has $n$ faces, each face has area of order $\frac{1}{n}$, which means that the edges have length of order $\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}}$.

Hypothesis 2 is rather technical, and we discuss instead the meaning of the following two more intuitive hypotheses, which, together with Hypothesis 1, imply\(^{20}\) Hypothesis 2.

3. The faces of $P_n$ are fat.

4. For any $x$ on $P_n$, $d(x, f_n(x)) < \frac{\gamma}{n}$, where $\gamma$ is some positive constant.

Hypothesis 3 is quite natural. Hypothesis 4 ensures that $P_n$ approximates $S$. Furthermore, the $\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}}$ factor is reasonable; indeed, in 2D, when considering a regular polygon with edge length $\Theta(\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}})$ inscribed in a circle of radius 1, the maximal distance between a point on the polygon and the circle is $\Theta(\frac{1}{n})$. The situation is the same in 3D. Basically it means that the error when approximating the surface with a plane is of the second order.

Our hypotheses (1-3-4 or 1-2) ensure that the homeomorphism $f_n$ has good properties, that is that, roughly speaking, the polyhedron can be obtained by only a small perturbation of the surface while keeping the normal vectors in approximately the same directions. This is crucial for our proof since otherwise, for example, a cylinder can be approximated by a lantern of Schwarz [Sch90] (see Figure 12.3(a)) whose silhouette has expected complexity $\Theta(n)$ and unbounded length.

Notice that the existence of polyhedra with arbitrarily large number of edges that approximate the surface according to these hypotheses is a constraint on the surface. Not every surface admits such an approximation (think of the neighborhood of 0 in the surface defined by $z = (x^2 + y^2)^{1/8}$ as shown in Figure 12.3(b)). However, the class of surfaces for which such approximations exist is quite large. It includes, in particular, smooth surfaces and polyhedra with fat faces.

### 12.3.2 Proof of Theorem 12.1

We consider a point of view chosen randomly at infinity. We call $l_e$ the length of an edge $e$ of polyhedron $P_n$ and $\theta_e$ the exterior dihedral angle associated to $e$ (see Figure 12.4).

Let $T_e$ denote the union of the two triangles adjacent to edge $e$ (including $e$ but not the other edges). For any part $R$ of $S$, let $\text{silh}(R)$ be the average length of the part of the silhouette of $S$ that lies in $R$.

---

\(^{20}\)Indeed, for any $x$ in $P_n$, Hypotheses 1 and 3 imply that $h(x) \geq \delta / \sqrt{n}$ for some positive constant $\delta$; Hypothesis 2 then follows from Hypothesis 4 since $h(x) / \sqrt{n} \geq \delta / n \geq \delta / (\gamma \cdot d(x, f_n(x)))$. 
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Fig. 12.3 — (a) Two half lanterns of Schwarz (courtesy of Boris Thibert). (b) A surface that cannot be approximated with the right properties.

Fig. 12.4 — (a) Length and dihedral angle of an edge; (b) set of directions for which $e$ is on the silhouette.
We first recall a classical formula on the expected size of silhouettes which can also be found, for instance, in [McG04].

An edge $e$ is on the silhouette if the direction of view is in the dark area of the sphere of directions of Figure 12.4(b). The angular measure of this region is $4\theta_e$, which means that the probability for $e$ to be on the silhouette is $\theta_e/\pi$. The expected number of edges on the silhouette is thus

$$E = \frac{1}{\pi} \sum_{\text{edge } e} \theta_e.$$

We now state our main lemma. The general idea of this lemma is that under strong hypotheses ($S$ has bounded curvature, the edges have length $\Theta(\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}})$, and Hypotheses 3 and 4 are satisfied), one can prove that $\theta_e \leq \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}}$ for some constant $C$. In cases where this inequality does not hold, edge $e$ is near some kind of edge of the surface, or at least some feature that will appear quite often on the silhouette and we are going to charge this edge to the silhouette of $S$.

**Lemma 12.3.** For any edge $e$ on $P_n$,

$$\theta_e \leq \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}} + \frac{8\pi}{\ell_e} \text{silh}(f_n(T_e)) \quad \text{with} \quad C = 31.3\beta.$$

Theorem 12.1 follows from Lemma 12.3. Indeed, since $P_n$ has $\frac{3n}{2}$ edges, each of length at least $\frac{\alpha}{\sqrt{n}}$ (by Hypothesis 1), we get that the expected complexity of the silhouette is

$$E \leq \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{3n}{2} \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}} + \frac{8}{\sqrt{n}} \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\alpha} 3 \text{silh}(S),$$

because $\sum_{\text{edge } e} \text{silh}(f_n(T_e)) = 3 \text{silh}(S)$ since the length of the silhouette of $S$ that lies in the image (through $f_n$) of a triangle is counted three times (once per edge). Hence,

$$E \leq \left(15\beta + \frac{24}{\alpha} \text{silh}(S)\right) \sqrt{n} = O(\sqrt{n}).$$

**Proof.** [Proof of Lemma 12.3] The idea of the proof is as follows. Consider the set of directions for which $e$ is on the silhouette. We first construct a subset $\Omega$ of these directions whose measure is a constant times $\theta_e - \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}}$ (see Figure 12.5). We then prove a lower bound on the length of the silhouette of $f_n(T_e)$ for all these directions, and deduce the result.

Let $C$ be a positive constant, whose value will be defined later (see Equation 12.2). For any edge $e$ on $P_n$, we can assume that $\theta_e - \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}} > 0$ since, otherwise, $\theta_e \leq \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}}$ and there is nothing else to prove.

The set of directions for which $e$ is on the silhouette is the set of directions between the planes defined by the faces adjacent to $e$. Rotate each face about $e$ by an angle of $\frac{C}{\sqrt{n}}$ so that the exterior dihedral angle decreases by $\frac{C}{\sqrt{n}}$ (see Figure 12.5). $\Omega$ is defined to be the set of directions between these two new planes that make an angle larger than $\pi/3$ with the line supporting $e$. The measure of the set of directions between these two planes is $4(\theta_e - \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}})$. Restricting this set of directions to those that make an angle larger than $\pi/3$ with the line supporting $e$, we get, by integrating on the sphere of directions, that the measure of $\Omega$ is $2(\theta_e - \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}})$.

The remaining step uses the property, which we prove in Corollary 12.5, that for all the directions in $\Omega$, the silhouette of $f_n(T_e)$ has length at least $l_e/4$. Assuming this temporarily, we sum this inequality over $\Omega$. The smaller side of the inequality is $2\frac{\ell_e}{4}(\theta_e - \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}})$. The larger side is the integral of the length of the silhouette of $f_n(T_e)$ over all directions in $\Omega$, which is smaller than this same integral over all directions, that is $4\pi \text{silh}(f_n(T_e))$. Hence $4\pi \text{silh}(f_n(T_e)) \geq \frac{1}{2}(\theta_e - \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}})$, which concludes the proof.

We now state a lemma and its corollary which we used in the proof of Lemma 12.3 under the hypothesis that $\theta_e - \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}} > 0$. We can thus assume in the sequel that this property holds.

Let $e'$ be the segment obtained by clipping from $e$ all the points at distance less than $\frac{\ell_e}{4}$ from its extremities. Refer now to Figures 12.6(a)–(b).
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\[ C_2 \sqrt{n} \]
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(a) Orthogonal projection along \( d \) of \( e' \) and of the silhouette of \( f_n(T_e) \).

(b) For the definition of \( D_t \).

(c)

FIG. 12.5 – Construction of \( \Omega \).

FIG. 12.6 – For the proofs of Lemma 12.4 and Corollary 12.5.
Lemma 12.4. Any line with direction \( d \in \Omega \) that intersects \( e' \) can be translated in a direction orthogonal to \( e \) and \( d \) until it becomes tangent to \( S \) in \( f_n(T_e) \).

Corollary 12.5. For any direction \( d \in \Omega \), the silhouette of \( f_n(T_e) \) has length at least \( \frac{1}{4} \).

Proof. Consider the projection of \( e' \) and of the silhouette of \( f_n(T_e) \) onto a plane orthogonal to \( d \) (see Figure 12.6(a)). It follows from Lemma 12.4 that, in that plane, each point on the projection of \( e' \) maps to a point on the projected silhouette in the direction orthogonal to \( e' \). Hence, the projected silhouette is longer than the projection of \( e' \), which is at least \( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} \) times the length of \( e' \) since \( d \) makes an angle of at least \( \pi/3 \) with \( e' \). Thus the silhouette of \( f_n(T_e) \) has length at least \( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} \).

Proof. [Proof of Lemma 12.4] Let \( D \) denote a line with direction \( d \in \Omega \) that intersects \( e' \). Let \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) denote the two triangles adjacent to \( e \) and let \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) denote their respective smallest heights. Let \( \chi = \beta h_0 / \sqrt{n} \), \( \chi^+ = \max(\chi_1, \chi_2) \), and \( \chi^- = \min(\chi_1, \chi_2) \). Refer now to Figure 12.6(b). We call \( D_t, t \in [-\chi^-, \chi^+] \), the line obtained by translating \( D \) at distance \( t \) in a direction orthogonal to the plane defined by \( e \) and \( d \); positive values of \( t \) correspond to lines in the half-space bounded by the plane defined by \( e \) and \( D \), and not containing \( T_e \); negative values of \( t \) correspond to lines in the other half-space. For clarity, we denote \( D^- = D^\chi^- \) and \( D^+ = D^\chi^+ \).

By construction, \( D^+ \) is at distance \( \chi^+ \) from \( T_e \). Thus \( D^+ \) does not intersect \( f_n(T_e) \), by Hypothesis 2. We prove that \( D^- \) intersects \( f_n(T_e) \) and that no line \( D_i \) intersects the boundary of \( f_n(T_e) \). This will imply that, sweeping \( D_i \) from \( D^+ \) to \( D^- \), the first line \( D_0 \), that intersects \( f_n(T_e) \) is tangent to \( f_n(T_e) \) at one of its interior point, which will conclude the proof.

We first prove that no line \( D_i \) intersects the boundary of \( f_n(T_e) \). In other words, we prove that, for each edge \( e^* \), on the boundary of \( T_e \), no line \( D_i \) intersects \( f_n(e^*) \). Let \( T_e \) be the triangle (of \( T_e \)) containing \( e^* \). By Hypothesis 2, it is sufficient to prove that the distance between \( D_i \) and \( e^* \) remains greater than or equal to \( \chi_i \) for all \( t \).

First notice that it is sufficient to prove that the distance between \( D_i \) and \( e^* \) remains greater than or equal to \( \chi_i \) for all \( t \in [-\chi^-, 0] \). Indeed, then, the distance between \( D_i = D \) and \( e^* \) is at least \( \chi_i \), and the distance between \( D_i \) and \( e^* \) increases for \( t > 0 \) (see Figure 12.6(b)).

Let \( \Gamma \) be the smallest angle \( d \) can make with the plane containing \( T_i \) and refer to Figure 12.6(c). Let \( A_i \) be the point of intersection between \( D_i \) and the plane containing \( T_i \) and \( v_i \) be the distance between \( A_i \) and the point on \( e^* \) that realizes the distance between \( D_i \) and \( e^* \). The distance between \( D_i \) and \( e^* \) satisfies \( d(D_i, e^*) \geq v_i \sin \Gamma \geq d(A_i, e^*) \sin \Gamma \). Hence, for proving that \( d(D_i, e^*) \geq \chi_i \) for \( t \leq 0 \), it is sufficient to prove that \( d(A_i, e^*) \geq \chi_i \) for \( t \leq 0 \). We set \( a = \frac{\chi_i}{\sin \Gamma} \) to simplify the notation.

We just proved that \( d(A_i, e^*) \geq a \) implies \( d(D_i, e^*) \geq \chi_i \) (for all \( t \)). Conversely, we have that \( d(D_i, e^*) < \chi_i \) implies \( d(A_i, e^*) < a \). Similarly, for edge \( e \), we get that \( d(D_i, e) < \chi_i \) implies \( d(A_i, e) < a \). By definition of \( D_i \), we have that \( d(D_i, e) < \chi_i \) for \( t \leq 0 \), thus \( d(A_i, e) < a \) for \( t \leq 0 \). Furthermore, the angle between \( e \) and segment \( \{ A_i, t \in [-\chi^-, \chi^+] \} \) is at least \( \pi/3 \) because this angle is at least the angle between their orthogonal projection on the plane defined by \( e \) and \( D \) that is the angle between \( e \) and \( D \) since all \( A_i \) lie in the plane spanned by \( D \) which projects on \( D \); the lower bound of \( \pi/3 \) follows since the angle between \( e \) and \( D \) is at least \( \pi/3 \) by definition of \( \Omega \). Hence, the locus of points \( A_i \), for \( t \leq 0 \), lies in a region, denoted \( \Upsilon \), shown in dark gray in Figure 12.7(a). For proving that \( d(A_i, e^*) \geq a \) for \( t \leq 0 \), it is thus sufficient to prove that this region does not intersect the set, denoted \( \Upsilon' \), of points at distance less than \( a \) from \( e^* \) (shown in light gray in Figure 12.7(a)).

Referring to Figures 12.7(b)–(c), let \( p \) be the endpoint of \( e' \) the closest to \( e^* \) and \( s \) be its projection on the line supporting \( e^* \). If the two regions \( \Upsilon \) and \( \Upsilon' \) intersect, there exists a point \( q \) in the intersection that is at distance less than or equal to \( \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} a \) from \( p \) and at distance less than or equal to \( a \) from \( e^* \); thus \( d(p, s) \leq d(p, e^*) \leq d(p, q) + d(q, e^*) \leq (1 + \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4}) a \). On the other hand, \( d(p, s) \) is one fourth of one of the heights of the triangle \( T_i \) and thus is at least \( \frac{b}{4} \). Hence, if the two regions intersect, then \( \frac{b}{4} \leq (1 + \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4}) \frac{b}{\sin \Gamma} \). We postpone to Lemma 12.7 the proof that, with \( C = 31.3 \beta \), we have \( \frac{b}{4} > \left(1 + \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4}\right) \frac{b}{\sin \Gamma} \), which implies that the two regions \( \Upsilon \) and \( \Upsilon' \) are disjoint. This concludes the proof that no line \( D_i \) intersects the boundary of \( f_n(T_e) \).

We now prove that \( D^- \) intersects \( f_n(T_e) \). Consider a projection, \( p(\cdot) \), along the direction \( d \) onto a plane orthogonal to \( d \). We proved that, for any of the two triangles \( T_i \), \( \Upsilon \) is at distance at least \( \chi_i \) from each edge \( e^* \neq e \) of \( T_i \). It follows that \( \Upsilon \) lies in triangle \( T_i \) and thus that \( D_i \) intersects \( T_i \) for all \( t \leq 0 \). Therefore, \( D^- \) intersects \( T_i \) and is at distance at least \( \chi_i \) from each edge \( e^* \neq e \) of \( T_i \), for \( i = 1, 2 \). Furthermore, \( D^- \) is at distance \( \chi^- = \min(\chi_1, \chi_2) \) from \( e \).
Hence, the image of $p$, which yields the result. The triangle inequality gives $P$. We have already proved that point $F$ does not contain point $0$, for any $F$ from the edges of $T_i$, the point $x$ is sent to the point $p(x)$, $x$ is at distance less than $\chi_i$ from the edges of $p(T_i)$, by Hypothesis 2. We first prove that the curves $p(\partial T_i)$ and $g_n(p(\partial T_i))$ are homotopic in $\mathbb{R}^2 \setminus P$. Consider the continuous application

$$F : \partial T_i \times [0, 1] \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$$

$$(x, \lambda) \rightarrow \lambda p(x) + (1 - \lambda) g_n(p(x)) = \lambda p(x) + (1 - \lambda) p(f_n(x)).$$

$F$ is an homotopy between the curves $p(\partial T_i)$ and $g_n(p(\partial T_i))$ in $\mathbb{R}^2$. We prove that the image of $F$ does not contain $P$, which yields the result. The triangle inequality gives

$$d(P, F(x, \lambda)) \geq d(P, p(x)) - d(F(x, \lambda), p(x)).$$

We have already proved that point $P$ is at distance at least $\chi_i$ from $p(x)$ for all points $x$ in $\partial T_i$. On the other hand, the distance between $p(x)$ and $p(f_n(x))$ is larger than or equal to the distance between $p(x)$ and their barycenter $F(x, \lambda)$, for any $\lambda \in [0, 1]$. Hence

$$d(P, F(x, \lambda)) \geq \chi_i - d(p(x), p(f_n(x))).$$

Finally, since $d(p(x), p(f_n(x))) < \chi_i$ for all $x \in T_i$, by Hypothesis 2, we have that $d(P, F(x, \lambda)) > 0$ for all $(x, \lambda)$. Hence, the image of $F$ does not contain point $P$ and thus the curves $p(\partial T_i)$ and $g_n(p(\partial T_i))$ are homotopic in $\mathbb{R}^2 \setminus P$.

Now, we can contract $p(\partial T_i)$ to a point while remaining in $p(T_i)$. Composing this with $g_n$ gives a contraction of $g_n(p(\partial T_i))$ in $g_n(p(T_i))$. On the other hand, there is no contraction of $p(\partial T_i)$ in $\mathbb{R}^2 \setminus P$ (since $P$ is in $p(T_i)$), thus
Lemma 12.6. \( \sin \gamma = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \sin \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}}. \)

**Proof.** In the following, we identify the sphere of directions with a sphere \( S \) embedded in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \); let \( O \) denote its center. We assume that the embedding preserves directions (i.e., for any direction \( d \), the corresponding point \( M \) on \( S \) is such that \( d \) and \( OM \) have the same direction).

Refer to Figure 12.9. Let \( d \) be a direction in \( \Omega \) and \( M \) be its corresponding point on \( S \). Consider one of the \( T_i \) and let \( \mathcal{P} \) be the plane containing \( O \) and parallel to the plane containing \( T_i \). Let \( H \) be the orthogonal projection of \( M \) onto plane \( \mathcal{P} \). Let \( E \) and \( E' \) be the two points on \( S \) that correspond to the two (opposite) directions of segment \( e \). Let \( K \) be the orthogonal projection of \( M \) (and \( H \)) onto the line \( EE' \). Finally, let \( \theta \) be the angle \( \angle MKH \), \( \phi \) be the angle \( \angle MOK \), and \( \gamma \) be the angle \( \angle MOH \).

It follows from these definitions that
\[
\sin \gamma = \frac{HM}{OM} = \frac{HM}{KM} \frac{KM}{OM} = \sin \theta \sin \phi.
\]

Now, the angle \( \gamma \) is also the angle between direction \( d \) and the plane that contains \( T_i \). Thus \( \Gamma = \inf_{d \in \Omega} \gamma \), by definition of \( \Gamma \). The angle \( \theta \) is the angle between the plane containing \( T_i \) and the plane containing \( e \) and \( d \). It thus follows from the definition of \( \Omega \) that \( \inf_{d \in \Omega} \theta = \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}} \) (see Figure 12.5(a)). The angle \( \phi \) is the angle between \( d \) and the line containing \( e \). It thus also follows from the definition of \( \Omega \) that \( \inf_{d \in \Omega} \phi = \frac{\pi}{3} \). In addition, since \( \gamma \), \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) are in \([0, \frac{\pi}{2}]\), we have
\[
\sin \Gamma = \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \gamma, \quad \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \theta = \sin \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}} \quad \text{and} \quad \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \phi = \sin \frac{\pi}{3},
\]

Furthermore, the constraints on \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) in the definition of \( \Omega \) are independent. Thus, the minima of \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) can be attained for the same direction \( d \) in \( \Omega \). It follows that
\[
\inf_{d \in \Omega} (\sin \theta \sin \phi) = \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \theta \cdot \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \phi.
\]

We can thus conclude that
\[
\sin \Gamma = \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \gamma = \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \theta \sin \phi = \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \theta \inf_{d \in \Omega} \sin \phi = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \sin \frac{C}{\sqrt{n}}.
\]
Lemma 12.7. \( \frac{h_i}{4} > \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \frac{\chi_i}{\sin \Gamma} \) with \( C = 31.3 \beta \).

Proof. By Lemma 12.6, replacing \( \chi_i \) and \( \Gamma \) by their values in the inequality \( \frac{h_i}{4} > \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \frac{\beta_i}{\sqrt{n}} \sin \left( \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}} \right) \), we get

\[
\frac{h_i}{4} > \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \frac{\beta_i}{\sqrt{n}} \sin \left( \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}} \right)
\]

or equivalently

\[
4 \beta \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \right) < \sqrt{n} \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \sin \left( \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}} \right).
\]

Notice first that for large enough values of \( n \), using the approximation \( \sin x \approx x \) in the neighborhood of zero, we derive the sufficient condition

\[
C > \frac{16\beta}{\sqrt{3}} \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \sim 19.9 \beta.
\]

Now, since we want our result for all \( n \), the computation is more complicated. Recall first that for any strictly concave function \( f \), such that \( f(0) = 0 \), \( f(x) > \frac{\text{dih}}{x_0} x \) for any \( x \in (0, x_0) \). It follows that \( \sin x > \frac{\pi}{2} x \) for any \( x \in (0, \frac{\pi}{2}) \).

Since we assumed that \( \theta_e - \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}} > 0 \) and thus that \( 0 < \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}} < \frac{\theta_e}{2} < \frac{\pi}{2} \), we get

\[
\sin \left( \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}} \right) > \frac{2 \pi}{\pi} \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}}.
\]

To guarantee inequality (12.1), it is thus sufficient to have

\[
4 \beta \left( 1 + \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \right) \leq \sqrt{n} \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \frac{2 \pi}{\pi} \frac{C}{2\sqrt{n}}
\]

or equivalently

\[
C \geq \frac{8}{3} \left( 2 + \sqrt{3} \right) \pi \beta \sim 31.27 \beta,
\]

which concludes the proof. Note that we can set

\[
C = 31.3 \beta.
\]

in the definition of \( \Omega \) (in the proof of Lemma 12.3) since Inequality (12.1) is the only constraint on \( C \).

\[\square\]

12.3.3 Generalizations

We prove here Theorem 12.2. We first show that Theorem 12.1 generalizes to the case where the viewpoint is chosen randomly at finite distance. We then show that considering surfaces with boundary does not change the asymptotic expected complexity of the silhouette.

Point of view at finite distance. We have thus far restricted ourselves to the case where the viewpoint is chosen uniformly at random at infinity. However, our result applies to any distribution of viewpoints such that the probability for an edge \( e \) to be on the transparent silhouette is \( O(\theta_e) \), where \( \theta_e \) is the exterior dihedral angle associated to \( e \); indeed, the expected number of edges on the silhouette is then \( \sum_{e \in \text{edge}} O(\theta_e) \) and we get the result by applying, as before, Lemma 12.3.\(^{21}\) Such a distribution of viewpoints is obtained, in particular, when the point of view is chosen uniformly at random in a ball. This is also the case if \( S \) delimits a bounded region \( \Omega \) and the viewpoint is chosen uniformly at random in \( B \setminus \Omega \), for a ball \( B \).

\(^{21}\)Note that, in Lemma 12.3, \( \text{silh}(f_n(T_e)) \) always refers to an expected length for a viewpoint chosen randomly at infinity.
Surfaces with boundary. Let $S$ be a 2-manifold with boundary $\mathcal{B}$. We consider that the boundary is always on the transparent silhouette and so the definition of the transparent silhouette of a 2-manifold $S$ with boundary is exactly that of a 2-manifold without boundary plus the boundary $\mathcal{B}$.

The surface $S$ is approximated by a triangulated mesh $P_n$ that satisfies Hypotheses 1 and 2, as in the case without boundary, except that now the mesh may not be a polyhedron (some edges may have only one adjacent face rather than two).

To give an upper bound on the number of edges on the silhouette of the mesh, we consider the boundary edges and the other (non-boundary) edges separately. For the non-boundary edges, the same reasoning as before still holds. For the boundary edges, it is easy to see that the length (in 3D) of the boundary of $P_n$ cannot be much larger than the length of $\mathcal{B}$. Indeed, the two are homeomorphic, and the hypotheses imply that the image of an edge $e$, of length $l_e$, is a curve whose extremities lie at distance at least $l_e - 2\beta \cdot \frac{l_e}{\sqrt{n}} = \Omega\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}}\right)$ apart. This means that the length of $\mathcal{B}$ is at least $\Omega\left(\frac{1}{\sqrt{n}}\right)$ times the number of boundary edges of $P_n$. Hence, the number of boundary edges of $P_n$ is at most $O\left(\sqrt{n}\right)$ times the length of $\mathcal{B}$. So, if the length of $\mathcal{B}$ is bounded, the expected complexity of the silhouette of $P_n$ is $O\left(\sqrt{n}\right)$.

12.4 Conclusion

This paper gives an idea of why, and when, the usual claim that the silhouette of a triangulated mesh has size $O(\sqrt{n})$ is valid. In particular, we have given a set of conditions such that any triangulated mesh approximating a surface in a way that satisfies those conditions has a silhouette of expected size $O(\sqrt{n})$. Roughly speaking, the mesh should have no short edges, its faces should be fat, and the distance between it and the surface it approximates should never be too large. The surface itself is not necessarily everywhere differentiable and may have boundaries.

A natural question to ask is whether meshes satisfying those conditions exist. In fact, for smooth surfaces, the meshes produced by Boissonnat and Oudot [BO05] are one such example. The critical property of the meshes they compute is that the ratio between the size of the largest and the smallest triangles remains bounded, although meshes are non-uniform with small triangles in areas of large curvature. However, in order to satisfy our conditions, non-smooth surfaces with curved sharp edges (such as a flying saucer with a sharp equatorial arc) would have to be approximated by small triangles over the whole surface. Such meshes would have silhouettes of expected size $O(\sqrt{n})$ but then $n$ would be much larger than necessary; it would be reasonable to replace the large number of triangles used to mesh large flat portions of the surface with a smaller number of large triangles, which would give a silhouette of size closer to linear. This explains why the observed expected size of silhouettes, as shown in [McG04], is larger than $O(\sqrt{n})$. The fact that non-uniform meshes approximating such surfaces appear, in computer graphics, to have silhouettes of expected size much smaller than $n$ is thus likely due to additional properties of the surfaces or the meshes.
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Between umbra and penumbra
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Abstract

Computing shadow boundaries is a difficult problem in the case of non-point light sources. A point is in the umbra if it does not see any part of any light source; it is in full light if it sees entirely all the light sources; otherwise, it is in the penumbra. While the common boundary of the penumbra and the full light is well understood, less is known about the boundary of the umbra. In this paper we prove various bounds on the complexity of the umbra and the penumbra cast by a segment or polygonal light source on a plane in the presence of polygon or polytope obstacles.

In particular, we show that a single segment light source may cast on a plane, in the presence of two triangles, four connected components of umbra and that two fat convex obstacles of total complexity $n$ can engender $\Omega(n)$ connected components of umbra. In a scene consisting of a segment light source and $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$, we prove an $\Omega(nk^2 + k^4)$ lower bound on the maximum number of connected components of the umbra and a $O(nk^3)$ upper bound on its complexity. We also prove that, in the presence of $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$, some of which being light sources, the umbra cast on a plane may have $\Omega(n^2k^3 + nk^5)$ connected components and has complexity $O(n^3k^3)$.

These are the first bounds on the size of the umbra in terms of both $k$ and $n$. These results prove that the umbra, which is bounded by arcs of conics, is intrinsically much more intricate than the full light/penumbra boundary which is bounded by line segments and whose worst-case complexity is in $\Omega(n\alpha(k) + km + k^2)$ and $O(n\alpha(k) + km\alpha(k) + k^2)$, where $m$ is the complexity of the polygonal light source.

13.1 Introduction

Shadows play a central role in human perception [MKK98, Wan92]. A wide variety of approaches have been considered for simulating and rendering shadows (see, for example, the surveys [Dur00, WPF90]) and many methods make extensive use of graphics hardware (see the survey [HLHS03]). Unfortunately, computing realistic shadows efficiently is a difficult problem, particularly in the case of non-point light sources. A part of this difficulty arises from the complicated internal structure that such shadows may have. In this paper we study this structure.

We say that a point is in the umbra if it does not see any part of the light source(s); it is in full light if it sees entirely all the light source(s); otherwise, it is in the penumbra. While the boundary between the penumbra and the full light is reasonably well-understood (see Section 13.3), less is known about the boundary of the umbra. Nevertheless, there is an extensive literature concerning the explicit computation of these shadow boundaries; see, for example, [DF94, DDP97, DDP99, DDP02, Hec92, NN83, SG94, Tel92].
In this paper we prove various bounds, summarized in Table 13.1, on the complexity of the umbra cast by a segment or polygonal light source on a plane in the presence of polygon or polytope (i.e. convex polyhedral) obstacles. In particular, we show that a single segment light source may cast, in the presence of two triangles, four connected components of umbra. We prove that the umbra defined by one segment light source and two fat convex obstacles of total complexity $n$ can have $\Omega(n)$ connected components. We also prove an $\Omega(nk^2 + k^4)$ lower bound on the maximum number of connected components of the umbra and a $O(nk^3)$ upper bound on its complexity in a scene consisting of a segment light source and $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$. Finally, we prove that the umbra cast on a plane by a polygonal light source and $k$ convex obstacles can have $\Omega(n^2k^3 + nk^2)$ connected components and has complexity $O(n^2k^3)$. These are the first bounds on the size of the umbra in terms of both $k$ and $n$.

Our results are surprising in the sense that they show that the umbra cast by a single segment light source may have many connected components. The fact that the umbra may have four connected components in the case of two triangle obstacles comes as a total surprise. Our lower bounds of $\Omega(nk^2 + k^4)$ and $\Omega(n^2k^3 + nk^2)$ connected components, for $k$ polytopes of total complexity $n$, is rather pathological in the sense that most of the obstacles are very long and thin. However, we also present a lower bound example of $\Omega(n)$ connected components in the case of two fat polygons or polytopes of complexity $O(n)$. Concerning our upper bounds of $O(nk^3)$ and $O(n^3k^3)$, even though these bounds are not tight, they substantially improve the only previously known bounds for this problem which were the trivial $O(n^6)$ and $O(n^6)$ upper bounds. Finally, it is interesting to point out that even for the simplest case of non-point light sources, obtaining tight bounds on the complexity of the umbra and understanding its structure is a very challenging problem.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section provides notation and definitions. We give in Section 13.3 almost tight lower and upper bounds on the complexity of the boundary between full light and penumbra cast on a plane by a polygonal light source in the presence of polytope obstacles. We present, in Section 13.4, upper bounds on the complexity of the umbra, in Section 13.5, lower bounds on the maximal number of connected components of umbra and conclude in Section 13.6.

### 13.2 Preliminaries

Let $s$ be a line segment and $p$ a point. We denote by $\langle s, p \rangle$ the set of line transversals of $s$ through $p$. Similarly, for any triple of segments $s_1, s_2$ and $s_3$, we denote by $\langle s_1, s_2, s_3 \rangle$ its set of line transversals. It is a well-known fact that $\langle s_1, s_2, s_3 \rangle$ consists of lines belonging to the same regulus of a ruled quadric surface (see e.g. [Sal15]). More precisely, the line transversals lie on a hyperboloid of one sheet when the three segments are pairwise skew and not all parallel to the same plane. If the segments are pairwise skew and all parallel to the same plane, then the line transversals lie on a hyperbolic paraboloid. Otherwise, they lie in one or two planes. Hence any set of transversals, whether $\langle s, p \rangle$ or $\langle s_1, s_2, s_3 \rangle$, forms patches of a quadric (possibly degenerating to one or two planes). Moreover, the set of transversals consists of at most three patches, or more formally, at most three connected components in line space [BEL’05]. We let $\langle s, p \rangle$ and $\langle s_1, s_2, s_3 \rangle$ denote not just sets of lines but also the surface patches they form.
13.3. THE PENUMBRA BOUNDARY

Let $\mathcal{P}$ be a finite set of disjoint convex polygons or polytopes in $\mathbb{R}^3$ with $\mathcal{L} \subset \mathcal{P}$ identified as light sources. A surface $\sigma = \langle e, v \rangle$ is called an ev-surface if there exist two distinct objects $P, Q \in \mathcal{P}$ so that $e$ is an edge of $P$, $v$ a vertex of $Q$ and $\sigma$ intersects a light source. A surface $\sigma = \langle e_1, e_2, e_3 \rangle$ is called an eee-surface if there exist three distinct objects $P, Q, R \in \mathcal{P}$ so that $e_1, e_2$ and $e_3$ are respectively edges of $P$, $Q$ and $R$ and $\sigma$ intersects a light source.

Any plane $\Pi$ intersects an ev-surface or an eee-surface in a set of arcs of a conic (each possibly empty or possibly a line segment). Hence the intersection between $\Pi$ and all the ev and eee surfaces defines an arrangement of arcs of conics on $\Pi$.

Here we are interested in the arcs of conics that correspond to shadow boundaries. In particular, we are interested in arcs resulting from the intersection between $\Pi$ and maximal free line segments\(^{22}\) that intersect a light source and are supported by a line which is on an ev or eee surface. The intersection of these free line segments with $\Pi$ defines an arrangement of arcs of conics on $\Pi$ which we call the shadow arrangement on the shadow plane $\Pi$.

A point $p$ is in the umbra if for any point $q$ on a light source, the segment $pq$ intersects an object from $\mathcal{P} \setminus \mathcal{L}$. Similarly, $p$ is in the full light if for any point $q$ on a light source, the segment $pq$ does not intersect any object from $\mathcal{P} \setminus \mathcal{L}$. Otherwise, $p$ is in the penumbra.

We will make extensive use of the fact that the boundary of the umbra and penumbra consists of arcs of the shadow arrangement (see, for example, [Hec92]). Notice that not all arcs of the shadow arrangement are on the umbra or penumbra boundaries; some arcs correspond to other lighting discontinuities.

Throughout this paper, we consider the regions of umbra and penumbra on a plane cast by a segment light source or polygonal light source(s) in the presence of convex polygons or polytopes.

13.3. The penumbra boundary

We recall here some straightforward and well-known properties of the penumbra and give bounds on the complexity of the common boundary of the penumbra and the full light. In this section we refer to the union of the umbra and penumbra as the shadow region.

**Property 1.** The shadow region cast by a light source on a plane in the presence of obstacles is the union of all the shadow regions cast by each obstacle.

**Property 2.** The shadow region cast on a plane $\Pi$ by a polygonal light source $S$ in the presence of one polytope $P$ is the intersection of half-planes in $\Pi$, each of which is defined as the intersection of $\Pi$ with a half-space that contains $P$ but not $S$, is bounded by a plane tangent to both of them, and contains an edge of one of them.

Note that these two properties imply that the boundary of the shadow region is only composed of line segments induced by ev-surface.

**Theorem 13.1.** The complexity of the shadow region cast on a plane $\Pi$ by a convex polygonal light source of complexity $m$ in the presence of $k$ convex polyhedra of total complexity $n$ is, in the worst case, in $\Omega(n\alpha(k) + km + k^2)$ and $O(n\alpha(k) + km + k^2)$, where $\alpha(k)$ denotes the pseudo-inverse of the Ackermann function.

**Proof.** By Property 2, the shadow cast on a plane $\Pi$ by a polygonal light source in the presence of one polytope is a convex polygon. Furthermore, if the light source has $m$ edges and the polyhedron has $n_i$ edges, the shadow region in $\Pi$ has $O(n_i + m)$ edges. By Property 1, the shadow region in the presence of $k$ polytopes of total complexity $n$ is thus the union of $k$ convex polygons of total complexity $O(n + km)$, which has complexity $O((n + km)\alpha(k) + k^2)$ [AS97].

For the proof of the stated lower bound consider the following collection of examples. In all constructions the shadow plane $\Pi$ is the plane $z = 0$.

$\Omega(k^2)$ example. Refer to Figure 13.1. We consider a point light source at a height $z$ (large enough) and a grid consisting of $k$ thin horizontal and parallel rectangles at height $z = 1$ together with $k$ other thin horizontal and parallel rectangles at height $z = 2$. They form a grid of shadow on plane $\Pi$ which has size $O(k^2)$.

$\Omega(k\alpha(k))$ example. Refer to Figure 13.2. Again, the light source is a point with large positive $z$-coordinate. We consider a set of $k$ line segments in plane $z = 1$ (with positive $y$ coordinates) having, in that plane, an upper envelope\(^{22}\) that intersects the interior of no object and whose endpoints lie on some object or at infinity.

\(^{22}\)A maximal free line segment is a segment that intersects the interior of no object and whose endpoints lie on some object or at infinity.
of size $\Omega(k\alpha(k))$ [WS88]. We transform each line segment into a trapezoid linking it to its projection on the $y = 0$ line (in plane $z = 1$). We get a set of trapezoids whose shadow, in plane $z = 0$, for a point light source at large enough $z$ is basically the upper envelope of the segments. Note that the trapezoids can easily be made disjoint by placing them in different horizontal planes very close to plane $z = 1$.

$\Omega(n\alpha(k))$ example. Refer to Figure 13.3. First modify the above $\Omega(k\alpha(k))$ example such that the left “vertical” side of each trapezoid has slope $\gamma$ and the right “vertical” side has slope $-\gamma$, for some $\gamma$ large enough. Now, by some suitable scaling, we make all slopes of the vertical walls strictly smaller than $\frac{k\pi}{n}$. Assemble $\frac{n}{k}$ copies of the previous construction into a large regular $\frac{n}{k}$-gon where each side is, in fact, a $k\alpha(k)$ upper envelope. Finally, this construction can be seen as $k$ convex $\frac{n}{k}$-gons by connecting all of the $\frac{n}{k}$ copies of the same trapezoid by extending their walls.

This set of $k$ convex $\frac{n}{k}$-gons, embedded in different horizontal planes close to the $z = 1$ plane, engender, in the presence of a point light source at large enough $z$, shadows of complexity $n\alpha(k)$.

$\Omega(mk)$ example. Refer to Figure 13.4. We use a horizontal $m$-gon as light source and a thin rectangle as obstacle. Then the shadow has $\Omega(m)$ size. Using multiple copies of the obstacle such that the different shadows are disjoint easily gives an $\Omega(mk)$ example.

There is still a small gap between the $\Omega(k^2 + mk + n\alpha(k))$ lower bound and the $O(k^2 + mk\alpha(k) + n\alpha(k))$ upper bound. In fact we conjecture that the lower bound is tight; the shadow of the different obstacles have some similarity with homothetic projections of the light, and the union of $k$ convex homothetic $m$-gons is $\Theta(mk)$ since two convex homothetic polygons intersect in at most two points [KLPS86].
13.4 Upper bounds

In this section we prove the following two upper bounds on the complexity of the umbra cast by a segment light source or polygonal light source(s) on a plane.

**Theorem 13.2.** The complexity of the umbra cast on a plane by one segment light source in the presence of $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$ is $O(nk^3)$.

**Theorem 13.3.** The complexity of the umbra cast on a plane by a set of $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$, some of which are light sources, is $O(n^3k^3)$. 

---

**Fig. 13.3 — $\Omega(n\alpha(k))$ lower bound.**
13.4.1 The umbra cast by a segment light source

We will actually prove an upper bound on the complexity of the shadow arrangement which yields the same bound for the complexity of the umbra. Notice that, in the case of a single segment light source, the $EEE$-surfaces $\sigma = \langle e_1, e_2, e_3 \rangle$ and $EV$-surfaces $\sigma = \langle e, v \rangle$ that contribute to the shadow arrangement are such that either one of $e$, $e_1$, $e_2$ or $e_3$ is the segment light source and $v$ is one of its endpoints.

We prove Theorem 13.2 by considering a plane rotating about the line supporting the segment light source. First, if the segment light source, $s$, is not parallel to the shadow plane $\Pi$, we apply a projective transformation to the scene, sending to infinity the point of intersection between the line containing $s$ and plane $\Pi$; this does not change the complexity of the shadow arrangement. We thus assume in the rest of this section that the segment light source is parallel to $\Pi$. The sweep plane, denoted $\pi$, intersects the shadow plane in a line; we will say that, throughout the sweep, this line moves from left to right.

We start with two preliminary lemmas concerning the intersections that one of these sweep planes can have with the shadow arrangement.

Let $\alpha$ be the conic that is the intersection of the shadow plane $\Pi$ and the $EEE$-surface $\sigma = \langle s, s_1, s_2 \rangle$ where $s$ is the segment light source, $s_1$ and $s_2$ are two other segments, and let $\pi$ be a plane containing the light source $s$ and intersecting $\Pi$.

**Lemma 13.4.** If $s$, $s_1$, and $s_2$ are pairwise skew then $\pi$ intersects $\alpha$ in at most a single point.

**Proof.** First, since $s$ is parallel to $\Pi$, any transversal to $s$ and to a point in $\alpha \cap \pi$ lies in plane $\pi$. If the intersection between $\pi$ and $s_1$ or $s_2$ is empty, there exists no line tangent to the three segments in $\pi$ and thus $\pi$ does not cross $\alpha$. Otherwise, both segments intersect $\alpha$ in two points $p_1$ and $p_2$. The line defined by $p_1$ and $p_2$ is the only line that is possibly a transversal to the three segments in $\pi$ (it may not intersect the segment $s$). Hence there exists at most one transversal in $\pi$ which defines exactly one point on $\alpha$. 

Notice that the preceding lemma implies that the conic arcs are monotonic in the direction of the sweep (orthogonal to $s$).

For the rest of the proof we consider an arrangement $A$ of arcs of conics which contains the shadow arrangement. We will establish an upper bound of $O(nk^3)$ on the complexity of $A$ which will yield the bound of Theorem 13.2. The arrangement $A$ consists of the intersection of $\Pi$ with (i) those lines that are transversal to the light source $s$, and the edges $s_1$ and $s_2$ of two other polytopes and that do not intersect the interior of these polytopes (the connected components of these lines form patches of $EEE$-surfaces) and (ii) those lines that are transversal to a vertex and an edge of two polytopes, one of which is the segment light source, and that do not intersect the interior of these polytopes (the connected components of these lines form patches of $EV$-surfaces).

We now count the number of crossings between an instance of the sweep plane $\pi$ and the arcs in $A$.

**Lemma 13.5.** The plane $\pi$ properly intersects at most $O(k^2)$ arcs of $A$.

**Proof.** The arcs of $A$ are defined as the intersection with $\Pi$ of lines $\ell$ which are (i) transversal to the segment light source $s$ and tangent to two polytopes, (ii) transversal to an endpoint of $s$ and tangent to another polytope, or (iii) transversal to $s$ and to a polytope vertex.
An instance $\pi$ of the sweep plane never properly intersects an arc of type (iii) (since such an arc is either included in $\pi$ or does not intersect it). Now, if $\pi$ intersects an arc of one of the other two types, then $\pi$ contains the corresponding line $\ell$, which is tangent to two polygons of $P \cap \pi$. Since $P \cap \pi$ consists of at most $k$ disjoint convex polygons, there are $O(k^2)$ lines in $\pi$ that are tangent to two polygons of $P \cap \pi$, hence the result. 

**Proof.** [of Theorem 13.2] We consider an orthogonal frame in plane $\Pi$ whose vertical axis is parallel to the segment light source $s$; the other axis is called horizontal.

We first show that the number of proper intersection points between arcs of $A$ is $O(k^2)$ times the number of arcs. It follows from Lemma 13.4 (along with a simple argument in the case that the three segments are not pairwise skew) that any arc of $A$ is either horizontally monotone or is a vertical line segment. Consider an arc $a_0$ and its rightmost endpoint $p$ (anywhere if $p_0$ is vertical). We charge to $a_0$ all points of intersection involving $a_0$ and all arcs whose rightmost endpoints are strictly to the right of $p$. Any arc properly intersects $a_0$ in at most $O(1)$ points so the number of intersection points charged to $a_0$ is bounded by the number of arcs properly intersected by the sweep plane containing $p$. By Lemma 13.5, there are at most $O(k^2)$ such arcs. Thus, each arc is charged at most $O(k^2)$ times.

We now bound the number of arcs (and thus the number of arc endpoints) generating $A$. Each arc corresponds either to a patch of an $EV$ or $EEE$ surface. Consider first the $EV$-surfaces. Since either the edge or the vertex is on the light source, there are at most $O(n)$ such surfaces.

Now consider the arcs generated by $EEE$-surfaces. Let $n_i$ be the number of vertices of polytope $P_i$, $1 \leq i \leq k$. The number of $EEE$-surfaces involving the light source and edges from polytopes $P_i$ and $P_j$ is $O(n_i + n_j)$ [BDD+07, Corollary 2.6] (or [BDD+05, Corollary 9]). Then, $\sum_{i \leq j < k} O(n_i + n_j) = O(nk).

There are at most $O(nk)$ arcs generating $A$. Since each arc is charged with at most $O(k^2)$ intersection points, there are at most $O(nk^3)$ intersection points. The total complexity of the shadow arrangement, and thus of the umbra, is then $O(nk^3)$. 

**13.4. The umbra cast by polygonal light sources**

To prove Theorem 13.3 we consider an arrangement $B$ of arcs of conics that, as in the previous section, contains the shadow arrangement. This arrangement $B$ consists of the intersections of $\Pi$ with (i) the lines that are transversal to a vertex and an edge of two polytopes and that do not intersect the interior of these polytopes (the connected components of these lines form patches of $EV$-surfaces) (ii) the lines that are transversal to edges of three polytopes and that do not intersect the interior of these polytopes (the connected components of these lines form patches of $EEE$-surfaces). Notice that $B$ may contain arcs generated by surfaces that do not intersect the light source or possibly by surfaces that intersect the interior of other polytopes in the scene. We will establish a $O(nk^3)$ upper bound on the complexity of $B$ which yields the same bound for the complexity of the umbra.

**Lemma 13.6.** Any line $L$ in $\Pi$ properly intersects at most $O(nk^2)$ arcs of $B$.

**Proof.** An intersection point between $L$ and $B$ corresponds to a line transversal which belongs to an $EV$ or $EEE$ surface. Consider first $EV$-surfaces. The line transversal lies in a plane which contains $L$ and a vertex, say $v$, of one of the polytopes. There exist $O(n)$ such planes and in each of them there are at most $O(k)$ lines through $v$ that are tangent to a polytope (since we only consider proper intersections between $L$ and the arcs of $B$). Thus there are at most $O(nk)$ points on $L \cap A$ which correspond to lines in $EV$-surfaces.

Now we consider $EEE$-surfaces. Let $n_i$ be the number of vertices of polytope $P_i$, for $1 \leq i \leq k$. The number of $EEE$-surfaces generated by three edges of polytopes $P_i$, $P_j$, and $P_l$, not intersecting the interior of $P_i$, $P_j$, and $P_l$, and that intersect $L$ is $O(n_i + n_j + n_l)$ [BDD+05, Main Lemma]. Since $\sum_{1 \leq i < j < l \leq k} O(n_i + n_j + n_l) = O(nk^3)$, there are at most $O(nk^2) = O(nk^2)$ arcs of $B$ which intersect the line $L$ on $\Pi$.

**Proof.** [of Theorem 13.3] Here, we introduce an arbitrary coordinate frame $Oxy$ in the plane $\Pi$. We call $Ox$ the horizontal axis and $Oy$ the vertical axis.

As in the proof of Theorem 13.2, we first show that the number of intersection points between arcs of $B$ is $O(nk^2)$ times the number of conic arcs. We first break all conic arcs into maximal horizontally monotone pieces. This increases the number of arcs only by a constant factor. Consider a conic arc $a_0$ and its rightmost endpoint $p$.
along \( Ox \) (any endpoint if the arc is vertical). We charge to \( \alpha_0 \) all points of intersection between \( \alpha_0 \) and all conic arcs whose rightmost endpoints are strictly to the right of \( p \). Any arc properly intersects \( \alpha_0 \) in at most \( O(1) \) points so the number of intersection points charged to \( \alpha_0 \) is bounded by the number of arcs that are properly intersected by a vertical line in \( \Pi \) and containing \( p \). By Lemma 13.6, there are at most \( O(nk^2) \) such arcs. Thus, each arc is charged at most \( O(nk^2) \) times.

We now bound the number of arcs (and thus the number of arc endpoints) generating \( B \). Let \( n_i \) be the number of vertices of polytope \( P_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq k \) and \( e \) an edge. The number of EEE-surfaces pertinent to \( B \) and involving \( e \) and edges from polytopes \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) is \( O(n_i + n_j) \) \cite{BDD05, Corollary 9}. Thus, for each edge \( e \), there are, at most, \( \sum_{1 \leq i < j \leq k} O(n_i + n_j) = O(nk) \) EEE-surfaces having \( e \) as a generating segment. Furthermore, the number of EV-surfaces involving edge \( e \) or one of its vertices is \( O(n) \). Since there exist \( n \) edges, the total number of arcs in \( B \) is therefore \( O(n^2k) \).

In conclusion, there are at most \( O(n^2k) \) arcs generating \( B \), each of them charged with at most \( O(nk^2) \) intersection points, hence there are at most \( O(n^3k^3) \) intersection points. The total complexity of the \( B \) and, thus of the umbra, is \( O(n^3k^3) \).

\[ \Box \]

13.5 Lower bounds

In this section we present several lower bounds on the complexity of the umbra.

13.5.1 The umbra cast by a segment light source

Here we concentrate on the umbra cast by a segment light source in the presence of various configurations of obstacles.

**Theorem 13.7.** A segment light source and two triangles may cast, on a plane, four connected components of umbra.

**Proof.** Consider the following scene consisting of a segment light source, \( s \), two triangles, \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), and a shadow plane, \( \Pi \), the horizontal plane of equation \( z = 0 \); see Figure 13.5 and Figure 13.6.

Figure 13.7 shows a superset of the shadow arrangement generated by this configuration (the arrangement \( A \) defined in Section 13.4). Although it can be shown that the four shaded regions in the figure are exactly the umbra, we will simply argue here that there are at least four connected components. We do this by illustrating four segments in the umbra and then arguing that they are each in different connected components.
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Fig. 13.6 – The scene rendered with the ray tracer OpenRT (the umbra is in light grey); courtesy of Andreas Dietrich.

Fig. 13.7 – Superset of the shadow arrangement on plane \( \Pi \). The four shaded regions are the regions of umbra.

The idea is to consider a series of planes rotating about the segment light source and the intersections of those planes with the two triangles and the shadow plane; Figure 13.8 shows such a sequence. We then examine the umbra in those planes by considering the relevant bitangents.

Let \( P_+ \) be one such plane (containing \( s \)) and going through the point \((0, 7, 0)\) and \( L_+ \) the intersection of \( P_+ \) and \( \Pi \). Figure 13.8(b) shows the segment \( s \), the intersections between \( P_+ \) and the two triangles \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \), \( L_+ \) and four bitangents that together define the umbra on \( L_+ \). Consider the two segments \( R_1^+ \) and \( R_2^+ \) as shown in Figure 13.8(b).

It is easy to see, by examining the bitangents, that \( R_1^+ \) and \( R_2^+ \) are in the umbra. Hence there are two segments of umbra on the line \( L_+ \). We obtain two other segments, \( R_1^- \) and \( R_2^- \), by taking the symmetric plane \( P_- \) with respect to the \( xz \)-plane (through point \((0, -7, 0)\) and whose intersections with the scene is shown on Figure 13.8(d)).

Now, we show that the four segments \( R_1^+ \), \( R_1^- \), \( R_2^+ \) and \( R_2^- \) lie in different connected components of umbra. To prove this result, we exhibit two lines on \( \Pi \) which contain no point in the umbra and separate the four segments as shown in Figure 13.9.

First consider the plane \( y = 0 \) containing the light segment \( s \) and orthogonal to the shadow plane \( \Pi \). This plane intersects \( \Pi \) in a line, \( \delta_1 \), as shown in Figure 13.9, and separates \( R_1^+ \) and \( R_2^- \) from \( R_1^- \) and \( R_2^+ \) since \( P_+ \) and \( P_- \) are symmetric with the plane \( y = 0 \). To show that \( \delta_1 \) contains no point of the umbra, consider the intersection of the \( y = 0 \) plane with the segment \( s \) and the two triangles \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \); see Figure 13.8(c). A study of the bitangents reveals that no point of \( \delta_1 \) lies in the umbra.

Now consider the plane orthogonal to \( \Pi \), parallel to the two triangle hypotenuses and going through the midpoint of \( s \). Let \( \delta_2 \) be the intersection of this plane with \( \Pi \); see Figure 13.9. Elementary computations show that the line \( \delta_2 \) separates \( R_1^+ \) and \( R_2^- \) from \( R_1^- \) and \( R_2^+ \). There can be no point of the umbra on \( \delta_2 \) since the plane intersects the light source but not the triangles (see Figure 13.5). This completes the proof.

\( \square \)
Note that the line supporting $s$ and the lines supporting the triangle hypotenuses are pairwise skew and not all parallel to a same plane. Thus the corresponding $\mathbb{EEE}$-surface is a hyperboloid of one sheet which intersects $\Pi$ in a hyperbola. We determine the equation of this hyperbolic curve to be $41y^2 - 52xy + 928 = 0$. This curve admits two asymptotes which contain no point in the umbra and which separate the connected components of umbra. One of these asymptotes is $\delta_1$ and we could have chosen the other to be $\delta_2$.

Note also that in our example, the light source is parallel to the shadow plane, and there are also many symmetries. None of this is critical; the example can be perturbed and the result still holds.

We know prove a lower bound for fat polytopes, polytopes whose aspect ratios are bounded from below by a positive constant when $n$ goes to infinity.

**Theorem 13.8.** The umbra cast on a plane by one segment light source in the presence of two fat disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$ can have $\Omega(n)$ connected components.

**Proof.** Our lower-bound example consists of one segment light source $s_1$, a polytope $Q_2$ of size $O(n)$, and another polytope, $Q_3$, of constant size. Refer to Figure 13.10.

First we consider three skew lines $l_1 \supset s_1$, $l_2$ and $l_3$ and $\sigma = \langle s_1, l_2, l_3 \rangle$ the quadric patch(es) consisting of the lines stabbing $s_1$, $l_2$ and $l_3$. In the shadow plane $\Pi$, by adding suitable half planes $P_2$ and $P_3$ as obstacles limited by the lines $l_2$ and $l_3$, we obtain $\alpha$, a single conic arc of $\sigma \cap \Pi$, bounding the umbra where the umbra is on the concave side of $\alpha$ (Figure 13.10-left).

We now consider $p_1$, one of the endpoints of $s_1$, and $\alpha_2, \alpha_3$, the intersections of planes $P_2, P_3$ with the cone of apex $p_1$ and base $\alpha$ (Figure 13.10-center).
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13.9 – The four connected components of umbra and the four lines used in the proof of Theorem 13.7.

13.10 – $\Omega(n)$ lower bound.

Next, we reduce the obstacles $P_2$ and $P_3$ to convex polygons $Q_2$ and $Q_3$ by limiting them by a polygonal approximation of $\alpha_2$ and $\alpha_3$ such that $Q_3$ remains within (i.e., on the convex side of) $\alpha_3$ and $Q_2$ intersects $\alpha_2$ $n$ times (Figure 13.10-right). The umbra cast by $s_1$ on $\Pi$ in the presence of $Q_2$ and $Q_3$ then consists of $n$ connected components that are the intersection of the concave region outside $\alpha$ and the convex polygon that is the intersection of the cone of apex $p_1$ and base $Q_2$ with the plane $\Pi$.

Note that the polygons $Q_2$ and $Q_3$ are fat since $Q_2$ consists of a segment and of an approximation of a conic and $Q_3$ is of constant size. Finally, polygons $Q_2$ and $Q_3$ can be trivially transformed into fat polytopes without changing the umbra.

Theorem 13.9. The umbra cast on a plane by one segment light source in the presence of $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$ can have $\Omega(nk^2)$ connected components.

Proof. Consider three non-parallel segments $s_1, l_2,$ and $l_3$ all parallel to the shadow plane $\Pi$ and planes $P_2 \supset l_2$ and $P_3 \supset l_3$ parallel to $\Pi$, refer to Figure 13.11. The surface $\langle s_1, l_2, l_3 \rangle$ intersects $\Pi$ in a conic arc $\alpha$.

Now consider the following setup: $s_1$ is the light source; $P_2$ has $k$ narrow rectangular holes (or slits) parallel and arbitrary close to $l_2$; similarly $P_3$ has $k$ slits parallel and arbitrary close to $l_3$. (A plane with $k$ such slits can be modelled by $O(k)$ rectangles.) Each pair of slits, $s_2$ from $P_2$ and $s_3$ from $P_3$, together with the light source $s_1$ induce a piece of penumbra in $\Pi$ that is essentially a thickened copy of the conic arc $\alpha$. 

FIG. 13.9 – The four connected components of umbra and the four lines used in the proof of Theorem 13.7.

FIG. 13.10 – $\Omega(n)$ lower bound.
We thus get that the umbra covers the whole plane $\Pi$ except for $k^2$ curves of penumbra that are all close to $\alpha$ (see Figure 13.11-left).

Finally, we trim the two planes $P_2$ and $P_3$, creating an $n$-sided convex polygon on $\Pi$ such that the region outside this polygon is in light or penumbra and each edge intersects all the $k^2$ curves. The umbra then consists of $nk^2$ regions inside the convex polygon and between the $k^2$ conics (see Figure 13.11-right). Note that the $O(k)$ convex obstacles can each be transformed into a polytope by the addition of a single vertex without changing the umbra.

**Theorem 13.10.** The umbra cast on a plane by a segment light source in the presence of $k$ disjoint polytopes can have $\Omega(k^4)$ connected components.

**Proof.** Refer to Figure 13.12. As in the previous lower-bound example, we create $k^2$ curves of penumbra using parallel thin holes. Making a second set of thin holes in each plane, we create a second family of curves of light and penumbra intersecting the first one. The umbra is now the complement of the union of these two sets of curves and it consists of $\Omega(k^4)$ connected components.

### 13.5.2 The umbra cast by a polygonal light source

Note that the lower bound of $\Omega(nk^2 + k^4)$ of Section 13.5.1 for a segment light source can easily be modified into a lower bound of $\Omega(nk^3 + k^6)$ in the case of a polygonal light source (by adding a third plane with $O(k)$ slits.
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and a big polygonal light source. We present here a lower bound of $\Omega(n^2k^3 + nk^5)$ on the complexity of the umbra cast by a polygonal light source in the presence of $k$ polygonal obstacles.

**Theorem 13.11.** The umbra cast on a plane by one polygonal light source in the presence of $k$ disjoint polytopes of total complexity $n$ can have $\Omega(n^2k^3)$ connected components.

**Proof.** Refer to Figure 13.13. Let $p$ be a point and $P_1$ a small $n$-gon light source very close to $p$. Add a $n$-gon obstacle very close to the light source so that the light source behaves like $n$ point light sources (when viewed from the correct side).

Now consider a plane obstacle with $k$ thin holes parallel to a line $l_1$. This creates $nk$ parallel thin lines of light on the shadow plane that can be made arbitrarily close to a line $L$ (by having the $k$ thin holes sufficiently close to each other and the $n$ point light sources sufficiently close to each other). Note that by duplicating this construction (and thus with two polygonal light sources which behave as $2n$ point light sources) we get an arrangement of $2nk$ lines of light with $n^2k^2$ connected components of umbra.

Now consider two lines $l_2$ and $l_3$ that together with $L$ admit a quadric as line transversals. Cut this quadric by a plane and approximate (a piece $C$ of) the resulting conic by a convex $n$-polyline, $P_2$. The set of transversals to the boundary of this polyline with $l_2$ and $l_3$ defines a curve on the shadow plane that cuts $L$ order $n$ times. We define a light source as the convex hull of $P_2$ and put an obstacle very close to it so that the light source behaves as if the polyline $P_2$ was the light source (when viewed from the right region). Now, replacing $l_2$ and $l_3$ by two plane obstacles with order $k$ thin holes close and parallel to $l_2$ and $l_3$, respectively, we get $k^2$ curves of light, each
of which intersects order \( n \) times each of the \( nk \) lines of light close to \( L \). This give \( \Omega(n^2k^3) \) connected component of the umbra.

Note that the two light sources \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) can be merged into one by considering \( P_2 \) in the same plane as \( P_1 \), by noticing that there are enough degrees of freedom on \( l_1 \) and \( l_2 \) so that the convex hull of \( P_1 \) and an arc of the conic contains \( C \) on its boundary.

**Theorem 13.12.** The umbra cast on a plane by one polygonal light source in the presence of \( k \) disjoint polytopes of total complexity \( n \) can have \( \Omega(nk^5) \) connected components.

**Proof.** Refer to Figure 13.14. Consider three horizontal pairwise skew lines \( l_1, l_2, l_3 \) that lie above a horizontal plane \( \Pi \) and let \( C \) be the conic intersection of their common transversal with \( \Pi \). Replace each of the \( l_i \) by a plane obstacle and \( k \) thin holes close to \( l_i \) and place a large (horizontal) light source \( S \) above these planes obstacles.

Consider now a \( n \)-gon \( P \) that intersects \( C \) order \( n \) times. Let \( s_4 \) and \( s_5 \) be two intersecting horizontal segments. Let \( P' \) be the symmetric of \( P \) with respect of the point of intersection between \( s_4 \) and \( s_5 \). We consider \( P' \) as a light source and put an obstacle very close to it so that it behaves as a one-dimensional polygonal light source when viewed from \( C \). This induces on the shadow plane a polyline of light that intersects \( C \) order \( n \) times.

Now perturb segments \( s_4 \) and \( s_5 \) so that they do not intersect and replace them by (horizontal) plane obstacles with \( k \) thin holes close and parallel to \( s_4 \) and \( s_5 \), respectively. We hence get \( k^2 \) curves of light, each of which consists of order \( n \) conic arcs that each intersects \( C \); hence each of these \( k^2 \) curves of light intersects \( C \) order \( n \) times. By choosing the holes near \( l_1, l_2 \) and \( l_3 \) sufficiently close to each other, respectively, each of the \( k^2 \) curves of light close to \( P \) intersects \( O(n) \) times each of the \( k^3 \) curves of light close to \( C \). We hence get \( nk^5 \) connected components of umbra.

### 13.6 Conclusion

The purpose of this paper is to establish the complexity of the boundaries between the umbra, penumbra and fully-lit regions on a plane in a polyhedral scene consisting of \( k \) convex objects of total complexity \( n \).

The results presented here constitute a first step toward understanding the intrinsic structure and complexity of the umbra in this setting. We have proved that if the light is reduced to one line segment, then the umbra may have \( \Omega(nk^2+k^4) \) connected components and \( O(nk^3) \) complexity. We have also shown that a polygonal light source could generate an umbra with \( \Omega(n^2k^3+nk^5) \) connected components and \( O(n^3k^3) \) complexity. In both cases these components of umbra are delimited by arcs of conics. These results prove that the umbra is intrinsically much more intricate than the boundary between full light and penumbra which is bounded by line segments and has complexity \( O(n\alpha(k)+km\alpha(k)+k^2) \), where \( m \) is the complexity of the light source.

Our upper bounds, in fact, apply to the complexity of the arrangement of the curves where the derivative of the light intensity is discontinuous. These arrangements clearly include the boundary of the umbra, but also a lot of curves inside the penumbra that are not relevant to the umbra. Furthermore, our upper bound on the complexity of these arrangements is tight for a segment light source (see the full paper for details). This perhaps explains why our bounds on the complexity of the umbra are not tight. Notice, however, that we do have tight bounds for small \( k \) (\( k=O(1) \)) and for small \( n \) (\( n=O(k) \)).
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Near-optimal parameterization of the intersection of quadrics : I. The generic algorithm
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Abstract

We present the first exact and efficient algorithm for computing a parametric representation of the intersection of two quadrics in three-dimensional real space given by implicit equations with rational coefficients. The output functions parameterizing the intersection are rational functions whenever it is possible, which is the case when the intersection is not a smooth quartic (for example, a singular quartic, a cubic and a line, and two conics). Furthermore, the parameterization is near-optimal in the sense that the number of square roots appearing in the coefficients of these functions is minimal except in a small number of cases where there may be an extra square root. In addition, the algorithm is practical : a complete, robust and efficient C++ implementation is described in Lazard et al. [LPP06].

In Part I, we present an algorithm for computing a parameterization of the intersection of two arbitrary quadrics which we prove to be near-optimal in the generic, smooth quartic, case. Parts II and III treat the singular cases. We present in Part II the first classification of pencils of quadrics according to the real type of the intersection and we show how this classification can be used to efficiently determine the type of the real part of the intersection of two arbitrary quadrics. This classification is at the core of the design of our algorithms for computing near-optimal parameterizations of the real part of the intersection in all singular cases. We present these algorithms in Part III and give examples covering all the possible situations in terms of both the real type of intersection and the number and depth of square roots appearing in the coefficients.

14.1 Introduction

The simplest of all the curved surfaces, quadrics (i.e., algebraic surfaces of degree two), are fundamental geometric objects, arising in such diverse contexts as geometric modeling, statistical classification, pattern recognition, and computational geometry. Computing the intersection of two general quadrics is a fundamental problem and an exact parametric representation of the intersection is often desirable. For instance, it is at the basis of such complex geometric operations as computing convex hulls of quadric patches [Hf95], arrangements
of sets of quadrics [BHK+05, MTT05, SW06, Wol02], and boundary representations of quadric-based solid models [KCF+04, Sar83].

Until recently, the only known general method for computing a parametric representation of the intersection between two arbitrary quadrics was due to J. Levin [Lev76, Lev79]. It is based on an analysis of the pencil generated by the two quadrics, i.e. the set of linear combinations of the two quadrics.

Though useful, Levin’s method has serious limitations. When the intersection is singular or reducible, a parameterization by rational functions is known to exist, but Levin’s pencil method fails to find it and generates a parameterization that involves the square root of some polynomial. In addition, when a floating point representation of numbers is used, Levin’s method sometimes outputs results that are topologically wrong and it may even fail to produce any parameterization at all and crash. On the other hand a correct implementation using exact arithmetic is essentially out of reach because Levin’s method introduces algebraic numbers of fairly high degree. A good indication of this impracticality is that even for the simple generic example of Section 14.8.2, an exact parametric form output by Levin’s algorithm (computed by hand with Maple) fills up over 100 megabytes of space!

Over the years, Levin’s seminal work has been extended and refined in several different directions. Wilf and Manor [WM93] use a classification of quadric intersections by the Segre characteristic (see [Bro06]) to drive the parameterization of the intersection by the pencil method. Recently, Wang, Goldman and Tu [WGT03] further improved the method by making it capable of computing structural information on the intersection and its various connected components and able to produce a parameterization by rational functions when it exists. Whether their refined algorithm is numerically robust is open to question.

Another method of algebraic flavor was introduced by Farouki, Neff and O’Connor [FNO89] when the intersection is degenerate. In such cases, using a combination of classical concepts (Segre characteristic) and algebraic tools (factorization of multivariate polynomials), the authors show that explicit information on the morphological type of the intersection curve can be reliably obtained. A notable feature of this method is that it can output an exact parameterization of the intersection in simple cases, when the input quadrics have rational coefficients. No implementation is however reported.

Rather than restricting the type of the intersection, others have sought to restrict the type of the input quadrics, taking advantage of the fact that geometric insights can then help compute the intersection curve [GM91, Mil87, MG95, SJ92, SJ94]. Specialized routines are devised to compute the intersection curve in each particular case. Even though such geometric approaches are numerically more stable than the algebraic ones, they are essentially limited to the class of so-called natural quadrics (i.e., the planes, right cones, circular cylinders and spheres) and planar intersections.

Perhaps the most interesting of the previously known algorithms for computing an explicit representation of the intersection of two arbitrary quadrics is the method of Wang, Joe and Goldman [WJG02]. This algebraic method is based on a birational mapping between the intersection curve and a plane cubic curve. The cubic curve is obtained by projection from a point lying on the intersection. Then the classification and parameterization of the intersection are obtained by invoking classical results on plane cubics. The authors claim that their algorithm is the first to produce a complete topological classification of the intersection (singularities, number and types of connected components, etc.). However, the computation of the center of projection uses (an enhanced version of) Levin’s algorithm. Either floating point arithmetic is used and the point will in general not exactly lie on the curve, leading to possibly incorrect classification, or exact arithmetic is used and the parameterizations computed will involve algebraic numbers of very high degree, thereby limiting their practical value.

14.1.1 Contributions

In this series of papers, we present the first exact and efficient algorithm for computing a parametric representation of the intersection of two quadric surfaces in three-dimensional real space given by implicit equations with rational coefficients. As a side product of this algorithm, we also obtain the first classification of pencils of quadrics based on the type of the curve of intersection in real projective space.

Our algorithm (as well as its implementation [LPP06]) has the following main features:

– it computes an exact parameterization of the intersection of two quadrics with rational coefficients of arbitrary size;
– it places no restriction of any kind on the type of the intersection or the type of the input quadrics;
– it correctly identifies, separates and parameterizes all the connected components of the intersection and
14.1. INTRODUCTION

In three-dimensional real space, given two quadrics in implicit form with rational coefficients, our algorithm first computes the type of their intersection in real projective space. If it is a smooth quartic, there does not exist any rational parameterization of the intersection and our algorithm computes a parameterization such that, in projective space, each coordinate belongs to \( \mathbb{K}[\xi, \sqrt{\Delta}] \) (the ring of polynomials in \( \xi \) and \( \sqrt{\Delta} \) with coefficients in \( \mathbb{K} \)), where \( \xi \) is the (real) parameter, \( \Delta \in \mathbb{K}[\xi] \) is a polynomial in \( \xi \), and \( \mathbb{K} \) is either the field of the rationals or an extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) by the square root of an integer. If the intersection is not a smooth quartic, our algorithm computes a rational parameterization of each component of the intersection over a field \( \mathbb{K} \) of coefficients which is \( \mathbb{Q} \) or an extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) of degree 2 or 4; this means that each projective coordinate of the component of the intersection is a polynomial in \( \mathbb{K}[\xi] \).

In all cases, either \( \mathbb{K} \) is a field of smallest possible degree\(^{23} \) over which there exists such a parameterization or \( \mathbb{K} \) is an extension of such a smallest field by the square root of an integer. In the latter situation, testing if this extra square root is unnecessary and, if so, finding an optimal parameterization are equivalent to finding a rational point on a curve or a surface (which is computationally hard and can even be undecidable).

14.1.2 Overview

Due to the number of contributions and results of this work, this paper has been broken down into three parts. In Part I, we present a first and major improvement to Levin’s pencil method and the accompanying theoretical tools. This simple algorithm, referred to from now on as the “generic algorithm”, outputs a near-optimal parameterization when the intersection is a smooth quartic, i.e. the generic case. However, the generic algorithm ceases to be optimal (both from the point of view of the functions used in the parameterizations and the size of their coefficient field) in several singular situations. Parts II and III refine the generic algorithm by considering in turn all the possible types of intersection. In Part II, we present our classification of pencils of quadrics based on the type of their intersection in real projective space. We also show how to use this classification to compute efficiently the type of the real intersection. In Part III, we present optimal or near-optimal algorithms for each possible type of singular intersection.

Part I is organized as follows. In Section 14.2, we present basic definitions, notation and useful known results. Section 14.3 summarizes the ideas on which the pencil method of Levin for intersecting quadrics is based and discusses its shortcomings. In Section 14.4 we present our generic algorithm. Among the results of independent interest presented in this section are the almost always existence of a ruled quadric with rational coefficients in

---

\(^{23}\)Recall that, if \( \mathbb{K} \) is a field extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \), the degree of the extension is defined as the dimension of \( \mathbb{K} \) as a vector space over \( \mathbb{Q} \). For instance, if \( \mathbb{Q}(\rho) \) is a field extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) (distinct from \( \mathbb{Q} \)), then its degree is 2 since there is a one-to-one correspondence between any element \( x \in \mathbb{Q}(\rho) \) and \( (\alpha_1, \alpha_2) \in \mathbb{Q}^2 \) such that \( x = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \rho \). Similarly, if \( \mathbb{Q} \) and two field extensions \( \mathbb{Q}(\rho) \) and \( \mathbb{Q}(\rho') \) are pairwise distinct, then the degree of \( \mathbb{Q}(\rho, \rho') \) is 4 since there is a one-to-one correspondence between any element \( x \in \mathbb{Q}(\rho) \) and \( (\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \alpha_3, \alpha_4) \in \mathbb{Q}^4 \) such that \( x = \alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \rho + \alpha_3 \rho' + \alpha_4 \rho \rho' \).
a pencil (proved in Section 14.5) and new parameterizations of ruled projective quadrics involving an optimal number of radicals in the worst case (a fact proved in Section 14.6). In Section 14.7, we prove the near-optimality of the output parameterization in the generic case, that is when the intersection curve is a smooth quartic, and show that the parameterization is optimal in the worst case, meaning that there are examples in which the possibly extra square root is indeed needed. Then, in Section 14.8, we give several examples and show the result of our implementation on these examples, before concluding.

### 14.2 Notation and preliminaries

In what follows, all the matrices considered are real square matrices. Given a real symmetric matrix $S$ of size $n + 1$, the upper left submatrix of size $n$, denoted $S_n$, is called the principal submatrix of $S$ and the determinant of $S_n$ the principal subdeterminant of $S$.

We call a quadric associated to $S$ the set

$$Q_S = \{ x \in \mathbb{P}^n \mid x^T S x = 0 \},$$

where $\mathbb{P}^n = \mathbb{P}(\mathbb{R})^n$ denotes the real projective space of dimension $n$. (Note that every matrix of the form $\alpha S$, where $\alpha \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \{0\}$, represents the same quadric $Q_S$.) When the ambient space is $\mathbb{R}^n$ instead of $\mathbb{P}(\mathbb{R})^n$, the quadric is simply $Q_S$ minus its points at infinity.

In the rest of this paper, geometric objects and parameterizations are assumed to live in projective space. For instance, a point of $\mathbb{P}^3$ has four coordinates. An object (point, line, plane, cone, quadric, etc.) given by its implicit equation(s) is said to be rational over a field $K$ if the coefficients of its equation(s) live in the field $K$. Note that, when talking about parameterizations, some confusion can arise between two different notions: the rationality of the coefficients and the rationality of the defining functions (a quotient of two polynomial functions is often called a rational function). The meaning should be clear depending on the context.

Matrix $S$ being symmetric, all of its eigenvalues are real. Let $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^−$ be the numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues of $S$, respectively. The rank of $S$ is the sum of $\sigma^+$ and $\sigma^−$. We define the inertia of $S$ and $Q_S$ as the pair

$$(\max(\sigma^+, \sigma^-), \min(\sigma^+, \sigma^-)).$$

(Note that it is more usual to define the inertia as the pair $(\sigma^+, \sigma^-)$, but our definition, in a sense, reflects the fact that $Q_S$ and $Q_{-S}$ are one and the same quadric.) A matrix of inertia $(n, 0)$ is called definite. It is positive definite if $\sigma^− = 0$, negative definite otherwise. Matrix $S$ and quadric $Q_S$ are called singular if the determinant of $S$ is zero; otherwise they are called nonsingular.

The inertia of a quadric in $\mathbb{P}^3$ is a fundamental concept which somehow replaces the usual type of a quadric in $\mathbb{R}^3$. For the convenience of the reader we recall in Table 14.1 the correspondence between inertias in $\mathbb{P}^3$ and types in $\mathbb{R}^3$.

In $\mathbb{P}^3$, any quadric not of inertia $(3, 1)$ is either a ruled surface or not a surface. Also, the quadrics of inertia $(3, 1)$ are the only ones with a strictly negative determinant. The nonsingular quadrics are those of rank 4, i.e. those of inertia $(4, 0), (3, 1)$ and $(2, 2)$. Quadrics of inertia $(4, 0)$ are however empty of real points. A quadric of rank 3 is called a cone. The cone is said to be real if its inertia is $(2, 1)$. It is said to be imaginary otherwise, in which case its real projective locus is limited to its singular point. A quadric of rank 2 is a pair of planes. The pair of planes is real if its inertia is $(1, 1)$, it is called imaginary if its inertia is $(2, 0)$, in which case its real projective locus consists of its singular line, i.e. the line of intersection of the two planes. A quadric of inertia $(1, 0)$ is called a double plane and is necessarily real.

Two real symmetric matrices $S$ and $S'$ of size $n$ are said to be similar if and only if there exists a nonsingular matrix $P$ such that

$$S' = P^{-1}SP.$$

Note that two similar matrices have the same characteristic polynomial, and thus the same eigenvalues. Two matrices are said to be congruent or projectively equivalent if and only if there exists a nonsingular matrix $P$ with real coefficients such that

$$S' = PTSP.$$
**14.3. Levin’s pencil method**

Since our solution to quadric surface intersection builds upon the pencil method of [Lev76, Lev79], we start by recalling the main steps of his algorithm for computing a parameterized representation of the intersection of two distinct implicit quadrics $Q_S$ and $Q_T$ of $\mathbb{R}^3$. Starting from this short description, we then identify where this algorithm introduces high-degree algebraic numbers and why this is a problem.

The high-level idea behind Levin’s algorithm is this: if (say) $Q_S$ is of some “good” type, then $Q_S$ admits a parameterization which is linear in one of its parameters and plugging this parameterization in the implicit equation of $Q_T$ yields a degree 2 equation in one of the parameters (instead of a degree 4 equation) which can be

---

**Table 14.1 – Correspondence between quadric inertias and Euclidean types.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inertia of $Q_S$</th>
<th>Inertia of $S_u$</th>
<th>Euclidean canonical equation</th>
<th>Euclidean type of $Q_S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(4,0)$</td>
<td>$(3,0)$</td>
<td>$x^2 + y^2 + z^2 + 1$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$ (imaginary ellipsoid)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(3,1)$</td>
<td>$(3,0)$</td>
<td>$x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - 1$</td>
<td>$\text{ellipsoid}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(2,2)$</td>
<td>$(2,1)$</td>
<td>$x^2 + y^2 - z^2 - 1$</td>
<td>$\text{hyperboloid of one sheet}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(2,0)$</td>
<td>$(2,0)$</td>
<td>$x^2 + y^2 - 1$</td>
<td>$\text{cone}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1,1)$</td>
<td>$(1,0)$</td>
<td>$x^2 - y^2$</td>
<td>$\text{interacting planes}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1,0)$</td>
<td>$(0,0)$</td>
<td>$x^2$</td>
<td>$\text{double plane}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The transformation sending $S$ to $S'$ is called a *congruence* transformation. Moreover if matrix $P$ has rational coefficients, the congruence is said to be rational. Sylvester’s Inertia Law asserts that the inertia is invariant under a congruence transformation [Lam73], i.e. $S$ and $S'$ have the same inertia. Note also that the determinant of $S$ is invariant by a congruence transformation, up to a square factor (the square of the determinant of the transformation matrix).

Let $S$ and $T$ be two real symmetric matrices of the same size and let $R(\lambda, \mu) = \lambda S + \mu T$. The set

$$\{ R(\lambda, \mu) \mid (\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \}$$

is called the *pencil* of matrices generated by $S$ and $T$. For the sake of simplicity, we sometimes write a member of the pencil $R(\lambda) = \lambda S - T$, $\lambda \in \mathbb{R} = \mathbb{R} \cup \{\infty\}$. Associated to it is a pencil of quadrics $\{Q_R(\lambda_\mu) \mid (\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \}$. Recall that the intersection of two distinct quadrics of a pencil is independent of the choice of the two quadrics. We call the binary form

$$D(\lambda, \mu) = \det R(\lambda, \mu)$$

the *characteristic polynomial* of the pencil.
Theorem 14.2 ([Lev76]). The pencil generated by any two distinct quadrics contains at least one simple ruled quadric, i.e., one of the quadrics listed in Table 14.2, or the empty set.

In more details, Levin’s method is as follows.

1. Find a simple ruled quadric in the pencil \( \{ Q_{R(\lambda)} = \lambda Q_S - T \mid \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \} \) generated by \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \), or report an empty intersection. Since simple ruled quadrics have a vanishing principal subdeterminant, this is achieved by searching for a \( \lambda_0 \in \mathbb{R} \) such that \( \det(R_u(\lambda_0)) = 0 \) and \( Q_R = Q_{R(\lambda_0)} \) is simple ruled; by Theorem 14.2, such a quadric exists or the pencil contains the empty set. Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the intersection is not empty and that \( Q_R \) and \( Q_S \) are distinct. Then \( Q_S \cap Q_T = Q_S \cap Q_R \).

2. Determine the orthonormal transformation matrix \( P_u \) which sends \( R_u \) in diagonal form by computing the eigenvalues and the normalized eigenvectors of \( R_u \). Deduce the transformation matrix \( P \) which sends \( Q_R \) into canonical form. In the orthonormal frame in which it is canonical, \( Q_R \) admits one of the parameterizations \( X \) of Table 14.2.

3. Compute the matrix \( S' = P^T S P \) of the quadric \( Q_S \) in the canonical frame of \( Q_R \) and consider the equation

\[
X^T S' X = a(u)v^2 + b(u)v + c(u) = 0,
\]

where \( X \) has been augmented by a fourth coordinate set to 1. (The parameterizations of Table 14.2 are such that \( a(u), b(u) \) and \( c(u) \) are polynomials of degree at most four in \( u \).)

Solve (14.1) for \( v \) in terms of \( u \) and determine the corresponding domain of validity of \( u \) on which the solutions are defined, i.e., the set of \( u \) such that \( \Delta(u) = b^2(u) - 4a(u)c(u) \geq 0 \). Substituting \( v \) by its expression in terms of \( u \) in \( X \), we have a parameterization of \( Q_S \cap Q_T = Q_S \cap Q_R \) in the orthonormal coordinate system in which \( Q_R \) is canonical.

4. Output \( PX(u) \), the parameterized equation of \( Q_S \cap Q_T \) in the global coordinate frame, and the domain of \( u \in \mathbb{R} \) on which it is valid.

This method is very nice and powerful since it gives an explicit representation of the intersection of two general quadrics. However, it is far from being ideal from the point of view of precision and robustness since it introduces non-rational numbers at several different places. Thus, if a floating point representation of numbers is used, the result may be wrong (geometrically and topologically) or, worse, the program may crash (especially in Step 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>quadric</th>
<th>canonical equation ((a, b &gt; 0))</th>
<th>parameterization (X = [x, y, z], u, v \in \mathbb{R})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>simple plane</td>
<td>( x = 0 )</td>
<td>( X(u, v) = [0, u, v] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>double plane</td>
<td>( x^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( X(u, v) = [0, u, v] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallel planes</td>
<td>( ax^2 = 1 )</td>
<td>( X(u, v) = \left[ \frac{1}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v \right], \quad X(u, v) = \left[ -\frac{1}{\sqrt{a}}, u, v \right] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intersecting planes</td>
<td>( ax^2 - by^2 = 0 )</td>
<td>( X(u, v) = \left[ \frac{u}{\sqrt{a}}, \frac{-b}{\sqrt{b}}, v \right], \quad X(u, v) = \left[ \frac{-a}{\sqrt{a}}, -\frac{u}{\sqrt{b}}, v \right] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyperbolic paraboloid</td>
<td>( ax^2 - by^2 - z = 0 )</td>
<td>( X(u, v) = \left[ \frac{u}{\sqrt{a}}, \frac{-b}{\sqrt{b}}, v \right] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parabolic cylinder</td>
<td>( ax^2 - y = 0 )</td>
<td>( X(u, v) = [u, au^2, v] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyperbolic cylinder</td>
<td>( ax^2 - by^2 = 1 )</td>
<td>( X(u, v) = \left[ \frac{1}{2\sqrt{a}}(u + \frac{1}{a}), \frac{1}{2\sqrt{b}}(a + \frac{1}{a}), v \right] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{Tab. 14.2} \] Parameterizations of canonical simple ruled quadrics [Lev76].

---

\[24\] In [Lev76, Lev79], Levin refers to these quadrics as to nonelliptic paras.
when the type of the quadrics $Q_{R(\lambda_0)}$ are incorrectly computed). In theory, exact arithmetic would do, except that it would highly slow down the computations. In practice, however, a correct implementation using exact arithmetic seems out of reach because of the high degree of the algebraic numbers involved.

Let us examine more closely the potential sources of numerical instability in Levin’s algorithm.

- **Step 1**: $\lambda_0$ is the root of a third degree polynomial with rational coefficients. In the worst case, it is thus expressed with nested radicals of depth two. Since determining if $Q_{R(\lambda_0)}$ is simple ruled involves computing its Euclidean type (not an easy task considering that $Q_{R(\lambda_0-\epsilon)}$ and $Q_{R(\lambda_0+\epsilon)}$ may be and often are of different types), this is probably the biggest source of non-robustness.

- **Step 2**: Since $Q_R$ is simple ruled, the characteristic polynomial of $R_u$ is a degree three polynomial having zero as a root and whose coefficients are in the field extension $\mathbb{Q}(\lambda_0)$. Thus, the nonzero eigenvalues of $R_u$ may involve nested radicals of depth three. Since the corresponding eigenvectors have to be normalized, the coefficients of the transformation matrix $P$ are expressed with radicals of nesting depth four in the worst case.

Since the coefficients of the parameterization $X$ of $Q_R$ are expressed as square roots of the coefficients of the canonical equation $Q_{P R P}$ (as in Table 14.2), the coefficients of the parameterization of $Q_S \cap Q_T$ can involve nested radicals of depth five in the worst case.

- **Step 3**: Computing the domain of $X$ amounts to solving the fourth degree equation $\Delta(u) = 0$ whose coefficients are nested radicals of worst-case depth five in $\mathbb{Q}$.

Note that this worst-case picture is the generic case. Indeed, given two arbitrary quadrics with rational coefficients, the polynomial $\det(R_u(\lambda))$ will generically have no rational root (a consequence of Hilbert’s Irreducibility Theorem).

### 14.4 Generic algorithm

We now present a first but major improvement to Levin’s pencil method for computing parametric representations of the intersection of quadrics.

This so-called “generic algorithm” removes most of the sources of radicals in Levin’s algorithm. We prove in Section 14.7 that it is near-optimal in the generic, smooth quartic case. It is however not optimal for all the possible types of intersection and will need later refinements (see the comments in Section 14.9, and Parts II and III). But it is sufficiently simple, robust and efficient to be of interest to many.

We start by introducing the projective framework underlying our approach and stating the main theorem on which the generic approach rests. We then outline our algorithm and detail particular steps in ensuing sections.

From now on, all the input quadrics considered have their coefficients (i.e., the entries of the corresponding matrices) in $\mathbb{Q}$.
14.4.1 Key ingredients

The first ingredient of our approach is to work not just over \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) but over the real projective space \( \mathbb{P}^3 \). Recall that, in projective space, quadrics are entirely characterized by their inertia (i.e., two quadrics with the same inertia are projectively equivalent), while in Euclidean space they are characterized by their inertia and the inertia of their principal submatrix.

In our algorithm, quadrics of inertia different from \((3, 1)\) (i.e., ruled quadrics) play the role of simple ruled quadrics in Levin’s method. In Table 14.3, we present a new set of parameterizations of ruled projective quadrics that are both linear in one of their parameters and involve, in the worst case, a minimal number of square roots and quadrics in Levin’s method. In Table 14.3, we present a new set of parameterizations of ruled projective quadrics which we prove in Section 14.6. That these parameterizations are faithful parameterizations of the projective quadrics (i.e., there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of the quadric and the parameters) is proved in the appendix.

Another key ingredient of our approach is encapsulated in the following theorem, which mirrors, in the projective setting, Levin’s theorem on the existence of ruled quadrics in a pencil.

**Theorem 14.3.** In a pencil generated by any two distinct quadrics, the set \( S \) of quadrics of inertia different from \((3, 1)\) is not empty. Furthermore, if no quadric in \( S \) has rational coefficients, then the intersection of the two initial quadrics is reduced to two distinct points.

This theorem, which is proved in Section 14.5.2, generalizes Theorem 14.2. Indeed, it ensures that the two quadrics we end up intersecting have rational coefficients, except in one very specific situation. This is how we remove the main source of nested radicals in Levin’s algorithm.

The last basic ingredient of our approach is the use of Gauss reduction of quadratic forms for diagonalizing a symmetric matrix and computing the canonical form of the associated projective quadric, instead of the traditional eigenvalues/eigenvectors approach used by Levin. Since Gauss transformation is rational (the elements of the matrix \( P \) which sends \( S \) into canonical form are rational), this removes some layers of nested radicals from Levin’s algorithm. Note, also, that there is no difficulty parameterizing the reduced quadric \( S' = P^T S P \) since, by Sylvester’s Inertia Law, \( S \) and \( S' \) have the same inertia.

14.4.2 Algorithm outline

Armed with these ingredients, we are now in a position to outline our generic algorithm.

Let \( R(\lambda) = \lambda S - T \) be the pencil generated by the quadrics \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) of \( \mathbb{P}^3 \) and \( D(\lambda) = \det (R(\lambda)) \) be the characteristic polynomial of the pencil. Recall that, although working in all cases, our generic algorithm is best designed when \( D(\lambda) \) is not identically zero and does not have any multiple root. In the other case, a better algorithm is described in parts II and III. The outline of our intersection algorithm is as follows (details follow in ensuing sections):

1. Find a quadric \( Q_R \) with rational coefficients in the pencil, such that \( \det R > 0 \) if possible or \( \det R = 0 \) otherwise. (If no such \( R \) exists, the intersection is reduced to two points, which we output.) If the inertia of \( R \) is \((4, 0)\), output empty intersection. Otherwise, proceed.

   Assume for the sake of simplicity that \( Q_S \neq Q_R \), in such a way that \( Q_S \cap Q_R = Q_s \cap Q_T \).

2. If the inertia of \( R \) is not \((2, 2)\), apply Gauss reduction to \( R \) and compute a frame in which \( P^T R P \) is diagonal.

   If the inertia of \( R \) is \((2, 2)\), its parameterization contains in general two square roots but one can be eliminated as follows. First, find a rational point close enough to \( Q_R \) such that the quadric in the pencil through this point has the same inertia as \( Q_R \). Replace \( Q_R \) by this quadric. Then use that rational point to compute a frame in which \( P^T R P \) is the diagonal matrix \( \text{diag}(1, 1, -1, -\delta) \), with \( \delta \in \mathbb{Q} \).

   In the local frame, \( Q_R \) can be described by one of the parameterizations \( X \) of Table 14.3. Compute the parameterization \( PX \) of \( Q_R \) in the global frame.

3. Consider the equation

\[
\Omega : (PX)^T S(PX) = 0. \tag{14.2}
\]

\[\text{Note that there is necessarily a trade-off between the minimal degree of a parameterization in one of its parameters and the degree of its coefficient field. For instance, Wang, Joe and Goldman [WJG97] give parameterizations of quadrics that have rational coefficients but are quadratic in all of their parameters.}\]
Equation $\Omega$ is of degree at most 2 in (at least) one of the parameters. Solve it for this parameter in terms of the other(s) and compute the domain of the solution.

4. Substitute this parameter in $PX$, giving a parameterization of the intersection of $Q_S$ and $Q_T$.

### 14.4.3 Details of Step 1

The detailed description of Step 1 is as follows. Recall that $D(\lambda) = \det(R(\lambda))$ is the characteristic polynomial of the pencil.

1. a. If $D(\lambda) \equiv 0$, set $R = S$ and proceed.
   
   b. Otherwise, compute isolating intervals for the real roots of $D(\lambda)$ (using for instance a variant of Us- pensky’s algorithm [RZ04]). Compute a rational number $\lambda_0$ in between each of the separating intervals and, for each $\lambda_0$ such that $D(\lambda_0) > 0$, compute the inertia of the corresponding quadrics using Gauss reduction. If one of the inertias is $(4, 0)$, output $Q_S \cap Q_T = \emptyset$. Otherwise, one of these inertias is $(2, 2)$ and we proceed with the corresponding quadratic.

   c. Otherwise (i.e. $D(\lambda) \not\equiv 0$ and $D(\lambda) \equiv 0$ for all $\lambda$), compute the greatest common divisor $\gcd(\lambda)$ of $D(\lambda)$ and its derivative with respect to $\lambda$. If $\gcd(\lambda)$ has a rational root $\lambda_0$, proceed with the corresponding quadratic $Q_{\lambda(\lambda_0)}$.

   d. Otherwise (i.e. $D(\lambda)$ has two non-rational double real roots), $Q_S \cap Q_T$ is reduced to two points. The quadratic corresponding to one of these two roots is of inertia $(2, 0)$ (an imaginary pair of planes). The singular line of this pair of planes is real and can be parameterized easily, even though it is not rational. Intersecting that line with any of the input quadrics gives the two points.

To assert the correctness of this algorithm, we have several things to prove. First, we make clear why, when looking for a quadric in the pencil $(S, T)$ with inertia different from those of $S$ and $T$, the right polynomial to consider is $D(\lambda)$:

**Lemma 14.4.** The inertia of $R(\lambda)$ is invariant on any interval of $\lambda$ not containing a root of $D(\lambda)$.

**Proof.** It suffices to realize that the eigenvalues of $R(\lambda)$ are continuous functions of $\lambda$ and that the characteristic polynomial of $R(\lambda)$

$$\det(R(\lambda) - I)$$

is a polynomial in $l$ whose constant coefficient is $D(\lambda)$, where $I$ is the identity matrix of size 4. Thus the eigenvalues of $R(\lambda)$ may change of sign only at a zero of $\det(R(\lambda))$. \(\Box\)

Let us now show that Step 1 of our algorithm always outputs empty intersection when $Q_S \cap Q_T = \emptyset$. This, in fact, is a direct consequence of Lemma 14.4 and of the following theorem proved in 1936/1937 by the German mathematician Paul Finsler.

**Theorem 14.5 ([Fin37]).** Assume $n \geq 3$ and let $S, T$ be real symmetric matrices of size $n$. Then $Q_S \cap Q_T = \emptyset$ if and only if the pencil of matrices generated by $S$ and $T$ contains a matrix of inertia $(n, 0)$.

In Step 1.d, $Q_S$ and $Q_T$ intersect in two points by Theorem 14.3. Furthermore, the quadratic corresponding to one of two roots of $D(\lambda)$ is a real line by the proof of Theorem 14.3.

Finally, note that we can further refine Step 1.b by computing the inertia of the quadrics $Q_{\lambda(\lambda_0)}$ with positive determinant only when the characteristic polynomial has four real roots counted with multiplicities. Indeed, in view of the following proposition, testing for the presence of a definite matrix in the pencil needs to be done only in that case.

**Proposition 14.6.** Assume $n \geq 3$ and let $S, T$ be real symmetric matrices of size $n$. Then $Q_S \cap Q_T = \emptyset$ implies that $\det(\lambda S + \mu T)$ does not identically vanish and that all its roots are real.

**Proof.** We use the equivalence provided by Theorem 14.5 of the emptiness of the intersection and the existence of a definite matrix in the pencil. Let $U$ be a definite matrix of the pencil which we choose positive (a similar proof goes for negative definite).
Since $U$ is positive definite, we can apply to it a Cholesky factorization: $U = HH^T$, where $H$ is a lower triangular matrix. Consider the matrix $C = (H^{-1})S(H^{-1})^T$. Since $C$ is real symmetric, it has $n$ pairs of real eigenvalues and eigenvectors $(\mathbf{v}_i, \mathbf{x}_i)$. Let $\mathbf{y}_i = (H^{-1})^T \mathbf{x}_i$. Then we have

$$H(C\mathbf{x}_i) = H(\mathbf{v}_i \mathbf{x}_i) \implies \mathbf{S}\mathbf{y}_i = \mathbf{v}_i \mathbf{U}\mathbf{y}_i.$$ 

Hence all the roots of the characteristic polynomial of $U^{-1}S$ are real, which implies that all the roots of $\det(\lambda S + \mu U) = 0$ are real. It follows that all the roots of $\det(\lambda S + \mu T) = 0$ are also real. \hfill $\square$

## 14.4.4 Details of Step 2

There are two cases, according to the inertia of $R$.

### 14.4.4.1 The inertia of $R$ is not $(2, 2)$

When the inertia of $R$ is different from $(2, 2)$, we use Gauss reduction of quadratic forms and parameterize the resulting quadric, whose associated matrix $P'^T RP'$ is diagonal. In view of Sylvester's Inertia Law, the reduced quadric $Q_{R', P'}$ has the same inertia as $Q_R$. Thus it can be parameterized with at most one square root by one of the parameterizations $X$ of Table 14.3. Since Gauss reduction is rational (i.e. $P$ is a matrix with rational coefficients), the parameterization $PX$ of $Q_R$ contains at most one square root.

### 14.4.4.2 The inertia of $R$ is $(2, 2)$

When the inertia of $R$ is $(2, 2)$, the coefficients of the parameterization of $Q_R$ can live, in the worst case, in an extension $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{a}, \sqrt{b})$ of degree 4 of $\mathbb{Q}$ (see Table 14.3). We show here that there exists, in the neighborhood of $Q_R$, a quadric $Q_{R'}$ with rational coefficients such that

$$Q_S \cap Q_{R'} = Q_S \cap Q_R = Q_S \cap Q_T$$

and the coefficients of the parameterization of $Q_{R'}$ are in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\det R})$.

First, apply Gauss reduction to $Q_R$. If any of $\sqrt{ac}$ or $\sqrt{bd}$ is rational in the parameterization of $Q_R$ (as in Table 14.3), we are done. Otherwise, compute an arbitrary point $p \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ on $Q_R$ by taking any value of the parameters like, say, $(u, v) = (0, 1)$ and $(s, t) = (0, 1)$. Approximate $p$ by a point $p' \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{Q})$ not on $Q_S \cap Q_T$. Then compute $\lambda'_0 \in \mathbb{Q}$ such that $p'$ belongs to the quadric $Q_{R(\lambda'_0)}$ of the pencil. This is easy to achieve in view of the following lemma.

**Lemma 14.7.** In a pencil generated by two quadrics $Q_S, Q_T$ with rational coefficients, there is exactly one quadric going through a given point $p'$ that is not on $Q_S \cap Q_T$. If $p'$ is rational, this quadric is rational.

**Proof.** In the pencil generated by $Q_S$ and $Q_T$, a quadric $Q_{R(\lambda, \mu)}$ contains $p'$ if and only if $p'^T(\lambda S + \mu T)p' = 0$, that is if and only if $\lambda(p'^TSp' + \mu(p'^TTp')) = 0$. If $p'$ is not on $Q_S \cap Q_T$, this equation is linear in $(\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1$ and thus admits a unique solution. Moreover, if $p'$ is rational, the equation has rational coefficients and thus the quadric of the pencil containing $p'$ is rational. \hfill $\square$

Note that $\lambda'_0$ and the $\lambda_0$ such that $R = R(\lambda_0)$ get arbitrarily close to one another as $p'$ gets close to $p$. Thus if $p'$ is close enough to $p$, $R' = R(\lambda'_0)$ has the same inertia $(2, 2)$ as $R$, by Lemma 14.4. We refine the approximation $p'$ of $p$ until $R'$ has inertia $(2, 2)$.

We now have a quadric $Q_{R'}$ of inertia $(2, 2)$ and a rational point on $Q_{R'}$. Consider any rational line through $p'$ that is not in the plane tangent to $Q_{R'}$ at $p'$. This line further intersects $Q_{R'}$ in another point $p''$. Point $p''$ is rational because otherwise $p'$ and $p''$ would be conjugate in the field extension of $Q_{R'}$ (since $Q_{R'}$ and the line are both rational) and thus $p'$ would not be rational. Compute the rational transformation $P$ sending $p', p''$ onto $(1, \pm 1, 0, 0)$. Apply this transformation to $R'$ and then apply Gauss reduction of quadratic forms. In the local frame, $Q_{R'}$ has equation (up to a constant factor)

$$x^2 - y^2 + \alpha z^2 + \beta w^2 = 0,$$  \hfill (14.3)
with $\alpha \beta < 0$. Now consider the linear transformation whose matrix is $P'$

$$P' = \frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
1 + \alpha & 0 & 1 - \alpha & 0 \\
1 - \alpha & 0 & 1 + \alpha & 0 \\
0 & 2 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 2\alpha
\end{pmatrix}. $$

Applying $P'$ to the already reduced quadric of Eq. (14.3) gives the equation

$$x^2 + y^2 - z^2 - \delta w^2 = 0, \tag{14.4}$$

where $\delta = -\alpha \beta > 0$. The quadric of Eq. (14.4) can be parameterized by

$$X((u, v), (s, t)) = \left(ut + vs, us - vt, ut - vs, \frac{us + vt}{\sqrt{\delta}}\right),$$

with $(u, v), (s, t) \in \mathbb{P}^1$ (see Table 14.3).

The three consecutive transformation matrices have rational coefficients thus $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}) = \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\det R'})$ and the product of these transformation matrices with $X$ is a polynomial parameterization of $Q_{S'}$ with coefficients in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})$, $\delta \in \mathbb{Q}$.

### 14.4.5 Details of Step 3

Solving Equation (14.2) can be done as follows. Recall that the content in the variable $x$ of a multivariate polynomial is the $\gcd$ of the coefficients of the $x^i$.

Equation (14.2) may be seen as a quadratic equation in one of the parameters. For instance, if $R$ has inertia $(2, 2)$, Eq. (14.2) is a homogeneous biquadratic equation in the variables $\xi = (u, v)$ and $\tau = (s, t)$. Using only gcd computations, we can factor it in its content in $\xi$ (which is a polynomial in $\tau$ or a constant), its content in $\tau$, and a remaining factor. If the content in $\xi$ (or in $\tau$) is not constant, solve it in $\tau$ (or $\xi$); substituting the obtained real values in $X$, we have a parameterization of some components of $Q_S \cap Q_T = Q_S \cap Q_{R'}$ in the frame in which $Q_{R'}$ is canonical. If the remaining factor is not constant, solve it in a parameter in which it is linear, if any, or in $\tau$. Substituting the result in $X$, we have a parameterization of the last component of the intersection. If the equation which is solved is not linear, the domain of the parameterization is the set of $\xi$ such that the degree 4 polynomial $\Delta(\xi) = b^2(\xi) - 4a(\xi)c(\xi)$ is positive, where $a(\xi), b(\xi)$ and $c(\xi)$ are the coefficients of $\tau^2, \tau$ and 1 in (14.2), respectively.

### 14.5 Canonical forms and proof of Theorem 14.3

We now prove Theorem 14.3, the key result stated in the previous section. We start by recalling some preliminary results.

#### 14.5.1 Canonical form for a nonsingular pair of symmetric matrices

We state results, proved by Uhlig [Uhl73, Uhl76], we need for computing the canonical form of a pair of real symmetric matrices. Though only part of this theory is required for the proof of Theorem 14.3 (Section 14.5.2), we will need its full power in Part II of this paper for characterizing real pencils of quadrics.

Let us start by defining the notion of Jordan blocks.

**Definition 14.8.** Let $M$ be a square matrix of the form

$$\begin{pmatrix}
\ell & e & 0 \\
0 & e & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \ell
\end{pmatrix}$$

or

$$\begin{pmatrix}
\ell & e & 0 \\
e & e & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \ell
\end{pmatrix}.$$
If \( l \in \mathbb{R} \) and \( e = 1 \), \( M \) is called a real Jordan block associated with \( \ell \). If

\[
\ell = \begin{pmatrix} a & -b \\ b & a \end{pmatrix}, \quad a, b \in \mathbb{R}, \; b \neq 0, \quad e = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix},
\]

\( M \) is called a complex Jordan block associated with \( a + ib \).

Now we can state the real Jordan normal form theorem for real square matrices.

**Theorem 14.9** (Real Jordan normal form). Every real square matrix \( A \) is similar over the reals to a block diagonal matrix \( \text{diag}(A_1, \ldots, A_k) \), called real Jordan normal form of \( A \), in which each \( A_j \) is a (real or complex) Jordan block associated with an eigenvalue of \( A \).

The Canonical Pair Form Theorem then goes as follows:

**Theorem 14.10** (Canonical Pair Form). Let \( S \) and \( T \) be two real symmetric matrices of size \( n \), with \( S \) nonsingular. Let \( S^{-1}T \) have real Jordan normal form \( \text{diag}(J_1, \ldots, J_r, J_{r+1}, \ldots, J_m) \), where \( J_1, \ldots, J_r \) are real Jordan blocks corresponding to real eigenvalues of \( S^{-1}T \) and \( J_{r+1}, \ldots, J_m \) are complex Jordan blocks corresponding to pairs of complex conjugate eigenvalues of \( S^{-1}T \). Then:

(a) The characteristic polynomial of \( S^{-1}T \) and \( \det(\lambda S - T) \) have the same roots \( \lambda_j \) with the same (algebraic) multiplicities \( m_j \).

(b) \( S \) and \( T \) are simultaneously congruent by a real congruence transformation to

\[
\text{diag}(\epsilon_1 E_1, \ldots, \epsilon_r E_r, E_{r+1}, \ldots, E_m)
\]

and

\[
\text{diag}(\epsilon_1 J_1, \ldots, \epsilon_r J_r, E_{r+1} J_{r+1}, \ldots, E_m J_m),
\]

respectively, where \( \epsilon_i = \pm 1 \) and \( E_i \) denotes the square matrix

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & 1 \\
1 & 0
\end{pmatrix}
\]

of the same size as \( J_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, m \). The signs \( \epsilon_i \) are unique (up to permutations) for each set of indices \( i \) that are associated with a set of identical real Jordan blocks \( J_i \).

(c) The sum of the sizes of the blocks corresponding to one of the \( \lambda_j \) is the multiplicity \( m_j \) if \( \lambda_j \) is real or twice this multiplicity if \( \lambda_j \) is complex. The number of the corresponding blocks (the geometric multiplicity of \( \lambda_j \)) is \( t_j = n - \text{rank}(\lambda_j S - T) \), and \( 1 \leq t_j \leq m_j \).

Note that the canonical pair form of Theorem 14.10 can be considered the finest simultaneous block diagonal structure that can be obtained by a real congruence transformation for a given pair of real symmetric matrices, in the sense that it maximizes the number of blocks in the diagonalization of \( S \) and \( T \).

### 14.5.2 Proof of Theorem 14.3

To prove Theorem 14.3, we consider a pencil of real symmetric \( 4 \times 4 \) matrices generated by two symmetric matrices \( S \) and \( T \) of inertia \((3, 1)\). We may suppose that they have the block diagonal form of the above theorem.

If all the blocks had an even size, the determinant of \( S \) would be positive, contradicting our hypothesis. Thus, there is a block of odd size in the canonical form of \( S \). It follows that \( \det(\lambda S - T) \) has at least one real root and the matrix of the pencil corresponding to this root has an inertia different from \((3, 1)\). This proves the first part.

If \( \det(\lambda S - T) \) has a simple real root, there is an interval of values for \( \lambda \) for which \( \det(\lambda S - T) > 0 \), and we are done with any rational value of \( \lambda \) in this interval. If \( \det(\lambda S - T) \) has either a double real root and two complex roots, two rational double real roots or a quadruple real root, the quadrics corresponding to the real root(s) have rational coefficients and have inertia different from \((3, 1)\).
Thus we are left with the case where $\det(\lambda S - T)$ has two non-rational double real roots, which are algebraically conjugate. In other words, 

$$\det(\lambda S - T) = c(\lambda - \lambda_1)^2(\lambda - \lambda_2)^2,$$

with $\lambda_1, \lambda_2 \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \mathbb{Q}$ and $\lambda_2 = \overline{\lambda}_1$ its (real algebraic) conjugate. Following the notation of Theorem 14.10, we have $m_1 = m_2 = 2$ and $1 \leq t_i \leq 2$, for $i = 1, 2$. In other words, $(t_1, t_2) \in \{(1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)\}$.

We can quickly get rid of the case $(t_1, t_2) = (1, 1)$. Indeed, in this case the blocks have an even size and $S$ is not of inertia $(3, 1)$. We can also eliminate the cases $(t_1, t_2) \in \{(1, 2), (2, 1)\}$, because the matrices $\lambda_1 S - T$ and $\lambda_2 S - T$ are algebraically conjugate, and so must have the same rank and the same number of blocks.

We are thus left with the case $(t_1, t_2) = (2, 2)$. In this situation, $S$ and $T$ have four blocks, i.e., they are diagonal:

$$S = \text{diag}(\epsilon_1, \epsilon_2, \epsilon_3, \epsilon_4), \quad T = \text{diag}(\epsilon_1\lambda_1, \epsilon_2\lambda_1, \epsilon_3\lambda_2, \epsilon_4\lambda_2).$$

The pencil $\lambda S - T$ is generated by the two quadrics of inertia

$$S' = \lambda_1 S - T = \text{diag}(0, 0, \epsilon_3(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2), \epsilon_4(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)), \quad T' = \lambda_2 S - T = \text{diag}(\epsilon_1(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1), \epsilon_2(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1), 0, 0).$$

We have that

$$\det(S' + T') = \epsilon_1\epsilon_2\epsilon_3\epsilon_4(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)^4$$

is negative since all the quadrics of the pencil have negative determinant except $Q_{S'}$ and $Q_{T'}$. Thus $\epsilon_1\epsilon_2$ and $\epsilon_3\epsilon_4$ have opposite signs. It follows that one of $S'$ and $T'$ has inertia $(2, 0)$ (say $S'$) and the other has inertia $(1, 1)$. Thus $Q_{S'}$ is a straight line, which intersects the real pair of planes $Q_{T'}$. Since $Q_{S'} \cap Q_{T'}$ is contained in all the quadrics of the pencil and since the pencil has a quadric of inertia $(3, 1)$ (which are not ruled), the line $Q_{S'}$ is not included in $Q_{T'}$ and the intersection is reduced to two real points. Since the equations of $Q_{S'}$ and $Q_{T'}$ are $z^2 + w^2 = 0$ and $x^2 - y^2 = 0$ respectively, the two points have coordinates $(1, 1, 0, 0)$ and $(-1, 1, 0, 0)$. They are thus distinct. \[\square\]

**Remark 14.11.** Pencils generated by two quadrics of inertia $(3, 1)$ and having no quadric with rational coefficients of inertia different from $(3, 1)$ do exist. Consider for instance

$$Q_S : 2x^2 - 2xz - 2yw + z^2 + w^2 = 0, \quad Q_{T'} : 4x^2 + 2y^2 - 2yw + z^2 - 6xz + 3w^2 = 0.$$

Then, $\det(\lambda S - T) = -(\lambda^2 - 5)^2$.

### 14.6 Optimality of the parameterizations

We now prove that, among the parameterizations of projective quadrics linear in one of the parameters, the ones of Table 14.3 have, in the worst case, an optimal number of radicals. In other words, for each type of projective quadric, there are examples of surfaces for which the number of square roots of the parameterizations of Table 14.3 is required.

More precisely, we prove the following theorem, which will be crucial in asserting the near-optimality of our algorithm for parameterizing quadratic intersections.

**Theorem 14.12.** In the set of parameterizations linear in one of the parameters, the parameterizations of Table 14.3 are worst-case optimal in the degree of the extension of $\mathbb{Q}$ on which they are defined.

For a quadric $Q$ of equation $ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 - dw^2 = 0$ ($a, b, c, d > 0$), the parameterization of Table 14.3 is optimal if $Q$ has no rational point, which is the case for some quadricsm. Knowing a rational point on $Q$ (if any), we can compute a rational congruence transformation sending $Q$ into the quadric of equation $x^2 + y^2 - z^2 - abcd w^2 = 0$, for which the parameterization of Table 14.3 is optimal.

For a quadric $Q$ of equation $ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 = 0$ ($a, b, c > 0$), the parameterization of Table 14.3 is optimal if $Q$ has no rational point other than its singular point $(0, 0, 0, 1)$, which is the case for some quadrics. Knowing such a rational point on $Q$ (if any), we can compute a rational congruence transformation sending $Q$ into the quadric of equation $x^2 + y^2 - z^2 = 0$, for which the parameterization of Table 14.3 is rational (and thus optimal).

For the other types of projective quadrics, the parameterizations of Table 14.3 are optimal in all cases.
We prove this theorem by splitting it into four more detailed propositions: Proposition 14.13 for inertia (1, 1), Proposition 14.14 for inertia (2, 1) and Propositions 14.15 and 14.17 for inertia (2, 2).

**Proposition 14.13.** A projective quadric $Q$ of equation $ax^2 - by^2 = 0$ $(a,b > 0)$ admits a rational parameterization in $\mathbb{Q}$ if and only if it has a rational point outside the singular line $x = y = 0$, or equivalently if $ab$ is a square in $\mathbb{Q}$. If $ab$ is a square in $\mathbb{Q}$, then the parameterization of Table 14.3 is rational.

**Proof.** A point $(x, y, z, w)$ on $Q$ not on its singular line $x = y = 0$ is rational if and only if $y/x, z/x$, and $w/x$ are rational. Since $(y/x)^2 = \frac{ab}{y^2}$ and $z$ and $w$ are not constrained, there exists such a rational point if and only if $ab$ is a square.

If there exists a parameterization which is rational over $\mathbb{Q}$, then there exists some rational point outside the line $x = y = 0$, showing a contrario that there is no rational parameterization if $ab$ is a square.

Finally, if $ab$ is the square of a rational number, then the parameterization of Table 14.3 is rational. □

**Proposition 14.14.** A projective quadric $Q$ of equation $ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 = 0$ $(a,b,c > 0)$ admits a rational parameterization in $\mathbb{Q}$ if and only if it contains a rational point other than the singular point $(0,0,1)$. Knowing such a rational point, we can compute a rational congruence transformation $P$ sending $Q$ into the quadric of equation $x^2 + y^2 - z^2 = 0$ for which the parameterization of Table 14.3 is rational; lifting this parameterization to the original space by multiplying by matrix $P$, we have a rational parameterization of $Q$.

On the other hand, there are such quadrics without a rational point and thus without a rational parameterization, for example the quadric of equation $x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 = 0$.

**Proof.** If $Q$ has a rational point other than $(x = y = z = 0)$, any rational line passing through this point and not included in $Q$ cuts $Q$ in another rational point. Compute the rational congruence transformation sending these points onto $(\pm1, 1, 0, 0)$. Applying this transformation to $Q$ gives a quadric of equation $x^2 - y^2 + r$, where $r$ is a polynomial of degree at most one in $x$ and $y$. Thus Gauss reduction algorithm leads to the form $x^2 - y^2 + dz^2 = (X^2 + Y^2 - Z^2)/d$ where $X = (1-d)x/2 + (1+d)y/2, Y = dz$ and $Z = (1-d)x/2 + (1+d)y/2$. The parameterization of Table 14.3 applied to equation $X^2 + Y^2 - Z^2$ is clearly rational. Lifting this parameterization back to the original space, we obtain a rational parameterization of $Q$.

Reciprocally, if $Q$ has no rational point, then $Q$ does not admit a rational parameterization.

Now, suppose for a contradiction that the quadric with equation $x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 = 0$ has a rational point $(x, y, z, w)$ different from $(0,0,1,1)$. By multiplying $x, y,$ and $z$ by a common denominator and dividing them by their gcd, we obtain another rational point on the quadric for which $x, y$ and $z$ are integers that are not all even. Note that $x^2$ is even and 1 otherwise (indeed, $x^2$ is even, modulo 4, $2^2 = 0, 1^2 = 1, 2^2 = 0$ and $3^2 = 1$). Thus, $x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 \equiv x^2 + y^2 + z^2$ (mod 4) is equal to the number of odd numbers in $x, y, z$, i.e., 1, 2 or 3. Thus $x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 \neq 0$, contradicting the hypothesis that $(x, y, z, w)$ is a point on the quadric. □

**Proposition 14.15.** Let $Q$ be the quadric of equation $ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 - dw^2 = 0$ $(a, b, c, d > 0)$. Any field $K$ in which $Q$ admits a rational parameterization, linear in one of its parameters, contains $\sqrt{abcd}$.

**Proof.** Let $K$ be a field in which $Q$ admits a rational parameterization, linear in the parameter $(u, v) \in \mathbb{P}(\mathbb{R})$. Fixing the value of the other parameter $(s, t) \in \mathbb{P}(K)$ defines a rational line $L$ (in $K$) contained in $Q$. $L$ cuts any plane (in possibly infinitely many points) in projective space. In particular, $L$ cuts the plane of equation $z = 0$. Since $L \subseteq Q$, $L$ cuts the conic of equation $ax^2 + by^2 - dw^2 = z = 0$ in a point $p = (x_0, y_0, 0, 1)$. Moreover, $p$ is rational in $K$ (i.e., $x_0, y_0 \in K$) because it is the intersection of a rational line and the plane $z = 0$.

The plane tangent to $Q$ at $p$ has equation $ax_0 x + by_0 y - dw = 0$. We now compute the intersection of $Q$ with this plane. Since $ax_0^2 + by_0^2 = d$ and $a, b, d > 0$, $x_0$ or $y_0$ is nonzero; assume for instance that $x_0 \neq 0$. Squaring the equation of the tangent plane yields $(ax_0 x)^2 = (by_0 y - dw)^2$. By eliminating $x^2$ between this equation and the equation of $Q$, we get

\[(by_0 y - dw)^2 + ax_0^2(by_0^2 - cz^2 - dw^2) = 0\]

or

\[dw^2(d - ax_0^2) + by_0^2(ax_0^2 + by_0^2) - 2bdy_0yw - acx_0^2z^2 = 0.\]
It follows from \( ax_0^2 + by_0^2 = d \) that \( bd(y - y_0w)^2 - acx_0^2 \) is 0 or also
\[
b^2d^2(y - y_0w)^2 - abcd e f w^2 = 0. \tag{14.5}
\]
The intersection of \( Q \) and its tangent plane at \( p \) contains the line \( L \) which is rational in \( \mathbb{K} \). Thus, Equation (14.5) can be factored over \( \mathbb{K} \) into two linear terms. Hence, \( \sqrt{abcd} \) belongs to \( \mathbb{K} \). \qed

**Remark 14.16.** \( abcd \) is the discriminant of the quadric, i.e., the determinant of the associated matrix, so it is invariant by a change of coordinates (up to a square factor). Thus, if \( R \) and \( R' \) are two matrices representing the same quadric in different frames, the fields \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\det R}) \) and \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\det R'}) \) are equal.

**Proposition 14.17.** A projective quadric \( Q \) of equation \( ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 - dw^2 = 0 \) (\( a, b, c, d > 0 \)) admits a rational parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \) if and only if it contains a rational point. Knowing such a rational point, we can compute a rational congruence transformation \( P \) sending \( Q \) into the quadric of equation \( x^2 + y^2 - z^2 - abcdw^2 = 0 \) for which the parameterization of Table 14.3 is rational over \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \); lifting this parameterization to the original space by multiplying by matrix \( P \), we have a rational parameterization of \( Q \) over \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \).

On the other hand, there are such quadrics with no rational point and thus without a rational parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \), for example the quadric of equation \( x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 - 11w^2 = 0 \).

**Proof.** If \( Q \) admits a rational parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \), then it has infinitely many rational points over this field. If \( Q \) has a point \((x, y, z, w)\) that is rational over \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \), but not rational over \( \mathbb{Q} \), we may suppose without loss of generality that \( x = 1 \), by permuting the variables in order that \( x \neq 0 \) and then by dividing all coordinates by \( x \). The conjugate point \((1, y', z', w')\) over \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \) belongs also to \( Q \). The line passing through these points is rational (over \( \mathbb{Q} \)), as is the point \( (1, (y + y')/2, (z + z')/2, (w + w')/2) \). Choose a rational frame transformation such that this line becomes the line \( z = w = 0 \) and this point becomes \((1, 0, 0, 0)\). In this new frame the coordinates of the conjugate points are \((1, \pm e\sqrt{abcd}, 0, 0)\) for some rational number \( e \), and the equation of \( Q \) is \( abcd e^2 x^2 - y^2 + r = 0 \) where \( r \) is a polynomial of degree at most 1 in \( w \) and \( y \). Gauss reduction thus provides an equation of the form \( abcd e^2 x^2 - y^2 + f z^2 - gw^2 = 0 \), and the invariance of the determinant (Remark 14.16) shows that \( fg \) is the square of a rational number \( h \). Thus \((0, 0, g, h)\) is a rational point of \( Q \) over \( \mathbb{Q} \).

Now, if \( Q \) has a rational point over \( \mathbb{Q} \), one may get another rational point as the intersection of the quadric and any line passing through the point and not tangent to the quadric. One can compute a rational congruence transformation such that these points become \((1, \pm 1, 0, 0)\). In this new frame the equation of \( Q \) has the form \( x^2 - y^2 + r \) where \( r \) is a polynomial of degree at most 1 in \( x \) and \( y \). Gauss reduction provides thus an equation of the form \( x^2 - y^2 + efw^2 = (X^2 + Y^2 - Z^2 - efw^2)/e \), with \( X = (1 + e)x/2 + (1 - e)y/2, Y = ez \) and \( Z = (1 - e)x/2 + (1 + e)y/2 \). By the invariance of the determinant, \( ef = g^2abcd \) for some rational number \( g \). Putting \( W = gw \), we get the equation \( X^2 + Y^2 - Z^2 - abcdW^2 = 0 \) for \( Q \), and the parameterization of Table 14.3 is rational over \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \).

It follows from this proof that, if a quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\) has a rational point, it has a parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{abcd}) \), which is linear in one of the parameters. Conversely, for proving that such a parameterization does not always exist, it suffices to prove that there are quadrics of inertia \((2, 2)\) having no rational point over \( \mathbb{Q} \). Let us consider the quadric of equation \( x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 - 11w^2 = 0 \). If it has a rational point \((x, y, z, w)\), then by multiplying \( x, y, z \) and \( w \) by some common denominator and by dividing them by their gcd, we may suppose that \( x, y, z \) and \( w \) are integers which are not all even. As in the proof of Proposition 14.14, \( x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 - 11w^2 \) is equal modulo 4 to the number of odd numbers in \( x, y, z, w \). Thus all of them are odd. It is straightforward that the square of an odd number is equal to 1 modulo 8. It follows that \( x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 - 11w^2 = 0 \) is equal to 4 modulo 8, a contradiction with \( x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 - 11w^2 = 0 \). \qed

### 14.7 Near-optimality in the smooth quartic case

In this section, we prove that the algorithm given in Section 14.4 outputs, in the generic (smooth quartic) case, a parameterization of the intersection that is optimal in the number of radicals up to one possibly unnecessary square root. We also show that deciding whether this extra square root can be avoided or not is hard. Moreover, we give examples where the extra square root cannot be eliminated, for the three possible morphologies of a real smooth quartic.
14.7.1 Algebraic preliminaries

First recall that, as is well known from the classification of quadric pencils by invariant factors (see [Bro06] and Part II for more), the intersection of two quadrics is a nonsingular quartic exactly when \( D(\lambda, \mu) = \det R(\lambda, \mu) \) has no multiple root. Otherwise the intersection is singular. Note that the intersection is nonsingular exactly when \( \gcd(\frac{\partial D}{\partial \lambda}, \frac{\partial D}{\partial \mu}) = 1 \).

Moreover, when the intersection is nonsingular, the rank of any quadric in the pencil is at least three; indeed, all the roots of \( D(\lambda, \mu) \) are simple and thus, in Theorem 14.10(c), \( m_j = 1 \), thus \( t_j = 1 \), hence the quadrics associated with the roots of \( D(\lambda, \mu) \) have rank 3.

Whether the intersection of two quadrics admits a parameterization with rational functions directly follows from classical results:

**Proposition 14.18.** The intersection of two quadrics admits a parameterization with rational functions if and only if the intersection is singular.

**Proof.** First recall that a curve admits a parameterization with rational functions if and only if it has zero genus [Per95].

Assume first that the intersection of the two quadrics is irreducible. In \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), if two algebraic surfaces of degree \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) intersect in an irreducible curve, its genus is

\[
\frac{1}{2} d_1 d_2 (d_1 + d_2 - 4) + 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{q_i(q_i - 1)}{2},
\]

where \( k \) is the number of singular points and \( q_{i,j=1,...,k} \) their respective multiplicity [Nam84]. The intersection curve has thus genus 1 when it is smooth, 0 otherwise. The result follows.

Assume now that the intersection of the two quadrics is reducible. If the intersection contains only points, lines and conics, which can parameterized in a classic way by rational functions, we are done. For the remaining case (cubic and line), we use the following result. In \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), if two algebraic surfaces of degree \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) intersect in two irreducible curves of degree \( d \) and \( d' \) and of genus \( g \) and \( g' \), then [Per95]

\[
g' - g = \left( \frac{1}{2} (d_1 + d_2) - 2 \right) (d' - d).
\]

For quadrics, \( d_1 + d_2 = 4 \), so we get \( g = g' \). So the genus of the cubic is that of the line, i.e. 0. \( \square \)

Finally consider the equation \( \Omega : X^T S' X = 0 \), obtained in Step 3 of our algorithm, where \( X \) is the parameterization of \( Q_R \) and \( S' \) is the matrix of \( Q_s \) in the canonical frame of \( Q_R \). Let \( C_\Omega \) be the curve zero-set of \( \Omega \). Depending on the projective type of \( Q_R \), \( C_\Omega \) is a bidegree \((2, 2)\) curve in \( \mathbb{P}^1 \times \mathbb{P}^1 \) (inertia \((2, 2)\) or \((2, 0)\)), a quartic curve in \( \mathbb{P}^2 \) (inertia \((2, 1)\)) or a quartic curve in \( \mathbb{P}^2 \) (inertia \((1, 1)\) or \((1, 0)\)). Let \( C \) denote the curve of intersection of the two given quadrics \( Q_s \) and \( Q_R \). We have the following classical result.

**Fact 14.19.** The parameterization of \( Q_R \) defines an isomorphism between \( C \) and \( C_\Omega \). In particular, \( C \) and \( C_\Omega \) have the same genus, irreducibility, and factorization.

14.7.2 Optimality

Assume the intersection is a real nonsingular quartic. Then \( D(\lambda, \mu) \) has no multiple root, and thus \( Q_R \) is necessarily a quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\). After Step 2 of our algorithm, \( Q_R \) has a parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\Delta}) \) that is bilinear in \( \xi = (u, v) \) and \( \tau = (s, t) \). After resolution of \( \Omega \) and substitution in \( Q_R \), we get a parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\Delta})[\xi, \sqrt{\Delta}] \) with \( \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\Delta})[\xi] \) of degree 4.

Proposition 14.18 implies that it cannot be parameterized by rational functions, so \( \sqrt{\Delta} \) cannot be avoided. The question now is: can \( \sqrt{\Delta} \) be avoided? The answer is twofold:

1. deciding whether \( \sqrt{\Delta} \) can be avoided amounts, in the general case, to finding a rational point on a surface of degree 8.
2. there are cases in which \( \sqrt{\Delta} \) cannot be avoided.

We prove these results in the following two sections.
14.7. NEAR-OPTIMALITY IN THE SMOOTH QUARTIC CASE

14.7.2.1 Optimality test

We first prove two preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 14.20. If the intersection of two given quadrics has a parameterization involving only one square root (i.e., a parameterization in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})\xi$ or in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi,\sqrt{\Delta}]$ with $\Delta \in \mathbb{Q}[\xi]$), there exists a quadric with rational coefficients in the pencil that contains a rational line.

Proof. In what follows, call degree of a point the degree of the smallest field extension of $\mathbb{Q}$ containing the coordinates of this point.

If the parameterization of the intersection involves only one square root, the intersection contains infinitely many points of degree at most 2, one for any rational value of the parameters. Now we have several cases according to the type of points contained in the intersection.

If the intersection contains a point $p$ of degree 2, it contains also its algebraic conjugate $\overline{p}$. The line passing through $p$ and $\overline{p}$ is invariant by conjugation, so is rational. Let $q$ be a rational point on this line. The quadric of the pencil passing through $q$ is rational (Lemma 14.7). Since it also contains $p$ and $\overline{p}$ (the intersection is contained in any quadric of the pencil), this quadric cuts the line in at least 3 points and thus contains it.

If the intersection contains a regular rational point (i.e. a rational point which is not a singular point of the intersection), then the line tangent to the intersection at this point is rational, and is tangent to any quadric of the pencil. The quadric of the pencil passing through a rational point of this tangent line contains the contact point; thus it contains the tangent line.

If the intersection contains a singular rational point $p$, then all the quadrics of the pencil which are not singular at $p$ have the same tangent plane at $p$. Let us consider the quadric of the pencil passing through a rational point $q$ of this tangent plane (or through any rational point, if none of the quadrics is regular at $p$). As above, this quadric contains the rational line $pq$. □

Lemma 14.21. If a quadric contains a rational line, its discriminant is a square in $\mathbb{Q}$.

Proof. If the quadric has rank less than 4, its discriminant is zero. We may thus suppose that the discriminant is not 0 and that the equation of the quadric is $ax^2 + by^2 - cz^2 - dw^2 = 0$. Since this quadric contains a rational line $L$, and thus a rational point, there is a rational change of frames such that the quadric has equation $x^2 + y^2 - z^2 - abcdw^2 = 0$, by Proposition 14.17. Cut the quadric by the plane $z = 0$. Since the intersection of the plane $z = 0$ and the rational line $L$ is a rational point, the cone $x^2 + y^2 - abcdw^2 = 0$ contains a rational point outside it singular locus. By Proposition 14.14, there is a rational congruence transformation $P$ sending this cone into the cone of equation $x^2 + y^2 - w^2 = 0$. These two cones can be seen as conics in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{Q})$ and $P$ can be seen as a rational transformation in $\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{Q})$. The discriminant $-abcd$ of the conic $x^2 + y^2 - abcdw^2 = 0$ is thus equal to $(\det P)^2$ times $-1$, the discriminant of the conic $x^2 + y^2 - w^2 = 0$. Hence $abcd$ is a square in $\mathbb{Q}$. □

From these two technical results and the results of Section 14.6, we obtain the following equivalence.

Proposition 14.22. When the intersection is a nonsingular quartic, it can be parameterized in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi,\sqrt{\Delta}]$ with $\Delta \in \mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ if and only if there exists a quadric of the pencil with rational coefficients having a nonsingular rational point and whose discriminant is a square in $\mathbb{Q}$.

Proof. If $\sqrt{\delta}$ can be avoided, there exists, by Lemma 14.20, a quadric of the pencil with rational coefficients containing a rational line. By Lemma 14.21, the discriminant of this quadric is thus a square in $\mathbb{Q}$. Moreover, since the quadrics of the pencil have rank at least three, the rational line is not the singular line of some quadric (see Table 14.1) and thus contains a nonsingular point.

Conversely, if there exists a quadric of the pencil with rational coefficients having a rational nonsingular point and whose discriminant is a square, then it has a rational parameterization by Theorem 14.12 and thus $\sqrt{\delta}$ can be avoided. □

Mirroring Proposition 14.22, we can devise a general test for deciding, in the smooth quartic case, whether the square root $\sqrt{\delta}$ can be avoided or not. Consider the equation

$$\sigma^2 = \det((x^T T x) S - (x^T S x) T), \quad x = (x, y, z, c)^T,$$

(14.6)
where \( c \in \mathbb{Q} \) is some constant such that plane \( w = c \in \mathbb{Q} \) contains the vertex of no cone (inertia \((2,1)\)) of the pencil. Note that \((14.6)\) has degree 8 in the worst case.

**Theorem 14.23.** When the intersection is a nonsingular quartic, it can be parameterized in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi, \sqrt{\Delta}] \) with \( \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) if and only Equation \((14.6)\) has a rational solution.

**Proof.** Suppose first that \((14.6)\) has a rational solution \((x_0, y_0, z_0, \sigma_0)\) and let \( x_0 = (x_0, y_0, z_0, c)^T \) and \((\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (x_0^T T x_0, -x_0^T S x_0)\). The quadric \( Q = \lambda_0 Q_S + \mu_0 Q_T \) of the pencil has rational coefficients, contains the rational point \( x_0 = (x_0, y_0, z_0, c)^T \) and its discriminant is a square, equal to \( \sigma_0^2 \). Moreover, if \( Q \) has inertia \((2,1)\), then \( x_0 \) is not its apex because, by assumption, the plane \( w = c \) contains the vertex of no cone of the pencil. It then follows from Theorem 14.12 that our algorithm produces a rational parameterization of \( Q \), and thus a parameterization of the curve of intersection with rational coefficients.

Conversely, if the curve of intersection can be parameterized in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi, \sqrt{\Delta}] \) (with \( \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \)) there exists a quadric \( Q \) of the pencil with rational coefficients containing a rational line and whose discriminant is a square in \( \mathbb{Q} \), by Lemmas 14.20 and 14.21. The quadric \( Q \) contains a line and thus intersects any plane. Consider any plane \( w = c \in \mathbb{Q} \). Since the intersection of a rational line with a rational plane is (or contains) a rational point, the intersection of \( Q \) with plane \( w = c \) contains a rational point \( x = (x, y, z, c)^T \). The quadric \( Q \) of the pencil containing that point has associated matrix \((x^T T x) S - (x^T S x) T\) and its determinant is a square. Hence Equation \((14.6)\) admits a rational solution. \(\square\)

Unfortunately, the question underlying the above optimality test is not within the range of problems that can currently be answered by algebraic number theory. Indeed, it is not known whether the general problem of determining if an algebraic set contains rational points (known, over \( \mathbb{Q} \)) is decidable [Poo01]. It is known that this problem is decidable for genus zero curves and, under certain conditions, for genus one curves [Poo01], but, for varieties of dimension two or more, very little has been proved on the problem of computing rational points.

The above theorem thus implies that computing parameterizations of the intersections of two arbitrary quadrics that are always optimal in the number of radicals is currently out of reach.

However, in some particular cases, we can use the following corollary to Theorem 14.23 to prove that \( \sqrt{\Delta} \) cannot be avoided.

**Corollary 14.24.** If the intersection \( C \) of \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) is a nonsingular quartic and the rational hyperelliptic quartic curve \( \sigma^2 = \det(S + \lambda T) \) has no rational point, then the parameterization of \( C \) in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\Delta})[\xi, \sqrt{\Delta}] \) with \( \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\Delta})[\xi] \) is optimal in the number of radicals.

We use this corollary in the next section.

### 14.7.3 Worst case examples

We prove here that there are pairs of quadrics, intersecting in the different types of real smooth quartic, such that \((14.6)\) has no rational solution.

In [TWW02], Tu, Wang and Wang proved that a real smooth quartic can be of three different morphologies according to the number of real roots of the characteristic polynomial. Recall that a set of points \( L \) of \( \mathbb{P}^3 \) is called **affinely finite** if there exists a projective plane \( P \) such that \( P \cap L = \emptyset \); \( L \) is called **affinely infinite** otherwise.

**Theorem 14.25** ([TWW02]). Let \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) be two quadrics intersecting in \( \mathbb{C} \) in a smooth quartic \( C \). \( C \) can be classified as follows:

- If \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) \) has four real roots, then \( C \) has either two real affinely finite connected components or is empty.
- If \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) \) has two real roots and two complex roots, then \( C \) has one real affinely finite connected component.
- If \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) \) has four complex roots, then \( C \) has two real affinely infinite connected components.

**Two real affinely finite components**

We first look at the case where the quartic has two real affinely finite components and start with a preliminary lemma.
Lemma 14.26. The equation
\[ y^2 = ax^4 + bx^2 + c + d(x^3 + x) \] (14.7)
has no rational solution if \( a, c \equiv 3 \pmod{8}, b \equiv 7 \pmod{8} \) and \( d \equiv 4 \pmod{8} \).

Proof. Assume for a contradiction that \((x, y)\) is a rational solution to (14.7). We can write \( x = X/Z \) and \( y = Y/Z^2 \), where \( X, Y, Z \) are integers, \( Z \neq 0 \) and \( X, Z \) are mutually prime (so are not both even).

Consider first the reduction of Equation (14.7) modulo 4:
\[ Y^2 \equiv 3X^4 + 7X^2Z^2 + 3Z^4 + 4XZ(X^2 + Z^2) \pmod{8}. \]
If both \( X \) and \( Z \) are odd, \( X^2 \) and \( Z^2 \) are equal to 1 (mod 8). Thus \( 4(X^2 + Z^2) \equiv 0 \pmod{8} \) and \( Y^2 \equiv 3 + 3 \equiv 5 \pmod{8} \), contradicting the fact that \( Y^2 \equiv 0, 1 \text{ or } 4 \pmod{8} \), for all integers \( Y \).

If \( X \) and \( Z \) are not both odd, one of \( X^2 \) and \( Z^2 \) is equal to 0 (mod 4) and the other is equal to 1 (mod 4). The reduction of Equation (14.7) modulo 4 thus gives \( Y^2 \equiv 3 \pmod{4} \), contradicting the fact that \( Y^2 \equiv 0 \text{ or } 1 \pmod{4} \), for all integers \( Y \).

Proposition 14.27. Consider the following pair of quadrics intersecting in a smooth quartic with two real affinely finite components:
\[ Q_3 : 5y^2 + 6xy + 2z^2 - w^2 + 6zw = 0, \]
\[ Q_T : 3x^2 + y^2 - z^2 - w^2 = 0. \]
Then the square root \( \sqrt{\delta} \) is necessary to parameterize the curve of intersection.

Proof. The characteristic polynomial has four simple real roots and we find a quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\) in each of the intervals on which it is positive (in fact \( Q_3 \) and \( Q_T \) are representative quadrics in these intervals). Thus, by Theorem 14.25, the intersection of \( Q_3 \) and \( Q_T \) is a real smooth quartic with two affinely finite components.

We now apply Corollary 14.24 and show that the square root \( \sqrt{\delta} \) is necessary to parameterize the curve of intersection. We have:
\[
\sigma^2 = \det(S + \lambda T),
\]
\[
\equiv 3\lambda^4 + 12\lambda^3 - 57\lambda^2 - 156\lambda + 99,
\]
\[
\equiv 3\lambda^4 + 7\lambda^2 + 3 + 4(\lambda^3 + \lambda) \pmod{8},
\]
which has no rational solution by Lemma 14.26, so \( \sqrt{\delta} \) cannot be avoided.

One real affinely finite component

As above, we prove a preliminary lemma.

Lemma 14.28. The equation
\[ y^2 = ax^4 + bx^3 + cx^2 + dx + e \] (14.8)
has no rational solution if \( a, e \equiv 2 \pmod{4}, b, d \equiv 0 \pmod{4} \) and \( c \equiv 3 \pmod{4} \).

Proof. As before, we assume for a contradiction that (14.8) has a rational solution \((x, y)\) and write \( x = X/Z \) and \( y = Y/Z^2 \), where \( X, Y, Z \) are integers, \( Z \neq 0 \) and \( X, Z \) are mutually prime (so are not both even). We consider the reduction of Equation (14.8) modulo 4:
\[ Y^2 \equiv 2X^4 + 3X^2Z^2 + 2Z^4 \pmod{8}. \]
If \( X \) and \( Z \) are not both odd, then \( Y^2 \equiv 2 \pmod{4} \). If both \( X \) and \( Z \) are odd, then \( Y^2 \equiv 3 \pmod{4} \). In both cases, we have a contradiction since \( Y^2 \equiv 0 \text{ or } 1 \pmod{4} \), for all integers \( Y \).

We can now prove the following.
Proposition 14.29. Consider the following pair of quadrics intersecting in a smooth quartic with one real affinely finite component:

\[ Q_S : 2x^2 - 2xy + 2xz - 2xw + y^2 + 4yz - 4yw + 2z^2 - 4zw = 0, \]
\[ Q_T : x^2 - 2xy + 4xz - 4xw - y^2 + 2yz + 4yw + 4zw - 2w^2 = 0. \]

Then the square root \( \sqrt{\delta} \) is necessary to parameterize the curve of intersection.

Proof. The characteristic polynomial has two simple real roots so it is immediate that the intersection of \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) is a real smooth quartic with one affinely finite component, by Theorem 14.25.

We again apply Corollary 14.24 and show that the square root \( \sqrt{\delta} \) is necessary to parameterize the curve of intersection. We have:

\[ \sigma^2 = \det (S + \lambda T), \]
\[ = 22\lambda^4 + 48\lambda^3 - 9\lambda^2 + 60\lambda + 30, \]
\[ \equiv 2\lambda^4 + 3\lambda^2 + 2 \pmod{4}, \]

which has no rational solution by Lemma 14.28, so \( \sqrt{\delta} \) cannot be avoided.

Two real affinely infinite components

We again prove a preliminary result.

Lemma 14.30. The equation

\[ y^2 = a(x^4 + x + 1) + bx^3 + cx^2 \]  
(14.9)

has no rational solution if \( a \equiv 2 \pmod{4}, b \equiv 0 \pmod{4} \) and \( c \equiv 1 \pmod{4} \).

Proof. We proceed as in Lemmas 14.26 and 14.28, and consider the reduction of Equation (14.9) modulo 4:

\[ Y^2 = 2X^4 + X^2Z^2 + 2X^2Z + 2Z^4. \]

If \( X \) is even and \( Z \) is odd, the equation reduces to \( Y^2 = 2XZ + 2 \equiv 2 \pmod{4} \). If \( X \) is odd and \( Z \) is even, we also have \( Y^2 \equiv 2 \pmod{4} \). Finally, if both \( X \) and \( Z \) are odd, (14.9) reduces to \( Y^2 = 1 + 2XZ \equiv 3 \pmod{4} \). In all cases, we have a contradiction since \( Y^2 \equiv 0 \) or 1 \pmod{4}, for all integers \( Y \).

This is enough to prove the following.

Proposition 14.31. Consider the following pair of quadrics intersecting in a smooth quartic with two real affinely infinite components:

\[ Q_S : x^2 - 2y^2 + 4zw = 0, \]
\[ Q_T : xy + z^2 + 2zw - w^2 = 0. \]

Then the square root \( \sqrt{\delta} \) is necessary to parameterize the curve of intersection.

Proof. The characteristic polynomial has four simple complex roots so it is immediate that the intersection of \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) is a real smooth quartic with two affinely infinite components, by Theorem 14.25.

We again apply Corollary 14.24. We have:

\[ \sigma^2 = \det (S + \lambda T), \]
\[ = 2\lambda^4 + 4\lambda^3 + 5\lambda^2 + 2\lambda + 2, \]
\[ \equiv 2\lambda^4 + \lambda^2 + 2\lambda + 2 \pmod{4}, \]

which has no rational solution by Lemma 14.30, so \( \sqrt{\delta} \) cannot be avoided.
14.8 Examples

We now give several examples of computing a parameterization of the intersection in case the intersection of two quadrics is a smooth quartic. The examples presented cover the range of morphologies discussed in the previous section and illustrate all aspects of optimality and near-optimality. For more examples, see [LPP06]. All parameterizations have been computed with a C++ implementation of our intersection software (see [LPP06]).

14.8.1 Example 1

Our first example consists of the quadrics given in Output 1. The gcd of the partial derivatives of the characteristic polynomial is 1, so the intersection consists of a (possibly complex) smooth quartic. Since the characteristic polynomial is found to have four real roots, the intersection, over the reals, is either empty or made of two real affinely finite components (Theorem 14.25). We find a sample quadric in each of the intervals on which $D(\lambda, \mu)$ is positive and compute its inertia. In the first interval, we find a quadric of inertia $(2,2)$ so we proceed. In the second interval, we find a quadric of inertia $(4,0)$. By Theorem 14.5, we conclude the intersection is empty of real points.

14.8.2 Example 2

Our second example is as in Output 2. The gcd of the two partial derivatives of the characteristic polynomial is 1, so the intersection (over $\mathbb{C}$) is a smooth quartic. The fact that the characteristic polynomial has two real roots implies that the smooth quartic is real and that it consists of one affinely finite component (Theorem 14.25). Here, the two input quadrics have inertia $(3,1)$ and a first quadric $Q_R$ of inertia $(2,2)$ is found in the pencil between the two roots of $D$. A point is taken on $Q_R$ and then approximated by a point with integer coordinates. It turns out that the approximation, i.e. $(0,0,1,0)$, also lies on $Q_R$. We thus use this quadric to parameterize the intersection. Since the determinant of $Q_R$ is a square, it can be rationally parameterized (Proposition 14.17). The end of the calculation is as in Section 14.4.

14.8.3 Example 3

Our third example is Example 5 from [WJG02]. It is the intersection of a sphere and an ellipsoid that are very close to one another. The output of our implementation on that example is shown in Output 3. Since the characteristic polynomial has four simple real roots, the intersection is either empty or made of two real affinely finite components (Theorem 14.25). Picking a sample quadric in each of the intervals on which $\det R(\lambda, \mu)$ is positive shows that the pencil contains no quadric of inertia $(4,0)$, so the quartic is real. Here, the determinant of the quadric of inertia $(2,2)$ used to parameterize the intersection is not a square, so the parameterization of the quartic contains the square root of some integer. It is thus only near-optimal in the sense that this square root can possibly be avoided.
**Output 2** Execution trace for Example 2.

```latex
\begin{verbatim}
>> quadric 1: x^2 - x*y - y^2 - y*w + z^2 + w^2
>> quadric 2: 2*x^2 - x*y + y^2 - y*z + y*w + z^2

>> launching intersection
>> characteristic polynomial: -6*l^4 - 12*l^3*m + 3*l^2*m^2 + 6*l*m^3 - 2*m^4
>> gcd of derivatives of characteristic polynomial: 1
>> complex intersection: smooth quartic
>> real intersection: smooth quartic, one real affinely finite component
>> number of real roots: 2
>> intervals: [-2, -1[, [-1, 0]
>> picked test point 1 at [-1 1], sign > 0 -- inertia [2 2] found
>> quadric (2,2) found: x^2 + 2*y^2 - y*z + 2*y*w - w^2
>> decomposition of its determinant [a,b] (det = a^2*b): [2 1]
>> a point on the quadric: [0 0 1 0]
>> param of quadric (2,2): [-s*u + t*v, -2*s*v, (2*s + 2*t)*u + (-4*s + 2*t)*v, s*u + t*v]
>> status of smooth quartic param: optimal
>> end of intersection

>> parameterization of smooth quartic, branch 1:
[-4*u^3 + u^2*v + 6*u*v^2 + 2*v^3 - u*sqrt(Delta), -6*u^3 - 8*u^2*v - 4*u*v^2 + 2*v^3 + u*sqrt(Delta)]

>> parameterization of smooth quartic, branch 2:
[-4*u^3 + u^2*v + 6*u*v^2 + 2*v^3 + u*sqrt(Delta), -6*u^3 - 8*u^2*v - 4*u*v^2 + 2*v^3 - u*sqrt(Delta)]

Delta = -2*u^4 + 10*u^3*v - 9*u^2*v^2 - 8*u*v^3 - 2*v^4
>> time spent: 10 ms
\end{verbatim}
```

It turns out that in this particular example it can be avoided. Consider the cone $Q_R$ corresponding to the rational root $(\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (-1,21)$ of the characteristic polynomial:

$$Q_R : -Q_S + 21 Q_T = 2x^2 - y^2 - w^2.$$  

$Q_R$ contains the obvious rational point $(1,1,0,1)$, which is not its singular point. This implies that it can be rationally parameterized by Proposition 14.14. Plugging this parameterization in the equation of $Q_S$ or $Q_T$ gives a simple parameterization for the smooth quartic:

$$X(u,v) = \begin{pmatrix} u^2 + 2v^2 \\ 2uv \\ u^2 - 2v^2 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \pm \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \sqrt{2u^4 + 4u^2v^2 + 8v^4}.$$

**14.8.4 Example 4**

Our last example is the one of Proposition 14.31. The result in shown in Output 4. Here, again, the gcd of the partial derivatives of the characteristic polynomial is 1, so the intersection curve is, over $\mathbb{C}$, a smooth quartic. But since $D(\lambda, \mu)$ has in fact no real root, we know by Theorem 14.25 that the smooth quartic is real and has two affinely infinite components. Here, the intermediate quadric $Q_R$ of inertia (2,2) found (which is in fact $Q_T$) is such that its determinant is not a square. So the parameterization of the quartic contains a square root. Our implementation cannot decide whether this square root is needed or not, so outputs that the parameterization is near-optimal. In this particular example, we know in fact that the parameterization is optimal, by Proposition 14.31.

**14.9 Conclusion**

The generic algorithm introduced in Section 14.4 already represents a substantial improvement over Levin’s pencil method and its subsequent refinements. Indeed, we proved that, when the intersection is a smooth quartic
Output 3: Execution trace for Example 3.

```plaintext
>> quadric 1: 19*x^2 + 22*y^2 + 21*z^2 - 20*w^2
>> quadric 2: x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - w^2

>> launching intersection
>> characteristic polynomial: -175560*l^4 - 34358*l^3*m - 2519*l^2*m^2 - 82*l*m^3 - m^4
>> gcd of derivatives of characteristic polynomial: 1
>> number of real roots: 4
>> intervals: [-14/2^8, -13/2^8), [-26/2^9, -25/2^9), [-24/2^9, -23/2^9], [-3/2^6, -2/2^6]
>> picked test point 1 at [-13 256], sign > 0 -- inertia [2 2] found
>> picked test point 2 at [-3 64], sign > 0 -- inertia [2 2] found
>> complex intersection: smooth quartic
>> real intersection: smooth quartic, two real affinely finite components
>> quadric (2,2) found: -16*x^2 + 5*y^2 - 2*z^2 + 9*w^2
>> decomposition of its determinant [a,b] (det = a^2*b): [12 10]
>> a point on the quadric: [3004 ]
>> param of quadric (2,2): [0, -2*s*u - 2*t*v, 0, 0] + sqrt(10)*[3*t*u + 6*s*v, 0, 12*s*u - 12*t*v, -4*t*u + 8*s*v]
>> status of smooth quartic param: near-optimal
>> end of intersection
```

```
>> time spent: 10 ms
```

(Devit's paper) our algorithm computes a parameterization which is optimal in the number of radicals involved up to one possibly unnecessary square root. We also showed that deciding (in all cases) whether this extra square root can be avoided is out of reach, and that the parameterization is optimal in some cases. Moreover, for the first time, our algorithms enable to compute in practice an exact form of the parameterization of two arbitrary quadrics with rational coefficients.

Even though this first part of our paper has focused on the generic, smooth quartic case, this algorithm can also be used when the intersection is singular. Assume the intermediate quadric \( Q_R \) has inertia \( (2,2) \). When the curve of intersection consists of a cubic and a line, the equation \( \Omega \) in the parameters has a cubic factor of bidegree \( (2,1) \) and a linear factor of bidegree \( (1,1) \), in view of Fact 14.19. Similarly, when the curve of intersection consists of a conic and two lines, \( \Omega \) factors in a quadratic factor of bidegree \( (1,1) \) and two linear factors of bidegree \( (1,0) \) and \( (0,1) \). Thus, assuming we know how to factor \( \Omega \), we have a way to parameterize each component of the intersection.

Unfortunately, this does not always lead to a parameterization of the intersection that involves only rational functions. When the intersection \( C \) is a singular quartic, \( \Omega \) is irreducible since \( C \) itself is, and solving \( \Omega \) for \( s \) in terms of \( u \) (or the converse) introduces the square root of a polynomial, while we know that there exists a parameterization of \( C \) with rational functions (the genus of the curve is 0).

Always computing parameterizations with rational functions when such parameterizations are known to exist will necessitate rethinking the basic philosophy of our algorithm. Essentially, while the idea of the generic algorithm is to use the rational quadric with largest rank as intermediate quadric for parameterizing the intersection, the refined method will instead use the rational quadric with smallest rank as intermediate quadric.

Proceeding that way will have the double benefit of always computing the simplest possible parameterizations and much better controlling the size of their coefficients. The price we pay is a multiplicity of cases and the need to write dedicated software for each (real projective) type of intersection. This is the subject of Parts II and III of this paper.
Lemma 14.32. (u,v),(s,t) → \((\frac{a_1 u + a_2 v}{a_1}, \frac{a_2 u - a_1 v}{a_2}, \frac{a_2 u + a_1 v}{\sqrt{a_1 a_3}}, \frac{a_1 u - a_2 v}{\sqrt{a_2 a_4}})\) is a bijection from \(\mathbb{P}^1 \times \mathbb{P}^1\) onto the surface \(\{(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4) \in \mathbb{P}^3 \mid a_1 x_1^2 + a_2 x_2^2 - a_3 x_3^2 - a_4 x_4^2 = 0\}\), where \(a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4\) are positive.

Proof. To prove this lemma, we apply the change of coordinates in \(\mathbb{P}^3\)

\[
X = \frac{a_1 x_1 + \sqrt{a_1 a_3} x_3}{2}, \quad Y = \frac{a_1 x_1 - \sqrt{a_1 a_3} x_3}{2a_1}, \quad Z = \frac{a_2 x_2 + \sqrt{a_2 a_4} x_4}{2}, \quad W = \frac{-a_2 x_2 + \sqrt{a_2 a_4} x_4}{2a_2},
\]

or equivalently

\[
x_1 = \frac{X + a_1 Y}{a_1}, \quad x_3 = \frac{X - a_1 Y}{\sqrt{a_1 a_3}}, \quad x_2 = \frac{Z - a_2 W}{a_2}, \quad x_4 = \frac{Z + a_2 W}{\sqrt{a_2 a_4}}.
\]

In the new frame, the equation of the surface is \(XY - ZW = 0\) and the map becomes

\[
\Phi: (u,v),(s,t) \mapsto (X,Y,Z,W) = (ut, vs, us, vt).
\]

The map \(\Phi\) is clearly a map from \(\mathbb{P}^1 \times \mathbb{P}^1\) into \(\mathbb{P}^3\) because \(\Phi((\lambda u, \lambda v), (\mu s, \mu t)) = \lambda \mu \Phi((u,v),(s,t))\) and \(\Phi((u,v),(s,t)) = (0,0,0,0)\) if and only if \((u,v) = (0,0)\) or \((s,t) = (0,0)\). Moreover, the image of \(\Phi\) is clearly...
included in the surface of equation \( XY - ZW = 0 \). Conversely, if \((X, Y, Z, W)\) is a point of this surface, at least one of its coordinates is non zero (we are in a projective space), and by symmetry we may suppose that \(X \neq 0\). Considering \((X, Z, W) = (ut, us, v)\), we have \(ut \neq 0\), \(t = \frac{u}{X}\), and \(\frac{W}{X} = \frac{v}{u}\). Thus \(\frac{Z}{X}\) uniquely defines \((s, t)\) up to a constant factor and similarly for \(\frac{W}{X}\) and \((u, v)\), which shows the injectivity of \(\Phi\). Furthermore, \(XY - ZW = 0\) implies \(Y = \frac{ZW}{X} = \frac{uw}{ut} = vs\) which shows that \(\Phi\) is surjective.

Recall that \(\mathbb{P}^2\) denotes the quasi-projective space defined as the quotient of \(\mathbb{R}^3 \setminus \{0, 0, 0\}\) by the equivalence relation \(\sim\) where \((x_1, x_2, x_3) \sim (y_1, y_2, y_3)\) if and only if there exists \(\lambda \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \{0\}\) such that \((x_1, x_2, x_3) = (\lambda y_1, \lambda y_2, \lambda^2 y_3)\).

**Lemma 14.33.** \((u, v, s) \mapsto (uv, \frac{u^2 - a_1 a_2 v^2}{2a_2}, \frac{u^2 + a_1 a_2 v^2}{2\sqrt{a_1 a_2}}, s)\) is a bijection from \(\mathbb{P}^2\) onto the surface \(\{(x_1, x_2, x_3, x_4) \in \mathbb{P}^3 \mid a_1 x_1^2 + a_2 x_2^2 - a_3 x_3^2 = 0\}\), where \(a_1, a_2, a_3\) are positive.

**Proof.** For this lemma, we consider the change of coordinates in \(\mathbb{P}^3\)

\[
X = x_1, \quad Y = \sqrt{a_2 a_3} x_3 + a_2 x_2, \quad Z = \frac{\sqrt{a_2 a_3} x_3 - a_2 x_2}{a_1 a_2}, \quad W = x_4, \quad or equivalently
\]

\[
x_1 = X, \quad x_2 = \frac{Y - a_1 a_2 Z}{2a_2}, \quad x_3 = \frac{Y + a_1 a_2 Z}{2\sqrt{a_1 a_2}}, \quad x_4 = W.
\]

In the new frame, the equation of the surface is \(X^2 - YZ = 0\) and the map becomes

\[
\Psi : (u, v, s) \mapsto (X, Y, Z, W) = (uv, u^2, v^2, s).
\]

The map \(\Psi\) is clearly a map from \(\mathbb{P}^2\) into \(\mathbb{P}^3\) because \(\Psi(\lambda u, \lambda v, \lambda^2 s) = \lambda^2 \Psi(u, v, s)\) and \(\Psi(u, v, s) = (0, 0, 0, 0)\) if and only if \((u, v, s) = (0, 0, 0)\). Moreover, the image of \(\Psi\) is clearly included in the surface of equation \(X^2 - YZ = 0\). Conversely, if \((X, Y, Z, W)\) is a point of this surface, then we have to prove that its preimage consists in exactly one point of \(\mathbb{P}^2\). If \(Y = Z = 0\), we have also \(X = 0\) and a point of the preimage should satisfy \(u = v = 0\); it is therefore unique (in \(\mathbb{P}^2\)) an it exists by \(\Psi(0, 0, W) = (0, 0, 0, W)\).

If \(Y\) or \(Z\) is nonzero, we may suppose by symmetry that \(Y \neq 0\). Considering \((X, Y, W) = (uv, u^2, s)\) we have \(u \neq 0\), \(\frac{X}{Y} = \frac{v}{u}\), and \(\frac{W}{Y} = \frac{1}{u^2}\). Thus \(\frac{X}{Y}\) and \(\frac{W}{Y}\) uniquely define \((u, v, s)\) in \(\mathbb{P}^2\) which implies that \(\Psi\) is injective. Furthermore, \(YZ = X^2\) implies \(Z = \frac{X^2}{Y} = \frac{(uv)^2}{u^2} = v^2\) which shows that \(\Psi\) is surjective.

**Remark 14.34.** Although the statements and the proofs of Lemma 14.32 and 14.33 are very similar, there is a big difference between the two bijections: the bijection is an isomorphism and a diffeomorphism in Lemma 14.32 but not in Lemma 14.33 where the space of the parameters is smooth while the surface is singular at \((0, 0, 0, 1)\).
Chapitre 15

Near-optimal parameterization of the intersection of quadrics : II. A classification of pencils

Cet article a été accepté dans Journal of Symbolic Computation [DLLP07a]. (Voir également le rapport de recherche [DLLP05b].) Une version préliminaire a été publiée dans les proceedings du 19th ACM Annual Symposium on Computational Geometry [DLLP03] et dans la thèse de L. Dupont [Dup04].

Abstract

While Part I of this paper was devoted mainly to quadrics intersecting in a smooth quartic, we now focus on singular intersections. To produce optimal or near-optimal parameterizations in all cases, we first determine the real type of the intersection before computing the actual parameterization. In this second part, we present the first classification of pencils of quadrics based on the type of their intersection in real projective space and we show how this classification can be used to compute efficiently the type of the real intersection. The near-optimal parameterization algorithms in all singular cases will be given in Part III.

15.1 Introduction

At the end of Part I, we saw that the generic algorithm we introduced, while being simple and giving optimal parameterizations in some cases, fails to achieve the stated goal of computing (near-)optimal parameterizations (both in terms of functions and coefficients) of intersections of arbitrary quadrics.

Unfortunately, it turns out that achieving this goal involves more than simple adaptations to the generic algorithm. Reaching optimality implies looking carefully at each type of real intersection and designing a dedicated algorithm to handle each situation. For this, we need to understand precisely which situations can happen over the reals and thus classify real pencils of quadrics of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$.

Classifying pencils of quadrics over the complexes was achieved by Segre in the nineteenth century [Seg83]. Its practical value is however limited since its proper interpretation lies in the complex domain (i.e. points on the intersection might be real or complex), whereas our concern is with real parts of the intersection.

Accordingly, we refine the Segre classification of pencils of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ by examining the different cases occurring over the reals. This refinement is, in itself, of partial assistance for the parameterization problem : no more than the Segre classification can it be “reverse engineered” to construct explicit representations of the various intersection components. It is however mandatory for the following two reasons : it allows us to obtain structural information on the intersection curve which we use to drive the algorithm for computing a near-optimal parameterization of the intersection curve (Part III) ; it is also a prerequisite for proving the (near-)optimality of our parameterization algorithm.
Contributions. In this second part of our paper, we present a new classification of pencils of quadrics based on the type of their real projective intersection. A summary of this classification is given in Tables 15.4 and 15.5. We then show how to use this classification to compute efficiently the type of the real intersection. In particular we show how computations with non-rational numbers can be avoided for detecting the type of the intersection when the input quadrics have rational coefficients.

It should be stressed that, even though the classification of pencils over the reals is presented here as an intermediate step in a more global process (i.e., parameterization of the intersection), this classification has an interest on its own. It could be used for instance in a collision detection context to predict at which time stamps a collision between two moving objects will happen.

Related work. In the context of the representation of the geometry of Boolean combinations of volumes bounded by quadric surfaces, J. Ocken, J. T. Schwartz, and M. Sharir showed in 1987 how two quadrics can be simultaneously diagonalized using a real projective transformation and used this diagonalization to parameterize the intersection of the quadrics. The analysis is however incomplete and some intersection morphologies are overlooked, leading to possible misclassifications. In particular, the cases when the characteristic polynomial of the pencil has two double roots, corresponding to such morphologies as a cubic and a secant line or four lines forming a skew quadrilateral, are missing.

The next result on the classification of pencil of quadrics based on the real type of the intersection was obtained in 2002 by C. Tu, W. Wang, and J. Wang who who classified pencils in the generic case, that is when the intersection is a smooth quartic (in complex space) whose number of connected components (in real space) is two, one, or zero [TWW02]. Note that W. Wang and R. Krasauskas also obtained results on the classification of pencils in the generic case when the pencil is furthermore restricted to be generated by two ellipsoids in affine space [WK04]. Related results have also been obtained by W. Wang, J. Wang, and M. Kim on the separation of two ellipsoids in affine space [WWK01].

In September 2005, Tu, Wang, Mourrain, and Wang published a research report [TWMW05] presenting a classification of pencils very similar to ours. They use the Canonical Pair Form Theorem of F. Uhlig as basic mathematical tool and refine the classification of pencils of quadrics over the complexes in exactly the same way as we do. There are however differences between the two approaches. First, we classify pencils using the inertia of the quadrics at the multiple roots of the characteristic polynomial, except for a small number of cases where simple geometric conditions allow to discriminate. By contrast, Tu et al. classify pencils using the inertia of the quadrics between the roots of the characteristic polynomial (plus the degree of the minimal polynomial of the characteristic polynomial in some cases), and rely on Puiseux expansion to deduce some information at the (multiple) roots. Second, the classification of Tu et al. is limited to non-degenerate pencils (i.e. pencils whose characteristic polynomial does not vanish identically), while ours covers all possible cases. Third, in addition to the enumeration of all real quadric intersection morphologies, we also provide algorithms for exactly and efficiently recovering the real projective type of the intersection of two arbitrary given quadrics.

The rest of this part is organized as follows. Section 15.2 reviews the classical Segre classification of pencils of quadrics over the complexes. We then refine, in Sections 15.3 and 15.4, the Segre classification over the reals with a repeated application of the Canonical Pair Form Theorem for pairs of real symmetric matrices introduced in Part I. In Section 15.3, we consider regular pencils, i.e., pencils that contain a non-singular quadric, and, in Section 15.4, singular pencils, i.e., pencils that contain only singular quadrics, or, equivalently, pencils with identically vanishing characteristic polynomial. In Section 15.5, we use the results of the classification of pencils over the reals to design an algorithm to quickly and efficiently characterize the complex and real types of the intersection given two input quadrics. Several examples are detailed in Section 15.6, before concluding.

### 15.2 Classification of pencils of quadrics over the complexes

In this section, we review classical material on the classification of pencils of quadrics. It will serve as the starting point for our classification of pencils over the reals in Sections 15.3 and 15.4.

In the rest of the paper all quadrics are considered in real projective space $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$; their coefficients as well as the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials of pencils are thus real. However, we consider the intersection
of quadrics both in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) and in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \). Accordingly, the classification of pencils is considered both over the complexes and over the reals.

We start in Section 15.2.1 with a proof that the existence of a singularity on the intersection curve is equivalent either to the existence of a multiple root in the characteristic polynomial or to the fact that the characteristic polynomial vanishes identically. Then Section 15.2.2 recalls the basic tenets of the classification of pencils over the complexes. The well-known Segre characteristic is recalled in Section 15.2.2.1 and its relation with the Canonical Pair Form Theorem for pairs of real symmetric matrices (Part I and Uhl73, Uhl76) is thoroughly explained in Section 15.2.2.2.

### 15.2.1 Singular intersections and multiple roots

Recall that, given two 4 by 4 real symmetric matrices \( S \) and \( T \), the characteristic polynomial, \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) \), of the pencil generated by \( S \) and \( T \) is the determinant of \( \lambda S + \mu T \). In the ensuing sections, we use the following equivalence for classifying the singular intersections through the multiplicities of the roots of the characteristic polynomial \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) \) and the rank of the corresponding quadrics.

**Proposition 15.1.** If the intersection of two distinct quadrics \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) has a singular point \( p \), then

- either \( \mathcal{D} \equiv 0 \) and \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) are singular at \( p \).
- or \( \mathcal{D} \equiv 0 \) and there is a unique quadric \( Q_R \) of the pencil that is singular at \( p \).
- or \( \mathcal{D} \neq 0 \), there is a unique quadric \( Q_R = \lambda_0 Q_S + \mu_0 Q_T \) that is singular at \( p \) and \( (\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) is a multiple root of \( \mathcal{D} \).

In the last two cases, all the quadrics of the pencil except \( Q_R \) share a common tangent plane at \( p \).

**Proof.** First recall that a curve \( C \) defined by implicit equations \( Q_S = Q_T = 0 \) is singular at \( p \) if and only if \( p \) is on \( C \) and the rank of the Jacobian matrix \( J \) of \( C \) is strictly less than 2 when evaluated at \( p \). \( J \) is the matrix of partial derivatives:

\[
J = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial Q_S}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial Q_S}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial Q_S}{\partial z} & \frac{\partial Q_S}{\partial w} \\
\frac{\partial Q_T}{\partial x} & \frac{\partial Q_T}{\partial y} & \frac{\partial Q_T}{\partial z} & \frac{\partial Q_T}{\partial w}
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Let \( J_S \) and \( J_T \) be the first and second rows of \( J \).

If all the coefficients of \( J \) vanish at \( p \), then \( p \) is a singular point of both \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) and thus of all quadrics of the pencil, implying that \( \mathcal{D} \equiv 0 \).

Otherwise, \( J \) has rank one and there exists a linear relationship between the rows of \( J \) evaluated at \( p \):

\[
\lambda_0 J_S|_p + \mu_0 J_T|_p = 0, \quad (\lambda_0, \mu_0) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]

Also, there is a \( v \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) such that \( J|_p v \) is a non-zero multiple of \( v \). This exactly means that the tangent plane at \( p \) of all the quadrics of the pencil is the plane \( P \) of equation \( v \cdot (x \ y \ z \ w)^T = 0 \), except for the quadric \( \lambda_0 Q_S + \mu_0 Q_T \). For this last quadric, all the partial derivatives at \( p \) vanish, implying that it is singular at \( p \) and has rank at most 3.

Now, we may change the generators of the pencil by taking \( \lambda_0 S + \mu_0 T \) as first generator in place of \( S \). This has the effect of translating \( (\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) to \( (1, 0) \). If we change of frame in order that the coordinates of \( p \) become \( (0, 0, 0, 1) \) and that the equation of \( P \) becomes \( x = 0 \), the matrices of the generators of the pencil become

\[
S' = \begin{pmatrix}
* & * & * & 0 \\
* & A & 0 & 0 \\
* & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad T' = \begin{pmatrix}
* & * & 1 & 0 \\
* & B & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix},
\]

where \( A \) and \( B \) are \( 2 \times 2 \) matrices and the stars denote any element. It follows immediately that

\[
\det(\lambda S' + \mu T') = -\mu^2 \det(\lambda A + \mu B).
\]

The case \( \det(\lambda A + \mu B) \equiv 0 \) proves the second assertion. The case \( \det(\lambda A + \mu B) \neq 0 \) proves the last assertion. \( \square \)
15.2.2 Classification of pencils by elementary divisors

For the reader’s convenience, we review, in this section, the classical classification of pencils of quadrics as originally done by the Italian mathematician Segre [Seg83]. More recent and accessible accounts can be found in [Bro06] or [HP53].

15.2.2.1 Segre characteristic

Assume we are given a pencil \( R(λ,μ) = λS + μT \) of symmetric matrices of size \( n \) such that \( D(λ,μ) = \det R(λ,μ) \) is not identically zero. In general, \( D \) has \( n \) complex roots to which correspond \( n \) complex projective cones of the pencil. But there can be exceptions to this when a root \((λ_0,μ_0)\) of \( D \) appears with multiplicity larger than 1. It can also happen that \((λ_0,μ_0)\) makes not only the determinant \( D \) vanish but also all its subdeterminants of order \( n - t + 1 \) say, \( t > 0 \). This means that the corresponding quadric has as singular set a linear space of dimension \( t - 1 \).

Let the \((λ_i,μ_i), i = 1, \ldots, p \), be the roots of \( D \) and the \( m_i \) their respective multiplicities. Indicate by \( m^j_i \) the minimum multiplicity with which the root \((λ_i,μ_i)\) appears in the subdeterminants of order \( n - j \) of \( D \). Let \( t_i \geq 1 \) be the smallest integer such that \( m^j_i = 0 \). We see that \( m^j_i \geq m^{j+1}_i \) for all \( j \). Define a sequence of indices \( e^j_i \) as follows:

\[
e^j_i = m^{j-1}_i - m^j_i, \quad j = 1, \ldots, t_i,
\]

with \( m^0_i = m_i \). The multiplicity \( m_i \) of \((λ_i,μ_i)\) is the sum \( e^1_i + \cdots + e^{t_i}_i \). We have therefore:

\[
D'(λ,μ) = (λμ_i - μλ_i)m^0_i D'(λ,μ) = (λμ_i - μλ_i)^{e^1_i} \cdots (λμ_i - μλ_i)^{e^{t_i}_i} D'(λ,μ),
\]

where \( D'(λ,μ) \neq 0 \).

The factors \((λμ_i - μλ_i)^{e^j_i}\) are called the elementary divisors and the exponents \( e^j_i \) the characteristic numbers, associated with the root \((λ_i,μ_i)\). Their study goes back to Karl Weierstrass [Wei68]. Segre introduced the following notation to denote the various characteristic numbers associated with the degenerate quadrics that appear in a pencil:

\[
σ_n = [(e^1_1, \ldots, e^{t_1}_1), (e^1_2, \ldots, e^{t_2}_2), \ldots, (e^1_p, \ldots, e^{t_p}_p)],
\]

with the convention that the parentheses enclosing the characteristic numbers of \((λ_i,μ_i)\) are dropped when \( t_i = 1 \). This is known as the Segre characteristic or Segre symbol of the pencil.

The following theorem, essentially due to Weierstrass [Wei68], proves that a pencil of quadrics and the intersection it defines are uniquely and entirely characterized, over the complexes, by its Segre symbol.

Theorem 15.2 (Characterization by Segre symbol). Consider two pencils of quadrics \( R(λ_1,μ_1) = λ_1S_1 + μ_1T_1 \) and \( R(λ_2,μ_2) = λ_2S_2 + μ_2T_2 \) in \( \mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{R}) \). Suppose that \( \det R(λ_1,μ_1) \) and \( \det R(λ_2,μ_2) \) are not identically zero and let \((λ_1,μ_1,1)\) and \((λ_2,μ_2,1)\) be their respective roots. Then the two pencils are projectively equivalent if and only if they have the same Segre symbol and there is an automorphism of \( \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{C}) \) taking \((λ_1,μ_1,1)\) to \((λ_2,μ_2,1)\).

With the above definition, we see that \((λ_1,μ_1)\) is a root of all subdeterminants of \( R(λ,μ) \) of order \((n - t_i) + k, k > 0 \), but not of any subdeterminant of order \( n - t_i \). In other words, the rank \( r_i \) of \( R(λ_i,μ_i) \) is \( n - t_i \). In addition, since \( m_i = e^1_i + \cdots + e^{t_i}_i \), we have that \( n - 1 \geq r_i \geq n - m_i \). Enumerating all possible cases for the \( e^j_i \) subject to the constraints induced by its definition gives rise to all possible types of (complex) intersection and accompanying Segre symbols. Tables 15.1, 15.2, and 15.3 list the possible cases for pencils in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \). Incidentally, we can see that the pair \((m_i, r_i)\) is sufficient to characterize the pencil except in the case \((4,2)\).

When the characteristic polynomial \( D(λ,μ) \) vanishes identically, i.e., all the quadrics are singular (see Tables 15.2 and 15.3), the above theory does not apply directly. There are two cases, according to whether the quadrics of the pencil have singular points in common or not:

– When they do not, the pencil can be characterized by a different set of invariants the existence of which was originally proved by Kronecker. We do not detail here how this set is computed (but see [Bro06, p. 55-60]). Sufficient it to say that the cases \( n = 4 \) and \( n = 3 \) are characterized each by a single set of such invariants, designated by the strings \([1\{3\}]\) and \([[3]]\) respectively. In Section 15.4.1, we carry out the analysis of this situation when \( n = 4 \) without resorting to these special invariants.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segre characteristic $\sigma_4$</th>
<th>roots of $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)$ in $\mathbb{C}$ and rank of associated quadric</th>
<th>type of intersection in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>four simple roots</td>
<td>smooth quartic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1112]</td>
<td>one double root, rank 3</td>
<td>nodal quartic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111(11)]</td>
<td>one double root, rank 2</td>
<td>two secant conics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11(11)]</td>
<td>triple root, rank 3</td>
<td>cuspidal quartic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(21)]</td>
<td>triple root, rank 2</td>
<td>two tangent conics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>triple root, rank 1</td>
<td>double conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(11)]</td>
<td>qudruple root, rank 3</td>
<td>cubic and tangent line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(31)]</td>
<td>qudruple root, rank 2</td>
<td>conic and two lines crossing on the conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(22)]</td>
<td>qudruple root, rank 2</td>
<td>two lines and a double line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(211)]</td>
<td>qudruple root, rank 1</td>
<td>two double lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(1111)]</td>
<td>qudruple root, rank 0</td>
<td>smooth quadric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>two double roots, both rank 3</td>
<td>cubic and secant line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2(11)]</td>
<td>two double roots, ranks 3 and 2</td>
<td>conic and two lines not crossing on the conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(11)(11)]</td>
<td>two double roots, both rank 2</td>
<td>four lines (skew quadrilateral)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 15.1 – Classification of pencils by Segre symbol in the case where $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)$ does not identically vanish. When the characteristic polynomial has multiple roots, the additional simple roots are not indicated : they correspond to rank 3 quadrics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segre characteristic $\sigma_3$</th>
<th>roots of $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu)$ in $\mathbb{C}$ and rank of associated conic</th>
<th>type of intersection in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1(3)]</td>
<td>no common singular point</td>
<td>conic and double line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>three simple roots</td>
<td>four concurrent lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>double root, rank 2</td>
<td>two lines and a double line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(11)]</td>
<td>double root, rank 1</td>
<td>two double lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>triple root, rank 2</td>
<td>line and triple line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(21)]</td>
<td>triple root, rank 1</td>
<td>quadruple line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(111)]</td>
<td>triple root, rank 0</td>
<td>cone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[{3}]</td>
<td>$\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0$</td>
<td>see Table 15.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 15.2 – Classification of pencils by Segre symbol in the case where $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0$. When the quadrics of the pencil have (at least) one singular point $p$ in common (bottom part), $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu)$ is the determinant of the $3 \times 3$ upper-left matrix of $R(\lambda, \mu)$ after a congruence transformation sending $p$ to $(0, 0, 0, 1)$. The conic associated with a root of $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu)$ corresponds to the $3 \times 3$ upper-left matrix or $R(\lambda, \mu)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segre characteristic $\sigma_2$</th>
<th>roots of $\mathcal{D}_2(\lambda, \mu)$ in $\mathbb{C}$ and rank of associated matrix</th>
<th>type of intersection in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[{3}]</td>
<td>no two common singular points</td>
<td>line and plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[11]</td>
<td>two simple roots</td>
<td>quadruple line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>double root, rank 1</td>
<td>plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(11)]</td>
<td>double root, rank 0</td>
<td>pair of distinct planes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\mathcal{D}_2(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0$</td>
<td>double plane</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 15.3 – Classification of pencils by Segre symbol in the case where $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0$ and $\mathcal{D}_3(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0$. When the quadrics of the pencil have (at least) two singular point $p$ and $q$ in common (bottom part), $\mathcal{D}_2(\lambda, \mu)$ is the determinant of the $2 \times 2$ upper-left matrix of $R(\lambda, \mu)$ after a congruence transformation sending $p$ and $q$ to $(0, 0, 0, 1)$ and $(0, 0, 1, 0)$. The matrix associated with a root of $\mathcal{D}_2(\lambda, \mu)$ corresponds to the $2 \times 2$ upper-left matrix or $R(\lambda, \mu)$.
### Classification of Pencils

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segre string</th>
<th>roots of $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)$ in $\mathbb{C}$</th>
<th>rank or inertia of $R(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$</th>
<th>rank or inertia of $R(\lambda_2, \mu_2)$</th>
<th>type of $(\lambda_2, \mu_2)$</th>
<th>$s$</th>
<th>type of intersection in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>4 simple roots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>smooth quartic or $\emptyset$; see [Fin37] &amp; [TWW02] (or also Th. 14.5 &amp; 14.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[112]</td>
<td>1 double root</td>
<td>(3,0)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[112]</td>
<td>1 double root</td>
<td>(2,1)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nodal quartic; isolated node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[112]</td>
<td>1 double root, rank 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nodal quartic; convex sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[112]</td>
<td>1 double root, rank 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>complex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>nodal quartic; concave sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>1 double root</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>two points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>1 double root</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>two non-secant conics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>1 double root, rank 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>1 double root, rank 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>complex</td>
<td></td>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>two secant conics; convex sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>1 double root, rank 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>complex</td>
<td></td>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>two secant conics; concave sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>quadruple root</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cubic and tangent line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(31)]</td>
<td>quadruple root</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(31)]</td>
<td>quadruple root</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>conic and two lines crossing on the conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>quadruple root</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>double line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>quadruple root</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>two single lines &amp; a double line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>quadruple root, rank 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>quadruple root, rank 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>two secant double lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>quadruple root, rank 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>any smooth quadric of the pencil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>rank 3</td>
<td>rank 3</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>cubic and secant line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>rank 3</td>
<td>rank 3</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td></td>
<td>cubic and non-secant line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>(3,0)</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>(2,1)</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>$+$</td>
<td>conic and two intersecting lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>(2,1)</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>$-$</td>
<td>conic and point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>two points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>(1,1)</td>
<td>(2,0)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td></td>
<td>two points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td></td>
<td>four lines (skew quadrilateral)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>2 double roots</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td>complex</td>
<td></td>
<td>two secant lines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 15.4** – Classification of pencils in the case where $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)$ does not identically vanish. $(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$ denotes a multiple root of $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)$ (if any) and $(\lambda_2, \mu_2)$ another root (not necessarily simple). If $(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$ is a double root then $s$ denotes the sign of $\det(\mathcal{S}+\mu T)$ at $(\lambda, \mu) = (\lambda_1, \mu_1)$; if $(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$ is a quadruple root then $s$ denotes the sign of $\det(\lambda S+\mu T)$ for any $(\lambda, \mu) \neq (\lambda_1, \mu_1)$. When the characteristic polynomial has multiple roots, the additional simple roots are not indicated. The Segre characteristic is mentioned for clarity but is not needed for the classification.
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| Segre string | roots of $D_3(\lambda, \mu)$ in $\mathbb{C}$ | rank or inertia of $R(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$ | inertia of $R(\lambda_2, \mu_2)$ | type of $(\lambda_2, \mu_2)$ | type of intersection in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1{3}]</td>
<td>no common singular point</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>conic and double line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>3 simple roots</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>four concurrent lines meeting at p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>3 simple roots</td>
<td>(2, 0)</td>
<td>(2, 0)</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>point $p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>3 simple roots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>complex</td>
<td>two lines intersecting at p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>double root double root</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>(2, 0)</td>
<td>2 lines and a double line meeting at p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(11)]</td>
<td>double root double root</td>
<td>rank 1</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
<td>two double lines meeting at p</td>
<td>point $p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1(11)]</td>
<td>double root double root</td>
<td>rank 1</td>
<td>(2, 0)</td>
<td>point $p$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>triple root</td>
<td>rank 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>a line and a triple line meeting at p</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>triple root</td>
<td>rank 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>a quadruple line</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[(111)]</td>
<td>triple root</td>
<td>rank 0</td>
<td></td>
<td>any non-trivial quadric of the pencil</td>
<td>same as in Table 15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_3(\lambda, \mu) = 0$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 15.5 – Classification of pencils in the case where $D(\lambda, \mu)$ identically vanishes. In the bottom part, the quadrics of the pencil have a singular point $p$ in common. $D_3(\lambda, \mu)$ is the determinant of the $3 \times 3$ upper-left matrix of $R(\lambda, \mu)$ after a congruence transformation sending $p$ to $(0, 0, 0, 1)$. The conic associated with a root of $D_3(\lambda, \mu)$ corresponds to the $3 \times 3$ upper-left matrix or $R(\lambda, \mu)$. $(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$ denotes the multiple root of $D_3(\lambda, \mu)$ (if any) and $(\lambda_2, \mu_2)$ another root. When $D_3(\lambda, \mu)$ has a multiple root, the additional simple roots are not indicated. The Segre characteristic is mentioned for clarity but is not needed for the classification.

When the quadrics do have (at least one) singular point in common, say $p$, we may suppose, after a change of frame, that $p$ has coordinates $(0, \ldots, 0, 1)$. In the new frame, the matrices have their last row and column filled with zeros. To sort out the different types of intersection, we may identify the quadrics with their upper left $(n-1) \times (n-1)$ matrices and classify the restricted pencils by looking at the Segre symbol $\sigma_{n-1}$ of their characteristic polynomial (of degree $n - 1$). This is what we have done in Table 15.2 for the case of quadrics in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$.

The above process can be repeated by recursing on dimension.

15.2.2.2 From the complexes to the reals

Theorem 15.2 can be used to find a canonical form for a pencil of quadrics when $D(\lambda, \mu)$ is not identically zero (see [HP53]). Consider the pencil $R(\lambda) = \lambda S - T$ and its characteristic polynomial $D(\lambda)$, with roots $\lambda_i$ of multiplicity $m_i$. Let

$$[(e_1^1, \ldots, e_1^p), (e_2^1, \ldots, e_2^p), \ldots, (e_p^1, \ldots, e_p^p)]$$

be the Segre symbol of the pencil. Then there exists a change of coordinates in $\mathbb{P}^n(\mathbb{C})$ such that, in the new frame, the pencil writes down as $R'(\lambda) = \lambda S' - T'$, where

$$S' = \text{diag}(E_1^1, \ldots, E_1^p, E_2^1, \ldots, E_2^p, \ldots, E_p^1, \ldots, E_p^p), \quad T' = \text{diag}(E_1^1 J_1^1, \ldots, E_1^p J_1^p, \ldots, E_p^1 J_p^1, \ldots, E_p^p J_p^p)$$

are block diagonal matrices with blocks:

$$E_i^k = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 1 \\ 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{and} \quad J_i^k = \begin{pmatrix} \lambda_i & 0 \\ 0 & \lambda_i \end{pmatrix}$$
of size $e_i^j$. The parentheses in the Segre symbol correspond one-to-one to the singular quadrics in the pencil. The root of $D$ corresponding to a singular quadric of symbol $(e_1^j, \ldots, e_l^j)$ has multiplicity $m_i = \sum_{l=1}^t e_i^j$.

The parallel between the Canonical Pair Form Theorem introduced in Section 14.5.1 and the decomposition by Segre symbol should now jump to mind: the first is in a sense a real version of the second, i.e. it gives a canonical form that is projectively equivalent by a real congruence transformation to the original pencil. In the real form, complex roots of the characteristic polynomial are somehow combined in complex Jordan blocks so that quadratic pencils are equivalent by a real projective transformation.

When $\lambda_i$ is real, the $J_i^j$ are the real Jordan blocks associated with $\lambda_i$. The sum of the sizes of the blocks corresponding to $\lambda_i$ is $\sum_{j=1}^t e_i^j = m_i$, and the number of those blocks is $t_i = n - \text{rank} R(\lambda_i)$, as in Theorem 14.10.

When $\lambda_i$ is complex, let $\lambda_j$ be its conjugate. It is intuitively clear that $t_i = t_j$ in the complex decomposition and that the associated Jordan blocks $J_i^j$ and $J_j^j$ have the same sizes, i.e. $e_i^j = e_j^j$. When the complex roots and their blocks are combined, they give rise to complex Jordan blocks of size $2e_i^j$. In the real canonical form, the number of these blocks is again $t_i$ but the sum of their sizes is $2m_i$.

The Segre symbol can thus serve as a starting point for the study of real pencils using the Canonical Pair Form Theorem. We illustrate this with two examples concerning pencils in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$. Consider first the Segre symbol $[(211)]$. The associated pencil has a quadruple root, which is necessarily real (otherwise its conjugate would also be a root of the characteristic polynomial of the pencil). In view of the above, the real decomposition of the pencil has three Jordan blocks, one of size 2 and two of size 1. Now consider the Segre symbol $[22]$. The associated pencil has two double roots, which can be either both real or both complex. If they are real, then each of the roots has one Jordan block of size 2. If they are complex, then the two roots appear in the same Jordan block of size 4.

### 15.3 Classification of regular pencils of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ over the reals

We now turn to the classification of pencils of quadrics of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ over the reals. A summary of this classification is given in Tables 15.4 and 15.5. In what follows, we make heavy use of the Canonical Pair Form Theorem for pairs of real symmetric matrices (Part I and [Uhl73, Uhl76]). For each possible Segre characteristic, we examine the different cases according to whether the roots of the characteristic polynomial are real or not and then examine the conditions leading to different types of intersection over the reals.

In each case, we start by computing the canonical form of the pair $(S, T)$ for a given Segre characteristic and type (real or complex) of multiple root(s) of the characteristic polynomial. We then deduce from this canonical form a normal form of the pencil over the reals by rescaling and translating the roots to particularly simple values. Recall that the congruence transformation in the Canonical Pair Form Theorem preserves the roots (values and multiplicities) of the characteristic polynomial of the pencil. This normal form is in a sense the “simplest pair” of quadrics having a given real intersection type. The normal pencil is equivalent by a real projective transformation to any pencil of quadrics with the same real and complex intersection type.

A word of caution: the projective transformations involved in the classification of real pencils, if they preserve the real type of the intersection, may well involve irrational numbers. This fact should be kept in mind when interpreting the results.

We treat the first case (nodal quartic) in some detail so that the reader gets accustomed to the techniques we use. For the other cases, we move directly to the normal form without first expliciting the canonical form.

In the real canonical form, the number of those blocks is $t_i$ but the sum of their sizes is $2m_i$.

When $\lambda_3$ is real, the $J_i^j$ are the real Jordan blocks associated with $\lambda_i$. The sum of the sizes of the blocks corresponding to $\lambda_i$ is $\sum_{j=1}^t e_i^j = m_i$, and the number of those blocks is $t_i = n - \text{rank} R(\lambda_i)$, as in Theorem 14.10.

When $\lambda_i$ is complex, let $\lambda_j$ be its conjugate. It is intuitively clear that $t_i = t_j$ in the complex decomposition and that the associated Jordan blocks $J_i^j$ and $J_j^j$ have the same sizes, i.e. $e_i^j = e_j^j$. When the complex roots and their blocks are combined, they give rise to complex Jordan blocks of size $2e_i^j$. In the real canonical form, the number of these blocks is again $t_i$ but the sum of their sizes is $2m_i$.

The Segre symbol can thus serve as a starting point for the study of real pencils using the Canonical Pair Form Theorem. We illustrate this with two examples concerning pencils in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$. Consider first the Segre symbol $[(211)]$. The associated pencil has a quadruple root, which is necessarily real (otherwise its conjugate would also be a root of the characteristic polynomial of the pencil). In view of the above, the real decomposition of the pencil has three Jordan blocks, one of size 2 and two of size 1. Now consider the Segre symbol $[22]$. The associated pencil has two double roots, which can be either both real or both complex. If they are real, then each of the roots has one Jordan block of size 2. If they are complex, then the two roots appear in the same Jordan block of size 4.

Note that, in the case where the Segre characteristic is $[1111]$, which corresponds to a smooth quartic in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, the classification on the type of intersection in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ follows from results by Finsler [Fin37] and Tu et al. [TWW02] (see also Theorems 14.5 and 14.25). Also, the case $[1111]$ does not necessitate any further treatment: save for the quadric corresponding to the quadruple root (which is $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$), all the quadrics of the pencil are equal and the intersection is thus any of those non-trivial quadrics. Finally, the case of a vanishing characteristic polynomial, $\det R(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0$, is treated separately in Section 15.4.

Here and in the ensuing sections, a singularity of the intersection will be called convex if the branches of the curve are on the same side of the common tangent plane to the branches at the singularity, concave otherwise. It should be stressed that there is a close connection between the type of the singularity and the notion of affine finiteness introduced by Tu et al. [TWW02]. Recall that the point set is called affinely finite if it does not intersect some

---

26When reference is made to a section or result in another part of the paper, it is prefixed by the part number.
projective plane and \textit{affinely infinite} otherwise. As we shall see, a convex singularity corresponds to an affinely finite intersection, while a concave one corresponds to an affinely infinite intersection. Furthermore, our classification directly yields the following theorem which provides a global property on the intersection of two quadrics from a property of the pencil; note that this theorem is similar in spirit to the theorem due to Finsler [Fin37] (see Theorem 14.5) which characterizes when two quadrics have an empty intersection.

\textbf{Theorem 15.3.} If two distinct quadrics have a pencil whose characteristic polynomial does not identically vanish, their intersection is affinely finite if and only if there exists a quadric of inertia \((3, 1)\) in the pencil.

\textbf{Proof.} Any quadric of inertia \((3, 1)\) is affinely finite, thus if the pencil contains such a quadric, the intersection is affinely finite. Conversely, in the case where the intersection is a smooth quartic (in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\)), the property follows from Tu et al. [TWW02] (see also Theorem 14.25). Otherwise, it follows from our classification that, when there is no quadric of inertia \((3, 1)\) in a pencil generated by two distinct quadrics, the intersection either contains a line (and therefore is affinely infinite) or is a nodal quartic with a concave singularity or two secant conics with a concave singularity. In the last two cases, we show below that the intersection is affinely infinite. \(\square\)

An additional benefit of the classification of pencils over the reals is the ability to draw pictures of all possible situations. Such a gallery of intersection cases is given in Figure 15.1. The pictures were made with the \textit{surf} visualization tool [Sur].

\subsection{15.3.1 Nodal quartic in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\), \(\sigma_4 = [112]\)}

The characteristic polynomial has a double root \(\lambda_1\), which is necessarily real (otherwise its conjugate would also be a double root of \(\det(R(\lambda))\)). Let \(\lambda_2\) and \(\lambda_3\) be the other roots. The Segre characteristic implies that the three quadrics \(R(\lambda_i)\) have rank 3 (equal to \(n - t_i\); see Section 15.2.2.1). The Canonical Pair Form Theorem thus implies that to \(\lambda_1\) corresponds one real Jordan block of size 2.

There are two cases.

\textbf{\(\lambda_2\) and \(\lambda_3\) are real.} \(R(\lambda_2)\) and \(R(\lambda_3)\) are projective cones. The Canonical Pair Form Theorem gives that \(S\) and \(T\) are simultaneously congruent to the quadrics of equations

\[
\begin{align*}
2\varepsilon_{1,1}xy + \varepsilon_2z^2 + \varepsilon_3w^2 &= 0, \\
2\varepsilon_{1,1}xy + \varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2z^2 + \varepsilon_3\lambda_3w^2 &= 0, \quad \varepsilon_i = \pm 1, i = 1, 2, 3.
\end{align*}
\]

\(\lambda_1S - T\) and \(\lambda_2S - T\) are thus simultaneously congruent to the quadrics of equations

\[
\begin{align*}
-\varepsilon_1y^2 + \varepsilon_2(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)x^2 + \varepsilon_3(\lambda_1 - \lambda_3)w^2 &= 0, \\
-\varepsilon_1y^2 + 2\varepsilon_1(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1)xy + \varepsilon_3(\lambda_2 - \lambda_3)w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Let \(\varepsilon = \text{sign} \frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_3}\) (recall that \(\lambda_1 \neq \lambda_3\) and \(\lambda_2 \neq \lambda_3\)). By multiplying the above two equations by \(-\varepsilon_1\left|\frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_3}\right|\) and \(-\varepsilon_1\), respectively, we can rewrite them as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_3} y^2 - \varepsilon_1 (\lambda_1 - \lambda_2) x^2 - \varepsilon_1 (\lambda_2 - \lambda_3) w^2 &= 0, \\
\sqrt{\frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_1}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_3}} y - 2(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1) x &\rightarrow x, \quad \sqrt{\frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_3}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_3}} y &\rightarrow y,
\end{align*}
\]

Now, we apply the following projective transformation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sqrt{\frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_1}{\lambda_2 - \lambda_3}} y - 2(\lambda_2 - \lambda_1) x &\rightarrow x, \\
\sqrt{\frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_3}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_3}} y &\rightarrow y, \\
\sqrt{\frac{(\lambda_1 - \lambda_2)(\lambda_2 - \lambda_3)}{\lambda_1 - \lambda_3}} z &\rightarrow z, \\
\sqrt{\frac{\lambda_2 - \lambda_3}{\lambda_2 - \lambda_3}} w &\rightarrow w.
\end{align*}
\]
Fig. 15.1 – A gallery of intersections. a. Nodal quartic. b. Nodal quartic with isolated singular point. c. Cubic and secant line. d. Cubic and tangent line. e. Two secant conics. f. Two double lines. g. Four lines forming a skew quadrilateral. h. Two lines and a double line. i. Conic and two lines not crossing on the conic, the two lines being imaginary. j. Four concurrent lines, only two of which are real. k. Two lines and a double line, the three being concurrent. l. Conic and double line.
We obtain that \( R(\lambda_1) = \lambda_1 S - T \) and \( R(\lambda_2) = \lambda_2 S - T \) are simultaneously congruent, by a real projective transformation \( P \), to the quadrics of equations

\[
\begin{align*}
P^T R(\lambda_1) P : & \quad y^2 + az^2 + hw^2 = 0, \\
P^T R(\lambda_2) P : & \quad xy + cw^2 = 0,
\end{align*}
\]

(15.2)

with \( a, b, c \in \{-1, 1\} \). One can further assume that \( c = 1 \) by changing \( x \) by \(-x\).

From now on we forget about the transformation \( P \) and identify \( R(\lambda_i) \) with \( P^T R(\lambda_i) P \), but it should be kept to mind that things happen in the local frame induced by \( P \).

If \( a \) or \( b \) is \(-1\), the cone \( R(\lambda_1) \) has inertia \((2, 1)\) and thus is real. Otherwise \((a = b = 1)\), the cone \( R(\lambda_1) \) is imaginary but for its real apex \( p = (1, 0, 0, 0) \). The other cone \( R(\lambda_2) \) is always real and contains the apex \( p \) of \( R(\lambda_1) \). We distinguish the three following cases.

- \( a = b = 1 \). The real part of the nodal quartic is reduced to its node, the apex \( p \) of \( R(\lambda_1) \).
- Only one of \( a \) and \( b \) is 1. Assume for instance that \( a = 1, b = -1 \) (the other case is obtained by exchanging \( z \) and \( w \)). By substituting the parameterization of the cone \( y^2 + z^2 - w^2 = 0 \) (see Table 14.3)

\[
\begin{pmatrix} s, u, \frac{u^2 - v^2}{2}, \frac{u^2 + v^2}{2} \end{pmatrix}, \quad (u, v, s) \in P^2(\mathbb{R}),
\]

into the other cone \( xy + w^2 = 0 \), and solving for \( s \), we get the parameterization of the nodal quartic

\[
X(u, v) = (\{(u^2 + v^2)^2, -4u^2v^2, 2uv(u^2 - v^2), 2uv(u^2 + v^2)\})^T, \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]

The nodal quartic is thus real and its node, corresponding to the parameters \((1, 0)\) and \((0, 1)\), is at \( p \). The plane tangent to the quadric \( Q_{R(\lambda_2)} \) at the quartic’s node \( p \) is \( y = 0 \). In a neighborhood of this node, \( x = (u^2 + v^2)^2 > 0 \) and \( y = -4uv^2 \leq 0 \) (recall that \( X(u, v) \) is projective, so its coordinates are defined up to a non-zero scalar). We conclude that the two branches lie on the same side of the tangent plane and that the singularity is convex. As can readily be seen, the plane \( x = 0 \) does not intersect the quartic, so the intersection is affinely finite.

- \( a = -1, b = -1 \). Parameterizing the nodal quartic as above, we get the parameterization

\[
X(u, v) = (\{-4u^2v^2, (u^2 + v^2)^2, (u^2 + v^2)(u^2 - v^2), 2uv(u^2 + v^2)\})^T, \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]

It can be checked that the point \( p = (1, 0, 0, 0) \) which is on the intersection is not attained by any real value of the parameter \((u, v)\) (it is only attained with the complex parameters \((1, i)\) and \((i, 1)\)). The nodal quartic is thus real with an isolated singular point.

We now argue that we can easily distinguish between these three cases. For this, we first prove the following lemma.

**Lemma 15.4.** Given any pencil of quadrics generated by \( S \) and \( T \) whose characteristic polynomial \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) = 0 \) has a double root \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\), the sign of \( \det(\mu S + \mu T) \) at \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\) is invariant by a real projective transformation of the pencil and does not depend on the choice of \( S \) and \( T \) in the pencil.

**Proof.** We suppose that \( D(\lambda, \mu) = \det(\lambda S + \mu T) \) has a double root \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\). The lemma claims that for any real projective transformation \( P \) and any \( a_1, \ldots, a_4 \in \mathbb{R} \) such that \( a_1 a_4 - a_2 a_3 \neq 0 \),

\[
D'(\lambda', \mu') = \det(\lambda' P^T (a_1 S + a_2 T) P + \mu' P^T (a_3 S + a_4 T) P)
\]

has a double root \((\lambda'_1, \mu'_1)\) such that \( \frac{\det(\lambda')}{\det(\mu')} \) at \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\) has same sign as \( \frac{\det(\lambda_1, \mu'_1)}{\det(\mu')} \) at \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\). We have

\[
D'(\lambda', \mu') = (\det P)^2 D(a_1 \lambda' + a_3 \mu', a_2 \lambda' + a_4 \mu').
\]

Thus \( D'(\lambda', \mu') = 0 \) has a double root \((\lambda'_1, \mu'_1)\) defined by

\[
\begin{align*}
a_1 \lambda'_1 + a_3 \mu'_1 & = \lambda_1 \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \lambda'_1 = \frac{a_2 \lambda_1 - a_3 \mu_1}{a_1 a_4 - a_2 a_3} \\
a_2 \lambda'_1 + a_4 \mu'_1 & = \mu_1 \quad \Leftrightarrow \quad \mu'_1 = \frac{a_1 \lambda_1 - a_2 \mu_1}{a_1 a_4 - a_2 a_3}.
\end{align*}
\]
It follows that
\[ \frac{D'(\lambda', \mu')}{(\mu_1^2 - \lambda_1^2 \lambda')^2} = (\det P)^2 \frac{D(a_1 \lambda' + a_3 \mu', a_2 \lambda' + a_4 \mu')}{(\mu_1 (a_1 \lambda' + a_3 \mu') - \lambda_1 (a_2 \lambda' + a_4 \mu'))^2} (a_1 a_4 - a_2 a_3)^2. \]
Hence \( \frac{D'(\lambda', \mu')}{(\mu_1^2 - \lambda_1^2 \lambda')^2} \) at \( (\lambda'_1, \mu'_1) \) has same sign as \( \frac{D(\lambda, \mu)}{(\mu_1^2 - \lambda_1^2 \mu)^2} \) at \( (\lambda_1, \mu_1) \). \( \square \)

**Proposition 15.5.** If the characteristic polynomial \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) = 0 \) has two simple real roots and one double root \( (\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) whose associated matrix \( \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \) has rank three, then the intersection of \( S \) and \( T \) in \( \mathbb{C}^3 \) is a nodal quartic whose node is the apex of \( \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \).

Moreover, if the inertia of \( \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \) is \( (3, 0) \) then the real part of the nodal quartic is reduced to its node. Otherwise the nodal quartic is real; furthermore, if \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) \) is negative for \( (\lambda, \mu) = (\lambda_1, \mu_1) \), the node is isolated and, otherwise, the singularity is convex.

**Proof.** The first part of the proposition follows directly from the Segre characteristic (see Section 15.2.2.1 and Table 15.1).

If the inertia of \( \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \) is \( (3, 0) \), then \( a = b = 1 \) in (15.2) and the result follows as discussed above. Otherwise, considering \( S' = P^T (\lambda_1 S - T) P \) and \( T' = P^T (\lambda_2 S - T) P \), (15.2) gives that \( \det(\lambda S' + \mu T') = -a \lambda(b \lambda + \mu) \mu^2 / 4 \). Evaluating \( \frac{\det(\lambda S' + \mu T')}{\mu^2} \) at \( (\lambda, \mu) = (1, 0) \), gives by Lemma 15.4 that \( -ab \) has same sign as \( \frac{\det(\lambda S + \mu T)}{(\mu_1^2 - \lambda_1^2 \mu)^2} \) at \( (\lambda_1, \mu_1) \). The result then follows from the discussion above depending on whether \( a = b = -1 \) or \( ab = -1 \).

\( \square \)

\( \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) are complex conjugate. The reduction to normal pencil form is slightly more involved in this case. Let \( \lambda_2 = \alpha + i \beta, \lambda_3 = \lambda_2^* \), \( \beta \neq 0 \). The Canonical Pair Form Theorem gives that \( S \) and \( T \) are simultaneously congruent to the quadrics of equations
\[
\begin{align*}
2ey + 2zw &= 0, \\
2e\lambda_1 xy + ey^2 + 2\alpha zw + \beta z^2 - \beta w^2 &= 0, \\
\varepsilon &= \pm 1
\end{align*}
\]
Through this congruence transformation, \( S' = \lambda_1 S - T \) has equation
\[
0 = -ey^2 + \beta (w^2 - z^2) + 2(\lambda_1 - \alpha)zw,
\]
\[
= -ey^2 + \beta(w + \xi z) \left( w - \frac{1}{\xi} z \right),
\]
\[
= -ey^2 + \beta z' w',
\]
where \( \xi \) is real and positive. Through the congruence transformation and with the above transformation \((z, w) \mapsto (z', w')\), \( S \) has equation
\[
0 = 2exy + 2zw
\]
\[
= 2exy + \frac{2}{(\xi + \xi^2)} \left( \frac{1}{\xi} z'^2 - \xi w'^2 + \left( \frac{1}{\xi} - \frac{1}{\xi^2} \right) z' w' \right).
\]
Through the above congruence transformations, the quadric of the pencil \( T' = \beta S - 2\frac{\xi - 1}{(\xi + 1)} S_2 \) has equation
\[
2ey \left( \beta x + \frac{\xi - 1}{(\xi + 1)^2} y \right) + \frac{2\beta}{(\xi + 1)^2} \left( \frac{1}{\xi} z'^2 - \xi w'^2 \right) = 0.
\]
Finally, by making a shift on \( x \), rescaling on the four axes, and changing the signs of \( x \) and \( z \), we get that the two quadrics of the pencil \( S' \) and \( T' \) are simultaneously congruent to the quadrics of equations
\[
\begin{align*}
y^2 + zw &= 0, \\
x + z^2 - w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]
(15.3)
As before, we now drop reference to the accumulated congruence transformation and work in the local frame. By substituting the parameterization of the cone \( y^2 + zw = 0 \) (see Table 14.3)

\[
(s, uv, u^2, -v^2), \quad (u, v, s) \in \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R}),
\]

into the other quadric \( xy + z^2 - w^2 = 0 \), and solving in \( s \), we get the parameterization of the nodal quartic

\[
X(u, v) = (v^4 - u^4, u^2v^2, u^3v, -uv^3)^T, \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]

The nodal quartic is thus real and its node, corresponding to the parameters \((1, 0)\) and \((0, 1)\), is at \( p = (1, 0, 0, 0) \), the apex of \( S' \). The plane tangent to the quadric \( xy + z^2 - w^2 = 0 \) at the quartic’s node \( p \) is \( y = 0 \). In a neighborhood of the quartic’s node on the branch corresponding to the parameter \((0, 0)\), \( x = v^4 - u^4 > 0 \) and \( y = uv^3 > 0 \). On the other branch corresponding to the parameter \((1, 0)\), \( x = v^4 - u^4 < 0 \) and \( y = uv^3 > 0 \). Hence, the two branches of the quartic are on opposite sides of the tangent plane \( y = 0 \) in a neighborhood of the node, i.e., the singularity is concave.

Let us briefly show that the intersection is affinely infinite in this case. Consider the plane \( \ell_1 x + \ell_2 y + \ell_3 z + \ell_4 w = 0 \), \((\ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3, \ell_4) \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \), which we intersect with the nodal quartic under consideration. This yields a quartic equation \( E \) in \((u, v)\). If \( \ell_1 = 0 \), \( E \) has \( v \) in factor, meaning that the point \((1, 0, 0, 0)\) of parameter \((0, 1)\) belongs to the plane. If \( \ell_1 \neq 0 \), the coefficients of \( u^4 \) and \( v^4 \) in \( E \) have opposite sign, implying by Descartes’ Sign Rule that \( E \) has at least one real non-trivial solution. The nodal quartic is thus cut by any plane of \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \), implying it is affinely infinite.

To summarize, we have the following result.

**Proposition 15.6.** If the characteristic polynomial \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) = 0 \) has two simple complex conjugate roots and one double root \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\) whose associated matrix \( \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \) has rank three, then the intersection of \( S \) and \( T \) is a real nodal quartic with a concave singularity at its node, the apex of \( \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \).

### 15.3.2 Two secant conics in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [11(1)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has a double root \( \lambda_1 \) and the rank of \( R(\lambda_1) \) is 2. \( \lambda_1 \) is necessarily real and there are two Jordan blocks of size 1 associated with it in the canonical form. Let \( \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) be the other (simple) roots, associated with quadrics of rank 3. We have two cases.

**\( \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) are real.** \( \lambda_2 \) and \( \lambda_3 \) appear in real Jordan blocks of size 1. The normal form of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & z^2 + aw^2 = 0, \\
& x^2 + by^2 + cw^2 = 0,
\}
\]

with \( a, b, c \in \{-1, 1\} \).

The two planes of \( R(\lambda_1) \) are real if the matrix has inertia \((1, 1)\), i.e. if \( a = -1 \). The cone \( R(\lambda_2) \) is real if its inertia is \((2, 1)\), i.e. if \( b = -1 \) or \( c = -1 \). The two conics of the intersection are secant over the reals if the singular line \( z = w = 0 \) of the pair of planes meets the cone in real points, i.e. if \( b = -1 \). We have the following cases:

- \( a = \pm 1, b = 1, c = 1 \): The planes are real or imaginary and the cone is imaginary. The apex of the cone is not on the planes, so intersection is empty.
- \( a = 1, b = 1, c = -1 \): The planes are imaginary and the cone is real. Their real intersection is the intersection of the singular line \( z = w = 0 \) of the pair of planes with the cone. The real intersection is thus empty.
- \( a = 1, b = -1, c = \pm 1 \): The planes are imaginary and the cone is real. The line \( z = w = 0 \) intersects the cone in two points of coordinates \((1, 1, 0, 0)\) and \((-1, 1, 0, 0)\). The intersection is reduced to these two points.
- \( a = -1, b = 1, c = -1 \): The planes and the cone are real. The line \( z = w = 0 \) does not intersect the cone, so intersection consists of two non-secant conics.
- \( a = -1, b = -1, c = \pm 1 \): The planes and the cone are real. The line \( z = w = 0 \) intersects the conics. The intersection consists of two conics intersecting in two points \( p^\pm \) of coordinates \(( \pm 1, 1, 0, 0) \). All the quadrics of the pencil have the same tangent plane \( P^\pm : x \mp y = 0 \) at \( p^\pm \). The two conics of the intersection are on the same side of \( P^\pm \), i.e. the singularity is convex. When \( c = 1 \), the plane \( y = 0 \) does not intersect the conics. The same goes for the plane \( x = 0 \) when \( c = -1 \). We conclude that the intersection is affinely finite.
Computing the inertia of $R(\lambda_1)$ gives $a$. Also, in normal form, the characteristic polynomial \( \det(\lambda R(\lambda_1) + \mu R(\lambda_2)) \) is equal to $by^2\lambda(a\lambda + \mu)$. Thus, by Lemma 15.4, $ab$ is equal to the sign of \( \frac{\det(\lambda S + \mu T)}{(\mu\lambda - \lambda_1\mu)^2} \) at $(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$. Hence we can easily compute $a$ and $b$. Finally, we need to compute $c$ but only in the case where $a = -1$ and $b = 1$. Then $c = 1$ if the inertia of $R(\lambda_2)$ (or $R(\lambda_3)$) is $(3, 0)$; otherwise $c = -1$ and the inertia of $R(\lambda_2)$ (or $R(\lambda_3)$) is $(2, 1)$.

$\lambda_2$ and $\lambda_3$ are complex conjugate. There are two complex Jordan blocks of size 2 associated with the two roots. The pencil normal form is obtained as in Section 15.3.1. The end result is:

\[
\begin{cases}
  z w = 0, \\
  x^2 + ay^2 + z^2 - w^2 = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

with $a \in \{-1, 1\}$.

The pair of planes $R(\lambda_2)$ is always real. The intersection consists of the two conics $z = x^2 + ay^2 - w^2 = 0$ and $w = x^2 + ay^2 + z^2 = 0$. We have two cases:

- $a = 1$: One conic is real, the other is imaginary.
- $a = -1$: The two conics are real. They intersect at the points $p^\pm$ of coordinates $(1, \pm 1, 0, 0)$. All the quadrics of the pencil have the same tangent plane $p^\pm: x \mp y = 0$ at $p^\pm$. The two conics of the intersection are on opposite sides of $p^\pm$, i.e. the singularity is concave.

Let us show that the intersection is affinely infinite. Parameterizing the first conic by $(u^2 + v^2, u^2 - v^2, 0, 2uv)$ and the second by $(u^2 - v^2, u^2 + v^2, 2uv, 0)$, and intersecting with the plane of equation $\ell_1x + \ell_2y + \ell_3z + \ell_4w = 0$, $(\ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3, \ell_4) \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$, we obtain two quadratic equations in $(u, v)$. The product of the coefficients of $u^2$ and $v^2$ is $\ell_1^2 - \ell_2^2$ in one case and $\ell_3^2 - \ell_4^2$ in the other case. Therefore, Descartes’ Sign Rule implies the existence of a real non-trivial solution to at least one of the quadratic equations if $\ell_1^2 \neq \ell_2^2$. If $\ell_1^2 = \ell_2^2$, then each of the two quadratic equations has either $(u, v) = (0, 1)$ or $(1, 0)$ as real non-trivial solution. We conclude that the intersection is cut by any plane of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$, i.e. it is affinely infinite.

Note finally that, in normal form, the characteristic polynomial \( \det(\lambda R(\lambda_1) + \mu R(\lambda_2)) \) is equal to $-a^2(\mu^2 + \lambda^2/4)$. Hence $a$ is opposite to the sign of $\frac{\det(\lambda S + \mu T)}{(\mu\lambda - \lambda_1\mu)^2}$ at $(\lambda_1, \mu_1)$ (by Lemma 15.4).

### 15.3.3 Cuspidal quartic in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}), \sigma_4 = [13]$  

The characteristic polynomial has a triple root $\lambda_1$, which is necessarily real. To it corresponds a real Jordan block of size 3. $R(\lambda_1)$ has rank 3. Let $\lambda_2$ be the other root, necessarily real, and $R(\lambda_2)$ the associated cone. The normal form of $R(\lambda_1)$ and $R(\lambda_2)$ is:

\[
\begin{cases}
  w^2 + yz = 0, \\
  y^2 + xz = 0.
\end{cases}
\]

The intersection consists of a cuspidal quartic which can be parameterized (in the local frame of the normal form) by

\[X(u, v) = (v^4, u^2v^2, -u^4, u^3v), \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).\]

The quartic has a cusp at $p = (1, 0, 0, 0)$ (the vertex of the first cone), which corresponds to $(u, v) = (0, 1)$. The intersection of $R(\lambda_1)$ with the plane tangent to $R(\lambda_2)$ at $p$ gives the (double) line tangent to the quartic at $p$, i.e. $z = w = 0$.

### 15.3.4 Two tangent conics in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}), \sigma_4 = [1(21)]$  

The characteristic polynomial has a triple root $\lambda_1$ and the rank of $R(\lambda_1)$ is 2. $\lambda_1$ is necessarily real. Attached to $\lambda_1$ are two real Jordan blocks, one of size 2, the other of size 1. Let $\lambda_2$ be the other simple real root, with $R(\lambda_2)$ of rank 3. The normal forms of $R(\lambda_1)$ and $R(\lambda_2)$ are:

\[
\begin{cases}
  x^2 + av^2 = 0, \\
  xy + z^2 = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

where $a \in \{-1, 1\}$.

The pair of planes $R(\lambda_1)$ is real when the matrix has inertia $(1, 1)$, i.e. when $a = -1$. The cone $R(\lambda_2)$ is real since its inertia is $(2, 1)$. So we have two cases:
– \( a = 1 \): The pair of planes is imaginary. Its real part is restricted to the line \( x = w = 0 \), which intersects the cone in the real double point \((0,1,0,0)\). The intersection is reduced to that point.
– \( a = -1 \): The planes are real. The intersection consists of two conics intersecting in the double point \((0,1,0,0)\) and sharing a common tangent at that point.

### 15.3.5 Double conic in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [1(111)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has a real triple root \( \lambda_1 \) and the rank of \( R(\lambda_1) \) is 1. The Jordan normal form of \( S^{-1}T \) contains three blocks of size 1 for \( \lambda_1 \). Let \( \lambda_2 \) be the other real root, with \( R(\lambda_2) \) of rank 3. The normal forms of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) are:

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\begin{cases}
w^2 = 0, \\
x^2 + ay^2 + z^2 = 0,
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

where \( a \in \{-1,1\} \).

The cone \( R(\lambda_2) \) is real if its inertia is \((2,1)\), i.e. if \( a = -1 \). We have two cases:
– \( a = -1 \): The cone is real. The intersection consists of a double conic lying in the plane \( w = 0 \).
– \( a = 1 \): The cone is imaginary. Its real apex does not lie on the plane \( w = 0 \), so the intersection is empty.

### 15.3.6 Cubic and tangent line in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [4] \)

The characteristic polynomial has a quadruple root \( \lambda_1 \) and the rank of \( R(\lambda_1) \) is 3. \( \lambda_1 \) is necessarily real. Associated with it is a unique real Jordan block of size 4. The normal form of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( S \) is:

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\begin{cases}
z^2 + yw = 0, \\
xw + yz = 0.
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

The intersection contains the line \( z = w = 0 \). The cubic is parameterized by

\[
X(u,v) = (u^3, -u^2v, uv^2, v^3), \quad (u,v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]

The cubic intersects the line in the point of coordinate \((1,0,0,0)\), corresponding to the parameter \((1,0)\). The cubic and the line are tangent at that point.

### 15.3.7 Conic and two lines crossing on the conic in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [(31)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has a quadruple root \( \lambda_1 \), with \( R(\lambda_1) \) of rank 2. \( \lambda_1 \) is necessarily real. To it correspond two real Jordan blocks of size 3 and 1. The normal forms of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( S \) are:

\[
\begin{aligned}
&\begin{cases}
yz = 0, \\
y^2 + xz + aw^2,
\end{cases}
\end{aligned}
\]

with \( a \in \{-1,1\} \). \( z = 0 \) gives two real or imaginary lines. \( y = 0 \) gives a real conic. The lines cross on the conic at the point \( p = (1,0,0,0) \).

Both the pair of planes and the nonsingular quadric are real. We have two cases:
– \( a = 1 \): The lines are imaginary. The intersection is reduced to the conic.
– \( a = -1 \): The lines are real. The intersection consists of a conic and two lines crossing on the conic at \( p \).

The characteristic polynomial in normal form \( \det(\lambda R(\lambda_1) + \mu S) = -aq^4/4 \) has a quadruple root and thus is always non-negative or non-positive. In this case, it is straightforward to show, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 15.4, that the sign \( \geq 0 \) or \( \leq 0 \) of \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) \) is invariant by real projective transformation and independent of the choice of \( S \) and \( T \) in the pencil. Hence \( a \) is opposite to the sign of \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) \) for any \( (\lambda,\mu) \) that is not the quadruple root.
15.3.8 Two lines and a double line in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [(22)]$

The characteristic polynomial has a quadruple root $\lambda_1$, with $R(\lambda_1)$ of rank 2. $\lambda_1$ is necessarily real and there are two real Jordan blocks associated with it, both of size 2. The normal forms of $R(\lambda_1)$ and $S$ are:

$$\begin{cases}
y^2 + aw^2 = 0, \\
x y + a z w = 0,
\end{cases}$$

with $a \in \{-1, 1\}$. The intersection consists of the two single lines $y = w = 0$ and two single lines $y \pm \sqrt{-a} w = x \pm \sqrt{-a} z = 0$ cutting the double line in the points $(\pm \sqrt{-a}, 0, 1, 0)$.

The pair of planes is real if its inertia is $(1, 1)$, i.e. if $a = -1$. We have two cases:
- $a = 1$: The two single lines are imaginary. The intersection is reduced to the double line $y = w = 0$.
- $a = -1$: The intersection consists of the two single lines $y \pm w = x \pm z = 0$ and the double line $y = w = 0$.

Note that the characteristic polynomial $\det(\lambda R(\lambda_1) + \mu S)$ is equal in normal form to $\frac{\lambda^6}{16}$. Thus $\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)$ is positive for any $(\lambda, \mu)$ distinct from the quadruple root.

15.3.9 Two double lines in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [(211)]$

The characteristic polynomial has a quadruple root $\lambda_1$, with $R(\lambda_1)$ of rank 1. $\lambda_1$ is real and there are three real Jordan blocks associated with it, two having size 1 and the last size 2. The normal forms of $R(\lambda_1)$ and $S$ are:

$$\begin{cases}
w^2 = 0, \\
x^2 + ay^2 + zw = 0,
\end{cases}$$

with $a \in \{-1, 1\}$. The intersection consists of two double lines $w^2 = x^2 + ay^2 = 0$.

There are two cases:
- $a = 1$: The two double lines are imaginary. The intersection is reduced to their real intersection point, i.e. $(0, 0, 1, 0)$.
- $a = -1$: The two double lines $w^2 = x - y = 0$ and $w^2 = x + y = 0$ are real so the intersection consists of these two lines, meeting at $(0, 0, 1, 0)$.

The characteristic polynomial (in normal form) is equal to $\det(\lambda R(\lambda_1) + \mu S) = -a\lambda^4/4$ thus $a$ is opposite to the sign of $\det(\lambda S + \mu T)$ for any $(\lambda, \mu)$ that is not a root.

15.3.10 Cubic and secant line in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [22]$

The characteristic polynomial has two double roots $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. The associated quadrics both have rank 3. $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are either both real or complex conjugate.

$\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are real. There is a real Jordan block of size 2 associated with each root. The normal form of $R(\lambda_1)$ and $R(\lambda_2)$ is:

$$\begin{cases}
y^2 + zw = 0, \\
x y + w^2 = 0.
\end{cases}$$

The intersection consists of the line $y = w = 0$ and a cubic. The cubic is parameterized by

$$X(u, v) = (u^3, -u w^2, -v^3, u^2 v), \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).$$

The line intersects the cubic in the two points of coordinates $(1, 0, 0, 0)$ and $(0, 0, 1, 0)$, corresponding to the parameters $(1, 0)$ and $(0, 1)$.

$\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ are complex conjugate. Let $\lambda_1 = \alpha + i \beta, \lambda_2 = \overline{\lambda_1}, \beta \neq 0$. There is complex Jordan block of size 4 associated with the two roots. The normal form of $S$ and $R(\alpha)$ is:

$$\begin{cases}
x w + y z = 0, \\
x z - y w + z w = 0.
\end{cases}$$
The intersection contains the line \( z = w = 0 \). The cubic is parameterized by
\[
X(u, v) = (-u^2v, uv^2, u^3 + uv^2, u^2v + v^3), \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]
The cubic intersects the line in the points of coordinates \((1, 1, 0, 0)\) and \((1, -1, 0, 0)\). Thus, over the reals, the cubic and the line do not intersect.

15.3.11 Conic and two lines not crossing on the conic in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [2(11)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has two double roots \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \), with associated ranks 3 (a projective cone) and 2 (a pair of planes) respectively. The two roots are necessarily real, otherwise the ranks of the quadrics \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) would be the same. Associated with \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are respectively a unique real Jordan block of size 2 and two real Jordan blocks of size 1. The pencil normal form is:
\[
\begin{cases}
y^2 + ax^2 + bw^2 = 0, \\
xy = 0,
\end{cases}
\]
where \( a, b \in \{-1, 1\} \). The plane \( x = 0 \) contains a conic which is real when \( a = -1 \) or \( b = -1 \) and imaginary otherwise. The plane \( y = 0 \) contains two lines which are real if \( ab < 0 \) and imaginary otherwise. The lines cross at the point \((1, 0, 0, 0)\), the apex of \( R(\lambda_1) \), which is not on the conic.

The pair of planes \( R(\lambda_2) \) is always real. The cone \( R(\lambda_1) \) is real when its inertia is \((2, 1)\), i.e. when \( a = -1 \) or \( b = -1 \). We have three cases:
- \( a = 1, b = 1 \) : The lines and the conic are imaginary. The intersection is reduced to the real point of intersection of the two lines, i.e. \((1, 0, 0, 0)\).
- \( a = -b \) : The lines and the conic are real. The intersection consists of a conic and two intersecting lines, each cutting the conic in a point (at \((0, 0, 1, 1)\) and \((0, 0, -1, 1)\)).
- \( a = -1, b = -1 \) : The lines are imaginary, the conic is real. The intersection consists of a conic and the point \((1, 0, 0, 0)\), intersection of the two lines.

To determine in which of the three situations we are, first compute the inertia of \( R(\lambda_1) \). If the inertia is \((3, 0)\), this implies that \( a = b = 1 \). Otherwise, we consider as before the characteristic polynomial in normal form \( \det(\lambda R(\lambda_1) + \mu R(\lambda_2)) = -ab\lambda_2 \mu^2 / 4 \). By Lemma 15.4, \(-ab\) is equal to the sign of \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) \) at \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\). If \( ab > 0 \) then \( a = b = -1 \), otherwise \( a = -b \).

15.3.12 Four lines forming a skew quadrilateral in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [(11)(11)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has two double roots \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \), with associated quadrics of rank 2. \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) can be either both real or both complex conjugate.

\( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are real. Each root appears in two real Jordan blocks of size 1. The normal forms of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) are:
\[
\begin{cases}
x^2 + aw^2, \\
x^2 + by^2,
\end{cases}
\]
where \( a, b \in \{-1, 1\} \).

The first pair of planes is imaginary if \( a = 1 \). The second pair of planes is imaginary if \( b = 1 \). There are three cases:
- \( a = 1, b = 1 \) : The four lines are imaginary and the intersection is empty.
- \( a = -b \) : One pair of planes is real, the other is imaginary. If \( a = 1 \), the intersection consists of the points of intersection of the line \( z = w = 0 \) with the pair of planes \( x^2 - y^2 = 0 \), i.e. the points \((1, 1, 0, 0)\) and \((-1, 1, 0, 0)\). Similarly, if \( b = 1 \) the intersection is reduced to the two points \((0, 0, 1, 1)\) and \((0, 0, -1, 1)\).
- \( a = -1, b = -1 \) : The four lines are real. The intersection consists of four lines forming a skew quadrilateral.

The values of \( a \) and \( b \) follow from the inertia of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \). Note also that \( b \) directly follows from \( a \) because, the characteristic polynomial (in normal form) \( \det(\lambda R(\lambda_1) + \mu R(\lambda_2)) = ab\lambda_2 \mu^2 \) and it is straightforward to show that \( ab \) is equal to the sign of \( \det(\lambda S + \mu T) \) for any \((\lambda, \mu)\) that is not a root.
\(\lambda_1\) and \(\lambda_2\) are complex conjugate. Let \(\lambda_1 = a + ib, \lambda_2 = \overline{\lambda_1}, b \neq 0\). The roots appear in two complex Jordan blocks of size 2. The normal forms of \(S\) and \(aS - T\) are:

\[
\begin{aligned}
xy + zw &= 0, \\
x^2 - y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0.
\end{aligned}
\]

The intersection consists of two real lines of equations \(x \pm w = y \mp z = 0\) and two imaginary lines of equations \(x \pm iz = y \mp iw = 0\).

### 15.4 Classification of singular pencils of \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})\) over the reals

We now examine the singular pencils of \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})\), i.e., those whose characteristic polynomial vanishes identically.

There are two cases according to whether two arbitrary quadrics of the pencil have a singular point in common or not.

#### 15.4.1 \(Q_S\) and \(Q_T\) have no singular point in common, \(\sigma_4 = [1 \{3\}]\)

We first prove the following lemma.

**Lemma 15.7.** If \(\det R(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0\) and \(Q_S\) and \(Q_T\) have no singular point in common, then every quadric of the pencil has a singular point such that all the other quadrics of the pencil contains this point and share a common tangent plane at this point.

**Proof.** Let \(Q_R\) be any quadric of the pencil. First note that \(R\) has rank at most 3, otherwise the characteristic polynomial would not identically vanish.

- If \(R\) has rank 1, it is a double plane in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\) containing only singular points. Since there is no quadric of inertia \((4, 0)\) in the pencil, the intersection of the double plane with every other quadric of the pencil is not empty in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})\) (by Theorem 14.5). Hence \(Q_R\) contains a singular point that belongs to all the quadrics of the pencil.

- If \(R\) has rank 2, it is a pair of planes in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\) with a real singular line. By the Segre classification (see Table 15.2) we know that the pencil contains a conic and a double line. Furthermore, the line is necessarily real because otherwise its conjugate would also be in the intersection. This line lies in one of the two planes of \(Q_R\) and thus cuts any other line in that plane and in particular the singular line of the pair of planes. Hence \(Q_R\) contains a singular point that belongs to all the quadrics of the pencil.

- If \(R\) has rank 3, we apply a congruence transformation so that \(Q_R\) has the diagonal form \(ax^2 + by^2 + cz^2 = 0\), with \(abc \neq 0\). We may also change the generators of the pencil, replacing \(S\) by \(R\). After these transformations, the determinant \(D(\lambda, \mu)\) becomes the sum of \(\delta \lambda \mu \delta\) and of other terms of degree at least 2 in \(\mu\), where \(\delta\) is the coefficient of \(w^3\) in the equation of \(Q_T\). The hypothesis that \(D(\lambda, \mu) \equiv 0\) thus implies that \(\delta = 0\). Hence the singular point \((0, 0, 0, 1)\) of \(Q_R\) belongs to \(Q_T\) and thus to all the quadrics of the pencil.

Thus, in all cases, every quadric of the pencil has a singular point that belongs to all the quadrics of the pencil. Any such point \(p\) lies on the intersection of \(Q_S\) and \(Q_T\) and is a singular point of the intersection: since \(p\) is a singular point of a quadric of the pencil, the rank of the Jacobian matrix (15.1) is less than two. We conclude on the common tangent plane by applying Proposition 15.1 under the assumption that \(p\) is not a singular point of both \(Q_S\) and \(Q_T\). \(\Box\)

By Lemma 15.7, there exist a singular point \(s\) of \(Q_S\) and a singular point \(t\) of \(Q_T\) that belong to all the quadrics \(Q_{S+\mu P}\) of the pencil. Quadrics \(Q_S, Q_T,\) and \(Q_{S+T}\) have rank at most 3 since the characteristic polynomial identically vanishes, and they are not of inertia \((3, 0)\) (see Table 14.1) since they contain \(s\) and \(t\) that are distinct by assumption. Hence \(Q_S, Q_T,\) and \(Q_{S+T}\) are cones or pairs of (possibly complex) planes. Thus, since \(s\) and \(t\) are singular points of \(Q_S\) and \(Q_T,\) respectively, the line \(st\) is entirely contained in \(Q_S\) and \(Q_T,\) and thus is also contained in \(Q_{S+T}\). Moreover, \(s\) and \(t\) are not singular points of \(Q_{S+T}\) because otherwise all the quadrics of the pencil would be singular at these points, contradicting the hypothesis. It now follows from the fact that \(Q_{S+T}\) is a cone or a pair of planes that its tangent planes at \(s\) and \(t\) coincide. Therefore, by Lemma 15.7, the tangent plane of \(Q_S\) at \(t\) is the same as the tangent plane of \(Q_T\) at \(s\).
Now we change of frames in such a way that \( s \) and \( t \) have coordinates \((0,0,0,1)\) and \((0,0,1,0)\) and that the common tangent plane has equation \( x = 0 \). Then the equations of \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) become \( xz + q_1(x,y) = 0 \) and \( xw + q_2(x,y) = 0 \), where \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are binary quadratic forms. The two equations can thus be expressed in the form

\[
ay^2 + x(by + cx + z) = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad ay^2 + x(by' + cy + w) = 0.
\]

By a new change of frame, we get equations of the form \( ay^2 + xz = 0 \) and \( ay^2 + xw = 0 \). Replacing the second quadric by a linear combination of the two and applying the change of coordinates \( a'z - aw \rightarrow w \) and a scaling on \( y \), gives as normal form for the pencil:

\[
\begin{cases}
wx = 0, \\
xz + ay^2 = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

with \( a \in \{-1,1\} \). Furthermore, we can set \( a = 1 \) by changing \( z \) in \(-z\).

Therefore, the intersection consists of the double line \( x = y^2 = 0 \) and the conic \( w = xz - y^2 = 0 \). The line and the conic meet at \((0,0,1,0)\) in the local frame of the normal form.

### 15.4.2 \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) have a singular point in common

Let \( p \) be the common singular point. We proceed as already outlined in Section 15.2.2. After a rational change of frame, we may suppose that \( p \) has coordinates \((0,0,0,1)\). In the new frame, the equations of the quadrics are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 in three variables. To classify the different types of intersection, we may identify the quadrics with their upper left 3 \( \times \) 3 matrices and look at the multiple roots of the cubic characteristic polynomial, which we refer to as the restricted characteristic polynomial, and the ranks of the associated matrices.

We thus apply the Canonical Pair Theorem to pairs of conics.

The case \([111]\) is trivial and left aside: in that situation, the cubic characteristic polynomial has a (real) triple root. The associated quadric has rank 0 and all the other quadrics of the pencil are cones. The intersection consists of any cone of the pencil, that is any quadric of the pencil distinct from \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \).

### 15.4.2.1 Four concurrent lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}), \sigma_3 = [111] \)

The restricted characteristic polynomial has three simple roots. At least one is real: call it \( \lambda_1 \). Let \( \lambda_2 \) be another root. To these roots correspond quadrics of rank 2.

If \( \lambda_2 \) is real, then the three roots are real. The normal form of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) is:

\[
\begin{cases}
ay^2 + z^2 = 0, \\
by^2 + z^2 = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

with \( a, b \in \{-1,1\} \). Note that the equation of the third pair of planes of the pencil is obtained by subtracting the two equations, giving \( ay^2 - bx^2 = 0 \). We have two cases:

- \( a = b = -1 \): The intersection consists of four concurrent lines \( y - \varepsilon_1 z = x - \varepsilon_2 z = 0 \), with \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \in \{-1,1\} \), meeting at \( p \).
- \( a = b = 1 \) or \( a = -b \): When \( a = b = 1 \), both \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) represent imaginary pairs of planes. When \( a = -b \), the third pair of planes is imaginary, as well as one of the first two. In both cases, the intersection is reduced to the point \( p \).

Both \( a \) and \( b \) are equal to \(-1\) if and only if \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) have inertia \((1,1)\).

If \( \lambda_2 = \alpha + i\beta \) is complex, \( \beta \neq 0 \), we obtain the following normal form (proceeding as in Section 15.3.1):

\[
\begin{cases}
x^2 + xy^2 - z^2 = 0, \\
yz = 0.
\end{cases}
\]

The intersection consists of two real lines \( y = x^2 - z^2 = 0 \), intersecting at \( p \), and two complex lines \( z = x^2 + y^2 = 0 \).

### 15.4.2.2 Two lines and a double line in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}), \sigma_3 = [12] \)

The restricted characteristic polynomial has a double root \( \lambda_1 \), which is real. The Jordan normal form of \( S^{-1}T \) contains one real Jordan block of size 2. Let \( \lambda_2 \) be the other root, also real. The normal forms of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) are:

\[
\begin{cases}
y^2 + ay^2 = 0, \\
xy = 0,
\end{cases}
\]
where \( a \in \{-1, 1\} \). There are two cases:
- \( a = -1 \) : The intersection consists of the double line \( y = z^2 = 0 \) and the two single lines \( x = y - z = 0 \) and \( x = y + z = 0 \). The three lines are concurrent at \( p \).
- \( a = 1 \) : The two single lines are imaginary. Their common point is on the double line, so the intersection consists of this double line \( y = z^2 = 0 \).

Note that the value of \( a \) follows from the inertia of \( R(\lambda_1) \).

### 15.4.2.3 Two double lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_3 = [1(11)] \)

The restricted characteristic polynomial has a double root \( \lambda_1 \), which is real. The canonical pair form has two real Jordan blocks of size 1 associated with \( \lambda_1 \). Let \( \lambda_2 \) be the other root, also real. The normal forms of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( R(\lambda_2) \) are:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{cases}
z^2 = 0, \\
x^2 + ay^2 = 0,
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( a \in \{-1, 1\} \). The pair of planes \( R(\lambda_2) \) is real when its inertia is \( (1, 1) \), i.e. when \( a = -1 \). We have two cases:
- \( a = 1 \) : The intersection is reduced to the point \( p \).
- \( a = -1 \) : The intersection consists of the two double lines \( x - y = z^2 = 0 \) and \( x + y = z^2 = 0 \), meeting at \( p \).

Note that the value of \( a \) follows from the inertia of \( R(\lambda_2) \).

### 15.4.2.4 Line and triple line in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_3 = [3] \)

The restricted characteristic polynomial has a triple root \( \lambda_1 \), which is real. The Jordan normal form of \( S^{-1}T \) contains one real Jordan block of size 3. The normal forms of \( S \) and \( R(\lambda_1) \) are:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{cases}
xz + y^2 = 0, \\
yz = 0,
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

The intersection consists of the triple line \( z = y^3 = 0 \) and the simple line \( x = y = 0 \). The two lines cut at \( p \), the singular point of all the quadrics of the pencil.

### 15.4.2.5 Quadruple line in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_3 = [(21)] \)

The restricted characteristic polynomial has a real triple root \( \lambda_1 \). The canonical pair form has two real Jordan blocks of size 2 and 1. The normal form of \( R(\lambda_1) \) and \( S \) is:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\begin{cases}
y^2 = 0, \\
z^2 + xy = 0,
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

The intersection consists of the quadruple line \( y^2 = z^2 = 0 \).

### 15.4.2.6 \( \sigma_3 = [(3)] \) and remaining cases

In this case, the restricted characteristic polynomial identically vanishes. One can easily prove that if the two conics \( S \) and \( T \) have no singular point in common, the pencil can be put in the normal form \( \lambda xy + \mu xz \). The intersection consists of the plane \( x = 0 \) and the line \( y = z = 0 \), which meets the plane at \( p \).

If the two conics have a singular point in common (call it \( q \)), we can go from \( 3 \times 3 \) matrices to \( 2 \times 2 \) matrices pretty much as above by sending \( q \) to \((0, 0, 1, 0)\). Consider the new characteristic polynomial, a quadratic polynomial. The cases are:
- Two simple real roots : The pencil can be put in the normal form \( \lambda x^2 + \mu y^2 \). The intersection consists of the quadruple line \( x^2 = y^2 = 0 \) which goes through \( p \) and \( q \).
- Two simple complex roots : A normal form for the pencil is \( \lambda xy + \mu(x^2 - y^2) \), giving the quadruple line \( x^2 = y^2 = 0 \) for the intersection.
- A double real root, with a real Jordan block of size 2 : The normal form is \( \lambda xy + \mu y^2 \). The intersection consists of the plane \( y = 0 \).
- Vanishing quadratic equation : The intersection consists of a double plane.
15.5 Classifying degenerate intersections

Our near-optimal algorithm for parameterizing intersections of quadrics works in two stages: first it determines the real type of the intersection and, second, it computes a parameterization of this intersection. The purpose of this section is to detail the first stage, called the type-detection phase. The second stage, which consists of case-by-case algorithms for computing (near-)optimal parameterizations of the real part of the intersection, will be presented in Part III.

The splitting in two stages reflects a key design choice of our parameterization algorithm, which sums up as: the sooner you know what is the type of the intersection, the less prone you are of making errors in later stages. Information obtained in the type-detection phase is used to drive the algorithm and make it efficiently compute precisely and uniquely what is needed.

Note however that presenting the type detection distinctly from the parameterization is quite an oversimplification. In the actual implementation, there is no clear cut separation between the two stages, which are largely intertwined. Sometimes detecting the type of the intersection is doing a very small step towards parameterization. And sometimes almost everything takes place in the type-detection phase.

We now turn to a high-level description of the detection phase, which relies heavily on the results of Sections 15.3 and 15.4 on real pencils of quadrics. We start by presenting some global tools, and then outline the type-detection algorithm for each of the possible root patterns (vanishing characteristic polynomial, one double root, one triple root, one quadruple root, two double roots).

15.5.1 Preliminaries

In what follows, we assume that the two input quadrics $Q_S$ and $Q_T$ have rational coefficients. We now briefly describe the basic operations needed for detecting the real type of the intersection $Q_S \cap Q_T$. They essentially fall in two categories: linear algebra routines and elementary algebraic manipulations. Most computations involve rational numbers. We give special attention to the limited number of situations where this is not the case.

Let $R(\lambda, \mu) = \lambda S + \mu T$ be the pencil generated by $S$ and $T$. Computing the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial $D(\lambda, \mu) = \det R(\lambda, \mu)$ involves nothing but computing determinants of rational matrices, so there is nothing difficult here. Next, we need to compute the inertia and rank of a matrix $R_0 = R(\lambda_0, \mu_0)$ of the pencil, where $(\lambda_0, \mu_0)$ is a root of $D$ or a real rational projective number.

Assume first that $R_0$ has real and rational coefficients. Let $p(\omega) = \det (R_0 - \omega I)$, where $I$ is the identity matrix. Since $R_0$ is symmetric, all its eigenvalues are real. We can thus compute the number $e^+$ of positive eigenvalues and the number $e^-$ of negative eigenvalues of $R_0$ by applying Descartes’ Sign Rule to $p(\omega)$ and $p(-\omega)$ respectively. Then the inertia $I_0$ of $R_0$ is the pair $(e^+, e^-)$ and its rank $r_0$ is $e^+ + e^-$. When the coefficients of $R_0$ are not rational or real, the worst situation that we have to deal with is when $D$ has two real or complex conjugate double roots. In both cases, the coefficients of $R_0$ involve one square root. When the roots are real conjugate, we could use Descartes’ Sign Rule again, except that we have to evaluate the signs of coefficients that now involve a square root. In these cases we however propose a more efficient approach based on the rank of $R_0$ (see Algorithm 6) which only deals with rational numbers. We show below how the rank of $R_0$ can be computed using only standard linear algebra operations on rational numbers.

Let $(\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (a, b \pm \sqrt{c})$, where $(a, b, c) \in \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{Q})$, $c$ is not a square and $c$ is either $> 0 \ (\text{real conjugate roots})$ or $< 0 \ (\text{complex conjugate roots})$. Form the $8 \times 8$ rational matrix

$$M_0 = \begin{pmatrix} aS + bT & cT \\ T & aS + bT \end{pmatrix}.$$ 

If the vector $k_1 + \sqrt{c}k_2$ is in the kernel of $R_0$, then the column vector $(k_1^T, k_2^T)^T$ is in the kernel of $M_0$. But the vector $(ck_1^T, k_2^T)$ also is in the kernel of $M_0$. It is not too difficult to realize that the kernel of $M_0$ has twice the number of elements of the kernel of $R_0$, i.e. $\dim \ker R_0 = \frac{1}{2}(\dim \ker M_0 - 1)$. We can thus conclude that

$$r_0 = 3 - \dim \ker R_0 = \frac{1}{2}(7 - \dim \ker M_0).$$

Computing the singular space of a quadric with rational coefficients is another operation we need. This only amounts to computing the kernel of the associated matrix. Also, intersecting the singular spaces of two quadrics is like computing the intersection between two linear spaces: it is a standard linear algebra operation.
Algorithm 1 Main loop for degenerate intersection classification.

Require: a pencil of quadrics $R(\lambda, \mu) = \lambda S + \mu T$

1: compute $D(\lambda, \mu) := \det R(\lambda, \mu)$
2: if $D \equiv 0 \text{ then }$ // vanishing characteristic polynomial
3: execute Algorithm 2
4: else
5: compute $H := \gcd(\partial D / \partial \lambda, \partial D / \partial \mu)$ and let $d := \deg (H, \{\lambda, \mu\})$
6: if $d = 0 \text{ then }$ // no multiple root
7: output: smooth quartic ($C$) – see Part I
8: else if $d = 1 \text{ then }$ // double real root
9: execute Algorithm 3
10: else if $d = 2 \text{ then }$
11: if discriminant ($H$) = 0 then // triple real root
12: execute Algorithm 4
13: else // two double roots
14: execute Algorithm 6
15: end if
16: else // $d = 3$ : quadruple real root
17: execute Algorithm 5
18: end if
19: end if

In terms of algebraic computations, we need to be able to compute the gcd of polynomials of degree at most 3 and to isolate the roots of a cubic polynomial (in the four concurrent lines case). This last task can be done using Uspensky’s algorithm as in Part I or using special methods for comparing the roots of low-degree polynomials (see [ET04]).

The top level type-detection loop is given in Algorithm 1. It does not necessitate much comment save for the fact that when the gcd $H$ of the two partial derivatives of $D$ has degree 2, then either its discriminant vanishes, in which case $D$ has a triple root, or it does not vanish and $D$ has two double roots.

15.5.2 $D$ vanishes identically

The type-detection algorithm when $D$ is identically zero, outlined in Algorithm 2, is little more than a reprise of the information contained in Section 15.4. The general idea is: determine if two arbitrary quadrics of the pencil have a singular point $p$ in common. If they do, send $p$ to infinity and work on the pencil of conics living in the plane $w = 0$. To actually compute the restricted pencil $R_3(\lambda, \mu)$, build the matrix of a real projective transformation $P$ obtained by putting $p$ as the last column and completing $P$ so that its columns form a basis of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$. $R_3(\lambda, \mu)$ is then the principal submatrix of the matrix $P^T (\lambda S + \mu T) P$.

Two comments are in order. First, a multiple root of a cubic form – the characteristic polynomial of the pencil of conics – is necessarily real (otherwise its complex conjugate would also be a multiple root) and rational (otherwise its real conjugate would also be a multiple root).

So the only place where we might end up working with non-rational numbers is in the four concurrent lines case. Indeed, in this situation the restricted characteristic polynomial $D_3$ is a cubic form with three generically non-rational simple roots. Computing the sign of the discriminant of $D_3$ can help us distinguish between the cases when only two lines are real and when the four lines are either all real or all imaginary. But this is not enough to give a complete characterization over the reals. We have thus decided to apply Finsler’s Theorem (Theorem 14.5), as in the smooth quartic case, after isolating the roots of the cubic. If the restricted pencil contains a conic of inertia $(3, 0)$, then the intersection of conics is empty in the plane $w = 0$ and the intersection of the two initial quadrics is reduced to $p$. 
Algorithm 2 Classifying the intersection when the characteristic polynomial vanishes.

Require: \( R(\lambda, \mu) \) (from Algorithm 1)

1. let \( \gamma := \text{singular}(Q_S) \cap \text{singular}(Q_T) \), \( \kappa := \dim \gamma \)
2. if \( \kappa = -1 \) then // conic and double line (C)
   3. output: conic and double line
3. else // \( \kappa \geq 0 \): at least one common singular point \( \gamma(1) \)
   4. send \( \gamma(1) \) to the point \([0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1]\)
   5. compute the restricted pencil \( R_3(\lambda, \mu) \) of upper left 3 \( \times \) 3 matrices and \( D_3(\lambda, \mu) := \det R_3(\lambda, \mu) \)
   6. if \( D_3 \equiv 0 \) then // vanishing restricted characteristic polynomial
      7. either \( \sigma_3 = \{3\} \) or repeat restriction
   8. else // \( D_3 \neq 0 \)
      9. compute \( H_3 := \gcd(\partial D_3/\partial \lambda, \partial D_3/\partial \mu) \) and let \( d_3 := \deg (H_3, \{\lambda, \mu\}) \)
      10. if \( d_3 = 0 \) then // no multiple root: four concurrent lines (C)
         11. if \( D_3 \) has only one real root then
            12. output: two concurrent lines
         13. else if \( R_3(\lambda, \mu) \) contains a conic of inertia \( (3, 0) \) then
            14. output: point
         15. else
            16. output: four concurrent lines
      17. end if
      18. else // one multiple root
      19. let \( (\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) be the multiple root of \( D_3, I_0 \) and \( r_0 \) the inertia and rank (resp.) of \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \)
      20. if \( d_3 = 1 \) then // \( D_3 \) has one double root
         21. if \( r_0 = 2 \) then // two concurrent lines and a double line (C)
            22. if \( I_0 = (1, 1) \) then // pair of planes \( R_3(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) is real
               23. output: two concurrent lines and a double line
            24. else // pair of planes \( R_3(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) is imaginary
               25. output: double line
         26. end if
         27. else // \( r_0 = 1 \): two double lines (C)
            28. let \( (\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) be the other root of \( D_3, I_1 \) the inertia of \( R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \)
            29. if \( I_1 = (1, 1) \) then // pair of planes \( R_3(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) is real
               30. output: two double lines
            31. else // pair of planes \( R_3(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) is imaginary
               32. output: point
         33. end if
      34. end if
      35. end if
      36. else // \( d_3 = 2 \): \( D_3 \) has one triple root
         37. if \( r_0 = 2 \) then // line and triple line (C)
            38. output: line and triple line
         39. else if \( r_0 = 1 \) then // quadruple line (C)
            40. output: quadruple line
         41. else // \( r_0 = 0 \): projective cone (C)
            42. if \( S \) or \( T \) (in restricted form) has inertia \((2, 1)\) then
               43. output: cone
            44. else
               45. output: point
            46. end if
         47. end if
      48. end if
      49. end if
   50. end if
51. end if
15.5.3 \( \mathcal{D} \) has a single multiple root

The type-detection algorithms when \( \mathcal{D} \) has a unique multiple root are given in Algorithms 3 (double root), 4 (triple root) and 5 (quadruple root).

First note that when \( \mathcal{D} \) has a single multiple root, it is necessarily real and rational, for the same reasons as above. So the singular quadrics that we deal with all have rational coefficients and their singular set can be parameterized rationally.

In the double real root case, we use the result of Lemma 15.4 and classify the intersections according (among others) the sign

\[
s := \text{sign} \, \mathcal{E}(\lambda_0, \mu_0), \quad \text{with} \quad \mathcal{E}(\lambda, \mu) := \mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)/((\mu_0\lambda - \lambda\mu)^2, (\lambda_0, \mu_0) \text{ double root of } \mathcal{D}.
\]

The other slight difficulty occurs in the two secant conics case, when the pair of planes \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) is real and \( s = -1 \). To separate the two subcases (two non-secant conics or empty set), we can compute the inertia of \( R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \), where \( (\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) is a simple root of \( \mathcal{D} \), when this root is rational. But in the general case, we use again Finsler’s theorem, looking for a quadric of inertia \((4, 0)\) between and outside the two simple roots of \( \mathcal{D} \). If such a quadric is found, the intersection is empty.

The triple real root case does not necessitate further comment except for noticing that the additional simple root \( (\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) of \( \mathcal{D} \) is necessarily real and rational, so the associated quadric \( R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) has rational coefficients.

The type detection in the quadruple real root case is pretty straightforward. The only subtlety is that the case of a quadruple real root \( (\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) with associated quadric of rank 2 corresponds to two different Jordan decompositions, with Segre symbols \([22]\) and \([31]\), as already mentioned in Section 15.2.2. To distinguish between the two, we simply note that in the first situation, the singular line of the pair of planes \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) is entirely contained in all the quadrics of the pencil.

15.5.4 \( \mathcal{D} \) has two double roots

The type-detection algorithm when \( \mathcal{D} \) has two double roots is given in Algorithm 6. We distinguish between two situations in the algorithm: the roots are either real and rational, or they are not. In the first case, computing the inertia of singular quadrics is easy since computations take place over the rationals. Also, note that if one of the singular quadrics has rank 2 and the other has rank 3, then the associated roots of the characteristic polynomial are necessarily rational.

So assume that the roots are not real or not rational. The ranks of the non-rational singular quadrics are necessarily the same, so we need only compute one of them, in the way indicated above. When this rank is 2 and the roots are real conjugate, we distinguish between the remaining subcases (four real lines forming a skew quadrilateral or the empty set) by testing whether any quadric of the pencil between the two roots has inertia \((4, 0)\) or not.

15.6 Examples

We now give several examples for which the type of the real part of the intersection is determined using the type-detection algorithms of the previous section.

15.6.1 Example 1

Consider the following pair of quadrics:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_S : & -x^2 - 4xy + 4xz - 6y^2 + 2yz - 4yw + 2zw - 2w^2 = 0, \\
Q_T : & -x^2 - 6xy + 4xz - 2xw - 6y^2 - 8yw - 6w^2 = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The characteristic polynomial is

\[
\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) = \det (\lambda S + \mu T) = -16(2\lambda^4 - 10\lambda^3 \mu - 19\lambda^2 \mu^2 - 16\lambda \mu^3 - 5\mu^4).
\]
Algorithm 3 Classifying the intersection: the double real root case, \( d = 1 \).

**Require:** \( R(\lambda, \mu), D \) (from Algorithm 1)

**Require:** double real root \((\lambda_0, \mu_0)\), inertia \( I_0 \) and rank \( r_0 \) of \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \)

1. let \( s := \text{sign} \, E(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) and \( \delta := \text{sign} \, (\text{discriminant}(E)) \), where \( E(\lambda, \mu) := D(\lambda, \mu)/(\mu_0 \lambda - \lambda_0 \mu)^2 \)

2. if \( r_0 = 3 \) then \( \text{nodal quartic (C)} \)

3. if \( \delta = -1 \) then \( \text{other roots are complex} \)

4. output: nodal quartic, concave singularity

5. else \( \text{other roots are real} \)

6. if \( s = +1 \) then

7. output: nodal quartic, convex singularity

8. else if \( I_0 = (2, 1) \) then \( \text{cone } R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \text{ is real} \)

9. output: nodal quartic with isolated singular point

10. else \( \text{cone } R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \text{ is imaginary} \)

11. output: point

12. end if

13. end if

14. else \( r_0 = 2 \) : two secant conics (C)

15. if \( \delta = -1 \) then \( \text{other roots are complex} \)

16. if \( s = +1 \) then

17. output: two secant conics, concave singularities

18. else

19. output: one conic

20. end if

21. end if

22. else \( \text{other roots are real} \)

23. if \( I_0 = (1, 1) \) then \( \text{pair of planes } R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \text{ is real} \)

24. if \( s = +1 \) then

25. output: two secant conics, convex singularities

26. else

27. if \( R(\lambda, \mu) \) contains a quadric of inertia \((4, 0)\) then

28. output: \( \emptyset \)

29. else

30. output: two non-secant conics

31. end if

32. end if

33. else \( \text{pair of planes } R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \text{ is imaginary} \)

34. if \( s = +1 \) then

35. output: \( \emptyset \)

36. else

37. output: two points

38. end if

39. end if

40. end if
The gcd of the partial derivatives is equal to 32(λ + µ). So, by Algorithm 1, $\mathcal{D}$ has a double real root at $(\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (1, -1)$.

We then follow Algorithm 3. Let $R_0 = \lambda_0 S + \mu_0 T$. We have:

$$\det (R_0 - xt) = x^4 - 4x^3 - 8x^2.$$

Descartes’ Sign Rule gives that the inertia of $R_0$ is $I_0 = (1, 1)$ and the rank is $r_0 = 2$. The intersection thus consists of two secant conics over the complexes. We compute

$$E(\lambda, \mu) = \frac{\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu)}{(\mu_0 \lambda - \lambda_0 \mu)^2} = -16(2\lambda^2 + 6\lambda \mu + 5\mu^2).$$

So $\delta = \text{sign} \left( \text{discriminant} \left( E \right) \right) = -1$ and $s = \text{sign} \left( E(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \right) = -1$. We conclude that the intersection consists, over the reals, of a single conic.

This conic can be parameterized by (see Part III)

$$X(u, v) = (2u^2 - 12uv + 18v^2, -u^2 + 2uv + 3v^2, 8v^2, u^2 - 2uv - 3v^2), \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).$$

### 15.6.2 Example 2

Consider the following pair of quadrics:

$$\begin{align*}
Q_S : & -5x^2 - 2xy - 4y^2 - 12yz - 6yw - 8z^2 - 4zw + w^2 = 0, \\
Q_T : & -2x^2 - 2xy + 3y^2 + 6yz + 4z^2 + 2zw + w^2 = 0.
\end{align*}$$

The characteristic polynomial is

$$\mathcal{D}(\lambda, \mu) = \det (\lambda S + \mu T) = -3(16\lambda^4 - 8\lambda^2\mu^2 + \mu^4).$$

The gcd of the partial derivatives is equal to $\mathcal{H} = 12(\mu^2 - 4\lambda^2)$. Since the discriminant $\delta$ of $\mathcal{H}$ is not zero, $\mathcal{D}$ has two double roots, according to Algorithm 1. Further, $\delta$ is positive and is a square, so $\mathcal{D}$ has two real rational double roots. These roots are $(\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (-1, -2)$ and $(\lambda_1, \mu_1) = (-1, 2)$. 
Algorithm 5 Classifying the intersection: the quadruple real root case, \( d = 3 \).

Require: \( R(\lambda, \mu), D \) (from Algorithm 1)

Require: quadruple real root \( (\lambda_0, \mu_0) \), inertia \( I_0 \) and rank \( r_0 \) of \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \)

1: if \( r_0 = 3 \) then // cubic and tangent line (\( \mathbb{C} \))
2: output: cubic and tangent line
3: else if \( r_0 = 2 \) then // conic and two lines crossing or two skew lines and a double line (\( \mathbb{C} \))
4: if \( I_0 = (2, 0) \) then // pair of planes \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) is imaginary
5: output: double line
6: else // pair of planes \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) is real
7: if \( s = +1 \) then
8: let \( l_0 \) be the singular line of \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \)
9: if \( l_0 \) is contained in \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) then
10: output: two skew lines and a double line
11: else
12: output: conic and two lines crossing on conic
13: end if
14: else // \( s = -1 \)
15: output: conic
16: end if
17: end if
18: else if \( r_0 = 1 \) then // two double lines (\( \mathbb{C} \))
19: if \( s = +1 \) then
20: output: two secant double lines
21: else // \( s = -1 \)
22: output: point
23: end if
24: else // \( r_0 = 0 \) : smooth quadric (\( \mathbb{C} \))
25: if \( S \) or \( T \) has inertia \( (2, 2) \) then
26: output: smooth quadric
27: else
28: output: \( \emptyset \)
29: end if
30: end if

We now follow Algorithm 6. Let \( R_0 = \lambda_0 S + \mu_0 T \) and \( R_1 = \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \). Applying Descartes' Sign Rule, we find that \( r_0 = r_1 = 2 \). So the intersection, over the complexes, consists of four lines forming a skew quadrilateral. Since \( D(1, 0) < 0 \), the characteristic polynomial is negative outside the roots, and \( s = -1 \). So the intersection, over the reals, consists of two points.

The two points can be computed with the algorithms of Part III:

\[
(-3, -3, 3 + \sqrt{3}, -3 - 4\sqrt{3}) \quad \text{and} \quad (-3, -3, 3 - \sqrt{3}, -3 + 4\sqrt{3}).
\]

15.6.3 Example 3

Consider the following pair of quadrics:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_S : & -2xy + 2xw - y^2 - z^2 + w^2, \\
Q_T : & 4xy - 4xw + 2y^2 + z^2 - 2w^2.
\end{align*}
\]
Algorithm 6 Classifying the intersection: the two double roots case, \( d = 2 \) and discriminant \((\mathcal{H}) \neq 0\).

**Require:** \( R(\lambda, \mu), D, \mathcal{H} \) (from Algorithm 1)

**Require:** double roots \((\lambda_0, \mu_0)\) and \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\)

1. let \( \delta := \text{discriminant}(\mathcal{H}) \) and \( s \) be the sign of \( D \) outside the roots
2. if \( \delta > 0 \) and \( \delta \) is a square then // double roots are real and rational
   3. let \( r_0 \) and \( r_1 \) (\( r_0 \leq r_1 \)) be the ranks of \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) and \( R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \), \( I_1 \) the inertia of the second
   4. if \( r_0 = 3 \) and \( r_1 = 3 \) then // cubic and secant line (C)
       5. output: cubic and secant line
   5. else // \( r_0 = 2 \)
       6. if \( r_1 = 3 \) then // conic and two lines not crossing on conic (C)
           7. if \( I_1 = (3,0) \) then // cone \( R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) is imaginary
               8. output: point
           8. else // cone \( R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) is real
               9. if \( s = +1 \) then
                   10. output: conic and two lines
               11. else
                   12. output: conic and point
               12. end if
       9. end if
      10. else // \( r_1 = 2 \): four lines forming a skew quadrilateral (C)
          11. if \( s = -1 \) then
              12. output: two points
          13. else if \( R(\lambda, \mu) \) contains a quadric of inertia \((4,0)\) then
              14. output: \( \emptyset \)
          14. else
              15. output: four lines (skew quadrilateral)
          15. end if
      16. end if
     17. else // \( r_0 = 2 \)
         18. if \( \delta < 0 \) then // roots are complex conjugate
             19. output: two skew lines
         20. else // \( \delta > 0 \): roots are real conjugate
             21. if \( s = -1 \) then
                 22. output: two points
             23. else if \( R(\lambda, \mu) \) contains a quadric of inertia \((4,0)\) then
                 24. output: \( \emptyset \)
             25. else
                 26. output: four lines (skew quadrilateral)
             27. end if
         28. end if
     29. else // \( r_0 = 3 \): \( R(\lambda_0, \mu_0) \) and \( R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) are cones
         30. if \( \delta < 0 \) then // roots are complex conjugate
             31. output: cubic and non-secant line
         32. else
             33. output: cubic and secant line
         34. end if
     35. end if
80: \textbf{end if}
The characteristic polynomial vanishes identically. We then follow Algorithm 2. \( Q_S \) has rank 3, and its singular point \( p \) has coordinates \((-1, 1, 0, 1)\). \( Q_T \) has rank 3, and its singular point is again \( p \). So the dimension \( \kappa \) of the intersection of the singular sets of \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) is 0. Let \( P \) be the transformation matrix sending \( p \) to \((0, 0, 0, 1)\), completed as follows:

\[
P = \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & -1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Let \( S' = P^T S P \) and \( T' = P^T T P \), and remove the last line and column of the two matrices. This gives:

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_S' & : -2xy - y^2 - z^2, \\
Q_T' & : 4xy + 2y^2 + z^2.
\end{align*}
\]

The restricted characteristic polynomial is then

\[
D_3(\lambda, \mu) = \lambda^3 - 5\lambda^2 \mu + 8\lambda \mu^2 - 4\mu^3.
\]

It has a double root at \((\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (2, 1)\). The associated conic \( R'_0 = \lambda_0 S' + \mu_0 T' \) has rank 1. So the intersection consists, over the complexes, of two double lines. \( D_3 \) has a second root at \((\lambda_1, \mu_1) = (1, 1)\). The associated conic has inertia \((1, 1)\), from which we conclude that the intersection consists, over the reals, of two double lines.

The two lines can easily be parameterized as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_1(u, v) &= (v, -u - v, 0, u - v), \\
X_2(u, v) &= (u, v, 0, v), \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\end{align*}
\]

The two lines meet at point \( p \).

### 15.7 Conclusion

In this second part of our paper, we have shown how the real type of the intersection of two quadrics can be determined by extracting simple information from the pencil of the two quadrics, and in particular its characteristic polynomial. Our type-detection algorithm relies on a classification of real pencils of quadrics of \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \), itself derived from the Canonical Pair Form Theorem for pairs of real symmetric matrices [Uhl73, Uhl76].

In Part III, we will use the structural information gathered in the type-detection phase to drive the parameterization process. In each case, we will show that the parameterization computed is near-optimal.
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Abstract

In Part II, we have shown, using a classification of pencils of quadrics over the reals, how to determine quickly and efficiently the real type of the intersection of two given quadrics. For each real type of intersection, we design, in this third part, an algorithm for computing a near-optimal parameterization. We also give here examples covering all the possible situations, in terms of both the real type of intersection and the number and depth of square roots appearing in the coefficients.

16.1 Introduction

Building on the classification of pencils of quadrics of \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) over the reals achieved in Part II and the type-detection algorithm that we deduced from this classification, we now are ready to present near-optimal parameterization algorithms for all the possible types of real intersection.

Since the smooth quartic case has already been thoroughly studied in Part I, we focus here on the singular cases. For each case, we prove the near-optimality of the parameterization and, when there is possibly an extra square root, we describe the test needed to assert the full optimality which always boils down to finding a rational point on a (possibly non-rational) conic.

In what follows, \( Q_S, Q_T \) refer to the initial quadrics and \( Q_R \) (assumed to be distinct from \( Q_S \)) to the intermediate quadric used to parameterize the intersection \( C \) of \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \). As in Section 14.7.1, denote by \( \Omega \) the equation in the parameters :

\[
\Omega : X^T S X = 0,
\]

where \( X \) is the parameterization of \( Q_R \). Denote also by \( C_\Omega \) the curve zero-set of \( \Omega \). Recall that the parameterization of \( Q_R \) defines an isomorphism between \( C \) and the plane curve \( C_\Omega \). When \( C \) is singular, its genus is 0 so it can be parameterized by rational functions (i.e. \( \sqrt{\Delta} \) can be avoided).

Our general philosophy is to use for \( Q_R \) the rational quadric of the pencil of smallest rank. This will lead us to use repeatedly the results of Section 14.6 on the optimality of parameterizations of projective quadrics and to parameterize cones without a rational point, cones with a rational point, pairs of planes, etc. As will be seen, this
philosophy has the double advantage of (i) avoiding $\sqrt{\Delta}$ in all singular cases, and (ii) minimizing the number of radicals. As an additional benefit, it helps keep the size of the numbers involved in intermediate computations and in the final parameterizations to a minimum (see [LPP06]).

For every type of real intersection, we give a set of worst-case examples where the maximum number of square roots is reached, both in the optimal and near-optimal situations (the best-case examples are those given by the canonical forms of Section 15.3). Examples covering all possible situations are gathered in Appendix C.

A summary of the results of this part is given in Table 16.1.

The rest of this third part is as follows. Section 16.2 gives near-optimal parameterization algorithms for all types of real intersection when the pencil is regular. Section 16.3 does the same for singular pencils (i.e., when the characteristic polynomial vanishes identically). Several examples are detailed in Section 16.4 and it is shown how our implementation fares on these examples. Finally, we conclude in Section 16.5 and give a few perspectives.

### 16.2 Parameterizing degenerate intersections: regular pencils

In this section, we outline parameterization algorithms for all cases of regular pencils, i.e. when the characteristic polynomial does not identically vanish. Information gathered in the type-detection phase (Part II) is used as input; see in particular Table 15.4 but also the details of the classification of pencils over the reals. In each case, we study optimality issues and give worst-case examples.

In the following, we often need to compute the parameterization of the intermediate quadric $Q_R$ and this is achieved using the normal form of $Q_R$. Recall that a rational congruence sending a quadric with rational coefficients into normal form can be computed using Gauss reduction of quadratic forms into sums of squares (see Part I).

Recall also that the discriminant of a quadric is the determinant of the associated matrix. In the following, we also call discriminant of a pair of planes $Q_R$ the product $ab$ where $ax^2 - by^2 = 0$ is the canonical equation of a pair of planes obtained from $Q_R$ by a real rational congruence transformation; the discriminant is defined up to a rational square factor.

#### 16.2.1 Nodal quartic in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}), \sigma_4 = [112]$

If we parameterize $C$ using the generic algorithm (see Part I), we will not be able to avoid the appearance of $\sqrt{\Delta}$ because $C_\Omega$ (as $C$) is irreducible. However, since the intersection curve is singular, we know that $\sqrt{\Delta}$ is avoidable by Proposition 14.18. We thus proceed differently.

**Algorithms**

Let $\lambda_1$ be the real and rational double root of the characteristic polynomial. Let $Q_R$ be the rational cone associated with $\lambda_1$. As we have found in Section 15.3, there are essentially two cases depending on the real type of the intersection.

**Point.** $Q_R$ is an imaginary cone. The intersection is reduced to a point, which is the apex of $Q_R$. Since $\lambda_1$ is rational, this apex is rational (otherwise its algebraic conjugate would also be a singular point of the cone). Thus the intersection in this case is defined in $\mathbb{Q}$.

**Real nodal quartic (with or without isolated singularity).** Let $P$ be a real rational congruence transformation sending the apex of $Q_R$ to $(0,0,0,1)$. The parameterization

$$X(u,v,s) = P(x_1(u,v),x_2(u,v),x_3(u,v),s)^T, (u,v,s) \in \mathbb{P}^2$$

of the cone (see Table 14.3) introduces a square root $\sqrt{\delta}$. Equation $\Omega$ in the parameters is

$$as^2 + b(u,v)s + c(u,v) = 0,$$
### Table 16.1 – Ring of definition of the projective coordinates of the parameterization of each component of the intersection and optimality, in all cases where the real part of the intersection is 0- or 1-dimensional. $\hat{\delta}, \hat{\delta}' \in \mathbb{Q}.$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segre string</th>
<th>real type of intersection</th>
<th>worst case format of parameterization</th>
<th>worst-case optimality of parameterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>nonsingular quartic (see part I)</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}, \sqrt{\Delta}),$ $\Delta \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>rational point on degree-8 surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[112]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>nodal quartic</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>rational point on conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>cuspidal quartic</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>cubic and non-tangent line</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>cubic and tangent line</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>two points</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>conic</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}, \sqrt{\mu})[\xi], \mu \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})$</td>
<td>optimal if $\sqrt{\delta} \notin \mathbb{Q}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>two tangent conics</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>double conic</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>rational point on conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>conic and point</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>rational point on conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>conic</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>conic and two lines cutting on the conic</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>rational point on conic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>two points</td>
<td>$\mathbb{K}[\xi]$, degree $\mathbb{K} = 4$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>two skew lines</td>
<td>$\mathbb{K}[\xi]$, degree $\mathbb{K} = 4$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>four lines (skew quadrilateral)</td>
<td>$\mathbb{K}[\xi]$, degree $\mathbb{K} = 4$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>double line</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>two simple skew lines cutting a double line</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[211]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>two double concurrent lines</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>conic and double line</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>two concurrent lines</td>
<td>$\mathbb{K}[\xi]$, degree $\mathbb{K} = 4$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>four concurrent lines</td>
<td>$\mathbb{K}[\xi]$, degree $\mathbb{K} = 4$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>double line</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>two simple and a double concurrent lines</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>concurrent simple and triple lines</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[111]</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1111]</td>
<td>two concurrent double lines</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>quadruple line</td>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
<td>optimal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with $a$ and the coefficients of $b, c$ defined in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})$. The nodal quartic passes through the vertex of $Q_R$ and this point corresponds to the value $u = v = 0$ of the parameters. At this point $s \neq 0$ because $(u, v, s) \in \mathbb{P}^2$. Thus $a = 0$, $\Omega$ is linear in $s$ and it can be solved rationally for $s$. This leads to the parameterization of the quartic:

$$X(u, v) = P(b(u, v)x_1(u, v), b(u, v)x_2(u, v), b(u, v)x_3(u, v), -c(u, v))^T.$$  

The coefficients of $X(u, v)$ clearly live in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi]$, where $\xi = (u, v)$.

When the node of the quartic is not isolated, the singularity is now reached by two different values of $(u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R})$ which are precisely those values such that $b(u, v) = 0$. When the node of the quartic is isolated, the singularity is not reached by $(u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R})$, i.e. $b(u, v) = 0$ has no real solution. In that situation, the node has to be added to the output. Since this point is the vertex of the cone $Q_R$, it is rational.

### 16.2.1.2 Optimality

By Proposition 14.14, if the cone $Q_R$ contains a rational point other than its vertex, it can be parameterized with rational coefficients and thus the parameterization of the nodal quartic is defined over $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$. Otherwise, if $Q_R$ contains no rational point other than its vertex, then the nodal quartic also contains no rational point other than its singular point. Hence the nodal quartic admits no parameterization over $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$. Therefore, testing whether $\sqrt{\delta}$ can be avoided in the parameterization of real nodal quartics is akin to deciding whether $Q_R$ has a rational point outside its singular locus; furthermore, finding a parameterization in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ amounts to finding a rational point on $Q_R$ outside its singular locus.

There are cases where $\sqrt{\delta}$ cannot be avoided. Example of these are

$$\begin{cases} x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 = 0, \\ xw + z^2 = 0 \end{cases}$$

when the singularity is not isolated and

$$\begin{cases} x^2 + y^2 - 3z^2 = 0, \\ zw + x^2 = 0 \end{cases}$$

when the singularity is isolated. In both cases, the projective cone corresponding to the double root of the characteristic polynomial is the first equation. By Proposition 14.14, this cone has no rational point except its singular point and $\sqrt{\delta}$ cannot be avoided in the parameterization of the intersection.

### 16.2.2 Cuspidal quartic in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [13]$  

The intersection in this case is always a real cuspidal quartic. As above, using the generic algorithm is not good idea: it would introduce an unnecessary and unwanted $\sqrt{\lambda}$.

We consider instead the cone $Q_R$ associated with the real and rational triple root of the characteristic polynomial. The singular point of the quartic is the vertex $p$ of $Q_R$. The intersection of $Q_R$ with the tangent plane of $Q_S$ at $p$ consists of the double line tangent to $C$ at the cusp. Since it is double, this line is necessarily rational. So we have a rational cone containing a rational line. By Theorem 14.12, this cone admits a rational parameterization.

So we are left with an equation $\Omega : as^2 + b(u, v)s + c(u, v) = 0$ whose coefficients are defined on $\mathbb{Q}$. As above, the singularity is reached at $(u, v) = (0, 0)$ and at this point $s \neq 0$, so $a = 0$. Thus $\Omega$ can be solved rationally for $s$ and the intersection is in $\mathbb{Q}(\xi), \xi = (u, v)$. This is optimal.

### 16.2.3 Cubic and secant line in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [22]$  

The real intersection consists of a cubic and a line. The cubic and the line are either secant or skew. Note that the line of the intersection is necessarily rational, otherwise its algebraic conjugate would also belong to the intersection.

When the double roots of the characteristic polynomial are real and rational, the pencil contains two rational cones $Q_{R_1}$ and $Q_{R_2}$. The line of $C$ is the rational line joining the vertices of $Q_{R_1}$ and $Q_{R_2}$. Also, the vertex of $Q_{R_2}$ is a rational point on $Q_{R_1}$, and vice versa, so the two cones can be rationally parameterized (see Theorem 14.12). Setting up $\Omega$, we have again that it is linear in $s$, because the line and the cubic intersect at the vertex of the cone,
corresponding to \((u, v) = (0, 0)\). But here the content of \(\Omega\) in \(s\) is linear in \((u, v)\) and it corresponds to the line of \(C\). The cubic is found after dividing by this content and rationally solving for \(s\). The parameterization of the cubic is defined in \(\mathbb{Q}[\xi]\).

When the double roots of the characteristic polynomial are either complex conjugate (the cubic and the line are not secant) or real algebraic conjugate (the cubic and the line are secant), there exists quadrics of inertia \((2, 2)\) in the pencil (by Theorems 14.3 and 14.5). We use the generic algorithm of Part I: first find a quadric \(Q_R\) of inertia \((2, 2)\) of the pencil through a rational point. Since \(C\) contains a rational line, the discriminant of this quadric is a square by Lemma 14.21 and \(Q_R\) can be rationally parameterized by Theorem 14.12. Now compute the bidegree \((2, 2)\) equation \(\Omega\). The line of \(C\) corresponds to a fixed value of one of the parameters and the contents provide factors of bidegree \((1, 0)\) and \((1, 2)\) (or \((0, 1)\) and \((2, 1)\)), which are linear in one of the parameters and thus easy to solve rationally for getting a parameterization of the intersection. The parameterization of \(C\) is defined in \(\mathbb{Q}[\xi]\).

### 16.2.4 Cubic and tangent line in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\), \(\sigma_4 = [4]\)

The real intersection consists of a cubic and a tangent line. The line is necessarily rational, by the same argument as above. The characteristic polynomial has a real and rational quadruple root. To it corresponds a real rational projective cone. Since this cone contains a rational line, it can be rationally parameterized (by Theorem 14.12). The rest is as in the cubic and secant line case when the two roots are rational. The parameterization of the cubic is defined in \(\mathbb{Q}[\xi]\).

### 16.2.5 Two secant conics in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\), \(\sigma_4 = [11(11)]\)

In this case, the characteristic polynomial has a double root corresponding to a rational pair of planes \(Q_R\). There are several cases depending on the real type of the intersection.

**Two points.** The pair of planes \(Q_R\) is imaginary. Its rational singular line intersects any other quadric of the pencil in two points. So parameterize the line and intersect it with any quadric of the pencil having rational coefficients. A square root is needed to parameterize the two points if and only if the equation in the parameters of the line has irrational roots.

This situation can happen as the following example shows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & z^2 + w^2 = 0, \\
& x^2 - 2y^2 + w^2 = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Clearly, the two points are defined by \(z = w = 0\) and \(x^2 - 2y^2 = 0\) so they live in \(\mathbb{Q}[\sqrt{2}]\).

**One conic.** In this case, the pair of planes is real, the pencil has no quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\) and only one of the planes of \(Q_R\) intersects the other quadrics of the pencil.

The algorithm is as follows. First parameterize the pair of planes and separate the two individual planes. Plugging the parameterization of each plane into the equation of \(Q_S\) gives two equations of conics in parameter space, with coefficients in \(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})\) where \(\delta\) is the discriminant of the pair of planes. The conics in parameter space correspond to the components of the intersection, thus one of these conics is real and the other is imaginary. Determine the real conic, that is the one with inertia \((2, 1)\), and parameterize it. Substituting this parameterization into the parameterization of the corresponding plane gives a parameterization of the conic of intersection. The parameterization is in \(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}, \sqrt{\mu})\), where \(\delta\) is the discriminant of the pair of planes \(Q_R\) and \(\sqrt{\mu}\) is the square root needed to parameterize the conic in parameter space, \(\mu \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})\).

If \(\delta\) is not a square, the parameterization is optimal. Indeed, if the intersection had a real \(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})\)-rational point, the conjugate of that point would be on the conjugate conic which is not real. So such a point does not exist and the parameterization is optimal. If \(\delta\) is a square, the parameterization is defined in \(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\mu})[\xi]\) with \(\mu \in \mathbb{Q}\). By Proposition 14.14, the parameterization is optimal if and only if the (rational) conic contains no rational point; moreover, testing if the parameterization is non-optimal and, if so, finding an optimal parameterization is equivalent to finding a rational point on this rational conic.
The situation where \( \delta \) is a square but the conic has no rational point (the field of the coefficients is of degree two) can be attained for instance with the following pair of quadrics:

\[
\begin{align*}
(x-w)(x-3w) &= 0, \\
x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - 4w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The two planes of the first quadric are rational. The plane \( x-w = 0 \) cuts the second quadric in the conic \( x-w = y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 = 0 \). By Proposition 14.14, this conic has no rational point, so \( \sqrt{\delta} \) cannot be avoided and the parameterization of the conic is in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3}) \).

A field extension of degree 4 is obtained with the following quadrics:

\[
\begin{align*}
x^2 - 4xw - 3w^2 &= 0, \\
x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The pair of planes is defined on \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{7}) \), so, by the above argument, a field extension of degree 4 is unavoidable.

### 16.2.5.1 Two (secant or non-secant) conics

By contrast to the one conic case, the pencil now contains quadrics of inertia \((2, 2)\). But going through the generic algorithm and factoring \( C_Q \) directly in two curves of bidegree \((1, 1)\) can induce nested radicals. So we proceed as follows. First, find a rational quadric \( Q_k \) of inertia \((2, 2)\) through a rational point. This introduces one square root, say \( \sqrt{\delta} \). Independently, factor the pair of planes, which introduces another square root \( \sqrt{\delta'} \). Now plug the parameterization of \( Q_k \) in each of the planes. This gives linear equations in the parameters of \( Q_k \) which can be solved without introducing nested radicals. The two conics have a parameterization defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta}, \sqrt{\delta'}) \).

Note that when the two simple roots of the characteristic polynomial are rational, an alternate approach is to parameterize one of the two rational cones of the pencil instead of a quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\), and then proceed as above.

In terms of optimality, \( \sqrt{\delta'} \) cannot be avoided if the planes are irrational. As for the other square root, it can be avoided if and only if the conics contain a point that is rational in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta'}) \) (by Proposition 14.14 in which the field \( \mathbb{Q} \) can be replaced by \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta'}) \)) ; moreover, testing if this square root can be avoided and, if so, finding a parameterization avoiding it is equivalent to finding a \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta'}) \)-rational point on this conic whose coefficients are in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta'}) \).

All cases can happen. We illustrate this in the non-secant case. An extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) of degree 4 is needed to parameterize the intersection of the following pair:

\[
\begin{align*}
x^2 - 33w^2 &= 0, \\
y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Indeed, \( \sqrt{\delta'} = \sqrt{33} \) cannot be avoided. In addition, by Proposition 14.17, \( y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 - 11x^2 = 0 \) has no rational point on \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{33}) \), thus its intersection with the plane \( x = 0 \), the conic \( y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 = 0 \), also has no rational point on \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{33}) \) ; hence the cone \( y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 = 0 \) has no rational point on \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{33}) \) except for its singular locus.

An extension field of degree 2 can be obtained by having conics without rational point, but living in rational planes, as in this example:

\[
\begin{align*}
x^2 - w^2 &= 0, \\
y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

It can also be attained by having conics living in non-rational planes but having rational points in the extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) defined by the planes:

\[
\begin{align*}
x^2 - 3w^2 &= 0, \\
y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

As can be seen, the points of coordinates \( (\sqrt{3}, 0, \pm\sqrt{3}, 1) \) belong to the intersection. So the conic has a parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \).
16.2.6 Two tangent conics in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [1(21)]$

Here, the characteristic polynomial has a real and rational triple root, corresponding to a pair of planes $Q_R$. The other (real and rational) root corresponds to a real projective cone. There are two types of intersection over the reals.

**Point.** The pair of planes is imaginary and its rational singular line intersects the cone in a double point, which is the only component of the intersection. This point is necessarily rational, otherwise its conjugate would also be in the intersection. One way to compute it is to parameterize the singular line, plug the parameterization in the rational equation of the cone and solve the resulting equation in the parameters.

**Two real tangent conics.** The pair of planes is real and each of the planes intersects the cone. The singular line of $Q_R$ is tangent to the cone. As above, the point of tangency of the two conics is rational. So, by Proposition 14.14, the conics have a rational parameterization in the extension of $\mathbb{Q}$ defined by the planes. In other words, the conics have a parameterization defined in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$, where $\delta$ is the discriminant of the pair of planes $Q_R$, if and only if $\delta$ is not a square.

One situation where $\sqrt{\delta}$ cannot be avoided is the following:

$$
\begin{align*}
  x^2 - 2w^2 &= 0, \\
  xy + z^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
$$

16.2.7 Double conic in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [1(111)]$

The characteristic polynomial has a real rational triple root, corresponding to a double plane. The other root gives a rational cone. Assume this cone is real (otherwise the intersection is empty).

To obtain the parameterization of the double conic, first parameterize the double plane. Then plug this parameterization in the equation of the cone. This gives the rational equation of the conic (in the parameters of the plane). If the conic has a rational point, then it can be rationally parameterized. Otherwise, one square root is needed.

One worst-case situation where a square root is always needed is the following:

$$
\begin{align*}
  x^2 &= 0, \\
  y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
$$

By Proposition 14.14, the second quadric (a cone) has no rational point outside its vertex. Thus the conic cannot be parameterized rationally.

16.2.8 Conic and two lines not crossing on the conic in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_4 = [2(11)]$

The characteristic polynomial has two double roots, corresponding to a cone and a pair of planes which is always real. The two roots are necessarily real and rational, otherwise the quadrics associated with them in the pencil would have the same rank. So both the cone and the pair of planes are rational. Also, the vertex of the cone falls on the pair of planes outside its singular line. Thus, by Proposition 14.13, the discriminant of the pair of planes is a square and each individual plane has a rational parameterization.

Over the reals, there are three cases.

**Point.** The projective cone is imaginary. The intersection is limited to its real vertex. Since the cone is rational, its vertex is rational.

**Point and conic.** The cone is now real. One of the planes cuts the cone in a conic living in a rational plane, the other plane cuts the cone in its vertex. The point of the intersection is this vertex and it is rational. To parameterize the conic of the intersection, plug the parameterization of the plane that does not go through the vertex of the cone. This gives a rational conic in the parameters of the plane. One square root is possibly needed to parameterize this conic. It can be avoided if and only if the conic has a rational point.
One example where the square root cannot be avoided is the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
    xw &= 0, \\
    y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

By Proposition 14.14, the projective cone has no rational point other than its vertex \((1, 0, 0, 0)\). So the conic \(x = y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 = 0\) has no rational point.

**Two lines and conic.** Again, the cone is real and one plane cuts it in a rational nonsingular conic. But now the second plane, going through the vertex of the cone, further cuts the cone in two lines. The parameterization of the conic goes as above. To represent the lines, we plug the second plane in the equation of the cone and parameterize.

Note that if the lines are rational, then the cone contains a rational line and can be rationally parameterized. Since the conic is the intersection of this cone with a rational plane, it has a rational parameterization. So in that case all three components have parameterizations in \(\mathbb{Q}[\xi]\). If the lines are irrational, it can still happen that the conic has a rational point and thus a rational parameterization.

We give examples for the three situations we just outlined. First, the pair

\[
\begin{align*}
    xy &= 0, \\
    y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

gives birth to the rational lines \(y = z \pm w = 0\) and the rational conic \(x = y^2 + z^2 - w^2 = 0\) which contains the rational point \((0, 0, 1, 1)\) and can be rationally parameterized. Second, the pair of quadrics

\[
\begin{align*}
    xy &= 0, \\
    2y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

has as intersection the two irrational lines \(y = z \pm \sqrt{3}w = 0\) and the conic \(x = 2y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 = 0\) which contains the rational point \((0, 1, 1, 1)\) so can be rationally parameterized. Finally, the lines and the conic making the intersection of the quadrics

\[
\begin{align*}
    xy &= 0, \\
    y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

cannot be rationally parameterized. Indeed, by Proposition 14.14, the cone has no rational point outside the vertex \((1, 0, 0, 0)\), so the conic \(x = y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 = 0\) has no rational point.

**16.2.9 Conic and two lines crossing on the conic in \(\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})\), \(\sigma_4 = [(31)]\)**

The characteristic polynomial has a real pair of planes \(Q_R\) corresponding to a real and rational quadruple root. The asymmetry in the sizes of the Jordan blocks associated with this root (the two blocks have size 1 and 3) implies that the individual planes of this pair are rational. The conic of the intersection is always real and the two lines (real or imaginary) cross on the conic.

There are two types of intersection over the reals.

**Conic.** The point at which the two lines cross is the double point that is the intersection of the singular line of \(Q_R\) with any other quadric of the pencil. This point is necessarily rational. So the conic can be rationally parameterized by Proposition 14.14.

**Conic and two lines.** To parameterize the intersection, first compute the parameterization of the two planes of \(Q_R\). Plugging these parameterizations in the equation of any other quadric of the pencil yields a conic on one side and a pair of lines on the other side. As above, the conic can be rationally parameterized. As for the two lines, they have a rational parameterization if and only if the discriminant of the pair of lines is a square.

One situation where this discriminant is not a square is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
    yz &= 0, \\
    y^2 + xz - 2w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]
The conic is given by \( y = xz - 2w^2 = 0 \) which contains the rational point \((1, 0, 0, 0)\) and can be rationally parameterized. The lines are defined by \( z = y^2 - 2w^2 = 0 \). But the pair of planes \( y^2 - 2w^2 = 0 \) has no rational point outside its singular locus so the lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}) \).

16.2.10 Two skew lines and a double line in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [(22)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has a real and rational quadruple root, which corresponds to a pair of planes. The singular line of the pair of planes is contained in all the quadrics of the pencil. There are two cases.

**Double line.** The pair of planes is imaginary. The intersection is reduced to the rational singular line of the pair of planes. So \( C \) is defined in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \).

**Two simple lines and a double line.** The pair of planes is real. We can factor it into simple planes, parameterize these planes and plug them in any other quadric of the pencil. The two resulting equations in the parameters of the planes are pairs of lines, each pair containing the double line of the intersection and one of the simple lines. The simple lines are rational if and only if the discriminant of the pair of planes is a square.

A situation where the two simple lines are irrational is the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
y^2 - 2w^2 &= 0, \\
xy - zw &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

16.2.11 Two double lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [(211)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has a real rational quadruple root, which corresponds to a double plane. The double plane cuts any other quadric of the pencil in two double lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \). There are two cases.

**Point.** Except for the double plane, the pencil consists of quadrics of inertia \((3, 1)\). The two lines are imaginary. The intersection is reduced to their rational intersection point, i.e. the point at which the double plane is tangent to the other quadrics of the pencil.

**Two real double lines.** Except for the double plane, the pencil consists of quadrics of inertia \((2, 2)\). The two lines are real. To parameterize them, first compute a parameterization of the double plane and then plug it in any quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\) of the pencil. The resulting pair of lines can easily be parameterized. The intersection is thus parameterized with one square root if and only if the lines are irrational.

One case where the square root cannot be avoided is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
w^2 &= 0, \\
x^2 - 2y^2 + zw &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The lines \( w = x^2 - 2y^2 = 0 \) have no rational point except for their singular point \((0, 0, 1, 0)\) so their parameterization is in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2})[\xi] \).

16.2.12 Four lines forming a skew quadrilateral in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_4 = [(11)(11)] \)

We start by describing the algorithms we use in this case. We then prove the optimality of the parameterizations and conclude the section by giving examples of pairs of rational quadrics for all possible types of real intersections and extension fields.
16.2.12.1 Algorithms

In this case the characteristic polynomial has two double roots that correspond to (possibly imaginary) pairs of planes. It can be written in the form

$$D(\lambda, \mu) = \gamma(a\lambda^2 + b\lambda \mu + c\mu^2)^2 = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (16.1)

with \(\gamma, a, b,\) and \(c\) in \(Q\).

In order to minimize the number and depth of square roots in the coefficients of the parameterization of the intersection, we proceed differently depending on the type of the real intersection and the values of \(\gamma\) and \(\delta = b^2 - 4ac\).

Note that the roots of the characteristic polynomial are defined in \(Q(\sqrt{\delta})\) and thus the coefficients of the pairs of planes in the pencil also live in \(Q(\sqrt{\delta})\). Let \(d^+, d^- \in Q(\sqrt{\delta})\) be the discriminants of the two pairs of planes, with \(d^+ > d^-\). When \(d^+ > 0\) (resp. \(d^- > 0\)), the corresponding pair of planes is real and can be factored into two planes that are defined over \(Q(\sqrt{d^+})\) (resp. \(Q(\sqrt{d^-})\)). The algorithms in the different cases are as follows.

**Two points.** In this case one pair of planes of the pencil is real (the one with discriminant \(d^+\)) and the other is imaginary. We factor the two real planes and substitute in each a parameterization of the (real) singular line of the intersection, we proceed differently depending on the type of the real intersection and the values of \(\gamma\) and \(\delta = b^2 - 4ac\).

There are three subcases.

\[\sqrt{\delta} \in Q.\]  \hspace{1cm} The roots of the characteristic polynomial are real (since \(\delta > 0\), thus the intersection consists of four real lines and the two pairs of planes of the pencil are real (see Table 15.4). We factor the two pairs of planes into four planes with coefficients in \(Q(\sqrt{\delta})\) and intersect them pairwise. We thus obtain a parameterization of the four lines over \(Q(\sqrt{d^+, \sqrt{d^-}})\) with \(d^+ \in Q\) (since \(\delta\) is a square), an extension field of degree 4 (in the worst case) with no nested square root.

\[\sqrt{\delta} \not\in Q \text{ and } \sqrt{\gamma \delta} \in Q.\]  \hspace{1cm} Here again \(\delta > 0\) thus the intersection consists of four real lines and the two pairs of planes of the pencil are real. We factor one of these pairs of planes (say the one with discriminant \(d^+\)) in two planes with coefficients in \(Q(\sqrt{d^+})\); if the discriminant of one of the pair of planes is a square, we choose this pair of planes for the factorization. We then substitute the parameterization of the quadric \(Q_R\) into each plane. This leads to an equation of bidegree \((1, 1)\) in the parameters with coefficients in \(Q(\sqrt{\delta}, \sqrt{\gamma})\). This field is equal to \(Q(\sqrt{d^+})\) because \(d^+ \in Q(\sqrt{\delta})\) and \(\gamma \delta\) is a square. We finally obtain each line by factoring the equation in the parameters into to terms of bidegree \((1, 0)\) and \((0, 1)\) and by substituting the solutions of these factors into the parameterization of \(Q_R\). We thus obtain a parameterization of the four lines defined over \(Q(\sqrt{d^+, \sqrt{d^-}}), d^+ \in Q(\sqrt{\delta})\), an extension field of degree 4 (in the worst case) with one nested square root.

\[\sqrt{\delta} \not\in Q \text{ and } \sqrt{\gamma \delta} \not\in Q.\]  \hspace{1cm} In this case we apply the generic algorithm of Part I: we substitute the parameterization of \(Q_R\) into the equation of another quadric of the pencil (with rational coefficients). The resulting equation in the parameters of bidegree \((2, 2)\) has coefficients in \(Q(\sqrt{\gamma})\). We factor it into two terms of bidegree \((2, 0)\) and \((0, 2)\), whose coefficients also live in \(Q(\sqrt{\gamma})\). We solve each term separately and each real solution leads to a real line. At least one of the two factors has two real solutions, which are defined in an extension field of the form \(Q(\sqrt{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2 \sqrt{\gamma}}, \alpha_i \in Q\). If the other factor has real solutions, they are defined in \(Q(\sqrt{\alpha_1 - \alpha_2 \sqrt{\gamma}})\). Thus in the case where the intersection consists of two real lines, we obtain parameterization defined over an extension
field \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2\sqrt{7}}) \) of degree 4 (in the worst case), with one nested square root. In the case where the intersection consists of four real lines, the parameterization of the four lines altogether is defined over an extension field of degree 8 (in the worst case) but each of the lines is parameterized over an extension \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\alpha_1 + \alpha_2\sqrt{7}}) \) or \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\alpha_1 - \alpha_2\sqrt{7}}) \) of degree 4 (in the worst case), with one nested square root.

### 16.2.12.2 Optimality

We prove that the algorithms described above output parameterizations that are always optimal in the number and depth of square roots appearing in their coefficients. This proof needs some considerations of Galois theory that can be found in Appendix A.

The two input quadrics intersect here in four lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \). The pencil contains two (possibly complex) pair of planes and these lines are the intersections between two planes taken in two different pairs of planes. Let \( p_1, \ldots, p_4 \) be their pairwise intersection points of the four lines. These points are the singular points of the intersection. These points are also the intersections of the singular line of a pair of planes with the other pair of planes, and vice versa. Let the points be numbered such that \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are on the singular line of one pair of planes of the pencil; \( p_2 \) and \( p_4 \) are then on the singular line of the other pair of planes of the pencil. The four lines of intersection are thus \( p_1p_2, p_2p_3, p_3p_4, \) and \( p_4p_1 \).

Let \( \mathbb{K} \) be the field of smallest degree on which the four points \( p_i \) are rational. The above algorithms show that \( \mathbb{K} \) has degree 1, 2, 4 or 8 (since two rational lines in \( \mathbb{K} \) intersect in a rational point in \( \mathbb{K} \)). Let \( G \) be its Galois group, which acts by permutations on the points \( p_i \). It follows that \( G \) is a subgroup of the dihedral group \( D_4 \) of order 8 of the symmetries of the square. This group \( D_4 \) acts on the four points \( p_i \) and on the lines joining them the way the 8 isometries of a square act on its vertices and edges. We show that the optimal number of square roots needed for parameterizing the four lines and the way this optimal number is reached only depend on \( G \) and on its action on the \( p_i \).

The eight elements of \( D_4 \) are the identity, the transpositions \( \tau_{13} \) and \( \tau_{24} \) which exchange \( p_1 \) and \( p_3 \) or \( p_2 \) and \( p_4 \) (symmetries with respect to the diagonal), the permutation \( \tau_{12,34} \) (resp. \( \tau_{14,23} \)) of order 2 which exchange \( p_1 \) with \( p_2 \) and \( p_3 \) with \( p_4 \) (resp. \( p_1 \) with \( p_4 \) and \( p_2 \) with \( p_3 \)), the circular permutations \( \rho \) and \( \rho^{-1} \) of order 4, and the permutation \( \rho^2 = \tau_{13}\tau_{24} = \tau_{12,34}\tau_{14,23} \) of order 2.

If \( G \) is included in the group \( G_C \) of order 4 generated by \( \tau_{13} \) and \( \tau_{24} \) (symmetries of the lozenge), its action leaves fixed the pairs \( \{p_1, p_3\} \) and \( \{p_2, p_4\} \) and thus also the lines \( p_1p_3 \) \( p_2p_4 \) and the two singular quadrics of the pencil (the two pairs of planes). It follows that the roots of the characteristic polynomial \( D \) are rational. Conversely, if these roots are rational, the singular quadrics and their singular lines are invariant under the action of \( G \), as well as the pairs \( \{p_1, p_3\} \) and \( \{p_2, p_4\} \), which implies that \( G \) is included in \( G_C \). A similar argument shows that \( G \) is the identity (resp. is generated by \( \tau_{13} \) (or \( \tau_{24} \)), or contains \( \tau_{13}\tau_{24} \)), if and only if 0 (resp. 1 or 2) of the conjugations exchanging the planes in each singular quadric is the same (implying that the square roots needed for factoring them are one and the same). As the degree of \( \mathbb{K} \) is the order of \( G \), this shows that the number of square roots needed in our algorithm is always optimal if the roots of \( D \) are rational (i.e. \( G \) is a square).

When the roots of \( D \) are not rational, we consider, in the algorithm, a rational quadric \( Q_R \) passing through a rational point \( p \). Let \( D \) be the line of \( Q_R \) passing through \( p \) and intersecting the lines \( p_1p_2 \) and \( p_3p_4 \) in two points \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \). If the discriminant of \( Q_R \) is a square (and its parameterization is rational), then \( D \) is rational and is fixed by any Galois automorphism. It follows that the lines \( p_1p_2 \) and \( p_3p_4 \) are either fixed or exchanged, which implies that \( G \) is included in the group \( G_R \) of order 4 generated by \( \tau_{12,34} \) and \( \tau_{14,23} \) (symmetries of the rectangle). Conversely, if \( G \subset G_R \), the lines \( p_1p_2 \) and \( p_3p_4 \) are fixed or exchanged by any Galois automorphism; the image of \( D \) by such an automorphism is \( D \) itself or the other line of \( Q_R \) passing through \( p \); as this image contains the images of \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) which are on \( p_1p_2 \) or \( p_3p_4 \), we may conclude that \( D \) is fixed by any Galois automorphism, and is rational; this shows that the discriminant of \( Q_R \) is a square by Lemma 14.21. Pushing these arguments a little more, it is easy to see that \( G \) is generated by \( \tau_{12,34} \) or \( \tau_{14,23} \) (or is the identity) if and only if the roots of either or both of the factors of bidegree \((2,0)\) and \((0,2)\) of the equation \( \Omega \) in the parameters are rational.

By similar arguments of invariance, we may also conclude that the group \( G \) is generated by the circular permutation \( \rho \) if and only if any Galois automorphism which exchanges the lines \( p_1p_3 \) and \( p_2p_4 \) exchanges also the lines of \( Q_R \) passing through \( p \) (and if there is such an automorphism). It follows that this case occurs when the square root of the discriminant of \( Q_R \) and the roots of \( D \) generate the same field.
Finally, \( G \) is of order 8 if none of the preceding cases occur.

Optimality in all cases is proved by checking that, for each possible group, the algorithm involves exactly 0, 1 or 2 square roots for parameterizing the lines if the size of the orbit of a line is 1, 2 or 4 respectively.

### 16.2.12.3 Examples

We now give examples in all the possible cases outlined in Section 16.2.12.1. These examples are obtained using the following proposition which gives a rational canonical form for pencils having two double roots corresponding to quadrics of rank 2. Its proof is postponed to Appendix B. and needs again elements of Galois theory that can be found in Appendix A.

**Proposition 16.1.** Let \( R(\lambda, \mu) \) be a rational pencil of quadrics whose characteristic polynomial has two double roots corresponding to two quadrics of rank 2. Then there is a rational change of frame such that the pencil is generated by quadrics \((Q_S, Q_T)\) of equation

\[
\begin{cases}
    x^2 - \gamma y^2 - 2wz = 0, \\
    \alpha x^2 + 2\gamma y^2 - \alpha^2 - (\alpha^2 - \gamma)w^2 = 0,
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \alpha, \gamma \in \mathbb{Q}, \delta = \alpha^2 - \gamma \neq 0 \). Moreover, a field \( \mathbb{K} \) of smallest degree on which the four lines of the intersection are rationally parameterized is generated by the roots of \( t^4 - 2\alpha t + \gamma = 0 \).

The different cases are as follows:

- \( \delta > 0, \gamma > 0, \) and \( \alpha < 0 \): the real intersection is empty.
- \( \delta > 0, \gamma > 0, \) and \( \alpha > 0 \): the real intersection consists of four lines.
- \( \delta > 0 \) and \( \gamma < 0 \): the real intersection consists of two points.
- \( \delta < 0 \): the real intersection consists of two lines.

Note that the characteristic polynomial for the reduced pair of quadrics \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) is

\[ D(\lambda, \mu) = \gamma (\lambda^2 - \delta \mu^2)^2 = 0. \]

Its roots are \((\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (\pm \sqrt{\delta}, 1)\) and, when \( \delta > 0 \), the associated quadrics of the pencil are the pairs of planes of equations

\[ \lambda_0 Q_S + \mu_0 Q_T = (\alpha \pm \sqrt{\delta})(x + (\alpha \mp \sqrt{\delta})y)^2 - (z \pm \sqrt{\delta}w)^2 = 0 \]

and of discriminants \( \delta^2 = \alpha \pm \sqrt{\delta} \). Note also that, when \( \gamma > 0 \), the quadric \( Q_S \) has inertia \((2, 2)\) and can be parameterized, using the parameterization of Table 14.3, by:

\[ X = \left( ut + vs, \frac{ut - vs}{\sqrt{\gamma}}, vt, 2us \right), \quad (u, v), (s, t) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}). \]

Plugging \( X \) into the equation of \( T \) gives the following biquadratic equation in the parameters:

\[ \Omega: (2(\alpha + \sqrt{\gamma})u^2 - v^2)(2(\alpha - \sqrt{\gamma})s^2 - t^2) = 0. \]

We can now give examples in all the possible cases outlined cases outlined in Section 16.2.12.1. We start with the four real lines case:

- \( \delta \) is a square:
  - If \((\alpha, \gamma) = (5, 9)\), then \( \sqrt{\delta} = 4 \), the discriminants of the pairs of planes are \( d^2 = 5 \pm 4 \), so \( \sqrt{d^2} \in \mathbb{Q} \), and the four lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q} \).
  - If \((\alpha, \gamma) = (3, 5)\), then \( \sqrt{\delta} = 2 \), the discriminants of the pairs of planes are \( d^2 = 3 \pm 2 \), so \( \sqrt{d^2} \notin \mathbb{Q} \) and \( \sqrt{d^2} \in \mathbb{Q} \), and the four lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{5}) \).
  - If \((\alpha, \gamma) = (5, 16)\), then \( \sqrt{\delta} = 3 \), the discriminants of the pair of planes are \( d^2 = 5 \pm 3 \), so \( \sqrt{d^2} \notin \mathbb{Q} \) but \( \sqrt{d^2} \) and \( \sqrt{d^2} \) generate the same field \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}) \), and the four lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}) \).
  - If \((\alpha, \gamma) = (6, 20)\), then \( \sqrt{\delta} = 4 \), the discriminants of the pairs of planes are \( d^2 = 6 \pm 4 \), so \( \sqrt{d^2} \notin \mathbb{Q} \), \( \sqrt{d^2} \) and \( \sqrt{d^2} \) do not generate the same field and the four lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}, \sqrt{10}) \).
- δ is not a square but γδ is a square : let (α, γ) = (2, 2), then δ = 2, √δ /∈ Q but √8δ = 2 ∈ Q. The discriminant of the pairs of planes are d± = 2 ± √2, so the four lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2} + \sqrt{2}) \).
- Neither δ nor γδ are squares :
  - If (α, γ) = (3, 1), then δ = γδ = 8 is not a square, \( \sqrt{γ} \in \mathbb{Q} \) so \( Q_R \) can be rationally parameterized and the factors of bidegree (2, 0) and (0, 2) of \( \Omega \) have rational coefficients. Since 2(α − √γ) = 4 is a square, one of those factors splits in two rational linear factors. Thus two lines have a rational parameterization. Since 2(α + √γ) = 8, the other two lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{8}) = \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}) \).
  - If (α, γ) = (2, 1), then δ = γδ = 3 is not a square, \( \sqrt{γ} \in \mathbb{Q} \) so \( Q_R \) can be rationally parameterized. Since 2(α + √γ) = 6 and 2(α − √γ) = 2, two lines have a rational parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}) \) and the other two lines have a rational parameterization in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{6}) \).
  - If (α, γ) = (3, 3), then δ = 6 and γδ = 18 are not squares, \( \sqrt{γ} \notin \mathbb{Q} \) so \( Q_R \) cannot be rationally parameterized. Two lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{6} + 2\sqrt{3}) \) and the other two lines are rational in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{6} − 2\sqrt{3}) \).

Now we give examples for the two real lines case :
- If (α, γ) = (3, 25), then δ = −16 < 0, \( \sqrt{γ} = 5 \) and \( 2(α + √γ) = 4 \) are rational, so the two lines are rational.
- If (α, γ) = (1, 4), then δ = −3 < 0, \( \sqrt{γ} \in \mathbb{Q} \) and \( 2(α + √γ) = 6 \notin \mathbb{Q} \), so the two lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{6}) \).
- If (α, γ) = (1, 3), then δ = −2 < 0, \( \sqrt{γ} \) and \( 2(α + √γ) \) are not rational, so the two lines are defined in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3} − 1) \).

Finally, here are examples for the two points case :
- If (α, γ) = (0, −1), then \( \sqrt{δ} = 1 \) is rational and the discriminant \( α + √δ = 1 \) of the real pair of planes is a square, so the two points are in \( \mathbb{Q} \).
- If (α, γ) = (1, −3), then \( √δ = 2 \) is rational but the discriminant \( α + √δ = 3 \) of the real pair is not a square, so the two points are in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3}) \).
- If (α, γ) = (1, −2), then \( √δ \) is not rational and the two points are in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{1 + 3}) \).

### 16.3 Parameterizing degenerate intersections: singular pencils

We now turn to singular pencils. Except when the intersection consists of four concurrent lines, the parameterization algorithms are straightforward and therefore only briefly sketched.

#### 16.3.1 Conic and double line in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}), \sigma_4 = [1 \ 3] \)

As we have seen in Section 15.4.1, the pencil contains in this case one pair of planes. Furthermore each of the planes is rational by Proposition 14.13 because the pair of planes contains a rational point outside its singular locus (by Proposition 15.7). One plane is tangent to all the cones of the pencil, giving a rational double line. The other plane intersects all the cones transversally, giving a conic. The conic contains a rational point (its intersection with the singular line of the planes), so it can be rationally parameterized.

To actually parameterize the line and the conic, we proceed as follows. If \( Q_S \) is a pair of planes, replace \( Q_S \) by \( Q_S + Q_T \). Now, \( Q_S \) is a real projective cone whose vertex is on \( Q_T \). Use this rational vertex to obtain a rational parameterization of \( Q_T \). Plug this parameterization into the equation of \( Q_S \). This equation in the parameters factors in a squared linear factor (corresponding to the double line) and a bilinear factor, corresponding to the conic. It can rationally be solved. The parameterization of \( C \) is defined in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \).

#### 16.3.2 Four concurrent lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}), \sigma_3 = [1 \ 1 \ 1] \)

In this case, and in the three following cases, the two quadrics \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) have a singular point in common. So first compute this singular point \( p \), which is rational, and compute the rational transformation sending this point to \( (0, 0, 0, 1) \). In this new frame, \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) are functions of \( x, y, z \) only and we can look at the restricted characteristic polynomial of the \( 3 \times 3 \) upper left matrices to determine the real type of the intersection.
When the restricted characteristic polynomial has three simple roots (in \( \mathbb{C} \)), there are three types of intersection over the reals: a point, two concurrent lines, or four concurrent lines (see Table 15.5). In the first case, the four lines are imaginary and the real part of the intersection consists of their common rational point, i.e. the point \( p \).

We now look at the two other cases.

### 16.3.2.1 Algorithm and optimality

The algorithm for computing the lines is as follows. Determine a plane \( x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, \) or \( w = 0, \) that does not contain the singular point \( p \). Substitute the equation of that plane (say \( x = 0 \)) into the equations of \( Q_5(x, y, z, w) \) and \( Q_T(x, y, z, w) \). This gives a system of two non-homogeneous degree-two equations in three variables having four distinct complex projective solutions \( q_i \). The real lines of \( C \) are then the two or four lines going through \( p \) and one of the \( q_i \) with real coordinates, \( i = 1, \ldots, 4 \).

This algorithm outputs an optimal parameterization of \( C \). Indeed, since the common singular point \( p \) of \( Q_5 \) and \( Q_T \) is rational and the plane \((x = 0)\) used to cut \( Q_5 \) and \( Q_T \) is rational, the lines are rational if and only if their intersection with the planes (the points \( q_i \)) are rational.

### 16.3.2.2 Degree of the extension

The following result shows that the roots of any polynomial of degree 4 without multiple root may be needed to parameterize four real concurrent lines. It uses notions of Galois theory that can be found in Appendix A.

**Proposition 16.2.** For any rational univariate polynomial of degree 4 without multiple root, there are rational pencils of quadrics whose intersection is four (real or imaginary) concurrent lines, such that each of them is rational on the field generated by one of the roots of the polynomial and is not rational on any smaller field (for the inclusion and the degree).

**Proof.** Let us consider a polynomial of degree 4 with rational coefficients and without multiple factors. Let us consider its four real or complex roots \( t_1, \ldots, t_4 \) and the four points \( q_i \) of coordinates \((1, t_i, t_i^2, 0)\). Let us consider also two rational points \( r_j = (a_j, b_j, c_j, 0), \) \( j = 1, 2 \). Exactly one conic exists in the plane \( w = 0, \) which passes through the four points \( q_i \) and one of the \( r_j \). Each of these conics has necessarily a rational equation, because, if it were not, the conjugate conics (under the action of the Galois group of the field containing the coefficients) would pass through the same five points. In other words, the equation of the conic is invariant under the Galois group and is thus rational. Now the rational cones containing these conics and having the point \((0, 0, 0, 1)\) as vertex intersect in four (real or imaginary) lines passing through this vertex and the points \( q_i \).

The equations of these conics are easy to compute explicitly. Consider a conic with generic coefficients. Expressing that it passes through 5 points induces five linear equations in the coefficients of the equation of the conic. Solving this linear system expresses these coefficients as symmetric functions of the \( t_i \), and thus as rational functions of the coefficients of the polynomial of degree 4.

### 16.3.2.3 Examples

The proof of Proposition 16.2 gives a way of constructing examples of pencils of quadrics whose intersection is four concurrent lines for any quartic \( f \) without multiple root. Table 16.2 shows an exhaustive list of examples covering the possible degrees of field extension on which the lines of intersection are defined. We here focus on the cases where \( f \) has two or four real roots, corresponding, respectively, to the two and four concurrent lines cases.

When \( f \) has four real roots, the degree of the extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) needed to parameterize the four lines together is the order of the Galois group of \( f \), in view of Proposition 16.2 and Appendix A. In other words, this degree is either 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 or 24. However, each line is defined individually on an extension of degree at most 4. For instance, when the Galois group is the dihedral group \( D_4 \) of order 8, the four lines are collectively defined in an extension of degree 8 but each line is defined in an extension of degree 4.

When \( f \) has two real and two complex roots, the degree of the extension on which the four lines are defined is again the order of the Galois group of \( f \), but the degree of the extension on which the two real lines are collectively defined is only half the order of the Galois group. This degree is 1, 2, 3, 4 or 12.
Every extension degree can be attained by picking the right polynomial \( f \). To build examples in all cases, it is sufficient to find the equations of two distinct rational cones containing the four points \( q_i = (1, t_i, t_i^2, 0) \) and having the same vertex. Assume \( f \) is given by:

\[
f = t^4 + \alpha t^3 + \beta t^2 + \gamma t + \delta.
\]

Then the following pair \((Q_S, Q_T)\) satisfies the constraints:

\[
\begin{align*}
&xz - y^2 = 0, \\
&\delta x^2 + \gamma y^2 + \beta y + \alpha z + z^2 = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Any two distinct quadrics of the pencil generated by \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \) intersect in four (real or imaginary) concurrent lines defined collectively on an extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) of degree equal to the order of the Galois group of \( f \).

By picking the right polynomial, we can generate pairs of quadrics intersecting in four concurrent lines for all types of Galois groups of a quartic. For instance, taking \( f = t^4 + t + 1 \), we build the two quadrics

\[
\begin{align*}
&xz - y^2 = 0, \\
&x^2 + xy + z^2 = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The four real concurrent lines of the intersection are defined on an extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) of degree 24, since the Galois group of \( f \) is the group \( S_4 \) of permutations of four elements (of order 24). Each line is defined in an extension of degree 4.

### 16.3.3 Two concurrent lines and a double line in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_3 = [12] \)

In this case, the restricted pencil has a real and rational double root corresponding to a pair of planes \( Q_R \) and a rational simple root corresponding to another pair of planes. The second pair is always real. There are two cases.

**Double line.** The pair of planes \( Q_R \) is imaginary. The intersection is reduced to the singular line of this pair, which is clearly rational.

**Double line and two simple lines.** The double line is rational (otherwise its conjugate would also be in the intersection). The two simple lines are contained in \( Q_R \) and go through the common singular point \( p \) of \( Q_S \) and \( Q_T \). They are rational if and only if \( Q_R \) has a rational point outside its singular line, i.e. if the discriminant of \( Q_R \) is a square.

A simple example where this is not the case is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&xy = 0, \\
&y^2 - 2z^2 = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

### 16.3.4 Two double lines in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), \( \sigma_3 = [1(11)] \)

The characteristic polynomial has a real and rational double root corresponding to a double plane \( Q_R \). The other root corresponds to a (real or imaginary) pair of planes. There are two cases.

**Point.** The pair of planes is imaginary. The intersection is reduced to the intersection of its singular line with \( Q_R \), i.e. the rational point \( p \).

**Two real double lines.** The two double lines are conjugate. They contain the rational point \( p \) and are rational if they go through another rational point. This happens when the discriminant of the pair of planes is a square.

This situation does not necessarily happen, as the following example shows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&z^2 = 0, \\
&x^2 - 2y^2 = 0.
\end{align*}
\]
16.3.5 **Line and triple line in** $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_3 = [3]$

The characteristic polynomial has a real and rational triple root corresponding to a real pair of planes. The intersection consists of the (triple) singular line of this pair of planes, which is clearly rational, and of a single line which is also rational, otherwise its conjugate would also be in the intersection. The simple line is found by intersecting one of the planes with any other cone of the pencil.

16.3.6 **Quadruple line in** $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$, $\sigma_3 = [(21)]$

Here, the characteristic polynomial has a real and rational triple root, corresponding to a double plane. The intersection consists of the (quadruple) line of tangency of this double plane with a cone of the pencil. This line is clearly rational.

16.3.7 **Remaining cases**

In the remaining cases, that is when the restricted characteristic polynomial identically vanishes, the description of the possibles cases given in Section 15.4.2.6 directly yields algorithms for computing parameterizations of the intersection over $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$.

16.4 **Examples**

The algorithm described in this paper for computing a near-optimal parameterization of the intersection of two arbitrary quadrics with integer coefficients has been fully implemented in C++. The implementation details as well as an analysis of the complexity (i.e., the height) of the integer coefficients appearing in the parameterizations can be found in [LPP06].

In this section, we illustrate our algorithm with three examples covering different situations. The output given is the actual output of our implementation, with debug information turned on so as to follow what the algorithm is doing.

16.4.1 **Example 1**

Our first example is as shown in Output 5. As explained in Section 15.5, we first determine the type of the intersection by looking at the multiple roots of the characteristic polynomial and the ranks of the associated quadrics. Here, we find two real double roots corresponding to quadrics of rank 3: Algorithm 6 tells us that the real type of the intersection is “cubic and secant line”. We have rational roots, so we can parameterize the intersection using cones. One of the two cones of the pencil is

$$Q_R = -2Q_S + Q_T = -25wx - 30wy - 5wz - 20xy - 30w^2 - 5x^2 - 20y^2.$$ 

This cone has the point $(-2, 1, 4, 0)$ as vertex and contains the vertex of the second cone, i.e. $(-4, 1, 4, 1)$. The line of the intersection is the line joining these two points. Here, we have applied a simple reparameterization to the line by picking two other representative points with smaller “height” than the original two. On the reparameterized line, a very simple point is $(-2, 0, 0, 1)$ which we use as rational point for parameterizing $Q_R$. Plugging the parameterization of $Q_R$ in the second cone and leaving aside the linear factor corresponding to the line gives the cubic.

16.4.2 **Example 2**

Our second example is displayed in Output 6. Here, the characteristic polynomial has a double real root at $(\lambda, \mu) = (0, 1)$, the two other simple roots are real (solution of $E(\lambda, \mu) = 4\mu^2 - \lambda^2 = 0$), the singular quadric $R = R(0, 1)$ is a real pair of planes and $E(0, 1) > 0$, so Algorithm 3 tells us that the intersection is two secant conics, the singularities of the intersection being convex. Here, the two planes of $R$ are rational:

$$Q_R = (w - y + 2z)(w - 4x + 3y - 2z).$$
Output 5 Execution trace for Example 1.

```
>> quadric 1: 3*x^2 + 5*x*y + 2*x*z + 13*x*w + 14*y^2 - 4*y*z + 4*y*w + z^2 + 6*z*w + 14*w^2
>> quadric 2: x^2 - 10*x*y + 4*x*z + x*w + 8*y^2 - 8*y*z - 22*y*w + 2*z^2 + 7*z*w - 2*w^2

> launching intersection
> characteristic polynomial: 4*l^4 + 12*l^3*m + l^2*m^2 - 12*l*m^3 + 4*m^4
> gcd of derivatives of characteristic polynomial: 2*l^2 + 3*l*m - 2*m^2
> ranks of singular quadrics: 3 and 3
>> two real rational double roots: [ 1 2 ] and [ -2 1 ]
>> complex intersection: cubic and secant line
>> real intersection: cubic and secant line
>> reparameterization of line
>> singular point of cone: [ -2 1 4 0 ]
>> rational point on cone: [ -2 0 0 1 ]
>> parameterization of cone with rational point
>> cubic and line intersect at [ -4 1 4 1 ] and [ -2 1 4 0 ]
>> status of intersection param: optimal
>> end of intersection
```

We can parameterize each of these planes and plug their parameterization in turn in any other quadric of the pencil. This gives the implicit equations of the two conics which we can parameterize. As explained in Section 16.2.5, we are here in one of the few situations where we cannot guarantee that what we output is optimal: the square root in the parameterization of the conics might well be unnecessary. (It turns out that in this particular example it is necessary.) This explains why the implementation reports that the parameterizations of the two conics are only near-optimal.

### 16.4.3 Example 3

Our last example is presented in Output 7. Here, the characteristic polynomial vanishes identically and all the quadrics of the pencil share a common singular point, with coordinates \((1, 3, -1, -2)\). We apply to all the quadrics of the pencil a projective transformation sending this point to the point \((0, 0, 0, 1)\). The characteristic polynomial of the pencil restricted to the upper left \(3 \times 3\) part has a double real root at \((-1, 1)\). Corresponding to this double root is a real pair of planes \(Q_R\) and Algorithm 2 tells us that the real type of the intersection is “two concurrent lines and a double line”.

As we have seen in Section 16.3.3, the double line of the intersection is the singular line of \(Q_R\). To parameterize the other two lines, we first parameterize \(Q_R\) and plug the result in the equation of the other pair of planes of the pencil, corresponding to the second root \((3, 1)\) of the restricted characteristic polynomial. The result follows.

### 16.5 Conclusion

We have presented in Parts I, II, and III of this paper a new algorithm for computing an exact parametric representation of the intersection of two quadrics in three-dimensional real space given by implicit equations with rational coefficients. We have shown that our algorithm computes projective parameterizations that are optimal in terms of the functions used in the sense that they are polynomials whenever it is possible and contain the square root of some polynomial otherwise. The parameterizations are also near-optimal in the sense that the number of square roots appearing in the coefficients of these functions is minimal except in a small number of cases (characterized by the real type of the intersection) where there may be an extra square root (see Table 16.1 for a summary). Furthermore, we have shown that in the latter cases, testing whether the extra square root is unnecessary and, if so,
Output 6 Execution trace for Example 2.

> quadric 1: 16*x^2 - 12*x*y + 8*x*z + 4*x*w - y^2 - 20*y*z + 2*y*w - 2*z^2 + 3*w^2
> quadric 2: 4*x*y - 8*x*z - 4*x*w - 3*y^2 + 8*y*z + 2*y*w - 4*z^2 + w^2

> launching intersection
> characteristic polynomial: -1^4 + 4*1^2*m^2
> gcd of derivatives of characteristic polynomial: 1
> double real root: [ 0 1 ]
> inertia: [ 1 1 ]
> parameterization of pair of planes
> complex intersection: two secant conics
> real intersection: two secant conics, convex singularities
> parameterization of rational conic
> status of conic 1 param: near-optimal
> parameterization of rational conic
> status of conic 2 param: near-optimal
> end of intersection

>> parameterization of conic 1:
[- 3*u^2 - 9*v^2 - 14*u*v*sqrt(2), - 12*u^2 - 36*v^2 + (- 7*u^2 - 14*u*v + 21*v^2)*sqrt(2),
- 2*u^2 - 6*v^2, - 8*u^2 - 24*v^2 + (- 7*u^2 - 14*u*v + 21*v^2)*sqrt(2)]
>> parameterization of conic 2:
[(u^2 - 28*u*v - 42*v^2)*sqrt(2), - 2*u^2 - 84*u*v - 28*u*v*sqrt(2), - 8*u^2 - 336*v^2
+ (- 6*u^2 + 252*v^2)*sqrt(2), - 10*u^2 - 420*v^2 + (- 8*u^2 - 28*u*v + 336*v^2)*sqrt(2)]

> time spent: 10 ms

finding an optimal parameterization are equivalent to finding a rational point on a curve or a surface. Hence, leaving for a moment that well-known problem aside, our algorithm closes the problem of finding parameterizations of the intersection that are optimal in the senses discussed above. It should be emphasized that our algorithm is not only theoretically powerful but is also practical: a complete, robust and efficient C++ implementation is described in [LPP06].

For most applications, the near-optimal parameterizations of intersections of quadrics computed by our algorithm are good enough since they are at most one square root away from being optimal. However, there may be situations where one is interested in fully establishing the optimality of a parameterization and, if a given parameterization is not optimal, in obtaining one. As we have seen, this is akin to deciding whether a given curve or surface has a rational point and to computing such a point. The problem of finding integer (or rational) points on an algebraic variety is known to be hard in general, and many instances of the problem are undecidable [Poo01]. When the intersection is a smooth quartic, deciding whether the extra square root can be avoided amounts to finding a rational point on a surface of degree 8 (see Section 14.7) and very little is known about this problem, to the best of our knowledge. The situation is, however, better for the other near-optimal cases, which boil down to finding a rational point on a (possibly non-rational) conic. Indeed, when the conic is rational, Cremona and Rusin [CR03] recently gave an efficient algorithm for solving this problem, which has been implemented in recent releases of the Magma computational algebra system [Mag]. As an example, this implementation solves the problem for an equation of the form $ax^2 + by^2 = cz^2$, where $a$, $b$, and $c$ are 200-digit primes, in less than 2 seconds on a mainstream PC. In the future, we plan to use this algorithm in our intersection software.

Finally, it should be stressed that the classification, presented in Part II, of pairs of quadrics depending on the type of their real intersection is of independent interest. For instance, it could be used in a collision detection context to predict when collisions between two moving quadrics will occur.
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16.6 Appendix A : A primer on Galois theory

Galois theory was introduced in the 19th century for deciding when a polynomial is solvable by radicals. We give here a brief introduction to this theory, which is especially geared towards geometric objects.

Let \( K \) be a finite field extension of the field \( \mathbb{Q} \) of the rational numbers. Its dimension as \( \mathbb{Q} \)-vector space is called the degree of \( K \). In our context, \( K \) is usually the smallest field containing the coefficients of the equations or of the parameterization of a geometric object such as a point, a line, a curve or a plane. This field \( K \) may always be defined as \( \mathbb{Q}(\alpha) \), where \( \alpha \) is a root of some polynomial \( f \) of degree \( n = \text{degree}(K) \).

The splitting field \( K' \) of \( K \) is defined as the smallest field containing all the roots of \( f \). It may be proved that it is independent from the choice of \( f \) and \( \alpha \). The Galois group \( G \) of \( K \) and \( K' \) is the group of the field automorphisms of \( K' \). It is immediate that the elements of \( G \) permute the roots of \( f \), and this allows to identify \( G \) to a subgroup of the group \( S_n \) of all the permutations of the \( n \) roots of \( f \).

The important fact for geometric considerations is that any element \( g \) of \( G \) acts on any object defined from the elements of \( K \) by the four field operations (\(+\), \(-\), \(*\), \(/\)) simply by replacing any element of \( K \) appearing in the definition of the object by its image by the automorphism \( g \), exactly as the complex conjugation acts on any object defined with complex numbers. The different images of an object under the action of the elements of \( G \) are called the conjugates of this object.

If \( H \) is a subgroup of the Galois group \( G \), one may define \( K' \), the field of the elements of \( K' \) such that \( g(x) = x \) for any \( g \in H \). The main result of Galois theory is that the map \( H \mapsto K' \) is a bijection between the subgroups of \( G \) and the subfields of \( K' \). Moreover, we have degree \( (K') = \text{order}(G)/\text{order}(H) \). It follows that an element of \( K \) which has \( k \) conjugates lies in a subfield of \( K \) of degree \( k \).

This may be extended to the

**Galois principle**: Two conjugate objects are isomorphic and any object which has \( k \) conjugates (including itself) may be defined on a field of degree \( k \) and may not be defined on a smaller field.

This principle is behind all our proofs of optimality. We describe briefly some other consequences in the context of intersection of quadrics.
One of its first consequences is that any object which has no conjugate except itself may be rationally defined. For example this is the case for the singular point of a singular quartic appearing as the intersection of two rational quadrics. If the intersection of two quadrics is decomposed in a cubic and a line, both may be rationally defined, because their conjugates have to be components of the intersection and the conjugate of a line is a line. Similarly, if the characteristic polynomial of a pencil of quadrics has two double roots and if the corresponding singular quadrics are a cone and a pair of planes, both are rational because they are not isomorphic.

A more involved application of the Galois principle occurs when the intersection of two quadrics consists in four non concurrent lines. As a conjugate of a line in the intersection may only be another line of the intersection, each line may be defined on a field of degree 4. Moreover, if a point lies on a line, any conjugate of the point lies on the corresponding conjugate of the line. Thus the arrangement of the four lines and their four intersection points is preserved by the action of the Galois group. It follows that the Galois group is included in a group of order 8 which acts on the lines and their intersections as the 8 isometries of a square act on its edges and its vertices. By looking at the subgroups of this group, the Galois principle says that the field \( K \) of definition of any of the lines has a degree which divides 4, and that if its degree is 4 it has a subfield of degree 2. Therefore each line may be parameterized with at most 2 square roots. As the splitting field has degree at most 8, it is possibly generated by another square root. This shows, without any explicit computation, that at most 3 square roots are needed to define all the four intersection points and the four lines.

### 16.7 Appendix B : Rational canonical form for the case of four lines forming a skew quadrilateral

We here give a proof of Proposition 16.1.

**Proof.** Let \( \mathbb{K} \) be a \( \mathbb{Q} \)-extension field of smallest degree on which the four lines of the intersection are rationally parameterized, and let \( \mathbb{L} \) be the field generated by the roots of the characteristic polynomial. To decompose the singular quadrics of the pencil in two planes, we have to extract the square roots of two elements \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) of \( \mathbb{L} \), which are algebraically conjugate on \( \mathbb{Q} \) if \( \mathbb{L} \) is different from \( \mathbb{Q} \). Let \( t^2 - 2at + \gamma \) be the (rational) polynomial having \( d_1 \) and \( d_2 \) as roots. It is easy to verify that \( \mathbb{K} \) is generated by the roots of the biquadratic polynomial \( t^4 - 2at^2 + \gamma \).

Let the points \( p_i, \ i = 1, \ldots, 4 \), be the singular points of the intersection in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \) of any two distinct quadrics of the pencil. Now, let us choose four points \( q_i \) on which the Galois group \( G \) of this polynomial acts in the same way as on the \( p_i \). For instance, take for \( q_i, i = 1, \ldots, 4 \), the points of coordinates \((1, t_i, t_i^2, t_i^3)\), where the \( t_i \) are the roots of the biquadratic polynomial, numbered such that \( t_1 = -t_3 \). It is now easy to compute the equations \( H_j \) of the planes containing all the points \( q_i \) except \( q_j \). The quadrics of equations

\[
\begin{align*}
H_1H_3 + H_2H_4 &= 0, \\
\sqrt{\alpha^2 - \gamma} (H_1H_3 - H_2H_4) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]

are rational and their intersection consists in the four (not necessarily real) lines \( q_1q_2, q_2q_3, q_3q_4, \) and \( q_4q_1 \). Now, the change of frame sending the \( q_i \) to the points of coordinates \((t_i, -1/t_i, t_i^2 - \alpha, 1)\) is rational and leads to the equations

\[
\begin{align*}
x^2 - \gamma y^2 - 2wz &= 0, \\
\alpha x^2 + 2\gamma xy + \alpha y^2 - z^2 - (\alpha^2 - \gamma)w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

There is a unique projective transformation sending the points \( p_i \) on the \( q_i \) and leaving fixed some rational point which is not on any of the planes defined by the \( p_i \) or by the \( q_i \). This transformation is invariant under the action of the Galois group \( G \). Thus it is rational, showing the existence of the rational change of frame which is sought.

We now show how the different types of real intersection follow from the signs of \( \delta = \alpha^2 - \gamma, \alpha, \) and \( \gamma \). First note that the characteristic polynomial for the rational canonical pencil above is

\[ D(\lambda, \mu) = \gamma (\lambda^2 - \delta \mu^2)^2. \]

Furthermore, the double roots of \( D \) are \((\lambda_0, \mu_0) = (\pm \sqrt{\delta}, 1)\) and, when \( \delta > 0 \), the associated pairs of planes have equations

\[ \lambda_0 Q_S + \mu_0 Q_T = (\alpha \pm \sqrt{\delta}) (x + (\alpha \mp \sqrt{\delta})y)^2 - (z \pm \sqrt{\delta}w)^2. \]
The discriminants of the two pairs of planes of the pencil are thus $d^\pm = \alpha \pm \sqrt{\delta}$.

We know from Table 15.4 that, when the real intersection consists of two lines, the double roots are complex, hence $\delta < 0$. In the other cases, the double roots are real and distinct thus $\delta > 0$. Note that $d^+d^- = \gamma > 0$. Thus $d^+ + d^- = 2\alpha < 0$; thus $d^+ + d^- = 2\alpha < 0$ and $d^+d^- = \gamma > 0$. When the real intersection consists of two points, the discriminants of the two pairs of planes have opposite signs, thus $d^+d^- = \gamma < 0$. Finally, when the intersection consists of four lines (forming a skew quadrilateral), the discriminants of the two pairs of planes are both positive, thus $d^+ + d^- = 2\alpha > 0$ and $d^+d^- = \gamma > 0$. This completes the proof since these cases for the signs of $\delta$, $\alpha$, and $\gamma$ are disjoint. \qed

### 16.8 Appendix C: Examples in all cases

Table 16.2 gives an exhaustive list of examples covering all possible degrees of extension fields on which the components of the intersection are defined, for all real types of intersection. The next-to-last column gives the optimal ring of definition on which a parameterization of the given example is known to exist ($\xi$ is the parameter of the parameterization). When the parameterization output by our algorithm is optimal, the last column gives the degree of the $\mathbb{Q}$-extension field on which the coefficients of the parameterization of each real component of the intersection is defined. When our algorithm is only near-optimal, the last column gives both the optimal degree and the near-optimal one.

#### Tab. 16.2: Exhaustive list of examples when the intersection is 0- or 1-dimensional over $\mathbb{C}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>complex type</th>
<th>real type</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>field of definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smooth quartic, $\sigma_4 = [1111]$</td>
<td>$0$</td>
<td>$\begin{cases} 6xy+5y^2+2z^2+6cw-w^2=0 \ 3x^2+y^2-z^2+11w^2=0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>quartic in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi, \sqrt{\delta}], \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth quartic, two affinely finite components</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\begin{cases} x^2+y^2-z^2-w^2=0 \ xy-2zw=0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>quartic in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi, \sqrt{\delta}], \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth quartic, one affinely finite component</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\begin{cases} x^2+y^2+2zw=0 \ x^2+z^2+7w^2=0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>quartic in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi, \sqrt{\delta}], \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooth quartic, two affinely infinite components</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\begin{cases} 2x^2-2xy+2xz-2zw+y^2+4yz-4yw+2z^2-4zw=0 \ x^2-2xy+4xz+4xw-y^2+2yz+4yw+4zw-2w^2=0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>quartic in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi, \sqrt{\delta}], \Delta \in \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{\delta})[\xi]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nodal quartic, $\sigma_4 = [112]$</td>
<td>point</td>
<td>$\begin{cases} x^2+2z^2+4zw=0 \ x^2+2w^2=0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>point in $\mathbb{Q}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nodal quartic, affinely finite</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\begin{cases} x^2+c^2+2zw-w^2=0 \ xy+w^2=0 \end{cases}$</td>
<td>quartic in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### CHAPITRE 16. INTERSECTION OF QUADRICS : III. SINGULAR INTERSECTIONS

#### Tab. 16.2: (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>complex type</th>
<th>real type</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>field of definition</th>
<th>degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| nodal quartic, affinely infinite | quartic in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\xi^2 + \zeta^2 - 3w^2 &= 0 \\
\xi + w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 2 |
| nodal quartic with isolated singularity | quartic in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\xi^2 + \zeta^2 - w^2 &= 0 \\
\xi + \zeta w &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 1 / 2 |
| cubic and secant line, \( \sigma_4 = [22] \) | cubic in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \), line in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\xi^2 + \zeta^2 &= 0 \\
\xi + \zeta w &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 1 |
| cubic and non-secant line | cubic in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \), line in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\xi^2 + \zeta^2 &= 0 \\
xz - yw + zw &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 1 |
| cubic and tangent line, \( \sigma_4 = [4] \) | cubic in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \), line in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\xi^2 + \zeta^2 &= 0 \\
xw + yz &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 1 |
| two secant conics, \( \sigma_4 = [11(11)] \) | \( \emptyset \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\zeta^2 - w^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 + \xi^2 + w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | \( \frac{1}{2} \) |
| two points | two points in \( \mathbb{Q} \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\zeta^2 + w^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 - y^2 + w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 1 |
| one conic | one conic in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\xi z &= 0 \\
x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | \( \frac{1}{2} \) |
| two non-secant conics | two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\zeta^2 - w^2 &= 0 \\
y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | \( \frac{1}{2} \) |
| two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \) | \[
\begin{align*}
\zeta^2 - w^2 &= 0 \\
y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 2 |
| two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \) | \[
\begin{align*}
z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0 \\
y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 2 / 4 |
| two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{10})[\xi] \) | \[
\begin{align*}
x^2 - 3w^2 &= 0 \\
y^2 + z^2 - 3w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | 4 |
### 16.8. Appendix C: Examples in All Cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex Type</th>
<th>Real Type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Field of Definition</th>
<th>Degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Two secant conics, affinely finite               |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 - y^2 &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \)                            | 1 / 2              |
| Two secant conics, affinely infinite             |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 - y^2 &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 - 3m^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \)                 | 2                  |
| Two secant conics, affinely infinite             |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 - 3y^2 &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 - 3m^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \)                 | 2 / 4              |
| Two secant conics, affinely infinite             |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 - 33y^2 &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 - 3m^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3}, \sqrt{11})[\xi] \) | 4                  |
| Two tangent conics, \( \sigma_4 = [1(21)] \)     | Point                                  | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 + y^2 &= 0 \\
    xy + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Point in \( \mathbb{Q} \)                                 | 1                  |
| Two conics                                       |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 - y^2 &= 0 \\
    xy + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \)                            | 1                  |
| Two conics                                       |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 - 2y^2 &= 0 \\
    xy + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two conics in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2})[\xi] \)                 | 2                  |
| Double conic, \( \sigma_4 = [1(111)] \)         | \( \emptyset \)                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    w^2 &= 0 \\
    x^2 + y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Double conics in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \)                        | 1 / 2              |
| Double conic                                     |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Conic in \( \mathbb{Q}(\xi) \)                                | 2                  |
| Conic and two lines not crossing, \( \sigma_4 = [2(11)] \) | Point                                  | \[
\begin{align*}
    xy &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 + w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Point in \( \mathbb{Q}, \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \)                     | 1                  |
| Conic and point                                  |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 + y^2 - w^2 &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \), \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 1                  |
| Conic and point                                  |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 + y^2 - w^2 &= 0 \\
    y^2 + z^2 - 3m^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \), \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 2                  |
| Conic and two lines                              |                                        | \[
\begin{align*}
    x^2 + y^2 - w^2 &= 0 \\
    2y^2 + z^2 - 3m^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\]                                        | Two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \), \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 2                  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>complex type</th>
<th>real type</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>field of definition</th>
<th>degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| conic and two lines crossing, $\sigma_4 = [(31)]$ | conic     | \[
\begin{align*}
  y &= 0 \\
  x^2 + y^2 + w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | conic in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
| conic and two lines                      |           | \[
\begin{align*}
  y &= 0 \\
  x^2 + y^2 - w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | conic in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$, two lines in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
| four lines (skew quadrilateral), $\sigma_4 = [(11)(11)]$ | $\emptyset$ | \[
\begin{align*}
  x^2 + y^2 - 2w &= 0 \\
  x^2 + w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two points in $\mathbb{Q}$ | 1      |
| two lines                                |           | \[
\begin{align*}
  x^2 + y^2 - 2w &= 0 \\
  x^2 + z^2 + w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two points in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})$ | 2      |
| two skew lines                           |           | \[
\begin{align*}
  x^2 - 25y^2 - 2w &= 0 \\
  3x^2 + 50xy + 75y^2 - z^2 + 16w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
| four lines (skew quadrilateral)          |           | \[
\begin{align*}
  x^2 + y^2 - 2w &= 0 \\
  5x^2 + 18xy + 45y^2 - z^2 - 16w^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | four lines in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
| two skew lines and a double line, $\sigma_4 = [(22)]$ | double line | \[
\begin{align*}
  y^2 + w^2 &= 0 \\
  xy + zw &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | double line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>complex type</th>
<th>real type</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>field of definition</th>
<th>degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| two concurrent double lines, \( \sigma_4 = [(211)] \) | point | \[
\begin{align*}
w^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 + y^2 + 2w &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | point in \( \mathbb{Q} \) | 1 |
| two double lines | | \[
\begin{align*}
w^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 - y^2 + 2w &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) | 1 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
w^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 - 2z^2 + 2w &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 2 |
| conic and double line, \( \sigma_4 = [1(3)] \) | conic and double line | \[
\begin{align*}
xw &= 0 \\
xz + y^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | conic in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \), line in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) | 1 |
| four concurrent lines, \( \sigma_3 = [111] \) | point | \[
\begin{align*}
x^2 + y^2 &= 0 \\
y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | point in \( \mathbb{Q} \) | 1 |
| two concurrent lines | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) | 1 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 - y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 2 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
2xy + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | one line in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \), one line in \( \mathbb{K}[\xi] \), degree(\( \mathbb{K} \)) = 3 | 3 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
-3x^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3}\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 4 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
-3x^2 - 3xy + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | one line in \( \mathbb{K}[\xi] \), degree(\( \mathbb{K} \)) = 4, one line in \( \mathbb{K}'[\xi] \), degree(\( \mathbb{K}' \)) = 4 | 4 |
| four concurrent lines | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
4x^2 - 5y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | four lines in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \) | 1 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
2x^2 - 3y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \), two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 2 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
-4x^2 + 8xy - 4yc + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | four lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2})[\xi] \) | 2 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
xz - 3y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | one line in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \), three lines in \( \mathbb{K}[\xi] \), degree(\( \mathbb{K} \)) = 3 | 3 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
2x^2 - 4y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | four lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2} + \sqrt{3})[\xi] \) | 4 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
4x^2 - 10y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | four lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{6}, \sqrt{14})[\xi] \) | 4 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
2x^2 + 10xy + 15y^2 + 7yz + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2})[\xi] \), two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{5})[\xi] \) | 2 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
xz - 4y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | one line in \( \mathbb{Q}[\xi] \), three lines in \( \mathbb{K}[\xi] \), degree(\( \mathbb{K} \)) = 3 | 3 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
2x^2 - 5y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{5} + \sqrt{17})[\xi] \), two lines in \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{5} - \sqrt{17})[\xi] \) | 4 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 - 3xy - 7y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | four lines in \( \mathbb{K}[\xi] \), degree(\( \mathbb{K} \)) = 4 | 4 |
| | | \[
\begin{align*}
xz - y^2 &= 0 \\
x^2 + xy + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | four lines in \( \mathbb{K}[\xi] \), degree(\( \mathbb{K} \)) = 4 | 4 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>complex type</th>
<th>real type</th>
<th>example</th>
<th>field of definition</th>
<th>degree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| two concurrent lines and a double line, $\sigma_3 = [12]$ | double line                       | \[
\begin{align*}
  xy &= 0 \\
  y^2 + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | double line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
| two concurrent lines and a double line |                                  | \[
\begin{align*}
  xy &= 0 \\
  y^2 - z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | double line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$, two simple lines in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
| two concurrent lines and a double line |                                  | \[
\begin{align*}
  xy &= 0 \\
  y^2 - 2z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | double line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$, two simple lines in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2})[\xi]$ | 2      |
| line and triple line, $\sigma_3 = [3]$ | line and triple line               | \[
\begin{align*}
  xz + y^2 &= 0 \\
  yz &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | simple line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$, triple line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$ | 1      |
| two concurrent double lines, $\sigma_3 = [1(11)]$ | point                             | \[
\begin{align*}
  z^2 &= 0 \\
  x^2 + y^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | point in $\mathbb{Q}$                     | 1      |
| two double lines                   |                                  | \[
\begin{align*}
  z^2 &= 0 \\
  x^2 - y^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$          | 1      |
|                                   |                                  | \[
\begin{align*}
  z^2 &= 0 \\
  x^2 - 2y^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | two lines in $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2})[\xi]$ | 2      |
| quadruple line, $\sigma_3 = [(21)]$ | quadruple line                    | \[
\begin{align*}
  y^2 &= 0 \\
  xy + z^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$               | 1      |
| quadruple line, $\sigma_2 = [11]$  | quadruple line                    | \[
\begin{align*}
  x^2 &= 0 \\
  y^2 &= 0
\end{align*}
\] | line in $\mathbb{Q}[\xi]$               | 1      |
Chapitre 17

Near-optimal parameterization of the intersection of quadrics : IV. An efficient and exact implementation

Cet article est paru dans Computational Geometry : Theory and Applications [LPP06], une “special issue” du 20th ACM Annual Symposium on Computational Geometry [LPP04].

Abstract

We present the first complete, exact, and efficient C++ implementation for parameterizing the intersection of two implicit quadrics with integer coefficients of arbitrary size. It is based on the near-optimal algorithm recently introduced by Dupont et al. [DLLP03] and builds upon Levin’s seminal work [Lev76].

Unlike existing implementations, it correctly identifies and parameterizes all the connected components of the intersection in all cases, returning parameterizations with rational functions whenever such parameterizations exist. In addition, the coefficient rings of the parameterizations are either minimal or involve one possibly unneeded square root.

We prove upper bounds on the size of the coefficients of the output parameterizations and compare these bounds to observed values. We give other experimental results and present some examples.

17.1 Introduction

Computing an explicit representation of the intersection of two general quadrics (i.e., quadratic surfaces) is a fundamental problem in areas such as solid modeling, computational geometry, and computer graphics. The range of applications covers well-known problems like computing arrangements [MTT03, SW06], boundary evaluation [Sar83], and convex hull computation [HI95].

Past work. Until recently, the only known general method for computing a parametric representation of the intersection between two arbitrary quadrics was that of J. Levin [Lev76]. This method is based on an analysis of the pencil generated by the two quadrics, i.e., their set of linear combinations.

Though useful for curve tracing, Levin’s method has serious limitations. When the intersection is singular or reducible, a parameterization by rational functions is known to exist, but Levin’s pencil method fails to find it and generates a parameterization that involves the square root of some polynomial. In addition, since it introduces algebraic numbers of very high degree (for instance in the computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors), a correct implementation using exact arithmetic is essentially out of reach. In addition, when a floating point representation of numbers is used, the method may output results that are wrong (geometrically and topologically) and it may even fail to produce any parameterization at all and crash.
Over the years, Levin’s seminal work has been extended and refined in several different directions. Wilf and Manor [WM93] use a classification of quadric intersections by the Segre characteristic (see [Bro06]) to drive the parameterization of the intersection by the pencil method. Recently, Wang, Goldman, and Tu [WGT03] further improved the method making it capable of computing structural information on the intersection and its various connected components and able to produce a parameterization by rational functions when such a parameterization exists. Whether the refined algorithm is numerically robust is open to question.

Another method of algebraic flavor was introduced by Farouki, Neff, and O’Connor [FNO89] for parameterizing the intersection in degenerate situations. In such cases, using a combination of classical concepts (Segre characteristic) and algebraic tools (factorization of multivariate polynomials), the authors show that explicit information on the morphological type of the intersection curve can be reliably obtained. A notable feature of this method is that it can output an exact parameterization of the intersection in simple cases, when the input quadrics have rational coefficients. No implementation is reported however.

Rather than restricting the type of the intersection, others have sought to restrict the type of the input quadrics, taking advantage of the fact that geometric insights can then help compute the intersection curve [MG95, SJ94]. Specialized routines are devised to compute the intersection curve in each particular case. Such geometric approaches are however essentially limited to the class of so-called natural quadrics, i.e., the planes, right cones, circular cylinders, and spheres.

Apart from [DLLP03], perhaps the most interesting of the known algorithms for computing an explicit representation of the intersection of two arbitrary quadrics is the method of Wang, Joe, and Goldman [WJG02]. This algebraic method is based on a birational mapping between the intersection curve and a plane cubic curve. The cubic curve is obtained by projection from a point lying on the intersection. Then the classification and parameterization of the intersection are obtained by invoking classical results on plane cubics. The authors claim that their algorithm is the first to produce a complete topological classification of the intersection (singularities, number, and types of connected components, etc.). Numerical robustness issues have however not been studied and the intersection may not be correctly classified. Also, the center of projection is currently computed using Levin’s (enhanced) method: with floating point arithmetic, the center of projection will in general not exactly lie on the curve, which is another source of numerical instability.

Contributions. In this paper, we present the first complete, exact, and efficient implementation of an algorithm for parameterizing the intersection of two arbitrary quadrics, given in implicit form, with integer coefficients. (Note that quadrics with rational or finite floating-point coefficients can be trivially converted to integer form.) This implementation is based on the parameterization method described in [DLLP03], itself built upon Levin’s pencil method.

Precisely, our implementation has the following features:

- it computes an exact parameterization of the intersection of two quadrics with integer coefficients of arbitrary size;
- it places no restriction of any kind on the type of the intersection or the type of the input quadrics;
- it correctly identifies, separates, and parameterizes all the connected components of the intersection and gives all the relevant topological information;
- the parameterization is rational when one exists; otherwise the intersection is a smooth quartic and the parameterization involves the square root of a polynomial;
- the parameterization is either optimal in the degree of the extension of \( \mathbb{Z} \) on which its coefficients are defined or, in a small number of well-identified cases, involves one extra possibly unnecessary square root;
- the implementation is carefully designed so that the size of the coefficients is kept small;
- it is fast and efficient, and can routinely compute parameterizations of the intersection of quadrics with input coefficients having ten digits in less than 50 milliseconds on a mainstream PC.

Our code can be downloaded from the LORIA and INRIA web sites\(^{27}\). The C++ implementation can also be queried via a web interface.

The paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries, we recall in Section 17.3 the main ideas of the

17.2 Preliminaries

In what follows, all the matrices considered are \(4 \times 4\) real matrices, unless otherwise specified. We call a quadric associated with a symmetric matrix \(S\) the set

\[ Q_S = \{ x \in \mathbb{P}^3 \mid x^T S x = 0 \}, \]

where \(\mathbb{P}^3 = \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})\) denotes the real projective space of dimension 3 (\(x^T S x\) is quadratic and homogeneous in the coordinates of \(x\)). In the rest of this paper, points and parameterizations are assumed to live in projective space. Recall that a point of \(\mathbb{P}^3\) has four coordinates.

We define the inertia of \(S\) and \(Q_S\) as the pair

\[ \sigma_S = (\max (\sigma^+, \sigma^-), \min (\sigma^+, \sigma^-)), \]

where \(\sigma^+\) (resp. \(\sigma^-\)) is the number of positive (resp. negative) eigenvalues of \(S\). The rank of \(S\) is the sum \(\sigma^+ + \sigma^-\).

Recall that Sylvester’s Inertia Law asserts that the inertia of \(S\) (and thus the rank) is invariant by a real projective transformation [Lam73].

We call projective cones (or simply cones) the quadrics of rank 3 and pairs of planes the quadrics of rank 2. For the benefit of the reader, we recall that, in affine real space, quadrics of inertia \((4, 0)\) are empty, quadrics of inertia \((3, 1)\) are ellipsoids, hyperboloids of two sheets, or elliptic paraboloids, and quadrics of inertia \((2, 2)\) are hyperboloids of one sheet or hyperbolic paraboloids (see [DLLP03] for a complete characterization of affine quadrics). Also, quadrics of inertia \((2, 1)\) are cones or cylinders. All the quadric surfaces except those of inertia \((3, 1)\) are ruled surfaces, i.e., surfaces that are swept by a one-dimensional family of lines.

Given two matrices \(S\) and \(T\), let \(R(\lambda, \mu) = \lambda S + \mu T\). The set \(\{ R(\lambda, \mu) \mid (\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}) \}\) is called the pencil of matrices generated by \(S\) and \(T\). For the sake of simplicity, we sometimes write a member of the pencil \(R(\lambda) = \lambda S - T, \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \cup \{\infty\}\). Associated to a pencil of matrices is a pencil of quadrics \(\{ Q_{R(\lambda, \mu)} \mid (\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \}\). Recall the classical result that the intersection of two distinct quadrics of a pencil is independent of the choice of the two quadrics.

The equation \(\det R(\lambda, \mu) = 0\) is called the determinantal equation of the pencil. The singular quadrics of the pencil are exactly the quadrics \(Q_{R(\lambda, \mu)}\) such that \(\det R(\lambda, \mu) = 0\). Note that a quadric of the pencil is singular if and only if it has rank less than or equal to 3.

17.3 Algorithm description

In this section, we give a brief presentation of the basic ideas underpinning our near-optimal parameterization method [DLLP03].

From now on, \(S\) and \(T\) are two symmetric \(4 \times 4\) matrices with entries in \(\mathbb{Z}\). By abuse of language, we will often talk about (and manipulate) objects with rational coefficients, with the understanding that, in projective space, such coefficients can trivially be converted to integers.

17.3.1 Near-optimal parameterization algorithm

Let \(\{ Q_{R(\lambda, \mu)} \mid (\lambda, \mu) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \}\), with \(R(\lambda, \mu) = \lambda S + \mu T\), be a pencil of quadrics. The main idea of existing methods for parameterizing the intersection of two quadrics based on an analysis of their pencil (Levin’s and derivatives) is as follows: find a quadric \(Q_R\) of some particularly simple form in the pencil generated by \(Q_S\) and \(Q_T\) (assume
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Fig. 17.1 – Examples of intersections (rendered with Surf [Sur]). a. Smooth quartic, with two affinely finite components. b. Cubic and tangent line.

If \( Q_R \neq Q_S \), parameterize this quadric, plug the parameterization \( X \) of \( Q_R \) in the equation of \( Q_S \), solve the resulting equation \( X^T S X = 0 \), and plug the result in \( X \), finally giving the parameterization of the intersection.

The key to making this procedure work in practice is to find a quadric \( Q_R \) that is ruled and thus admits a parameterization that is linear in one of its parameters so that the equation \( X^T S X = 0 \) has degree 2. Levin’s main result was to prove that a pencil of quadrics always contains at least one “simple” ruled quadric [Lev76]. Furthermore, Levin showed how to compute such a quadric by first finding the zeros of the determinant of the upper left 3 \( \times \) 3 submatrix of \( R(\lambda, \mu) \), a cubic equation. Since cubic equations have generically no rational root (by Hilbert’s Irreducibility Theorem), Levin’s algorithm introduces non-rational numbers at an early stage and, in practice, floating-point arithmetic has to be used, resulting in numerical robustness problems.

The principal contribution of [DLLP03] was to show that, by a careful choice of the intermediate quadric \( Q_R \), the appearance of algebraic numbers can be kept to a minimum. One major result is encapsulated in Theorem 3 of [DLLP03]: except when the intersection is reduced to two real points, the pencil contains at least one ruled quadric whose coefficients are rational and such a quadric can be easily computed. In addition, thanks to new worst-case optimal (in the number of square roots) parameterizations of ruled projective quadrics, we can always find such a rational ruled quadric \( Q_R \) with a parameterization involving only one square root.

Some of the basic ingredients used in our algorithm to infer information about the intersection are the Segre classification of pencils and its refinement over the reals (the Canonical Form Theorem for pairs of real symmetric matrices – see [Uhl73]), a projective setting, ad hoc projective transformations to compute the canonical form of a projective quadric, and Sylvester’s Inertia Law [Lam73].

The basic principles underlying the design of our implementation are as follows:

- compute structural information on the intersection and its various real components as early as possible;
- use the structural information gathered to drive the parameterization process and make the right choices so that the output is optimal or near-optimal from the point of view of the degree of the extension of \( \mathbb{Z} \) on which its coefficients are defined.

In our implementation we were interested not just in optimizing the number of square roots in the output but also in minimizing the size of the output coefficients. For this reason, the basic philosophy is to use as intermediate ruled quadric \( Q_R \) a quadric with rational coefficients of the smallest rank that we can easily find, the rationale being, for instance, that the parameterization of a cone involves coefficients of smaller asymptotic size than the coefficients of the parameterization of a quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\). There are essentially two cases: (i) \( Q_R \) has rank 4; (ii) \( Q_R \) has rank 3 or less.

**Case (i) : \( Q_R \) has rank 4**

The main case where \( Q_R \) has rank 4 is when the intersection is a smooth quartic (Figure 17.1.a). In this situation, the quartic determinantal equation \( \det R(\lambda) = 0 \) has no multiple root. It could well be that at least one
of its simple roots is rational and that a $Q_R$ with rank less than 4 could have been used, but checking this via the Rational Root Theorem can be very time consuming\(^{28}\). Since generically a degree-four equation has no rational root, we prefer instead to isolate the real zeros of the determinantal equation using an implementation of Uspensky’s algorithm [RZ04]. We then take (at most two) rational test points $\lambda_i$ outside the isolating intervals in the areas where $\det R(\lambda_i) > 0$. If one of the quadrics $R(\lambda_i)$ has inertia $(4,0)$, the intersection is empty (it is a complex smooth quartic), a consequence of Finsler’s Theorem (see [DLLP03]). Otherwise, we proceed.

We now have a quadric $R_0 = R(\lambda_0)$ of inertia $(2,2)$ and a range of values $I = [a,b]$ such that $\lambda_0 \in I$ and $\det R(\lambda) > 0$ for all $\lambda \in I$. In the worst case, the parameterization of $Q_R$ involves two square roots [DLLP03]. We can improve this situation as follows. First, compute a point $p_0$ on $Q_{R_0}$. Approximate this point by a point $p$ with integer coordinates (recall that $p$ is a projective point). Find the quadric $Q_R = Q_R(\lambda_1)$ through $p$. If $p$ is close enough to $p_0$, then $\lambda_1 \in I$ and $\det R > 0$. We thus have a quadric of inertia $(2,2)$ containing a point in $\mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{Z})$: such a quadric can be parameterized with at most one square root [DLLP03].

Plugging the parameterization $X((u,v),(s,t))$ of $Q_R$, with $(u,v),(s,t) \in \mathbb{P}^1$, in the equation of any other quadric of the pencil gives a bihomogeneous equation that has degree two in $(u,v)$ and two in $(s,t)$. Solving this equation for $(s,t)$ in terms of $(u,v)$ and replugging in the parameterization of $Q_R$ gives a parameterization of the smooth quartic:

$$X(u,v) = X_1(u,v) \pm X_2(u,v)\sqrt{\Delta(u,v)},$$

where $X_1(u,v)$ (resp. $X_2(u,v)$) is a vector of homogeneous polynomials of degree 3 (resp. 1) and $\Delta(u,v)$ is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4. $\Delta$ and the polynomials of $X_1$ and $X_2$ have coefficients in $\mathbb{Z}(\sqrt{\det R})$.

If $\det R$ is a square, then all of these polynomials have rational coefficients and the parameterization is optimal in terms of the degree of the extension of $\mathbb{Z}$ on which it is defined. If $\det R$ is not a square, then we can only conclude that the parameterization is near-optimal: it might well be that there exists another quadric $Q_{R'}$ of inertia $(2,2)$ in the pencil, containing a rational point, such that $\det R'$ is a square, implying that $\sqrt{\det R}$ could have been avoided in the output (see Section 17.8.2 for an example). Finding such a quadric however implies, in general, finding a rational point on a hyperelliptic curve (see [DLLP03]), a problem known to be very hard.

### Case (ii) $Q_R$ has rank strictly less than 4

Though not generic, the situation where $Q_R$ has rank strictly less than 4 happens quite often in practice since it covers in particular all the types of intersection corresponding, in the Segre characterization, to the determinantal equation having a single multiple root $\lambda_0$. Indeed, in that case, the multiple root is both real (otherwise its complex conjugate would also be a multiple root of $\det R(\lambda) = 0$) and rational (otherwise its algebraic conjugate would also be a multiple root of $\det R(\lambda)$). So the associated quadric $Q_R = Q_R(\lambda_0)$ has rational coefficients and has rank 3 or less.

The general philosophy for parameterizing the intersection is to parameterize $Q_R$, plug the parameterization in any other quadric of the pencil, and solve the resulting equation in the parameters. There are however many situations in which this procedure can be simplified by the fact that we can find a rational point on $Q_R$ outside its singular locus and thus parameterize $Q_R$ rationally, and that we know enough information on the intersection to greatly simplify the solving and factorization of the equation in the parameters.

Let us illustrate this on the example of an intersection consisting of a cubic and a line that are tangent (Figure 17.1.b). The determinantal equation in this case has a quadruple root corresponding to a cone $Q_R$ of inertia $(2,1)$. By the above argument, $Q_R$ has rational coefficients. So the vertex $c$ of $Q_R$ has rational coordinates. $c$ is the point of tangency of the cubic and the line of the intersection. Assume $Q_R \neq Q_S$. The line of the intersection is necessarily rational (otherwise its conjugate would be in the intersection). This line can be found by intersecting the cone $Q_R$ with the plane tangent to $Q_S$ at $c$. Picking any point $p$ with rational coordinates on this line other than $c$ gives a non-singular rational point on the cone. A projective cone having a rational point $p$ other than its singular locus can be rationally parameterized. Plugging this parameterization in $Q_S$ gives an equation in the parameters of the cone which factors into two terms of total degree 1 and 3. Each factor can then be solved rationally for one parameter in terms of the other. The linear factor yields the line of the intersection and the cubic factor yields the cubic.

---

\(^{28}\) If however one of the initial quadrics has rank 3, then it should be used to parameterize the intersection. Doing so results in a parameterization having the same algebraic complexity in the worst case, but of smaller coefficient size.
17.4 Height of output coefficients : smooth quartics

In this section and the next, we prove theoretical bounds on the height of the coefficients of the parameterizations computed by our intersection software. We start by defining the notions of height and asymptotic height.

17.4.1 Definition of height

In what follows, we bound the asymptotic height of the coefficients of the parameterization of the intersection of two quadrics $S$ and $T$ with respect to the size of the coefficients of $S$ and $T$. The height of such a coefficient is roughly its logarithm with base the maximum of the coefficients of $S$ and $T$ (in absolute value); if such a coefficient has a polynomial expression in terms of the coefficients of $S$ and $T$, its asymptotic height is the (total) degree of this polynomial. However, a precise definition of the height of these coefficients needs care for various reasons. First, we want to compare, and thus define, observed heights (the heights computed for specific values of the input) and theoretical asymptotic heights.

We face the following problem for computing theoretical asymptotic heights of the coefficients of the parameterization. Despite being, ultimately, only functions of the input $S$ and $T$, these coefficients, in the smooth quartic case, are functions of not just $S$ and $T$ but also of an intermediate rational point $p$ which depends implicitly (and not explicitly) on $S, T$. Since obtaining a bound on the height of $p$ is very hard, we chose to express the asymptotic height of the parameterization as a function of the height of $p$. As it turns out, the height of $p$ can, in practice, be neglected, so it is not really a problem (see the discussion at the end of Section 17.4.2).

In what follows, the size of an integer $e$ is $\log_{10}|e|$ (assuming $|e| > 1$). The size of an algebraic number $e_1 + \sqrt{\delta} e_2$, where $e_1, e_2, \delta$ are integers and any two factors of $\delta$ are relatively prime, is the maximum of the sizes of $e_1, e_2$, and $\delta$. The size of a vector or matrix, with at most a constant number of entries, is the maximum size of the entries.

The height of an entity $E$ (an integer, a vector, or a matrix) with respect to another entity $x$ (also an integer, a vector, or a matrix) is the size of $e$ over the size of $x$ (assuming that the sizes of $e$ and $x$ are nonzero); note that if $E$ and $x$ are integers, the height is also equal to $\log_{|x|}|E|$. The asymptotic height of a function $f(x)$ with respect to an integer $x$ is the limit of the height of $f(x)$ with respect to $x$ when $x$ tends to infinity. If a function $f$ depends on a set $X$ of variables, the asymptotic height of $f(X)$ with respect to $X$ is the sum of the asymptotic heights of $f$ with respect to each of the variables of $X$. For instance, if $f$ is a polynomial in a constant number of variables, the asymptotic height of $f$ with respect to these variables is the (total) degree of $f$. Finally, if $F(X)$ is a matrix of functions depending on a set of variables $X$, the asymptotic height of $F(X)$ with respect to $X$ is the maximum of the asymptotic heights of the entries of the matrix.

We mostly consider in the sequel heights and asymptotic heights with respect to $S$ and $T$ (that is with respect to the set of coefficients of $S$ and $T$). Heights and asymptotic heights are thus considered with respect to $S$ and $T$ unless specified otherwise.

17.4.2 Height of the parameterization in the smooth quartic case

We consider now the case of a smooth quartic. This case is important because it is the generic intersection situation (given two random quadrics, a non-empty intersection is a smooth quartic with probability 1) and because it is also the worst case from the point of view of the height of the coefficients involved.

Let $Q_R$ be the quadric of inertia $(2, 2)$ used to parameterize the intersection and $p$ a point of $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{Z})$ on $Q_R$, as described in Section 17.3.1.

Proposition 17.1. The parameterization of a smooth quartic

$$X(u, v) = X_1(u, v) \pm X_2(u, v) \sqrt{\Delta(u, v)}$$

is such that

- $X_1$ has asymptotic height at most $27 + 36h_p$,
- $X_2$ has asymptotic height at most $8 + 11h_p$,
- $\Delta(u, v)$ has asymptotic height at most $38 + 50h_p$.

where $h_p$ is the asymptotic height of $p$. 
Proof. We first show how the parameterization of \( Q_R \) is computed and then bound the height of its coefficients. Let \( P \) be a projective transformation sending the point \( p_0 = (1,0,0,0)^T \) to the point \( p \). Let \( Y \) denote the quadric obtained from \( R \) through the projective transformation \( P^T Y P \). It follows from Sylvester’s Inertia Law [Lam73] that \( Y \) has the same inertia as \( R \), i.e. (2,2). Moreover, the point \( p_0 \) belongs to \( Q_Y \) since \( P^T p_0 = p \).

Let \( x \) denote the vector \((x_1,x_2,x_3,x_4)^T\). Let \( L \) be 1/2 times the differential of quadric \( Q_Y \) at \( p_0 \) (one can trivially show that \( L \) is the first row of \( Y \)) and let \( i \) be such that \( Y_{1i} \neq 0 \) (such an \( i \) necessarily exists). We compute the polynomial division of \( Q_Y = x^T Y x \) by \( Lx \) with respect to the variable \( x_i \). The result of the division is

\[
Y^2_{i'i'} = (Lx)(L'x) + A, \tag{17.1}
\]

where the \( \xi \)-th coordinate of \( L' \) is equal to \( L'_{\xi} = -Y_{1i}Y_{1\xi} + 2Y_{1j}Y_{2\xi} \) for \( \xi = 1, \ldots, 4 \) and

\[
A = c_j x_j^2 + c_k x_k^2 + 2c_{jk} x_j x_k
\]

where \( j \) and \( k \) are equal to the two values in \( \{2,3,4\} \) distinct from \( i \), and \( c_j, c_k, \) and \( c_{jk} \) are coefficients defined as follows:

\[
c_\xi = Y_{\xi i} Y_{i2} + Y_{\xi i} Y_{i2}, \quad \xi \in \{j,k\},
\]

\[
c_{jk} = Y_{j,k} Y_{2j} + Y_{j,k} Y_{2k} - (Y_{j,k} Y_{2j} + Y_{j,k} Y_{2k}) Y_{1l}.
\]

We assume in the following that \( c_{jk} \neq 0 \) (if \( c_j = 0 \) but \( c_k \neq 0 \), we exchange the roles of \( j \) and \( k \); otherwise the analysis is different but similar and we omit it here). For clarity we denote in the following

\[
c = c_j \quad \text{and} \quad r = Y_{1i}.
\]

We consider the projective transformation \( M \) such that, in the new projective frame, the quadric \( Q_Y \) has equation (up to a factor)

\[
x^T M^T Y M x = 4x_1 x_2 + x_3^2 - c x_4^2.
\]

In accordance with Equation (17.1) we choose \( x_1' = Lx \), \( x_2' = L'x \). We apply Gauss’ decomposition of quadratic forms into sum of squares to \( A \) and set \( x_3' = c_j x_j + c_k x_k \) and \( x_4' = x_k \). Precisely, we define \( M \) such that its adjoint has its first row equal to \( L \), its second row equal to \( L' \), and the last two rows equal to zero except for the entry \((3,k)\) equal to \( c \), the entry \((3,j)\) equal to \( c \), and the entry \((4,k)\) equal to 1.

Straightforward computations show that the four columns of \( M \) can be simplified by the factors \( r c, r^2, r, \) and \( 2r^2 \), respectively. We then get

\[
x^T M^T Y M x = r^2 (4x_1 x_2 + x_3^2 - \det(Y) x_4^2). \tag{17.2}
\]

If \( i,j,k \) are equal to \( 2,3,4 \) respectively, \( M \) is equal to

\[
M = \begin{pmatrix}
Y_{22} & -c & Y_{21} Y_{13} - r Y_{23} & M_{14} \\
-2r & 0 & 0 & M_{24} \\
0 & 0 & r^2 & M_{34} \\
0 & 0 & 0 & r c
\end{pmatrix},
\]

\[
M_{14} = r (Y_{13} Y_{23} - Y_{12}^2) + 2(Y_{23} Y_{13} - Y_{12} Y_{22}) + 2(Y_{23} Y_{13} - r Y_{13} Y_{23}));
\]

\[
M_{24} = r (Y_{13} Y_{23} - r Y_{12} Y_{22}) + Y_{13} (r Y_{33} - Y_{13} Y_{23});
\]

\[
M_{34} = r (-r^2 Y_{33} - Y_{23} Y_{13} + r (Y_{13} Y_{23} + Y_{13} Y_{23})).
\]

We can easily parameterize the quadric of Equation (17.2) and the parameterization of the original \( Q_R \) is, with \( \delta = \det(Y) \) and \((u,v)\) and \((s,t)\) in \( \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}) \),

\[
PM \begin{pmatrix} u t \sqrt{\delta} & sv \sqrt{\delta} \end{pmatrix}^T.
\tag{17.3}
\]

We now bound the asymptotic height of this parameterization with respect to \( S,T \) and \( p \). For simplicity, asymptotic heights are referred to as heights until the end of the proof. First note that the matrix \( Y \) is equal to \( P^T R P \), where \( R \) is the matrix \( \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T \) of the pencil such that \((\lambda_1,\mu_1) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \) is solution of

\[
p^T (\lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T) p = 0. \tag{17.4}
\]
So \((\lambda_1, \mu_1) = (-p^T T p, p^T S p)\) has height 1 + 2h_p and \(R = \lambda_1 S + \mu_1 T\) has height 2 + 2h_p. Since \(P p_0 = p\), the first column of \(P\) has height \(h_p\) and the rest of \(P\) has height 0. We can now deduce the heights of the entries of \(Y = P^T R P\).

Note first that \(y_{1,1}\) is zero because \(p_0\) belongs to \(Q_y\). A straightforward computation thus gives that the first line and column of \(Y\) have height 2 + 3h_p and the other entries have height 2 + 2h_p. Note that it follows that \(\delta = \det Y\) has height 8 + 10h_p and that, when \(\delta\) is a square, \(\sqrt{\delta}\) has height 4 + 5h_p.

It directly follows from the heights of the coordinates of \(Y\) and \(P\) that the heights of the four columns of \(PM\) are, respectively,

\[2 + 3h_p, \quad 6 + 9h_p, \quad 4 + 6h_p, \quad \text{and} \quad 8 + 11h_p.\]

The worst case for the height of the coefficients of the parameterization of \(Q_R\) happens when \(\sqrt{\delta}\) is a square, because the height of these coefficients is at least the height of \(PM\) which is larger than the height of \(\delta\). We can thus assume for the rest of the proof that \(\sqrt{\delta}\) is a square. It then follows from (17.3) that the coordinates of the parameterization of \(Q_R\) are polynomials of the form

\[\rho_1 u t + \rho_2 sv + \rho_3 us + \rho_4 tv. \tag{17.5}\]

The height of \(\rho_1\) is the sum of the heights of the first column of \(PM\) and of \(\sqrt{\delta}\). Similarly, we get that the heights of \(\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_4\) are

\[h_{\rho_1} = 6 + 8h_p, \quad h_{\rho_2} = 10 + 14h_p, \quad \text{and} \quad h_{\rho_3} = h_{\rho_4} = 8 + 11h_p.\]

When substituting the parameterization of \(Q_R\) into the equation of one of the initial quadrics (say \(Q_3\)), we obtain an equation which can be written as

\[as^2 + bs + ct^2 = 0, \tag{17.6}\]

where \(a, b,\) and \(c\) depend on \((u, v)\) and whose heights are

\[h_a = 1 + 2\max(h_{p_2}, h_{p_3}) = 21 + 28h_p, \quad h_b = 1 + \max(h_{p_2}, h_{p_3}) + \max(h_{p_1}, h_{p_4}) = 19 + 25h_p, \quad h_c = 1 + 2\max(h_{p_1}, h_{p_4}) = 17 + 22h_p.\]

When substituting the solution \((s = 2c, t = -b \pm \sqrt{b^2 - 4ac})\) into each coordinate, of the form (17.5), of the parameterization (17.3) we obtain a parameterization of the smooth quartic in which each coordinate has the form

\[\chi_1(u, v) = \pm \chi_2(u, v) \sqrt{\Delta(u, v)}.\]

The height of the coefficients of \(\chi_1, \chi_2,\) and \(\Delta\) are

\[h_{\chi_1} = \max(h_{p_1} + h_b, h_{p_2} + h_c, h_{p_3} + h_c, h_{p_4} + h_b) = 27 + 36h_p, \quad h_{\chi_2} = \max(h_{p_1}, h_{p_4}) = 8 + 11h_p, \quad \Delta = \max(2h_b, h_a + h_c) = 38 + 50h_p.\]

which concludes the proof. \(\square\)

Figure 17.2 shows how the observed height of the coefficients of \(\Delta(u, v)\) evolves as a function of the input size \(s\) for the three variants of our implementation discussed in Section 17.6. For each value of \(s\) in a set of samples between 0 and 60, we have generated random quadrics with coefficients in the range \([-10^6, 10^6]\), computed the height of the coefficients of the parameterization of the smooth quartic and averaged the results.

The plots of Figure 17.2 show that the observed height of the coefficients of \(\Delta(u, v)\) converges to 38 when no gcd computation is performed for simplifying the output parameterization. Since the asymptotic height of \(\Delta(u, v)\) is at most 38 plus 50 times the height of \(p\), this suggests that the asymptotic height of \(p\) is zero. Indeed, we have observed experimentally that the coordinates of \(p\) are integers between \(-2\) and 2 most of the time. Out of thousands of runs we have encountered no example where the size of \(p\) had a significant impact on the height of the coefficients of the parameterization.
Back ing this observation by theoretical results is hard, if not out of reach. Let \( R = R(\lambda_1, \mu_1) \) be the quadric through \( p \). By Eq. (17.4), the size of the rational point \( p \) is intimately related to the height of \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\). It is intuitively clear that if the size of the interval on which \((\lambda_1, \mu_1)\) is taken is small, then the size of \( p \) will increase. It thus seems natural to look for results on the distance between roots of integer polynomials. Various upper and lower bounds are known as a function of the degree of the polynomial and the height of its coefficients (see, e.g., [BM04]), and pathological examples exhibiting root distances almost matching those bounds can be constructed. However, nothing is known about the average distance between the roots of a polynomial whose coefficients are uniformly distributed between \(-h\) and \(h\) for some fixed integer \(h\) (personal communication with Y. Bugeaud and M. Mignotte).

Figure 17.2 also shows that the observed height of the coefficients of \( \Delta(u, v) \) converges to 36 when gcd computations are performed. We ran experiments with inputs of size up to 10,000 and observed the same limit of 36 on the height of the coefficients when gcd computations are performed. We do not have any explanation as to why the bound of 38 is not reached in that case.

### 17.5 Height of output coefficients: singular intersections

In this section, we analyze two different types of situations to validate a key design choice we made, which is to take the quadric with rational coefficients of lowest possible rank to parameterize the intersection. We first consider the case when the pencil contains a rational cone and then when it contains a rational pair of planes. In both cases, we illustrate the fact that better results are obtained than when using a quadric of inertia \((2, 2)\) as intermediate quadric.

Table 17.1 summarizes the asymptotic heights of the parameterizations in many cases of interest.

#### 17.5.1 Preliminaries

Let \( Q_R \) be a singular quadric corresponding to a rational root \((\lambda_0, \mu_0) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{Z})\) of multiplicity \(d \geq 1\) of the determinantal equation \(\det(\lambda S + \mu T) = 0\). Here, we further assume that \((\lambda_0, \mu_0)\) is a representative of the root in \(\mathbb{Z}^2\) such that \(\gcd(\lambda_0, \mu_0) = 1\). We also assume that \(Q_R\) has rank \(r\) (recall that \(3 \geq r \geq 4 - d\)).

**Lemma 17.2.** The asymptotic height of \((\lambda_0, \mu_0)\) is at most \(\frac{4}{7}\), and the asymptotic height of \(R = \lambda_0 S + \mu_0 T\) is at most \(1 + \frac{4}{7}\).

**Proof.** We have that

\[
\det(\lambda S + \mu T) = C(\mu_0 \lambda - \lambda_0 \mu)^d(\alpha_0 \lambda^{n-d} + \cdots + \alpha_{n-d} \mu^{n-d}),
\]
Since the coefficients of $\det(\lambda S + \mu T)$ are integers, we can assume that the $\alpha_i$ are integers and $C \in \mathbb{Q}$. We can also assume that the gcd of all the $\alpha_i$ is one. Recall that an integer polynomial is called \textit{primitive} if the gcd of all its coefficients is one. Since the product of two primitive polynomials is primitive, by Gauss’s Lemma (see [DST93, §4.1.2]), $C$ is an integer (equal to the gcd of the coefficients of $\det(\lambda S + \mu T)$). Therefore, since the coefficient $C\mu_0^3\alpha_0 = \det S$ of $\lambda^4$ has asymptotic height $4$, $\mu_0$ has asymptotic height at most $\frac{4}{3}$, and similarly for $\lambda_0$. It directly follows that $R = \lambda_0 S + \mu_0 T$ has asymptotic height at most $1 + \frac{4}{3}$. \hfill $\Box$

\textbf{Lemma 17.3.} The singular set of $Q_R$ contains a basis of points of asymptotic height at most $r \left(1 + \frac{4}{3}\right)$.

\textbf{Proof.} Assume first that $R$ has rank $3$, i.e., $Q_R$ has a singular point. Finding this singular point amounts to finding a point $c \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{Z})$ in the kernel of $R$, i.e., such that $Rc = 0$. Since $R$ has rank $3$, at least one of its $3 \times 3$ minors is non-zero. Assume that the upper left $3 \times 3$ minor has this property. We decompose $R$ such that $R_{33}$ is the upper left $3 \times 3$ matrix of $R$ and $r_3$ is the first three coordinates of the last column of $R$, and $c$ such that $c_n$ is the first three coordinates and $c_4$ is the last. Then $c$ is found by solving

$$R_{33}c_n = -c_4r_4.$$ 

A solution is thus $c = (-R_{33}^*r_4, \det R_{33})$, where $R_{33}^*$ is the adjoint of $R_{33}$. The asymptotic heights of $R_{33}^*, r_4$, and $\det R_{33}$ are the asymptotic height of $R$ times $2$, $1$, and $3$, respectively. The asymptotic height of $c$ is thus 3 times the asymptotic height of $R$. Hence, $c$ has asymptotic height at most $3 \left(1 + \frac{4}{3}\right)$.

The extension to general rank $r$ is similar: $Q_R$ contains in this case a linear space of dimension $3 - r$ of singular points. One can extract a non-singular submatrix of $R$ of size $r$ and points in the kernel of $R$ have asymptotic height $r$ with respect to the coefficients of the matrix. The result follows. \hfill $\Box$

\section{17.5.2 When $Q_R$ is a cone}

\subsection{17.5.2.1 Parameterization of a cone}

Assume now that $Q_R$ is a real cone with vertex $c$ containing a rational point $p \neq c$. We want to find a rational parameterization of $Q_R$. First, we apply to $R$ a projective transformation $P$ sending the point $(0,0,0,1)^T$ to $c$ and
the point \((0, 0, 1, 0)^T\) to \(p\). We are left with the problem of parameterizing the cone \(Q_{p^T RP}\) with apex \((0, 0, 1, 0)^T\) and going through the point \((0, 0, 1, 0)^T\). Such a cone has equation

\[
a_1x^2 + a_2xy + a_3y^2 + a_4yz + a_5xz = 0. \tag{17.7}
\]

A parameterization of this cone is given by

\[
X'(u,v,s) = \begin{pmatrix} a_5 & 0 & a_4 & 0 \\ 0 & a_4 & a_5 & 0 \\ -a_1 & -a_3 & -a_2 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} u^2 \\ v^2 \\ uv \\ s \end{pmatrix}, \quad (u,v,s) \in \mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R}). \tag{17.8}
\]

Here, \(\mathbb{P}^2(\mathbb{R})\) is the real quasi-projective space defined as the quotient of \(\mathbb{R}^3 \setminus \{0, 0, 0\}\) by the equivalence relation \(\sim\) where \((x,y,z) \sim (x',y',z')\) if and only if there exists \(\lambda \in \mathbb{R} \setminus \{0\}\) such that \((x,y,z) = (\lambda x', \lambda y', \lambda^2 z')\). Lifting the parameterization to the original space by multiplying by matrix \(P\), we have a parameterization of \(Q_R\).

Let \(h_R\) (resp. \(h_p, h_c\)) denote the asymptotic height of \(R\) (resp. of \(p, c\)). From the above, we can deduce the following.

**Lemma 17.4.** The parameterization \(X(u,v,s)\) of \(Q_R\) is such that:

- the asymptotic height of the coefficients of \(u^2, v^2, uv\) is \(h_R + h_p\);
- the asymptotic height of the coefficients of \(s\) is \(h_c\).

**Proof.** The matrix \(P\) has its third column set to \(p\) and its fourth column set to \(c\). We complete it so that it indeed represents a real projective transformation (i.e., its columns form a basis of \(\mathbb{P}^3\)). So the first two columns have height 0 in \(R, p\), and \(c\). Computing \(P^T RP\), we see that the height of \(a_1, a_2\), and \(a_3\) is the height of \(R\) and the asymptotic height of \(a_4\) and \(a_5\) is the sum of the asymptotic heights of \(R\) and \(p\). From this, we see that the asymptotic height of the coefficients of \(u^2, v^2, uv\) in \(X(u,v,s) = PX'(u,v,s)\) is the sum of the asymptotic heights of \(R\) and \(p\); also the height of the coefficients of \(s\) is the height of \(c\).

### 17.5.2.2 Cubic and tangent line

We now consider the case of an intersection consisting of a cubic and a tangent line. In this case, we can parameterize the intersection using an intermediate rational quadric \(Q_R\) of inertia either \((2, 2)\) or \((2, 1)\) : the pencil contains an instance of both types of quadrics.

We prove the following theoretical bounds on the asymptotic height of the coefficients of the parameterizations of the cubic and the line.

**Proposition 17.5.** When a quadric \(Q_R\) of inertia \((2, 2)\) is used to parameterize the intersection, the parameterizations of the cubic and the line have asymptotic height at most 27 plus 36 times the asymptotic height of the point \(p \in Q_R\) used for parameterizing \(Q_R\).

**Proof.** The bounds found in the proof of Proposition 17.1 apply here, and in particular, the bounds \(h_{p_1}, \ldots, h_{p_j}, h_a, h_b, h_c\) on the heights of the coefficients of Equations (17.5) and (17.6). Equation (17.6) factors here into two terms, one of degree 0 and the other of degree 2 in, say, \((u,v)\), and both linear in, say, \((s,t)\); Equation (17.6) can thus be written as

\[
(\alpha s + \beta t)(\alpha' s + \beta' t) = a s^2 + b st + c t^2 = 0,
\]

where \(\alpha, \beta\) are constants and \(\alpha', \beta'\) are polynomials in \((u,v)\). Since \(\alpha \beta' + \beta \alpha' = b\), \(\alpha\) and the coefficients of \(\alpha'\) have asymptotic height at most \(h_b\). Similarly, \(\beta \beta' = c\) thus \(\beta\) and the coefficients of \(\beta'\) have asymptotic height at most \(h_c\). Substituting the solutions \((s = \beta, t = -\alpha)\) and \((s = \beta', t = -\alpha')\) into the parameterization (17.3), we get parameterizations of the cubic and the line whose coefficients have asymptotic height at most

\[
h_c + \max(h_{p_2}, h_{p_3}) = h_b + \max(h_{p_1}, h_{p_4}) = 27 + 36h_p,
\]

where \(h_p\) is asymptotic height of \(p\).
**Proposition 17.6.** When a quadric $Q_R$ of inertia $(2,1)$ is used to parameterize the intersection, then asymptotically the parameterization of the line has height at most 11, and the parameterization of the cubic has height at most 20.

**Proof.** We follow the algorithm outline given in Section 17.3.1 to determine the asymptotic height of the output.

Here, the determinantal equation has a quadruple root $(\lambda_0,\mu_0)$ corresponding to a quadric $Q_R$ of inertia $(2,1)$. The asymptotic height $h_R$ of $R = \lambda_0 S + \mu_0 T$ is at most 2, by Lemma 17.2. The asymptotic height $h_c$ of the singular point $c$ of $Q_R$ is at most 6, by applying Lemma 17.3 with $d = 4$ and $r = 3$.

Since the line of the intersection is the (double) intersection of $Q_R$ and the tangent plane to $Q_S$ at $c$, any point $p$ on this line satisfies

$$Rp = Sc.$$  \hfill (17.9)

(Observe that if $p$ is a solution, any $a_1 p + a_2 c$ is also solution.) The right-hand side $Sc$ of (17.9) has asymptotic height at most $6 + 1 = 7$. As in the proof of Lemma 17.3, one can assume that det$R_u \neq 0$ and there is a unique point $p$ having zero as last coordinate. Point $p$ satisfies $p_u = R_u^*(Sc)_u$ and thus, its asymptotic height $h_p$ is at most $4 + 7 = 11$. Overall, the coefficients of the line $(c, p)$ have height 11.

We can now compute the asymptotic height of the parameterization $X(u,v,s)$ of $Q_R$ as defined in Section 17.5.2.1. By Lemma 17.4, the asymptotic height $h_{u,v}$ of coefficients of $u^2, v^2, uv$ in $X(u,v,s)$ is $h_R + h_p$, and the asymptotic height $h_s$ of the coefficient of $s$ is $h_c$. Plugging $X(u,v,s)$ in the equation of any other quadric of the pencil gives an equation in the parameters of the form

$$as^2 + b(u,v)s + c(u,v) = 0,$$  \hfill (17.10)

where $b(u,v)$ and $c(u,v)$ have asymptotic heights respectively equal to

$$1 + h_{u,v} + h_s = 1 + h_R + h_p + h_c,$$  \hfill (17.11)

and

$$1 + 2h_{u,v} = 1 + 2(h_R + h_p).$$

Observe that $a = 0$ since the singularity of the cone, which is a point of the intersection, is reached at $(u,v) = (0,0)$ and at this point $s \neq 0$ necessarily (because $X(u,v,s)$ is a faithful parameterization of the cone). We also know that (17.10) has a linear factor corresponding to the line of the intersection. By construction (see (17.8)), this line $(c, p)$ is represented in parameter space by the line $a_5 u + a_4 v = 0$, where $a_4$ and $a_5$ have asymptotic height $h_R + h_p$ (see the proof of Lemma 17.4). So, after factoring out the linear term, (17.10) can be rewritten as

$$b'(u,v)s + c'(u,v) = 0.$$  \hfill (17.12)

The asymptotic height $h'_R$ of $b'(u,v)$ is $1 + h_c$, the difference of the asymptotic heights of $b(u,v)$ and of the linear factor. Similarly, the asymptotic height $h'_p$ of $c'(u,v)$ is $1 + h_R + h_p$, the difference of the asymptotic heights of $c(u,v)$ and of the linear factor. We plug the solution of (17.11) in $s$ into the parameterization $X(u,v,s)$ of $Q_R$. Multiplying by $b'(u,v)$ to clear the denominators, we get a parameterization of the cubic of asymptotic height

$$\max(h_{u,v} + h'_R, h_s + h'_c) = 1 + h_R + h_p + h_c \leq 1 + 2 + 11 + 6 = 20.$$

The difference in the asymptotic heights of the parameterizations underscored in the above two propositions is vindicated by some experiments we made. Figure 17.3 shows the observed heights of the coefficients of the parameterization of the cubic when a quadric $Q_R$ of inertia $(2,2)$ or $(2,1)$ is used. The plots clearly show that the coefficients of the cubic are smaller when a cone is used to parameterize the intersection. The fact that the observed heights are, in the limit, so different from the theoretical bounds (8 instead of 20 when a cone is used) is most likely a consequence of the way the random quadrics are generated: it does not reflect a truly random distribution in the space of quadrics with integer coefficients of given size intersecting in a cubic and a tangent line, as explained in Section 17.6.3.

Figure 17.4 further reinforces our choice of using a cone: the parameterizations have not only smaller coefficients, they are also faster to compute.
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17.3 Observed height of the parameterization of the cubic in the cubic and tangent line case.

17.4 Computation time for the cubic and tangent line case.

17.5.3 When $Q_R$ is a pair of planes

17.5.3.1 Parameterization of a pair of planes

We now suppose that the singular quadric $Q_R$ corresponding to a root of multiplicity $d$ of the determinantal equation is a pair of planes (i.e., has inertia $(1,1)$). Let $p_1$ and $p_2$ two distinct points on the singular line of $Q_R$. Let $P$ be a projective transformation matrix sending the point $(0,0,1,0)^T$ to $p_1$ and the point $(0,0,0,1)^T$ to $p_2$. We are left with the problem of parameterizing the pair of planes $Q_{p^*RP}$ whose singular line contains $(0,0,1,0)^T$ and $(0,0,0,1)^T$. Such a pair of planes has equation

$$a_1x^2 + 2a_2xy + a_3y^2 = 0,$$
and it can be parameterized by \( M_\pm(u,v,s)^T \) with

\[
M_\pm = \begin{pmatrix}
-a_2 \pm \sqrt{\bar{\delta}} & 0 & 0 \\
a_1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix}, \quad \bar{\delta} = a_2^2 - a_1 a_3, \quad (u,v,s) \in \mathbb{P}^2.
\]

Lifting this parameterization to the original space by multiplying by matrix \( P \), we obtain a parameterization of \( Q_R \).

Let \( h_R \) (resp. \( h_{p_1}, h_{p_2} \)) denote the asymptotic height of \( R \) (resp. of \( p_1, p_2 \)). From the above, we deduce the following.

**Lemma 17.7.** The asymptotic height of the coefficients \( a_i \) in \( M_\pm \) is \( h_R \). Furthermore, if \( \bar{\delta} \) is a square, the parameterization \( X_\pm(u,v,s) \) is such that:

- the asymptotic height of the coefficients of \( u \) is \( h_R \);
- the asymptotic heights of the coefficients of \( v \) and \( s \) are \( h_{p_1} \) and \( h_{p_2} \), respectively.

**Proof.** In the parameterization of the pair of planes, the first two columns of \( P \) can be completed with 0 and 1 so that it is a non-singular matrix. A straightforward computation then gives that the height of \( a_1, a_2, \) and \( a_3 \) is the height of \( R \). Hence, the coefficient of \( u \) in \( X_\pm(u,v,s) \) has same asymptotic height as \( R \), and the coefficients of \( v \) and \( s \) have the same heights as \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), respectively. \( \square \)

### 17.5.3.2 Two tangent conics

We now consider the case of two tangent conics. This time, we have three possibilities for \( Q_R \) : inertia \((2,2)\), \((2,1)\), or \((1,1)\).

**Proposition 17.8.** When the intersection consists of two tangent conics, the parameterization of each of the conics is as follows:

- when \( Q_R \) has inertia \((1,1)\), the parameterization has asymptotic height at most \( 20 + \frac{1}{5} \);
- when \( Q_R \) has inertia \((2,1)\), the parameterization has asymptotic height at most \( 30 + \frac{3}{5} \);
- when \( Q_R \) has inertia \((2,2)\), the parameterization has asymptotic height at most \( 27 + 36 \) times the asymptotic height of the point on \( Q_R \) used for parameterizing \( Q_R \); moreover the coefficients may contain an unnecessary square root.

**Proof.** The determinantal equation in this case has a real rational triple root corresponding to a pair of planes and a real rational simple root corresponding to a real cone. The pencil also contains quadrics of inertia \((2,2)\). The rational point of tangency \( p \) of the two conics is the point of intersection of the singular line of the pair of planes with any other quadric of the pencil.

Let us first bound the asymptotic height \( h_p \) of point \( p \). Let \( c_1, c_2 \) be a basis for the singular set of the pair of planes of the pencil. By Lemma 17.3, with \( d = 3 \) and \( r = 2 \), \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) have asymptotic height \( h_{c_i} \) at most \( \frac{11}{7} \). \( p \) is the point of tangency of the line spanned by \( c_1 \) and \( c_2 \) with any quadric of the pencil other than the pair of planes. Let \( p = \alpha_0 c_1 + \beta_0 c_2 \), where \( (\alpha_0, \beta_0) \in \mathbb{P}^1 \). Then \( (\alpha_0, \beta_0) \) is the double root of the equation

\[
(\alpha_0 c_1 + \beta_0 c_2)^T S(\alpha_0 c_1 + \beta_0 c_2) = 0.
\]

By Lemma 17.2, the asymptotic height of \( (\alpha_0, \beta_0) \) is at most \( h_{c_i} + \frac{1}{2} \). Thus, \( h_p \leq 2 h_{c_i} + \frac{1}{2} \leq 2 \frac{14}{7} + \frac{1}{2} = \frac{59}{7} \).

**Quadratic has inertia \((1,1)\).** We consider the case where \( Q_R \) is the pair of planes of the pencil. We compute a parameterization \( X_\pm(u,v,s) = PM_\pm(u,v,s)^T \) of each of the planes of \( Q_R \) by sending \((0,0,1,0)^T\) to \( c_1 \) and \((0,0,0,1)^T\) to \( p \) as in Section 17.5.3.1. Plugging each of the \( X_\pm(u,v,s) \) and \( X_\pm(u,v,s) \) in the equation of \( Q_S \) gives a degree-two homogeneous equation in \( u, v \), and \( s \) (i.e., \( X_\pm^T(u,v,s) S X_\pm(u,v,s) \)). This projective conic contains the point \((0,0,1)^T\) since \( PM_\pm(0,0,1)^T = p \) by definition of \( P \) and \( M_\pm \). Such a conic has equation

\[
X_\pm^T(u,v,s) S X_\pm(u,v,s) = b_1 u^2 + b_2 uv + b_3 v^2 + b_4 vs + b_5 us = 0 \tag{17.12}
\]
which can be parameterized, similarly as for (17.7), by
\[
X'(u', v', s') = \begin{pmatrix}
    b_5 & 0 & b_4 \\
    0 & b_3 & b_5 \\
   -b_1 & -b_3 & -b_2
\end{pmatrix}
\begin{pmatrix}
    u'^2 \\
    v'^2 \\
    u'v'
\end{pmatrix}, \quad (u', v') \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]

Plugging \(X'(u', v', s')\) into the parameterization of \(Q_R\) gives \(PM_\pm X'(u', v', s')\), the parameterizations of the two conics of intersection.

We now compute the asymptotic height of the parameterizations \(PM_\pm X'(u', v', s')\). We assume first that \(\delta\) in \(M_\pm\) is a square. Let \(h_{b_1}\) denote the asymptotic height of \(b_1\), and \(h_u\) the asymptotic height of \(\{a_1, a_2, a_3\}\) in \(M_\pm\). The asymptotic height of the three coordinates of \(X'(u', v', s')\) are, respectively,

\[
\text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}), \quad \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}), \quad \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}).
\]

Thus, the asymptotic height of each of the coordinates of \(M_\pm X'(u', v', s')\) are, respectively,

\[
h_u + \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}), \quad h_u + \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}), \quad \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}), \quad \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}).
\]

The third and fourth columns of \(P\) are \(c_1\) and \(\mathbf{p}\), and \(P\) can be completed with 0 and 1 so that it is a non-singular matrix. Thus, the asymptotic height of \(PM_\pm X'(u', v', s')\) is the maximum of

\[
h_u + \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}), \quad h_c + \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}), \quad \text{and} \quad \text{max}(h_{b_4}, h_{b_5}).
\]

Now, the asymptotic height of each \(b_i\) is one plus the sum of the asymptotic heights of two of the coefficients of \(u\), \(v\), and \(s\) in \(X_\pm(u, v, s)\) (by Equation (17.12)). Lemma 17.7 yields

\[
h_{b_1} = 1 + 2h_R, \quad h_{b_2} = 1 + h_R + h_c, \quad h_{b_3} = 1 + 2h_c, \quad h_{b_4} = 1 + h_c + h_p, \quad h_{b_5} = 1 + h_R + h_p.
\]

Since \(h_R \leq 1 + \frac{\delta}{2} = \frac{7}{4}\) by Lemma 17.2, \(h_u \leq \frac{7}{4}\) by Lemma 17.7, \(h_c \leq \frac{14}{3}\), and \(h_p \leq \frac{59}{6}\), we get \(h_{b_1} \leq \frac{17}{4}\), \(h_{b_2} \leq \frac{24}{5}\), \(h_{b_3} \leq \frac{31}{5}\), \(h_{b_4} \leq \frac{31}{6}\), and \(h_{b_5} \leq \frac{79}{6}\). Hence, if \(\delta\) is a square, the asymptotic height of the parameterization \(PM_\pm X'(u', v', s')\) of the two conics of intersection is at most

\[
\text{max}\left(\frac{7}{3} + \frac{31}{2}, \quad \frac{14}{3} + \frac{31}{2}, \quad \frac{59}{6} + \frac{31}{3}\right) = \frac{121}{6} = 20 + \frac{1}{6}.
\]

Finally, since this bound is larger than the asymptotic height of \(\delta\) (which is \(2h_u \leq \frac{14}{2}\)), the asymptotic height of \(PM_\pm X'(u', v', s')\) can only be less than or equal to \(20 + \frac{1}{6}\), even if \(\delta\) is not a square.

\(Q_R\) has inertia \((2, 1)\). Let now \(Q_R\) be the cone of the pencil with apex \(c\). By Lemma 17.4, we have a rational parameterization \(X(u, v, s)\) of \(Q_R\) whose coefficients in \(u^2, v^2, w\) have asymptotic height \(h_R + h_p\) and whose coefficient in \(s\) has asymptotic height \(h_c\). Plugging this parameterization into the equation of any other quadric of the pencil gives an equation in the parameters of the form

\[
a_5 s^2 + b(u, v)s + c(u, v) = 0,
\]

where the asymptotic heights of \(a, b(u, v),\) and \(c(u, v)\) are, respectively,

\[
1 + 2h_c, \quad 1 + h_c + h_R + h_p, \quad \text{and} \quad 1 + 2(h_R + h_p).
\]

We know (17.13) factors in two quadratic factors corresponding to the two conics. Also, by construction (see (17.8)), the ruling of \(Q_R\) on which \(\mathbf{p}\) lies is represented in parameter space by the line \(a_5 u + a_4 v = 0\), where \(a_4, a_5\) are as in Section 17.5.2.1. As in the proof of Lemma 17.4, the asymptotic height of \(a_4\) and \(a_5\) is \(h_R + h_p\). Point \(\mathbf{p}\) must be on each conic on intersection, and \(\mathbf{p}\) corresponds in parameter space to \((u, v, s)\) such that \(s = a_5 u + a_4 v = 0\). So (17.13) rewrites

\[
(a_1 s + (a_5 u + a_4 v)\beta_1(u, v)) (a_2 s + (a_5 u + a_4 v)\beta_2(u, v)) = 0,
\]

where \(\beta_1\) and \(\beta_2\) are linear in \(u, v\) (possibly defined over an extension of \(\mathbb{Z}\) by the square root of the discriminant of the pair of planes containing the conics). The asymptotic height of \(a_1\beta_2 + a_2\beta_1\) is \(1 + h_c\), the difference of the
asymptotic heights of $b(u, v)$ and of the linear factor. The asymptotic height of $\beta_1\beta_2$ is 1, the difference of the asymptotic height of $c(u, v)$ and of twice the asymptotic height of the linear factor. Hence, the asymptotic height of each $\beta_i$ is at most 1, and the height of each $\alpha_i$ is at most $1 + h_c$. Solving each factor rationally for $s$ and plugging the solution into the parameterization $X(u, v, s)$ of $Q_R$, we get parameterizations of the conics with asymptotic height $1 + h_e + h_R + h_p$. Applying Lemmas 17.2 and 17.3 with $r = 3$ and $d = 1$, and the bound on $h_p$ found above, the asymptotic height of the parameterizations of the conics is at most $1 + 15 + 5 + \frac{59}{3} = 30 + \frac{5}{3}$.

$Q_R$ has inertia $(2, 2)$. When a quadric $Q_R$ of inertia $(2, 2)$ is used, the biquadratic equation (17.6) factors in two factors of bidegree $(1, 1)$ corresponding to the conics. Factoring introduces, as above, the square root of the discriminant of the pair of planes containing the conics. Proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 17.5, we get that the height of each factor is at most 27 plus 36 times the asymptotic height of the point on $Q_R$ used for parameterizing $Q_R$.

Moreover, we might have an extra square root in the result if the determinant of $R$ is not a square. Consider for instance

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_S : x^2 - 2w^2 &= 0, \\
Q_T : xy + z^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Here, the determinantal equation is $2\lambda^4 = 0 \cdot \sqrt{2}$ (i.e., the discriminant of the pair of planes) cannot be avoided in the result. The point $p = (-1, 3, 0, 0)$ is contained in the quadric $3Q_S + Q_T$ of inertia $(2, 2)$ and determinant 6. If this quadric is used to parameterize the intersection, we have an extra square root, namely $\sqrt{6}$. 

\[\square\]

## 17.6 Implementation

We now move on to a description of the main design choices we made to implement our near-optimal parameterization algorithm.

### 17.6.1 Implementation outline

Our implementation builds upon the LiDIA [LiD] and GMP [GMP] C/C++ libraries. LiDIA was originally developed for computational number theory purposes, but includes many types of simple parameterized and template classes that are useful for our application. Apart from simple linear algebra routines and algebraic operations on univariate polynomials, we use LiDIA’s number theory package and its ability to manipulate vectors of polynomials, polynomials having other polynomials as coefficients, etc. On top of it, we have added our own data structures. We have compiled LiDIA so that it uses GMP multiprecision integer arithmetic. From now on, we refer to the multiprecision integers as bigint, following the terminology of LiDIA.

Our implementation consists of more than 17,000 lines of source code, which is essentially divided into the following chapters:

- **data structures** (1,500 lines) : structures for intersections of quadrics, for components of the intersection, for homogeneous polynomials with bigint coefficients (coordinates of components), for homogeneous polynomials with bigint polynomials as coefficients, and basic operations on these structures, etc.
- **elementary operations** (2,000 lines) : computing the inertia of a quadric of bigint, the coefficients of the determinantal equation, the gcd of the derivatives of the determinantal equation, the adjoint of a matrix, the singular space of a quadric, the intersection between two linear spaces, applying Descartes’s Sign Rule, the Gauss decomposition of a quadratic form into a sum of squares, isolating the roots of a univariate polynomial using Uspensky’s method, etc.
- **number theory and simplifications** (1,500 lines) : gcd simplifications of the bigint coefficients of a polynomial, a vector or a matrix, simplifications of the coefficients of pairs and triples of vectors, reparameterization of lines so that its representative points have small height, …
- **quadric parameterizations** (2,000 lines) : parameterization of a quadric of inertia $(2, 2)$ with bigint coefficients going through a rational point, of a cone (resp. conic), of a cone (resp. conic) with a rational point, of a pair of planes, etc.
intersection parameterizations (9,000 lines) : dedicated procedures for parameterizing the components of the intersection in all possible cases, i.e., when the determinantal equation has no multiple root (1,500 lines), one multiple root (3,000 lines), two multiple roots (1,500 lines) or when it vanishes identically (3,000 lines).

printing and debugging (1,000 lines) : turning on debugging information with the DEBUG preprocessor directive, checking whether the computed parameterizations are correct, pretty printing the parameterizations, etc.

17.6. Implementation variants

Three variants of our implementation are available and using one rather than the other might depend on the context or the application (see Section 17.7). They are:

- unsimplified : nothing is done to simplify the coefficients either during the computations or in the parameterizations computed;
- mildly simplified : some gcds are performed at an early stage (optimization of the coefficients and of the roots of the determinantal equation, optimization of the coordinates of singular and rational points, etc.) to avoid hampering later calculations with unnecessarily big numbers;
- strongly simplified : mildly simplified, plus extraction of the square factors of some bigints (like in the smooth quartic case, where \( \sqrt{\det R} \) can be replaced by \( b\sqrt{a} \) if \( \det R = ab^2 \)) and gcd simplifications of the coefficients of the final parameterizations.

For the extraction of the square factors of an integer \( n \), the strongly simplified variant finds all the prime factors of \( n \) up to \( \min(\sqrt[3]{n}, \text{MAXFACTOR}) \), where \text{MAXFACTOR} is a predefined global variable.

Let us finally mention that we tried a fourth variant of our implementation where the extraction of the square factors is done by fully factoring the numbers (using the Elliptic Curve Method and the Quadratic Sieve implemented in LiDIA [LiD]). But this variant is almost of no interest : for small input coefficients, the strongly simplified variant already finds all the necessary factors, and for medium to large input coefficients, integer factoring becomes extremely time consuming.

17.6.3 Generating random intersections

Our implementation has been tested both on real and random data (see Section 17.7). Generating random intersections of a given type, i.e., random pairs of quadrics intersecting along a curve of prescribed topology, is however difficult. We discuss this issue here.

In the smooth quartic case, random examples can be generated by taking input quadrics with random coefficients. Indeed, given two random quadrics, the intersection is a smooth quartic or the empty set with probability one. (Of course, this does not allow to distinguish between the different morphologies of a real smooth quartic, however difficult. We discuss this issue here.

When the desired intersection is not a smooth quartic, one way to proceed is to start with a canonical pair \( S, T \), four random coefficients \( r_1, r_2, r_3, r_4 \), with \( r_1 r_4 - r_2 r_3 \neq 0 \), and a random projective transformation \( P \), we consider the “random” quadrics with matrices \( S' \) and \( T' \):

\[
S' = P^T (r_1 S + r_2 T) P, \quad T' = P^T (r_3 S + r_4 T) P.
\]

If we take the \( r_i \) and the coefficients of \( P \) randomly in the range \([-\sqrt[3]{10^6}, \sqrt[3]{10^6}]\), then the quadrics \( S' \) and \( T' \) have asymptotic expected size \( s \) (the size of the canonical pair \( S, T \) can be neglected).

The problem here is two-fold. First, since we want the matrices \( S' \) and \( T' \) to have integer coefficients (because that is what our implementation takes), we have to assume that the \( r_i \) and the coefficients of \( P \) are integers. But then the above procedure certainly does not reflect a truly random distribution in the space of quadrics with integer coefficients. Indeed, quadrics \( S' \) and \( T' \) with integer coefficients intersecting in the prescribed curve might exist without \( P \) having integer coefficients. Consider for instance the two pairs of quadrics

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_S : x^2 - w^2 &= 0, \\
Q_T : xy + z^2 &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
Q'S : x^2 - 2w^2 &= 0, \\
Q'T : xy + z^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]
The first pair is a canonical form for the case of an intersection made of two real tangent conics. Both pairs generate an intersection of the same type. But the second form cannot be generated from the first using a transformation matrix $P$ with integer coefficients.

As for the second issue, consider the determinantal equation of the pencil generated by $S', T'$:

$$\det R'(\lambda, \mu) = \det (\lambda S' + \mu T') = (\det P)^2 \det ((\lambda r_1 + \mu r_3)S + (\lambda r_2 + \mu r_4)T).$$

In other words, since $P$ is now assumed to have integer entries, the coefficients of the determinantal equation all have a common integer factor, $(\det P)^2$. So, after simplification by this common factor, the coefficients have asymptotic height $\frac{4}{3}$, instead of 4, with respect to $S', T'$. This explains why the asymptotic heights are not reached.

Note that the same problems appear when working the reverse way, i.e., start with the canonical parameterization $X$ of a required type of intersection, apply a random transformation $P$, recover the pencil of quadrics $R'(\lambda, \mu)$ containing the curve parameterized by $PX$ and filter them according to the height of their coefficients. Indeed, in that case, $R'(\lambda, \mu) = P^T R(\lambda, \mu)P$, where $R(\lambda, \mu)$ is the pencil of quadrics through the curve parameterized by $X$.

Effectively generating random pairs of quadrics with a prescribed intersection type is an open problem.

### 17.7 Experimental results

We now report on some experimental results and findings from our implementation.

The experiments were made on a Dell Precision 360 with a 2.60 GHz Intel Pentium CPU. LiDIA, GMP and our code were compiled with g++ 3.2.2.

#### 17.7.1 Random data

Let us first discuss the impact of the MAXFACTOR variable (see Section 17.6.2) on the output. Figure 17.5 shows that values of $10^5$ and higher have a dramatic impact on computation time while all values less than $10^4$ are acceptable. We have determined that the best compromise between efficiency and complexity of the output is obtained by setting MAXFACTOR to $10^3$, which we assume now.

Figure 17.6 shows the evolution of the aggregate computation time in the smooth quartic case, which is the most computationally demanding case, with the three variants outlined above. We infer from these plots that the computation times for the unsimplified and mildly simplified variants are very similar, while we observe (see Figure 17.2) a dramatic improvement in the height of the output coefficients with the mildly simplified variant for
reasonably small inputs. This explains our choice of putting the mild simplifications in the form of a preprocessor
directive, not a binary argument: they might as well have been called mandatory simplifications.

A second lesson to be learned from Figures 17.2 and 17.6 is that for an input with coefficients ranging from
roughly 5 to 60 digits, the computation time is roughly 30% larger for the strongly simplified variant than for the
mildly simplified. At the same time, the height of the output is on average between 20% (input size of 5) and
5% (input size of 60) smaller. For large values of the input size, the difference in computation time between the
mildly simplified and the strongly simplified variants drops to less than 10% (see the two curves in Figure 17.5
with MAXFACTOR equal to 1 and $10^4$), but not much is gained in terms of height of the output (see Figure 17.2).

Another interesting piece of information inferred from Figure 17.2 is that the standard deviation of the height
of the output coefficients is large for small input size in the strongly simplified variant. This means that in the good
cases the height of the output is dramatically smaller than the height in the mildly simplified case, and in the bad
cases is similar to it.

Deciding to spend time on simplification essentially depends on the application. For most real-world applica-
tions, where the size of the input quadrics is small by construction, we believe simplifying is important: it should
be kept in mind that the computed parameterizations are often the input to a later processing step (like in boundary
evaluation) and limiting the growth of the coefficients at an early stage makes good sense.

A last comment that can be made looking at Figure 17.5 concerns the efficiency of our implementation. Indeed,
those plots show that we can compute the parameterization of the intersection of two quadrics with coefficients
having 400 digits in 1 second and 1,000 digits in 5 seconds (on average).

Efficiency can be measured in a different way. In Figure 17.7, we have plotted the total computation time,
with the strongly simplified variant, for a file containing 120 pairs of quadrics covering all intersection situations
over the reals. The “random” quadrics were generated as in Section 17.5.2.2. For an input size $s = 500$, the total
computation time is roughly 72 seconds, on average, for the 120 pairs of quadrics, i.e., 0.6 second per intersection.
This should be compared to the 1.7 seconds on average needed to compute the intersection in the smooth quartic
case for the same size of input (Figure 17.5). This difference is simply explained by the fact that very degenerate
intersections (like when the determinantal equation vanishes identically, which represents 36 of the 120 quadrics
in the file) are usually much faster to compute.

Our last word will be on memory consumption. Our implementation consumes very little memory. In the
smooth quartic case, the total memory chunks allocated sum up to less than 64 kilobytes for input sizes up to 20.
It takes input coefficients of more than 700 digits to get to the 1 MB range of used memory.
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17.7.2 Real data

Our intersection code has also been tested on real solid modelling data. Our three test scenes are the teapot, the pencil box, and the chess set (Figure 17.8). They were modelled with the SGDL modelling kernel [SGD]. The chess set was rendered with a radiosity algorithm using the virtual mesh paradigm [ACP+01]. All computations were made with the strongly simplified variant of our implementation.

The teapot (Figure 17.8.a) is made of 18 distinct quadrics (one hyperboloid of one sheet, one cone, one circular cylinder, two elliptic cylinders, two ellipsoids, four spheres, and seven pairs of planes). The coefficients of each input quadric have between 2 and 5 digits. The 153 intersections (i.e., pairs of quadrics) are computed in 450 milliseconds, or 2.9 ms on average per intersection. They consist in 51 real smooth quartics, 31 nodal quartics, 35 cuspidal quartics, 65 conics, 101 lines, and 9 points. The height of the output never exceeds 6 in terms of the input.

The pencil box (Figure 17.8.b) is made of 61 quadrics, most of which are pairs of planes. The input size for each quadric is between 2 and 5 for most quadrics, with four quadrics having a size of 18. The 1,830 intersections are computed in 6.25 s, or 3.4 ms per intersection on average. They consist in 65 smooth quartics, 356 nodal quartics, 119 cubics, 612 conics, 2,797 lines, and 139 points. The height of the output reaches 11 for some smooth quartics.

In the chess set (Figure 17.8.c), the pawn, the bishop, the knight, the rook, the king, and the queen are respectively made of 12, 14, 20, 18, 19, and 25 quadrics. Most of the quadrics have coefficients with between 2 and 7 digits, except for a small number having 15 digits (the crown of the queen has for instance been generated by rotations of $\pi/10$ applied to a sphere). The intersections were computed for each piece separately. They consist in 86 smooth quartics, 123 nodal quadrics, 360 cuspidal quartics, 284 conics, 484 lines, and 13 points. In total, the 971 intersections were computed in 3.33 s, or 3.4 ms per intersection on average. The height of the output never exceeds 8.

17.8 Examples

We now give four examples of parameterizations computed by our algorithm. Other examples can be tested by querying our parameterization server.

Comparing our results with the parameterizations computed with other methods does not make much sense since our implementation is the first to output exact parameterizations in all cases. However, for the sake of illustration, our first two examples are taken from the paper describing the plane cubic curve method of Wang, Joe, and Goldman [WJG02].
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Fig. 17.8 – Three CSG models made entirely of quadrics (models courtesy of SGDL Systems, Inc.). a. A teapot. b. A pencil box. c. A chess set, with a close-up on the knight.

Fig. 17.9 – Further examples of intersection. a. b. Smooth quartics. c. Four skew lines.

17.8.1 Example 1: smooth quartic

Our first example is Example 4 from [WJG02]. The two quadrics are a quadric of inertia $(2, 1)$ (an elliptic cylinder) and a quadric of inertia $(2, 2)$ (a hyperboloid of one sheet). The curve of intersection $C$ has implicit
so the parameterization obtained is optimal (in the extension of very similar (see Figure 17.9.b): 
\[ O((\text{measured as the maximum distance from a sequence of sample points on the curve to the input quadrics}) \text{ of order } n) \text{ finally parameterized. Plugging this parameterization in the equation of } R \]

A rendering of the intersection is given in Figure 17.9.a.

In [WJG02], the authors find the following parameterization for \( C \):
\[
\textbf{X}(u, v) = \textbf{X}_1(u, v) \pm \textbf{X}_2(u, v) \sqrt{\text{\(\Delta(u, v)\)}} \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}),
\]

where
\[
\textbf{X}_1(u, v) = \begin{pmatrix} 0.0 \\ 1131.3708 u^3 - 5760.0 u^2 v + 10861.0 u v^2 - 8192.0 v^3 \\ -1600.0 u^3 + 10861.0 u^2 v^2 - 21504.0 u v^2 + 11585.2375 v^3 \\ 1600.0 u^3 + 3620.2867 u^2 v^2 + 5120.0 u v^2 + 11585.2375 v^3 \end{pmatrix},
\]
\[
\textbf{X}_2(u, v) = \begin{pmatrix} -80.0 u + 1181.0193 v \\ 0.0 \\ 0.0 \\ 0.0 \end{pmatrix},
\]

and \( \text{\(\Delta(u, v)\)} = 905.0967 u^2 v - 3328.0 u^2 v^2 + 2896.3094 u v^3 \). The authors report a computation error on this example (measured as the maximum distance from a sequence of sample points on the curve to the input quadrics) of order \( O(10^{-7}) \).

Our implementation outputs the following exact and simple result in less than 10 ms:
\[
\textbf{X}(u, v) = \begin{pmatrix} 2 u^3 - 6 u v^2 \\ 7 u^2 v + 3 v^3 \\ 10 u^2 v - 6 v^3 \\ 2 u^2 + 18 u v^2 \end{pmatrix} \pm \begin{pmatrix} -2 v \\ u \\ 2 u \\ 2 v \end{pmatrix} \sqrt{-3 u^4 + 26 u^2 v^2 - 3 v^4}, \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R}).
\]

The polynomials involved in the parameterization are defined in \( \mathbb{Z}[u, v] \), which means we are in the lucky case where the intermediate quadric of inertia \( (2, 2) \) found to parameterize the intersection has a square as determinant. So the parameterization obtained is optimal (in the extension of \( \mathbb{Z} \) on which its coefficients are defined).

### 17.8.2 Example 2: smooth quartic

Our second example is Example 5 from [WJG02]. It is the intersection of a sphere and an ellipsoid that are very similar (see Figure 17.9.b):
\[
\begin{align*}
19 x^2 + 22 y^2 + 21 z^2 - 20 w^2 &= 0, \\
x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - w^2 &= 0.
\end{align*}
\]

In [WJG02], the authors compute the parameterization (17.14) with
\[
\textbf{X}_1(u, v) = \begin{pmatrix} -0.72 u^3 - 0.72 u^2 v + 0.08 u v^2 + 0.08 v^3 \\ 0.0 \\ 0.72 u^3 - 1.2 u^2 v - 0.72 u v^2 - 0.08 v^3 \\ 1.0182 u^3 + 0.3394 u^2 v + 0.3394 u v^2 + 0.1131 v^3 \end{pmatrix},
\]
\[
\textbf{X}_2(u, v) = \begin{pmatrix} 0.0 \\ 1.697 u + 0.5656 v \\ 0.0 \\ 0.0 \end{pmatrix},
\]

and \( \text{\(\Delta(u, v)\)} = 0.48 u^3 v - 0.32 u^2 v^2 - 0.32 u v^3 \).

Our implementation gives the result displayed in Output 8. Since the polynomials of \( \textbf{X}(u, v) \) involve a square root \( \sqrt{10} \), the quadric \( Q_R \) of inertia \( (2, 2) \) used to parameterize the intersection is such that its determinant is not a square. As explained in Section 17.3.1, the parameterization is thus only near-optimal in the sense that it is possible, though not necessary, that the square root can be avoided in the coefficients.

It turns out that in this particular example it can be avoided. Consider the cone \( Q_R \) corresponding to the rational root \((-1, 21)\) of the determinantal equation:
\[
Q_R : -Q_S + 21 Q_T = 2x^2 - y^2 - w^2.
\]

\( Q_R \) contains the obvious rational point \((1, 1, 0, 1)\), which is not its singular point. This implies that it can be rationally parameterized. Plugging this parameterization in the equation of \( Q_S \) or \( Q_T \) gives a simple parameterization...
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Q1 output 8 Execution trace for Example 2.

>> quadric 1: 19*x^2 + 22*y^2 + 21*z^2 - 20*w^2
>> quadric 2: x^2 + y^2 + z^2 - w^2

>> launching intersection
>> determinantal equation: - 175560*l^4 - 34358*l^3*m - 2519*l^2*m^2 - 82*l*m^3 - m^4
>> gcd of derivatives of determinantal equation: 1
>> number of real roots: 4
>> intervals: [-14/2^8, -13/2^8], [-26/2^9, -25/2^9], [-3/2^6, -2/2^6]
>> picked test point 1 at [-13 256 ], sign > 0 -- inertia [2 2] found
>> picked test point 2 at [-3 64 ], sign > 0 -- inertia [2 2] found
>> quadric (2,2) found: - 16*x^2 + 5*y^2 - 2*z^2 + 9*w^2
>> decomposition of its determinant [a,b] (det = a^2*b): [12 10]
>> a point on the quadric: [3 0 0 4]
>> status of smooth quartic param: near-optimal
>> end of intersection

>> complex intersection: smooth quartic
>> real intersection: smooth quartic, two real bounded components
>> parameterization of smooth quartic, branch 1:
  (72*u^3 + 4*u*v^2)*sqrt(10) + 3*v*sqrt(10)*sqrt(Delta), - 340*u^2*v + 10*v^3 - 24*u*sqrt(Delta),
  (118*u^2*v + 5*v^3)*sqrt(10) + 12*u*sqrt(Delta), (96*u^3 - 12*u*v^2)*sqrt(10)
 >> parameterization of smooth quartic, branch 2:
  (72*u^3 + 4*u*v^2)*sqrt(10) - 3*v*sqrt(10)*sqrt(Delta), - 340*u^2*v + 10*v^3 + 24*u*sqrt(Delta),
  (118*u^2*v + 5*v^3)*sqrt(10) - 12*u*sqrt(Delta), (96*u^3 - 12*u*v^2)*sqrt(10)
  + 4*u*sqrt(10)*sqrt(Delta)
>> Delta = 20*u^4 - 140*u^2*v^2 + 5*v^4
>> size of input: 2.3424, height of Delta: 1.3431
>> time spent: < 10 ms

of the intersection:

\[
X(u, v) = \begin{pmatrix}
  u^2 + 2v^2 \\
  2uv \\
  u^2 - 2v^2 \\
  0
\end{pmatrix} \pm \begin{pmatrix}
  0 \\
  0 \\
  0 \\
  1
\end{pmatrix} \sqrt{2u^4 + 4u^2v^2 + 8v^4}, \quad (u, v) \in \mathbb{P}^1(\mathbb{R})
\]

17.8.3 Example 3: two tangent conics

Our next two examples illustrate the fact that our implementation is complete in the sense that it computes parameterizations in all possible cases.

Output 9 shows the execution trace for two quadrics intersecting in two conics that are tangent in one point. As can be seen, our implementation gives information about the incidence between the different components of the intersection: for each component, we give the parameter values (“cut parameters”) at which it intersects the other components of the intersection.

17.8.4 Example 4: four skew lines

Our final example concerns an intersection made of four skew lines, as depicted in Figure 17.9.c. Output 10 shows the execution trace for this example, again illustrating the efficiency and completeness of our implementation.
QI output 9 Execution trace for Example 3.

```
>> quadric 1: - 4*x^2 - 56*x*y - 24*x*z - 79*y^2 - 116*y*z - 85*z^2 - 20*z*w + 9*w^2
>> quadric 2: 6*x^2 + 84*x*y + 36*x*z + 45*y^2 + 160*y*z - 210*y*w + 131*z^2 + 30*z*w - 45*w^2

>> launching intersection
>> determinantal equation: 8*l^4 - 76*l^3*m + 234*l^2*m^2 - 297*l*m^3 + 135*m^4
>> gcd of derivatives of determinantal equation: 4*l^2 - 12*l*m + 9*m^2
>> triple real root: [ -3 -2 ]
>> inertia: [ 1 1 ]
>> rational point on cone: [ 0 0 0 1 ]
>> parameterization of cone with rational point
>> parameterization of pair of planes
>> the two conics are tangent at [ -39 3 6 -5 ]
>> status of intersection param: optimal
>> end of intersection

>> complex intersection: two tangent conics
>> real intersection: two tangent conics
>> parameterization of conic:
[- 39*u^2 + 443*u*v - 7254*v^2, 3*u^2 - 66*u*v + 1388*v^2, 6*u^2 - 132*u*v + 701*v^2, - 5*u^2 + 110*u*v - 3005*v^2]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [1, 0]
>> size of input: 3.3222, height of output: 1.4631

>> parameterization of conic:
[- 39*u^2 + 443*u*v - 4004*v^2, 3*u^2 - 66*u*v + 1138*v^2, 6*u^2 - 132*u*v + 201*v^2, - 5*u^2 + 110*u*v - 1205*v^2]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [1, 0]
>> size of input: 3.3222, height of output: 1.3854

>> time spent: 10 ms
```

17.9 Conclusion

We have presented a C++ implementation of an algorithm for parameterizing intersections of quadrics. The implementation is exact, efficient and covers all the possible cases of intersection. This implementation is based on the LiDIA library and uses the multiprecision integer arithmetic of GMP.

Future work will be devoted to understanding the gaps between predicted and observed values for the height of the coefficients of the parameterizations, to working out predicates and filters for making the code robust with floating point data (many classes and data structures have already been templated for a future use with floating point coefficients) and to porting our code to the CGAL geometry algorithms library [CGA].
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QI output 10 Execution trace for Example 4.

```plaintext
>> quadric 1: 199*x^2 - 4*x*y + 830*x*z + 1068*x*w - 55*y^2 - 278*y*z - 528*y*w + 587*z^2 + 1146*z*w + 360*w^2
>> quadric 2: 41*x^2 - 64*x*y + 92*x*z + 108*x*w + 23*y^2 - 32*y*z - 24*y*w + 80*z^2 + 174*z*w + 72*w^2

>> launching intersection
>> determinantal equation: 49*l^4 - 84*l^3*m + 22*l^2*m^2 + 12*l*m^3 + m^4
>> gcd of derivatives of determinantal equation: 7*l^2 - 6*l*m - m^2
>> ranks of singular quadrics: 2 and 2
>> two real rational double roots: [-1 -1] and [-1 7]
>> status of intersection param: optimal
>> end of intersection

>> complex intersection: four skew lines
>> real intersection: four skew lines
>> parameterization of line: [-42*v, 32*u - 78*v, 28*u, -25*u + v]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [-19, 8]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [-51, -22]
>> size of input: 4.0592, height of output: 0.71248

>> parameterization of line: [48*v, 64*u + 176*v, 68*u + 76*v, -47*u - 69*v]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [0, 1]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [59, -25]
>> size of input: 4.0592, height of output: 0.79955

>> parameterization of line: [6*u, 6*u - 40*v, -68*v, -7*u + 111*v]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [49, 4]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [22, 3]
>> size of input: 4.0592, height of output: 0.75023

>> parameterization of line: [-12*v, 4*u, -52*u - 60*v, 33*u + 41*v]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [67, -49]
>> cut parameter: (u, v) = [39, -25]
>> size of input: 4.0592, height of output: 0.68441

>> time spent: 10 ms
```
Chapitre 18

The Voronoi diagram of three lines

Une version préliminaire de cet article a été publiée dans les proceedings du 23th ACM Annual Symposium on Computational Geometry [ELLD07].

Abstract

We give a complete description of the Voronoi diagram, in $\mathbb{R}^3$, of three lines in general position, that is, that are pairwise skew and not all parallel to a common plane. In particular, we show that the topology of the Voronoi diagram is invariant for three such lines. The trisector consists of four unbounded branches of either a non-singular quartic or of a cubic and line that do not intersect in real space. Each cell of dimension two consists of two connected components on a hyperbolic paraboloid that are bounded, respectively, by three and one of the branches of the trisector. We introduce a proof technique, which relies heavily upon modern tools of computer algebra, and is of interest in its own right.

This characterization yields some fundamental properties of the Voronoi diagram of three lines. In particular, we present linear semi-algebraic tests for separating the two connected components of each two-dimensional Voronoi cell and for separating the four connected components of the trisector. This enables us to answer queries of the form, given a point, determine in which connected component of which cell it lies. We also show that the arcs of the trisector are monotonic in some direction. These properties imply that points on the trisector of three lines can be sorted along each branch using only linear semi-algebraic tests.

18.1 Introduction

The Voronoi diagram of a set of disjoint objects is a decomposition of the space into cells, one cell per object, such that the cell associated with an object consists of all points that are closer to that object than to any other object. In this paper, we consider the Voronoi diagram of lines in $\mathbb{R}^3$ under the Euclidean metric.

Voronoi diagrams have been the subject of a tremendous amount of research. For points, these diagrams and their complexities are well understood and optimal algorithms as well as robust and efficient implementations exist for computing them in any dimension (see for instance [Aur91, AK99, BDP+02, BDS+92, CSY97, CS89a, For97, OBSC00, PT06, Sei81]). Nevertheless, some important problems remain and are addressed in recent papers. The same is true for segments and polygons in two dimensions [Kar04].

For lines, segments, and polyhedra in three dimensions much less is known. In particular, determining the combinatorial complexity of the Voronoi diagram of $n$ lines or line segments in $\mathbb{R}^3$ is an outstanding open problem. The best known lower bound is $\Omega(n^2)$ and the best upper bound is $O(n^{3+\epsilon})$ [Sha94]. It is conjectured that the complexity of such diagrams is near-quadratic. In the restricted case of a set of $n$ lines with a fixed number, $c$, of possible orientations, Koltun and Sharir have shown an upper bound of $O(n^{2+\epsilon})$, for any $\epsilon > 0$ [KS03].

There are few algorithms for computing exactly the Voronoi diagram of linear objects. Most of this work has been done in the context of computing the medial axis of a polyhedron, i.e., the Voronoi diagram of the faces.
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 18.1 – Voronoi diagram of 3 lines $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, and $\ell_3$ in general position: (a) Voronoi 2D face of $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$, i.e., set of points equidistant to $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ and closer to them than to $\ell_3$. (b) Orthogonal projection of a 2D face on a plane $\mathcal{P}$ with coordinate system $(X,Y)$; the plane’s normal is parallel to the common perpendicular of $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ and the $X$ and $Y$-axes are parallel to the two bisector lines (in $\mathcal{P}$) of the projection of $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ on $\mathcal{P}$. The 2D face is bounded by four branches of a non-singular quartic.

of the polyhedron [Cul00, Mil93]. Recently, some progress has been made on the related problem of computing arrangements of quadrics (each cell of the Voronoi diagram is a cell of such an arrangement) [BHK+05, KKM99, MTT05, SW06, SS97]. Finally, there have been many papers reporting algorithms for computing approximations of the Voronoi diagram (see for instance [DZ02, ER02, HCK+99, TT97]).

In this paper, we address the fundamental problem of understanding the structure of the Voronoi diagram of three lines. A robust and effective implementation of Voronoi diagrams of three-dimensional linear objects requires a complete and thorough treatment of the base cases, that is the diagrams of three and four lines, points or planes. We also believe that this is required in order to make progress on complexity issues, and in particular for proving tight worst-case bounds. We provide here a full and complete characterization of the geometry and topology of the elementary though difficult case of the Voronoi diagram of three lines in general position.

**Main results.** Our main result, which settles a conjecture of Koltun and Sharir [KS03], is the following (see Figure 18.1).

**Theorem 18.1.** The topology of the Voronoi diagram of three pairwise skew lines that are not all parallel to a common plane is invariant. The trisector consists of four infinite branches of either a non-singular quartic\(^{29}\) or of a cubic and a line that do not intersect in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$. Each cell of dimension two consists of two connected components on a hyperbolic paraboloid that are bounded, respectively, by three and one of the branches of the trisector.

We introduce, for the proof of Theorem 18.1, a new proof technique which relies heavily upon modern tools of computer algebra and which is of interest in its own right. We also provide a geometric characterization of the configurations of three lines in general position whose trisector is not generic, that is, consists of a cubic and a line.

---

\(^{29}\)By non-singular quartic, we mean an irreducible curve of degree four with no singular point in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$. Recall that a point $p \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ of a surface $S$ is said to be singular if its tangent plane is not defined at $p$, that is, all partial derivatives of the square-free polynomial defining $S$ are zero at $p$. Similarly, a point $p \in \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$ of a curve $C$ defined by the two implicit equations $E_1 = E_2 = 0$ is singular if the rank of the Jacobian matrix of $C$ (the matrix of partial derivatives of $E_1$ and $E_2$) is at most 1 when evaluated at $p$. (Note that the ideal generated by $E_1$ and $E_2$ should contain all the polynomials vanishing on $C$.) A curve is said to be singular if it contains at least a singular point in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$. A curve is said to be singular in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ if it contains at least a singular point in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$. 


Theorem 18.2. The trisector of three pairwise skew lines that are not all parallel to a common plane consists of a cubic and a line if and only if the hyperboloid of one sheet containing the three skew lines is of revolution.

This work enables us to prove some fundamental properties of the Voronoi diagram of three lines which are likely to be critical for the analysis of the complexity and the development of efficient algorithms for computing Voronoi diagrams and medial axes of lines or polyhedra. In particular, we obtain the following results.

Monotonicity Property Given three pairwise skew lines that are not all parallel to a common plane, there is a direction in which all four branches of the trisector are monotonic.

Theorem 18.3. Given a point p that lies on a two-dimensional cell of the Voronoi diagram of three pairwise skew lines that are not all parallel to a common plane, deciding on which connected component of the cell point p lies can be done by evaluating the sign of linear forms in the coordinates of p; similarly, if p lies on the trisector. Furthermore, points on any one branch of the trisector may be ordered by comparing the values of a linear form in the coordinates of the points. Moreover, if the three input lines have rational coefficients, the coefficients of these linear forms may be chosen rational.

Notice that these tests enable us to answer queries of the form, given a point, determine in which connected component of which cell it lies. Notice also that these tests should be useful for computing the Voronoi diagram of n lines since computing the vertices of such diagrams requires locating the points equidistant to four lines on a Voronoi arc of three of these lines.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first study, in Section 18.2, the trisector of three lines in general position. We then present, in Section 18.3, some fundamental properties of the Voronoi diagram of three lines and prove the Monotonicity Property. We then prove Theorem 18.1 in Section 18.4 and Theorem 18.2 in Section 18.5. Finally, in Section 18.6, we present algorithms for separating the components of each cell of the Voronoi diagram and prove Theorem 18.3.

18.2 Structure of the trisector

We consider three lines in general position, that is, pairwise skew and not all parallel to the same plane. The idea of the proof of Theorem 18.1 is to prove that the topology of the trisector is invariant by continuous deformation on the set of all triplets of three lines in general position and that this set is connected. The result will then follow from the analysis of any example.

To prove that the topology of the trisector is invariant by continuous deformation on the set of all triplets of three lines in general position, we first show, in this section, that the trisector of three lines in general position is always homeomorphic to four lines that do not pairwise intersect. To prove this, we show that the trisector is always non-singular in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$ and has four simple real points at infinity. To show that the trisector is always non-singular in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$, we study the type of the intersection of two bisectors, which are hyperbolic paraboloids.

We use the classical result that the intersection of two quadrics is a non-singular quartic (in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C})$) unless the characteristic equation of their pencil has (at least) a multiple root. In order to determine when this equation has a multiple root, we determine when its discriminant $\Delta$ is zero.

This discriminant has several factors, some of which are trivially always positive. We prove that the remaining, so-called “gros facteur”, is zero (over the reals) only if a (simple) polynomial $F$ is zero. We provide two proofs of this result. We first give a short direct proof. Although this proof is elegant, it provides no insight into how we discovered the result. We also present a second proof which relies heavily upon sophisticated tools of modern algebra and does not require any detailed understanding of the geometry of the problem. This longer proof is indeed how we originally obtained Theorems 18.1 and 18.2 and only with the geometric insight gained from this process were we able to find the shorter proof. We believe this longer proof to be of interest in its own right because it demonstrates a technique which could be applied to other problems.

This proof goes as follows. We first show that the gros facteur is never negative using the RAGLib Maple package [RAG]. This implies that it is zero only when all its partial derivatives are zero. We thus consider the system that consists of the gros facteur and all its partial derivatives, and compute its Gröbner basis. This gives three equations of degree six. We consider separately two components of solutions, one for which the aforementioned polynomial $F$ is zero, the other for which $F \neq 0$. When $F \neq 0$, some manipulations and simplifications, which
are interesting in their own right, yield another Gröbner basis, with the same real roots, which consists of three equations of degree four. We show that one of these equations has no real root which implies that the system has no real root and thus that the \textit{gros facteur} is strictly positive on the considered component. We can thus conclude that $\Delta = 0$ only if $F = 0$ and thus that, when $F \neq 0$, the trisector is always a non-singular quartic in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$.

Then, when the polynomial $F = 0$, we show, by substituting $F = 0$ in $\Delta$ and by using the classification of the intersection of quadrics over the reals [DLLP07b], that the trisector is a cubic and a line that do not intersect in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$.

We can thus conclude that the trisector is always a non-singular quartic or a cubic and a line that do not intersect in real space and thus that the trisector is always non-singular in $\mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R})$. We then prove that the trisector always contains four simple real points at infinity and thus that it is always homeomorphic to four lines that do not pairwise intersect.

\subsection{18.2.1 Preliminaries}

Let $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, and $\ell_3$ be three lines in general position, \textit{i.e.}, that are pairwise skew and not all parallel to a common plane. Refer to Figure 18.2. Let $(X, Y, Z)$ denote a Cartesian coordinate system. Without loss of generality, we assume that $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$ are both parallel to $XY$-plane, pass through $(0,0,1)$ and $(0,0,-1)$ respectively, and have directions that are symmetric with respect to the $XZ$-plane. More precisely, we assume that the line $\ell_1$ is defined by point $p_1 = (0,0,1)$ and vector $v_1 = (1,a,0)$, and the line $\ell_2$ is defined by the point $p_2 = (0,0,1)$ and vector $v_2 = (1,-a,0)$, $a \in \mathbb{R}$. Moreover, since the three lines are not all parallel to a common plane, $\ell_3$ is not parallel to the plane $z = 0$, and so we can assume that the line $\ell_3$ is defined by point $p_3 = (x,y,0)$ and vector $v_3 = (\alpha,\beta,1)$, $x,y,\alpha,\beta \in \mathbb{R}$.

We denote by $H_{i,j}$ the bisector of lines $\ell_i$ and $\ell_j$ and by $V_{ij}$ the Voronoi cell of lines $\ell_i$ and $\ell_j$, \textit{i.e.}, the set of points equidistant to $\ell_i$ and $\ell_j$ and closer to them than to $\ell_k$, $k \neq i,j$. We recall the following well-known elementary facts. The Voronoi cells are connected and the bisector of two skew lines is a right hyperbolic paraboloid, that is, has equation of the form $Z = \gamma XY$, $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}^*$, in some coordinate system (see for instance [KS03]) ; for completeness we present a proof of this fact.

\textbf{Lemma 18.4.} The bisector of two skew lines is a right hyperbolic paraboloid.

\textbf{Proof.} The bisector of two lines $\ell_i$ and $\ell_j$ is the set of points $p$ satisfying the equation

$$\frac{||(p-p_j) \times v_j||^2}{||v_j||^2} = \frac{||(p-p_j) \times v_j||^2}{||v_j||^2}. \tag{18.1}$$

If suffices to prove the lemma for the two lines $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$. For these lines, the above equation simplifies into the following equation of a right hyperbolic paraboloid :

$$Z = -\frac{a}{1+a^2}XY. \tag{18.2}$$
The trisector of our three lines is the intersection of two right hyperbolic paraboloids, say \( \mathcal{H}_{1,2} \) and \( \mathcal{H}_{1,3} \). The intersection of two arbitrary hyperbolic paraboloids may be singular; it may be a nodal or cuspidal quartic, two secant conics, a cubic and a line that intersect, a conic and two lines crossing on the conic, etc. We show here that the trisector is always non-singular in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) by studying the characteristic polynomial of the pencil of \( \mathcal{H}_{1,2} \) and \( \mathcal{H}_{1,3} \).

Let \( Q_{1,2} \) and \( Q_{1,3} \) be matrix representations of \( \mathcal{H}_{1,2} \) and \( \mathcal{H}_{1,3} \), i.e. the Hessian of the quadratic form associated with the surface (see, for instance, [DLP07]). The pencil of \( Q_{1,2} \) and \( Q_{1,3} \) is the set of their linear combinations, that is, \( P(\lambda) = \{ \lambda Q_{1,2} + Q_{1,3}, \forall \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \cup \{ \infty \} \} \). The characteristic polynomial of the pencil is the determinant, \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda) = \det(P(\lambda)) \), which is a degree four polynomial in \( \lambda \). The intersection of any two quadrics is a non-singular quartic, in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \), if and only if the characteristic equation of the corresponding pencil does not have any multiple roots (in \( \mathbb{C} \)) [Seg83] (see also [DLLP07]). A non-singular quartic of \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{C}) \) is, in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \), either empty or a non-singular quartic. Thus, since the trisector of our three lines cannot be the empty set in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), the trisector is a smooth quartic in \( \mathbb{P}^3(\mathbb{R}) \) if and only if the characteristic equation of the pencil does not have any multiple roots (in \( \mathbb{C} \)).

The characteristic polynomial of the pencil is fairly complicated (roughly one page in the format of Eq. (18.3)). However, by a change of variable \( \lambda \rightarrow 2\lambda(1+\alpha^2+\beta^2) \) and by dividing out the positive factor \((1+a^2)(1+\alpha^2+\beta^2)^3\), the polynomial simplifies, without changing its roots, to the following, which we still denote by \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda) \) for simplicity.

\[
\mathcal{D}(\lambda) = (a^2+\beta^2+1)\lambda^4+2a(2a\beta^2+\alpha^2\beta^2-\alpha\beta+2a\alpha^2-\beta a\alpha^2)\lambda^3 \\
+ (\beta^2+6a\alpha^2\beta^2-2\beta a^2+6a\alpha^2+\gamma^2a^2-2\alpha a^2+\gamma^2a^2-2\alpha a^2+\gamma^2a^2+6a^2\alpha^2+4a^2\alpha^2+4a^2)\lambda^2 \\
-2(\alpha^2-x^2-2\beta a^2+2\alpha a^2+\alpha a^2)(x-a-y-a\alpha)\lambda + (1+a^2)(x-a-y-a\alpha)^2 
\]

Let \( \Delta \) be the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda) \) (with respect to \( \lambda \)). Recall that \( \Delta = 0 \) if and only if \( \mathcal{D}(\lambda) \) admits a multiple root, that is, if and only if the trisector is not a smooth quartic. The discriminant \( \Delta \), computed with Maple [Map], is equal to

\[
16a^4 (ax-y-\beta+a\alpha)^2 (y+ax-a\alpha-\beta)^2
\]

times a factor that we refer to as the *gros facteur* which is a rather large polynomial, of degree 18 in 5 variables with 253 monomials, of which we only show 2 out of 22 lines:

\[
gros\_facteur = 8a^8\alpha^2\gamma^2+7a^2\beta^2x^4-4a\beta x^2+16a^2\alpha^2+y^4a^2\beta^2x^4+32a^2\alpha^2y^2+2a\alpha^2\beta^2x^2+38a^2\alpha^2x^2+2y^4\beta^2\alpha^2+44a^2\alpha^2\beta^2x^2 \\
\cdots+22a^2\gamma^2\beta^2x^2+y^4\beta^2\alpha^2+42a^2\beta\alpha^2\gamma^2+2a\alpha^2\gamma^2+10\beta x^2+2\gamma^2\alpha^2\gamma^2+2a\alpha^2x^2-32a^2\alpha^2y^2\beta x+28a^2\beta^2x^2y-24a^2\beta^2x\gamma x \] \quad (18.5)

In the sequel, all polynomials are considered over the reals, that is for \( \lambda, a, \alpha, \beta, x, y \) in \( \mathbb{R} \), unless specified otherwise.

### 18.2.2 The Main Lemma

We find in this section simple algebraic constraints that are satisfied when discriminant \( \Delta \) is equal to zero. Precisely, we prove the following lemma.

**Main Lemma** The discriminant \( \Delta \) is equal to zero only if \( y+a\alpha = 0 \) or \( ax+\beta = 0 \).

Note that the problem is to prove this lemma but also to obtain these two simple equations which is a difficult problem since \( \Delta \) is a fairly large polynomial. As discussed in the overview of the proof, we first present a short direct proof of the Main Lemma.

**Proof of the Main Lemma.** Note first that the discriminant \( \Delta \) is equal to zero if and only if the *gros facteur* is zero. Indeed, the polynomial (18.4) is not equal to zero under our general position assumption : \( a = 0 \) is equivalent
to saying that lines \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) are parallel and the two other factors of (18.4) are equal to the square of \( \det(p_1 - p_5, v_1, v_3) \), for \( i = 1, 2 \), and thus are equal to zero if and only if \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_3 \) are coplanar, for \( i = 1, 2 \).

Now, it can be easily verified (using, for instance, Maple) that the
\begin{equation}
\text{gros facteur}
\end{equation}

is non-negative, because it is the discriminant of a polynomial whose roots are all real (since it is the characteristic polynomial of a real symmetric matrix). Alternatively, this also implies that the \( \text{gros facteur} \) is a sum of squares [Lax98] and thus non-negative. Note that we did not succeed to find even an approximation of this sum of square using SOSTOOLS [PS03, SOS].

We now present our original proof of the Main Lemma which relies upon modern tools of computer algebra and does not require any specific insight on the geometric meaning of the \( \text{gros facteur} \) and of the polynomials that appear in the Main Lemma.

**Lemma 18.5.** The discriminant \( \Delta \) is never negative.

**Proof.** We prove that the real semi-algebraic set \( S = \{ \chi = (a, x, y, \alpha, \beta) \in \mathbb{R}^5 \mid \Delta(\chi) < 0 \} \) is empty using the RAGLIB Maple package [RAG] which is based on the algorithm presented in [SED06]. The algorithm computes at least one point per connected component of such a semi-algebraic set\(^{31}\) and we observe that, in our case, this set is empty. Before presenting our computation, we first describe the general idea of this algorithm.

Suppose first that \( S \neq \mathbb{R}^6 \) and let \( \mathcal{C} \) denote any connected component of \( S \). We consider here \( \Delta \) as a function of all its variables \( \chi = (a, x, y, \alpha, \beta) \in \mathbb{R}^5 \). The algorithm first computes the set of generalized critical values\(^{32}\) of \( \Delta \) (see [SED06] for an algorithm computing them). The image by \( \Delta \) of \( \mathcal{C} \) is an interval whose endpoints\(^{33}\) are zero and either a negative generalized critical value or \(-\infty\). For any \( v \) in this interval, there is a point \( \chi_0 \in \mathcal{C} \) such that \( \Delta(\chi_0) = v \), and the connected component containing \( \chi_0 \) of the hypersurface \( \Delta(\chi) = v \) is included in the connected web.
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It follows that we can compute at least a point in every connected component of the semi-algebraic set $C$.
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Now, when we choose a random point $p$, the solution (over the complex numbers). This concludes the proof.

(18.7) are linear in $g$.
The components of the set of singular points of the origin, that is, by solving the system instead critical points of projections, combining efficiently the strategies given in [SEDS04] and [SEDS03].

The effective algorithm presented in [SED06] computes the Gröbner basis of our system is reduced to the polynomial 1 (see Table 18.1) and thus the system has no solutions.

Notice that computing at least one point in every connected component of a hypersurface defined by $\Delta(\chi) = \chi$ can be done by computing the critical points of the distance function between the surface and a point, say the origin, that is, by solving the system $\Delta(\chi) = \chi$ with $\chi = \nabla \Delta(\chi) = 0$. This conceptually simple approach, developed in [RRSED00], is, however, not computationally efficient. The efficient algorithm presented in [SED06] computes these components rather generic and could be applied to other problems. We thus describe in Section 18.2.3 how these components were computed before finishing the study of the algebraic structure of the trisector, in Section 18.2.4.

We now present a simple and direct computational proof of the Main Lemma. As we will see, this proof is, however, based on some polynomials whose origins are discussed in Section 18.2.3.

Computational proof of the Main Lemma. By Lemma 18.6, $\Delta$ is zero if and only if the $gros facteur$ and all its partial derivatives are equal to zero.

Proof. As we have seen in the direct proof of the Main Lemma, the discriminant $\Delta$ is equal to zero if and only if the $gros facteur$ is zero. Furthermore, by Lemma 18.5, the $gros facteur$ is never negative, thus, if there exists a point where the $gros facteur$ vanishes, it is a local minimum of the $gros facteur$ and thus all its partial derivatives (with respect to $\{a, x, y, \alpha, \beta\}$) are zero.

We now prove that the zeros of $\Delta$ are the singular points of the $gros facteur$.

Lemma 18.6. The discriminant $\Delta$ is equal to zero if and only if the $gros facteur$ and all its partial derivatives are equal to zero.

Proof. As we have seen in the direct proof of the Main Lemma, the discriminant $\Delta$ is equal to zero if and only if the $gros facteur$ is zero. Furthermore, by Lemma 18.5, the $gros facteur$ is never negative, thus, if there exists a point where the $gros facteur$ vanishes, it is a local minimum of the $gros facteur$ and thus all its partial derivatives (with respect to $\{a, x, y, \alpha, \beta\}$) are zero.

We now present a simple and direct computational proof of the Main Lemma. As we will see, this proof is, however, based on some polynomials whose origins are discussed in Section 18.2.3.

Computational proof of the Main Lemma. By Lemma 18.6, $\Delta$ is zero if and only if the $gros facteur$ and all its partial derivatives are zero. We prove below that this implies that $(y + a\alpha)(ax + \beta)(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2)\Gamma = 0$, where

$$\Gamma = (2a(y\alpha - \beta x) - a^2 + 1)^2 + 3(ax + \beta)^2 + 3a^2(y + a\alpha)^2 + 3(1 + a^2)^2. \quad (18.6)$$

As the two terms $(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2)$ and $\Gamma$ clearly do not have any real solutions, this proves the lemma. (We discuss later how we found these terms.)

Consider the system in the variables $\{a, x, y, \alpha, \beta, u, v, w, t\}$ that consists of the $gros facteur$, its partial derivatives, and the four equations

$$1 - u(y + a\alpha) = 0, \quad 1 - v(ax + \beta) = 0, \quad 1 - w(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2) = 0, \quad 1 - t\Gamma = 0. \quad (18.7)$$

The $gros facteur$ and its partial derivatives have a common zero (real or complex) such that $(y + a\alpha)(ax + \beta)(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2)\Gamma \neq 0$ if and only if this system has a solution. This follows immediately from the fact that the equations (18.7) are linear in $u, v, w, t$.

The Gröbner basis of our system is reduced to the polynomial $1$ (see Table 18.1) and thus the system has no solution (over the complex numbers). This concludes the proof.

The real difficulty in this proof of the Main Lemma is, of course, to find the equations (18.7) that rule out all the components of the set of singular points of the $gros facteur$. Computing these components is the actual key of the computational proof. We believe that the technique we used can be of some interest to the community as it is rather generic and could be applied to other problems. We thus describe in Section 18.2.3 how these components were computed before finishing the study of the algebraic structure of the trisector, in Section 18.2.4.

\footnote{Recall that the singular points of a surface are the points where all partial derivatives are zero.}
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An ideal \( J \) is prime if \( PQ \in J \) implies \( P \in J \) or \( Q \in J \).

36 The function \( gbasis(sys,DRL(var1,var2),elim) \) with or without the optional last argument \( elim \) can also be used alternatively of these two functions.

18.2.3 About the computational proof of the Main Lemma

We show in this section how we computed, for the proof of the Main Lemma, the equations of (18.7) which correspond to hypersurfaces containing the zeros of the discriminant.

We proceed as follows. We start from the system of equations consisting of the \( \text{gros facteur} \) and all its partial derivatives and use the following techniques to study its set of solutions, or, more precisely, to decompose it into components defined by prime ideals\(^{35}\). This could theoretically be done by a general algorithm computing such a decomposition, however, no currently available software is capable of handling our particular problem and this is, indeed, a significant research challenge in computer algebra.

If the (reduced) Gröbner basis of some system contains a polynomial which has a factor, say \( F \), the solutions of the system splits into two components, one of which such that \( F = 0 \), the other such that \( F \neq 0 \). We study separately the two components. One is obtained by adding the equation \( F \) to the system and the other is obtained by adding the equation \( 1 - t F \) and eliminating the variable \( t \); indeed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of the initial system such that \( F \neq 0 \) and the solutions of the system augmented by \( 1 - t F \). Sometimes, frequently in our case, the component \( F \neq 0 \) is empty, which corresponds to the situation where the elimination of \( t \) results in the polynomial \( 1 \) (inducing the equation \( 1 = 0 \)). Note that in some cases the system contains a polynomial which is a square, say \( F^2 \); thus the component such that \( F \neq 0 \) is obviously empty and we can add \( F \) to the system without changing its set of solutions (this however changes the ideal). This operation of adding \( F \) to the system frequently adds embedded components to the variety of solutions which explains why, later on in the process, empty components are frequently encountered when splitting into two components.

Our computations, presented in Table 18.2 in the appendix, are performed in Maple [Map] using the Gröbner basis package FGb developed by J.-C. Faugère [FGb]. We use two functions,

\( \text{fgb_gbasis}(sys,0,\text{vars1},\text{vars2}) \) and \( \text{fgb_gbasis_elim}(sys,0,\text{var1},\text{var2}) \)\(^{36}\),

that compute Gröbner bases of the system \( sys \); the first uses a degree reverse lexicographic order (DRL) by blocks on the variables of \( \text{vars1} \) and \( \text{vars2} \) (where \( \text{vars2} \) is always the empty set in our computation) and the second one eliminates the variable \( \text{vars1} \) and uses a reverse lexicographic order on the variables of \( \text{vars2} \). (The second parameter of the functions refer to the characteristic of the field, here 0.)

We do not show in Table 18.2 the Gröbner bases which are too large to be useful, except in the case where the basis is reduced to 1 (when the system has no solution). We instead only report the first operand of each polynomial of the base ; an operand \( * \) means that the polynomial is the product of at least two factors ; an operand \( ^{\dagger} \) means that the polynomial is a power of some polynomial ; an operand \( + \) means that the polynomial is a sum of monomials.

Our computation goes as follows. We first simplify our system by considering \( a = 2 \) because otherwise the Gröbner basis computations are too slow and use too much memory to be performed successfully. We first see after computing, \( bs1 \), the Gröbner basis of our system, that \( y + 2\alpha \) appears as a factor of one polynomial. This splits the solutions into those such that \( y + 2\alpha = 0 \) and the others. We will study separately (in Lemma 18.8) the former set of solutions and we only consider here the solutions such that \( y + 2\alpha \neq 0 \). This is done by adding the polynomial \( 1 - u(y + 2\alpha) \) to the system, where \( u \) is a new variable ; indeed there is a one-to-one correspondence between the solutions of the initial system such that \( y + 2\alpha \neq 0 \) and the solutions of the resulting system.
The term \(y + 2a\) corresponds fairly clearly to the polynomial \(y + a\alpha\) with \(a = 2\), and because of the symmetry of our problem we also study separately the solutions such that \(ax + \beta = 0\). Since we assumed \(a = 2\), we only consider here the solutions such that \(2x + \beta \neq 0\), by adding to the system the polynomial \(1 - y(2x + \beta)\). Finally, we also add \(1 - w(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2)\) to the system, without changing its set of real roots; we do this because the term \(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2\) appears in the leading coefficient of \(D(x)\) which suggests that some component of solutions (without any real point) might be included in \(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2\) (it should be noted that adding this polynomial to the system changes the resulting Gröbner basis, which shows that this indeed removes some imaginary component from the system). We compute the Gröbner basis, \(bs_2\), of that system, eliminating the variables \(u, v, w\), which gives a system of four polynomials of degree six.

We then compute the Gröbner basis of \(bs_2\), eliminating the variable \(x\). This gives a basis \(bs_3\) which is reduced to one polynomial of the form \(P_2\). We thus add \(P\) to the system \(bs_2\) (we do not add it to \(bs_3\) since \(bs_3\) does not depend on \(x\)). The Gröbner basis, \(bs_4\), of the new system contains several polynomials that are products of factors. We see that if we add to the system the constraint that the third factor of the first polynomial is not zero, the resulting system has no solution. We thus add this factor to the system and compute its Gröbner basis \(bs_5\). We operate similarly to get \(bs_6\). The basis \(bs_6\) contains no product or power and we compute its Gröbner basis, \(bs_7\), eliminating \(y\) (eliminating \(x\) gives no interesting basis). The last polynomial of \(bs_7\) is a power and we proceed as before to get \(bs_8\). We proceed similarly until we get to the basis \(bs_{12}\). (Note that the factor \(y + 2\alpha\) reappears in \(bs_{10}\) and is removed similarly as in the beginning of the process.)

The basis \(bs_{12}\) consists of three polynomials of degree four (which is a simplification over \(bs_2\) which consists of four polynomials of degree six). We observe that the last polynomial of \(bs_{12}\) is

\[
\Gamma_2 = (4y\alpha - 4\beta x - 3)^2 + 3(2x + \beta)^2 + 12(y + 2\alpha)^2 + 75,
\]

which is always positive over the reals.

We have thus proved that all the complex solutions, such that \(a = 2\), of the initial system (the \textit{gros facteur} and all its partial derivatives) satisfy \((1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2)(y + 2\alpha)(2x + \beta)\Gamma_2 = 0\).

Finally, to get the polynomial \(\Gamma\) of Formula (18.6), we performed the same computation with \(a = 3\) and \(a = 5\) and \textit{guessed} \(\Gamma\) as an interpolation of the polynomials \(\Gamma_2, \Gamma_3,\) and \(\Gamma_5\).

Note that all the computations for a fixed \(a\) take roughly eight minutes of elapsed time on a regular PC.

Remark 18.7. All the computations from \(bs_2\) to \(bs_{12}\) amounts to finding polynomials that have a power which is a combination of the elements of \(bs_2\) (i.e., which are in the radical of the ideal generated by \(bs_2\)). Thus these computations would be advantageously replaced by a program computing the radical of an ideal. Unfortunately, all available such programs fail on the ideal generated by \(bs_2\) either by exhausting the memory or by running unsuccessfully during several days and ending on an error. It is therefore a challenge to improve these programs in order to do this computation automatically.

We now present another much faster technique to compute \(bs_{12}\), which takes advantage of the structure of \(bs_2\).

Recall that \(bs_2\) is a Gröbner basis consisting in 4 polynomials of degree 6 (see Table 18.2) and refer to Table 18.3. The Gröbner basis of \(bs_2\) for a block ordering with \(x\) in the first block consists of 31 polynomials of degree at least 2 in \(x\), 32 polynomials linear in \(x\) and one polynomial, which is independent of \(x\). The latter is a square, \(P^2\). Let \(Q = Rx + S\) be the last linear polynomial of the basis. Clearly, any solution of the system is a common zero of \(P\) and \(Q\). Conversely, one may guess that any common zero of \(P\) and \(Q\) for which \(R \neq 0\) is a solution of the system (see [ALMM99]) and we prove this is effectively the case.

We compute the Gröbner basis eliminating \(t\) in the system \(P, Q, 1 - tR\). This basis consists of 3 polynomials of degree 4, and is equal to \(bs_{12}\). Then we prove that the two systems have the same solutions by showing that the elements of \(bs_2\) are in the ideal generated by \(bs_{12}\) and that the square of the elements of \(bs_{12}\) are in the ideal generated by \(bs_2\). This is done by using the function \textit{normalf} which computes the normal form of a polynomial with respect to a Gröbner basis. All these computations need less than eight seconds, instead of eight minutes for the previous method.

Another advantage of this new method is that it shows directly that the ideal generated by \(bs_{12}\) is prime\(^{35}\). Indeed, for any polynomial, say \(F\) in the ideal, its pseudo-remainder\(^{38}\) by \(Q\) (with respect to \(x\)) is a multiple of \(P\)

\(^{35}\)The radical of an ideal \(J\) is the ideal \(\{P \mid P^n \in J\} \text{ for some } n \in \mathbb{N}\}.

\(^{38}\)Here, the pseudo-remainder of \(F\) by \(Q\) is the numerator of the expression obtained by substituting \(x\) by \(-S/R\) in \(F\).
(see, for instance, [ALMM99]). If $F$ is a product, its pseudo-remainder is the product of the pseudo-remainders of the factors. Thus $P$, which is irreducible, divides one of them, which shows that one of the factors of $F$ is in the ideal, that is that the ideal is prime.

### 18.2.4 Structure of the trisector: conclusion

We proved in the Main Lemma that the discriminant $\Delta$ is equal to zero only if $y + a\alpha = 0$ or $ax + \beta = 0$. We prove in this section that if $\Delta = 0$, the trisector is a cubic and a line that do not intersect. We then show that the trisector always contains four simple real points at infinity and conclude that the trisector is always homeomorphic to four lines that do not pairwise intersect.

**Lemma 18.8.** The discriminant $\Delta$ is equal to zero if and only if

$$y = -a\alpha \quad \text{and} \quad x = \frac{\beta(2a^2 + 1) \pm 2\sqrt{a^2(1 + a^2)(\alpha^2 + \beta^2 + 1)}}{a}, \quad \text{or} \quad (18.8)$$

$$x = -\frac{\beta}{a} \quad \text{and} \quad y = \frac{\alpha(2 + a^2) \pm 2\sqrt{(1 + a^2)(\alpha^2 + \beta^2 + 1)}}{a}. \quad (18.9)$$

**Proof.** We refer to Table 18.4, in the appendix, for the computations. By the Main Lemma, $\Delta = 0$ implies $y + a\alpha = 0$ or $ax + \beta = 0$. Substituting $y$ by $-a\alpha$ in $\Delta$ gives an expression of the form $f_0f_1^2$. Similarly, substituting $x$ by $-\beta/a$ in $\Delta$ gives an expression of the form $g_0g_1^2$ (recall that $a \neq 0$ since the lines are not coplanar, by assumption). It follows that $\Delta = 0$ if and only if $y + a\alpha = f_1 = 0$ or $ax + \beta = g_1 = 0$, for $i = 0$ or 1.

The $f_i$ and $g_i$ are polynomials of degree two in $x$ and $y$, respectively. Solving $f_1 = 0$ in terms of $x$ directly yields that the system

$$y + a\alpha = f_1 = 0 \quad (18.10)$$

is equivalent to (18.8). Similarly, solving $g_1 = 0$ in terms of $y$ yields that the system

$$ax + \beta = g_1 = 0 \quad (18.11)$$

is equivalent to (18.9).

We now show that the solutions of $y + a\alpha = f_0 = 0$ are included in the set of solutions of (18.9). The polynomial $f_0$ is the sum of two squares. It follows that $y + a\alpha = f_0 = 0$ if and only if

$$y + a\alpha = a^2\alpha^2 - 1 + a\beta x = ax + \beta = 0. \quad (18.12)$$

We show below that the polynomials of (18.11) are included in the ideal generated by the polynomials of (18.12). This implies that (18.11) is, roughly speaking, less constrained than (18.12) and that the set of solutions of (18.11) contains the solutions of (18.12). Hence the solutions of $y + a\alpha = f_0 = 0$ are contained in the set of solutions of (18.11) and thus in the set of solutions of (18.9).

We prove that the polynomials of (18.11) are included in the ideal generated by the polynomials of (18.12) by showing that the normal form of every polynomial of (18.11) with respect to the Gröbner basis of the polynomials of (18.12) is zero. This is done using the the function `normalf` (of Maple) which computes the normal form of a polynomial with respect to a Gröbner basis.

We prove similarly that the solutions of $ax + \beta = g_0 = 0$ are included in the set of solutions of (18.10) and thus of (18.8), which concludes the proof. $\square$

**Remark 18.9.** Note that by symmetry with respect to the $XY$-plane and by changing the sign of $a, \alpha$, and $\beta$, the set of three input lines $\ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3$ is invariant, the two components of (18.8) exchange (i.e., the components corresponding to $+\sqrt{a}$ and $-\sqrt{a}$ exchange), and the two components of (18.9) exchange.

Similarly, by exchanging the $X$ and $Y$-coordinates, $x$ and $y$, $\alpha$ and $\beta$, and changing $a$ into $1/a$, the set of three input lines is also invariant and each component of (18.8) is changed to a component of (18.9), and conversely.

**Lemma 18.10.** If $\Delta = 0$, the trisector of $\ell_1, \ell_2$, and $\ell_3$ consists of a cubic and a line that do not intersect in real space.
18.2. STRUCTURE OF THE TRISECTOR

Proof. By Lemma 18.8, \( \Delta = 0 \) if and only if System (18.8) or (18.9) is satisfied. By symmetry of the problem (see Remark 18.9), we only need to consider one of the components of (18.8) and (18.9). Hence, it is sufficient to show that

\[
y = -a \alpha, \quad x = \frac{b(2a^2 + 1)}{a} + 2 \sqrt{(1 + a^2)(\alpha^2 + \beta^2 + 1)}
\]

implies that the trisector consists of a cubic and a line that do not intersect. We assume in the following that \( \Delta = 0 \), that System (18.13) is satisfied. We refer to Table 18.5 for the computations.

We first show that the characteristic polynomial of the pencil generated by the biseectors is always strictly positive. Note first that the characteristic polynomial is not always negative (see [Lev76]). It is thus sufficient to prove that it is never zero, or equivalently, that its product with its algebraic conjugate (obtained by changing the sign of the square root) is a strictly positive sum of squares. Note that we can also prove that \( T \) is always strictly positive by computing, similarly as in the proof of Lemma 18.5, at least one point per connected component of the real semi-algebraic set \( \{ \chi = (a, \alpha, \beta, \lambda) \in \mathbb{R}^4 \mid T(\chi) - \frac{1}{2} < 0 \} \); the resulting set of points is empty, hence \( T(\chi) \) is always greater or equal to 1/2. It thus follows that the characteristic polynomial of the pencil is always strictly positive.

The basis is equal to 1, thus the 3 × 3 minors of \( P(\lambda) \) and of the polynomial \( 1 - \tau \Psi \) with

\[
\Psi = (1 + a^2)(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2)(ax - y - \beta + a\alpha)(y + ax - a\alpha - \beta).
\]

The basis is equal to 1, thus the 3 × 3 minors of \( P(\lambda) \) are not all simultaneously equal to zero when \( \Psi \neq 0 \). Furthermore, \( \Psi \neq 0 \) for any \( x, y, a, \alpha, \beta \) in \( \mathbb{R} \) such that the lines \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) are pairwise skew (see (18.4) and the proof of Lemma 18.6). Thus the rank of \( P(\lambda) \) is at least 3. The rank of \( P(\lambda_i), i = 1, 2, \) is thus equal to 3 since \( \det P(\lambda_i) = 0 \). We can thus conclude that when \( \Delta = 0 \) the trisector consists of a cubic and a line that do not intersect in real space.

We now state a proposition that shows that the trisector admits four asymptotes that are pairwise skew and gives a geometric characterization of their directions.

Proposition 18.11. The trisector of \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) intersects the plane at infinity in four real simple points. Furthermore, the four corresponding asymptotes are parallel to the four trisector lines of three concurrent lines that are parallel to \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3, \) respectively.

Proof. The trisector is the intersection of two hyperbolic paraboloids. Any hyperbolic paraboloid contains two lines at infinity. Hence the intersection, at infinity, of any two distinct hyperbolic paraboloids is the intersection of two pairs of lines. The intersection of these two pairs of lines consists of exactly four simple real points unless the point of intersection of the two lines in one pair lies on one line of the other pair. We show that this cannot happen under our assumptions.

The intersection with the plane at infinity of the bisector of lines \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) consists of the lines at infinity in the pair of planes of equation \( XY = 0 \) (the homogeneous part of highest degree in Eq. (18.2)). This pair of plane is the bisector of the two concurrent lines that are parallel to \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2, \) respectively. Note that the lines at infinity in this pair of planes are invariant by translation of the planes. We thus get that the lines at infinity of the bisector of any two lines \( \ell_i \) and \( \ell_j \) are the lines at infinity in the pair of planes that is the bisector to any two concurrent lines that are parallel to \( \ell_i \) and \( \ell_j, \) respectively.

It follows that the points at infinity on the trisector of \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) are the points at infinity on the trisector lines (the intersection of bisector planes) of three concurrent lines that are parallel to \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3, \) respectively. It remains to show that this trisector consists of distinct lines.
Let \( \ell'_1, \ell'_2, \) and \( \ell'_3 \) be the three concurrent lines through the origin that are parallel to \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3, \) respectively, and suppose, for a contradiction, that their trisector does not consist of four distinct lines. This implies that the line of intersection of the two bisector planes of two lines, say \( \ell'_1 \) and \( \ell'_2, \) is contained in one of the bisector planes of two other lines, say \( \ell'_1 \) and \( \ell'_3. \) The intersection of the bisector planes of \( \ell'_1 \) and \( \ell'_2 \) is the \( Z \)-axis. It follows that one of the bisector planes of \( \ell'_1 \) and \( \ell'_3 \) is vertical, hence \( \ell'_1 \) and \( \ell'_3 \) are symmetric with respect to a vertical plane and thus \( \ell'_3 \) is contained in the \( XY \)-plane. Therefore, \( \ell'_1, \ell'_2, \) and \( \ell'_3 \) lie in the \( XY \)-plane, contradicting the general position assumption, which concludes the proof.

**Theorem 18.12.** The trisector of three lines in general position consists of four infinite smooth branches of a non-singular quartic or of a cubic and a line that do not intersect in real space.

**Proof.** As mentioned in the beginning of Section 18.2.2, the trisector of three lines consists of a smooth quartic unless the discriminant \( \Delta \) is zero. Lemma 18.10 and Proposition 18.11 thus yield the result.

### 18.3 Properties of the Voronoi diagram

We present here some fundamental properties of the Voronoi diagram. We will show how the four branches of the trisector of three lines can be labeled and then present two fundamental properties of the trisector.

#### 18.3.1 Preliminaries

We start with the following important proposition.

**Proposition 18.13.** The set of triplets of lines in general position is connected.

**Proof.** We prove this proposition by proving that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of ordered triplets of lines (in general position) and the set of affine frames of positive orientation.

Consider three lines \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) in general position and refer to Figure 18.3. For the three choices of pairs of lines \( \ell_i, \ell_j, \) consider the plane containing \( \ell_i \) and parallel to \( \ell_j, \) the plane containing \( \ell_j \) and parallel to \( \ell_i, \) and the region bounded by these two parallel planes. The general position assumption implies that these regions have non-empty interiors and that no three planes are parallel. The intersection of these three regions thus defines a parallelepiped. By construction, each of the lines \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) contains an edge of that parallelepiped. These lines are pairwise skew thus exactly two vertices of the parallelepiped are not on the lines. Each of these two points induces an affine frame centered at the point and with basis the three edges of the parallelepiped oriented from the point to the lines \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3, \) in this order. One of the point \((C \text{ on the figure})\) defines a frame of positive orientation, the other defines a frame of negative orientation \((C' \text{ on the figure})\). This construction exhibits a one-to-one correspondence between the set of ordered triplets of lines (in general position) and the set of affine frames of positive orientation, which concludes the proof.

---

39 Note that this setting is slightly different than the one described in Section 18.2.1 since, here, any triplet of three lines in general position can be moved continuously into another while the associated frame moves continuously; however, if the initial and final triplets of lines are in the setting of Section 18.2.1, it is not necessarily possible to ensure that, during the motion, all triplets of lines remain in this setting. This is, for instance, the case for the two triplets of lines \((y = x, z = 1 : y = -x, z = -1 : x = 1, y = 0)\) and \((y = -x, z = 1 : y = x, z = -1 : x = 0, y = 1)\) for which one triplet can be obtained from the other by a rotation of the frame about the \(Z\)-axis (by an angle \(\pm \pi/2\)) though the triplets of lines cannot be moved continuously from one configuration to the other while remaining (pairwise skew) in the setting of Section 18.2.1.
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The parallelepiped formed by $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, and $\ell_3$ and the associated frame $(C, w_1, w_2, w_3)$ of positive orientation.

frame has a positive orientation) and that the $X$ and $Y$-axes can be exchanged.

### 18.3.2 Labeling of the four branches of the trisector

We prove here the following proposition which states two properties, one on the asymptotes of the trisector and one on the incidence relations between cells, which, together, yield an unambiguous labeling of the components of the trisector.

Let $V_{ij}$ denote the two-dimensional Voronoi cell of lines $\ell_i$ and $\ell_j$ and let $U_{ij}$ and $T_{ij}$ denote the connected components of $V_{ij}$ that are bounded by one and three arcs of the trisector, respectively (see Figure 18.4(a)).

**Proposition 18.14.** Exactly one of the four branches of the trisector of three lines in general position admits only one asymptote. Let $C_0$ denote this branch. Each cell $U_{ij}$ is bounded by a branch distinct from $C_0$ and every such branch bounds a cell $U_{ij}$. Let $C_k$, $k = 1, 2, 3$, denote the branches of the trisector that bound the component $U_{ij}$, $i, j \neq k$. The labeling of the four branches of the trisector by $C_0, \ldots, C_4$ is unambiguous.

Note that differentiating between $C_1$ and $C_2$ cannot be done, as far as we know, by only looking at the cell $V_{12}$ (see Figure 18.4(a)) but can be done by looking at the other cells $V_{13}$ and $V_{23}$. More precisely, differentiating between $C_1$ and $C_2$ on Figure 18.4(a) can be done by computing (as described in the proof of Lemma 18.16) a vertical ordering of the sheets of the components $U_{ij}$ and $T_{ij}$; the branch $C_k$ is then characterized as the branch for which $U_{ij}$ appears only on one of its sides (see Figure 18.4(b)).

We prove two lemmas that, together, prove Proposition 18.14.

**Lemma 18.15.** Exactly one of the four branches of the trisector of three lines in general position admits only one asymptote.

**Proof.** By Proposition 18.11, the trisector admits four distinct asymptotes, for all triplets of lines in general position. It follows that the property that exactly one of the branches of the trisector has only one asymptote is invariant by continuous deformation on the set of triplets of lines in general position. The result thus follows from Proposition 18.13 and from the observation that the property is verified on one particular example. This property can be observed on Figure 18.4(a) and it can easily be proved as follows. Consider any three lines, in general position, whose trisector consists in a cubic and a line (three such lines exist by Lemmas 18.8 and 18.10). The line is one branch of the trisector that admits only one asymptote. On the other hand, since the cubic consists of only one connected component in projective space and it intersects the plane at infinity in three real simple points (by Proposition 18.11), each of its three branches has two asymptotes.

We denote by $C_0$ the branch of the trisector that admits only one asymptote (see Figure 18.4(a)).

**Lemma 18.16.** Each cell $U_{ij}$ is bounded by a branch of the trisector distinct from $C_0$ and every such branch bounds a cell $U_{ij}$.
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Fig. 18.4 – (a) Projection of the two-dimensional Voronoi cell \( V_{12} \) onto the \( XY \)-plane. (b) Vertical ordering of the sheets of the connected components of the two-dimensional Voronoi diagram cells above each region induced by the projection of the trisector and the silhouette curves of the bisectors; the ordering over the small cell in the middle is \( T_{13} < T_{13} < T_{23} < T_{23} \) (i.e., a vertical line over that cell intersects twice \( T_{13} \) and twice \( T_{23} \) in that order).

**Proof.** This property is invariant by continuous deformation on the set of triplets of lines in general position. It is thus sufficient to prove it for any three given lines in general position, \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3 \), as defined in Section 18.2.1. We consider in the \( XY \)-plane the arrangement of the (orthogonal) projection of the trisector and of the silhouette curves (viewed from infinity in the \( Z \)-direction) of the bisectors (see Figure 18.4(b)); these silhouette curves consist of only two parabolas since the bisector of lines \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) has no such silhouette (its equation has the form \( Z = \gamma XY \) -see Eq.(18.2)- and thus any vertical line intersects it). By construction, for all vertical lines intersecting one given (open) cell of this arrangement, the number and ordering of the intersection points between the vertical line and all the pieces of the three bisectors that are bounded by the trisector is invariant. For any point of intersection, we can easily determine (by computing distances) whether the point lies on a Voronoi cell \( V_{ij} \). We can further determine whether the point belongs to the component \( U_{ij} \) or \( T_{ij} \) by using the linear separation test described in Section 18.6.

We thus report the ordering of the sheets of the components \( U_{ij} \) and \( T_{ij} \) above each cell of the arrangement in the \( XY \)-plane for a given example; see Figure 18.4(b).

We can now observe that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the three branches of the trisector distinct from \( C_0 \) and the components \( U_{12}, U_{13}, \) and \( U_{23} \) such that the component appears only on one side of the corresponding branch\(^4\). It follows that each of the branches distinct from \( C_0 \) bounds a cell \( U_{ij} \).

**Proof of Proposition 18.14.** Lemmas 18.15 and 18.16 state the first two properties of Proposition 18.14. Furthermore, since \( U_{ij} \) is, by definition, bounded by only one arc of the trisector, Lemmas 18.15 and 18.16 directly yield the labeling of the four branches of the trisector by \( C_0, \ldots, C_4 \) is unambiguous.

18.3.3 Properties of the trisector

We now prove two important properties of trisector of the Voronoi diagram of three lines in general position. In particular, we prove the Monotonicity Property in Proposition 18.18.

---

\(^4\)Namely, \( U_{13} \) (resp. \( U_{23} \) and \( U_{12} \)) appears on only one side of the lower-right (resp. upper-right and left-most) branch.
Proposition 18.17. The orthogonal projection of the trisector of \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) onto the \( XY \)-plane has two asymptotes parallel to the \( X \)-axis and two asymptotes parallel to the \( Y \)-axis.

Proof. By Proposition 18.11, the four asymptotes of the trisector are parallel to the four trisector lines of three concurrent lines parallel to \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \). The bisector to two lines through the origin and parallel to \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) is the pair of planes of equation \( \ell Y = 0 \). Hence the asymptotes of the trisector are parallel to lines that lie in the pair of planes \( XY = 0 \). The orthogonal projection of the asymptotes on the \( XY \)-plane are thus parallel to the \( X \)- or \( Y \)-axis. It follows that the number of asymptotes (in projection) that are parallel to the \( X \)-axis (resp. \( Y \)-axis) is invariant by continuous deformation on any connected set of triplets of lines in general position. The result follows from the fact that, on a particular example (see Figure 18.4(a)), there are two asymptotes parallel to the \( X \)-axis and two others parallel to the \( Y \)-axis and that the set of triplets of lines in general position is connected (Proposition 18.13). \( \Box \)

We assume in the following that the asymptote of \( C_0 \) is parallel to the \( YZ \)-plane (as in Figure 18.4(a)) by exchanging, if necessary, the role of \( X \) and \( Y \).

Proposition 18.18. Every branch of the trisector of \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) is monotonic with respect to the \( Y \)-direction (or every branch is monotonic with respect to the \( X \)-direction).

Proof. Let \( \mathcal{P} \) denote any plane parallel to the \( XZ \)-plane. The arc \( C_0 \) intersects plane \( \mathcal{P} \) an odd number of times (counted with multiplicity) since \( C_0 \) has only one asymptote (Proposition 18.14) which is parallel to the \( YZ \)-plane. Furthermore, by Proposition 18.17, the trisector has two other asymptotes parallel to the \( XZ \)-plane. Hence plane \( \mathcal{P} \) intersects the trisector in two points at infinity and \( C_0 \) an odd number of times (in affine space). The trisector thus intersects \( \mathcal{P} \) in at least three points in real projective space. There are thus four intersection points (in real projective space) since there are four intersection points in complex space (since the trisector is of degree four) and if there was an imaginary point of intersection, its conjugate would also be an intersection point (since the equations of the plane and quadrics have real coefficients) giving five points of intersection.

Therefore the trisector intersects plane \( \mathcal{P} \) in two points in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \), one of which lies on \( C_0 \). Since there is an odd number of intersection points on \( C_0 \), plane \( \mathcal{P} \) intersects \( C_0 \) exactly once and any other branch exactly once. \( \Box \)

18.4 Topology of the Voronoi diagram

We prove here that the topology of the Voronoi diagram of three lines in general position is invariant. Theorem 18.1 will thus follow from Theorem 18.12 and from the computation of an example of a two-dimensional cell of the Voronoi diagram (for instance the one shown in Figure 18.1).

Theorem 18.19. The topology of the Voronoi diagram of three lines in general position is constant. More precisely, given two triplets of lines in general position, there is a continuous path between them (in the space of triplets of lines in general position) which induces a continuous deformation of every cell of the Voronoi diagram, preserving the topology of the cells and the incidence relations between them.

Proof. The general idea of the proof is as follows. Consider three lines in general position and a bisector of two of them. The bisector is a hyperbolic paraboloid which is homeomorphic to a plane. The trisector lies on the bisector and it is homeomorphic to four lines that do not pairwise intersect, by Theorem 18.12. Hence the topology of the regions that lie on the bisector and are bounded by the trisector is invariant by continuous deformation on any connected set of triplets of lines (in general position). The topology of these regions is thus invariant by continuous deformation on the set of all triplets of lines in general position (by Proposition 18.13). It follows that the topology of the two-dimensional cells of the Voronoi diagram is invariant by such a continuous deformation. The Voronoi diagram is defined by the embedding in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) of its two-dimensional cells, hence its topology is also invariant by continuous deformation.

To be more precise, we now show that any continuous path, in the space of triplets of lines in general position, between any two triplets of lines in general position, induces a continuous deformation of every cell of the Voronoi diagram, preserving the topology of the cells and the incidence relations between them.
Consider two triplets of lines in general position \((\ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3)\) and \((\ell'_1, \ell'_2, \ell'_3)\). Without loss of generality, we may choose for \((\ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3)\) the triplet of Figure 18.1. As the space of triplets of lines in general position is connected (Proposition 18.13), there is a homotopy between them, i.e., a continuous application \(\varphi: t \mapsto \varphi(t) = (\ell_1(t), \ell_2(t), \ell_3(t))\) of the interval \([0, 1]\) into the space of triplets of lines in general position such that \(\varphi(0) = (\ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3)\) and \(\varphi(1) = (\ell'_1, \ell'_2, \ell'_3)\).

Consider now an orthonormal frame \(\mathcal{F}(t)\) such that the Z-axis is the common perpendicular to \(\ell_1(t)\) and \(\ell_2(t)\), the origin of the frame is the point of the Z-axis equidistant to \(\ell_1(t)\) and \(\ell_2(t)\), and the X and Y-axes are the bisectors of the projections of \(\ell_1(t)\) and \(\ell_2(t)\) onto the plane orthogonal to the Z-axis. Note that this coordinate system is, up to a possible change of orientation of the axes and a possible exchange of the X and Y-axes, the one we considered in Sections 18.2 and 18.3 and which has been used to draw Figure 18.1. When the parameter \(t\) of the homotopy varies from 0 to 1, the lines vary continuously, and thus the frame \(\mathcal{F}(t)\) can be defined to vary continuously in terms of \(t\).

By Lemma 18.15 and Propositions 18.17 and 18.18, for any \(t\) in \([0, 1]\), each of the branches of the trisector is monotonic with respect to either the X or the Y-direction, but not both. Furthermore, the set of \(t\) for which each branch is monotonic with respect to the X-direction (resp. the Y-direction) is closed (since the lines and \(\mathcal{F}(t)\) vary continuously in terms of \(t\)). Hence, each branch of the trisector is monotonic in X for all \(t\) or is monotonic in Y for all \(t\). Therefore, by exchanging, if needed, X and Y in all frames \(\mathcal{F}(t)\), we may suppose that each of the four branches of the trisector of \(\ell_1(t), \ell_2(t)\) and \(\ell_3(t)\) is monotonic with respect to the Y-direction.

In the coordinate system \(\mathcal{F}(t)\), the bisector of \(\ell_1(t)\) and \(\ell_2(t)\) has the equation \(Z = \alpha(t)XY\) (see the proof of Lemma 18.4). Substituting \(Z\) by \(\alpha(t)XY\) in the equation of the bisector of \(\ell_2(t)\) and \(\ell_3(t)\) in the coordinate system \(\mathcal{F}(t)\), we get an equation of degree 2 in each of the variables X and Y. Solving it in X, we get a parameterization of the form \(X = Y^\pm(Y, t)\) with \(Y^\pm(Y, t) = -\frac{P_1(Y, t) \pm \sqrt{P_1(Y, t)^2 - 4P_0(Y, t)P_2(Y, t)}}{2P_2(Y, t)}\), where \(P_0, P_1\) and \(P_2\) are polynomials of degree 2 in \(Y\), which depend continuously on \(t\) (since the frame \(\mathcal{F}(t)\) and the equations, in any fixed frame, of the bisectors depend continuously on \(t\)).

Notice first that \(P_0(Y, t) = P_1(Y, t)^2 - 4P_0(Y, t)P_2(Y, t)\) is always positive. Indeed, it is always non-negative since one of the branches of the trisector of \(\ell_1(t), \ell_2(t)\) and \(\ell_3(t)\) is defined for all \(Y\) in \(\mathcal{F}(t)\) (since each branch is monotonic in \(Y\) and one of them has only one asymptote, by Lemma 18.15). It thus follows from the fact that the trisector has no real singular point (Theorem 18.12) that \(P_0(Y, t)\) is always positive. Notice also that, for any \(t\) in \([0, 1]\), \(P_2(Y, t)\) has two distinct real roots by Proposition 18.17.

Since \(P_0(Y, t)\) is always positive, the branch \(C_0(t)\) of \(\ell_1(t), \ell_2(t)\) and \(\ell_3(t)\) (see Proposition 18.14) is parameterized by \(X = Y^-Y, t)\) or by \(X = Y^+(Y, t)\) (but not by a combination of both). Thus, by changing, if needed, the signs of \(P_0, P_1\) and \(P_2\), we may suppose that \(C_0(0)\) is parameterized by \(X = Y^-(Y, 0)\). This implies, by continuity, that the branch \(C_0(t)\) is parameterized, in the frame \(\mathcal{F}(t)\), by \(X = Y^-(Y, t)\), while the other branches are parameterized by \(X = Y^+(Y, t)\) and the position of \(Y\) with respect to the two roots of \(P_2(Y, t)\).

The study of the Voronoi diagram of \(\ell_1(0), \ell_2(0)\) and \(\ell_3(0)\) (see Figures 18.1 and 18.4(a)) thus implies that the region, denoted \(\mathcal{R}_{12}(t)\), of the Voronoi diagram consisting in the points which are at the same distance of the lines \(\ell_1(t)\) and \(\ell_2(t)\) and closer to \(\ell_3(t)\) consists, when \(t = 0\), in two open semi algebraic sets defined in \(\mathcal{F}(0)\) by (i) \(Z = \alpha(0)XY, X < Y^+(Y, 0)\), and \(Y\) between the two roots of \(P_2\) and by (ii) \(Z = \alpha(0)XY, X > Y^-(Y, 0)\) and, when \(Y\) is outside the two roots of \(P_2, X < Y^+(Y, 0)\).

Now, since the objects we are considering depend continuously on \(t\), including the distance from a point to one of the lines (note that the distance function is defined independently of \(\mathcal{F}(t)\)), the Voronoi region \(\mathcal{R}_{12}(t)\) is defined, similarly, by the two open semi algebraic sets defined in \(\mathcal{F}(t)\) by (i) \(Z = \alpha(t)XY, X < Y^+(Y, t)\), and \(Y\) between the two roots of \(P_2\) and by (ii) \(Z = \alpha(t)XY, X > Y^-(Y, t)\) and, when \(Y\) is outside the two roots of \(P_2, X < Y^+(Y, t)\).

Note that, in the case where the trisector is decomposed, for some value of \(t\), into a cubic and a line, nothing changes in what precedes, the only difference being that the square root is a polynomial and that the parameterization of \(C_0\) simplifies into \(X = \text{constant}\).

We thus get that, when \(t\) varies, the two-dimensional cells of the Voronoi diagram which are closer to \(\ell_1(t)\) and \(\ell_2(t)\) than to \(\ell_3(t)\) varies continuously, with a constant topology and constant incidence relations with the trisector. As the same study may be done, replacing \(\ell_1(t)\) and \(\ell_2(t)\) by the other pairs of lines, this proves the theorem for all two-dimensional cells.

Finally, let \(P\) be a point of the region of \(\ell_1(t)\) (i.e., a point which is closer to \(\ell_1(t)\) than the other lines) and \(Q\) its orthogonal projection on \(\ell_1(t)\). Then, any point of the segment \(PQ\) lies also in the region of \(\ell_1(t)\). It follows that the region of \(\ell_1(t)\) is homeomorphic to a solid cylinder and has thus a constant topology. As this region va-
ries continuously with $t$, as well as the two-dimensional cells of its border, this finishes the proof of the theorem. □

### 18.5 Configurations of three lines whose trisector contains a line

We present here a simple geometric proof of Theorem 18.2 which states that the trisector of three pairwise skew lines that are not all parallel to a common plane consists of a cubic and a line if and only if the hyperboloid of one sheet containing the three skew lines is of revolution. Note that a computational proof is also given by the direct proof of the Main Lemma, in which we proved that the trisector contains a line if and only if the hyperboloid is of revolution, and by Theorem 18.1, which states that the trisector contains a line if and only if it is a cubic and line.

Consider three lines $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$ and $\ell_3$ whose trisector includes a line $\ell$. Any point $p$ on $\ell$ is equidistant to $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$ and $\ell_3$ so $p$ is the center of a sphere that is tangent to all of $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$ and $\ell_3$. Consider three distinct such points on $\ell$ and the three corresponding spheres. If these spheres have a common intersection, then this common intersection is a circle (possibly reduced to a point) and all lines tangent to the three spheres lie in the plane of this circle which contradicts the general position assumption. Otherwise, the set of lines tangent to the three spheres are the ruling(s) of a single quadric of revolution with symmetry axis the line through their centers [BGLP06, Lemma 7]. Note that this quadric is a hyperboloid of one sheet since it cannot be a cone or a cylinder by the general position assumption.

Conversely, if three lines lie on a quadric of revolution, any point on the axis of revolution is equidistant to the three lines. Thus the trisector of the three lines contains a line and, by Theorem 18.1, the trisector of three lines in general position is a non-singular quartic or a cubic and a line.

### 18.6 Algorithms

In this section, we prove Theorem 18.3. We start by presenting an algorithm for determining a plane separating the two components of any two-dimensional Voronoi cell. Refer to Figure 18.5(a). This plane may be non-rational; indeed, as we shall see in Proposition 18.21, it is possible that no rational separating plane exists. We then show how this algorithm can be modified to produce a rational linear test for this problem when the three input lines are rational. As we will see, this algorithm leads directly to another rational linear test for separating the four connected components of the cell of dimension one. Finally, we conclude the proof of Theorem 18.3 by showing how points on a branch of the trisector can be ordered using a linear form with rational coefficients.

**Linear test for separating the two connected components of a two-dimensional Voronoi cell.**

**Input:** three lines $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, and $\ell_3$ in general position and $i \neq j \in \{1, 2, 3\}$.

**Output:** a half-space $H_{ij}$ that strictly contains $U_{ij}$ and whose complement strictly contains $T_{ij}$.

(i) Determine a Cartesian coordinate system $(X,Y,Z)$ such that the $Z$-axis is parallel to the common perpendicular of $\ell_i$ and $\ell_j$ and such that the $X$ and $Y$-axes are parallel to the two bisector lines, in a plane perpendicular to the $Z$-axis, of the projection of $\ell_i$ and $\ell_j$ onto that plane.

(ii) In this frame, compute all the critical values of the trisector with respect to the $X$-axis. If there is no critical value, exchange the $X$- and $Y$-axes (and compute the critical values with respect to the new $X$-axis).

(iii) Compute the $X$-values of the two trisector asymptotes that are parallel to the $YZ$-plane. If the minimum of these values is smaller than the smaller critical value, then change the orientation of the $X$-axis. Denote by $X_1$ the smallest critical value (with respect to the $X$-axis) of the trisector and by $X_2$ the smallest of the other critical values and of the two asymptote $X$-values.

(iv) Pick a value $\tilde{x}$ in $(X_1, X_2)$. The half-space, $H_{ij}$, of equation $X < \tilde{x}$ contains $U_{ij}$ and the half-space $X > \tilde{x}$ contains $T_{ij}$.

**Proof of correctness.** Assume without loss of generality that $i = 1$ and $j = 2$. By Proposition 18.18, the trisector has no critical point in the $Y$-direction after Step (ii).
First note that the asymptotes of the trisector are never vertical (i.e., parallel to the Z-axis) because otherwise, by Proposition 18.11 and since \( \ell_1 \) and \( \ell_2 \) are horizontal, the line \( \ell_3 \) would be horizontal (its direction would be the symmetric of the one of \( \ell_1 \) with respect to a vertical plane), contradicting the general position assumption.

It thus follows, since the directions of the asymptotes, projected on the \( XY \)-plane, are parallel to the \( X \) or \( Y \)-axis (by Proposition 18.17) that the oriented directions of the asymptotes of the branches of the projected trisector are invariant (in the direction ±\( X \) or ±\( Y \)) by continuous deformation on the set of triplets of lines in general position (which is connected by Proposition 18.13).

Hence, it follows from the analysis of one configuration (see Figure 18.5) that the two projected asymptotes of the branch \( C_3 \) have the same oriented direction. Thus \( C_3 \) has (at least) a critical point with respect to this direction, which is \( X \) since there is no critical point with respect to the \( Y \)-axis. We assume, for now, that the oriented asymptotic direction of the two branches of \( C_3 \) is the −\( X \) direction (as in Figure 18.5), by changing, if necessary, the orientation of the axis. In the sequel of the proof, all the critical points are considered with respect to the \( X \)-axis.

Now, the plane, denoted \( \mathcal{P} \), parallel to the \( YZ \)-plane through a critical point of the trisector does not intersect the trisector in any other point in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \) because the intersection at the critical point has multiplicity two, the plane intersects the trisector in two points at infinity (by Proposition 18.17), and the trisector has degree four (it is the intersection of two quadrics). It thus follows that \( C_3 \) has a unique critical point and that this critical point is strictly left (i.e., has smaller \( X \)-coordinate) of all the other critical points of the trisector. Furthermore, the plane \( \mathcal{P} \) through this leftmost critical point, that is the plane of equation \( X = X_1 \), separates (strictly, except for the critical point) the branch \( C_3 \) from the other branches and leaves \( C_3 \) on its left. In other words, the half-space \( X < X_1 \) contains \( C_3 \) except for its critical point and the half-space \( X > X_1 \) contains the other branches. It then follows from the definition of \( X_2 \) that, for any \( \tilde{x} \in (X_1, X_2) \), the half-space \( X < \tilde{x} \) contains \( C_3 \) and the half-space \( X > \tilde{x} \) contains the other branches of the trisector. We use this fact to get that the half-space \( X < \tilde{x} \) contains \( U_{12} \) because \( U_{12} \) is bounded by \( C_3 \) (by Proposition 18.14) and lies on a hyperbolic paraboloid of equation \( Z = \gamma XY \), \( \gamma \in \mathbb{R} \) (see Eq. (18.2)). Similarly, the half-space \( X > \tilde{x} \) contains \( T_{12} \).

It remains to show that the orientation of the \( X \)-axis obtained in Step (iii) of the algorithm is the same as the one we have considered so far. Consider the two \( X \)-values of the two trisector asymptotes parallel to the \( XZ \)-plane. We prove that the maximum of these values is larger than the largest critical value. This implies the result since, if the orientation of the \( X \)-axis was not as assumed above, it would have been changed in Step (iii).

As before, by continuity and by analyzing one particular example, we have that two of the asymptotes of the branches of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \) have direction +\( X \) (in projection) and the two others have direction +\( Y \) and −\( Y \). We consider here the trisector and its asymptotes in projection on the \( XY \)-plane and we refer to vertical, right and left in a standard way in the \( (X, Y) \) frame. Suppose for a contradiction that there exists a critical point on \( C_1 \cup C_2 \) that is
right of both their vertical asymptote. Then a vertical line, \( L \), through this critical point would intersect the trisector at this point, with multiplicity two, and at two other points at infinity (by Proposition 18.17). However, since the critical point is right of the vertical asymptote of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), line \( L \) intersects the trisector somewhere else (or with higher multiplicity), which is not possible since the trisector has degree four.

The algorithm requires computing the critical values of the trisector with respect to the \( X \) and \( Y \)-directions. We proved (in Proposition 18.18) that the trisector has no critical values in one of these directions. We show below that the trisector admits at most four critical values with respect to the other direction. We consider below the coordinate system obtained after Step (ii) of the algorithm above.

**Lemma 18.20.** The trisector has three or four critical values with respect to the \( X \)-direction. Moreover, the trisector has one critical point on \( C_3 \), one on \( C_1 \cup C_2 \), and either two on \( C_0 \) or \( C_0 \) is a line perpendicular to the \( X \)-axis.

**Proof.** We consider here critical points and critical values with respect to the \( X \)-direction. First, we proved in the proof of correctness of the algorithm that \( C_3 \) has exactly one critical point. A similar study of the directions of the branches of asymptotes of \( C_1 \cup C_2 \) implies that \( C_1 \cup C_2 \) has also exactly one critical point. On the other hand, we have that \( C_0 \) has two identical asymptotes that are perpendicular to the \( X \)-axis (by Propositions 18.14, 18.17 and Step (ii) of the algorithm) and thus \( C_0 \) contains at least one critical point.

Consider first the case where \( C_0 \) is entirely critical. It then projects on the \( XY \)-plane to a line perpendicular to the \( X \)-axis. It is planar and thus contained in the intersection of a plane and a quadric (the bisector of any two of the input lines). \( C_0 \) is thus a line or an irreducible conic. The trisector never contains an irreducible conic (by Theorem 18.1), thus \( C_0 \) is a line that is perpendicular to the \( X \)-axis (since its projection on the \( XY \)-plane is). This concludes the proof in the case where the trisector contains infinitely many critical points. We assume in the sequel the trisector has finitely many critical points.

Now, the projection (on the \( XY \)-plane) of the trisector is a curve of degree four. Furthermore, it has degree two in \( X \) and degree two in \( Y \) because the curve intersects any line parallel to the \( X \)- or \( Y \)-axis in at most two points since there are two other points of intersection at infinity (by Proposition 18.17). The projected curve thus has equation

\[
A(X)Y^2 + B(X)Y + C(X) = 0
\]

where \( A, B \) and \( C \) are polynomials of degree two in \( X \). The critical points are points on the curve such that the curve’s partial derivative with respect to \( Y \) is zero. This partial derivative is of degree one in \( Y \) and two in \( X \); it has equation \( 2A(X)Y + B(X) = 0 \). The curve contains no critical point \((X_0,Y_0)\) such that \( A(X_0) = 0 \) because otherwise \( A(X_0) = B(X_0) = C(X_0) = 0 \) and thus the line \((X_0,Y)\) is critical, contradicting the above hypothesis. Hence, eliminating \( Y \) in the curve’s equation gives an equation in \( X \) of degree four.

Since \( C_1 \cup C_2 \cup C_3 \) has exactly two critical points, \( C_0 \) has either zero or two critical points, counted with multiplicity. We have shown that \( C_0 \) has at least one critical point, thus it has exactly two critical points counted with multiplicity. Finally, \( C_0 \) cannot only have one double critical point because its two asymptotes are identical and vertical. Hence, when the trisector has finitely many critical points, exactly two lie on \( C_0 \), one on \( C_1 \cup C_2 \) and one on \( C_3 \).

The following proposition shows that the separating plane computed in the above algorithm may not be rational.

**Proposition 18.21.** There exist three rational lines for which the two connected components of any two-dimensional Voronoi cell cannot be separated by a rational plane.

**Proof.** Let \( \mathcal{P} \) denote any plane separating \( U_{ij} \) and \( T_{ij} \). Since \( \mathcal{P} \) does not intersect \( C_0 \), it is necessarily parallel to the asymptote of \( C_0 \) (see Proposition 18.14).

We now exhibit an example of three rational lines such that there exists no rational plane parallel to an asymptote of their trisector, which will conclude the proof. Consider three lines \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \) in general position that have direction \((1,0,0)\), \((1,1,0)\), and \((2,0,1)\), respectively. By Proposition 18.11, the four asymptotes of their trisector are parallel to the four trisector lines of three concurrent lines (say, through the origin) with directions those of \( \ell_1, \ell_2, \) and \( \ell_3 \); let \( \ell'_1, \ell'_2, \) and \( \ell'_3 \) denote these lines.

The pair of bisector planes of \( \ell'_1 \) and \( \ell'_2 \) has a square root of 2 in its coefficient : its equation (see Eq. 18.1) factors into \((X - (1 + \sqrt{2})Y)(X - (1 - \sqrt{2})Y)\), which is the equation of a pair of conjugate planes over \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}) \) (the field extension of \( \mathbb{Q} \) by \( \sqrt{2} \)). Similarly, the bisector planes of \( \ell'_3 \) and \( \ell'_4 \) is a pair of conjugate planes over \( \mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{5}) \).
(it has equation \((X - (2 + \sqrt{5})Z)(X - (2 - \sqrt{5})Z)\)). It follows that the four lines of intersection of these two pairs of planes are conjugate over \(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}, \sqrt{5})\).

Furthermore, these four lines are not all parallel to a common plane because the intersection of the two planes that are conjugate over \(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2})\) is the \(Z\)-axis, which properly intersects each of the two other conjugate planes; thus, on each of these latter conjugate planes, the two lines of intersection properly intersect and thus any plane parallel to them is parallel to the plane they define; since the two conjugate planes are not coplanar, no plane is parallel to the four lines of intersection.

Now, any rational plane that is parallel to one of these four lines is also parallel to the three others (since a rational plane is invariant by conjugation over \(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{2}, \sqrt{5})\)). Since this is not possible, there is no rational plane that is parallel to the asymptote of \(C_0\), which concludes the proof.

We now present an algorithm for determining a rational linear test for separating the two components of any two-dimensional Voronoi cell of three rational lines. Refer to Figure 18.5(b).

**Rational linear test for separating the two connected components of a two-dimensional Voronoi cell.**

**Input**: three rational lines \(\ell_1, \ell_2, \ell_3\) in general position in a coordinate system \((\tilde{X}, \tilde{Y}, \tilde{Z})\) and \(i \neq j \in \{1, 2, 3\}\).

**Output**: two rational half-spaces \(H'_{ij}\) and \(H''_{ij}\) such that \(H'_{ij} \cap H''_{ij}\) strictly contains \(U_{ij}\) and its complement strictly contains \(T_{ij}\).

(i-iii) Idem as in the previous algorithm.

(iv) Compute the two \(Y\)-values of the two trisector asymptotes that are parallel to the \(XZ\)-plane. Let \(Y_1 < Y_2\) denote these two values.

(v) Determine a point \(A\) with rational coordinates in the original \((\tilde{X}, \tilde{Y}, \tilde{Z})\)-frame such that its \(X\)-, \(Y\)-, and \(Z\)-coordinates in the \((X, Y, Z)\)-frame are in \([X_1, X_2]\), in \([Y_1, Y_2]\), and equal to 0, respectively; let \(X_A\) denote its \(X\)-coordinate in the \((X, Y, Z)\)-frame.

(vi) Determine two points \(B\) and \(C\) with rational coordinates in the original \((\tilde{X}, \tilde{Y}, \tilde{Z})\)-frame such that their \(X\)-, \(Y\)-, and \(Z\)-coordinates in the \((X, Y, Z)\)-frame are, for \(B\), in \([X_1, X_A]\), in \((-\infty, Y_1]\), and equal to 0, respectively, and for \(C\), in \([X_1, X_A]\), in \([Y_1, +\infty)\), and equal to 0, respectively.

(vii) Let \(P_{ij}\) (resp. \(P'_{ij}\)) be the plane through \(A\) and \(B\) (resp. \(C\)) that is parallel to the \(Z\)-axis. Let \(H'_{ij}\) (resp. \(H''_{ij}\)) be the open half-space bounded plane \(P_{ij}\) (resp. \(P'_{ij}\)) that contains the point at infinity in the \(-X\)-direction.

**Remark 18.22.** Note that the transformation from the \((\tilde{X}, \tilde{Y}, \tilde{Z})\)-frame to the \((X, Y, Z)\)-frame is not necessarily rational since the \(X\)- and \(Y\)-axes are not necessarily rational in the \((\tilde{X}, \tilde{Y}, \tilde{Z})\)-frame. Nonetheless, the rational coordinates of the points \(A, B,\) and \(C\) can easily be computed using interval arithmetic. We however did not study the bit complexity of our algorithm, which requires finding rational values in between roots of constant-degree polynomials whose coefficients are not rational.

**Proof of correctness.** We assume without loss of generality that \(i\) and \(j\) are equal to 1 and 2, respectively. We have seen in the proof of correctness of the previous algorithm that the component \(C_3\) has exactly one critical value with respect to the \(X\)-axis, no critical value with respect to the \(Y\)-axis, and two asymptotes in the \(-Y\)-direction. The component \(C_3\) is thus contained in the region defined by \(X < X_1\) and \(Y_1 < Y < Y_2\). It follows that \(H'_{ij} \cap H''_{ij}\) contains \(U_{ij}\).

On the other hand, the complement of \(H'_{ij} \cap H''_{ij}\) strictly contains \(T_{ij}\) because for any value \(\tilde{x} \in (X_A, X_2)\), the half-space \(X > \tilde{x}\) contains \(T_{ij}\) (as proved above) and this half-space is contained in the complement of \(H'_{ij} \cap H''_{ij}\).

Finally, the plane \(P_{ij}\) is rational since \(A\) and \(B\) are rational as well as the \(Z\)-axis (since it is the common perpendicular to \(\ell_i\) and \(\ell_j\)). Similarly, plane \(P'_{ij}\) is also rational.

**Remark 18.23.** Note that, if the three input lines are not rational, the above algorithm remains valid except for the fact that the output half-spaces are not necessarily rational anymore (since the common perpendicular to \(\ell_i\) and \(\ell_j\) is not necessarily rational).

**Separation of the four connected components of the trisector of three lines.**
Consider three lines $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, and $\ell_3$ and the half-space $H'_{ij}$ and $H''_{ij}$ obtained by the above algorithm. Proposition 18.14 (and Remark 18.23) directly yields the following result.

**Proposition 18.24.** For any point $p$ on the trisector of $\ell_1$, $\ell_2$, and $\ell_3$, if $p$ belongs to both half-spaces $H'_{ij}$ and $H''_{ij}$ for some $i \neq j \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ then $p$ lies on $C_k$ (with $k \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ distinct from $i$ and $j$), otherwise $p$ lies on $C_0$. Furthermore, if the three input lines are rational, the coefficients of $H'_{ij}$ and $H''_{ij}$ are rational.

We conclude this section by proving Theorem 18.3.

**Proof of Theorem 18.3.** First, the algorithms of this section and Proposition 18.24 present some (rational) linear tests for separating the connected components of the Voronoi cells of dimensions one and two. Second, we can compute, as described in Steps (i-ii) of the above algorithms, a direction in which every branch of the trisector is monotonic, which gives a linear test for ordering points on each trisector.

Now, if the three input lines are rational, the Cartesian coordinate system computed in the above algorithms is such that the $Z$-axis is rational and, if the $X$-axis is irrational, a slight rotation of the frame around the $Z$-axis gives a rational frame (i.e., a frame which is defined on the initial frame by a matrix with rational coefficients).

If, as in Figure 4a, there is a critical point on the lower branch $C_2$ (for the projection on the $X$-axis) and if the rotation is clockwise, then the projections of $C_0$, $C_1$ and $C_2$ on the new $Y$-axis are monotonic. If the critical point is on the upper branch $C_1$ then a counter-clockwise rotation gives the same result. Thus the points on each of these three branches can be sorted using a linear form with rational coefficients. The same result is obtained for $C_3$ by doing the same work after a circular permutation of the lines. □

### 18.7 Conclusion

We presented a complete description of the Voronoi diagram of three lines that are pairwise skew and not all parallel to a common plane. We also presented some algorithms for determining a rational test for answering queries of the form, given a point, determine in which connected component of which Voronoi cell it lies. We also showed that points on a branch of the trisector of three lines can easily be ordered by comparing their coordinates in a particular direction, which is however not necessarily rational.

Future work includes the characterization of the topology of the Voronoi diagram of three lines that are not in general position. Note that, in this case, the topology of the Voronoi diagram does indeed change; for instance, when three pairwise skew lines are all parallel to a common plane, their bisectors are hyperbolic paraboloids of the form $Z = F_{ij}(X,Y)$ and it follows that their trisector consists of two branches (instead of four) as it is the intersection of one of the bisectors with a hyperbolic cylinder whose axis is parallel to the $Z$-axis (of equation $F_{12}(X,Y) - F_{13}(X,Y) = 0$). Note also that when two of the lines are coplanar their bisector is one or two planes and the trisector is thus either the intersection of two such bisectors or the intersection of one such bisector with a hyperbolic paraboloid.

A challenging problem is to study Voronoi diagrams of up to six lines; this is of interest for the general case of $n$ lines because the arcs of such diagrams are defined by five lines. Finally, the two major problems remain the determination of the complexity of Voronoi diagrams of $n$ lines and the design of efficient algorithms for computing Voronoi diagrams of lines, segments, triangles, or polyhedra.
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Appendix : Maple-sheet computations

```maple
> sys:=subs(a=2, [gros_fact, op(convert(grad(gros_fact, [a, x, y, alpha, beta]), list))]):
> bs1:=factor(fgb_gbasis(sys, 0, [x, y, alpha, beta], [])): map(uu->op(0, uu), op(1, bs1[3]));

> applyrules(y+2*a, ....);
```

\[ y + 2a \]

```
> [op(bs1), 1-u*(y+2*alpha), 1-v*(2*x+beta), 1-w*(1+alpha^2+beta^2)];
> bs2:=factor(fgb_gbasis_elim(%, 0, [u, v, w], [x, y, alpha, beta])):

\[ \text{map(uu->op(0, uu), %);} \]

```

\[ \text{bs2[3];} \]

```
> fgb_gbasis(%, 0, [u, v, w, t], [x, y, alpha, beta]);

\[ \text{simplify(Gamma2-bs2[3]);} \]

```

\[ \text{bs3:=factor(fgb_gbasis(bs2, 0, [x, y, alpha, beta])); map(uu->op(0, uu), %);} \]

```

```
> print(`16. 2 – About the proof of the Main Lemma.
```

\[ \Gamma_2 := (4y-4Bx-3)^2 + 3(2x+y^2 + 12y + 24y^2 + 56x + 3B^2) \]

\[ 0 \]

```maple
> [op(sys), 1-u*(1+alpha^2+beta^2), 1-v*(y+2*alpha), 1-w*(2*x+beta), 1-t*Gamma2]
> fgb_gbasis(sys, 0, [u, v, w, t], [x, y, alpha, beta]);
```

\[ \text{[1]} \]

**Tab. 18.2 – About the proof of the Main Lemma.**
> st := time():
> bs3:=factor(fgb_gbasis(bs2,0,[x],[y,alpha,beta])):
> map(degree,%,x);
> map(uu->op(0,uu),%%);
> nops(bs3);

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
\end{array}
\]

The elements of bs2 are in the ideal generated by bs12:

\[ \text{base12:=gbasis(bs12,DRL([x,y,alpha,beta]));} \]
\[ \text{map(uu->Gb[normalf](uu,base12),bs2);} \]
\[ [0,0,0] \]

The square of the elements of bs12 are in the ideal generated by bs2:

\[ \text{base2:=gbasis(bs2,DRL([x,y,alpha,beta]));} \]
\[ \text{map(uu->Gb[normalf](uu^2,base2),bs12);} \]
\[ [0,0,0] \]

\[ \text{print("Total CPU time:",time()-st);} \]
\[ \text{"Total CPU time:",17.350} \]

**Tab. 18.3 – About the proof of the Main Lemma.**
> factor(subs(y=-a*alpha,big_fact));

\[(\alpha^4 \mathcal{A}^2 + 2 \beta x \alpha^2 + x^2 \mathcal{A}^2 + \beta^2 \mathcal{A}^2 - 2 a^2 \alpha^2 + 1 + \beta^2)\]
\[(\beta^2 - 4 a^2 \alpha^2 - 4 a^4 \alpha^2 - 2 a \beta x - 4 \beta x a^3 + x^2 \mathcal{A}^2)^2\]

> f0:=collect(op(1,%),x); f1:=collect(op(1,op(2,%%)),x);

\[f0 := (a^2 \beta^2 + a^2)^2 + 2 a^2 \alpha y + \alpha^2 + a^2 + 1 + \beta^2 - 2 a^2 \alpha^2\]
\[f1 := x^2 \mathcal{A}^2 + (-2 a \beta - 4 \beta a^3) x + \beta^2 - 4 a^2 \alpha^2 - 4 a^4 - 4 a^4 \alpha^2\]

> factor(subs(x=-beta/a,big_fact));

\[g0 := (a^2 \alpha^2 + a^2)^2 + 2 a^2 \beta y + \beta^2 - 2 a^2 \beta^2 + a^4 + a^4 \alpha^2\]
\[g1 := -y^2 \alpha^2 + (4 a \alpha + 2 a \alpha) y + 4 + 4 \beta^2 + 4 a^2 + 4 a^2 \beta - a^4 \alpha^2\]

Solutions of f1=0 in x and of g1=0 in y :

> map(uu->factor(uu),[solve(f1,x)]);

\[\begin{align*}
2 a^2 \beta + \beta + 2 \sqrt{a^2 (a^2 + 1) (\beta^2 + 1 + \alpha^2)} & , \\
2 a^2 \alpha^2 + 2 a^2 + 2 \sqrt{(a^2 + 1) (\beta^2 + 1 + \alpha^2)} & \\
\end{align*}\]

> map(uu->factor(uu),[solve(g1,y)]);

\[\begin{align*}
\alpha a^2 + 2 a^2 + 2 \sqrt{(a^2 + 1) (\beta^2 + 1 + \alpha^2)} & , \\
\alpha a^2 + 2 a^2 + 2 \sqrt{(a^2 + 1) (\beta^2 + 1 + \alpha^2)} & \\
\end{align*}\]

f0 is a sum of square :

> (a^2*alpha^2-1+a*beta*x)^2+(a*beta+a)^2;

> simplify(f0-%);

\[(a^2 \alpha^2 - 1 + a \beta x)^2 + (x a + \beta)^2 \]
\[0\]

a*x+beta and g1 are in the ideal generated by y+a*alpha, x*a+beta, and a^2*alpha^2-1+a*beta*x :

> gbasis([y+a*alpha,x*a+beta,a^2*alpha^2-1+a*beta*x],DRL([a,x,y,alpha,beta]));

> normalf(a*x+beta,%), normalf(gl,%);

\[0, 0\]

g0 is a sum of square :

> (a*y*alpha+beta^2-a^2)^2+a*y*alpha^2*(y+a*alpha)^2;

> simplify(g0-%);

\[(a y \alpha + \beta^2 - a^2)^2 + a^2 (y + a \alpha)^2 \]
\[0\]

y+a*alpha and f1 are in the ideal generated by x*a+beta, y+a*alpha, and a^2*alpha^2-1+a*beta*x :

> gbasis([x*a+beta,y+a*alpha,a*y*alpha+beta^2-a^2],DRL([a,x,y,alpha,beta]));

> normal(y+a*alpha,%), normal(f1,%);

\[0, 0\]

Tab. 18.4 – For the proof of Lemma 18.8.
Consider the product of the characteristic polynomial with its algebraic conjugate:
\[ P \]  
We prove that the characteristic equation has no real root on this component.
\[ \frac{2\beta a^2 + \beta}{a} + 2 \sqrt{(1 + \alpha^2 + \beta^2)(1 + a^2)} \]

Consider all the 3x3 minors of the matrix:
\[ \lambda \]

The real semi-algebraic set defined by \( T/2 < 0 \) is empty:
\[ \text{Pre-process} \]
\[ \text{Computing critical points of a polynomial mapping from } \mathbb{C}^4 \text{ to } \mathbb{C} \]
\[ \text{Computing asymptotic critical values of a polynomial mapping from } \mathbb{C}^4 \text{ to } \mathbb{C} \]

Isolating real solutions of a zero-dimensional system using RS
Isolating real solutions of a zero-dimensional system using RS
Isolating real solutions of a zero-dimensional system using RS

Consider all the 3x3 minors of the matrix \( P(\lambda) \) of the pencil:
\[ \text{The rank of } P(\lambda) \text{ is always 3 or 4 since there is no common zeros of the minors:} \]
\[ \text{tab. 18.5} \quad \text{For the proof of Lemma 18.10.} \]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Title and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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